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First of all, I want to thank all of the students and professors for having enough faith in

me and my book to find it useful and usable. Ethics: Theory and Practice has been in

print for 19 years! Quite a feat for any text, much less one on ethics. Believe me, I am very

proud it is so widely used and very grateful to all of you for making it so. It has even

been "bootlegged" by the People's Republic of China and was translated into Chinese in

1981!

I have tried to make the book more relevant, more all-inclusive, and more up-to-

date each time I have revised it. This has not always been easy For example, just trying

to keep up with Dr. Kevorkian and the number of people he has helped to die, following

Supreme Court decisions on the issues, and the increasing violence and terrorism in the

world today have made updating necessary and difficult in this edition.

In this edition I have included a new teaching device and another way of applying

ethics. At the end of Chapter 8, "The Taking of Human Life," I have included a section in

which I apply the major ethical theories presented in Chapters 2 and 3 to the various

moral issues included in this chapter, trying to present how I think these theories might

deal with these problems. Then, in the remaining chapters (9-15), I have encouraged

professors and their students to do the same with the other moral issues found in those

chapters, using Chapters 2, 3, and 8 as guides. In this way, I've tried to bridge more care-

ful lv, theory to practice, by applying the major ethical theories to the moral issues

XIII
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presented in the book. I hope this helps. I also have included physician assisted suicide,

a hot and very controversial topic these days.

I have included a section on terrorism under the major issue of war because it has

become so viciously and heinously present in the world today In the chapter on
bioethics (Chapter 13), I have added and refined the possible models physicians and
their patients may use in working toward better relationships. I have added a new case

study in Chapter 10 (Abortion) on the more recent moral issues dealing with multiple

births, and of course general updating throughout the book where needed. I hope the

book continues to be useful, and I welcome any suggestions, which may be sent to

Prentice Hall. Speaking of which, I have nothing but the greatest respect and admiration

for my editor, Angela Stone. She has been absolutelv wonderful to work with. Thanks

also to a very fine production editor, Harriet Tellem. My gratitude goes out to all of you
for all your help and support.

I also wish to thank the following reviewers for their input in the sixth edition:

Richard T. Lambert, Carroll College; Ronald R. Cox, San Antonio College; and Russ

Shafer-Landan, University of Kansas.

Jacques P. Thiroux

Professor Emeritus, Bakersfield College,

and California State University, Bakersfield



Chapter 1

What Is Morality?

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define philosophy and explain the relationship of ethics to it.

2. Define key terms concerning ethics or morality.

3. Explain the various approaches to the study of morality.

4. Understand what morality is and how it differs from aesthetics, nonmoral behav-

ior, and manners.

5. Understand to whom morality applies.

6. Have some idea of where morality comes from.

7. Distinguish between morality and the law.

8. Distinguish between morality and religion.

9. Understand why human beings should be moral.

1
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2 Chapter 1 What Is Morality?

What Is Philosophy and Ethics' Relationship to It?

Philosophy literally means love of wisdom, the Greek words philia meaning love or

friendship, and sophia meaning wisdom. Philosophy is concerned basically with three

areas: epistemology (the study of knowledge), metaphysics (the study of the nature of real-

ity), and ethics (the study of morality), which will be our major concern in this book.

Epistemology deals with the following questions: What is knowledge? What are

truth and falsity, and to what do they apply? What is required for someone to actuallv

know something? What is the nature of perception, and how reliable is it? What are logic

and logical reasoning, and how can human beings attain them? What's the difference be-

tween knowledge and belief? Is there anything such as "certain knowledge"? From time

to time throughout this book epistemological questions will be discussed, especially in

Chapter 4, which deals with absolutes and truth.

Metaphysics is the study of the nature of reality, asking the questions: What exists

in reality and what is the nature of what exists? Specifically, such questions as the fol-

lowing are asked: Is there really cause and effect in reality, and if so, how does it work?

What is the nature of the physical world, and is there anything other than the physical,

such as the mental or spiritual? What is the nature of human beings? Is there freedom in

reality or is everything predetermined? Here again, we will deal with some of these

questions throughout the book, but especially in Chapter 4—are there any absolutes or is

everything really relative?—and Chapter 5, is there any such thing as freedom, or are all

things in reality predetermined?

Ethics, our main concern, deals with what is right or wrong in human behavior and

conduct. It asks such questions as what constitutes any person or action being good, bad,

right, or wrong, and how do we know (epistemology)? What part does self-interest or

the interests of others play in the making of moral decisions and judgments? What theo-

ries of conduct are valid or invalid, and why? Should we use principles or rules or laws,

or should we let each situation decide our morality? Are killing, lying, cheating, stealing,

and sexual acts right or wrong, and why or why not?

As you can see, these three areas are related and at times overlap, but each one is

worthy of concentrated study in itself. The major concern in this book, as its title sug-

gests, is ethics, and before going any further, it is important to define some key terms

used in any discussion of ethics or morality.

ke\ Terms

Ethical. Moral, I nethical, Immoral

In ordinary language, we frequently use the words ethical and moral (and unethical and im-

moral) interchangeably; that is, we speak of the ethical or moral person or act. On the

other hand, we speak of codes of ethics, but only infrequently do we mention codes of

morality. Some reserve the terms moral and immoral only for the realm of sexuality and

use the words ethical and unethical when discussing how the business and professional
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communities should behave toward their members or toward the public. More com-

monly, however, we use none of these words as often as we use the terms good, bad, right,

and wrong. What do all of these words mean, and what are the relationships among them?

Ethics comes from the Greek ethos, meaning character. Morality comes from the

Latin moralis, meaning customs or manners. Ethics, then, seems to pertain to the individ-

ual character of a person or persons, whereas morality seems to point to the relationships

between human beings. Nevertheless, in ordinary language, whether we call a person

ethical or moral, or an act unethical or immoral, doesn't really make any difference. In

philosophy however, the term ethics also is used to refer to a specific area of study: the

area of morality which concentrates on human conduct and human values.

When we speak of people as being moral or ethical, we usually mean that they are

good people, and when we speak of them as being immoral or unethical, we mean that

they are bad people. When we refer to certain human actions as being moral, ethical, im-

moral, and unethical, we mean that they are right or wrong. The simplicity of these defini-

tions, however, ends here, for how do we define a right or wrong action or a good or bad

person? What are the human standards by which such decisions can be made? These are

the more difficult questions that make up the greater part of the study of morality, and they

will be discussed in more detail in later chapters. The important thing to remember here is

that moral, ethical, unmoral, and unethical, essentially mean good, right, bad, and wrong, often

depending upon whether one is referring to people themselves or to their actions.

Characteristics of Good, Bad, Right, Wrong, Happiness, or Pleasure. It seems to be an

empirical fact that whatever human beings consider to be good involves happiness and

pleasure in some way, and whatever they consider to be bad involves unhappiness and

pain in some way. This view of what is good has traditionally been called "hedonism."

As long as the widest range of interpretation is given to these words (from simple sen-

sual pleasures to intellectual or spiritual pleasures and from sensual pain to deep emo-
tional unhappiness), then it is difficult to deny that whatever is good involves at least

some pleasure or happiness, and whatever is bad involves some pain or unhappiness.

One element involved in the achievement of happiness is the necessity of taking the

long- rather than the short-range view. People may undergo some pain or unhappiness

in order to attain some pleasure or happiness in the long run. For example, we will put

up with the pain of having our teeth drilled in order to keep our teeth and gums healthy

so that we may enjoy eating and the general good health that results from having teeth

that are well maintained. Similarly people may do very difficult and even painful work

for two days in order to earn money that will bring them pleasure and happiness for a

week or two.

Furthermore, the term good should be defined in the context of human experience

and human relationships rather than in an abstract sense only. For example, knowledge

and power in themselves are not good unless a human being derives some satisfaction

from them or unless they contribute in some way to moral and meaningful human rela-

tionships. They are otherwise nonmoral.

What about actions that will bring someone some good but will cause pain to an-

other, such as those of a sadist who gains pleasure from violently mistreating another
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4 Chapter 1 What Is Morality?

human being? Our original statement was that everything that is good will bring some
person satisfaction, pleasure, or happiness of some kind, but this statement does not nec-

essarily work in the reverse—that everything that brings someone satisfaction is neces-

sarily good. There certainly are "malicious pleasures."

Excellence. William Frankena states that whatever is good will also probably involve

"some kind or degree of excellence." 1 He goes on to say that "what is bad in itself is so

because of the presence of either pain or unhappiness or of some kind of defect or lack of

excellence." 2 Excellence is an important addition to pleasure or satisfaction in that it

makes "experiences or activities better or worse than they would otherwise be." 3 For ex-

ample, the enjoyment or satisfaction gained from hearing a concert, seeing a fine movie,

or reading a good book is due, to a great extent, to the excellence of the creators and pre-

senters of these events (composers, performers, directors, actors, writers). Another and

perhaps more profound example of the importance of excellence is that if one gains satis-

faction or pleasure from witnessing a well-conducted court case and from seeing and

hearing the judge and the lawyers perform their duties well, that satisfaction will be

deepened if the judge and the lawyers are also excellent people; that is, if they are kind,

fair, and compassionate human beings in addition to being clever and able.

Whatever is good, then, will probably contain some pleasure, happiness, and excel-

lence, whereas whatever is bad will probably contain their opposites: pain, unhappiness,

and lack of excellence. I am only stating that there will probably be some of these ele-

ments present. For example, a good person performing a right action might not be par-

ticularly happy and might even find what he or she is doing painful; nonetheless, the

recipients of the right action might be made happy by it and the right action also might

involve excellence.

Harmony and Creativity. There are two other attributes of "good" and "right" that may
add to our definition; they are harmony and creativity on the "good" side and discord,

or disharmony, and lack of creativity on the "bad" side. If an action is creative or can aid

human beings in becoming creative and, at the same time, help to bring about a harmo-

nious integration of as many human beings as possible, then we can say it is a right ac-

tion. If an action has the opposite effect, then we can say that it is a wrong action.

For example, if a person or a group of people can end a war between two nations

and create an honorable and lasting peace, then a right or good action has been per-

formed. It can allow members of both nations to be creative rather than destructive and

can create harmony between both sides and within each nation. On the other hand, caus-

ing or starting a war between two nations will have just the opposite effect. Lester A.

Kirkendall stresses these points and also adds to what I stated earlier about the necessity

of placing the emphasis on what is good or excellent in human experience and relation-

ships:

Whenever a decision or a choice is to be made concerning behavior, the

moral decision will be the one which works toward the creation of trust,

confidence, and integrity in relationships. It should increase the capacity of
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individuals to cooperate, and enhance the sense of self-respect in the indi-

vidual. Acts which create distrust, suspicion, and misunderstanding, which
build barriers and destroy integrity are immoral. They decrease the indi-

vidual's sense of self-respect and rather than producing a capacity to work
together they separate people and break down the capacity for communica-
tion. 4

Two other terms that we should define are amoral and nonmoral.

Amoral

Amoral means "having no moral sense," or "being indifferent to right and wrong." This

term can be applied to very few people. Certain people who have had prefrontal loboto-

mies tend to act amorally after the operation; that is, they have no sense of right and
wrong. And there are a few human beings who, despite moral education, have remained

or become amoral. These tend to be found among certain criminal types who can't seem
to realize they've done anything wrong. They tend not to have any remorse, regret, or

concern for what they have done.

One such example of an amoral person is Gregory Powell, who, with Jimmy Lee

Smith, gratuitously killed a policeman in an onion field south of Bakersfield, California.

A good description of him and his attitude can be found in Joseph Wambaugh's The

Onion Field. 5 Another such example is Colin Pitchfork, another real-life character. Pitch-

fork raped and killed two young girls in England and was described by Wambaugh in

The Blooding. In that book Wambaugh also quotes from various psychologists speaking

about the amoral, psychopathological, sociopathological personality, which is defined as

"a person characterized by emotional instability, lack of sound judgment, perverse and
impulsive (often criminal) behavior, inability to learn from experience, amoral and aso-

cial feelings, and other serious personality defects." 6 He describes "the most important

feature of the psychopath ... as his monumental irresponsibility. He knows what the

ethical rules are, at least he can repeat them parrotlike, but they are void of meaning to

him." 7 He quotes further: "No sense of conscience, guilt, or remorse is present. Harmful

acts are committed without discomfort or shame." 8 Amorality, then, is basically an atti-

tude that some—luckily only a few—human beings possess.

All of this doesn't mean that amoral criminals should not be morally blamed and

punished for their wrongdoings. In fact, such people are even more dangerous to society

than those who can distinguish right from wrong because usually they are morally un-

educable. Society, therefore, needs even more protection from such criminals.

Nonmoral

The word nonmoral means "out of the realm of morality altogether." For example, inani-

mate objects such as cars and guns are neither moral nor immoral. A person using the car

or gun may use it immorally, but the things themselves are nonmoral. Many areas of

study (for instance, mathematics, astronomy, and physics) are in themselves nonmoral,
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6 Chapter 1 What Is Morality?

but because human beings are involved in these areas, morality also may be involved. A
mathematics problem is neither moral nor immoral in itself; however, if it provides the

means by which a hydrogen bomb can be exploded, then moral issues certainly will be

forthcoming.

In summary, then, the immoral person knowingly violates human moral standards

by doing something wrong or by being bad. The amoral person may also violate moral

standards because he or she has no moral sense. Something that is nonmoral can neither

be good nor bad nor do anything right or wrong simply because it does not fall within

the scope of morality.

Approaches to the Study of Morality

Scientific, or Descriptive. Approach

There are two major approaches to the study of morality. The first is scientific, or descrip-

tive. This approach most often is used in the social sciences and, like ethics, deals with

human behavior and conduct. The emphasis here, however, is empirical; that is, social

scientists observe and collect data about human behavior and conduct and then draw
certain conclusions. For example, psychologists, after having observed many human
beings in many situations, have reached the conclusion that human beings often act in

their own self-interest. This is a descriptive, or scientific, approach to human behav-

ior—the psychologists have observed how human beings act in many situations, de-

scribed what they have observed, and drawn conclusions. However, they make no value

judgments as to what is morally right or wrong, nor do they prescribe how humans
ought to behave.

Philosophical Approach

The second major approach to the study of morality is called the philosophical approach,

and it consists of two parts.

Normative, or Prescriptive, Ethics. The first part of the philosophical approach deals

with norms (or standards) and prescriptions.

Using the example that human beings often act in their own self-interest, norma-

tive ethical philosophers would go beyond the description and conclusion of the psy-

chologists and would want to know whether human beings should or ought to act in their

own self-interest. They might even go further and come up with a definite conclusion;

for example, "Given these arguments and this evidence, human beings should always

act in their own self-interest" (egoism). Or they might say, "Human beings should al-

ways act in the interest of others" (altruism), or "Human beings should always act in the

interest of all concerned, self included" (utilitarianism). These three conclusions are no

longer merely descriptions but prescriptions; that is, the statements are prescribing how
human beings should behave, not merely describing how they do, in fact, behave.
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Another aspect of normative, or prescriptive, ethics is that it encompasses the mak-
ing of moral value judgments rather than just the presentation or description of facts or

data. For example, such statements as "Abortion is immoral" or "Lupe is a morally good
person" may not prescribe anything, but they do involve those normative moral value

judgments that we all make every day of our lives.

Metaethics, or Analytic Ethics. The second part of the philosophical approach to the

study of ethics is called metaethics or, sometimes, analytic ethics. Rather than being de-

scriptive or prescriptive, this approach is analytic in two ways. First, metaethicists ana-

lyze ethical language (for example, what we mean when we use the word good). Second,

they analyze the rational foundations of ethical systems, or the logic and reasoning of

various ethicists. Metaethicists do not prescribe anything, nor do they deal directly with

normative systems. Instead they "go beyond" (a key meaning of the Greek prefix meta-),

concerning themselves only indirectly with normative ethical systems by concentrating

on reasoning, logical structures, and language rather than on content.

It should be noted here that metaethics, although always used to some extent by all

ethicists, has become the sole interest of many ethical philosophers in the twentieth cen-

tury. This may be due in part to the increasing difficulty of formulating a system of ethics

applicable to all or even most human beings. Our world, our cultures, and our lives have

become more and more complicated and pluralistic, and finding an ethical system that

will undergird all human beings' actions is a difficult if not impossible task. Therefore,

these philosophers feel that they might as well do what other specialists have done and

concentrate on language and logic rather than attempt to arrive at ethical systems that

will help human beings live together more meaningfully and ethically.

S\ nthesis ofApproaches

At this point, I would like to make a commitment that will permeate this book, and that

commitment is to a reasonable synthesis. By synthesis I mean a uniting of opposing posi-

tions into a whole in which neither position loses itself completely, but the best or most

useful parts of both are brought out through a basic principle that will apply to both.

There are, of course, conflicts that cannot be synthesized—you cannot synthesize the

German dictator Adolf Hitler's love of genocide with any ethical system that stresses the

value of life for all human beings—but many can be. For example, later in the book we
will see how the views of atheists and agnostics can be synthesized with those of theists

in an ethical system that relates to all of them. We will also discover how two major di-

vergent views in normative ethics—the consequentialist and the nonconsequentiali^t

(these terms will be defined later)—can be synthesized into a meaningful ethical world

view.

The point, however, is that a complete study of ethics demands use of the descrip-

tive, the normative, and the metaethical approaches. It is important for ethicists to draw

on any and all data and on valid results of experiments from the natural, physical, and

social sciences. They also must examine their language, logic, and foundations. But it

seems to me even more crucial for ethicists to contribute something toward helping all
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human beings to live with each other more meaningfully and more ethically. If philoso-

phy cannot contribute to this latter imperative, then human ethics will either be decided

haphazardly by each individual for himself or by unexamined religious pronounce-

ments. My own commitment, then, is to a synthesis of descriptive, normative, and ana-

lytic ethics, with a heavy emphasis being placed on putting ethics to use in the human
community; that means, in effect, placing a heavier emphasis on the normative.

Morality and Its Applications

What Is Morality?

So far, we have discussed terminology and approaches to studying morality, but we have

yet to discover exactly what morality is. The full definition of morality, as with other

complex issues, will reveal itself gradually as we proceed through this book. In this

chapter, however, I will try to make some important distinctions and to arrive at a basic

working definition of morality

Ethics and Aesthetics. There are two areas of study in philosophy having to do with val-

ues and value judgments in human affairs. The first is ethics, or the study of morality

—

what is good, bad, right, or wrong in a moral sense. The second is aesthetics, or the study

of art and the artistic, of the beautiful and the nonbeautiful—what is good, bad, right, or

wrong in art and what constitutes the beautiful and the nonbeautiful in our lives. There

can, of course, be some overlap between the two areas. For example, one can judge Pablo

Picasso's painting Guernica from an artistic point of view, deciding whether it is beautiful

or ugly, whether it constitutes good or bad art in terms of artistic technique. One can also

discuss its moral import: that in it Picasso makes moral comments on the cruelty and im-

morality of war and the inhumanity of people toward one another. Essentially, however,

when we say that a person is attractive or homely, and when we say that a sunset is beau-

tiful or a dog is ugly or a painting is great or its style is mediocre, we are speaking in

terms of aesthetic rather than moral or ethical values.

Good, Bad, Right, and Wrong Used in a Nonmoral Sense. The same words we use in a

moral sense are also often used in nonmoral senses. The aesthetic use described previ-

ously is one of them. And when, for example, we say that a dog or a knife is good, or that

a car runs badly, we are often using these value terms (good, bad, and so on) in neither

an aesthetic nor a moral sense. In calling a dog good, we do not mean that the dog is

morally good or even beautiful; we probably mean that it does not bite, or that it barks

only when strangers threaten us, or that it performs well as a hunting dog. When we say

that a car runs badly or that a knife is good, we mean that there is something mechani-

cally (but not morally or aesthetically) wrong with the car's engine, or that the knife is

sharp and cuts well. In short, what we usually mean by such a statement is that the thing

in question is good because it can be used to fulfill some kind of function; that is, it is in

"good" working order or has been well trained.
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It is interesting to note that Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) argued that being moral has to

do with the function of a human being, and that in developing his argument he moved
from the nonmoral to the moral uses of "good" and "bad." He suggested that anything

that is good or bad is so because it functions well or poorly. He then went on to say that if

we could discover what the function of human beings is, then we would know how the

terms good or bad can be applied to them. Having arrived at the theory that the proper

function of human beings is to reason, he concluded that being moral essentially means
"reasoning well for a complete life."

Over the years, many questions have been raised concerning this theory. Some
doubt whether Aristotle truly managed to pinpoint the function of humans—for exam-

ple, some religious sects hold that a human's primary function is to serve God. Others

ask whether being moral can be directly tied only to functioning. But the point of this

discussion is that the same terms that are used in moral discourse are often also used

nonmorally, and neither Aristotle nor anyone else really meant to say that these terms,

when applied to such things as knives, dogs, or cars, have anything directly to do with

the moral or the ethical.

Morals and Manners, or Etiquette. Manners, or etiquette, is another area of human be-

havior closely allied with ethics and morals, but careful distinctions must be made be-

tween the two spheres. There is no doubt that morals and ethics have a great deal to do
with certain types of human behavior. Not all human behavior can be classified as moral,

however; some of it is nonmoral and some of it is social, having to do with manners, or

etiquette, which is essentially a matter of taste rather than of right or wrong. Often, of

course, these distinctions blur or overlap, but it is important to distinguish as clearly as

we can between nonmoral and moral behavior and that which has to do with manners

alone.

Let us take an example from everyday life: an employer giving a secretary a routine

business letter to type. Both the act of giving the letter to the secretary and the secretary's

act in typing it involve nonmoral behavior. Let us now suppose that the employer uses

four-letter words in talking to the secretary and is loud and rude in front of all of the em-

ployees in the office. What the employer has done, essentially, is to exhibit poor manners;

he or she has not really done anything immoral. Swearing and rudeness may be deemed
wrong conduct by many, but basically they are an offense to taste rather than a departure

from morality.

Let us now suppose, however, that the contents of the letter would ruin an innocent

person's reputation or result in someone's death or loss of livelihood. The behavior now
falls into the sphere of morality, and questions must be raised about the morality of the

employer's behavior. Also, a moral problem arises for the secretary concerning whether

he or she should or should not type the letter. Further, if the employer uses four-letter

words to intimidate or sexually harass the secretary, then he or she is being immoral by

threatening the employee's sense of personal safety, privacy, integrity, and professional

pride.

Nonmoral behavior constitutes a great deal of the behavior we see and perform

every day of our lives. We must, however, always be aware that our nonmoral behavior
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can have moral implications. For example, typing a letter is, in itself, nonmoral, but if

typing and mailing it will result in someone's death, then morality most certainly enters

the picture.

In the realm of manners, behavior such as swearing, eating with one's hands, and

dressing sloppily may be acceptable in some situations but be considered bad manners

in others. Such behavior seldom would be considered immoral, however. I do not mean
to imply that there is no connection between manners and morals, only that there is no
necessary connection between them. Generally speaking, in our society we feel that good
manners go along with good morals, and we assume that if people are taught to behave

correctly in social situations they also will behave correctly in moral situations.

It is often difficult, however, to draw a direct connection between behaving in a so-

cially acceptable manner and being moral. Many decadent members of societies past and

present have acted with impeccable manners and yet have been highly immoral in their

treatment of other people. It is, of course, generally desirable for human beings to be-

have with good manners toward one another and also to be moral in their human rela-

tionships. But in order to act morally or to bring to light a moral problem, it may at times

be necessary to violate the "manners" of a particular society. For example, several years

ago, in many elements of our society it was considered bad manners (and was, in some
areas, illegal) for nonwhite people to eat in the same area of a restaurant as white people.

In the many sit-ins held in these places, manners were violated in order to point out and

try to solve the moral problems associated with inequality of treatment and denial of

dignity to human beings.

Therefore, while there may at times be a connection between manners and morals,

one must take care to distinguish between the two when there is no clear connection.

One must not, for example, equate the use of four-letter words in mixed company with

rape or murder or dishonesty in business.

To Whom or What Does Morality Apply?

In discussing the application of morality, four aspects may be considered: religious

morality, morality and nature, individual morality, and social morality.

Religious Morality. Religious morality refers to a human being in relationship to a su-

pernatural being or beings. In the Jewish and Christian traditions, for example, the first

three of the Ten Commandments (see Figure 1-1) pertain to this kind of morality. These

commandments deal with a person's relationship with God, not with any other human
beings. By violating any of these three commandments, a person could, according to this

particular code of ethics, act immorally toward God without acting immorally toward

anyone else.

Morality and Nature. Morality and nature refers to a human being in relationship to na-

ture. Natural morality has been prevalent in all primitive cultures, such as that of the Na-

tive American, and in cultures of the Far East. More recently, the Western tradition also

has become aware of the significance of dealing with nature in a moral manner. Some see
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The Ten Commandments

1. I am the Lord, Your God; do not worship false gods.

2. Do not take the name of God in vain.

3. Keep holy the Sabbath Day.

4. Honor your father and your mother.

5. Do not kill.

6. Do not commit adultery.

7. Do not steal.

8. Do not bear false witness against your neighbor.

9. Do not covet your neighbor's spouse.

10. Do not covet your neighbor's belongings.

(Exod. 20:1-17)

Figure 1—1. A paraphrased version of the Ten Commandments.

nature as being valuable only for the good of humanity, but many others have come to

see it as a good in itself, worthy of moral consideration. With this viewpoint there is no
question about whether a Robinson Crusoe would be capable of moral or immoral ac-

tions on a desert island by himself. In the morality and nature aspect, he could be consid-

ered either moral or immoral, depending upon his actions toward the natural things

around him.

Individual Morality. Individual morality refers to individuals in relation to themselves

and to an individual code of morality that may or may not be sanctioned by any society

or religion. It allows for a "higher morality," which can be found within the individual

rather than beyond this world in some supernatural realm. A person may or may not

perform some particular act, not because society, law, or religion says he may or may not,

but because he himself thinks it is right or wrong from within his own conscience.

For example, in Greek legend, a daughter (Antigone) confronts a king (Creon),

when she seeks to countermand the king's order by burying her dead brother. In Sopho-

cles' play, Antigone opposes Creon because of God's higher law; but the Antigone in

Jean Anouilh's play opposes Creon not because of God's law, of which she claims no

knowledge, but because of her own individual convictions about what is the right thing

to do in dealing with human beings, even dead human beings. This aspect also can refer

to that area of morality concerned with obligations individuals have to themselves (to

promote their own well-being, to develop their talents, to be true to what they believe in.

and so on). Commandments 9 and 10, although also applicable to social morality, as we
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shall see in a moment, are good examples of at least an exhortation to individual moral-

ity. The purpose of saying "do not covet" would seem to be to set up an internal control

within each individual, not even to think of stealing a neighbor's goods or spouse. It is

interesting to speculate why there are no "don't covet" type commandments against

killing or lying, for example. At any rate, these commandments would seem to stress an

individual as well as a social morality.

Social Morality. Social morality concerns a human being in relation to other human be-

ings. It is probably the most important aspect of morality, in that it cuts across all of the

other aspects and is found in more ethical systems than any of the others.

Returning briefly to the desert-island example, most ethicists probably would state

that Robinson Crusoe is incapable of any really moral or immoral action except toward

himself and nature. Such action would be minimal when compared with the potential

for morality or immorality if there were nine other people on the island whom he could

subjugate, torture, or destroy. Many ethical systems would allow that what he would do

to himself is strictly his business, "as long as it doesn't harm anyone else."

The most important human moral issues arise for most ethicists when human be-

ings come together in social groups and begin to conflict with one another. Even though

the Jewish and Christian ethical systems, for example, importune human beings to love

and obey God, both faiths, in all of their divisions and sects, have a strong social mes-

sage. In fact, perhaps 70 to 90 percent of all of their admonitions are directed toward how
one human being is to behave toward others. Jesus stated this message succinctly when
He said that the two greatest commandments are to love God and to love your neighbor.

These fall equally under the religious and social aspects, but observing the whole of

Jesus's actions and preachings, one sees the greater emphasis on treating other human
beings morally. He seems to say that if one acts morally toward other human beings,

then one is automatically acting morally toward God. This is emphasized in one of Je-

sus's Last Judgment parables when He says (and I paraphrase), "Whatever you have

done to the least of Mine [the lowest human beings], so have you done it to Me." Three of

the Ten Commandments are directed specifically toward God, while seven are directed

toward other human beings—the social aspect taking precedence. In other religions,

such as Buddhism and Confucianism, the social aspect represents almost all of morality,

there being very little if any focus on the supernatural or religious aspect. Furthermore,

everything that is directed toward the individual aspect is also often intended for the

good of others who share in the individual's culture.

Nonreligious ethical systems, too, often stress the social aspect. Ethical egoism,

which would seem to stress the individual aspect, says in its most commonly stated

form, "everyone ought to act in his own self-interest," emphasizing the whole social mi-

lieu. Utilitarianism in all of its forms emphasizes the good of "all concerned," and there-

fore obviously is dealing with the social aspect. Nonconsequentialist, or deontological,

theories such as Kant's (see Chapter 3) stress actions toward others more than any other

aspect, even though the reasons for acting morally toward others are different from

those of ethical egoism or utilitarianism. These theories will be dealt with in detail in

Chapters 2 and 3. The important thing to note at this point is that most ethical systems,
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even the most individualistic or religious, will emphasize the social aspect either exclu-

sively or much more than any of the other aspects.

How, then, are we to use these aspects? We may draw upon them as effective dis-

tinctions that will allow us to think in the widest terms about the applicability of human
ethics. In the spirit of synthesis, however, I would suggest that we hold these distinctions

open in unity so that we can accept into a broad human ethics the religious, nature and

morality, and the individual aspects, recognizing nevertheless that most ethical systems

meet in the social aspect. We should, in other words, keep our eyes on the first three as-

pects while we stand firmly planted in the social aspect, where most human moral prob-

lems and conflicts occur.

Who Is Morally or Ethically Responsible? Who can be held morally or ethically respon-

sible for their actions? All of the evidence we have gained to date compels us to say that

morality pertains to human beings and only to human beings; all else is speculation. If

one wants to attribute morality to supernatural beings, one has to do so on faith. If one

wants to hold animals or plants morally responsible for destructive acts against each

other or against humans, then one has to ignore most of the evidence that science has

given us concerning the instinctual behavior of such beings and the evidence of our own
everyday observations.

Recent experimentation with the teaching of language to animals suggests that

they are at least minimally capable of developing some thought processes similar to

those of humans. It is even possible that they might be taught morality in the future, as

humans are now. If this were to occur, then animals could be held morally responsible

for their actions. At the present time, however, most evidence seems to indicate that they,

as well as plants, should be classified as either nonmoral or amoral—that is, they should

be considered either as having no moral sense or as being out of the moral sphere alto-

gether.

Therefore, when we use the terms moral and ethical, we are using them in reference

only to human beings. We do not hold a wolf morally responsible for killing a sheep, or a

fox morally responsible for killing a chicken. We may kill the wolf or fox for having done

this act, but we do not kill it because we hold the animal morally responsible. We do it be-

cause we don't want any more of our sheep or chickens to be killed. At this point in the

world's history, only human beings can be moral or immoral, and therefore only human
beings should be held morally responsible for their actions and behavior. There are, of

course, limitations as to when human beings can be held morally responsible, but the

question of moral responsibility should not even be brought up where nonhumans are

involved.

Where Does Morality Come From?

There always has been a great deal of speculation about where morality or ethics comes

from. Has it always been a part of the world, originating from some supernatural being

or embedded within nature itself, or is it strictly a product of the minds of human be-
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ings? Or is it some combination of two or all three of these? Because morality and ethics

deal with values having to do with good, bad, right, and wrong, are these values totally

objective—that is, "outside of" human beings? Are they subjective or strictly "within"

human beings? Or are they a combination of the two? Let us consider the possibilities.

Values as Totally Objective

There are three ways of looking at values when they are taken as being totally objective:

1. They come from some supernatural being or beings.

2. There are moral laws somehow embedded within nature itself.

3. The world and objects in it have value with or without the presence of valuing

human beings.

Tlie Supernatural Tlieory. Some people believe that values come from some higher or

supernatural being, beings, or principle—the Good (Plato), the gods (the Greeks and Ro-

mans), Yahweh or God (the Jews), God and His Son, Jesus (the Christians), Allah (the

Muslims), and Brahma (the Hindus), to name a few. They believe, further, that these be-

ings or principles embody the highest good themselves, and that they reveal to human
beings what is right or good and what is bad or wrong. If human beings want to be moral

(and usually they are encouraged in such desires by some sort of temporal or eternal re-

ward), then they must follow these principles or the teachings of these beings. If they

don't, then they will end up being disobedient to the highest morality (God, for exam-

ple), will be considered immoral, and usually will be given some temporal or eternal

punishment for their transgressions. Or, if they believe in a principle rather than a super-

natural being or beings, then they will be untrue to the highest moral principle.

The Natural Laiv Tlieory. Others believe that morality somehow is embodied in nature,

and that there are "natural laws" that human beings must adhere to if they are to be

moral. (St. Thomas Aquinas, 1225-1274, argued for this as well as for the supernatural

basis for morality, and so did Immanuel Kant, 1724-1804.) For example, some people

will state that homosexuality is immoral because it goes against "natural moral law"

—

that is, it is against nature for beings of the same sex to sexually desire or love one an-

other or to engage in sexual acts.

Values as Totally Subjective

In opposition to these arguments, there are those who would argue that morality stems

strictly from within human beings. That is, they believe that things can have values and

be classed as good, bad, right, or wrong if and only if there is some conscious being who
can put value on these things. In other words, if there are no human beings, then there

can be no values.
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Evaluation of Objective and Subjective Positions

Criticisms of the Supernatural Theory. Albert Einstein (1879-1955), the great mathe-

matician/physicist, said, "I do not believe in the morality of the individual, and I con-

sider ethics to be an exclusively human concern with no superhuman authority behind

it."9

It is, of course, possible that the supernatural exists and that it somehow communi-
cates with the natural world and the human beings in it. This, however, is only a belief,

based on faith, and there is no conclusive proof of the existence of a supernatural being,

beings, or principle. Also, there are a great number of highly diverse traditions describ-

ing such beings or principles. This diversity makes it very difficult to determine exactly

what values the beings or principles are trying to communicate and which values, com-
municated through the many traditions, human beings should accept and follow. All of

this does not mean that we should stop searching for the truth or for verification of the

possibility of supernaturally based values, but it does mean that it is difficult to establish

with any certainty that morality comes from this source.

Criticisms of the Natural Laic Theory. On the other hand, we certainly talk about "laws

of nature," such as the law of gravity, but if we examine such laws closely, we see that

they are quite different from man-made laws having to do with morality or the govern-

ing of societies. The law of gravity, for example, says, in effect, that all material objects

are drawn toward the center of the earth: If we throw a ball into the air, it will always fall

back down to the ground. Sir Isaac Newton discovered that this phenomenon occurred

every time an object was subjected to gravity's pull, and he described this constant re-

currence by calling it a "law of nature." The key word in this process is "described," for

so-called natural laws are descriptive, whereas moral and societal laws are prescriptive. In

other words, the natural law does not say that the ball, when thrown into the air, should

or ought to fall to the ground, as we say that human beings should not or ought not to kill

other human beings. Rather, the law of gravity says that the ball does or will fall when
thrown, describing rather than prescribing its behavior.

The question we should ask at this point is, "Are there any natural moral laws that

prescribe how beings in nature should or ought to behave or not behave?" If there are, I

do not know what they would be. I mentioned earlier that homosexuality is considered

by some to be "unnatural" or "against the laws of nature," a belief that implies the con-

viction that only heterosexual behavior is "natural." If, however, we examine all aspects

of nature, we discover that heterosexuality is not the only type of sexuality that occurs in

nature. Some beings in nature are asexual (have no sex at all), some are homosexual (an-

imals as well as humans), and many are bisexual (engaging in sexual behavior with both

male and female of the species). Human beings, of course, may wish to prescribe, for one

reason or another, that homosexual or antiheterosexual behavior is wrong, but it is diffi-

cult to argue that there is some "law of nature" that prohibits homosexuality.

Criticisms of Values Existing in the World and Its Objects. Is it feasible or even possible

to think of something having a value without there being someone to value it? What
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value do gold, art, science, politics, or music have without human beings around to value

them? After all, except for gold, didn't human beings invent or create them all? It seems,

then, almost impossible for values to totally exist in the world and in things themselves.

Criticism of the Subjective Position. Must we then arrive at the position that values are

entirely subjective and that the world in all of its aspects would have absolutely no value

if there were no human beings living in it? Let us try to imagine objectively a world with-

out any human beings in it. Is there nothing of value in the world and nature—air, water,

earth, sunlight, the sea—unless human beings are there to appreciate it? Certainly,

whether or not human beings exist, plants and animals would find the world "valuable"

in fulfilling their needs. They would find "value" in the warmth of the sun and the shade

of the trees, in the food they ate and the water that quenched their thirst. It is true that

many things in the world, such as art, science, politics and music, are valued only by hu-

man beings, but there are also quite a few things that are valuable whether human be-

ings are around or not. So it would seem that values are not entirely subjective any more
than they are entirely objective.

Values as Both Subjective and Objective—A Synthesis. It would seem that at least some
values reside outside of human beings, even though perhaps many more are dependent

on conscious human beings, who are able to value things. Therefore, it would seem that

values are more complex than either the subjective or the objective position can describe

and that a better position to take is that values are both objective and subjective. A third

variable should be added so that there is an interaction of three variables as follows:

1. The thing of value, or the thing valued.

2. A conscious being who values, or the valuer.

3. The context or situation in which the valuing takes place.

For example, gold in itself has value in its mineral content and in that it is bright,

shiny, and malleable. However, when seen by a human being and discovered to be rare,

it becomes—in the context of its beauty and in its role as a support for world finances—

a

much more highly valued item than it is in itself. Its fullest value, then, depends not only

on its individual qualities but on some conscious being who is valuing it in a specific

context or situation. Needless to say, gold is one of those things whose value is heavily

dependent on subjective valuing. Note, however, that gold's value would change if the

context or situation did. For example, suppose someone were stranded on a desert island

without food, water, or human companionship but with 100 pounds of gold. Wouldn't

gold's value have dropped considerably given the context or situation in which food,

water, and human companionship were missing and which no amount of gold could

purchase? This shows how the context or situation can affect values and valuing.

Where Does Morality Come From?A Theory. Values, then, would seem to come most of-

ten from a complex interaction between conscious human beings and "things" (material,
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mental, or emotional) in specific contexts. But how can this discussion help us answer

the question of where morality comes from? Any assumptions about the answer to the

question of morality's origins certainly have to be speculative. Nevertheless, I believe

that by observing how morality develops and changes in human societies, one can see

that it has arisen largely from human needs and desires and that it is based upon human
emotions and reason.

It seems logical to assume that, as human beings began to become aware of their

environment and of other beings like them, they found that they could accomplish more
when they were bonded together than they could when isolated from one another.

Through deep feelings and thoughts, and after many experiences, they decided upon
"goods" and "bads" that would help them to live together more successfully and mean-
ingfully. These beliefs needed sanctions, which were provided by high priests, prophets,

and other leaders. Morality was tied by these leaders not only to their authority but to the

authority of some sort of supernatural being or beings or to nature, which, in earlier

times, were often considered to be inseparable.

For example, as I stated earlier, human beings are able to survive more success-

fully within their environment in a group than they can as isolated individuals. How-
ever, if they are to survive as a community, there must be some prohibition against

killing. This can be arrived at either by a consensus of all of the people in the commu-
nity or by actions taken by the group's leaders. The leaders might provide further sanc-

tions for the law against killing by informing the people that some supernatural being

or beings, which may or may not be thought to operate through nature, state that killing

is wrong.

It is also possible, of course, that a supernatural being or beings who have laid

down such moral laws really exist. However, because most of these laws have in fact

been delivered to human beings by other human beings (Moses, Jesus, Buddha, Muham-
mad, Confucius, and others), we can only say for sure that most of our morality and
ethics comes from ourselves—that is, from human origins. All else is speculation or a

matter of faith. At the very least, I would argue that morality and moral responsibility

must be derived from human beings. Furthermore, I believe that people must decide

what is right or good and what is wrong or bad by using both their experience and their

best and deepest thoughts and feelings and by applying them as rationally and mean-

ingfully as they can. This brings us to the important distinction between customary or

traditional and reflective morality.

Customary or Traditional and Relied he Morality

Customary or Traditional Morality

We are all quite familiar with customary or traditional morality because we are all born

into it; it is the first morality with which we come into contact. Morality that exists in

various cultures and societies is usually based on custom or tradition, and it is presented

to its members, often without critical analysis or evaluation, throughout their childhood
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and adult years. There is nothing necessarily wrong or bad about this approach to train-

ing the young of a society and also its members as a whole.

Many customs and traditions are quite effective and helpful in creating moral soci-

eties. As I suggested in the previous paragraph, many moral teachings have arisen out of

human need in social interaction and have become customs and traditions in a particular

society. For example, in order to live together creatively and in peace, one of the first

moral teachings or rules has to be about taking human life because, obviously, if life is

constantly in danger, then it is very difficult for people to live and work together. How-
ever, in order for customs and traditions to be effective and continuously applicable to

the members of a society, they must be critically analyzed, tested, and evaluated, and

this is where reflective morality comes in.

Reflect ive Morality

Philosophers in general demand of themselves and others that every human belief,

proposition, or idea be examined carefully and critically to ensure that it has its basis

in truth. Morality is no different from any other area of philosophic study in this re-

spect. Philosophers do not suggest that custom and tradition be eliminated or thrown

out, but they do urge human beings to use reason to examine the basis and effective-

ness of all moral teachings or rules, no matter how traditional or accepted they are. In

other words, philosophy requires human beings to reflect on their moral customs and
traditions to determine whether they should be retained or eliminated. The great

Greek philosopher Socrates (4707-399 B.C.) said, "The unexamined life is not worth liv-

ing." For morality, a corollary might be, "The unexamined custom or tradition is not

worth living by." Therefore, just as people should not accept statements or proposi-

tions for which there is no proof or significant logical argument, so they should not ac-

cept moral customs or traditions without first testing them against proof, reason, and
their experience.

A good example of reflective morality is an examination of the aforementioned Ten

Commandments, which many people in Western culture swear by and claim to follow.

Interestingly enough, a good many people don't even know what most of them are (with

the possible exception of the one against committing adultery, which everyone seems to

know!) and often cannot even list them in order or otherwise. Further, how many have

examined them in the manner I have suggested earlier and realized that they apply to

different aspects of morality? How many people realize that the first three command-
ments apply only to human beings in relationship to a supernatural being or beings, that

commandments four through eight apply to their relationships with others, and that

nine and ten basically apply to themselves as individuals?

It is important, then, that all customs, traditions, systems of ethics, rules, and ethi-

cal theories should be carefully analyzed and critically evaluated before we continue to

accept or live by them. Again, we should not reject them out of hand, but neither should

we endorse them wholeheartedly unless we have subjected them to careful, logical

scrutiny. As you have seen already, and as you will continue to see throughout the re-
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maining chapters of this book, you are strongly encouraged to become reflective when
you are dealing with morality and moral issues.

Morality, Law, and Religion

At this point, it is important that we use reflection to distinguish morality from two other

areas of human activity and experience with which it is often confused and of which it is

often considered a part: law and religion.

Morality and the Law

The term "unjust law" can serve as a starting point for understanding that laws can be

immoral. We also have "shysters," or crooked lawyers, who are considered unethical

within their own profession. The Watergate conspirators, almost to a man, were
lawyers, and the men who tried and judged them were also lawyers. Obviously, moral-

ity and the law are not necessarily one and the same thing when two people can be

lawyers, both having studied a great deal of the same material, and one is moral,

whereas the other is not. The many protests we have had throughout history against un-

just laws, where more often than not, the protestors were concerned with "what is

moral" or a "higher morality," would also seem to indicate that distinctions must be

made between law and morality.

Does all of this mean that there is no relationship between law and morality? Is law

one thing that is set down by human beings and morality something else that they live

by? Is there no connection between the two? A "yes" answer to these questions would be

extremely hard to support because much of our morality has become embodied in our le-

gal codes. All we have to do is review any of our legal statutes at any level of govern-

ment, and we find legal sanctions against robbing, raping, killing, and physical and
mental mistreatment of others. We will find many other laws that attempt to protect in-

dividuals living together in groups from harm and to provide resolutions of conflicts

arising from differences—many of them strictly moral—among the individuals compos-
ing these groups.

What, then, is the relationship between law and morality? Michael Scriven points

out one important difference when he discusses the differences and distinctions among
the Ten Commandments, which are some of the earlier laws of Western culture believed

by Christians and Jews to have been handed down by God. Scriven distinguishes be-

tween the laws against coveting and the laws against killing, stealing, and adultery (see

Figure 1-1). There is no way a law can regulate someone's desire for another man's wife

or belongings as long as the adulterous act or the act of stealing is never carried out.

Therefore the statements about coveting contained in the Ten Commandments would

seem to be moral admonitions with regard to how one should think or maintain one's in-

terior morality, whereas statements against stealing, killing, and adultery are laws, pro-

hibitions, that are in some way enforceable against certain human acts. 10
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The law provides a series of public statements—a legal code, or system of dos and
don'ts—to guide humans in their behavior and to protect them from doing harm to per-

sons and property. Some laws have less moral import than others, but the relationship

between law and morality is not entirely reciprocal. What is moral is not necessarily le-

gal and vice versa. That is, you can have morally unjust laws, as mentioned earlier.

Also, certain human actions may be considered perfectly legal but be morally question-

able.

For example, there were laws in certain parts of the United States that sanctioned

the enslavement of one human being by another, despite the fact that freedom and equal-

ity for all human beings is a strong basic principle of most ethical systems. It is an impor-

tant principle in many societies, in theory if not always in action, and it is an important

part of the United States Constitution that each individual within the society ought to

have a certain amount of individual freedom and a definite moral equality. (This princi-

ple will be discussed more fully later on.) If individual freedom and equality are consid-

ered to be moral, then laws preventing them must be immoral. To take another example,

there is no law against a large chain store's moving into an area and selling products at a

loss in order to force the small store owners out of business. But many ethicists would
make a case for the immorality of an action that would result in harm to the lives of the

small store owners and their families.

Another example of the distinction between law and morality is the recent increase

of ethics courses as a significant part of the curriculum in most law schools across the na-

tion. Since scandals such as Watergate, Whitewater, and the Rodney King and O. J. Simp-

son trials, the public's opinion of lawyers is at an all-time low, but whether lawyers are

popular with the public is not the point. Ethics and ethical behavior seem to be missing

from many lawyers' activities, to such a degree that law-school faculties have seen an in-

tense need for courses that teach future lawyers the rules of ethical behavior within their

profession. Also, many states now require that lawyers who did not have the benefit of a

strong ethics course in school take ethics refresher courses. All of this is an indication

that to be schooled in the law is not necessarily to be instilled with ethical standards of

behavior.

At times, students in my classes have argued that the only thing keeping them from

being immoral is fear of punishment, either by the civil authorities or an all-powerful God.

I cannot argue with them if they really feel that way, if they have such strong urges to kill,

steal, and rape. However, many people that I know, including myself, do not kill, steal, or

rape, not out of any fear of punishment but because they believe these acts to be wrong (for

any number of reasons). Even if all laws were abolished tomorrow, they still would con-

sider such acts wrong and, wanting to be moral beings, would not commit them.

It should be obvious, then, that morality is not necessarily based on law. In fact, a

study of history would probably indicate the opposite—that morality precedes law,

whereas law sanctions morality; that is, law puts morality into a code or system that can

then be enforced by reward or punishment. Perhaps the larger and more complex the so-

ciety, the greater the necessity for laws, but it is not inconceivable that a moral society

could be formed having no legal system at all—just a few basic principles of morality

and an agreement to adhere to those principles. This is not to suggest that law should be
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eliminated from human affairs, but rather to show that law is not a necessary attribute of

morality.

Can law, however, do without morality? It would seem that morality provides the

reasons behind any significant laws governing human beings and their institutions.

What would be the point of having laws against killing and stealing if there were not

some concern that such acts were immoral? Very few laws have no moral import. Even
laws controlling the incorporation of businesses, which do not seem to have any direct

moral bearing on anyone, function at least to ensure fairness to all concerned—stock-

holders, owners, and employees. I cannot think of any law that does not have behind it

some moral concern—no matter how minor or remote.

We can say, then, that law is the public codification of morality in that it lists for all

members of a culture what has come to be accepted as the moral way to behave in that

culture. Law also establishes what is the immoral way to act, and it sanctions—by its

codification and by the entire judiciary process set up to form, uphold, and change parts

of the code—the morality that it contains. The corrective for unjust laws, however, is not

necessarily more laws, but rather valid moral reasoning carried on by the people who
live under the code.

Law is a public expression of social morality and also is its sanction. Law cannot in

any way replace or substitute for morality, and therefore we cannot arbitrarily equate

what is legal with what is moral. Many times the two "whats" will equate exactly, but

many times they will not; and indeed many times what is legal will not, and perhaps

should not, completely cover what is moral. For example, most ethicists today seem to

agree that except for child molestation and forced sexuality of any kind, there should be

no laws governing sexuality among consenting adults. Given this view, one can discuss

adult sexual morality without bringing in legal issues. To summarize: It should be obvi-

ous that law serves to codify and sanction morality, but that without morality or moral

import, law and legal codes are empty.

Morality and Religion

Can there be a morality without religion? Must a god or gods exist in order for there to

be any real point to morality? If a people are not religious, can they ever be truly moral?

And if the answer to these questions is yes, which religion is the real foundation for

morality? There seem to be as many conflicts as there are different religions and religious

viewpoints.

Religion is one of the oldest human institutions. We have little evidence that lan-

guage existed in prehistoric times, but we do have evidence of religious practices, which

were entwined with artistic expression, and of laws or taboos exhorting early human be-

ings to behave in certain ways. In these earlier times, morality was embedded in the tra-

ditions, mores, customs, and religious practices of the culture.

Furthermore, religion served (as it has until quite recently) as a most powerful

sanction for getting people to behave morally. That is, if behind a moral prohibition

against killing rests the punishing and rewarding power of an all-powerful supernatural

being or beings, then the leaders of a culture have the greatest possible sanction for the
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morality they want their followers to uphold. The sanctions of tribal reward and punish-

ment pale beside the idea of a punishment or reward that can be more destructive or

pleasurable than any that one's fellow human beings could possibly administer.

However, because religion may have preceded any formal legal or separate moral

system in human history, or because it may have provided very powerful and effective

sanctions for morality, does not at all prove that morality must of necessity have a reli-

gious basis. It is my contention that for many reasons morality need not, and indeed

should not, be based solely on religion.

Difficulty of Proving Supernatural Existence. First, in order to prove that one must be

religious in order to be moral, we would have to prove conclusively that a supernatural

world exists and that morality exists there as well as in the natural world. Even if this

could be proved, which is doubtful, we would have to show that the morality existing in

the supernatural world has some connection with that which exists in the natural world.

It seems obvious, however, that in dealing with morality, the only basis we have is this

world, the people who exist in it, and the actions they perform.

One test of the truth of this reason would be to take any set of religious admoni-

tions and ask honestly which of them would be absolutely necessary to the establish-

ment of any moral society. For example, we might make a case for any of the Ten

Commandments except the first three (see Figure 1-1). The first three may be a necessary

set of rules for a Jewish or Christian community, but if a nonreligious community ob-

served only Commandments four through ten, how, morally speaking, would the two
communities differ—assuming that the religious community observed all ten of the

Commandments? (One could probably find reasons for eliminating some of the other

seven Commandments, too, but that is another issue.) I do not mean to imply that moral-

ity cannot be founded on religion; it is an obvious empirical fact that it has been, is, and

probably will be in the future. I am saying that morality need not be founded on religion

at all, and I would add that there is a danger of narrowness and intolerance if religion be-

comes the sole foundation for morality.

Nonreligious People Can Be Moral. If we can briefly characterize morality in this world

as not harming or killing others and generally trying to make life and the world better

for everyone and everything that exists (I will attempt to justify this contention later),

and if many human beings do not accept the existence of a supernatural world and yet

act as morally as anyone who does, then there must be some attributes other than reli-

gious belief that are necessary for one to be moral. (I will discuss what I feel these attri-

butes are in a later chapter.) Although it is obvious that most religions contain ethical

systems, it is not true that all ethical systems are religiously based; therefore, there is no

necessary connection between morality and religion. The very fact that completely nonre-

ligious people (for example, humanist ethicists) can evolve significant and consistent

ethical systems is proof of this.

Difficulty of Providing a Rational Foundation. Providing a rational foundation for an

ethical system is difficult enough without also having to provide a foundation for the re-
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ligion that purportedly founds the ethical system. And the difficulty of rationally found-

ing most religious systems is inescapable. It is impossible to prove conclusively the exis-

tence of any supernature, afterlife, god, or gods. I will not go into the traditional and
modern arguments for the existence or nonexistence of a god or gods here, but will

merely state that there is no conclusive evidence that such beings do or do not exist. 11

Therefore, if no evidence is conclusive and none of the arguments' logic is ir-

refutable, then the existence of a supernatural world, an afterlife, a god, or gods, is at

least placed in the category of the unproven. This, of course, does not mean that many
people will not continue to believe in their existence, basing their belief on faith, fear,

hope, or their reading of the evidence, but as a logical foundation for morality, religion is

weak indeed.

If one maintains that we are moral (or should be) because a being exists who is all-

good or because we will be rewarded or punished in another life, and the existence of

these things cannot be proved, then the entire system is based on unproved assump-
tions. Believing that God or an afterlife exists may make people "feel" better about act-

ing in certain ways. It may also provide powerful sanctions for acting morally or not

acting immorally. But it does not provide a valid, rational foundation for morality that

can give us reasons, evidence, and logic for acting one way rather than another. Again, as

Michael Scriven has stated, "Religion can provide a psychological but not a logical foun-

dation for morality." 12 Can there be any better foundation for morality than religion? Ob-

viously, I think there can be, and I will attempt to present such a foundation later.

Wliich Religion? Even if religions could be rationally founded, which religion should be

the basis of human ethics? Within a particular religion that question is answered, but ob-

viously it is not answered satisfactorily for members of other conflicting religions or for

those who do not believe in any religion. Even if the supernatural tenets of religions

could be conclusively proved, which religion are we to accept as the true or real founda-

tion of morality? It is certainly true that different religions have many ethical prescrip-

tions in common—for example, not killing—but it is also true that there are many
conflicting ones.

Among different sects of Christianity, for example, there are many conflicting ethi-

cal statements concerning sex, war, divorce, abortion, marriage, stealing, and lying.

How, if they all believe in God and Jesus and their teachings, can there be so many diver-

gent opinions on what is moral or immoral? The obvious answer is that there can be

many interpretations of those teachings as set down in the Bible or otherwise passed

down through tradition. But what gives a Roman Catholic, for instance, the right to tell a

Methodist that his interpretation of Jesus's teachings is wrong? There can be no adjudi-

cation here—only referral to passages in the Bible, many of which are open to different

interpretations or even to some teachings not held by either of the differing sects. In

short, there simply is no rational basis for resolving serious conflicts when they exist.

The difficulty is underscored even more when we consider that people who believe

there is no God or supernatural or afterlife (atheists) or people who are not sure (agnos-

tics) are essentially excluded from moral consideration. If such people do not believe, or

neither believe nor disbelieve, then how can any of the moral precepts set down within
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any particular religion have any application to them? They are automatically excluded

from the moral sphere created by the ethics of religion. Provisions are, of course, made
within each religion for nonbelievers, but these provisions very often involve some sort

of eventual conversion to that religion or, frequently, some patronizing statement about

loving one's enemies as well as one's friends.

Difficulty of Resolving Conflicts. How do we resolve the conflicts arising from various

religiously based ethical systems without going outside of all religions for some more
broadly based human system of morality—some wider base from which to make ethical

decisions? When such resolutions are successful, it is usually because we have gone be-

yond any particular religion's ethical system and used some sort of rational compromise
or broader ethical system that cuts across all religious and nonreligious lines. I urge that

we pursue this approach more strongly and consistently than we have.

Furthermore, I believe that we can establish a system and method by which this can

be done. But in order to accomplish this, all people, religious or nonreligious, must be

willing to accept an essentially nonreligiously based overall ethical system within which

many of their own moral rules and methods can function successfully. My answer to the

question of how we resolve moral conflicts without going outside the narrow bound-

aries of religion is simple—we don't. We must establish a basis for morality from outside

religion, but it must be one in which religion is included. This is, I feel, a necessary first

step toward a moral society and a moral world. The foregoing statements and questions

enable us, at the very least, to see that the relationship between morality and religion is,

as Michael Scriven has said, "a very uneasy one indeed." 13

In summary, then, just what is the connection between religion and morality? The
answer is that there is no necessary connection. One can have a complete ethical system

without mention of any life but this one—no god or gods, no supernatural, no afterlife.

Does this mean that to be moral we must avoid religion? Not at all. Human beings

should be allowed to believe or disbelieve as long as there is some moral basis that pro-

tects all people from immoral treatment at the hands of the religious and nonreligious

alike. A religion that advocates the human sacrifice of unwilling participants, for exam-

ple, would not be moral as it deprives others of their lives. A religion that persecutes all

who do not accept its tenets is equally immoral and should not be allowed to exist in that

form under a broad moral system. If, however, religions can agree to some broad moral

principles and their members can act in accordance with those principles, then they can

exist with nonreligious people and still serve their principles meaningfully and well.

One last point about religion and morality is that religion, for most people who are

involved with it, is much more than an ethical system. For example, because Jews and

Moslems believe that there is a being far worthier of their love than any being in the nat-

ural world, it is their relationship with this being that is of uppermost importance to

them, rather than how they act within the natural world. In this sense, religion is more

than (or other than) an ethical system.

Considering all of the differences that exist among religions and between religion-

ists and nonreligionists, I believe that we should strive all the harder to create a wider-

based morality that allows these differences and personal religious relationships to
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continue and develop, while at the same time allowing for ethical attitudes and actions

toward all. What we need is not a strictly religious or a strictly humanist (atheist) ethics

but rather what I choose to call a humanitarian ethics, which includes these two extremes

and the middle ground as well.

\\h> Should Human Beings Be Moral?

Before going on to discuss ethical or moral systems in greater detail, there is one last

question that I feel must be dealt with in this chapter, and that is, "Why should human
beings be moral?" Another way of putting the problem is as follows: Is there any clear

foundation or basis for morality—can any reasons be found for human beings to be good
and do right acts rather than be bad and do wrong acts? I want to make it clear at the

start that the question I am asking is not "Why should / or any one individual be moral?"

As Kai Nielsen says in his brilliant essay "Why Should I Be Moral?", these are two differ-

ent questions. 14 The second one is very difficult to answer with any clear, conclusive evi-

dence or logic, but the first one is not.

I have already pointed out the difficulties involved in founding morality on reli-

gion, and especially on religion as a sole factor. However, if a person has religious faith,

then he or she does have a foundation for a personal morality, even though this founda-

tion basically is psychological rather than logical in nature. What disturbs me about the

use of religion as the foundation of morality is the frequently made assumption that if

there is no supernatural or religious basis for morality, then there can be no basis at all. A
related, and perhaps deeper, statement is that there can be no real meaning to human life

unless there is some sort of afterlife or some other extranatural reason for living. It is ob-

vious that for many individuals this is psychologically true; that is, they feel that their

existence has meaning and purpose and that they have a reason for being moral if and

only if there is a god, an afterlife, or some sort of religion in their lives. I feel that we must
respect this point of view and accept the conviction of the many people who hold it, be-

cause that is how they feel about life and morality.

It is also obvious, however, that many people do not feel this way I think it is terri-

bly presumptuous of religious believers to feei that if some people do not have a reli-

gious commitment their lives are meaningless, or that such people have no reason for

being moral in their actions. But if religion does not necessarily provide a "why" for

morality, then what does? Let us assume for the moment that there is no supernatural

morality and see if we can find any other reasons why people should be moral.

Enlightened Self-interest

One can certainly argue on a basis of enlightened self-interest, that it is, at the very

least, generally better to be good rather than bad and to create a world and society that

is good rather than one that is bad. As a matter of fact, as we shall see in the next chap-

ter, self-interest is the sole basis of one ethical theory, ethical egoism. I am not, how-

ever, suggesting at this point that one ought to pursue one's own self-interest. I am
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merely presenting the argument that if everyone tried to do and be good and to avoid

and prevent bad, it would be in everyone's self-interest. For example, if within a group
of people no one killed, stole, lied, or cheated, then each member of the group would
benefit. An individual member of the group could say, "It's in my self-interest to do
good rather than bad because I stand to benefit if I do and also because I could be os-

tracized or punished if I don't." Therefore, even though it is not airtight (as Kai

Nielsen's essay illustrates), the argument from enlightened self-interest is a somewhat
compelling one.

Argument from Tradition and Law

Related to the foregoing argument is the argument from tradition and law. This argu-

ment suggests that because traditions and laws, established over a long period of time,

govern the behavior of human beings, and because these traditions and laws urge hu-

man beings to be moral rather than immoral, there are good reasons for being so. Self-

interest is one reason, but another is respect for the human thought and effort that has

gone into establishing such laws and traditions and transferring them from one historic

period and one culture to another. This can be an attractive argument, even though it

tends to suppress questioning of traditions and laws—a kind of questioning that is, I

feel, the very touchstone of creative moral reasoning. It is interesting to note that most of

us probably learned morality through being confronted with this argument, the religious

argument, and the experiences surrounding them. Don't we all remember being told we
should or should not do something because it was or was not in our own self-interest,

because God said it was right or wrong, or because it was the way we were supposed to

act in our family, school, society, and world?

Evolution of the Arguments

All of the arguments put forth are compelling and valid to some extent, provided that

free questioning of the moral prescriptions that they have established or that they sup-

port is allowed and encouraged. I have already pointed out some of the difficulties as-

sociated with establishing a religious basis for morality, but problems exist with the

other two arguments as well. The self-interest argument can be a problem when other

interests conflict with it; often it is difficult to convince someone who sees obvious

benefits in acting immorally in a particular situation that it is in his or her self-interest

to do otherwise. Morality established by tradition and law is problematic because it is

difficult both to change and to question successfully. This lack of questioning some-

times encourages blind obedience to immoral practices. It encourages the belief that

because something has been done a certain way for hundreds of years, it must be right.

(A good example of the tragic consequences that can ensue from this type of thinking

may be found in Shirley Jackson's excellent, frequently anthologized short story "The

Lottery")
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Common 1 1 urn,m \eeds

Are there any other reasons we can give as to why human beings should be moral? If we
examine human nature as empirically and rationally as we can, we discover that all hu-

man beings have many needs, desires, goals, and objectives in common. For example,

people generally seem to need friendship, love, happiness, freedom, peace, creativity,

and stability in their lives, not only for themselves but for others, too. It doesn't take

much further examination to discover that in order to satisfy these needs, people must
establish and follow moral principles that encourage them to cooperate with one another

and that free them from fear that they will lose their lives, be mutilated, or be stolen

from, lied to, cheated, severely restricted, or imprisoned.

It is my contention, then, that morality has come about because of human needs

and through a recognition of the importance of living together in a cooperative and sig-

nificant way. I am not trying to suggest that all human beings can be convinced that they

should be moral, or even that it will always be in each individual's self-interest to be

moral. I do believe, however, that the question "Why should human beings be moral?"

generally can best be answered by the statement that adhering to moral principles en-

ables human beings to live their lives as peacefully, happily, creatively and meaningfully

as is possible.

Significance and Relevance of Ethics

If the reader is not yet convinced of the relevance or significance of ethics, all he or she

has to do is to read the papers, watch television, and listen to the radio. Ever since ex-

Vice-President Quayle attacked a fictional woman on television for bearing a child out of

wedlock and raising the boy herself, the phrase "family values" has fallen "trippingly"

off the tongues of politicians, religionists, psychologists, and sociologists. According to

these pundits, all of our troubles would be eliminated if every family was heterosexual

with the usual 2.5 children—one male, one female, and .5 some sort of combination

thereof, I guess. This would seem to be a very oversimplified solution to a rather com-

plex problem.

Also, as I mentioned when discussing law and morality, there has been a marked

increase in the teaching of ethics in law schools. The same types of courses have been es-

tablished at medical schools, and there has been an increase in bioethics and other ethics

committees in hospitals and various businesses. For example, James O'Toole has been

conducting values-based leadership seminars for CEOs and other managers in business

at Aspen, Colorado. One might ask, "Does this mean that we are becoming more ethical.

or that we will be, as these ethics begin to filter down to the general populace?" Cer-

tainly it is admirable that so many—even politicians—are interested in values and in im-

proving the ethical life in America. My major concern is with how superficial all of this

is, especially as it comes from politicians trying to get elected. I don't doubt that some of

these politicians are sincere, but sometimes I wonder whose values they wish to impose,

and also I wonder how much training any of these people have had in ethics.
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Yet regardless of how popular, superficially or not, ethics may become, it certainly

should be the most important aspect of your life. After all, what could be more important

than learning how to live more ethically and improving the quality of your life and those

of others around you? As Albert Einstein said, "The most important human endeavor is

the striving for morality in our actions. Our inner balance and even our very existence

depend on it. Only morality in our actions can give beauty and dignity to life." 15

Hopefully, by the time you have finished this book and others like it, and the ethics

course you are taking, you will have a much better background in ethics than most of

those who mouth the values without perhaps knowing what they are talking about.

Morality: \ Working Definition

I have said a great deal so far in this chapter about what morality or ethics is not, but I

have not yet said what it is. In setting up a working definition, I would say that morality

deals basically with humans and how they relate to other beings, both human and non-

human. It deals with how humans treat other beings so as to promote mutual welfare,

growth, creativity, and meaning and to strive for what is good over what is bad and what
is right over what is wrong.

In the next two chapters, we will examine two major ethical viewpoints. These contain

a number of traditional ethical theories that are concerned not with why human beings

should be moral, but rather with how morality can be attained. There is no point in "starting

from scratch" in the study of morality when we can benefit from our own ethical traditions,

out of which almost all modern ethical theories have, in one way or another, evolved.

Chapter Summary

I. Philosophy, and ethics' relationship to it

A. Philosophy literally means "the love of wisdom."

B. It is concerned with three areas of study:

1. Epistemology—the study of knowledge, belief, truth, falsity, certainty, and

perception.

2. Metaphysics—the study of what exists, the nature of what exists, cause and

effect, freedom, and determinism.

3. Ethics—the study of morality, good, bad, right, wrong, human conduct and

behavior in a moral sense, and moral issues.

II. Key terms

A. Moral and ethical (and immoral and unethical) are interchangeable in ordinary

language.

1. Moral means what is good or right.

2. Immoral means what is bad or wrong.

B. Characteristics of "good, bad, right, wrong."

1. "Good" or "right" should involve pleasure, happiness, and excellence, and

also lead to harmony and creativity.
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2. "Bad" or "wrong" will involve pain, unhappiness, and lack of excellence,

and will lead to disharmony and lack of creativity.

3. The terms "good" and "bad" should be defined in the context of human ex-

perience and human relationships.

C. Amoral means having no moral sense, or being indifferent to right and wrong.

D. Nonmoral means out of the realm of morality altogether.

III. Approaches to the study of morality

A. The scientific, or descriptive, approach is used in the social sciences and is con-

cerned with how human beings do, in fact, behave. For example: Human be-

ings often act in their own self-interest.

B. The philosophical approach is divided into two categories.

1. The normative, or prescriptive, is concerned with what "should" be or what
people "ought to" do. For example: Human beings ought to act in their own
self-interest.

2. A second category is concerned with value judgments. For example: "Bar-

bara is a morally good person."

3. Metaethics, or analytic ethics, is analytic in two ways.

(a) It analyzes ethical language.

(b) It analyzes the rational foundations of ethical systems or of the logic and
reasoning of various ethicists.

IV. Morality and its applications

A. In the course of determining what morality is, some distinctions must be made.

1

.

There is a difference between ethics and aesthetics.

(a) Ethics is the study of morality, or of what is good, bad, right, or wrong in

a moral sense.

(b) Aesthetics is the study of art and the artistic, or of what is good, bad,

right, or wrong in art and what constitutes the beautiful in our lives.

2. The terms good, bad, right, and wrong can also be used in a nonmoral sense,

usually in reference to how someone or something functions.

3. Manners, or etiquette, differs from morality even though the two are related,

in that manners is concerned with certain types of social behavior dealing

with taste, whereas morality is concerned with ethical behavior.

B. There are four main aspects related to the application of morality.

1. Religious morality is concerned with human beings in relationship to a su-

pernatural being or beings.

2. Morality and nature is concerned with human beings in relationship to na-

ture.

3. Individual morality is concerned with human beings in relationship to

themselves.

4. Social morality is concerned with human beings in relationship to other hu-

man beings. This is the most important category of all.

C. Evidence exists to help us determine who is morally or ethically responsible.

1. Recent experimentation with communication with certain animals reveals

that in the future animals could conceivably be taught to be moral.
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2. At the present time, however, humans and only humans can be considered to

be moral or immoral, and therefore only they should be considered morally

responsible.

V. Theories addressing where morality comes from

A. There are three ways of looking at values being totally objective.

1. Some people believe that values originate with a supernatural being or be-

ings or principle.

2. Some believe that values are embodied in nature itself—that is, that there are

moral laws in nature.

3. Some believe that the world and the objects in it embody values whether or

not there are any human beings around to perceive and appreciate them.

B. Some hold the theory that values are totally subjective: that morality and values

reside strictly within human beings, and that there are no values or morality

outside of them.

C. One must evaluate these two conflicting positions.

1. It is possible to criticize the position that values are objective.

(a) It is difficult to prove conclusively the existence of any supernatural be-

ing, beings, or principle, or to prove that values exist anywhere other

than in the natural world.

(b) There is a difference between "natural laws," which are descriptive, and

"moral and societal laws," which are prescriptive, and there is no conclu-

sive evidence that "natural moral laws" exist.

(c) Is it really possible to think of things of value without someone to value

them?

2. It is possible to criticize the position that values are subjective. Because as-

pects of the world and nature can be valued whether or not human beings

exist, values would not seem to be totally subjective.

D. Values are both subjective and objective. They are determined by three variables.

1. The first variable is the thing of value or the thing valued.

2. The second is a conscious being who values—the valuer.

3. The third is the context or situation in which the valuing takes place.

E. Given the belief that values are both subjective and objective, it is possible to

construct a theory concerning the origin of morality.

1. It comes from a complex interaction between conscious human beings and

material, mental, or emotional "things" in specific contexts.

2. It stems from human needs and desires and is based on human emotions

and reason.

VI. Customary or traditional and reflective morality

A. Customary or traditional morality is based on custom or tradition and is often

accepted without analysis or critical evaluation.

B. Reflective morality is the careful examination and critical evaluation of all

moral issues whether or not they are based on religion, custom, or tradition.

VII. Morality and the law

A. Morality is not necessarily based on law.
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B. Morality provides the basic reasons for any significant laws.

C. Law is a public expression of and provides a sanction for social morality.

VIII. Morality and religion

A. Morality need not, indeed should not, be based solely on religion for the follow-

ing reasons.

1. It is difficult to prove conclusively the existence of a supernatural being.

2. Nonreligious people can be moral, too.

3. It is difficult to provide a rational foundation for religion, which makes it

difficult to provide such a foundation for morality.

4. If religion were to be the foundation of morality, which religion would pro-

vide this foundation and who would decide?

5. There is a difficulty in resolving the conflicts arising from various religiously

based ethical systems without going outside of them.

B. We need a humanitarian ethics that is neither strictly religious nor strictly hu-

manistic (atheistic) but that includes these two extremes and the middle

ground as well.

IX. The importance of determining why human beings should be moral

A. The question is not, "Why should any one individual be moral?" but rather,

"Why should human beings in general be moral?"

B. Various reasons for being moral have been posited.

1. Religion, or the supernatural, has been used as the foundation of moralitv.

2. It has been argued that enlightened self-interest is the basis for morality.

3. Tradition and law have been posited as yet another basis for morality.

C. There are problems with all the reasons given in A and B; therefore, it is my con-

tention that morality has come about because of common human needs and

through the recognition of the importance of living together in a cooperative

and significant way in order to achieve the greatest possible amount of friend-

ship, love, happiness, freedom, peace, creativity, and stability in the lives of all

human beings.

X. A working definition of "morality." Morality or ethics deals basically with human
relationships—how humans treat other beings so as to promote mutual welfare,

growth, creativity, and meaning as they strive for good over bad and right over

wrong.

Exercises for Review

1. In your own words, define the following terms: moral, immoral, amoral, and nonmoral.

2. What is the difference between descriptive and normative (or prescriptive) ethics?

3. What is metaethics (or analytic ethics) and how does it differ from descriptive and

normative (or prescriptive) ethics?

4. Explain the four aspects of morality.

5. Why is the social aspect the most important?
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6. Do you agree that morality is not necessarily based on the law, but that the law gets

its real meaning from morality? Why or why not?

7. Give examples of how the law embodies morality

8. What does it mean to assert that the law provides "sanctions" for morality? How
does it do this?

9. Critically examine the Ten Commandments in the following ways:

(a) Separate them to show how they would fit into any of the four aspects of morality

(b) Which commandments do you consider to be absolutely necessary for any society

to be moral? Why?

(c) Which commandments can be enforced legally, and which cannot? Why?

10. Do you agree that what we need is a humanitarian ethics that includes both religious

and nonreligious systems? Why or why not?

11. Do you agree with the author's list of the characteristics of "good, bad, right,

wrong"? If so, explain why in your own words. If not, explain why not. In either

case, provide any additional characteristics that you think these terms possess.

12. What are philosophy, epistemology, and metaphysics, and how do they differ from

or relate to ethics?

13. What is the difference between customary or traditional morality and reflective

morality?

Discussion Questions

1. Critically examine any ethical system or code (for example, a religious code, or a code

or system used in business or any of the professions) and show how each of the dos or

don'ts of this code apply to the various aspects of morality.

2. Go to the library or consult other sources at the discretion of your instructor and get a

copy of your city's, county's, or state's laws governing a specific area of community
activity. Analyze to what extent these laws relate to your community's moral views

and standards, and in what ways they do so. To what extent are any of the laws non-

moral or moral in their implications?

3. To what extent do you feel that human beings have an obligation to be moral in their

dealings and relationships with nature (excluding other human beings), and for what

reasons? Give specific examples of such dealings and relationships, and argue your

position fully.

4. Do you think that human beings are essentially good or bad, or a combination of

both? Why? In a well-organized essay, argue for and bring evidence to support the

position you have taken. How does your position affect your approach to morality

—

for example, should a moral system be strict, clear, and absolutistic or permissive,

flexible, and relativistic? (See Chapter 4 and Glossary for a definition of these terms.)
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5. Do you believe that morality should or should not be based solely on religion? Why? Is

it possible to establish a moral system without any reference to religion? If so, how? If

not, why not? What could be the basis of such a system, if not religion? Describe your

position in detail.

6. Examine your own life and try to establish as honestly and accurately as possible

where your values have come from.

7. Do you feel that you should always be moral? Why or why not? Do you think that hu-

man beings in general should be moral? Why or why not?
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Chapter 2

Consequentialist

(Ideological) Theories

of Morality

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define the consequentialist (teleological) and nonconsequentialist (deontologi-

cal) views of morality.

2. Differentiate psychological egoism from ethical egoism, and explain both theo-

ries.

3. Distinguish the three types of ethical egoism.

4. Describe and critically analyze the two main consequentialist theories, ethical

egoism and utilitarianism.

5. Distinguish between the two types of utilitarianism.

In the history of ethics, two major viewpoints emerge: the consequentialist (based on or

concerned with consequences) and the nonconsequentialist (not based on or concerned

35
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with consequences). Traditionally these have been called the "teleological" and "deonto-

logical" theories, respectively, but I will refer to them as consequentialist and nonconse-

quentialist because these words pinpoint the real differences between them.

The two major consequentialist ethical theories are ethical egoism and utilitarian-

ism. These both agree that human beings ought to behave in ways that will bring about

good consequences. They differ, however, in that they disagree on who should benefit

from these consequences. The ethical egoist essentially says that human beings ought to

act in their own self-interest, whereas utilitarians essentially say that human beings

ought to act in the interests of all concerned.

Suppose John has a chance to embezzle some funds from the company for which he

works. If he is a consequentialist, he will try to predict the consequences of embezzling

and not embezzling. If he is an egoistic consequentialist, he will try to predict what will

be in his own best interest; if he is a utilitarian consequentialist, he will try to predict

what will be in the interest of everyone concerned. On first learning about ethical ego-

ism, some people immediately assume that if a person like John adheres to this theory he

will embezzle the funds, because doing so will give him the money he needs in order to

live a good life and so forth. However, it is interesting to note that both ethical egoists

and utilitarians might decide, on the basis of their opposite approaches to consequences,

not to embezzle the money. Ethical egoists might not think it is in their self-interest to

break the law or anger the company and its stockholders or subject themselves to the risk

of punishment for their action. Utilitarians, on the other hand, might arrive at the same
conclusion, but on the grounds that embezzlement would bring bad consequences to

other people involved in the company even though it might bring good consequences to

them. Just as egoists and utilitarians might end up acting in the same way for different

reasons, so their ethical reasoning also is similar in that they both are concerned with the

consequences of any action they are contemplating. It is important now to examine each

ethical theory more thoroughly, noting advantages and disadvantages and examining

similarities and differences.

Psychological Egoism

Before we discuss ethical egoism in more detail, we should make a distinction between

psychological egoism, which is not an ethical theory, and ethical egoism. Some ethical egoists

have tried to base their egoistic theories on psychological egoism, so it is important for us

to examine whether it is a valid concept and to make sure we know the difference between

how people do act and how they should act. In Chapter 1, 1 used psychological egoism to

point out the difference between the scientific and the normative philosophical approaches

to morality; to reiterate, psychological egoism is a scientific, descriptive approach to ego-

ism, whereas ethical egoism is the philosophical-normative (prescriptive) approach.

Psychological egoism may be divided into two forms. The strong form maintains

that people always act in their own self-interest—that they are psychologically con-

structed to do so—whereas the weak form maintains that people often, but not always,
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act in their own self-interest. Neither form can operate as a basis for ethical egoism, how-
ever. If the strong form is accepted, then why tell people to do what they cannot help do-

ing? If I am psychologically constructed so as to always act in my own self-interest, what
good will it do to tell me that I should always act in my own self-interest? As for the

weaker form, stating that I often do act in my own self-interest has nothing in itself to do
with what I should do. (This is referred in ethics as trying to get "an ought from an is"—
there is no logical argument that conclusively proves that because people are behaving in

certain ways, they should do so or continue to do so.) One might be able to show by
means of some rational argument that I should always act in my own self-interest, but

that I do so constitutes neither a necessary (absolutely necessary) nor sufficient (enough)

argument that I should.

What about the truth of the stronger form of the argument? If human beings must
indeed act in their own self-interest, and cannot do otherwise, then we are condemned to

the egoistic position. Is there any conclusive proof that strong psychological egoism

holds true? In order to make an all-encompassing, absolute, universal statement that

uses "always" in connection with human motives and behavior, which are both complex

and varied, we would have to be able to examine every single human being's motives

and behavior before we could prove such a statement conclusively.

It is presumptuous for psychological egoists to argue that I always act in my own
self-interest if I can give them an example of even one time when I have not done so.

They certainly can devise a number of ways to show me that everything I do is ulti-

mately related, for one reason or another, to my own self-interest. But I may retort:

"Look, when I disregarded my own safety and went after the burglar who robbed the

store, I was not motivated by any of the reasons you suggest—I simply did it because I

thought that what the burglar did was wrong, and because I like my boss and did not

want to see him robbed." The psychological egoists can insist, in turn, that I probably

wanted to impress my boss or that I wanted to look like a hero to my girlfriend or that I

wanted society's or God's approval. But if I insist that those motives were not mine, then

they are only theorizing, and they cannot parlay such theorizing into an absolutistic

theory about all human motives and actions.

Because human beings vary so much in the thoughts, feelings, motives, and rea-

sons for their actions, it is highly presumptuous to assume that everyone "always"

thinks, feels, is motivated, or reasons in one way to the exclusion of all others. This

theory, like the theory about the existence of a supernatural being, cannot be conclu-

sively proved; indeed, there is some evidence to the contrary.

When all the other arguments fail, as they usually do in the attempted defense of

psychological egoism, the psychological egoist, in attempting to prove his or her case, of-

ten retreats to the position that people always do what they really want to do. According

to the egoist, if people "want" to perform a so-called unselfish act, then they are not

really being unselfish because they are doing what they actually want to do. But there

are problems with this argument. First of all, how can the psychological egoist deal with

the fact that we often do not want to act unselfishly, but do so anyway? At times we
would really rather do something else, but feel we "must" or "have to" do what we don't
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want to do. Second, the only evidence the psychological egoist can cite in support of the

statement "people always do what they want to do" is that the act was done. But all that

means is that "everyone always does what he or she does," and this really doesn't give

us any information at all about human conduct, nor does it in any way prove that human
beings always act only in their own self-interest.

Therefore it seems to me that we can discount psychological egoism as a basis for

ethical egoism. In its strong form it would destroy all morality and is lacking both in evi-

dence and in logic; and in either the strong or the weak form it fails to provide a rational

foundation for ethical egoism.

Ethical Egoism

What, then, is ethical egoism? It is not necessarily the same thing as selfishness, which

could be behavior that is not in the egoist's self-interest at all. That is, if I am always act-

ing selfishly, people may hate me and generally treat me badly, so it might be more in my
self-interest not to be selfish. I might even go so far as to be altruistic in my behavior at

least some of the time—when it is in my own self-interest to be so, of course. So ethical

egoism cannot be equated with selfishness, nor should it necessarily be equated with

having a big ego or being conceited. An egoist might very well be conceited; on the other

hand, he or she might appear to be very self-effacing and humble.

Ethical egoism can take three possible forms:

1. Individual ethical egoism, which states that even/one ought to act in my self-interest.

2. Personal ethical egoism, which states that I ought to act in my own self-interest but

that I make no claims about what anyone else ought to do.

3. Universal ethical egoism, which states as its basic principle that everyone should al-

ways act in his or her own self-interest, regardless of the interests of others, unless

their interests also serve his or hers.

Problems with Individual and Personal Ethical Egoism

There are serious problems associated with individual and personal ethical egoism, in

that they apply only to one individual and cannot be laid down for humanity in general.

This is a real drawback if one thinks of morality or a moral system as something applica-

ble to all human beings—that is, if one desires to get beyond a strictly individualistic

morality, which most moralists do. The problems associated with promulgating (laying

out or setting forth) either of these forms of ethical egoism go deeper than their lack of

general applicability, however. It probably would not be in the interest of individual or

personal egoists to state their theory at all because they might anger other people and

thus thwart their own self-interest. For this reason, such egoists might have to appear as

other than they really are, or lie about what they really believe, and dishonesty and lying

are considered to be questionable moral actions in most moral theories.
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We might also ask whether a moral system shouldn't be consistent, and whether
it shouldn't be more than just a theory. If a person has to propound one moral theory

while knowingly and purposely operating under another, then isn't he or she being in-

consistent? And how moral can this moral system be if it cannot be laid out for others

to see? Another problem with such individualistic systems is that they fail to take into

consideration the fact that human beings are not isolated from each other, and that the

moral and immoral actions of all persons affect other people around them. These two
versions of egoism, however, are good only for one person and may not even be bene-

ficial for that individual, especially if anyone else finds out that he or she really is

operating under such a system. So these views of egoism are not impossible to hold

—

indeed, you may find, after we have finished discussing universal ethical egoism,

that they are the only ones really possible—but they are highly suspect as valid moral

theories.

Universal Ethical Egoism

Universal ethical egoism is the version of the theory most commonly presented by ego-

ists because, like most other ethical theories, it is, as its name states, "universal"—an eth-

ical theory that claims to apply to all human beings. This theory does not state only what
J should do; rather, it concerns itself with what all human beings should do if they want
to be moral: They should always act in their own self-interest. Universal ethical egoism

has been propounded by Epicurus, Ayn Rand, Jesse Kalin, and John Hospers, among
others. These philosophers wish to set up an ethical system for all human beings to fol-

low, and they believe that the most ethical viewpoint is for everyone to act in his or her

own self-interest.

Problems with Universal Ethical Egoism

Inconsistency. The most devastating attack on universal ethical egoism was made by

Brian Medlin in his essay "Ultimate Principles and Ethical Egoism," which Jesse Kalin

attempted to refute in his essay "In Defense of Egoism." 1 Medlin put forth some of the

same arguments already described here against individual and personal ethical egoism.

For example, he stated that the ethical egoist says that everyone ought to act in his own
self-interest. Suppose, however, that Tom is acting in his own self-interest, which is not

in the ethical egoist's (let's call him John) self-interest. Then it certainly would not be in

John's interest to tell Tom that he should act in his, Tom's, own self-interest; therefore

John would be at least reticent to state his ethical system, and probably wiser under ethi-

cal egoism not to state it at all. Let us suppose that John, the ethical egoist, really means

that all people should act in their own self-interest, that the greatest good should be done

to all concerned by any ethical action, or, as Medlin states it, that John really wants

"everyone to come out on top." Isn't John actually proposing some form of utilitarianism

(which states that everyone always should act so that the greatest number of good conse-

quences accrue to everyone concerned by the action) rather than egoism? This may make
utilitarians happy, but we don't need two names for one ethical theor\
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Wliat Is Meant by "Everyone." The problem really becomes critical when we ask exactly

what universal ethical egoists mean when they state that everyone ought to act in his or

her own self-interest. Do they mean that both John and Tom ought to act in their own
self-interest when their self-interests conflict? How will this conflict be resolved? Sup-

pose Tom asks John what he should do in the midst of their conflict? Should John tell

him to act in his own self-interest even if it means that John will lose out? Universal ethi-

cal egoism would seem to advocate this; however, it obviously would not be in John's

self-interest to have Tom do so. There is an inconsistency here, no matter what John does,

because when self-interests conflict, universal ethical egoism provides for no resolution

that will truly be in the best interest of everyone.

Difficulty in Giving Moral Advice. Ethical egoism becomes highly questionable, then,

when we talk about giving moral advice. Such advice is inconsistent, in that John should

do what is in his own self-interest but must advise Tom either to act in John's interest or

in Tom's. If he advises Tom to act in his, John's, interest, then John is retreating to indi-

vidual egoism; if he advises Tom to act in his own self-interest, then John is not serving

his own interest. Either way, it would seem that the purpose behind ethical egoism is

defeated.

Jesse Kalin says that the only way to state universal ethical egoism consistently is to

advocate that John should act in his own self-interest and Tom in his own self-interest.

Everything then will be all right because even though the theory is announced to every-

one, and even though John will have to advise Tom that Tom should act in his own self-

interest, John need not want Tom to act in his own self-interest. It is on this point that

Kalin feels he has refuted Medlin, who states that universal ethical egoism is inconsistent

because what the egoist ivants is obviously incompatible—he wants himself to come out

on top and he wants everyone else to come out on top; but because interests conflict, he

obviously has incompatible wants. Kalin uses the example of John and Tom playing

chess. John, seeing that Tom could move his bishop and put John's king in check, be-

lieves that Tom ought to move his bishop but doesn't want him to, need not persuade him
to, and indeed "ought to . . . sit there quietly, hoping he does not move as he ought." 2

With this statement, the problem that occurred with individual and personal ethical ego-

ism again arises in universal ethical egoism—that what people ought to do cannot be pro-

mulgated (that is, presented for all to see). In other words, we again have an ethical

theory that has to be a secret one; otherwise, it will, by being stated, violate its own major

tenet: self-interest.

Blurring the Moral and Nonmoral Uses of "Ought" and "Should." We also must exam-

ine how Kalin is using "ought" in his example about the chess game. One of the uninten-

tional outcomes of Kalin's essay seems to be a blurring of the distinction between the

moral use of "ought" and "should" and a nonmoral use of the two words. In the first

chapter, I described the major difference between the scientific and philosophical-

normative approaches to morality as being the difference between "is" or "do" and

"ought" and "should." I also pointed out that the last two words are not always used in a

moral sense, and indeed often mav be used in a nonmoral sense.
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For example, if the instructions for assembling a toy say you should put two end
bolts and nuts together before putting in the other four, there is no moral import at work
there. "Should" here implies, "if you want this toy to work right and want these two
pieces of it to fit snugly." There is no moral imperative unless incorrect assembly of the

toy could cost a child his or her life, for example. Rarely do lives depend upon whether

games such as chess are won or lost, or whether two sides of a toy fit together well.

"Should" in these contexts probably will not have any moral ramifications whatsoever.

Evidently, to Kalin at least, moral rules and advice have such superficial applica-

tion that "should" and "ought" mean no more than they would mean when applied to a

game or the directions for assembling something. It seems that only the oddest of ethical

systems would state many dos and don'ts and say that people "ought" to adhere to them
but then hope they don't. Consider what it would mean for John to advise Tom, "You

should kill me because I stand in the way of your having my wife, and it is in your self-

interest for you to do so, but since it is not in my self-interest for you to do so, I hope you
don't." It certainly is not incompatible with what John says he thinks ought to be, but it is

a strange moral system that actually states what its advocate really does not want. It is

obvious to me that what John really thinks Tom should do is leave John and his wife

alone. This means, at best, that universal ethical egoism is highly impractical, and, at

worst, that it is a theory that seriously brings into conflict the desires of people for good
things and that sees the pursuit of happiness as being some sort of intellectual game, the

rules of which humans "ought" to be told to follow. Kalin seems to have shown that the

egoist need not want to have others practice what he or she preaches. By doing so, how-
ever, Kalin raises the specter of an even wider split between what "ought to be" and

what "is."

I, at least, am forced back to Medlin's logic: "But is not to believe that someone
should act in a certain way, to try to persuade him to do so?" and "Does it make sense to

say, 'Of course you should do this, but for goodness' sake, don't?'
" 3 Without this logic,

ethical systems amount to no more than mere abstract ideals that their proponents hope

will not actually be carried out. What this amounts to, if Kalin is correct, is that universal

ethical egoism claims to be a moral system that is based on the nonmoral—its rules actu-

ally have no more moral import than the rules of a chess game, or the directions for as-

sembling a toy.

Inconsistent with Helping Professions. Another criticism of ethical egoism in any of its

forms is that it does provide the proper ethical basis for people who are in the helping

professions. It certainly is true that many people are in such professions for their own
self-interest to some extent, but the real reason for being a nurse, doctor, social worker,

teacher, or minister is to help others, and a highly self-interested attitude would not

serve one well in these professions.

These criticisms would support the contentions of some philosophers that egoism

in any of its forms is really not a moral system at all, but rather the nonmoral stance from

which one asks, "Why should I be moral?" 4 Although not wanting to go that far, I do feel

there are a great many problems with ethical egoism that are not easily resolvable. There-

fore, it seems to be to be a highly questionable ethical theory.
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Advantages of Universal Ethical Egoism

What conclusions can we draw from this discussion of ethical egoism? Does the theory

have any advantages at all?

It's Easier to Determine Self-interest. One advantage of ethical egoism over theories

that advocate doing what is in the interest of others, is that it is much easier for individu-

als to know what their own interests are than it is for them to know what is in the best in-

terest of others. People will not always act in their own self-interest, and will certainly

make errors in judgment about what is in their self-interest, but they are in a much better

position to correctly estimate what they want, need, and should have and do than any-

one else is. Also, they have a better chance of assessing their own self-interest than they

have of assessing the interests of anyone else.

If Encourages Individual Freedom and Responsibility. Another advantage of universal

ethical egoism is that it encourages individual freedom and responsibility. Egoists need

only to consider their own self-interest, and then take responsibility for their actions.

There need be no dependence on anybody else, and one need only seek his or her own
self-interest and let others do the same. Therefore, egoists also argue, this means that

their theories really fit in best with the United States' capitalist economy.

Limitations to Tltese Advantages. Ethical egoism can work successfully, but it has se-

vere limitations. The theory will work best as long as people are operating in relative iso-

lation, thereby minimizing the occasions for conflict among their self-interests. For

example, if everyone could be his or her own self-sufficient community and be almost to-

tally independent, then self-interest would work well. However, as soon as individual

spheres begin to touch or overlap, and John's self-interest begins to conflict with Tom's,

ethical egoism fails to provide the means of resolving these conflicts in such a way that

everyone's self-interest is protected or satisfied. Some principle of justice or compromise
must be brought in, and it probably would not be in everyone's self-interest. At this point

egoists either must become utilitarians, and concern themselves with the best interests of

everyone involved, or play their nonmoral game by telling people what they should do

while hoping they won't in fact do it.

The real and immediate problem with egoism, however, is that we do not live in

self-sufficient communities. We live, rather, in increasingly crowded communities where

social, economic, and even moral interdependence is a fact of life, and where self-inter-

ests conflict constantly and somehow must be compromised. This means that a person's

self-interest will be only partially served and, in fact, may not be served at all.

\\n Rand's Rational Ethical Egoism

The late Ayn Rand (1905-1982), the foremost modern exponent of universal ethical ego-

ism (which she called rational ethical egoism), has said that the self-interests of rational
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human beings, by virtue of their being rational, will never conflict. 5
1 feel that this view is

both naive and Utopian. No matter how Rand tries to argue away the conflicts of self-

interest that continually arise among rational human beings, observation shows us that

they do exist and have to be dealt with. For example, Albert Einstein (1879-1955) and

Bertrand Russell (1872-1970), both mathematicians and scientists (Russell also was a

philosopher), were totally opposed to the development of atomic weapons. On the other

hand, Dr. Edward Teller (b. 1908), the renowned physicist responsible for many of the

developments of atomic power, advocates its proliferation. These are not mere differ-

ences of opinion; Russell, for example, even went to jail in protest of the docking of

American nuclear submarines in England. Not only did Russell think that the develop-

ment and use of atomic weapons were not in his own self-interest, but also he felt that

they were not in the interest of human beings in general.

Rand might wish to argue that these men are neither rational nor intelligent, but

if so, I would find it difficult to accept her definition of "rational human beings" and
"rational self-interest." Furthermore, it is interesting to speculate, along these lines,

why Ayn Rand steadfastly refused to support any of the communities or projects that

were set up under her theories. One such was the Minerva Project, an island commu-
nity to be run without government, and another was Libertarianism, a political party

that nominated John Hospers as a presidential candidate in 1972 and has run a candi-

date in every national election since. Neither endeavor received Rand's blessing. One
wonders if she was merely dissatisfied with these particular projects, or if she realized

that her theory really was only a Utopian ideal that could not function other than in the

abstract.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it would seem that people can be ethical egoists with some success only if

they advocate some other theory besides ethical egoism, and only if they don't tell peo-

ple that that is what they're doing! As I stated earlier, this makes for a questionable ethi-

cal theory at worst, and an impractical one at best. Given all of these serious problems,

we certainly should not settle on ethical egoism until we first have examined other ethi-

cal theories.

Utilitarianism

Utilitarianism is an ethical theory whose principal architects were Jeremy Bentham

(1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873). It derives its name from "utility," which

means "usefulness." The utilitarian says that an act is right (moral) if it is useful in

"bringing about a desirable or good end."6 It has been more characteristically stated, how-

ever, as "Everyone should perform that act or follow that moral rule that will bring

about the greatest good (or happiness) for everyone concerned." The reason for mention-

ing both acting and following rules is that utilitarianism generally is found in two main

forms: act utilitarianism and rule utilitarianism.
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Act Utilitarianism

Act utilitarianism essentially says that everyone should perform that act which will

bring about the greatest amount of good over bad for everyone affected by the act. Its ad-

vocates do not believe in setting up rules for action because they feel that each situation

and each person are different. Each individual, then, must assess the situation he or she

is involved in and try to figure out which act would bring about the greatest amount of

good consequences with the least amount of bad consequences, not just for himself or

herself, as in egoism, but for everyone involved in the situation.

In assessing the situation, the agent (the person who will be acting or is acting)

must decide whether, for example, telling the truth is the right thing to do in this situa-

tion at this time. It does not matter that most people believe that telling the truth is gen-

erally a good thing to do; the act utilitarian must decide with regard to the particular

situation he or she is in at the moment whether or not it is right to tell the truth. For act

utilitarianism there can be no absolute rules against killing, stealing, lying, and so on, be-

cause every situation is different and all people are different. Therefore, all of those acts

that may, in general, be considered immoral would be considered moral or immoral by
the act utilitarian only in relation to whether they would or would not bring about the

greatest good over bad for everyone in a particular situation.

Criticisms ofAct Utilitarianism

Difficulty of Determining Consequences for Others. There are several criticisms of act

utilitarianism. One of them has been cited as providing support for ethical egoism, and

that is that it is very difficult to ascertain what will turn out to be good consequences for

others. Involved in the difficulty of deciding what the consequences will be of any action

one is about to take is the problem of deciding what is "good" and "right" for others.

What may be a good consequence for you may not be equally, or at all, good for another;

and how are you to tell unless you can ask other people what would be good for them?

Very often, of course, there is no time to ask anyone anything; we simply must act in the

best way we can.

Impracticality of Beginning Anew. Furthermore, there is a certain impracticality in

having to begin anew with each situation. In fact, many moralists might question the

act consequentialist's belief that each act and each person is completely and uniquely

different, claiming that there are many similarities among human beings and their be-

haviors that would justify the laying down of certain rules. For example, critics of act

utilitarianism might say that enough persons value their lives so that there should be

some rule against killing, even if it has to be qualified—for instance, by saying "Never

kill except in self-defense." They might further say that it is a waste of time and even ab-

surd to reassess each situation when there is a choice of killing or not killing; one simply

should follow the general rule and any of its valid qualifications. As mentioned earlier,

the time factor in moral decision making is often an important one; often a person does
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not have the time to start from scratch when confronted by each new moral problem. In

fact, being forced to constantly begin anew could result in an inability to commit a

moral act in time.

The act utilitarian would answer that after experiencing many situations, one

learns to apply one's experience to the new situation readily, with a minimum of time-

wasting, so that one is really not starting from scratch each time. But when people call on

past experience and act consistently in accordance with it, aren't they really acting on the

basis of unstated rules? If they have been in a number of situations in which the moral

choice is not to kill another human being, and they are now faced with another similar

situation, then aren't they really operating under a hidden rule that says, "Never kill an-

other human being in any situation similar to A"? If so, they are rule utilitarians who
merely have not announced their rules.

Difficulty of Educating the Young or Uninitiated. One last criticism of act utilitarianism

asks how one is to educate the young or the uninitiated to act morally if there are no
rules or guides to follow except one: that each person must assess what would be the

greatest good consequences of each act for each situation that arises. It would seem that

under this ethical system everyone must start afresh as he or she is growing up in seek-

ing to discover what is the moral thing to do in each situation as it occurs. This may be

allowable in the estimation of some philosophers, but it is very difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to conduct any type of systematic moral education on such a basis.

Rule Utilitarianism

It was to provide an answer to many of the act utilitarian's problems that rule utilitarian-

ism was established. In this form, the basic utilitarian principle is not that "everyone

should always act to bring about the greatest good for all concerned," but rather that

"everyone should always establish and follow that rule or those rules that will bring

about the greatest good for all concerned." This at least eliminates the problem of one's

having to start anew to figure out the likely consequences for everyone in every situa-

tion, and it also provides a set of rules that can be alluded to in the moral education of

the uninitiated.

Rule utilitarians try, from experience and careful reasoning, to set up a series of

rules that, when followed, will yield the greatest good for all humanity. For example,

rather than trying to figure out whether one should or should not kill someone else in

each situation where this problem might arise, a rule utilitarian might form the rule

Never kill excepit in self-defense. His or her assumption in stating this rule is that except

when it is done in self-defense, killing will bring about more bad consequences than

good for all concerned, both now and probably in the long run. Killing, they might add,

if allowed in any but the self-defense situation, would set dangerous precedents. It

would encourage more people to take others' lives than they now do, and because hu-

man life is basic and important to everyone, not having such a rule would always cause

more harm than good to all concerned.
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Rule utilitarians obviously believe, unlike their "act" counterparts, that there are

enough similar human motives, actions, and situations to justify setting up rules that

will apply to all human beings and to all human situations. To the rule utilitarian's way
of thinking, it is foolish and dangerous to leave moral actions up to individuals without

providing them with some guidance and without trying to establish some sort of stabil-

ity and moral order in society, as opposed to the haphazard, on-the-spot guesswork that

seems to be advocated by the act utilitarian.

Criticisms of Rule Utilitarianism

Difficulty of Determining Consequences for Others. Associated with rule utilitarianism

are some of the same problems we encountered with the act type, especially in the area

of trying to determine good consequences for others. This, as I have already mentioned,

is a disadvantage that egoism does not share. How can we be sure, given the vast differ-

ences among human beings and human situations, that a rule really can be established

that will cover such diversity, much less that it will always and truly bring about the

greatest good for all concerned? This difficulty is added to the one shared by the egoist

and the act utilitarian, of trying to determine all the consequences for not just one action

but all actions and situations occurring under any particular rule. Nonrule moralists ar-

gue strongly that there is no rule for which one cannot find at least one exception some-

where along the line, and that by the time you have incorporated all of the possible

exceptions into a rule, you really are advocating act utilitarianism. Therefore, they argue,

you would be better off without rules, as these cannot possibly apply to all the situations

you may face.

For example, can the rule Never kill except in self-defense actually cover all of the situ-

ations human beings are prone to get involved in? Will it cover abortion, for example?

Many antiabortionists think so, stating that in no way can the unborn fetus be consid-

ered an aggressor; therefore, it cannot be aborted. Prochoice advocates, on the other

hand, either don't consider the fetus to be a human being, or argue for the precedence of

the mother's life over the fetus's and believe that there are times when the fetus must be

aborted. How, for example, would the rule utilitarian deal with the aborting of the fetus

when the mother's life is endangered not specifically because she is pregnant but for

some other reason? The fetus cannot be considered an aggressor, so how can it be

aborted in self-defense?

I am not trying to say that rule utilitarians would have such a rule, but rather to

show how difficult it is to form a rule that will cover all situations without exception.

Rule utilitarians can, of course, rate their rules by placing them in primary and sec-

ondary categories, but the problem continues regardless of which category the rule is

found. Act utilitarians do not have this problem; they may have trouble justifying a par-

ticular action, but at least they have not committed themselves to acting in just one way
in all situations. They may make a mistake in situation A, but when situation B comes

along, they have another chance to judge and act anew, without being hampered by any

binding rules that tie them to a series of mistakes.
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The Cost-Benefit Analysis, or End-Justifies-the-Means. Approach—
A Problem for Utilitarianism

There is another problem in both forms of utilitarianism, and that is the difficulty of car-

rying the "useful" aspect of utility too far. Nonutilitarians may ask, for example,

whether it is always right to try to achieve "the greatest good for the greatest number."

Doesn't this sometimes end up as the greatest good for the majority with some very bad

consequences for the minority? Would science, for example, be justified in taking one

hundred children and performing painful and eventually fatal experiments on them if

the doctors could guarantee the saving of ten million children's lives in the future? Cer-

tainly, by number alone, this would be the greatest good for the greatest number, but

many moralists would object, saying that each individual is, morally speaking, unique,

and therefore no such experiment should ever be performed regardless of how many in-

dividuals will be saved by it.

Yet if we are aiming for the greatest good for everyone, there is the danger of what
many call the "cost-benefit analysis," or "end-justifies-the-means," approach to moral-

ity; that is, trying to calculate how much effort or cost will bring about the most benefits.

This approach also involves us in determining the social worth of individuals in a soci-

ety, so that those people who are "worth" more to society, such as professional people,

are given more benefits (for instance, medical) than those who are not. In other words,

sometimes in trying to do the greatest good for the greatest number, we may find our-

selves being quite immoral toward a few.

Some moralists, including Immanuel Kant and Ayn Rand, believe that each human
being should be considered as an end in himself or herself, never as merely a means. In

trying to be fair and just to all members of a society, this would seem to be a more moral

approach than merely trying to attain the greatest good for the greatest number. To be

sure, there are times when a group of people has to think of the survival of the group

rather than of one or two individuals, and then moral decisions have to be made about

who gets the "goods" that are in short supply. However, a person who always operates

under "the greatest good for the greatest number" ideal very often ignores what is good

for everyone.

An example of one of the times when the survival of the group is put before that of

a few individuals exists in medicine. During a serious disaster, when medical facilities

simply cannot handle everyone who is injured, doctors concentrate on those patients

whom they know they can save and not on the "hopeless" cases. Furthermore, an injured

doctor or nurse who could be put to work would probably be the first to get medical at-

tention because she or he would be able to help save more of the other injured people

than a nonmedical person.

These, fortunately, are unusual circumstances, and they require different priorities

from more normal situations. To apply the cost-benefit analysis, or end-justifies-the-

means, approach to more normal situations, however, is tantamount to treating human
beings as if they were some kind of inanimate "product" in a business where one tries to

get the most for one's money and thus discards the inferior product. There have been
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people who have favored this approach, among them Hitler and some other dictators,

but most moralists find this an abhorrent and immoral view of humanity.

Conclusions

In conclusion, then, utilitarianism is an improvement over egoism, in that it attempts to

take into consideration all persons concerned by any moral action. At the same time,

however, it runs into the difficulty of determining what would be good for others, a dif-

ficulty not involved in egoism. In act utilitarianism, the problem is that there are no
moral rules or guides to go by; a person must decide what is right for all people in each

situation he or she faces. In rule utilitarianism, the problem is to find out which rules

really cover all human beings and situations, even though this form of utilitarianism

avoids the ambiguity of having to start over in each new situation. The last problem with

utilitarianism of either kind is that it lends itself to the cost-benefit analysis type of think-

ing, which often is the result of "the greatest good for the greatest number" kind of

morality. In other words, the notion that any end, and especially any good end, justifies

any means used to attain it. There is a question among many moralists as to whether we
should concentrate only upon consequences or ends and ignore other things such as

means or motives when making moral decisions. This issue will be discussed further

when Immanuel Kant's Practical Imperative is presented in the next chapter.

Another advantage utilitarianism has over ethical egoism is that it is far more suit-

able for people in the helping professions, in that it is concerned with the best good con-

sequences for everyone.

Difficulty with Consequentialist Theories in General

One difficulty inherent in all of the consequentialist theories is the necessity of trying to dis-

cover and determine as many of the possible consequences of our actions as we can—a dif-

ficult task at best. As I have implied, this problem exists both for those who are concerned

with self-interest and those who are concerned with the interest of everyone. Obviously,

though, it is a greater problem for utilitarians because they have to concern themselves with

how consequences affect people other than themselves. The critic of consequentialist theo-

ries probably would say that it is very difficult to assess all of the consequences of any of our

actions because we cannot see far enough into the future, nor do we have enough knowl-

edge about what is best for ourselves or for all concerned to make such a judgment.

For example, if one is living under the rule of an incompetent leader, the fastest way to

remove such a leader would be to assassinate him. But what would the consequence of such

an act be, and how can we calculate the number of good as opposed to the number of bad

consequences and do this for ourselves or everyone concerned by the action? Obviously

one would certainly end this leader's rule by killing him, but who would come to power

next? Would this next person be any better, or would he be worse? Suppose we knew who
would be next and thought she would be a good leader, but she turned out to be worse than

the former leader? And is it worse to suffer for three or four years under an incompetent
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leader than to give precedent to the act of assassination, so that when people are dissatis-

fied, rightly or wrongly, with their leader they feel they can use assassination to remove
him? In the case of utilitarianism, because we are concerned with everyone involved in the

situation, can we assess with any precision what effect our killing or not killing the leader

will have on the children of the society and even on its future unborn members? Will we
ever really know what all of the consequences, present and future, of our act will be? If not,

then how can we judge each situation well enough to take the right action?

In an example taken from U.S. history, could President Harry Truman have fore-

seen all of the consequences of his decision to drop the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki during World War II? Obviously he could determine the more immediate con-

sequences, such as the shortening of the war and the saving of American lives. But could

he have foreseen the long-range consequences: the cold war, the development of the hy-

drogen and neutron bombs, the stockpiling of nuclear weapons to the point of

"overkill," the radiation fallout and consequent pollution of the atmosphere, and so on?

As this example illustrates, the discovery and determination of the consequences of our

acts and rules, either for ourselves or others, is no easy task—and it is not one that can al-

ways be accurately or precisely accomplished. But what if we were to set up a moral sys-

tem without having to consider consequences? If we can decide what is right or wrong
on some basis other than consequences, perhaps we can avoid some of the difficulties in-

volved in both egoism and utilitarianism. The next chapter will deal with such theories.

Chapter Summary

I. Two major viewpoints of morality

A. Consequentialist (teleological) morality is based on or concerned with consequences.

B. Nonconsequentialist (deontological) morality is not based on or concerned with

consequences.

II. Psychological egoism

A. This is not an ethical theory but a descriptive or scientific theory having to do

with egoism.

B. It appears in two forms, neither of which can operate as a basis for ethical egoism.

1. The strong form holds that people always act in their own self-interest.

2. The weak form holds that people often, but not always, act in their own self-

interest.

C. Psychological egoism in its strong form does not refute morality, and in its weak
form it does not provide a rational foundation for ethical egoism.

III. Ethical egoism—a philosophical-normative, prescriptive theory

A. This appears in three forms.

1. The individual form maintains that everyone ought to act in my self-interest.

2. The personal form maintains that I ought to act in my own self-interest, but

that I make no claims about what anyone else ought to do.

3. The universal form maintains that everyone should always act in his or her

own self-interest.
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B. The problem with the first and second forms is that they apply only to one indi-

vidual and cannot be laid down for humanity in general because to do so proba-

bly would not be in the egoist's self-interest.

C. Universal ethical egoism is the most commonly held version of ethical egoism,

but it also has its problems.

1. It is inconsistent, in that it is unclear whose self-interest should be satisfied.

2. What is meant by "everyone" is unclear.

3. There is a difficulty in determining how to give moral advice.

4. In answering these criticisms, supporters of egoism tend to blur the moral and

nonmoral uses of "ought" and "should."

5. It does not fit well with the helping professions.

D. Ethical egoism has certain advantages.

1. It is easier for egoists to know what is in their own self-interest than it is for

other moralists, who are concerned about more than self-interest, to know
what is in the best interest of others.

2. It encourages individual freedom and responsibility and fits in best, according

to egoists, with our capitalist economy.

3. It can work successfully as long as people are operating in limited spheres,

isolated from each other, thereby minimizing conflicts.

E. Limitations of these advantages.

1. It offers no consistent method of resolving conflicts of self-interests.

2. We do not live in isolated, self-sufficient communities but rather in increasingly

crowded communities where social, economic, and moral interdependence are

facts of life and where self-interests conflict constantly and somehow must be

compromised.

IV. Utilitarianism

A. Utilitarianism maintains that everyone should perform that act or follow that

moral rule which will bring about the greatest good (or happiness) for everyone

concerned.

B. Act utilitarianism states that everyone should perform that act which will bring

about the greatest good over bad for everyone affected by the act.

1. The act utilitarian believes that one cannot establish rules in advance to cover

all situations and people because they are all different.

2. There are difficulties with this theory.

(a) It is very hard to ascertain what would be good consequences for others.

(b) It is impractical to have to begin anew with each situation, to decide what
would be moral in that situation.

(c) It is nearly impossible to educate the young or the uninitiated to act

morally if they can be given no rules or guides to follow.

C. Rule utilitarianism states that everyone always should follow the rule or rules that

will bring about the greatest number of good consequences for all concerned.

1. The rule utilitarian believes that there are enough similar human motives, ac-

tions, and situations to justify setting up rules that will apply to all human be-

ings and situations.
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2. There are difficulties with this theory.

(a) As with act utilitarianism, it is difficult to determine what would be good
consequences for others.

(b) It is difficult to see how rule utilitarians can be sure, given the vast differ-

ences among human beings and situations, that a rule really can be estab-

lished to cover such diversity—that they can create a rule that will truly

and always bring about the greatest good for all concerned.

(c) It is difficult to avoid making so many exceptions to rules that the rules

cannot really function effectively.

D. Another problem for both forms of utilitarianism is the cost-benefit analysis, or

end-justifies-the-means, approach to morality.

1. There is danger here of trying to determine the social worth of individuals.

2. "The greatest good for all concerned" can often be interpreted as "the greatest

good for the majority," with possible immoral consequences to any individu-

als in the minority.

3. Does even a good end justify any means used to attain it, or should we also

consider our means and motives?

V. Problems with consequentialist theories

A. Consequentialist theories demand that we discover and determine all of the con-

sequences of our actions or rules.

B. This is virtually impossible to accomplish.

C. Do consequences or ends constitute all of morality?

Exercises for Review

1. What is the difference between the consequentialist (teleological) and nonconse-

quentialist (deontological) views of morality?

2. Explain the difference between psychological egoism and ethical egoism.

3. What are the two forms of psychological egoism? Why do they fail to refute morality

or to provide a foundation for ethical egoism?

4. Explain individual and personal ethical egoism. What are the problems with these

forms?

5. Why do you think universal ethical egoism is the most commonly held form of ethi-

cal egoism? What difficulties does this form present?

6. Why is the universal ethical egoist's interpretation of "everyone" a questionable one?

7. What are the problems associated with Jesse Kalin's criticism of the attack on univer-

sal ethical egoism?

8. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of ethical egoism.

9. What do act utilitarians believe? How do their beliefs differ from those of rule utili-

tarians?

10. What are the difficulties with act and rule utilitarianism?
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11. Describe the cost-benefit analysis, or end-justifies-the-means, approach to morality.

Why is this a problem in both forms of utilitarianism?

Discussion Questions

1. Analyze the motivations behind some of the decisions you have made and the ac-

tions you have taken, and try to determine the extent to which you were motivated

by self-interest. Have you ever done what might be called a purely altruistic act?

Does this analysis of motivation lead you to believe that psychological egoism is an

accurate description of how human beings live their lives? To what extent, and why
or why not?

2. On a recent TV show, an army surgeon performed an unnecessary operation on a bat-

talion commander merely to remove him from battle during the time he would need

to recuperate from the surgery. As a result of over-aggressiveness the battalion com-
mander had an abnormally high casualty rate among his men, and the surgeon knew
that by performing the operation he would probably save the lives of hundreds of sol-

diers who otherwise would have been victims of the commander's eagerness. A fel-

low surgeon counseled him that it was unethical to operate on a healthy body even

under those circumstances. But the operating surgeon, feeling that more good than

bad would come out of his action, performed the operation anyway.

How does this relate to the cost-benefit analysis approach to morality? To what
extent do you feel each surgeon was right in his moral position? Do you feel that in

this case the good end justified the means the operating surgeon was using? Why or

why not? Is there ever a time when a good end justifies any means used to attain it? If

so, when? If not, why not?

3. To what extent do you feel that human beings need rules in order to be moral, and to

what extent do you feel they should be free to adapt their behavior to different situa-

tions? Be specific, giving examples and illustrations.

4. Read Joseph Fletcher's book Situation Ethics, and critically evaluate his act utilitarian

position. Keeping in mind that Fletcher offers no specific rules for moral behavior,

what values and what difficulties do you see in his sole commandment, "Do what is

the loving thing to do"? Are there problems with deciding what the loving thing to

do is in some situations? If so, what are these problems? If not, why not? Describe a

situation in which "the loving thing to do" can be clearly delineated.

5. Read Robert Heinlein's Stranger in a Strange Land and critically evaluate the ethical

egoism advocated by the author through his main earth-born character. Perform a

similar analysis on the protagonists of the author's other books, The Moon Is a Harsh

Mistress and J Will Fear No Evil.

6. Analyze and critically evaluate U.S. national and foreign policies, attempting to de-

termine whether they are based upon egoism in any of its forms or on act or rule util-

itarianism. Support your views with examples.
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7. To what extent do you feel that Christian ethics is based on egoism or utilitarianism?

Give specific examples.

8. Read The Fountainhead, Atlas Shrugged, or The Virtue of Selfishness by Ayn Rand, and

write a critical evaluation of it in relation to ethical egoism.

9. Collect as much information as you can about the Libertarian political party and

evaluate what you deem would be the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of its theories

if it were the governing party in the United States today.

10. Describe the extent to which you are in any form an ethical egoist or an act or rule

utilitarian. Show how these theories have or have not worked for you as you have

dealt with specific moral issues and problems.

11. To what extent do you believe that members of your family or your friends are ego-

ists or utilitarians? Describe how these theories work or don't work for them and for

those around them.
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Chapter 3

Nonconsequentialist

(Deontological) Theories of

Morality and Virtue Ethics

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Describe nonconsequentialist and Virtue Ethics theories of morality, showing

how they differ from the consequentialist theories.

2. Differentiate between act and rule nonconsequentialism and show how they dif-

fer from act and rule utilitarianism.

3. Describe and critically analyze act nonconsequentialism, and the Divine Com-
mand theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, and Ross's prima facie duties (the main exam-

ples of rule nonconsequentialism) and Virtue Ethics.

4. Define and analyze such important terms and concepts as universalizability,

Categorical Imperative, reversibility, human beings as ends rather than means,

prima facie duties, virtue, and the virtues.

5. Describe Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics and know what the theory of Virtue

Ethics contains and entails.
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Nonconsequentialist theories of morality are based on something other than the conse-

quences of a person's actions. We have seen that in both egoism and utilitarianism,

moralists are concerned with the consequences or outcomes of human actions. Egoists

are concerned that people should act in their own self-interest, and utilitarians are con-

cerned that people should act in the interests of all concerned. In these two theories, the

goodness of an action is measured by how well it serves the interests of someone,

whereas the goodness of a human being is measured by the extent to which he or she

performs such actions and actually causes good consequences.

The most important thing to remember when discussing the nonconsequentialist

theories is that their proponents claim that consequences do not, and in fact should not,

enter into judging whether actions or people are moral or immoral. Actions are to be

judged solely on whether they are right and people solely on whether they are good,

based on some other (many nonconsequentialists would say "higher") standard or

standards of morality. That is, acts or people are to be judged moral or immoral regard-

less of the consequences of actions. The most obvious example of such a theory is the

Divine Command theory. If one believes that there is a God, goddess, or gods, and that

He/She or they have set up a series of moral commands, then an action is right and peo-

ple are good if and only if they obey these commands, regardless of the consequences

that might ensue.

For example, Joan of Arc was acting under the instructions of what she felt to be

voices from God. Egoists probably would consider her martyrdom not to have been in

her own self-interest; they would be concerned about the consequences of her actions

(her torture and death) in refusing to deny the voices. The Divine Command theorist,

however, would state that one should obey God and His commandments as relayed to

human beings (through voices or any other means) regardless of the consequences sim-

ply because God is all-good and has told us that is what we should do. What is good
and what is right is what God has stated is good and right. That the consequences

might involve the loss of life, for example, has nothing to do with the morality or im-

morality of an act or a person. One simply must accept whatever consequences come
about. This is probably the clearest example of a nonconsequentialist theory of moral-

ity, but it is not the only one, nor need such a theory be based on the existence of a God
or gods.

\( I \onconsequentialist Theories

Just as utilitarianism falls into two categories (act and rule), so too do nonconsequentialist

theories. Remember, however, that the main difference between act and rule utilitarian-

ism and act and rule nonconsequentialism is that the former are based on consequences,

whereas the latter are not. Nevertheless, some of the problems and disadvantages of the

theories are similar, as we shall see.

Act nonconsequentialists make the major assumption that there are no general

moral rules or theories at all but only particular actions, situations, and people about

which we cannot generalize. We must approach each situation individually as one of a
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kind and somehow decide what is the right action to take in that situation. It is the "how
we decide" in this theory that is most interesting. Decisions for the act nonconsequential-

ist are "intuitionistic." That is, what a person decides in a particular situation, because he

or she cannot use any rules or standards, is based upon what he or she believes or feels

(intuits) to be the right action to take. This type of theory, then, is highly individualis-

tic—individuals must decide what they feel is the right thing to do, and then do it. They
are not concerned with consequences—and certainly not with the consequences of other

situations, or with people not immediately involved in this particular situation—but

they must do what they feel is right given this particular situation and the people in-

volved in it.

This theory is characterized by two popular slogans of the 1960s: If it feels good—
do it and Do your own thing. It also has a more traditional basis in intuitionistic, emo-
tive, and noncognitive theories of morality What these theories seem to stress is that

morality in thought, language, and deed is not based upon reason. Some of these theo-

ries even suggest that morality cannot be rationalized because it isn't based upon rea-

son in the same way as scientific experimentation and factual statements about reality

are. The "emotive theory," for example, states that ethical words and sentences really

do only two things: (1) express people's feelings and attitudes and (2) evoke or gener-

ate certain feelings and attitudes in others. This theory will be discussed further in

Chapter 4, where we will deal with the meanings of moral propositions. It seems im-

portant at this point, however, to discuss the significance of intuition and its relation-

ship to morality.

Intuitionism

Arguments for Intuitionism. In his book Right and Reason, Austin Fagothey lists some
general reasons for accepting or rejecting intuition as a basis for morality 1 The general

reasons supporting moral intuitionism are (1) any well-meaning person seems to have

an immediate sense of right and wrong; (2) human beings had moral ideas and convic-

tions long before philosophers created ethics as a formal study; (3) our reasoning upon
moral matters usually is used to confirm our more direct perceptions or "intuitions"; and

(4) our reasoning can go wrong in relation to moral issues as well as others, and then we
must fall back upon our moral insights and intuitions.

Arguments Against Intuitionism. There are at least four good arguments against moral

intuitionism. First, the word intuition has come to mean "hunches," "wild guesses," "ir-

rational inspirations," and "clairvoyance," among other meanings lacking in scientific

and philosophical respectability. It is, in short, difficult to define "intuition," and it is

more difficult still to prove its existence. Second, there is no proof that we have any in-

born, or innate, set of moral rules with which we can compare our acts to see whether or

not they are moral. Third, intuition is immune to objective criticism because it applies

only to its possessor and because intuitions differ from one person to the next. Fourth,

human beings who do not possess moral intuitions either have no ethics or have to es-

tablish their ethics on other grounds.
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Criticisms ofAct Nonconsequentialism

The greatest problem for act nonconsequentialism would seem to be the third argument
listed in the foregoing paragraph, for if feelings differ from person to person, how can

conflicts between opposing feelings be resolved? All we can say is that we disagree with

another person's feelings; we have no logical basis for saying, "Your feeling is wrong,

whereas mine is right." Feelings simply cannot be arbitrated, as reasons and judgments

of evidence can; therefore any theory of morality based upon feelings alone, such as act

nonconsequentialism, is highly questionable.

Other criticisms of act nonconsequentialism are these:

1. How do we know that what we feel—with nothing else to guide us—will be

morally correct?

2. How can we know when we have sufficient facts to make a moral decision?

3. With morality so highly individualized, how can we be sure we are doing the

best thing for anyone else involved in the situation?

4. Can we really rely upon nothing more than our momentary feelings to help us

make our moral decisions?

5. How will we be able to justify our actions except by saying, "Well, it felt like the

right thing for me to do"?

It would seem to be very difficult to establish a morality of any social applicability

here because anyone's feelings can justify any action he or she might take. An angry per-

son might kill the one who made him angry, then justify the murder by saying, "I felt like

killing her." But how do we arbitrate the conflict between the killer's feeling and the in-

tense feeling of the victim's family and friends that the act was wrong? This is moral rel-

ativism of the highest degree, and absolutely no settlement is possible when the only

things we have to go on are the feelings of a given individual at a particular time.

Another criticism of act nonconsequentialism, similar to the criticism of act utilitar-

ianism, focuses on the questionable assumption that all situations and people are com-

pletely different, with none of them having anything in common.
There are, of course, some highly unique situations for which no rules can be set up

in advance, but there are many other situations containing enough similarities so that

rules, perhaps with some appended exceptions or qualifications, can be stated quite ef-

fectively. For example, all situations in which someone is murdered have at least the sim-

ilarity of there being a killer and a victim; because human life generally is considered to

be essentially valuable in itself, rules governing when killing is or it not justified are not

difficult to set up. Our legal system, with its different degree charges of murder and

manslaughter, is a good example of rules fraught with moral import. These generally

work quite satisfactorily by condemning immoral acts while at the same time recogniz-

ing extenuating circumstances, thereby attaining a significant degree of justice and fair-

ness for all concerned.
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These two criticisms—that each act's being completely dissimilar from every other

is simply a false empirical statement and the difficulty of relying solely upon one's indi-

vidual feelings—make act nonconsequentialism a questionable ethical system. Even the

most active "situationist" of our day Joseph Fletcher, author of Situation Ethics, claims

that in all ethical actions there should be at least one unifying factor, namely, Christian

love. Because of his religious belief he should probably be classified as an act utilitarian

rather than an act nonconsequentialist.

Rule Nonconsequentialist Theories

Rule nonconsequentialists believe that there are or can be rules that are the only basis

for morality and that consequences do not matter. It is the following of the rules (which

are right moral commands) that is moral, and the concept of morality cannot be applied

to the consequences that ensue when one follows the rules. The main way in which the

various rule nonconsequentialist theories differ is in their methods of establishing the

rules.

Divine Command Theory

As described earlier, the Divine Command theory states that morality is based not upon
the consequences of actions or rules, nor upon self-interest or other-interestedness, but

rather upon something "higher" than these mere mundane events of the imperfect hu-

man or natural worlds. It is based upon the existence of an all-good being or beings who
are supernatural and who have communicated to human beings what they should and
should not do in a moral sense. In order to be moral, then, human beings must follow the

commands and prohibitions of such a being or beings to the letter without concerning

themselves with consequences, self-interest, or anything else.

Criticisms of the Divine Command Theory. The difficulties of the Divine Command
theory are inherent in the lack of rational foundation for the existence of some sort of

supernatural being or beings and the further lack of proof that the support of such a be-

ing or beings is enough to make rational and useful the ethical system in question (see

Chapter 1).

Even if one could prove conclusively the existence of the supernatural, how could

one prove that any supernatural being is morally trustworthy? The rules themselves

might be morally valid, but the justification for following them regardless of the conse-

quences is weak indeed. Furthermore, of what validity are the rules if a person does not

believe in any kind of supernatural existence? And even if we were to accept the exis-

tence of this supernatural being and its commandments, how could we be sure we were

interpreting them correctly? Interpretations of the Ten Commandments vary and often

conflict. Must there not be some clearer and generally more acceptable basis for rules

than the existence of the supernatural?
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Kant's Duty Ethics

Another famous rule nonconsequentialist theory, often called "Duty Ethics," was formu-

lated by Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) and contains several ethical principles.

Tlie Good Will. Kant believed that nothing was good in itself except a good will, and he

defined "will" as the uniquely human ability to act in accordance with rules, laws, or

principles regardless of interests or consequences.

Establishing Morality by Reasoning Alone. After establishing good will as the most im-

portant human attribute, Kant then argued that reason was the second most important

human attribute and that it therefore was possible to set up valid absolute moral rules on
a basis of reason alone, not by reference to any supernatural being or by empirical evi-

dence but by the same kind of logical reasoning that establishes such indisputable truths

in mathematics and logic as 2 + 2 = 4, "No circles are squares," and "All triangles are

three-sided."

Kant's first requirement for an absolute moral truth is that it must be logically con-

sistent; that is, it cannot be self-contradictory as the statement "A circle is a square"

would be. Second, the truth must be universalizable; that is, it must be able to be stated

so as to apply to everything without exception, not just to some or perhaps even most

things. This is exemplified by the statement "All triangles are three-sided," for which

there are no exceptions. Triangles may be of different sizes and shapes, but they are by
definition indisputably and universally three-sided. If moral rules could indeed be es-

tablished in this same manner, as Kant thought, then they too would be indisputable and

therefore logically and morally binding upon all human beings. Of course, some people

might disobey these rules, but we could clearly brand such people as immoral.

In some ways, Kant's ideas were brilliant. For example, he could establish the fact

that living parasitically would be immoral because it also would be illogical. He could

say that the commandment "Always be a parasite, living off of someone else" is illogical

because if all people lived like parasites, then off whom could they live? It is easy to see

that it is conflict with the principle of universalizability that causes the inconsistency here.

Obviously some people can be parasites, but not all. Now, if one could find such moral

absolutes, then a completely irrefutable system of ethics could be established, and the

obeying of the rules of this system would be what is moral, regardless of the conse-

quences to oneself or to others. The major way that Kant gave us to discover these moral

absolutes was by means of his Categorical Imperative.

The Categorical Imperative. The Categorical Imperative may be stated in several ways,

but basically it asserts that an act is immoral if the rule that would authorize it cannot be

made into a rule for all human beings to follow. 2 This means that whenever someone is

about to make a moral decision, he or she must, according to Kant, ask first, "What is the

rule authorizing this act I am about to perform?" and, second, "Can it become a univer-

sal rule for all human beings to follow?" For example, if a lazy person is thinking, "Why
should I work hard in order to live; why don't I just steal from everyone else?" and if this
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person is aware of Kant's requirement, he or she will have to ask him- or herself what the

rule is for this contemplated action. The rule would have to be, "I shall never work, but

steal what I need from other human beings." If the person then attempts to universalize

this statement, it will read: "No human being should ever work, but all human beings

should steal what they need from each other." But if no one worked, there would be

nothing to steal. How then would human beings live? Who would there be to steal from?

It is obvious that some human beings can steal from others but that not all human beings

can do so. According to Kant stealing must therefore be immoral because it cannot be

applied to all human beings.

Another, more crucial example, concerns killing another human being. Kant ar-

gued that one could not kill another human being without violating a moral absolute be-

cause in order to do so one would have to establish a rule that would be

self-contradictory: "Everyone must kill everyone else." Because the meaning of life is to

live, then everyone killing everyone else would contradict that meaning and would
therefore violate the Categorical Imperative and fail to universalize. Killing, then, is im-

moral, and one should not kill.

The Practical Imperative. Another important principle in Kant's ethical system is that

no human being should be thought of or used merely as a means for someone else's end
that each human being is a unique end in himself or herself, morally speaking at least.

This principle sometimes is referred to as Kant's "Practical Imperative." It certainly

seems to be an important principle if we consider fairness and equal treatment to be nec-

essary attributes of any moral system. Incidentally, this principle also can operate as an

antidote to the "cost-benefit analysis," or "end-justifies-the-means," problem that I men-
tioned in connection with both forms of utilitarianism in Chapter 2.

Let's take an example of how this Practical Imperative might work in practice from

the field of medical ethics in the area of human experimentation. Kant would oppose us-

ing a human being for experimental purposes "for the good of humanity" or for any

other reason that would lead us to look upon a human being as merely a "means" to an

"end." Thus, in the case I described in Chapter 2 concerning the experimentation on 100

babies now to save ten million children's lives in the future, Kant definitely would brand

such experimentation as immoral. On the other hand, if an experimental procedure were

the only way to save a child's life and it also would furnish doctors with information that

might well save lives in the future, Kant probably would allow it because in this case a

human being would not merely be used as a means to an end but considered an end in

him- or herself. That is, the experimental procedure would be therapeutic for the human
being involved—in this case, the child.

Duty Rather than Inclination. Kant next spoke about obeying such rules out of a sense

of duty He said that each human being is inclined to act in certain ways. That is, each of

us is inclined to do a variety of things such as give to the poor, stay in bed rather than go

to work, rape someone, or be gentle to children. Because inclinations, according to Kant,

are irrational and emotional and because we seem to be operating upon a basis of whim
rather than reason when we follow them, people must force themselves to do what is
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moral out of a sense of duty. In other words, we have many inclinations of various sorts,

some of which are moral and others immoral. If we are to act morally, however, we must
rely on our reason and our will and act out of a sense of duty.

Kant even went so far as to say that an act simply is not fully moral unless duty

rather than inclination is the motive behind it. A person who is merely inclined to be kind

and generous to others is not to be considered moral in the fullest sense in which Kant

uses the word. Only if this person, perhaps because of some unexpected tragedy in his

life, no longer is inclined to be kind and generous toward others, but now forces himself

to be so out of a sense of duty, only then is he acting in a fully moral manner. This strikes

most people as being a very harsh approach, but it does reveal Kant's emphasis on his

concept of duty as it pertains to following clearly established and absolute moral rules.

After Kant felt that he had established moral absolutes, it seemed obvious to him
that to be moral one should obev them out of a sense of duty.

Summary and Illustration of Kant's System. With the last point established, it appears

we finally have an airtight moral system, one that cannot be successfully attacked in any

way. We have "proved" that there are absolute moral rules that can be established ir-

refutably by reason, that one should obey them out of a sense of duty in order to be

moral, and that all persons must be considered to be unique individuals who are never

to be used for anyone else's purposes or ends. But let us continue.

In order to show how Kant carried his theory into practice, it is important to pre-

sent here one of his several "illustrations." Kant describes a man who, in despair yet still

in possession of his reason, is contemplating suicide. Using Kant's system, the man must
discover whether a maxim of his action could be made into a universal law for all human
beings, so he frames the maxim as follows: "From self-love I should end my life when-
ever not ending it is likely to bring more bad than good." Kant then states that this can-

not be universalized because it is contradictory to end life by the very feeling (self-love)

that impels one to improve it. Therefore the maxim cannot possibly exist as a universal

law for all human beings because it is wholly inconsistent in itself and with the Categor-

ical Imperative.

It also violates Kant's Practical Imperative—that every human being is an end in

himself or herself—because if the man destroys himself in order to escape from painful

circumstances, he uses a person merely as a means to maintain tolerable conditions up to

the end of his life. However, Kant maintains that people are neither things nor means for

anyone else's ends but are ends in themselves; therefore, the suicidal man cannot destroy

a person (whether it be himself or another) without violating this principle. 3

Criticisms of Kant's Duty Ethics

Consistency and Conflicts of Duties. As you might suspect, there are several significant

criticisms of Kant's system. He did show that some rules, when made universal, would

become inconsistent and, therefore, could be said to be immoral because of their incon-

sistency. However, this does not tell us which rules are morally valid. Kant promulgated
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several Ten Commandment-like moral prohibitions based upon his moral system, such

as "Do not kill," "Do not steal," "Do not break promises."

He argued, for example, that one should not break a promise because it would be

inconsistent to state, "I promise that I will repay you in thirty days, but I don't intend to

keep my promise." Also, Kant reasoned, you cannot universalize the rule "Never break

promises except when it is inconvenient for you to keep them," because promises then

would have no meaning—or at least we wouldn't know when they did or did not. Kant

asked what meaning a contractual agreement would have if after having said, "I promise

to do 1, 2, 3, and 4," clause 5 read, "But I can break this agreement any time at my conve-

nience."

Suppose, however, that not breaking a promise would result in someone's being se-

riously injured or even killed. According to Kant, we have to keep the promise, and be-

cause consequences do not matter, an innocent person would simply have to be hurt or

killed. But which is, in fact, more important: keeping a promise, or preventing an inno-

cent person from being injured or killed? One of the problems here is that Kant never

tells us how to choose between conflicting duties so as to obey different but equally ab-

solute rules. We have a duty not to kill and a duty not to break promises, but which takes

precedence when the two duties conflict?

Another criticism of universalizability and consistency, as criteria of morality, is

that many rules of questionable moral value can be universalized without inconsistency.

For example, is there anything inconsistent or nonuniversalizable about "Never help

anyone in need"? If a society were made up of fairly self-sufficient individuals, there

would be nothing immoral about not helping anyone. But even if there were people in

need, what would establish the necessity of helping them? If 100 people in a group were

self-sufficient and 15 were in need, would it be inconsistent or nonuniversal for the 100

to keep what they had and survive, allowing the other 15 to die? It might not be moral

under some other kind of rules or principles, but it would not be inconsistent to state

such a rule.

TJie Reversibility Criterion. Kant answered this type of criticism by introducing the cri-

terion of reversibility; that is, if an action were reversed, would a person want it to be

done to him? This is otherwise known as "the Golden Rule concept." For instance, Kant

would ask of the rule "Never help anyone in need," what would you want done to or for

you if you were in need? You would want to be helped; therefore such a rule, although

universalizable, would not be morally universalizable, because it would not meet the re-

versibility (would-you-want-this-done-to-you) criterion. This criterion helps to elimi-

nate further what seem to be immoral rules, but isn't it a rather cagey way of smuggling

in consequences? Isn't Kant really saying that although "Never help anyone in need" is

universalizable, it isn't morally acceptable because the consequences of such a rule might

backfire on the person stating it? This of course is no problem for the consequents list

(the rule utilitarian who would be the closest to Kant's theory were it not for the fact thai

the utilitarian considers consequences important), but Kant has said that absolute moral

rules, not consequences, are the basis of morality. Isn't it inconsistent of him—especially
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because he has made such an issue of consistency—to allow consequences to creep into

his theory?

Qualifying a Rule versus Making Exceptions to It. Another criticism of the concept of

absolute rules is that it leaves open to question whether a qualified rule is any less univer-

salizable than one that is unqualified. Kant never distinguished between making an ex-

ception to a rule and qualifying that rule. For example, if the rule is stated, "Do not break

promises, but I feel that I can break them any time J want to," I would be making an unfair

exception of myself to the rule. Kant felt that one should not make an exception to a gen-

eral rule, and certainly not for one's self alone. However, what if the rule is qualified so that

it applies to everyone: "Do not break promises except when not breaking a promise would
seriously harm or kill someone"? Here the exception applies to the rule itself rather than

to some individual or individuals. Kant certainly had a strong point to make about not

making exceptions; after all, what good is a rule if one can make an exception of one's self

at any time one wants to? However, "Do not kill except in self-defense" is not any less

universalizable than "Do not kill," and the former rule would seem to relate to the history

of human values and also to a doctrine of fairness much better than the latter.

Duties versus Inclinations. There is still another criticism having to do with the inclina-

tion-duties conflict that Kant described, and that is, what happens when your inclina-

tions and duties are the same? For example, what if you are inclined not to kill people, a

tendency that fits well with Kant's rule "Do not kill," which it is your duty to obey Does

this mean that because you are not inclined to kill, you are not a moral person because

your duty is not pulling you away from your inclinations? Many moralists disagree with

the idea that people are not moral merely because they are inclined to be good rather

than always struggling with themselves to be so. Kant did not believe that a person who
acts morally from inclination is immoral, but he did believe that such a person is not

moral in the truest sense of the word.

It is true that on many occasions the real test of personal morality comes when human
beings must decide whether to fight against their inclinations (for example, to steal money
when no one can catch them) and act out of a sense of duty (they should not steal because it

is wrong or because they would not want someone else to steal from them). But is this any

reason to consider people as being not fully moral if they lead a good life, do no harm to

others because they do not want to, and also think it is their duty not to? Which type of per-

son would you feel safer with, the person who is inclined not to harm or kill others, or the

person who has a strong inclination to kill others but restrains himself merely out of a sense

of duty? It would seem that society has a better chance of being moral if most people in it

have become inclined to be moral through some sort of moral education.

Ross's Prima Facie Duties

Sir William David Ross (1877-1940) agreed with Kant that morality basically should not

rest on consequences, but he disagreed with the unyielding absolutism of Kant's theo-

ries. One might place Ross somewhere in between Kant and the rule utilitarians, in that
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he felt that we have certain prima facie duties that we must always adhere to unless seri-

ous circumstances or reasons tell us to do otherwise. In other words, he did not believe

that consequences make an action right or wrong, but he did think that it is necessary to

consider consequences when we are making our moral choices.

Prima Facie Duties. The term prima facie literally means "at first glance" or "on the sur-

face of things." A prima facie duty, then, is one that all human beings must obey in a gen-

eral way before any other considerations enter into the picture. Some of Ross's prima

facie duties are the duties of

1. Fidelity (or faithfulness): telling the truth, keeping actual and implied promises,

and meeting contractual agreements.

2. Reparation: making up for the wrongs we have done to others—in other words,

making reparation for wrongful acts.

3. Gratitude: recognizing what others have done for us and extending our grati-

tude to them.

4. Justice: preventing the improper distribution of good and bad that is not in

keeping with what people merit or deserve.

5. Beneficence: helping to improve the condition of others in the areas of virtue, in-

telligence, and happiness.

6. Self-improvement: the obligation we have to improve our own virtue, intelli-

gence, and happiness.

7. Nonmaleficence (noninjury): not injuring others and preventing injury to others. 4

Thus, Ross, like Kant, thought that there are rules all human beings should adhere

to because it is their moral obligation to do so. He also improved on Kant a great deal in

the area of what to do when duties (especially prima facie duties) conflict.

Principles to Resolve Conflicting Duties. Ross established two principles that we may
call upon when attempting to deal with the conflict of prima facie duties: (1) Always do
that act which is in accord with the stronger prima facie duty; and (2) always do that act

which has the greatest degree of prima facie Tightness over prima facie wrongness. 5

Criticisms of Ross's Theory

Clearly, there are some "prima facie" problems with Ross's theories.

Selecting Prima Facie Duties. How are we to decide which duties are indeed prima fa-

cie? Ross did list some of these duties for us, but on what basis did he do so, and what

justification either in evidence or reasoning has he given us? When confronted with

questions as to how we should select prima facie duties, Ross said that he was
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claiming that we know them to be true. To me it seems as self-evident as

anything could be, that to make a promise, for instance, is to create a moral
claim on us in someone else. Many readers will perhaps say that they do
not know this to be true. If so I certainly cannot prove it to them. I can only

ask them to reflect again, in the hope that they will ultimately agree that

they also know it to be true. 6

What Ross actually is basing this selection of such duties on, then, is intuition; that is,

there is no logic or evidence to justify his choices, but we are to accept what he says on
the basis of intuition. If we do not have the same intuitions as he, then we are to keep try-

ing until we do! This, of course, is both highly speculative and vague in its application

with all of the attendant problems we encountered when discussing and evaluating the

intuitive basis for act nonconsequentialism.

Deciding Wliich Prima Facie Duty Takes Precedence. A second problem arises when we
look at the way in which Ross tries to resolve the decision-making difficulty of choosing

the correct prima facie duty when it conflicts with another. Both of Ross's principles are

difficult to apply. He does not really tell us how we are to determine when one obligation

is stronger than the other. Further, he does not give us a clear rule for determining the

"balance" of prima facie Tightness over wrongness. Therefore, there seems to be no clear

criteria either for choosing which duties are prima facie or for deciding how we are to

distinguish among them after they have been established.

General Criticisms of !\onconsequentialist Theories

The criticism of nonconsequentialist theories in general is this: Can we, and indeed

should we, really avoid consequences when we are trying to set up a moral system? In

addition, rule nonconsequentialist theories raise the following problems.

1. Why should we follow rules if the consequences of following them could be bad

even for a few, but also, in some cases, for all concerned?

2. How can we resolve conflicts among rules that are all equally and absolutely

binding?

3. Is there such a thing as a moral rule with absolutely no exceptions, given the

complexities of human behavior and experience? If so, what is it?

First, even Kant, who fought against consequences, seems to have smuggled them

in by means of his reversibility doctrine. But even without this doctrine, when one

pushes any ethical system back far enough, asking why one should do the things pre-

scribed, won't one's answers have to bring in consequences for oneself, others, or all con-

cerned? For example, in the Divine Command theory, isn't it really possible to justify the

more immediately applicable and practical commandments as being ethical necessities,
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whether or not one believes that God gave them to human beings? One could ask why
God is so wise in having stated that human beings should not kill, steal, or commit adul-

tery, and answer that the consequences of not having some rules in those areas would be

much worse. If killing were freely allowed, then people's lives would be in danger con-

stantly, human growth would not be able to take place, and there would be no moral sys-

tems or cultures, only constant battles to avoid being killed. These commandments and
others like them help all human beings to respect the rights of their fellows, and bring

some stability and order into a social system that otherwise would be in a constant state

of chaotic upheaval.

Second, it is true that Kant starts without officially using consequences, by begin-

ning with logical inconsistency, but are consequences really very far behind? What is the

real point of any moral system if not to do good for oneself or others or both and if not to

create a moral society in which people can create and grow peacefully with a minimum
of unnecessary conflict? I cannot think of one system of morality that is not concerned

with consequences somewhere along the line. Many systems may try to justify their im-

peratives by stating, "You should do this simply because it is right [or because God said

so, or because to do otherwise would be logically inconsistent]." But despite these justifi-

cations, the moral prescriptions of each system are calculated to bring about some good
consequences, usually for most, if not all, human beings.

Third, as I have mentioned before, a quandary arises when there is no clear way of

resolving conflicts between moral rules that are equally absolute. Kant did not tell us

clearly how we are to determine what to do when our absolute duties conflict.

Fourth, Ross at least attempted to answer the question of whether there really are

any absolute moral rules. And yet many people, especially in the twentieth century,

when so many of what were once considered absolutes have been shown to have excep-

tions, insist that there are either no absolutes or so few that one can hardly state them.

Some moralists—moral relativists—state that everything is relative and that there are no

absolutes. Others, such as Joseph Fletcher, state that there is but one absolute—love

—

and that everything else is relative to it. Regardless of whether their arguments are co-

gent (the problem of absolutes will be discussed more fully in Chapter 4), there is a

serious problem with all nonconsequentialist theories in that the selection of moral rules

and duties seems to be arbitrary and often destructive of creative argument. One cannot

argue that killing may sometimes be justified if a nonconsequentialist has stated simply

that in order to be moral one must not kill.

A good example of this type of dead-end reasoning are the antiabortionist argu-

ments that under no circumstances may a life be taken and that life begins at conception.

How can one argue for the saving of the mother's life, or consider the kind of life either

mother or baby will live if such absolutes already have been established? On the other

side of the coin, how can one argue for the value of the life of a fetus if the prochoice ad-

vocate has taken as an absolute a woman's right over her own body, regardless of what

that body contains? What justification can either arguer give for the validity of these ab-

solutes and for why there can be no exceptions to them under any circumstances?

When people are arguing consequences they may at least be able to show that one

action will have more good consequences than another, but when they are merely pre-
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senting arbitrary absolutes, there can be no counterarguments made that will serve to jus-

tify exceptions. If we simply adopt an arbitrary, nonconsequentialist, absolute moral rule,

then all arguments both from consequentialists and others are simply excluded. Closing

off debate in this fashion is destructive to the search for truth and understanding in other

areas, such as science, but it is disastrous in the sphere of morality, where the need to

arrive at right answers is more crucial than in any other area of human experience.

Virtue Ethics

Another moral theory that has become significant to many contemporary ethicists is

known as "Virtue Ethics." It certainly is not a new theory, for it began with the Greeks

and especially with Aristotle in the fourth century B.C. Essentially, this theory differs

from all of the previous ones we have discussed in that it focuses not upon conse-

quences, feelings, or rules, so much as the development within human beings of a moral

or virtuous character by means of doing what a good or "virtuous" person would do.

Definition of Terms

The dictionary defines virtue as "the quality of moral excellence, righteousness, and re-

sponsibility ... a specific type of moral excellence or other exemplary quality considered

meritorious; a worthy practice or ideal." 7 It further lists the "cardinal" or "natural"

virtues as "justice, prudence, fortitude, and temperance."8

A dictionary of philosophy describes the term virtue as it is employed in Aristotle's

philosophy as being "that state of a thing which constitutes its peculiar excellence and

enables it to perform its function well ... in man [it is] the activity of reason and of ration-

ally ordered habits."9

As you can see, the emphasis is on the good or virtuous character of human beings

themselves, rather than on their acts or the consequences of their acts, or feelings or

rules. In other words it is the development of the good or virtuous person that is impor-

tant in this moral theory, not abstract rules or consequences of acts or rules except as they

derive from a good or virtuous person or cause that person to be good or virtuous.

[ristotle's Nichomachean Ethics

Virtue Ethics derives from Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics (named for his son,

Nichomachus). Such ethics are teleological in character (that is, aim toward some end or

purpose). As Aristotle put it: "Every art and every inquiry, every action and choice,

seems to aim at some good . . . [and] the good has rightly been defined as that at which

all things aim." 10 For example, a doctor's art aims at health, seamanship aims at a safe

voyage, and economy aims at wealth. He goes on to say that the end of human life is

happiness, and the basic activity of human beings is reason—a virtuous activity; there-

fore the aim of human beings, according to Aristotle, is to reason well for a whole or

complete life.
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Emphasis on Goodness of Character

Aristotle is concerned with action, not as being right or good in itself, but as it is con-

ducive to human good. In ethics he starts from the actual moral judgments of human
beings, and says that by comparing, contrasting, and sifting them, we come to the for-

mulation of general principles. Notice how this differs from the Divine Command theory

and the theories of Kant and Ross, as to the way in which principles are established. In

the latter three theories, ethical principles are objective to or outside of human beings

and are established by the supernatural or by abstract reason itself. Aristotle presup-

poses that there are natural ethical tendencies implanted in human beings, and that to

follow them with a general attitude of consistent harmony and proportion constitutes an

ethical life.

Development of the Good or Virtuous Human being

Aristotle describes his ethical system as being eminently common sense-based, for the

most part, founded as it is on the moral judgments of the ideal human being, who based

upon reason, is considered good and virtuous. He states that humans begin with a ca-

pacity for goodness which has to be developed by practice. He says we start by doing

acts that are objectively virtuous, without a knowledge that the acts are good and with-

out actively or rationally choosing them ourselves. As we practice these acts, we come to

realize that the virtue is good in and of itself. For example, a child is taught to tell the

truth (objectively a virtue) by her parents, and she does so because they have taught her

she should. Eventually she recognizes that truth-telling is a virtue in and of itself, and

she continues to tell the truth because she knows that it is virtuous to do so.

This process would seem to be circular, except that Aristotle makes a distinction be-

tween those acts that create a good disposition (such as telling the truth without know-
ing this to be a virtue) and those that flow from the good disposition once it has been

created (such as telling the truth because a person has come to know it to be a virtue).

Aristotle further states that virtue itself is a disposition which has been developed out of

a capacity by the proper exercise of that capacity.

What Is Virtue and How Does It Relate to Vice?

According to Aristotle, virtue is a mean between two extremes, both of which are vices

—

either excess or deficiency (or defect). Moral virtue, then, is defined by Aristotle as being

"a disposition to choose by a rule . . . which a practically wise man would determine" to

be the mean between the two extremes of excess or deficiency. 11 And, according to Aris-

totle, practical wisdom is the ability to see what is the right thing to do in any circum-

stance. Therefore, a person must determine what a "practically wise, virtuous man"
would choose in any circumstance calling for moral choice, and then do the right thing.

Obviously, Aristotle attaches much more importance to an enlightened conscience than

to prior theoretical rules (yet again differing from the Divine Command theorist, Kant,

or Ross).
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How to Determine the Proper Mean

What is the mean between excess and deficiency, and how does one determine it? Ac-

cording to Aristotle, the mean in ethics cannot be determined mathematically. Rather it is

a mean "relative to us" or to whoever is trying to determine the right thing to do. For ex-

ample, if ten pounds of food are too much (excess) and two are too little (deficiency or

defect), then six pounds, which is the mean between these two extremes, still may be too

much for some and too little for others; therefore one must choose the appropriate mean
between the two extremes, relative to himself or herself. 12

Some examples of means between two extremes, established by Aristotle and tabu-

lated by Sir William David Ross (he who established the ethical theory of prima facie du-

ties), are as follows:

Feeling or Action Excess Mean Defect

Confidence

Sensual pleasure

Shame

Giving amusement

Truth-telling about

oneself

Friendship

Rashness

Profligacy

Bashfulness

Buffoonery

Boastfulness

Courage

Temperance

Modesty

Wittiness

Truthfulness

Cowardice

Insensibility

Shamelessness

Boorishness

Self-depreciation

Obsequiousness Friendliness Sulkiness 13

This partial list will give you some idea of what Aristotle means by the mean between

two extremes, but it doesn't really show what the mean "relative to us" would actually

be. It does, however, provide us with some general guidelines which we can refer to as

we attempt to determine the mean "relative to us."

Contemporary Analysis of Virtue Ethics

Probably the most significant and prominent contemporary analysis of Virtue Ethics, es-

pecially Aristotle's version of it, may be found in Alasdair Maclntyre's book, After Virtue.

In analyzing Aristotle's intentions, Maclntyre states that virtues are dispositions not

only to act in particular ways but also to feel in particular ways, which obviously empha-
sizes the creation of a virtuous character in oneself, not merely the following of rules or

the calculation of good consequences. One must create virtuous feelings or inclinations

within oneself, not merely act virtuously. Maclntyre stated further that to act virtuously

is not to act against inclination (as Kant thought), but rather to act from inclinations that

have been formed through the cultivation of the virtues. 14 The idea, then, is to decide

what the practically wise and virtuous human being would do in any situation involving

moral choice, and then do likewise. As Maclntyre says, human beings must know what

they are doing when they judge or act virtuously, and then they should do what is virtu-

ous merely because it is so. 15
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Advantages of Virtue Ethics

Creating the Good Human Being. Virtue Ethics attempts to create the good or virtuous

human being, not just good acts or rules and not just a robot who follows preestablished

rules or a person who acts on whim or tries to achieve good consequences. It seeks to in-

culcate virtue by urging human beings to practice virtuous acts in order to create the ha-

bitually virtuous or good person who will then continue to act virtuously. Many ethicists

see this as constituting one of our major problems today: We have rules and laws and
systems of ethics, but we still do not have ethical or virtuous human beings. These ethi-

cists believe that until we create ethical or virtuous people, our chances of creating a

moral society will remain minimal. After all, they say, we have had rules, laws, and regu-

lations for at least several millennia, and have even more nowadays, but still badness,

immorality, viciousness, cruelty, and vice seem to be getting worse rather than better.

An example of this debate may be drawn from the passing of laws against racial

discrimination. When President Harry Truman proposed the racial integration of the

U.S. military, some argued that "you cannot legislate morality"; that is, you may pass

laws that force people to behave in certain ways or to act differently than they want to or

have done in the past, but laws cannot change the way people feel inside. Until you
change their feelings, they said, you will never really change people's morals. This idea

has its point; however, many people's moral views did change when racial integration

became the law of the land. Many others' views, of course, still haven't changed, and
critics of this view ask: "Isn't it too idealistic to think you can change people's morality to

the point where everyone becomes a virtuous person?" Also, they add that rules and
laws often do help to create virtuous people, or at least force them to act virtuously, and

perhaps that's the best we can do.

Unifying Reason and Emotion. Both act nonconsequentialism and Kant's theories at-

tempt to separate reason from emotion or feelings. Virtue Ethics, on the other hand, at-

tempts to unify them by stating that virtues are dispositions not only to act in certain

ways but also to feel in certain ways—virtuously, in both cases. The purpose again is to

use reasoning (practical wisdom) to cause people to do what is virtuous, while at the

same time inculcating that virtuousness within so that humans not only reason virtu-

ously but also begin and continue to feel virtuously. None of the other theories attempts

to do this.

Kant eschews acting on inclination almost to the point of absurdity so that the criti-

cal question to be propounded against his theory is, "What if people are inclined to be vir-

tuous? Shouldn't they act upon those inclinations?" Kant seems to say that such people

wouldn't be as moral as they would have been if they had acted virtuously against their

bad inclinations. On the other hand, the act nonconsequentialist says that we should act

only on a basis of emotion—that is, what feels right or virtuous at any particular moment
or in any particular situation. Aristotle, like Kant, would be aghast at such a theory of

morality since he believed that human beings' major activity was to reason well so as to

achieve a complete life; however, he tried much more than Kant to integrate emotion or

feelings with reason, without excluding the former.
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Emphasizes Moderation. Virtue Ethics, at least Aristotle's version of it, gives us a way to

achieve moderation between excess and deficiency. Many ethicists believe, along with

the Greeks, that "moderation in all things" is what human beings ought to strive for. As
you will discover in Chapters 8 through 15, I often present the moderate point of view,

and Humanitarian Ethics often goes along with that view. Aristotle attempts to set up
means to achieve moderation by codifying what constitutes excess, defect, and the mean
between them, as described in Ross's table shown earlier. He also encourages freedom

by allowing individuals to decide upon the appropriate mean relative to themselves.

Again he seems to encourage an integration between feeling and reason, by urging indi-

viduals to use both their reason and their feelings to decide upon the appropriate mean
for them.

Disadvantages or Problems

Do Human Beings Have an End? One of Aristotle's first assumptions is that all things

have a purpose or end at which they aim. He then goes on to say that the end of human
life is happiness, and that all human beings aim at that. First, is it true or proven that all

things have an end or purpose? Many people argue that they do, but many also argue

that it is not clear that they do. For example, some argue that the world and everything

in it has occurred by chance or randomly, and that it is not at all clear that anything in

such a universe aims toward any end except its own death or dissolution. Even if we
assume that everything has an end toward which it aims, what proves that the end of

human life is happiness? Couldn't it just as well be knowledge, spirituality, death, suffer-

ing, or other things? Aristotle's assumption is just that—an assumption. Many would
also argue that happiness is not an appropriate end for human life but that something

more "noble" is appropriate, such as love of God and the hope of being with Him. Fur-

thermore, some argue that "to reason well for a complete life" might be a philosopher's

view of what the human aim is, but why couldn't it be other things as well? Again, Aris-

totle has made another assumption, but religionists might argue that being spiritual

is the human aim, and other philosophers might argue that feelings or emotions are

the aim.

Are Morals Naturally Implanted? A second major assumption by Aristotle is that the

tendency to be moral is naturally implanted in human beings. What evidence is there to

support that claim? Many would argue that morality is not some innate characteristic or

idea, but rather something that is taught and learned from experience. The only ten-

dency humans have is to be able to reason, and reason in and of itself does not necessar-

ily imply morality, although it is thought by many, Aristotle included, to be its basis. Is it

really true, however, that human beings have a natural, innate tendency to be moral?

Some argue in the affirmative and some argue the opposite, but there is no clear evi-

dence or proof that Aristotle's assumption is true.

Wliat Is Virtue and Wltat Constitutes the Virtues? One of the most significant problems

with this theory, however, centers around the following questions: What is virtue, what
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are the virtues, and what is the ideal, or who is the virtuous human being, whom we are

supposed to emulate when choosing our virtues? Some, including Aristotle, argue that

all we need to know and provide is an account of what human flourishing and well-

being consist of; then the virtues can be adequately characterized as those qualities

needed to promote such flourishing and well-being. According to Maclntyre, however,

there have been and still are deep conflicts as to what is involved in human flourishing

and well-being. 16

He goes on to say that different periods in history and historical figures from those

periods present us with several sets of virtues:

1. In ancient Homeric Greece, a man was what he did; that is, a man and his actions

were considered to be identical. Morality and social structure were one in heroic

societies; the ideal virtuous man was the warrior, and the virtues were strength

and courage.

2. For Aristotle, Aquinas, and the New Testament, virtue is a quality that enables

one to move toward the achievement of a specifically human end (natural or su-

pernatural). For Aristotle, this was rationality and the ideal virtuous man was
the Athenian gentleman. For Aquinas and the New Testament, the virtues are

faith, hope, charity (or love), and humility, and the ideal virtuous man is the

saint.

3. For Benjamin Franklin, virtue is a quality that has utility in achieving earth lv

and heavenly success. His concept of virtue was teleological, like Aristotle's, but

utilitarian in character. To Franklin the virtues were cleanliness, silence, indus-

try, and chastity, among many. 17

Who Is the Ideal Virtuous Person?

Finally, since Aristotle states that we ought to decide what a virtuous act or person is by

modeling ourselves after the ideal virtuous person, how do we determine who and what

that paradigmatic person is? I'm sure we could each name an ideal person we feel we
ought to emulate, but wouldn't we come up with a lot of different ones, depending upon
our own backgrounds, experiences, and desires? For example, the Homeric ideal of a vir-

tuous human being would appeal to some people, as would the humble saint to others,

or the person of intellect to still others, but wouldn't we all act differently depending

upon what traits we admired? I'm not saying we couldn't agree upon some sort of com-

posite virtuous person, but I do argue that it wouldn't be easy. How would we be able to

say that we ought to act in connection with such an ideal when it would be just that: an

abstract ideal of a human being? Also, how would we know that we had come up with

the truly virtuous ideal person?

Certainly one of the goals of the teaching of ethics would seem to be the creation of

a virtuous or ethical person; however, it is one thing to try to get people to act ethically

and another to assume that they will do ethical acts because they are already virtuous. It

hasn't worked successfully to hold up certain public figures and say, "Here is the ideal
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virtuous person; now act as he or she does." History has shown that many of our so-

called heroes have had feet of clay, or at least not always acted virtuously. Look at how
many of our nation's famous founders owned slaves, for instance. Look at how many
presidents have not been perfect in their private and their public lives. Many of them
have still done some good for the country and the people in it, but they have not neces-

sarily fit any pattern of the "ideal virtuous person."

Virtue Ethics constitutes a particular problem since it seems to be a shortcut, pro-

viding a more superficial solution to our ethical problems. "Just make all of the children

and adults virtuous, and they will act virtuously" is much too simple an answer to our

ethical problems. What we need is rational moral education (not indoctrination into a

specific ethical code) that will enable people to learn what moral issues are and how to

deal with them. With such an education, hopefully they will at least know how to act vir-

tuously and ethically. To provide such an education is the main purpose of this book and
especially of its seventh chapter.

Conclusions

In summary, then, the nonconsequentialist theories of morality have certain advantages.

First, they do not necessitate the difficult task of computing consequences for a moral ac-

tion. Second, they provide, in their rule form, a strong set of moral guides—unlike those

of the act moralists of both the consequentialist and nonconsequentialist approaches to

morality. Third, nonconsequentialists are able to found their system on something other

than consequences, thereby avoiding the pitfall of a cost-benefit analysis approach to

morality.

On the other hand, as difficult as computing consequences may be, nonconsequen-

tialists really seem to avoid the whole point of morality—certainly social morality—by
trying to ignore the consequences of their rules or acts. Although it is helpful to have a

series of strong rules and guides to go by, rule nonconsequentialism makes it difficult to

decide which rules these will be and how to rank them in order of importance or other-

wise resolve conflicts when absolutes oppose each other. Furthermore, rule nonconse-

quentialism provides for no open discussion of moral quandaries because it has closed

the door by arbitrarily stating what is right and what is wrong, without any possibility of

exception. And what is right and wrong is based either upon the supposed commands
of a supernatural being or beings whom no one is allowed to question or upon a theory

of logical consistency which can show that human beings should not be inconsistent but

can give very few other reasons why one should follow one rule rather than another.

Virtue Ethics has the advantage of seeking to develop the moral person from within

as well as from without, but it is based upon a number of assumptions that are difficult

to prove, such as human beings' having an end or purpose and what that purpose is; that

morality is innate; and what virtue, the virtues, and the virtuous human being are.

The nonconsequentialist and Virtue Ethics theories do not seem any more satisfy-

ing than the consequentialist—to many people, probably even less so. What are we to do,

then? Should we retreat to consequentialist theories with their attendant problems, or
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adopt the nonconsequentialist or the Virtue Ethics approach as being the "lesser of two
evils"? I believe there is a value in trying to synthesize the best of these systems while

deemphasizing the worst. We shall examine the possibilities of such a synthesis in Chap-
ter 7. First, however, it is important that we tackle three problem areas that vitally affect

the setting up of a moral system: absolutism versus relativism, freedom versus deter-

minism, and reward and punishment.

Chapter Summary

I. Nonconsequentialist (deontological) theories of moralitv

A. The basic assumption of these theories is that consequences do not, and in fact

should not, enter into our judging of whether actions or people are moral or im-

moral.

B. What is moral and immoral is decided upon the basis of some standard or stan-

dards of morality other than consequences.

II. Act nonconsequentialist theories

A. The act nonconsequentialist's major assumption is that there are no general

moral rules or theories but only particular actions, situations, and people about

which we cannot generalize.

B. Decisions are based upon "intuitionism"; that is, what is right and wrong in any

particular situation is based upon what people feel (intuit) is right or wrong

—

this is, therefore, a highly individualistic theory.

C. There are several criticisms of act nonconsequentialism.

1. How can we know, with no other guides, that what we feel will be morally

correct?

2. How will we know when we have acquired sufficient facts to make a moral

decision?

3. With morality so highly individualized, how can we know we are doing the

best thing for everyone else involved in a particular situation?

4. How will we be able to justify our actions except by saying, "Well, it felt like

the right thing for me to do"?

5. Isn't it questionable to assume that all situations and people are completely

different and have nothing in common?
III. Rule nonconsequentialist theories

A. The major assumption here is that there are or can be rules that are the only basis

for morality and that consequences do not matter—following the rules, which

are right moral commands, is what is moral, not what happens because one fol-

lows the rules.

B. According to the Divine Command theory, an action is right and people are

good if, and only if, they obey commands supposedly given to them by a di\ ine

being, regardless of consequences. There are some criticisms of this theory.

1. The theory does not provide a rational foundation for the existence of a su-

pernatural being and therefore not for morality either.
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2. Even if we could prove conclusively the existence of a supernatural being,

how could we prove that this being was morally trustworthy?

3. How are we to interpret these commands even if we accept the existence of a

supernatural?

4. Rules founded upon the Divine Command theory may be valid, but they

need to be justified on some other, more rational basis.

IV. Kant's Duty Ethics

A. Kant believed that it is possible by reasoning alone to set up valid absolute

moral rules that have the same force as indisputable mathematical truths.

1. Such truths must be logically consistent, not self-contradictory.

2. They also must be universalizable.

B. According to the Categorical Imperative, an act is immoral if the rule that would
authorize it cannot be made into a rule for all human beings to follow.

C. The Practical Imperative, another important principle in Kant's moral system,

states that no human being should be thought of or used merely as a means for

someone else's end, but rather that each human being is a unique end in himself

or herself.

D. Once moral rules have been discovered to be absolutes, human beings must

obey them out of a sense of duty rather than follow their inclinations.

E. There are criticisms of Kant's system.

1. Although Kant showed that some rules would become inconsistent when
universalized, this does not tell us which rules are morally valid.

2. Kant never showed us how to resolve conflicts between equally absolute

rules, such as "Do not break a promise" and "Do not kill."

3. Kant did not distinguish between making an exception to a rule and qualify-

ing a rule.

4. Some rules, such as "Do not help anyone in need" can be universalized with-

out inconsistency yet still have questionable moral value.

(a) Kant answered this criticism by means of the reversibility criterion, that

is, the would-you-want-this-done-to-you, or Golden Rule, idea.

(b) However, the reversibility criterion suggests a reliance upon conse-

quences, which goes against the grain of everything Kant set out to do in

his system.

5. Kant seems to have emphasized duties over inclinations, in stating that we
must act from a sense of duty rather than from our inclinations. However, he

gave us no rule for what we should do when our inclinations and duties are

the same.

V. Ross's prima facie duties

A. Ross agreed with Kant as to the establishing of morality on a basis other than

consequences but disagreed with Kant's overly absolute rules. He falls between

Kant and rule utilitarianism in his approach to ethics.

B. He established prima facie duties that all human beings must adhere to, unless

there are serious reasons why they should not.

C. He listed several prima facie duties, those of
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1. Fidelity

2. Reparation

3. Gratitude

4. Justice

5. Beneficence

6. Self-improvement

7. Nonmaleficence (noninjury)

D. He offered two principles for use in the resolution of conflicting duties.

1. Always act in accord with the stronger prima facie duty
2. Always act in such a way as to achieve the greatest amount of prima facie

Tightness over wrongness.

E. There are criticisms of Ross's theory.

1. How are we to decide which duties are prima facie?

2. On what basis are we to decide which take precedence over the rest?

3. How can we determine when there is sufficient reason to override one prima
facie duty with another?

VI. General criticisms of nonconsequentialist theories

A. Can we, and indeed should we, avoid consequences when we are trying to set

up a moral system?

B. Is it entirely possible to exclude consequences from an ethical system?

C. What is the real point of any moral system if not to do good for oneself, others,

or both and if not to create a moral society in which people can create and grow-

peacefully with a minimum of unnecessary conflict?

D. How do we resolve conflicts among moral rules that are equally absolute? This

problem is peculiar to rule nonconsequentialist theories.

E. Any system that operates on a basis of such rigid absolutes as does rule noncon-
sequentialism closes the door on further discussion of moral quandaries.

VII. Virtue Ethics

A. Virtue Ethics is not a new theory, having had its beginnings with the Greeks and
especially Aristotle in the fourth century B.C., but it has become significant to

many contemporary ethicists.

B. Virtue is defined as "moral excellence, righteousness, responsibility, or other ex-

emplary qualities considered meritorious."

C. Emphasis is on the good or virtuous character of human beings themselves,

rather than on their acts, consequences, feelings, or rules.

D. Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics is based upon the following tenets:

1. Reality and life are teleological in that they aim toward some end or purpose.

2. The end of human life is happiness, and reason is the basic activity of hu-

mans; therefore, the aim of human beings is to reason well so as to achieve a

complete life.

3. Aristotle begins with the moral judgments of reasonable and virtuous human
beings and then formulates general principles, as opposed to the nonconse-

quentialists—Divine Command theories, Kant, and Ross—who begin with

abstract ethical principles.
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4. Human beings have a capacity for goodness. This has to be developed by
practice based upon an emulation of the moral decision-making of the ideal

virtuous human being.

5. What is virtue and how does it relate to vice?

(a) Virtue is a mean, relative to us, between the two extremes of excess and

deficiency (or defect).

(b) In the feeling of shame, for example, modesty is the mean between the ex-

cess of bashfulness and the defect of shamelessness.

E. Alasdair Maclntyre provides a contemporary analysis of Virtue Ethics.

1. The virtues are dispositions both to act and to feel in particular ways, and one

must create virtuous feelings within oneself, not merely act virtuously.

2. One must then decide what the practically wise and virtuous human being

would do in any situation and then do the virtuous act which such a person

would do.

F. There are several advantages to Virtue Ethics.

1. It strives to create the good human being, not merely good acts or rules.

2. It attempts to unify reason and emotion.

3. It emphasizes moderation, a quality prized by many ethicists.

G. It also has disadvantages.

1. Do human beings have an end or purpose? If so what is it, and how can we
prove any of this?

2. Are morals naturally implanted, or are they learned through experience?

3. What is virtue, and what constitutes the virtues? There seems to be a wide va-

riety of opinions on this, so how can we decide what virtue really is and
which virtues are really virtues?

4. Who is the ideal virtuous human being, and how are we to determine or

prove this?

Exercises for Review

1. What, essentially, are nonconsequentialist (deontological) theories of morality? How
do they differ from consequentialist (teleological) theories?

2. What do act nonconsequentialists believe? How do they differ from act utilitarians?

3. What do rule nonconsequentialists believe? How do they differ from rule utilitarians?

4. Describe and critically analyze the Divine Command theory.

5. Explain and critically analyze Kant's Duty Ethics, responding as you do so to the fol-

lowing questions:

(a) What are absolute moral truths, according to Kant, and how can they be arrived at?

(b) Explain the difference between duties and inclinations. Why did Kant believe

that people ought to act out of a sense of duty rather than from inclination?

(c) Explain the Categorical Imperative.
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(d) What does "universalizability" mean, and why is it important to Kant's moral
system?

(e) What is the reversibility criterion? What are the problems associated with it?

6. Explain Kant's Practical Imperative. Do you agree or disagree with this principle?

Why?

7. What are prima facie duties? What problems do they raise? Can you think of any
moral duties that might be prima facie? What are they?

8. In your opinion, can a moral system really function without taking account of conse-

quences? How or how not?

9. Explain the problems that are peculiar to rule nonconsequentialist theories of morality.

10. Comment on the problem of arbitrariness when dealing with moral problems as it

relates to creative argument and moral problem solving.

11. What essentially is Virtue Ethics and where did it originate?

12. How does it differ from both consequentialist and nonconsequentialist theories of

ethics?

13. What are the advantages of Virtue Ethics?

14. What are the disadvantages of Virtue Ethics?

15. What are the problems associated with discovering who the ideal virtuous person is?

Discussion Questions

1. The act nonconsequentialist theory allows one greater freedom in making moral de-

cisions than do other theories because it leaves moral decisions completely up to

each individual's own feelings. How free do you think individuals should be in their

moral decision making? To what extent does this theory appeal or not appeal to you,

and why?

2. The rule nonconsequentialist theories essentially state that there are certain moral

absolutes that should never be violated (for example, rules against killing, mutilat-

ing, stealing, and breaking promises). To what extent do you agree or disagree

with this idea? Are there certain dos and don'ts to which human beings should al-

ways adhere? If so, why should they be adhered to and what are they? If not, why
not?

3. One of the advantages of rule nonconsequentialist theories is that they clearly state

dos and don'ts, thereby lending a great deal of stability and order to morality Ad-
herents describe the benefits of this when they say, "We know just where we stand

with this type of morality, and it gives us a great deal of security when compared to

relativistic morality." To what extent do you feel that this advantage is an important

one? Why? What are its strong points and its drawbacks?

4. To what extent do you believe that Christians, Jews, and Moslems use the Di\ine

Command theory approach rather than egoism or act or rule utilitarianism as a ba-
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sis for their ethical systems? For example, do you believe that most Christians follow

their religion's moral rules because they believe that those rules were established by
God or for other reasons? Answer in detail.

5. To what extent do you believe that a consideration of consequences can safely be

eliminated from any moral system?

6. Reread exercise question 2 in Chapter 2. To what extent do you feel that the surgeon

is justified in using the battalion commander as a means toward what he deems to be

a "good" end, that is, saving soldiers' lives? To what extent is the other surgeon justi-

fied in his nonconsequentialist rule that doctors should never knowingly perform

unnecessary operations?

7. To what extent do you think it is important to rank moral rules in order of impor-

tance (for example, Ross's prima facie duties)? Show how you would rank your own
ethical rules, or those of any other system of which you are aware.

8. To what extent are emotions or feelings important to a moral system? Be specific,

and explain how you think emotions or feelings relate to morality.

9. How much importance do you think duty ought to have in relation to morality? Ex-

plain your answer.

10. Rule nonconsequentialist theories stress consistency in their moral systems and

codes, whereas the act nonconsequentialist theory seems to imply variety and incon-

sistency. How important do you think it is for a moral system or code, or for a per-

son, to be consistent?

11. Do you know anyone whom you think of as being an "ideal virtuous person"? Who,
and why? Describe that person's character and what it is about him or her that you
think makes him or her "ideal."

12. Make your own list of the virtues you think everyone should possess and explain each.

13. Do you believe that human beings are teleological, that is have a purpose? Is there

only one purpose that all human beings share, or do different human beings have

different purposes? Explain your answer.

14. What makes people virtuous? Are they born that way, or do they have to be taught?

If you believe they are born that way, what evidence or proof can you cite in support

of your belief? If people must be taught to be virtuous, what methods should be used

to make them so?

15. Do you believe that moderation is always a virtue? Should people always strive

to reach the mean between two extremes? Why, or why not? How about people with

strong beliefs, such as advocates of the prolife or prochoice positions on abortion?
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Chapter 4

Absolutism versus Relativism

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define the following terms: absolutism, relativism, proposition, truth, falsity, and
states of affairs.

2. Know the so-called anthropological "facts" about absolutism and relativism, and
understand the criticism of these "facts."

3. Describe different types of propositions and show how truth and knowledge re-

late to them.

4. Understand that absolutes exist and show how human beings can relate them to

their moral lives.

5. Understand how basic principles, as "near" absolutes, are important to morality.

83
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Two extremes in ethical reasoning have become very obvious in the twentieth century.

One side (usually that of the rule nonconsequentialist moralists) believes that there are

absolutes in the world, especially moral absolutes, which, once found, must be adhered

to. That is, they believe that if "Do not kill" is a real absolute, it never changes either be-

cause it is logically irrefutable or because it has come from some absolute being (God); it

applies for all time and to all human beings everywhere. The other side has become cyn-

ical about the existence of any absolutes, mainly because modern science has exploded

so many former "absolutes" and because there does not seem to be anything that can be

conclusively proved to be absolute in any area of our experience with the possible excep-

tion of logic and mathematics, neither of which can encompass the entirety of human ex-

perience.

The moral relativist says that there are no absolutes and that morality (that is, what
is moral and what is immoral) is relative only to a specific culture, group, or individual.

We have all heard sayings such as "What's right for me may not be right for you" or

"What's right for Americans may not be right for Asians." Furthermore, anthropological

studies prove that cultures do differ. However, such studies also show that there are

some similarities. Traditional morality stresses absolutes, whereas the so-called "new
morality" stresses such concepts as "doing your own thing," "if it feels good, do it," or,

in a milder form, "as long as you can fulfill the Christian commandment to love, then

anything goes."

The Meanings of "Absolute"

In one sense, the word absolute means "perfect in quality, and complete"; in another, it

means "not limited by restrictions or exceptions"; in still another, it means "not to be

doubted or questioned—positive, certain, and unconditional." 1 The word has been and

is used to describe a supernatural being (e.g., God), "laws" of nature, propositions con-

cerning truth and falsity and law and morality. The question of whether an absolute su-

pernatural being exists, and the difficulty of proving its, his, or her existence,

conclusively have already been discussed in Chapters 1 and 3.

It is also difficult to prove conclusively the assumption that there are certain ab-

solutes ("laws") in nature. One of the problems with so-called scientific natural laws is

that although they have held for as long as we can remember and as often as we have ob-

served them, they are still only probable (although very strongly probable), rather than

certain. For example, the law of gravity would seem to be an absolute "law" of nature,

but its validity still depends upon our ability to see it verified again and again. In other

words, we don't know for certain whether the law of gravity will still hold in the next

minute until we have lived through this time and observed it holding. Putting it more
specifically, we don't know whether a ball will fall back down to the ground until we
have thrown it up in the air and tested the "law" once again. This doesn't mean, of

course, that there are no absolutes in nature, but it does mean—especially because our

empirical knowledge of nature and of the universe is limited—that we don't know con-

clusively that any exist.
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Even harder to prove or discover is the basis for any sort of "natural moral laws."

Our discussion of the possibility of such laws in Chapter 1 revealed to us the difficulty of

discovering any such moral laws, and brought out the importance of distinguishing be-

tween them and descriptive natural laws. It would seem that there is no clear basis or

justification for holding that natural moral laws exist.

The Meaning of "Relative"

Relativism states that there are no absolute values at all and that all values are relative to

time, place, persons, and situations. In other words, there are no values that cut across all

cultures and peoples; all are relative to the specific place in which they are held, accord-

ing to the relativist. In its milder forms, relativism merely states that morality varies

from culture to culture and from individual to individual and that we ought to respect

each other's moral views. In its extreme form, relativism means that anything goes;

whatever anyone asserts is moral is definitely moral and we cannot dispute or refute his

or her morality. This means that if one person thinks it's all right to kill other people and
the rest of us don't, we cannot argue with this morality—he or she is as moral as those of

us who don't believe that killing is moral.

Cultural Relativism and Cultural Absolutism

Cultural Relativism

Are there any anthropological "facts" which prove conclusively that either cultural rela-

tivism or cultural absolutism is true? If so, what are they? Those anthropologists who be-

lieve in cultural relativism cite the following empirical "facts":

1. Studies of both primitive and modern cultures reveal an extreme variation in

customs, manners, taboos, religions, moralities, daily habits, and attitudes from

culture to culture.

2. The moral beliefs and attitudes of human beings are absorbed essentially from

their cultural environments, and people tend to internalize—at least a great deal

of the time—what is socially accepted or sanctioned in their cultures.

3. People in different cultures tend to believe not merely that there is only one true

morality, but also that that one true morality is the one they hold to.

Cultural Absolutism

Cultural absolutism, on the other hand, is the view which says that ultimate moral prin-

ciples do not vary from culture to culture. This does not mean that all cultures have the

same moral rules and standards, which obviously would be a false empirical statement;
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what it does mean is that the ultimate principles underlying all of the varying rules and
standards are the same. For example, the cultural absolutist might argue that in all

cultures there is some principle concerning the value of human life, but that there are

many different rules and standards when it comes to protecting it or authorizing its

destruction.

With this distinction in mind, cultural absolutists cite the following "facts" to sup-

port their theory:

1. Similar moral principles exist in all societies, such as those concerning the

preservation of human life, governing sexual behavior, prohibiting lying, and
establishing reciprocal obligations between parents and children.

2. People in all cultures have similar needs, such as the need to survive, to eat and

drink, and to have sex.

3. There are a great many similarities in situations and relationships in all cultures,

such as having two parents of opposite sexes, competing with brothers and sis-

ters, and participating in the arts, languages, religion, and family.

4. There are a great many intercultural similarities in the areas of sentiment, emo-
tion, and attitude, as with jealousy, love, and the need for respect.

Evaluation of These Theories

Essentially, what do these so-called "facts" really prove? What are their implications for

moral absolutism or relativism?

Evaluation of Moral Relativism. First, just because cultures differ as to what is right

and wrong does not mean that a particular belief of any culture is right or wrong. For ex-

ample, suppose that a certain culture believes the world is flat, whereas another believes

the world is round. It is obvious that what cultures believe has no necessary connection

with what is true. Second, just because a belief is learned from or accepted by a culture

does not mean that it is true or false, or that truth is relative only to specific societies.

Evaluation of Moral Absolutism. First, just because moral principles are similar in all

societies does not mean that they are valid or absolute. Second, even if people have simi-

lar needs, sentiments, emotions, and attitudes, there is still a question of whether these

should or should not be satisfied. And finally, just because there are similarities in cultural

situations and relationships does not mean that these are the only morally correct situa-

tions and relationships in existence, or that they are morally correct at all.

What this boils down to is that merely because things, situations, and people exist

or behave in certain ways, there is no necessary connection between what is or what peo-

ple do, and what should be or what they ought to do. We have returned again to the dis-

tinction made in Chapter 1 between descriptive and prescriptive approaches to morality.

Anthropologists have given us important information about human and cultural behav-
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ior, but they have not proved conclusively that everything is either relative or absolute,

nor have they shown what is or is not moral.

How, then, are we to resolve this controversy of absolutism versus relativism? It

would seem that if relativism exists, then absolutism cannot, certainly not for all people.

An individual can accept or set up for himself a code of morality, but if relativism holds,

it will apply only to that person and to no one else, unless another individual or group of

individuals also chooses the same code. In any case, if moral relativism holds true, there

are no absolutes binding any human being to any moral point of view and—to choose an

extreme case—we must accept Hitler's value system as well as Jesus's, for how can we
condemn any human being or culture for doing anything wrong if there are no absolutes

by which we can measure their morality? We cannot say, "What they are doing is

wrong"; we can only say, "What they are doing is different from what we would do,"

and then either condemn them for the difference and stop them by force or allow them to

continue and hope that both sides do not destroy each other.

On the other hand, if we accept certain moral rules as absolutes and another indi-

vidual or group accepts conflicting rules as absolutes, then we are confronted by the great

difficulty of trying to resolve the conflicts that arise from two sets of opposing absolutes

meeting head-on. How, when two conflicting moral absolutes collide, can we possibly re-

solve the ensuing controversy? There is no conceivable way of doing this other than by

declaring one of the absolutes to not really be an absolute. This brings up the knotty ques-

tion of how we can know if there are any absolutes, or what they might be.

Propositions and Truth

Propositions and States ofAffairs

As far as morality is concerned, however, the most important way in which the term ab-

solute is used is in connection with propositions as they relate to truth and falsity. Propo-

sitions are meaningful statements describing states of affairs, and they must be either

true or false. A state of affairs is an occurrence, an event, or a happening. It is neither true

nor false; it either occurs or it does not occur. A proposition describes a state of affairs

and if it is true, then it describes a state of affairs that did occur (past tense: "It rained

yesterday"); that is occurring (present tense: "It is raining right now"); or that will occur

(future tense: "It will rain tomorrow"). When a proposition is false, then it describes a

state of affairs that did not occur, is not occurring, or will not occur. Only propositions

are true or false, never states of affairs. 2

Are There Any Absoiute Truths?

The question that concerns us is this: "Are there any absolute truths or falsities, or are

truth and falsity always relative?" Let's take an example. Suppose that on January 1,

1998, 1 state the proposition "It will rain tomorrow, January 2, 1998, in Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia." In order to discover whether truth and falsity are relative or absolute, we need to
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ask what the status of this proposition is on the day I stated it (January 1, 1998). There are

a number of possibilities. At the time I state it, is it true until proven false, or false until

proven true? Is it true to me because I believe it and false to someone else because he or

she doesn't believe it? Is it false or true because no one knows on January 1, 1998,

whether it actually will rain on the following day? Or is it really neither true nor false be-

cause January 2, 1998, isn't here yet?

Let us now suppose that it is January 2, 1998, and that it is raining in Los Angeles.

Looking back to the proposition stated on January 1, wasn't it actually true when I stated

it? On the other hand, if it doesn't rain on January 2 in Los Angeles, then wasn't the

proposition false when I stated it on January 1? In other words, the proposition had to be

either true or false when I stated it on January 1; we just didn't know at the time which
condition applied to it.

The point I am trying to make is that truth does not slip around because of time, or

because of what anyone believes or even knows. Let us suppose that I believe the propo-

sition to be true (after all, I stated it), but Mary does not. What difference does this make
as to whether it is actually true or false? Also, on January 1 neither one of us knows it is

either true or false, but, again, what difference does that make? None whatsoever

—

whether the proposition is true or false is based upon whether or not the state of affairs

actually occurs.

Truth and falsity, then, are indeed absolute. They do not shift around depending

upon belief, time, feelings, or even knowledge. Propositions, carefully and accurately

stated, are not just true or false when they are stated, but are in fact true or false for all

time. We may not know which propositions are true and which are false, but that really

has nothing to do with whether propositions really are true or false.

Types of Propositions

The real problem associated with the search for absolute moral truths, however, seems to

be centered upon the area of knowing. There may be absolute truths, moral or otherwise,

but do we know of any for sure? At this point it is important that we distinguish among
different types of propositions.

Analytic Propositions. First there are analytic propositions, such as "No circles are

squares," "A is A," "Everything is either A or not A," "Nothing can be both A and not A,"

"All triangles are three-sided," "All bachelors are unmarried," and so on. To deny the

truth of this type of proposition would be to contradict oneself; therefore, given the defi-

nitions of the words and the meaning of these propositions, they are absolute truths, and

we know they are. For example, given the definitions of a circle and a square, it is not

logically possible that one could be the other. Also, assuming that A stands for anything,

it is a basic and ultimate truth (called a "law" or "principle of logic") that whatever else

may or may not be said truly about anything, a thing must by its very definition be what

it is (a car is a car, a dog is a dog, a table is a table). Therefore, any analytic proposition is

a truth that is known to be absolute.
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Internal Sense Propositions. There are also propositions that human beings assert about

their own internal senses or states (feelings, moods, emotions), such as "My head hurts,"

"I feel sick," "I am in a bad mood," "I believe in God," "I am frightened." Such proposi-

tions also are always true (assuming that they are honestly spoken) because we alone

truly know our own internal states. A doctor can talk all day about how there is no rea-

son or cause for you to have a headache, but he or she cannot deny that you have one.

Only you know whether you do or not, and when you do have one, merely having it is

enough for you to state unequivocally, "I have a headache." You are simply describing

what you feel, and you need no further evidence. These two types of propositions, then,

state truths that we know are absolute. These propositions can be known to be true in

what John Hospers calls "the strong sense of knowing," if the latter fulfills the following

requirements:

1. I must believe that the proposition is true.

2. The proposition must actually be true.

3. I must have absolutely conclusive evidence that it is true.3

In order for us to know that the two types of propositions discussed are true, in the first

type we need no evidence other than our knowledge of the definitions of words and the

meanings of sentences, and in the second type no evidence other than our actual experi-

ence of the internal state we are describing.

Empirical, or External Sense, Propositions. Another type of proposition, an empirical,

or external sense, proposition, is different from the first two, in that it describes a state of

affairs that occurs in the external world of which we have evidence through our external

senses (sight, touch, hearing, smell, taste) or, indirectly, through our reasoning. "Her hair

is brown," "There is a table at the front of this room," "There is life on other planets," and

"Man has landed on the moon" are examples of empirical propositions. The question of

whether empirical propositions can ever be known to be absolutely true has been a

source of controversy in philosophy throughout the ages. I happen to agree with Nor-

man Malcolm (b. 1911) and other like-minded philosophers that some empirical proposi-

tions can be known to be absolutely true or false. For example, if the light is good, if your

eyes are normal, if you understand what the words you are using mean, and if you have

carefully examined an object in front of you and have found it to be a table, then the

statement "This is a table here before me" would seem to be an absolutely true proposi-

tion that you know to be true. So, for the purpose of this book, at least, I will assume that

some empirical propositions can be known to be true—and therefore, that there are some
empirical propositions that are absolutely true.

Moral Propositions. A fourth type of proposition is a moral proposition, or a proposition

that has moral import. Some examples of this type of proposition are "Human beings

should never kill other human beings," "You should not treat people badly" "Martin
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Luther King was a good man," "Abortion is evil." This type of proposition differs from

the other three types we have discussed, in that it contains value judgments as to the

morality of human actions or character. It also contains such key words as good, evil,

wrong, right, bad, should, and ought, among others. The first distinction is the most impor-

tant because many propositions containing the words just cited have no moral import at

all.4 One example of such a proposition is "You should make a right turn at the next cor-

ner." There can be, of course, situations in which making a turn when asked could have

moral import, but something other than the use of should and right would have to be in-

volved. In short, making or not making the turn would have to have some moral implica-

tion, such as that if you did not make the turn you would run down a child.

The Emotive Theory

The questions now confronting us are these: "Are moral propositions ever absolutely

true, and, further, can any human being know whether they are or not?" As mentioned in

Chapter 3, in our discussion of the basis of act nonconsequentialism, some philosophers

have stated that moral propositions have only "emotive," or "noncognitive" meanings;

that is, they express only feelings or attitudes. For example, when people utter a moral

proposition, such as "Tom is a good man" or "One should never steal," they are either

voicing their approval or disapproval of an entity, trying to evoke certain feelings or atti-

tudes in others, or perhaps both. Proponents of this theory, called the "emotive theory,"

maintain that unlike other types of propositions, such as "Tom is six feet tall" or "If you
steal my car, I will be unhappy," moral propositions have no real basis in fact.

General Problems with the Emotive Theory. In Human Conduct, John Hospers points out

some discrepancies inherent in this theory that raise some serious questions about its as-

sumption that moral propositions are only emotive. 5 Hospers does not deny that moral

propositions are used emotively; he does, however, question the theory that they have

only that use or meaning. He sees moral propositions as having three aspects:

1. The purpose or intention of the person who utters them.

2. The effect the propositions have on their hearers.

3. The actual meaning of the propositions.

These three aspects should be carefully distinguished from one another because they all

may be present in a particular moral proposition. For example, even though a moral

proposition I state may express approval or disapproval, or may be intended to evoke

certain feelings or attitudes, it may also have a meaning separate from those other two as-

pects or functions. Hospers further argues that even though we use moral propositions

for emotive purposes we don't alzvays use them in that way.6

Like other theories we have discussed, such as psychological egoism in its strong

form and the theory that there are natural moral laws, the emotive theory exaggerates

its claims. For example, if one examines the moral proposition "It was wrong of Brutus
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to kill Caesar," it becomes clear that there is no way the proposition can be said to

evoke a feeling in Brutus that he should not kill Caesar because the act already has

been committed. 7 Even if one tries to translate this proposition into the generalization

"Human beings shouldn't kill other human beings," there is a difficulty: One cannot

necessarily infer the second proposition from the first. True, one can say that the

speaker is expressing his disapproval of Brutus's act, but must the speaker always be

doing this when he makes the statement? Might not the speaker simply mean, "Look
what followed historically from Brutus's action," a statement that expresses neither

approval nor disapproval?

Moore's Naturalistic Fallacy. If we try to state that moral propositions are no different

from empirical propositions, we run into the "naturalistic fallacy" problem (so named
by the philosopher G. E. Moore, 1873-1958): the problem of "getting an ought from an

is." We discussed this problem in Chapter 1 when we dealt with the difference between
the descriptive, or scientific, approach to ethics and the prescriptive, or philosophical-

normative, approach. Moore states that a proposition such as "I will be angry if you
steal my wife," which can be considered to be factual (because it describes an actual

state of affairs that will take place in the future), has no necessary connection to the

proposition "You should not steal my wife." That is, if the person I am talking to wishes

to say, "So you'll be angry; so what? I still think I should steal your wife," how can I log-

ically say, "Therefore, you shouldn't"? However, aren't some moves from the descrip-

tive "is" to the prescriptive "ought" clear and logical, such as: "AIDS is a sexually

transmitted fatal disease; therefore, people ought to practice safe sex if they don't want
to get sick and die"? I would agree that you can't get an "ought" from an "is," but I do
feel that careful examination of a series of pertinent facts surrounding a moral situation

may lead us to some significant moral propositions about good, bad, right, and wrong,

and also enable us to prescribe what people should do in various situations in which
morality is at stake.

Moral Propositions as Types of Empirical Propositions

These assumptions lead me to propose a third alternative that is at least worthy of exam-

ination and argument, even though it is not conclusively provable. This alternative is the

position that moral statements are indeed propositions of the empirical type, except that

they contain either value judgments or moral prescriptions. Let's examine this alterna-

tive as objectively as we can.

Normative Moral Statements. Normative moral statements, such as "He is a good man"
or "What she did was right," could conceivably be considered to be propositions much
like "That is a green table" and "She cleaned her house." There is a greater problem in es-

tablishing what "good" and "right" mean than what "green" and "cleaned her house"

mean, but if we can set up some standards as to what it means for a person to be good

and an act to be right, we ought to be able to say, at least in theory, that these are proposi-

tions having moral import.
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Prescriptive Moral Statements. However, what about those moral statements that are

prescriptive, such as "Human beings should never kill other human beings except in

self-defense" and "A woman ought to have an abortion for any reason she thinks valid"?

They certainly assert something about reality, even though they include a value judg-

ment as part of that assertion, but can they ever be known to be true or false? As I

pointed out in Chapter 2, while discussing Jesse Kalin's defense of ethical egoism, there

are prescriptive propositions that are nonmoral and could nonetheless certainly be con-

sidered to be propositions. That is, they are meaningful statements that assert something

about reality and that are either true or false.

If you remember Kalin's chess-game example, John sees that Tom ought to move
his bishop in such a way so as to put John's king in check. The proposition here is sim-

ply, "Tom ought to move his bishop to position A." This also can be stated as, "Accord-

ing to the rules for playing chess, Tom's next move ought to be to move his bishop to

position A." This means that within the confines of chess-game rules, to state that "Tom
ought to move his bishop to position A" is to state a true proposition. To say the oppo-

site, that "Tom ought not to move his bishop to position A," would be a false proposi-

tion, again within the structure of chess-game rules. Of course, there could be times

when the former proposition might be false—for example, under the condition that if

Tom won the game, his opponent would kill him, having threatened to do so previ-

ously. However, this would be an extenuating circumstance outside the confines of the

chess game itself. In this case, therefore, the proposition would be based upon more
than chess game rules.

Proposition Against Killing Human Beings. Can we now make the same kind of case as

in the foregoing for the proposition "Human beings should never kill other human be-

ings" because it is similar in structure although moral rather than nonmoral? It is obvi-

ous that we can set up rules for moral behavior as well as for chess games and that

within the framework of that set of rules we can state true and false propositions about

what human beings or chess players should or ought to do. But can evidence be brought

forth to conclusively show that such a proposition can be known to be true, as in the

propositions "All triangles are three-sided," "This table is green," and "I have a head-

ache"? Let's examine this type of moral proposition and its implications.

First, by "kill" I mean "taking another human being's life against his will." Perhaps

murder would be a more accurate term, because kill means "to put to death, slay, deprive

of life, put an end to or extinguish," whereas murder means "the unlawful killing of one

human being by another, especially with malice aforethought." 8 Second, given the way
in which this proposition is worded, it applies only to killing or murdering other human
beings, even though there are ethical codes (pacifism and Jainism to name two) that be-

lieve in the sanctity of all life, not just human life. Now is there any evidence that this

proposition can be known to be true? If we look to our experience of the world and espe-

cially of human life, we must come to the conclusion that life, or being alive, is the one

basic thing we all have in common. Furthermore, there can be no real morality or im-

morality involved in dealing with a human being who is no longer alive. Even when we
are opposed to the mutilation or cannibalism of dead human bodies, it is out of respect
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either for the human being that once was or for the feelings of other human beings still

alive.

Because all the qualities we attribute to human beings are based upon their being

alive, then life or "aliveness" is a fundamental necessity for any moral system. There can

be no human beings, moral or immoral, if there is no human life; there can be no discus-

sion of morality, a setting up of codes, or even concern about what is or is not moral if

there are no live human beings around. We cannot possibly state that "all human beings

should kill each other" because (in true Kantian fashion) this would end up being incon-

sistent and illogical in much the same way as is the statement "Everyone should always

be a parasite." There would be no human beings left to follow the rule encompassed by
the statement.

All of this, however, merely proves that life, or being alive, is a necessary precondi-

tion of morality. Are there any other reasons why human beings ought not to kill one an-

other? First, the social and natural sciences have proved that human beings have a

strong drive for survival, and one of the best ways to survive is to "let live," or to not put

one's own life in jeopardy by threatening the lives of others. Second, most human beings

seek to attain some peace, happiness, and stability in their lives, and they cannot attain

any degree of these qualities if human life in general and their lives in particular are con-

stantly being threatened. Third, experience seems to indicate that human beings have a

potential for being good and doing right, as well as a potential for being bad and doing

wrong, so we can be sure that there is within us at least a partial urge to be and do good.

And indeed, when it is accompanied by our desires for survival, peace, happiness,

and stability, the urge to do and be good seems to be stronger in most of our lives than

the impulse toward evil. It also seems to be a good thing most of the time that human be-

ings not kill other human beings because if they do, they will deprive those whom they

kill of any possible good they might attain while alive (this in addition to the basic and

obvious good of continuing to possess life itself). Therefore, if life is basic to human be-

ings, to their morality, their drive for survival, their desire for peace, happiness, and sta-

bility, and their urge to be and do good, then to destroy life is tantamount to destroying

the ultimate basis of human-ness, which includes morality. "Human beings should

never kill other human beings" can therefore be seen as a true proposition, and it can be

known to be true because the evidence for it can be observed and we can reason consis-

tently from that evidence.

Problems with Moral Propositions. It is generally assumed by reasonable human be-

ings that if we know certain propositions to be true, then we will seek to live our lives by

them. Following up this assumption, we can say that human beings who kill other hu-

man beings are not living their lives in accordance with a true proposition. They may, of

course, not be aware of the proposition, or they may be aware of it but disregard it. We
do this many times with other propositions. We know, for instance, that "if you drive too

fast and recklessly on a crowded freeway, you will endanger human life" is a true propo-

sition, yet some people drive recklessly anyway. Here we have another moral problem,

the matching of propositions that are known to be true with human actions. Many peo-

ple know that propositions having to do with not killing or not Lying or not raping, for
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example, should be adhered to, but some people still do not act in accordance with such

propositions. Of course, that people do not act in accordance with propositions has noth-

ing to do with whether or not they are true. Still another problem arises when proposi-

tions conflict—when, for instance, the absolute "Do not kill" conflicts with the absolute

"Do not lie." We must have a way of choosing not only between true and false proposi-

tions but also between propositions that conflict.

Furthermore, we must distinguish between the term absolute as it is used to imply

the existence of moral laws outside of human beings (see Chapter 1), and moral ab-

solutes (moral laws), which human beings establish based upon reason and evidence. I

do not suggest here that these arguments have proved conclusively that there are moral

propositions that can be known absolutely to be true or false. I believe I have shown,

however, that we can discover and present evidence for the existence of such proposi-

tions and, in reasoning from that evidence, perhaps arrive at some near absolutes (if

there can be such things) and establish basic moral principles similar to Ross's prima facie

duties. It is also important to recognize that no moral system or code can exist without at

least one basic principle (near absolute). Everv ethical theory we have examined so far

has had one or more basic principles; even total relativism is based upon at least one

near absolute: that there are no absolutes!

Near Absolutes

The greatest problem raised in the absolutism-versus-relativism controversy is how to

introduce stability, order, and security (absolutism) into morality and moral systems,

while still allowing for individual and group freedom and creativity (relativism). This

problem is important because the very crux of a moral system is its ability to match the

tremendous complexity of human thoughts, feelings, and actions with absolute moral

propositions. The way in which we can do this is by setting up basic moral principles

that are near absolutes. We will try to observe these principles as absolutes in every case

we can, but we will realize that there may be some justifiable exceptions to the princi-

ples. The term justifiable is a key one here, because it means that if we intend to make an

exception to a near absolute, then we must fully justify that exception.

I have already argued for the validity of one proposition: that we should never kill

other human beings. True pacifists will adhere to this proposition even when their lives

are threatened; they will lose their own lives rather than take another's. In so doing they

will be acting as consistently as possible with their principles. However, given the com-

plexity and variety of human experience, if life is basic, as the proposition states, then

one's own life and the lives of innocent people who are the intended victims of some
killer are also basic. Therefore, as many ethical systems state it, one has the right to and

should protect one's own life and the lives of other innocent people from someone who
is threatening to take them, even if it means that someone must take the life of the killer

and thus become a killer himself.

The absolute "Human beings should not kill other human beings" thus becomes

the basic moral principle "Human beings should not kill other human beings except in

self-defense or in the defense of other innocent human beings." Although there is still
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the problem of defining "self-defense" and "innocent," the absolute has been qualified

by the phrases concerning "self-defense" and "defense of the innocent," thus justifying

some exceptions to the proposition "Do not kill." There may be other exceptions, but

they will also have to be justified very strongly because they are exceptions to an ab-

solute that is basic to all human morality. The arguments necessary for these exceptions,

and for other basic principles and their exceptions will be dealt with in Chapter 7 in the

discussion of how a system of morality can be set up. For now, it is enough to say that ba-

sic moral principles can indeed be set up so as to govern most human actions, and that

exceptions can be provided for by means of careful and strong justifications in each case.

Conclusion

Relativism

In addition to citing the argument that just because values differ that does not necessar-

ily make them right in one culture or another, critics also argue that relativism is really

impractical, especially in its extreme form. It certainly is important to allow for cultural

and individual freedom when deciding what values people should be allowed to follow,

but is anyone really a full-blown relativist in practical living situations? Are any of us

willing to say that people should be allowed to do whatever they want to do as long as

they think it is right? If we ask ourselves that question, won't we discover that we defi-

nitely want to qualify it by adding, "as long as they don't harm anyone else" or "as long

as they don't interfere with anyone else's rights"?

In stating such a qualification we may not be setting up absolutes, but neither are

we totally accepting the theory that values are entirely relative. Doesn't this felt need to

qualify relativism suggest that there must be certain guidelines or limits within which all

humans should behave? It would seem, therefore, that the practicality of living itself will

not allow us to adopt a totally relativistic point of view.

Absolutism

What about absolutism? It would seem that there are such things as absolutes in both the

nonmoral and the moral sphere. Some absolutes, however, are too general to be of use in

the specific situations in which we find ourselves, so they become the basis for establish-

ing basic principles that may have exceptions. Such exceptions must however be fully

justified because the principles are basic; to make unjustified exceptions is to act im-

morally. These principles, in turn, serve as a means to enable human beings to act as

closely as possible in accordance with known true propositions. That a proposition is

true is no guarantee that people will act in accordance with it, but the proposition re-

mains true whether they do or not.

To repeat: There are absolutes in the sense of absolutely true propositions that we
can know. Some of them are analytic, some are internal sense statements, and others are

empirical propositions with or without moral import. From these absolutes we derive
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near absolutes in the form of those basic moral principles that form the cornerstone of

any human ethical system. All normative moral systems rest upon the absolutes that are

proposed by whoever sets up these systems. Yet this does not mean that morality is rela-

tive, for many absolutes are founded upon propositions that are known to be true by
means of evidence gained through the senses and logical argument supplied through

reasoning.

Chapter Summary

I. Two extremes in ethical reasoning

A. Absolutism maintains that there are absolute truths and, especially, absolute

moral truths to which all human beings must adhere if they are to be moral.

B. Relativism maintains that there are no absolutes of any kind, but that every-

thing, especially morality, is "relative" to specific cultures, groups, or even indi-

viduals.

II. Meaning and application of absolute and relative

A. Absolute essentially means "perfect in quality; complete; not limited by restric-

tion or exceptions; not to be doubted or questioned—positive, certain, uncondi-

tional." We apply this word to supernatural beings (for example, gods); to laws

of nature; to propositions; to law and morality; and, most important, to proposi-

tions, truth, and falsity.

B. Relative essentially means that there are no values that cut across all cultures and

peoples that are not relative to the specific place or person in and by which they

are held.

III. Anthropological "facts"

A. Some anthropological "facts" are cited in support of cultural relativism.

1. There is extreme variation in customs, manners, taboos, religions, and so on,

from culture to culture.

2. Moral beliefs and attitudes of human beings are learned essentially from their

cultural environments.

3. People in different cultures tend to believe that their morality is the one true

morality.

B. Other such "facts" are cited in support of cultural absolutism.

1. Similar moral principles exist in all societies.

2. People in all cultures have similar needs.

3. There are a great many similarities in situations and relationships existing in

all cultures.

4. There are a great many similarities in sentiments, emotions, and attitudes.

C. Anthropological "facts" are open to criticism.

1. Just because cultures differ about what is right and wrong does not mean that

one culture is right whereas another is wrong.

2. Just because a belief is learned from or accepted by a culture does not mean
that it is true or false or that truth is relative only to specific societies.
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3. Just because moral principles are similar in all societies does not mean that

they are valid or absolute.

4. Even if people have similar needs, sentiments, emotions, and attitudes, there

is still a question of whether these should or should not be satisfied.

5. Just because there are similarities in cultural situations and relationships does

not mean that these are the only morally correct situations and relationships in

existence or that they are morally correct at all.

IV. Propositions and truth

A. Truth applies to propositions that are meaningful statements describing states

of affairs (occurrences, events, or happenings). Propositions are either true or

false.

1. A true proposition describes a state of affairs that was, is, or will be occurring.

2. A false proposition describes a state of affairs that did not occur, is not occur-

ring, or will not occur.

3. Only propositions are true or false, never states of affairs—they either occur or

do not occur.

B. Truth is absolute and not relative to belief, knowledge, person, place, or time. If

propositions are stated accurately, this will always hold.

C. There are several types of propositions.

1. Analytic propositions are truths that are known to be absolute ("All triangles

are three-sided") because we know the definitions and meanings of words.

2. Internal sense or internal state propositions are propositions we know to be

true merely because we have the experience—we alone truly know our own
internal states ("I have a headache").

3. Empirical, or external sense, propositions describe a state of affairs that occurs

in the external world of which we have evidence through our external senses.

There is a controversy in philosophy as to whether such propositions can be

known to be true, but my own assumption is that some empirical propositions

can be known to be absolutely true ("There is a table at the front of this

room").

4. Moral propositions are propositions about morality or those that have moral

import ("Human beings should never kill other human beings").

(a) These are empirical and rational in form.

(b) They are found in the larger class of propositions called "empirical."

(c) Some philosophers say that moral statements are not propositions at all,

maintaining instead that they are merely emotive utterances. Some say

that moral statements are propositions, but that they cannot be known to

be true or false because they are not based on fact. A third alternative, not

conclusively provable, is that they are empirical propositions with moral

import that can be known to be true or false.

(d) We still are confronted by the problem of matching propositions with the

complexity of human thoughts, feelings, and actions; to do this, we must

move from the concept of absolutes to that of "near absolutes," or "basic

principles."
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(e) A basic principle, or near absolute, because it is based upon an absolute

moral proposition, should be adhered to unless some strong justification

can authorize an exception to it.

Exercises for Review

1. Define and explain the terms absolutism, relativism, proposition, truth, falsity, and state

of affairs.

2. What are the anthropological "facts" cited in support of cultural absolutism and rel-

ativism, and what are the problems associated with basing moral theories upon
these facts?

3. What are the different types of propositions, and how do they differ? Give your own
example of each type.

4. Is truth absolute, or is it relative to knowledge, belief, people, places, and times? Ex-

plain your answer in detail.

5. Can we know for certain (in the "strong" sense of "know"—define this) that any

propositions are true? If so, which types can we be sure of? If not, why not?

6. Are there moral absolutes, or is morality strictly relative? What are the implications

of your viewpoint on this issue for your own moral attitudes, beliefs, and code?

7. What are the basic principles of each of the ethical theories you have studied? To

what extent are they absolutistic or relativistic?

8. What are moral propositions, and how are they similar to and different from other

types of propositions? Explain your answer.

9. Basing your answer upon your own observations and studies, to what extent do you
think cultural absolutists or cultural relativists (in the field of anthropology) are cor-

rect in their assumptions? Explain your answer.

10. Are there any absolutes outside of truth and falsity? If so, what are they? If not, why
do you believe there are none?

Discussion Questions

1. Under the moral system espoused by Adolf Hitler and the Nazi party, property was
stolen and destroyed; countries were invaded, looted, and pillaged; and millions of

innocent people were raped, mutilated, experimented upon, tortured, and murdered.

Discuss the extent to which you feel that such a system is moral or immoral, basing

your answer upon whether you feel morality is relative or absolute.

2. Read Jean Anouilh's play Antigone and evaluate the moral positions of Creon and

Antigone from the point of view of the absolutism-versus-relativism controversy.

3. Analyze any religious code of ethics (for example, that of Judaism, Christianity, Islam,

Buddhism)—preferably one with which you are familiar. Indicate to what extent the
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code of ethics you have chosen is absolutistic or relativistic, and discuss the problems

created by its position in this controversy.

4. Read Chapter 11 of John Hospers's Human Conduct and Chapter 7 of Paul Taylor's

Problems of Moral Philosophy, then write a paper that deals with the problem of verify-

ing moral reasoning and the relationship between values and facts.

5. Discuss the extent to which you believe the rule "Adults should never sexually molest

children" is absolute. Do you feel it can ever be right to violate this rule? If not, why
not? If so, under what conditions? Is this a real absolute moral rule?

6. Discuss the extent to which you think the rule "Rape is always wrong" is an absolute.

Can there be any exceptions to this rule? Why, or why not?

7. To what extent is it possible "to get an ought from an is"? What does this phrase actu-

ally mean? Answer in detail. Read Chapter 1 of G. E. Moore's Principia Ethica (see the

listing in Supplementary Reading).
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Chapter 5

Freedom versus Determinism

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define the following terms: freedom, determinism, universal causation, fatalism,

predestination, and indeterminism.

2. Understand the differences between hard and soft determinism, fatalism, and in-

determinism.

3. Understand the various arguments for and against determinism presented by

natural and physical scientists, historians, economists, psychologists, and reli-

gionists.

4. Understand the arguments for freedom and free will.

5. Come to some conclusions concerning the freedom-versus-determinism contro-

versy, and apply those conclusions to moral responsibility.

101
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We have already seen, in the previous chapter, how important the controversy concern-

ing absolutism versus relativism is to morality. There is, however, yet another question

related to this controversy that affects morality and especially moral responsibility. This

question is whether human beings are free to make moral decisions and to act upon
them, or whether they are "determined" by forces both outside and within them over

which they have no control, so that what they think are free decisions and actions are in

fact not so.

The problem of freedom and determinism as such is really not a moral problem

but, rather, a metaphysical one (having to do with the nature of reality). However, the

questions concerning whether human beings are free or not, and to what extent they are

or not, have very important implications for whether humans can be held morally re-

sponsible or even set up moral systems for themselves.

Meaning of Determinism

What exactly does "determinism" mean? It means the same thing as "universal causa-

tion"; that is, for every result, effect, and event that occurs in reality, a cause or causes ex-

ist. Putting this in another way, we can say that there is no such thing as an uncaused

result, effect, or event. One example of a moral problem arising from a deterministic point

of view was discussed in Chapter 2 in connection with the theory of psychological ego-

ism. To quickly reiterate, how can we tell human beings what they should or should not

do, if—because they are "determined" by forces they can't control—they can follow only

one type of ethical system: egoism? If they must always act in their own self-interest be-

cause that is simply the way they are made, then there is no use in telling them that they

should or should not act in their own self-interest. Even ethical egoism is absurd if all hu-

man beings already have been programmed to act at all times in their own self-interest.

A related problem inherent in determinism is this: What is the point of holding peo-

ple morally responsible—blaming, praising, rewarding, or punishing them—for what
they do and do not do if they cannot help what they do?

As you can see, the freedom-versus-determinism controversy has powerful impli-

cations for morality and moral responsibility, and we will explore these implications in

greater detail later.

Types and Theories of Determinism

The various arguments and theories supporting determinism go far back in time, but

they have become increasingly compelling as they have extended their reach into the

twentieth century. These arguments and theories arise out of all aspects of human en-

deavor and concern: from religion; from the physical and natural sciences; and from his-

tory, economics, and psychology. Let's examine the arguments for determinism that

have arisen from each of these areas.
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Religious Determinism—Predestination

Religious determinism, or predestination, is derived from the attributes assigned, espe-

cially in the chief Western religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), to God or Allah.

These attributes are omnipotence (being all-powerful) and omniscience (being all-know-

ing). According to such religions, because God/Allah created the universe and every-

thing in it, including human beings, He has the power to do anything, and He knows
everything that has happened, is happening, and will happen. Because of these attri-

butes, then, everything in the world's history—past, present, and future—can be seen as

being predestined and foreknown.

If, for example, God has decided that I will lead a good life and "go to heaven,"

then I will; if, on the other hand, He has decided I will lead a bad life and "go to hell,"

then I will do that instead. I have absolutely no say over what I or anyone else does be-

cause everything has been predestined, programmed, "predetermined" by an almighty

supernatural being. This theory, for reasons that soon will become evident, is not gener-

ally accepted by the three major Western religions, though it has been held to be true by
some theologians. The theory of predestination was most strongly presented by the

Protestant minister and theologian John Calvin (1509-1564), who said that individuals

can do nothing to ensure their own salvation.

There are several problems with this theory. There is the difficulty, which I dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, of proving the existence of a supernatural being and, even if we
could, of proving that He created the world, that He is indeed all-powerful and all-

knowing and, last, that He predestined everything so that it would happen in a certain

way. Even if we take all of the preceding on faith, however, the theory of predestination

still presents some real difficulties with regard to the characteristics of the supreme be-

ing, the world, and human beings.

First, if the universe and everything in it was created by God, then He must also

have created evil, and this constitutes a definite problem for theologians holding to the

predestination viewpoint. Most theologians are not willing to assign the responsibility

for evil to God, even though the problem of evil's existence, given an all-powerful and

all-good God, is a real moral dilemma. 1

Second, God seems to be a very strange being indeed—especially in view of the

emphasis the three major Western religions place upon salvation—if He predetermines

that some humans will be good and some will be bad—then punishes and rewards them

for something over which they have no control! Such a characterization of God and His

relationship with His creatures certainly does not square with the image of an all-merci-

ful, all-just being that the three religions also accept. Furthermore, the concept of salva-

tion doesn't really mean much if it cannot be assumed that human beings are free to

choose to do the good rather than the evil act. None of these problems, of course, actu-

ally refutes the theory of religious determinism, but all do indicate why the theory is

generally not held, at least in any extreme form, by any of three Western religions. There

is, I would add, no conclusive proof or argument that indicates that this theory is an) -

thing but one based upon very weak assumptions indeed.
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Scientific Determinism

Because the physical and natural sciences depend upon experiments, constancy, and pre-

diction in their search for truth, they must accept universal causation. This has led many
scientists to presume further that such causation means that there is absolutely no free-

dom in the universe at all. I stress that not all scientists accept this extreme point of view,

although I also hasten to add that the strongest arguments and evidence for determinism

have arisen in the twentieth century from the natural and physical sciences, especially as

these have affected modern psychology.

Physical Science and Physical Determinism. The greatest exponent of physical deter-

minism was Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727). He believed that the entire realm of nature

and the universe is governed by natural laws (for example, the law of gravity), and that

there is, therefore, no such thing as freedom. Because everything observable—even

things unobservable to the naked eye, such as atoms and molecules—is physical in na-

ture, then everything that occurs to these things and everything they do is caused by one

or another physical law or event. According to Newton, because human beings also are

physical in nature, they are subject to physical causes both within and outside them; for

them, freedom is simply an illusion. This argument is a very compelling one, for even

though, as pointed out in the last chapter, the law of gravity, for example, does not state a

certainty but rather a probability, has anyone ever observed any exceptions to what the

law states?

Despite the attractiveness of the theory of physical determinism, there is a problem

in assuming that because natural physical laws hold, there can be no freedom. Critics of

Newton argue that humans are not merely physical but are also mental (and /or spiri-

tual) beings, and that because they are more than physical they are able to "transcend"

physical laws. Furthermore, the discoveries of modern physics, exemplified most perti-

nently by Werner Heisenberg's (1901-1976) quantum theory of physics, have raised seri-

ous doubts about Newtonian views of nature and the universe. The door has been left

open for the possibility of freedom even for nonconscious entities such as atoms and

molecules.

Biological and Genetic Determinism. Biological determinism is best exemplified by
Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection, which he presented in his most famous

work, The Origin of Species. Darwin (1809-1882) believed that various species in nature

evolve at different stages in the history of the world and that only the fittest survive. For

example, even though some prehistoric animals (dinosaurs, for example) were ex-

tremely large and powerful, their brain capacity and mental ability were so limited that

they did not survive, whereas smaller and more intelligent beings, such as humans, did.

Darwin suggested that this process of natural selection essentially has nothing to do
with freedom. He believed that it is nature that governs, through its various processes,

the makeup, strength, and survival potential of the various species, and that the species

that emerge as dominant are determined by the stage along the evolutionary scale at

which they appear.
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A more modern and sophisticated version of this theory is concerned with genetic

makeup, especially that of human beings. None of us has any say over the identity of our

parents, from whom we inherit our genes; and because our genes determine so much of

our makeup—our sex, mental potential, and eye, hair, and skin color—how can we be

said to be free in any real sense of the word?
Yet the problem with biological determinism is identical to the problem with phys-

ical determinism, in that both theories tend to limit human beings strictly to their physi-

cal and biological makeup and structure, ignoring the possibility that a mental or

spiritual side may exist.

Social-Cultural Determinism

Historical, or Cultural, Determinism. Georg W. F. Hegel (1770-1831) developed a deter-

ministic theory that was based upon history. He believed that the various periods of the

world's history are manifestations of an "absolute mind" that is trying to realize itself in

a state of perfection. He also believed that the basic nature of reality and the world is ra-

tional and mental, and that the physical is merely a manifestation of the absolute mind's

intellectual growth toward perfection. The implications of his theory are that we are nei-

ther responsible for nor able to control the period of history or the culture into which we
are born. Rather, the character and actions of all individuals are determined by their own
culture and all preceding cultures and historical events. Furthermore, because history is

a manifestation of an absolute mind that exists in the universe and that is attempting to

realize itself, then we too are a result, or manifestation, of that absolute mind.

Obvious problems exist with this theory, too. First, it would be difficult at best to

prove that any such absolute mind exists and, furthermore, that a mind can exist without

a body. Second, even though a rational and evolutionary theory of history has some
plausibility, no conclusive proof exists to support it; there are many other theories of his-

tory and culture that are equally plausible, if not more so. Third, even though human be-

ings are influenced by their culture and past history, this does not necessarily mean that

their development is totally determined or governed by this influence.

Economic or Social Determinism. Karl Marx (1818-1883), following in Hegel's theoretical

footsteps, believed that our characters and actions are not so much historically determined

as they are economically and socially determined. Marx's theory, called "dialectical mate-

rialism," states that human beings are determined by an evolutionary economic class

struggle. According to Marx, this evolutionary process has led from early agrarian eco-

nomics, through monarchies and feudalism, through the rise of the middle class and in-

dustrialism, to capitalism and eventually to socialism. He believed that although people

can't control the economic class into which they are born, their natures are determined in

every way by this event. He further believed—much like Hegel—that there is an inevitable

force in nature (economic rather than historical) that human beings cannot control and that

will eventually lead to the ultimate goal, a classless society.

The problems with this theory are similar to those raised by Hegel's theory. First,

dialectical materialism is based upon unproved assumptions, and there are other theo-
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ries of economics that are just as plausible and yet do not espouse determinism. Second,

even though there is no doubt that people are influenced by their individual economic

status and that of their society, there are, as we have seen> many other influences that af-

fect economics as well as human beings. For example, scientific and technological devel-

opments have a great deal of influence on the economic status of cultures and their

members—probably more than economics itself has upon science and technology. Also,

economic influence is not the only influence that affects human beings; in fact, one could

argue that human beings affect or determine changes in economics, at least to some
extent.

Psychological Determinism—Frendianism and Behaviorism. Some of the most convinc-

ing of the arguments developed in the twentieth century in support of determinism, es-

pecially determinism as it affects human beings, have come from the field of psychology.

In the nineteenth century, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), the founder of psychoanalysis,

put forth the theory that human beings are determined, even prior to birth in the womb,
by their unconscious minds and by various natural drives that their society's mores and
customs required them to repress. For example, one of Freud's theories is that all sons

are basically in love with their mothers (Oedipus complex) and all daughters basically in

love with their fathers (Electra complex). Because incest is forbidden in most societies,

these unconscious yet natural drives must be repressed, causing human beings to be af-

fected in different ways. Therefore, if mothers or fathers give too much, too little, or the

wrong kind of love to their sons or daughters, the entire mental and emotional lives of

the children can be affected to the point where they become neurotic or psychotic.

This theory has been used many times in defending criminal killers—when, for ex-

ample, the defense claims that a certain man who has raped and killed a number of

women has done so because they all resembled his mother and that his unconscious ha-

tred of her compelled him to commit the crimes. Just as this man was "determined" by

his unconscious drives of love and hate for his parents to perform terrible acts, so, a

Freudian would argue, all human beings are determined by inner drives and uncon-

scious motivations to behave in the ways they do.

The major criticism of Freud's theories is that they are too generalized to have any

real basis in fact. That is, he has taken his experiences with a few abnormally disturbed

patients as a basis for establishing theories that apply to all human beings. It certainly

may be true that some sons are in love with their mothers and that some daughters are in

love with their fathers, and further, that these emotions have caused them a great deal of

difficulty in their lives. There is, however, little conclusive evidence to show that these

problems affect all human beings and therefore that their lives can be said to be deter-

mined by such influences.

In the twentieth century, psychological determinism has been most significantly ar-

gued not from the point of view of the inner psyche, as in Freudianism, but, rather, from

the point of view of behaviorism. This approach is best exemplified by the work of B. F.

Skinner (1904-1990), who described his theories in two books, Science and Human Behav-

ior and Beyond Freedom and Dignity, and in his Utopian novel, Waldcn II. Skinner based his

work upon that of Ivan P. Pavlov (1849-1936), the Russian physiologist who first devel-
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oped the concept of "conditioned reflex." In his experiments with dogs, Pavlov discov-

ered that they would react to the sound of a bell by salivating if he conditioned them to

do so by ringing the bell every time he gave them food. Once the dogs had been condi-

tioned, Pavlov could ring the bell without giving them food and they would begin to

salivate nonetheless. This led him to posit the theory that all animals, human beings in-

cluded, could be conditioned to act in certain ways—and in fact were and are condi-

tioned by various external forces.

Skinner's theory is more involved and complex than Pavlov's in that he believes

that human beings are totally physical beings and that the behavior they exhibit is

strictly the result of years of haphazard conditioning from their environments, both

physical and social or cultural. Skinner feels that all traditional statements about soul,

psyche, self, or mind are merely superstitious, outdated concepts based upon a lack of

scientific knowledge. He further theorizes that freedom is an illusion, and that once this

illusion has been abandoned, human beings will be able to eliminate all of the problems

(for example, poverty, violence, war, cruelty) that now plague humanity. Even though

human beings have been totally and haphazardly conditioned down through the ages,

Skinner maintains that now that we have a complete science of human behavior, we can

create the perfect society

There are several problems with this theory, the most important of which is that

its very basis is a thoroughgoing materialism. That is, Skinner believes that human be-

ings are strictly material, or physical, beings, possessing no mind, self, soul, or ego.

This theory reduces mind to brain and body, a reduction that will not work because

mental events do differ from physical events in that the former are private and not lo-

catable in space, whereas the latter are public and easily locatable in space.2
I will dis-

cuss the importance of mind and consciousness to human freedom a little later on.

Another problem with Skinner's theory is that, as is also true of Freud's theories and
the concept of psychological egoism, it carries essentially sound premises too far. Skin-

ner is quite right in stating that people can be conditioned by various methods so as

to make them behave in certain ways or to change certain aspects of their behavior.

Weight-, smoking-, and alcohol-control clinics, among others, are perfect examples that

this can be done.

The fact that conditioning works under some circumstances does not mean, how-
ever, that human beings merely react to external stimuli all the time, or that conditioning

always works or even that it should be applied in all instances. Many of Skinner's critics

are not overly concerned about whether his theories are accurate portrayals of what does

and can happen in the realm of human behavior; what truly disturbs them is that he

completely denies the existence of human freedom and wants to apply conditioning to

everyone in an acculturation process that will alter their behavior. Behavior-control tech-

niques probably should be applied in certain instances and to certain people, but—his

critics state—not to a total population in an attempt to attain a Utopian society of the be-

haviorist's design. This latter ideal is especially disturbing to his critics, because his the-

ories are based upon a questionable, if not totally false, premise (materialism). Further

criticisms of Skinner's theories will be discussed in the last section of this chapter, in

which we will examine arguments for the existence of human freedom.
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Summary. In the foregoing sections, we have seen that there are many arguments in fa-

vor of determinism, coming from almost all areas of human endeavor: religion, the nat-

ural and physical sciences, and the social sciences. But before we accept the arguments

for determinism, let us look more deeply into what determinism means and what it im-

plies for morality.

Fatalism and Hard and Soft Determinism

For the sake of clarity, let me redefine "determinism." Determinism is the same thing as

universal causation. Stated positively, universal causation means that for every result,

effect, or occurrence there is a cause or causes; stated negatively, it means that there is no
such thing as an uncaused event. Before going on to discuss hard and soft determinism,

it is important that we make a distinction between fatalism and determinism.

Fatalism

Fatalism is the view that all events are irrevocably fixed and predetermined, that they

cannot be altered in any way by human beings, that the future is always beyond our con-

trol. In wartime, human beings have expressed this view by saying, "If there's a bullet or

bomb with my name on it, then I'll die; if not, then I won't. There's nothing I can do
about it." Certainly it is true that many events are outside of human control. For exam-

ple, even when people have taken the precaution of getting into a foxhole or bomb shel-

ter, they still may receive a direct hit from a bullet or bomb and die. Are not their chances

of being killed increased, however, if they merely stand up in the street or on the battle-

field, doing nothing to protect themselves? Therefore, it does not seem to be true—cer-

tainly not in all cases—that it makes no difference what a person does; that "whatever

will be, will be."

There are very few true fatalists (if any at all); otherwise, people would not "be

careful" or "take precautions" against getting hurt or killed. True fatalists would never

worry about stop signs, or hesitate to play Russian roulette; they would never take med-
ications when they were sick, or protect themselves when confronted by a dangerous sit-

uation. This may not be a total refutation of the theory of fatalism, but it does illustrate

the theory's impracticality It is important to realize that the determinist, especially the

soft determinist, is not really saying the same thing as the fatalist, for to say that every-

thing has a cause is not the same as to say that every single thing that happens is com-

pletely and irrevocably outside of human control.

Hard Determinism

Hard determinism essentially maintains that if all e\ ents are caused, then there can be no

such thing as freedom or free will. That is, if you trace causes back far enough in history

or in any person's life, you will find that the basic causes are not within human control.

Hard determinists are not saying exactly the same thing as the fatalists here: They do not
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maintain that humans cannot change the future. They are saying, rather, that certain

causes that are not within human control have determined both the way human beings

are and the way they act. Hard determinists do not maintain that humans can affect

nothing; rather, they say that the way humans affect things is caused by their personal

makeup and environment and that these, in turn, are caused by factors over which hu-

man beings have no control. In presenting their position, hard determinists will use evi-

dence and arguments from every aspect of human existence.

For example, let us say that Mary Smith is born in the 1930s to a middle-class work-

ing family, during the Great Depression. Already she has no control over the century or

culture into which she is born, the depression her country is in, her economic class, or,

most important, the genetic makeup inherited from her parents. She could be born crip-

pled, blind, or quite normal; she has no control over this, either. Let us say that she is

born blind and that her father is an alcoholic and her mother a child abuser. Let us also

assume that, due to these factors, she endures a miserable childhood that leads to a mis-

erable adult life.

Mary may react, out of anger at her lot, by becoming a criminal, resorting to vio-

lence against both men and women in an attempt to avenge herself for the treatment she

received from her mother and father. On the other hand, she may lead a blameless life. In

this case, freedom advocates would point out that Mary, who had a terrible childhood

and was born blind, overcame all of this, whereas her sister Elaine, for example, who
was not blind but who also had an unhappy childhood, became a drug addict and pros-

titute. They would argue that both women had at least some say in determining the out-

come of their lives.

Hard determinists would answer, however, that neither Mary nor Elaine was re-

sponsible for the way she turned out. There must have been some important differences

in the women's genetic makeup or in the way they were treated by their parents, or, hard

determinists would argue, some other influence from outside—perhaps a teacher who
encouraged Mary, or a prostitute who influenced Elaine's choice of career. The fact that

hard determinists cannot trace all of the causes doesn't refute their theory. On the con-

trary, they would argue, the mere fact that there are causes and that many, if not most of

them, are outside the control of Mary and Elaine would indicate that we cannot, and in-

deed, should not hold the two women morally responsible for the courses their lives take.

What the hard determinist is saying, then, is that if every event, action, result, ef-

fect—everything—has a cause, then everything, including human desires, feelings,

thoughts, choices, decisions, and actions, is "determined." The hard determinist says

further that if human beings are born into a world that has been determined by prior

causes over which they have no control, that if their genetic makeup is not theirs to

choose freely, and that if their early environment is governed by physical events and hu-

man actions over which they have no say, then none of us can be said to be free. He ar-

gues that if you keep pushing back far enough in analyzing any human action or choice

you will eventually arrive at a cause that is outside the control of the person who is

choosing or acting.

Because human beings have no control over their genetic makeup or their earl) en-

vironment, they cannot be responsible for their original character, nor can they control
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what desires they have. They are, in effect, programmed to choose and act in certain

ways because of these earlier forces, as well as the present forces of their environment,

which are also determining them at every turn. The heart of the hard determinist's argu-

ment is summed up by John Hospers as follows:

"We can act in accordance with our choices or decisions," he will say, "and
we can choose in accordance with our desires. But we are not free to desire.

We can choose as we please, but we can't please as we please. If my biolog-

ical or psychological nature is such that at a certain moment I desire A, I

shall choose A, and if it is such that I desire B, I shall choose B. I am free to

choose either A or B, but I am not free to desire either A or B. Moreover, my
desires are not themselves the outcomes of choices, for I cannot choose to

have them or not to have them." 3

Soft Determinism

Soft determinists maintain that there is universal causation, but, unlike hard determin-

ists, they believe that some of this causation originates with human beings, thus giving

meaning to the phrase "human freedom." If human beings can be said to cause some of

their actions by means of their own minds and wills, then they can be said to have some
freedom. It is important to note that when we use the -word freedom here, we mean free-

dom in a limited sense. No one is completely free. We cannot freely act on all of our de-

sires. We cannot, for example, change ourselves into other beings, or live without

oxygen, or snap our fingers and make people disappear; nor is it necessary that a human
being have the freedom to perform such actions in order to be morally free. If there is

freedom, we have to recognize that it is by nature limited. That is one reason why the

soft determinist can argue that not only within causation but because of it, human beings

are free. If human beings can be shown to be the originators of some causes, then—the

soft determinist argues—there is human freedom within universal causation, and this is

all we can hope to attain and indeed all we really need.

The strongest criticism of soft determinism comes, of course, from the hard deter-

minists. They ask how any causes can be said to originate with human beings when the

series of causes leading up to a particular effect can be traced back to factors outside of a

particular human being's control. The hard determinists do not make the claim that hu-

man beings never cause anything to happen, but they do maintain that ultimate causes

are always beyond an individual's control. Another criticism of soft determinism comes

from a group calling themselves "indeterminists," and we will examine their theories be-

fore discussing determinism in more detail.

Indeterminism

Indeterminists hold that there is a certain amount of chance and freedom in the world

—

that not evervthing is caused and that there is a real pluralism in reality Furthermore, the

indeterminist believes that most of the freedom or chance that exists can be found in the
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area of human deliberation and choice, especially moral deliberation and decision mak-
ing. William James (1842-1910), the noted American psychologist and philosopher, is the

most prominent exponent of this view. James desires that there be novelty and spontane-

ity in the world, allowing human beings to exercise their faculties of choice and creativity.

He suggests that "our first act of freedom, if we are free, ought in all inward propriety to

be to affirm that we are free."4 Our strivings for good and our regrets over bad deeds are,

he feels, indications that there is freedom, for if a bad act, for example, were fully prede-

termined, then there would be no point in feeling regret. 5 James further maintains that be-

cause we can't always predict in advance whether a human being is going to take path A
or path B, then chance and spontaneity evidently play at least some part in the nature of

reality, and such freedom does therefore exist, at least to some extent.

The hard determinists offer several strong criticisms of the theory of indetermin-

ism. First, isn't James's theory really based on wishful thinking rather than actual evi-

dence or logic? Wanting to be free or wanting the world to be spontaneous does not

make it so, any more than wanting the earth to be the center of the universe makes it so.

Evidence and logic, say the hard determinists, point toward the conclusion that univer-

sal causation rather than indeterminism accurately describes the way things are. Hard
determinists have to admit that there is no absolutely conclusive evidence for determin-

ism, but they maintain, nevertheless, that the evidence points overwhelmingly toward

universal causation rather than chance. What would an uncaused event be like, they

ask—can we even describe such an event?

One criticism offered by both hard and soft determinists is that indeterminism

really will not help to solve the problem of human freedom and moral responsibility in

any case because if an act is not caused, then it is not caused by anyone, including the

moral person. Again, this means that we would have to say that all moral acts are acci-

dents for which we cannot assign responsibility to human beings and for which we can-

not give praise, blame, reward, or punishment. Therefore, indeterminism is not only

empirically doubtful but also does not support the argument for human freedom in any

way. Indeterminism, in short, could only guarantee accident or chance, not human free-

dom. Let us now return to criticisms of hard determinism to see if we can uncover any

support for the concept of human freedom.

Criticisms of Hard Determinism and Arguments Tor Freedom

We could argue against hard determinists that because morality is not possible given

their viewpoint and because we do have morality, hard determinism does not hold. We
also could argue that because human beings feel free some of the time, they must there-

fore be free. However, hard determinists would counter both of these arguments with the

"facts" of universal causation; they would assert that both morality based upon freedom

and the feeling that we are free are illusions, not facts.

When we are bad or good, they would argue, it is because we have been deter-

mined to be so by forces outside of our control. Even the actions of praising, blaming,

rewarding, and punishing are useless, unless we can change someone's behavior pro-
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gramming; that is, unless we either strike a "goodness" chord that is already embedded
in the person's original character or override some earlier determining factor by means
of a stronger one.

What we are doing, hard determinists would say, is not getting people to freely re-

spond and make moral decisions but merely changing the way in which they are deter-

mined. The intimation is that we would not be able to do even this if their characters

were not set up in such a way as to cause them to acquiesce to such determinism. Hard
determinists might advocate reward and punishment if they felt that such means could

stop someone from killing people, for example. However, they would feel that it is reallv

impossible to morally blame people for the way they act because they are, after all, deter-

mined. One can try to change the way in which a person is determined, but one cannot

morally blame someone for acting in a way in which he or she has been determined to

act. From the hard determinist's viewpoint, there is no moral responsibility in the experi-

ence of human beings; there is only the illusion of it.

Hospers agrees with the hard determinist that people very often fall victim to inner

urges and desires that they do not want and cannot escape from, but he argues very ef-

fectively in rebuttal that nevertheless, to a very limited extent (varying considerably from

person to person) and over a considerable span of time, we are free to desire or not to desire.

We can choose to do our best to get rid of certain desires and to encourage other ones;

and to a limited extent we may be successful in this endeavor. People who greatly desire

alcohol sometimes succeed, by joining Alcoholics Anonymous or by other means, in re-

sisting the temptation to drink until finally they no longer desire to do so. So, it is not

true that we are never free to desire, or that we are always the victims of whatever de-

sires we happen to have. 6

Inaccurate I se of Language

Hospers also argues effectively against the hard determinists' inaccurate use of lan-

guage, claiming that they tend to push words such as freedom right out of the context in

which they make sense. For example, according to Hospers, the hard determinist main-

tains the impossible position that if human beings aren't completely free in an unlimited

sense, then there can be no freedom at all. The hard determinist argues that in order for

human beings to be free, they must have control over their own genetic makeup, their

early childhood, and their "original character." This type of argument, says Hospers,

simply puts too great a strain upon language. He agrees with the hard determinists that

we cannot have caused our original characters, but he goes on to examine the logical fal-

lacies that they have built around this belief. In order to cause our original characters, we
would have to already have existed, and how could we exist without an original charac-

ter? Hospers concludes that this whole argument is in fact self-contradictory. 7

Human Complexity

I agree fully with Hospers's criticisms of the hard determinists' misuse of language. I

also feel, however, that hard determinism does not account for the complexity of the na-
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ture of human beings, especially of human minds and consciousness; rather, it tends to

oversimplify and reduce everything to the lowest common denominator. Earlier, we dis-

cussed the psychological egoist's belief that all human actions are performed by human
beings in their own self-interest, regardless of the altruistic motives they may claim to

have. All we require in order to refute this claim is one case of someone's stating that he

or she truly performed an action strictly in someone else's interest. In the same way, we
must show that human beings have enough control over causation so that they can be

said to originate some causes themselves. Then we can speak of freedom, at least in the

limited sense mentioned earlier.

Levels of Differences

Rocks, Plants, and Animals. When talking about universal causation, we must first take

into consideration the great complexity of the human mind. A rock is dependent upon
outside forces for its movement, change in shape, and change in color. Plant life is subject

to forces outside and within it, and a plant grows, changes, and dies in reaction to these

forces which, as far as we can determine, operate at all times on a basis of some sort of bi-

ological (or botanical) instinct. Animals, too, although closer to human beings in their

bodies and minds, are often governed by instinctual actions programmed down through

the years by hereditary and genetic changes.

As we move along the evolutionary scale from inanimate to animate beings and

from vegetative to animalistic beings, we see the element of freedom increase with each

step. The rock, which has no freedom at all, is drastically different from the plant, which

is affected by its own internal workings as well as by outside forces. Animals are much
more mobile than plants, have a greater observable consciousness, and can even be said

to make some limited choices. For example, if a forest is on fire, the instinct to survive

will cause an animal to attempt to escape by running away from the fire. Assuming that

the fire is covering the 180 degrees of ground behind the animal, then there are 180 de-

grees in front of him. Because he has a 180-degree range of directions in which to run,

what makes him choose a particular direction? There may be obstacles that narrow the

number of possible directions, but even within the narrow range of possibilities, doesn't

the animal, in a limited sense at least, "choose" a pathway of escape?

Human Beings. When, on the evolutionary scale, we reach human beings, who have a

much more sophisticated consciousness and whose minds and emotions are developed

far beyond those of any other observable beings, then the possibility of freedom in-

creases greatly. It is the area of consciousness, or the human mind and its power of rea-

son, upon which most soft determinists and indeterminists base their arguments for

human freedom.

Existentialism and Human Consciousness. One of the best arguments for freedom comes

from the existentialists, especially the philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980).8 Sartre be-

lieved that there does exist a limited determinism in that people cannot help that they are

born, how they are born, in what century or to which parents they are born; but he also
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believed that people can help to determine how they live. Sartre maintained that human
beings have freedom because human perception is open-ended. He agreed with the

philosopher Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) that consciousness is directional and creative.

(The word Husserl used is intentional, in the sense that consciousness "intends" things

rather than merely passively receiving them.) In other words, a person may drive along the

same route from work every day for a year, yet each trip will be different in the sense that

the person's mind notices different objects along the way Naturally, some of the external

objects along the route change from day to day, but even if they didn't, the human mind
could direct itself in different ways, selecting among the objects and thus, in a sense, create

its own experience. If the possibilities are open-ended, there is a myriad to choose from;

because the human mind can select and direct itself differently, there are many more possi-

bilities of choice available to the human being than there are to the forest animal with the

fire at its back. The level of sophistication of choices is also, of course, much higher.

If the human mind can, even in part, create its own experience, then experience is

not just waiting in a deterministic sense to impinge itself upon human consciousness. As
Sartre pointed out, you may have been born crippled or blind, and you were not free to

choose otherwise, but you are free with regard to how you choose to live with your infir-

mity. You are determined in your physical limitations, you are even determined by the

culture, economic level, and family into which you are born, but you are not completely

determined—unless you choose to be—with regard to how you live out your life, even

though it has been influenced, in part, by all of these factors. Building upon the Hospers

example cited earlier, we can see that this means that although I may have been born

with a physical or psychological lack or urge that causes me to become addicted to alco-

hol when I drink it, I may become aware of this lack or urge and—with or without help

—

override this deterministic factor in my life.

One might say that my consciousness is directing itself to a new life experience, one

free from addiction to alcohol and all of its attendant difficulties. I, then, to some extent

create that life experience for myself, even though I have, in my physical and psycholog-

ical nature, formerly been determined very strongly toward the completely different life

experience of a person addicted to alcohol. Almost all of the groups that have been suc-

cessful in helping people to overcome the various drug addictions have stated that all

they can really do is to try to make people strong enough so that they can make the

choice for nonaddiction themselves, and then to support them at every point along the

way; the choice, however, has to be the addicts'. And until they actively choose the new
life experience, their lives probably will not change very much. This argument should

convince us that there is such a thing as human freedom. And once we have accepted

that it does exist, it is only logical to assume that it applies to morality as well as to

choosing what clothes we will wear or where we will spend this year's vacation.

Conclusion: Soft Determinism

It would seem, then, that the only tenable position in this controversy is soft determin-

ism, which views universal causation as being a strongly supported theory of reality
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that is still compatible with human freedom. At least, this is the position that I support.

Our freedom is limited, and there are many times when our actions are not within our

control. We may be suffering from a psychological compulsion such as kleptomania

and therefore cannot be held morally responsible for stealing because our compulsion

to steal is beyond our control. We may be forced at gunpoint to do something that we
know to be morally wrong, or we may be constrained in such a way that we cannot do
something morally right. We may be powerfully affected by the way we were treated

by our family, by our genetic deficiencies, by the century in which we were born, by
the culture and economic level into which we were born: All of these things may deter-

mine our characters to a great degree. But—to paraphrase Hospers—nevertheless, to

some extent (varying considerably from person to person) and over a considerable

span of time, we are free to desire or not to desire, to choose or not to choose, to act or

not to act.

Upon acceptance of this viewpoint, then, it does make sense to assign moral re-

sponsibility to human beings when appropriate, and it also makes sense to praise,

blame, reward, and punish them for their actions. We certainly should be careful to as-

certain that people are not acting from uncontrollable compulsions or constraints before

we assign praise or blame to them. Having ascertained, however, that they have acted in

freedom, it does make sense to talk of moral responsibility and its attendant rewards and

punishments.

Chapter Summary

I. Freedom versus determinism

A. Determinism means the same thing as "universal causation"; that is, for every ef-

fect, event, or occurrence in reality, a cause or causes exist. There is no such thing

as an uncaused event.

B. The theory of determinism holds serious implications for morality.

1. How can we tell people what they should or ought to do if they are pro-

grammed or predetermined to act in the ways they do?

2. How can we praise, blame, reward, and punish if people cannot help acting in

the ways they do?

II. Types and theories of determinism

A. Religious determinism—predestination—is the theory that if God is all-powerful

and all-knowing, then He must have predestined everything that occurs.

1. There is a problem here in proving that there is such a being and, if He does

exist, that He is all-powerful and all-knowing and has predestined every-

thing.

2. Most theories of salvation make no sense if human beings are not free to make
choices between good and evil.

B. There are several types of scientific determinism.

1. Physical determinism arose from discoveries in the physical sciences.
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(a) Sir Isaac Newton theorized that everything in reality is basically material,

or physical, in nature and is therefore completely determined by natural

laws, such as the law of gravity.

(b) There are problems with this theory.

(1) Natural laws state probabilities, not certainties.

(2) Modern physics has raised serious doubts about Newtonian physics.

2. Advances in the natural sciences gave rise to biological and genetic deter-

minism.

(a) Charles Darwin's theories—that species evolve by means of natural selec-

tion and that only the fittest survive—led to a belief that nature deter-

mines human beings.

(b) A more sophisticated form of this theory states that human beings are to-

tally determined by their genetic makeup, over which they have no con-

trol.

3. The problem with both forms of scientific determinism is that they reduce hu-

man beings strictly to the physical, disregarding the possibility of a mental or

spiritual side.

C. Historical, or cultural, determinism arose from the theories of Georg Hegel.

1. Hegel maintained that an absolute mind is trying to realize itself in perfection

and manifesting itself through the history of the world, and that human be-

ings therefore are completely determined by their past and present history

and cultures.

2. There are problems with this theory.

(a) It is difficult to prove the existence of both an "absolute mind" and a mind
that can exist without a body.

(b) Other theories of history are just as plausible, if not more so.

D. Economic or social determinism arose from the theories of Karl Marx.

1. Marx says that human beings are determined by economic class struggles that

inevitably will lead to a classless society.

2. The problems with this theory are similar to those raised by Hegel's.

(a) Marx's theory is based upon unproved assumptions, and other theories of

economics are equally plausible.

(b) Even though human beings are influenced by economics, other influences

exist, such as science, technology, and human beings themselves, that af-

fect economics.

E. Psychological determinism arose out of the work of Freud and the behavior-

ists.

1. Freudian psychology maintains that human beings are affected by their

unconscious drives and their attempts to repress them to the extent that

their early childhood determines the course of their adult lives. The main
criticism of this theory is that it is too generalized to have any real basis in

fact.

2. The type of psychological determinism espoused by the behaviorists, particu-

larly B. F Skinner, maintains that human beings are completely physical be-
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ings whose development is totally determined by those external stimuli pro-

vided by their physical and cultural environments.

3. There are problems with this theory.

(a) It is based on a completely materialistic view of human beings, which does

not stand up to evidence or argument.

(b) Like Freud's theories, it goes too far in its claims, using the validity of op-

erant conditioning in some instances as a basis for claiming its validity in

all instances.

III. Fatalism and hard and soft determinism

A. Fatalism is the belief that all events are irrevocably fixed and predetermined so

that human beings cannot alter them in any way.

1. Sometimes events are outside of our control, but it does not make sense to act

as if all events were outside of human control.

2. This is an impractical theory by which few people, if any, really attempt to live

their lives.

B. Hard determinism is the theory that if all events are caused, then freedom is in-

compatible with determinism.

C. Soft determinism is the theory that all events are caused, but that some events

and causes originate with human beings. The hard determinist criticizes the soft

determinist by questioning how human beings can be said to originate any

events when, if one traces causes back far enough, they end up being outside of

the control of human beings.

IV. Indeterminism

A. Indeterminists maintain that there is a certain amount of chance and freedom in

the world, and that not everything is caused.

1. William James says that he desires that there be novelty and spontaneity in the

world, allowing human beings to be free and creative.

2. James feels that our strivings for good over the bad and our regrets over our

bad deeds mean that we must be free.

B. There are problems with this theory.

1. It seems to be based upon wishful thinking rather than upon evidence or logi-

cal argument.

2. There is little evidence to suggest that uncaused events exist.

3. If some events are totally uncaused, then they are not caused by anything or

anvbodv; therefore, indeterminism is no guarantee of human freedom, only of

chance.

V. Criticisms of hard determinism and arguments for freedom

A. Hard determinists push language out of context.

B. Their arguments do not account for the complexity of the nature of human be-

ings. Like the psychological egoist, they try to reduce what is in fact really com-

plex to something simple, and this reductionism will not work.

C. Human minds and human perception are open-ended and creative—humane

create their experience of the world. They are not mere passive receivers of sense

experience, but active seekers and creators
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D. Soft determinism seems to be the only tenable position. Acceptance of this posi-

tion allows us to assign moral responsibility to human beings and to praise,

blame, reward, and punish them when and if it is. justifiable to do so.

Exercises for Review

1. Define and explain the terms determinism, indeterminism, fatalism, predestination, uni-

versal causation, and freedom.

2. Differentiate between hard and soft determinism, indeterminism, and fatalism. What
are the problems associated with each theory?

3. Discuss whether you believe human beings are free or determined. If they are free, to

what extent are they free? If they are determined, what difficulties does this raise for

morality?

4. How does the existentialist view of human consciousness relate to the argument for

human freedom?

5. Research any of the following men and their work and explain in full the extent to

which you think their theories are valid or invalid where freedom and determinism

are concerned: Calvin and predestination; Newton and scientific determinism; Dar-

win and biological determinism; Hegel and historical determinism; Marx and eco-

nomic determinism; Freud and psychological determinism; Skinner and behaviorism;

William James and indeterminism; Sartre and freedom.

Discussion Questions

1. Analyze any act you have committed about which you have strong feelings (for ex-

ample, of regret or of pride), and argue to what extent you feel that this act was freely

done by you or determined by forces working within or outside you. Be specific.

2. Read any of the following literary works, and discuss the extent to which the main
characters are free or determined: Albert Camus's The Stranger; Herman Melville's

Bartleby the Scrivener; Stephen Crane's The Open Boat; Joan Didion's Play It as It Lays;

Fyodor Dostoyevsky's Crime and Punishment; Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman.

3. Research the background of some great men or women (for example, Albert Einstein,

Eleanor Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy, Golda Meier, Florence Nightingale, Dwight

Eisenhower, Mary Cassatt, Pablo Picasso) or some infamous men or women (for ex-

ample, Charles Manson, Lee Harvey Oswald, Ma Barker, the Boston Strangler, Mata

Hari, Lizzie Borden, Adolf Hitler) and discuss the extent to which their goodness or

badness was determined by forces over which they had no control (for example, ge-

netic makeup, early childhood, economic or cultural deprivation).

4. Read any of the following books and discuss both how the authors view determinism

and freedom and what you think of the societies depicted in these books: Aldous

Huxley's Brave New World, Brave New World Revisited, and Island; George Orwell's
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1984 and Animal Farm; Plato's The Republic; B. F. Skinner's Walden II; Ray Bradbury's

Fahrenheit 451; Robert Heinlein's The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress; Jean-Paul Sartre's No
Exit and Nausea.

5. When you examine the world around you, to what extent do you believe that human
beings are subject to the same types of determinism as plants and animals are? Be

specific.
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Chapter 6

Reward and Punishment

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Understand the relationship between reward and punishment and justice.

2. Understand the meanings and differences among the three theories of reward

and punishment: retribution, utilitarianism, and restitution.

3. Identify and understand the many criteria for rewarding and punishing.

4. Identify and understand the arguments for and against all three theories.

Definition of Key Terms

Retributive Justice

Probably the oldest form of justice, retributive justice, is best expressed in the biblical

saying, "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth" (Exodus 21:24-25). This kind of justice
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means that people should get what they deserve, either by way of reward or punish-

ment, regardless of the consequences.

Distributive Justice

Distributive justice concerns itself essentially with the equitable distribution of good and
bad to human beings on a just and fair basis.

Reward

Reward is something given or received for worthy behavior, usually on the basis of

merit, deserts (what people deserve), or ability. 1

Punishment

Punishment is the act of penalizing someone for a crime, fault, or misbehavior; a penalty

for wrongdoing.2

Retribution (Deserts Theory)

Retribution is the act of giving people what they deserve, regardless of the conse-

quences—in punishment sometimes referred to as the "eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth"

or "revenge" or "just deserts" theory.

Utilitarianism (Results Theory)

Utilitarianism advocates rewarding or punishing based upon the results of the act and

whether or not it brings about the greatest good consequences for everyone involved.

Restitution (Compensation Theory)

Restitution is the act of somehow compensating a victim for harm or wrong done to him
or her; such compensation usually is required to be made to the victim by the perpetrator

of the harm or wrong.

Reward and Punishment in Relationship to Justice

Nowhere does the issue of being just or fair arise more powerfully than in the matters of

reward and punishment, and especially punishment. One element missing from the eth-

ical theories as I have described them thus far is a discussion of what to do with those

who seriously violate one or more of the basic ethical tenets. Should the same principle

of justice be applied to grievous wrongdoers as well as to those who follow an ethical

system faithfully, or are the transgressors beneath this principle because of their unethi-
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cal actions and behavior? What I shall attempt to do in this chapter is to discuss reward

and punishment as aspects of justice and to present the various theories of distributing

reward and punishment in order to see whether we can discover which would be the

most just.

Elements of Justice

Several elements of justice in general apply specifically to reward and punishment.

What Justice Involves

Just as ethics or morality involves the "treatment" of human beings by other human be-

ings (see the working definition of ethics in Chapter 1), justice as an aspect of ethics in-

volves the same thing. When we talk about being just or fair, we are talking about being

just or fair to other human beings, and reward and punishment have to do with the way
in which one human being treats another. What we are discussing here, then, is the no-

tion of distributive justice, or how we can dispense good and bad or reward and punish-

ment on a just and fair basis.

Concern with Past Events

Justice basically is concerned with past rather than future events in that we reward or

punish people for what they have done, not for what they will do. It is certainly unfair and

even unrealistic to reward or punish people for what they might do even though incen-

tives sometimes are given with an eye to future accomplishments and even though—as

you will see when we discuss the utilitarian theory—to some extent the future can be

considered when one is rewarding or punishing.

Individualistic Rather Than Collectft istic

Justice should be individualistic in its application, not collectivistic. It is individuals

rather than groups who are deserving of reward and punishment. If we punish groups

or individuals because they are a part of a larger group, then our punishment will be col-

lectivistic, or we will be guilty of mass punishment, as it is sometimes called. This type of

punishment is a source of a good deal of the injustice in our society. It is very closely re-

lated to discrimination by race, religion, sex, age, and mental or physical handicap, and

it tends to unjustly punish individuals simply because they are members of some group

against which many people are prejudiced.

The military, among other institutions in our society, often is guilty of collective

punishment. If one serviceman does not keep his area clean, his bed made, or his uni-

form up to snuff, then everyone in his barracks is punished by being denied passes or

other privileges. The military's purpose in doing this is to prod the non-wrongdoer into

pressuring the wrongdoer to correct his ways, but the punishment as it is meted out to
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include the innocent is unjust. The offending serviceman should alone be punished, and
not his obedient peers.

Comparative Justice

Comparative justice deals with the way in which a person is treated in relation to an-

other person. For example, if two people have committed murder under similar circum-

stances and one gets out of prison in 10 years but the other is executed, this might be

considered as comparative but not collectivistic injustice, depending, of course, upon the

circumstances, extenuating or otherwise, surrounding each crime. 3

Reward

Reward is one method of distributing on a fair and just basis the good that we are concerned

with. There are basically four ways in which the good or rewards can be distributed:

1. As equally among people as possible without regard to their abilities or merits.

2. According to people's abilities.

3. According to what they merit, or deserve.

4. According to their needs.

We will examine these as well as other criteria.

Criteria for Rewarding People

Egalitarian Criterion or Equal Distribution of Goods and Rewards. Wouldn't it be the

most just and fair to distribute good things and rewards equally among people, regard-

less of their merits, abilities, needs, or what they produce? An example that shows the

significance of distributing good and bad equally among people concerns the scarcity of

certain medical resources.

Kidney Dialysis Issue. In 1962 there were not enough kidney machines to dialyze (see

Glossary for definition of dialysis) the kidneys of people who were in various stages of

kidney failure. When there is not enough to go around of something as important as this,

an ethical question arises: how to make a decision that will be just or fair to everyone

concerned. Swedish Hospital in Seattle, Washington, was the first hospital to deal with

this problem in connection with kidney patients, and it attempted to solve the problem

by establishing two committees: a medical panel, to select those people capable of being

medically assisted by dialysis, and a panel of mostly nonmedical people who would
then decide who, out of those medically qualified for dialysis, would actually get the

treatment. In 1963, the second panel was composed of a lawyer, a clergyman, a house-
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wife, a banker, a labor leader, and two physicians. The medical panel had narrowed the

30 patients needing dialysis to 17, and the nonmedical panel was asked to consider the

following factors: age; sex; marital status and number of dependents; income; net worth;

emotional stability (especially in the sense of being able to accept treatment); education;

occupation; past performance and future potential; and references.

The committee soon realized that making fair decisions was a nearly impossible

task. Which factors should be considered seriously and in what order of importance:

Whether the person was educated or uneducated? Whether the person was a profes-

sional, a laborer, or an office worker? Whether the person was religious or not? Whether
the person was male or female? Whether the person had good, mediocre, or only poor

references as to his or her character, potential, or past performance? Such difficulties

proved to be insurmountable, and the decisions were terribly agonizing for this panel of

extremely well-meaning people. A much more complete description of the committee

and its problems may be found in Paul Ramsey's The Patient as Person,4 but what follows

will illustrate a few of the difficulties:

What happens when we get two men with the same job, the same number
of children, the same income, and so forth? Between a man with three chil-

dren and a man with an older wife and six children we must, for the sake of

the children, reckon the surviving widow's opportunity to remarry. In esti-

mating "worth to society," how much chance would an artist or a composer
have before this committee in comparison with the needs of a woman with

six children? Finally, if a patient is given a place in a kidney dialysis pro-

gram because he "passed" a comparative evaluation of his worthiness in

terms of broad social standards of eligibility, the needs of his dependents,

or his potentiality for contribution to humanity, one can ask whether he
should be removed from the program when his esteemed character

changes. ... As Dr. George Schreiner said, "You should be logical and say

that when a man stops going to church or is divorced or loses his job, he
ought to be removed from the programme and somebody else who fulfills

these criteria substituted."5

Again, the question is how one is to distribute this "good" (dialysis) to people on a

just and fair basis. We can, in this instance at least, rule out need because the patients all

"need" the dialysis. If we go by abilities, how are we to distinguish justly between a

housewife and mother, a lawyer, a doctor, an executive, a member of the clergy, a teacher,

and a laborer, all of whom may be very able in their particular jobs? If we go by what

people deserve or merit, then how are we to distinguish between these people, who all

may be deserving of the treatment in the sense that they are productive human beings in

their own fields and within their own families and communities? If we are going to rank

people by merit, then what are the criteria to be, and how can they be just? For example,

will we place a very clever and intelligent lawyer at the top and a rather simple but hard-

working laborer at the bottom? These distinctions, of course, can be worked out on a

quite arbitrary basis, as indeed they have been in various totalitarian societies, but then

we must question whether being arbitrary is just and fair.
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The most ideal solution is to gain enough resources so that everyone who needs

them can have them, but this probably will never happen in all areas of need because

there are so many needs and a definite limitation on available resources. Therefore, how
are we to choose justly? Evidently, the "let the better person live" notion that we have

just been discussing will not work too well, or at least will fall far short of distributing

the resources fairly. We can also consider the alternative "all should die," as Ramsey
does, but who would deem it fair to let all 17 people die when we are certain that 10 of

them can live—who wants to "throw out the baby with the bathwater"?6 The other alter-

native, which is the approach I would argue for, is the "drawing of straws" approach. 7

After having witnessed the agonies undergone by the Swedish Hospital committee,

many other committees or dialysis units throughout the country used a lottery method
once the medical decisions had been made.

This alternative—that the lives of people must be decided by a lottery—may not be

palatable to many people, but how else can you be just and fair toward all 17 people?

Would you, as a kidney patient, rather be denied dialysis because you are not thought to

be as worthy, able, or deserving as someone else, or because you did not win a fairly con-

ducted lottery? At least, we would have to admit that everyone was treated fairly and

justly by the latter means. It seems, then, at least in this situation, that this egalitarian

way of determining justice is the most ethical, just, and fair.

Problems with Equality of Distribution. And yet, there are problems with the egalitar-

ian method of distribution. By definition, it ignores other criteria deemed important by

their advocates and by people in general, such as merit, ability, need, productiveness,

and effort, in its attempt to be fair and egalitarian in its approach to rewarding. Second,

in what ways and to what extent are people equal? Is a doctor with long years of training

equal to a janitor who learned the trade in a few weeks or months on the job? Should a

beginning pianist and a fully trained concert pianist both be given equal chances to per-

form at Carnegie Hall? Should students be allowed to depose a fully trained, creden-

tialed teacher and conduct class in the teacher's place? As you can see, it doesn't take

many examples to point out the inequalities among people, jobs, and professions. So in

what sense should they all be rewarded the same?
Perhaps they should all be given equality of consideration if they have other at-

tributes or fulfill other qualifications that are necessary to certain jobs or professions,

for example. People certainly should not be denied opportunities because of race, sex,

religion, age, or handicap, but what if a job requires a great deal of physical strength

and stamina? Unless women, senior citizens, or handicapped people can muster these

attributes, should they be given equal opportunity for such a job along with those who
can

Finally, can we really ignore all of the other criteria used to determine reward, such

as what people produce; effort extended; ability; need; long and expensive training; ex-

pensive equipment; physical danger; and unpleasantness of job? Shouldn't these at least

be considered, and when they are, isn't equality as a basis of reward weakened? It would
at least seem that we must examine these other criteria before settling upon an egalitar-

ian approach to reward.
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Production, or What People Produce. One criteria for rewarding is based upon what
people produce, achieve, or accomplish through their own efforts, regardless of the

amount of effort or the time taken. For instance, if a student has done exceptional work
in a class, by this criterion she is entitled to a grade of A even if she had to put out very

little effort or time because, for example, she has an excellent mathematical imagination

and above-average ability. That another member of the class raised himself from failing

work to a C by the end of the semester, by expending a great deal of time and effort,

doesn't mean he gets an A, too. He still has produced only C work through his efforts.

This production can be based upon quantity or quality, or both. For example, fruit

or vegetable pickers are paid mostly on a piecework basis; that is, the more potatoes or

peaches they pick in a day, the more they get paid. Others are paid basically for the qual-

ity of their work: for having creative ideas that improve the quality of a company's prod-

uct, efficiency, or image. Probably most employers will reward on a basis both of quality

and quantity. The worker who can produce a high-quality product in large quantity is

more highly paid than one who produces quality goods in small quantity, or one who
produces a lot of goods of only mediocre or sometimes even poor quality. Therefore,

based upon this criterion, people are rewarded solely on what they deserve, or merit, in

view of what and /or how much they have produced; little account is taken of effort,

ability, or need in determining whom to reward. The problems inherent in this method
will be discussed as we proceed.

Effort. Another standard for rewarding, which was hinted at in the previous section, is

effort. This criterion would reward effort regardless of the quantity or quality of what is

produced, achieved, or accomplished. In a classroom situation, those who put out the

greatest effort according to their abilities would be rewarded the most. In a work situa-

tion, each employee would be required to put in eight hours of his greatest effort, and

each would be paid the same wage.

There are certainly problems with this notion in that, for one thing, those who have

contracted to do a job (for example, building contractors) and who are being paid so

much for the job, are being paid not for how much time and effort they put in but solely

for what they produce: a finished job. And how can effort be measured? Some people

will work harder if given some incentive to do so, and others will make only an average

effort no matter what they are offered. Third, suppose a fairly dull-witted person and a

very bright person both work for eight hours at top capacity. Should they both receive

the same consideration for wages and promotions? Which one would you want as a fore-

man or executive, for example: the one who is brighter or the one who is duller, given

that they both make a full effort every day? The difficulty in determining effort, and the

problem that effort alone does not necessarily make a person deserving of reward,

causes this criterion to be a weak one, at least when taken by itself.

Ability. Some people think that reward should be made on a basis of ability But first,

we must distinguish between natural and acquired abilities. Some people, such as the A
student I described earlier, have superior natural abilities in certain areas. However, is

merely having natural abilities ever enough? Should people be rewarded simply because
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they have certain abilities through no responsibility of their own? What if people choose

not to put their abilities to use, owing to laziness or procrastination? If they are indeed

more able than others but choose not to employ their abilities, should they be rewarded

over people who do not have such abilities but who work hard and produce more and
better?

Acquired abilities are different in that people have had to put out time, effort, and
money to get them. For example, certain professionals, such as doctors and lawyers,

must expend a great deal of time and money in order to acquire the abilities of their pro-

fession. Such abilities, once acquired, would be more significant than natural ones as far

as rewarding is concerned. Of course, not using these skills remains as much of a prob-

lem as it does with natural abilities. It would seem, then, that abilities alone, whether

natural or acquired, would not constitute a good criterion for reward—some combina-

tion with effort and production would have to be included in order to measure the use of

and achievement attained by such abilities.

Need. Some argue that good things and rewards should be handed out on the basis of

need; that is, people who have the greatest needs should be given the most good things

or should be "rewarded" for their need. Let us first distinguish between two types of

need: private and public.

Private need is concerned with what individuals need as a result of being poor or

out of work. Many people argue that we should help the poor and needy among us and

that we should give them some of or the same goods as the rest of us possess. From a hu-

mane point of view, of course, helping the needy would seem to be an honorable ideal.

However, to what extent do they deserve to be rewarded on the basis of need alone? For

example, should we hire only the needy, regardless of qualifications or abilities? As John

Hospers points out, people who need jobs most are often those who have no employable

skills, and should employers load their businesses with unskilled workers and pay them
the same as they would skilled workers?8 What would happen to their businesses if they

did, and what incentives would skilled workers have to continue to work for such

employers?

The questions pertaining to need often arise in academic situations when financial

aid or scholarships are to be awarded. Should they be awarded to the most needy, the

brightest, or both? It would seem that the ideal situation would be one in which those

who have the highest academic potential and the highest need should be the ones to get

these rewards, but often the most needy are not as academically successful as the less

needy. And what about the consistently high-scoring student whose need isn't as great

as the more needy student's, or who has little or no need? Many such students feel that

recognition for their outstanding academic achievement is being overshadowed by the

needs of those who are average or only slightly-above-average students. One of the big-

gest problems with rewarding on the basis of need, both in the academic and the busi-

ness world, is that it eliminates the incentive to make an effort or develop abilities. If

students or others are going to be rewarded on a basis of need alone, then why try to do

anything other than be needy? Second, this criterion obviously is not just or fair to tal-

ented and hardworking people. Helping the needy, then, is an admirable goal, but to re-
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ward them, in the fullest sense of the word, on the basis of need alone, would seem to be

neither just nor fair to those who fall into other categories.

Public need is somewhat different than private need in that here rewarding is done
on the basis of people's contribution to or fulfilling of public needs. For example, doctors

often are rewarded because they fulfill a need that everyone has for health care. On the

other hand, nurses, who fulfill the same need in different but extremely important ways,

are not rewarded the same as doctors. In fact, some nurses feel they are penalized rather

than rewarded for what they are doing. This points out the difficulty of determining

which needs are the most important, and how the suppliers of those needs should be re-

warded. How will we rate farmers, plumbers, jewelers, teachers, police, and entertainers

as to their relative importance in supplying public needs? Sometimes people who supply

less important needs get much greater rewards for their efforts than those who supply

more important ones. Some entertainers and athletes, for example, are much more mu-
nificently rewarded than police officers, fire fighters, or nurses, all of whom risk their

lives or try to protect human life every day. How we should reward public need, then, is

a difficult problem to resolve.

Other Criteria. Five other criteria should be mentioned before we enter into our discus-

sion of the two major theories dealing with reward.

1. Long and expensive training in a profession. For example, it often takes three or four

years beyond the bachelor's degree to become a lawyer, and more beyond it to

become a doctor—shouldn't this be rewarded in some way? On the other hand,

teachers who get degrees beyond the B.A., which may take them two to five

years, depending upon the degree, often aren't paid as much as entry-level

skilled laborers, who may never have had to finish high school, much less go on

to college. In other words, rewarding on this basis seems to be uneven, to say the

least. Also, should incompetent doctors or lawyers be rewarded for the length

and cost of their training without regard to ability or effort?

2. job or profession requiring expensive equipment. Some feel that those who are re-

quired to purchase and maintain expensive equipment should also be rewarded.

Doctors and dentists, who require very expensive equipment, would be re-

warded more than others, according to this criterion Perhaps this is fair or just,

but how much more should they be rewarded than practitioners in professions

that don't require expensive equipment but do require a lot of education and

training or skills or hazardous duty? And to what extent should their rewards

continue after the equipment is essentially paid off, for as long as they practice

their professions?

3. Physical danger. Should members of bomb squads and other hazardous duties be

paid extra or given higher wages because of the nature of their duties? Extra pay

often is allotted to such professions in the military with its combat, flight, and

special duty pay, but very often it is not at all commensurate with the dangers or

hazards faced. Again, police officers, fire fighters, and nurses are seldom given
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any extra pay, and often their regular pay does not really compensate or reward

them for all the risks to their and others' lives.

4. Unpleasantness ofjob. Another of the "other" criteria is that of rewarding people

for the unpleasantness of their jobs; for example, paying garbage collectors high

wages because what they do is necessary, fulfills a public need, and because few

people want to do such jobs. The main difficulties here are, how are we to decide

which jobs get the greater reward because of their unpleasantness, and how
much reward are the people doing them to be given?

5. Seniority. Many institutions and businesses reward on the basis of seniority.

The argument here is that those who have shown loyalty and perseverance

through long years of service to a specific organization should be rewarded.

Often when people are in jobs for too long a time, however, they may become
ineffective or even burned-out. If such people are no longer effective workers,

should they continue to be promoted and rewarded over those who may be ju-

nior to them in seniority but who are more skillful as workers? Only if qualifi-

cations and abilities are equal can seniority be a fair way of rewarding people

for their efforts.

Theories ofHow to Reward

Two major theories dealing with reward also deal with punishment, as you will see in

the next section of this chapter. These are the retributivist, or deserts, theory and the utili-

tarian, or results, theory.

Retributivist, or Deserts, Tlieory. The first theory concerns itself strictly with what peo-

ple deserve, or merit, for what they have done in the past. These theorists feel that peo-

ple ought to be rewarded for what they have done, not for what the consequences of

what they have done may be, or what kind of future good consequences may be derived

from rewarding them. Retributivists generally focus on rewarding people for their ef-

forts. They are not concerned with the utility of rewarding people—such as incentives to

do more and better work, or what is in the public good—but rather on what effort people

have expended rather than what they have done as a result of that effort. Therefore, two
people who put out their best efforts on the job for eight hours a day would, according to

this theory, be rewarded in the same way or paid the same wage because they deserve it

regardless of any future consequences.

Obviously, one such future consequence might be that a brighter and more produc-

tive worker would seek employment elsewhere, where he or she could be rewarded for

abilities as well as effort, and then the company might lose its better workers and put out

a product of less quality and in less quantity. Also, people would not seek dangerous or

unpleasant work because there would be little or no incentive for them to do so. Such an

approach might affect not only a particular business alone but also, if applied on a wide-

spread basis, an entire economy. The retributivist would argue that at least all people

would be getting what they deserve and that they should be rewarded on that basis
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alone. The utilitarian would argue that while this might be just, still the utility, or "use-

fulness" of rewarding in this manner would not be in the best interests of everyone.

Utilitarian, or Results, Theory. As we discovered in Chapter 2, utilitarians base their

ethical theories upon good consequences for everyone affected by acts or rules. Unlike

the retributivists, they emphasize the future results of rewarding rather than merely re-

spond to past efforts. The utilitarian would argue that rewards should be given only

upon a basis seeking to bring about good consequences for everyone, so that if reward-

ing a worker in a certain way will give him or her an incentive to do better and work
harder or encourage more people to do the same, then the proper reward to accomplish

all of this should be given.

The utilitarian definitely would be in favor of paying higher wages or giving extra

pay for dangerous or unpleasant jobs because the good consequences that would derive

from doing so would be to attract people to these jobs who might not otherwise have

been willing to do them. Utilitarians also would believe in rewarding workers who are

brighter or who produce more and better results regardless of the effort they put in be-

cause in the long run doing so will bring about the best consequences not only for these

particular workers but for the company and the economy in general.

One of the problems with the utilitarian theory is that instead of rewarding hard

work and conscientiousness, it essentially rewards production. For example, if a flamboy-

ant, playboy type of employee who makes little or no effort can bring in more business

than a hardworking, conscientious, but somewhat dull employee, then the former would
be rewarded more than the latter even though the latter might be more deserving. This

would be discouraging to the hard worker, who might quit. The retributivist would ar-

gue, of course, that the hard worker is not getting what he deserves, whereas the playboy

is getting more than he deserves because he has put in much less effort than the hard-

working employee.

Another problem with the utilitarian approach is that if good consequences alone

are the criteria for reward, then it is possible to reward a totally undeserving person. For

example, suppose a boss knows that one of his workers, Tom, is totallv incompetent, but

is extremely well liked by his fellow workers. Thinking of good consequences—the

morale and happiness of the workers—and not of what Tom deserves, he might give

Tom a promotion and a raise. This is possible under a strictly utilitarian results-theory

approach to reward.

As you can see, the difficultv of whom and how to reward is a real problem. Before

we seek some kind of solution to it, let's look at the moral issue of punishment, which is

even more thorny than reward because it invokes doing harm or injury to people, rais-

ing the question of whether or not it can be ethically justified at all.

Punishment

Anvone can decide to punish anyone else. For example, when children misbehave, their

parents have the authority' to punish them—short of child abuse and battering—by
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"grounding" them, spanking them, speaking harshly to them, depriving them of fun or

social activities, or sending them to their rooms. A husband who cheats on his wife can

be punished by her by being thrown out of the house and not being allowed to see his

children easily There are many ways in which people can be punished by others for real

or imagined offenses. However, in our discussion of punishment in this chapter, we will

be talking about that which is meted out for a violation of a duly constituted moral rule

or criminal or civil law.

Requirements of Punishment

There are four requirements that punishment should meet:

1

.

It must involve unpleasantness of some sort. It would hardly be punishment if it

did not, and this is one of its dangers, in that usually it imposes harm of injury

upon someone. Therefore, it requires special justification and should be admin-

istered only if and when a person has seriously violated the rights of others by
injuring or harming them.

2. Punishment must be given or done for something. It should not be imposed for

no reason at all (what sense would that make?) or because the person doling it

out gets pleasure from doing it, for example. This would be unfair to the recipi-

ent.

3. It should be imposed by some person or group that has been given "duly consti-

tuted" moral or legal authority to punish and should not merely be left up to the

whim or caprice of individuals.

4. It must be imposed according to certain rules or laws that have been violated by
the offender. This is why it is important for each ethical system to have some the-

ory or rules concerning the punishment of violators of that system. 9

Given these requirements, it would seem that the best context in which punishment

should be administered is the legal system because, first of all, individuals often are con-

cerned with vengeance, not justice, whereas the state is concerned (at its best) with the

opposite. The state can provide a more objective arena in which to administer punish-

ment, when the atmosphere is filled with the anger and hurt of the aggrieved victim or

victims. In other words, by the authority of the state and its laws, violators should be

punished for disobeying the laws within an institutional rather than a vengeful context.

There are several reasons why punishment on a basis of law is more ethical and just

than that carried out through individual vengeance. First of all, when punishment is

done according to law, the matter is ended; that is, once the appropriate punishment has

been meted out by duly constituted authority, no more punishment is given for the vio-

lation. This is not so with the concept of vengeance—it can go on and on, sometimes dec-

imating whole families, tribes, and societies. For example, in longstanding feuds, if a

person of family A is killed, then vengeance requires that a person from family B should
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be killed to "even the score" or "exact justice," and then, of course, another person from

family A must be killed to bring justice to family B, and so on. Punishment often is never-

ending when individual vengeance is its context.

Second, as I mentioned previously, law can be more unbiased than individuals can.

Lawyers, judges, and juries usually are not personally involved with either the offender

or the victim, and they also have to operate within a set of strict rules, procedures, and
laws rather than on a basis of whim or caprice. The entire situation and the people in-

volved in the crime—including extenuating circumstances and other special issues—can

be presented and adjudged as fairly as possible. Hurt and angry victims are often inca-

pable of being unbiased and objective—no one really expects them to be. Therefore, de-

spite the failures of our legal system, it is still the more just way to deal with violations of

our ethical and legal rules and laws and with the punishment of such violations.

Theories of Punishment

Retributive, or Deserts, Theory

The first and probably the oldest theory of punishment is the retributive, or deserts

(based upon what people actually deserve), theory, which states that punishment should

be given only when it is deserved and only to the extent that it is deserved. In this sense,

the retributivist theory is concerned with the past, not the future. Punishment is imposed
not in order to do or accomplish anything, such as deter offensive behavior in society.

This, as we shall see, is the utilitarian point of view. Rather it should be imposed solely

because ofan offense or crime a person has committed; that is, the punishment must actu-

ally be deserved and not be administered solely in order to bring about good conse-

quences. F. H. Bradley, a nineteenth-century philosopher, stated this point of view

succinctly:

Punishment is punishment, only when it is deserved. We pay the penalty

because we owe it, and for no other reason; and if punishment is inflicted

for any other reason whatever than because it is merited by wrong, it is a

gross immorality, a crying injustice, an abominable crime, and not what it

pretends to be. 10

Wlty Crime Requires Punishment. Crime requires punishment for two reasons, accord-

ing to retributivists. First, punishment is required in order to reestablish the balance of

morality, which is disturbed when someone violates laws or moral rules. Such laws and

rules are established in order to achieve a balance in a given society between individual

rights and the common good, and when a crime is committed, the balance is upset and

must be restored. According to the retributivist, punishment is the only way to correct

this imbalance.

Second, the benefits that a society brings to its members carry with them the bur-

den of self-restraint, and anyone who alleviates himself of this burden acquires an unfair
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advantage. According to the retributivist, this advantage must be eliminated and the

burden of self-restraint restored. For example, in our society two of the benefits that we
are all supposed to enjoy are freedom from bodily harm or injury and a noninvasion of

privacy. Both require the burden of self-restraint on the part of all of us to see that such

benefits are maintained. If a man rapes a woman, however, these benefits are denied her

because the man failed to restrain himself; therefore, the unfair advantage he gained of

having power over another and gaining benefits to which he was not entitled needs to be

righted in some way. The guilty party must be punished, according to the retributivist, in

order to eliminate the unfair advantage he gained by raping the woman.

Problems with Determining What People Deserve. In many ways, punishing on the ba-

sis of what people deserve seems to be the most just approach: people violate a moral

rule or societal law, and they are given punishment for it only because they deserve it for

what they did. However, there are several problems with this theory. First of all, how are

we to decide what it is that people actually deserve? What if a crime cries out for life im-

prisonment or execution, but the person who committed it is old and sick?

For example, in a recent Florida case, a man was convicted of murder for shooting

his wife because she had Alzheimer's disease and osteoporosis (softening of the bones).

He stated that he felt she wanted to die, but was unable to kill herself because of her ill-

ness. He was 75 years old, and in Florida, a person guilty of murder must serve a mini-

mum of 25 years before being considered for parole. Many people argued, first of all,

that he shouldn't have been tried for murder because what he did was an act of mercy
prompted by love for his wife. Second, they argued that the sentence was not what he

deserved because he was old and not well himself and 25 years in prison would proba-

bly hasten his death. The sentence surely would mean that he would die in prison—after

all, how many people live to be 100 years old? Many people, including his daughter,

begged for mercy for him, asking that he be pardoned or paroled or that his sentence be

commuted (that is, reduced). Whatever one may think about the man's guilt or reasons

for doing what he did, critics of retributivism could ask, "Shouldn't his age and state of

health be considered?"

Another example points up the problem of punishing on the basis of deserts alone.

What if a man committed a crime several years earlier but was never caught until now
and since that time has lived an exemplary life, doing a lot of good for humanity? Should

he now be made to pay for that crime? The answer, based strictly upon the deserts the-

ory, would be yes. He committed the crime, and he still deserves to be punished for it,

the desert theory having no need to concern itself with any concept of mercy or forgive-

ness based upon what he has or has not done since the crime.

Problem of Mercy. Can mercy play a part in the deserts theory of punishment, and if so,

how? To whom and under what conditions should mercy be given to criminals? If ret-

ributivists wish to temper punishment with mercy, then how are they to do this? If they

give one criminal less punishment than another one owing to considerations of mercy,

then will their actions be just to victims of the crime or to the other criminal? This prob-

lem has caused many retributivists to hold to the idea that retributive justice is enough; a
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person should be punished only because he or she deserves it, with any application of

mercy only serving to dilute justice.

Problem of Determining Seriousness of Offenses and Punishment. The general rule ap-

plied by the retributivist to punishment is, "The more serious the crime, the more severe

the punishment." But how does one determine which offenses are the most serious and

which punishments are the most severe? People differ with regard to these two issues.

For example, most people feel that the killing of a human being is the most serious of

crimes, but a rape victim may wish that she had been killed rather than have to live with

the physical and emotional injuries she has sustained as a result of being raped. In some
cultures, stealing is punishable by death, but is theft a serious enough crime for which to

be executed?

Even when people generally agree as to the seriousness of a crime, which is the

proper punishment? Some people advocate life imprisonment or life imprisonment

without parole for the taking of another's life; others adamantly urge the death penalty.

Which is most deserved? In some Middle Eastern countries, thieves have one hand cut

off if they are caught stealing once, and the other if they are caught again. What happens

if they are caught a third time? Is this piece-by-piece mutilation just, or would a determi-

nate sentence in prison (as generally prescribed in the West) be more so?

"An Eye for an Eye and a Tooth for a Tooth." The retributivist presents two views based

on the retributivistic saying in the Old Testament that reads as follows: "An eye for an

eye, and a tooth for a tooth." The first, which states that the punishment should be given

in the same degree or severity as the crime, is sometimes called the mirror-image theory. 11

In this view, the punishment should mirror the crime exactly both in seriousness and

severity. For example, if someone kills another, then the killer should also be killed. This

is the viewpoint of people who support capital punishment, as we shall see in Chapter 8.

But can one death actually mirror another? Suppose the victim was first tortured or

raped and then killed—should the criminal also receive the same treatment? Many peo-

ple who argue for capital punishment will often feel that the criminal should be put to

death painlessly, and, of course, those who are against it do not feel that it is appropriate

at all but rather that it is barbaric, outmoded, and inappropriate according to the two-

wrongs-don't-make-a-right argument. And what about stealing, rape, or child molesta-

tion? Should we steal from thieves? Should we rape the rapist, or molest the children of

the child molester (the latter may have already done so!)? The mirror-image theory,

therefore, does not seem to be very feasible.

The second view, based on the Old Testament saying, is that punishment should be

suitable or appropriate to the crime; but this is even more vague than the first view. What
is a suitable punishment in the case of stealing—six months in jail, one year, three

years—and how are we to determine this? Is life imprisonment more suitable than exe-

cution, or vice versa? It seems that when punishment is based solely upon what \ iolators

actually deserve, determining the appropriate punishment is a real problem that is diffi-

cult to solve. Finally, can we ever find an appropriate punishment for crimes such as

murder, rape, or child molestation? Can a lengthy prison sentence, or even death, ever
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eradicate the scars of the victims and their families, or balance the scales of justice? What
type of deserved punishment will be sufficient to accomplish any of this?

Itilitarian. or Results, Theory

The utilitarian theory differs from the retributivist theory in that it is future-oriented

—

that is, it looks forward to the results and consequences that might conceivably accrue

from punishing someone. The utilitarian would not punish because of a crime, as in ret-

ributivism, but in order that something good could result from the punishment. Jeremy
Bentham, one of the founders of utilitarianism, stated that punishment should always

have as its aim the good of society.

He went on to describe two types of sanctions meant to discourage or eliminate

criminal behavior: (1) internal sanctions, which are brought about by the development of

conscience in children and others in order to mobilize feelings of guilt and shame; and

(2) external sanctions, which usually are established by laws providing penalties to be

imposed for immoral or criminal behavior. 12 Laws or rules providing penalties and pun-

ishment for offenses or crimes can function at both levels to some extent. That is, punish-

ment for certain offenses can provide both forms of sanctions, the penalties helping to

form people's consciences while at the same time punishing the actual offenses.

Therefore, in consonance with the utilitarian ideal as described in Chapter 2, that

one should strive to bring about the best good consequences for everyone by means of

acts or rules, punishment is justified if and only if it brings about better consequences

than some other treatment of the offender. There is no point to punishment, according to

the utilitarian, if it doesn't produce good consequences or prevent harmful ones. The

utilitarian would ask three questions concerning the punishment of any offender: (1)

Will the wrongdoer be deterred from future crimes and become a better person or mem-
ber of society? (2) Will others in the society be deterred from committing crimes because

of the wrongdoer's punishment? and (3) Will society be protected from such criminals?

If these three questions cannot be answered in the affirmative, then according to the util-

itarian, punishment is not morally justified. To punish people just because they deserve

it, unless it brings about the preceding good consequences, would not be moral or just.

Consequences for the Offender. The question of whether or not punishment will bring

about good consequences for offenders is a difficult one. According to the utilitarian, the

purpose behind punishment of offenders is to rehabilitate and reform them so that they

are deterred from committing the same offense or any others in the future. Second, pun-

ishment should make them better persons and therefore better members of society. It is

obvious that capital punishment, or the executing of offenders for a serious offense, will

certainly deter them from committing future crimes, but it is also obvious that killing

them will not rehabilitate or reform them in any way.

What about other types of punishment, short of execution, such as imprisonment

for determinate or indeterminate periods of time or for life. Life imprisonment—if it

really is life imprisonment, that is, without parole—would deter offenders from commit-

ting more crimes out in society (not necessarily within prison), but would it rehabilitate
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or reform them? And if it truly did foster reform, then would it be just or fair to keep

such offenders in prison? What about lesser sentences? Would the punishment while in

prison deter offenders from future wrongdoing, and would it rehabilitate and reform

them so that they could return to society as moral members? The answer depends in part

upon what is to be done with offenders while they are imprisoned. Most experts argue

that our whole belief that imprisonment rehabilitates and reforms offenders is at best a

bad joke. Very few are rehabilitated by being sent to prison, where they will be associat-

ing with habitual criminals who usually are guilty of worse crimes than first offenders

ever thought of committing. How can such associations and such an atmosphere rehabil-

itate or reform?

Utilitarians and others dissatisfied with the prison system have often argued for in-

carceration not as a punishment but for purposes of psychiatric treatment, hoping that

the proper psychiatric and psychological techniques and therapies may rehabilitate and

reform offenders when imprisonment alone cannot. However, such an approach of treat-

ment rather than punishment is also often ineffectual for several reasons: (1) prisoners

often resent mandatory treatment—they "don't want shrinks messing with their minds,"

which they often feel are just fine and not in need of adjustment of any kind; (2) thera-

pists all have different approaches and different ways of measuring results, and there are

no clear general standards of treatment by which to operate or cure; (3) therapists may
have too much power over offenders in that often the alternatives to psychiatric or psy-

chological treatment are further penalties within the prison system, such as solitary con-

finement for those offenders who will not cooperate; (4) therapists also have the power
over release dates in that sentences for treatment may be indeterminate, whereas regular

sentences usually are determinate. In the play Nuts, by Tom Topor, Claudia, a woman
who is fighting a "legally insane" designation so that she can be tried for the crime of

first-degree manslaughter, states this problem quite well when asked by her attorney

what the sanity hearing means for her future:

If I lose today, I'm committed for a year. . . . Sixty days before the year is up,

the hospital can ask to retain me. If I lose again, the hospital can keep me
for two years. From then on, the hospital can apply to hold me every two
years until two-thirds of the maximum sentence on the highest charge in

the indictment. Two-thirds of twenty-five years is seventeen years. . . . But

you guys aren't done yet. If the commissioner of the hospital—this is the

hospital I've been sitting in for seventeen years—if he decides I'm still

mentally ill and need some more treatment, he can apply to get an order of

certification. ... If they do it right, they can lock me up in a hospital for the

criminally insane, then they can lock me up in a run-of-the-mill loony bin.

And they don't ever have to let me have a trial. That's what it means. 13

Finally psychology and psychiatry are such inexact sciences that few therapists can

really be certain that one of their patients has been sufficiently cured so that he or she is

quite certain not to commit another crime or endanger anyone in society. One of the most

frustrating and discouraging things about societal punishment is that studies have re-

vealed that no matter whether offenders have simply been locked up, locked up with
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punishment, or locked up with treatment, their recidivism rates (return to crime and

prison) are the same. No way of punishing offenders seems to work better than any

other. This problem certainly weakens the utilitarian's position of at least trying to find a

method of punishment that will actually bring about good consequences for the offender

and for society's protection as well.

Consequences for Potential Offenders—Deterrence. Another way that utilitarians have

of measuring the future good consequences of punishment is seeing whether or not it de-

ters people from committing crimes or being immoral; that is, to what extent does pun-

ishing a criminal, or at least having punishment available, deter former criminals or

noncriminals from committing offenses? From the utilitarian standpoint, if punishment

could do this, it certainly would be worthwhile. The assumption behind this type of de-

terrence is that if people see or hear of offenders being punished for crimes they have

committed, then they themselves will be deterred from committing crimes. In this sense,

punishment operates as that external sanction of which Jeremy Bentham wrote.

There are several problems with the deterrence theory, however. First of all, there is

no conclusive proof or evidence that the punishment of one person deters anyone else

from committing crimes. For one thing, not all people know of punishment when it is

meted out; but even if they did, there is still no evidence that the knowledge deters. In

early England, thieves used to be hanged publicly, and pickpockets worked their way
through the crowds while the hangings were taking place! Also, none of our capital pun-

ishment executions is seen by the public; they only hear or read about it on radio, televi-

sion, or in the newspapers. So how or why should they be deterred?

Moreover, to punish for purposes of deterrence is to use a person as a means to an

end, which is unjust according to many. For example, remember that Kant in his Practi-

cal Imperative (see Chapter 3) stated that no person should be used merely as a means to

an end but should be considered as a unique end in him- or herself. This is one of the ret-

ributivist's strongest criticisms of the utilitarian theory: that people may be punished,

not because they deserve it, but rather because they should be "made an example of" or

because their punishment will deter others. The retributivist argues that offenders

should be punished if and only if they deserve it, not for some other future-good-conse-

quences reason.

This problem only gets worse when we realize that if deterrence works or is thought

to work, then it could be accomplished just as well by punishing the wrong or innocent

person. Many tyrants in history have used this technique to instill fear in their subjects,

with the people who were punished not having to be guilty of anything. Suppose that a

particular heinous crime has been committed—such as the rape, torture, and murder of a

little girl—and that the public is highly outraged by this crime. Such a public's cry for jus-

tice may well be satisfied by punishing the wrong person as well as the right one, as long

as someone is caught and punished for the crime. If we thought it was unjust to use real

criminals as means to the end of deterrence, then what of using the wrong or innocent

person and the harm that would do to the person and his or her family?

We can see, then, that there are some serious problems with the deterrence argu-

ment for punishment. John Hospers states that a legal system that is strong and perva-
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sive and relatively free from corruption—where "at all times the police, the courts, and
the jails are in operation, and there is always a good chance that they will catch violators

of the law"—probably deters most people from committing crimes, rather than seeing to

it that a particular criminal or even criminals are punished. 14

Effect on Society at Large—Protection. The last area from which good consequences

may derive is the protection of society in general by means of the punishment of crimi-

nals. Almost everyone will agree that the major reason for punishing criminals, particu-

larly for imprisoning or executing them, is to protect society in general from their

actions, which may be dangerous, harmful, and even fatal to its members. There is no

doubt that executing criminals or keeping them out of the mainstream of society by im-

prisonment certainly counts as good consequences, but even here we encounter prob-

lems. First of all, as has been mentioned, when should we let these offenders back into

society, and what will they be like after having been subjected to the deeply criminal at-

mosphere of most of our prisons? Will they be worse or better members of society after

they come out? Nobody can tell—neither psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, pa-

role board members, wardens, nor even the prisoners themselves.

For example, I know of two cases in which ex-convicts should have been able to

work their way back into society perfectly, and indeed they did so—for a while. One ex-

convict I knew of was a good writer and even had a job waiting for him on the outside at

a newspaper. He was allowed to leave prison to take college courses in journalism, and

generally he did well during this period, writing articles (which were considered quite

good) for the school and local newspapers. When he got out, he continued to do well for

a while—and then was involved in a fight that resulted in a murder, and was sent back to

prison.

In the second case, a man who had served eight years for dealing and using drugs

was released. He returned to college, learned a skilled trade, and even did well enough

to open his own business and become bonded. When he had marital problems, however,

he again resorted to drugs, lost his business, attempted to kill someone, and very nearly

lost his life. This does not mean that some ex-convicts don't make it on the outside and

no longer threaten society in any way, but it does raise the question of how effective pun-

ishment really is in protecting society, at least over the long run.

Another criticism of this theory of punishment is that some crimes are crimes of

passion, and the persons who commit them will probably never commit a crime again.

For example, a husband who comes home, catches his wife with a lover, and in a fit of

passion kills them both, is not any more dangerous to society after the murder than

someone who has not committed a crime, according to many psychologists. The retribu-

tivist would say that he should be punished because he deserves it, but from a utilitarian

point of view, if his punishment would not protect society, in that he is no longer a dan-

ger, should he be punished? Many would point to the fact he demonstrated an inability

to stop himself from committing such a heinous crime, then doesn't that provide at least

some evidence that society should be protected from him? Further, how can we know for

certain that he won't kill again if he is put into another similarly stressful and emotion.il

situation?
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Problem with Justice. The last and major criticism leveled against the utilitarian theory

of punishment is that it doesn't concern itself with the justice of punishment, as retribu-

tivism attempts to, but rather only with its utility. Utilitarians are accused of being inter-

ested in social engineering rather than in justice. Some utilitarians admit to their interest

in social engineering but argue that justice is really an old-fashioned concept and that so-

cial engineering for the common good is of greater use.

This problem associated with the search for justice—the danger of utilitarianism

degenerating into a cost-benefit analysis, or end-justifies-the-means approach to moral-

ity—was first discussed in Chapter 2, so it is not surprising that it again rears its ugly

head when we are dealing with the matter of punishment.

We have seen that the utilitarian theory of punishment avoids some of the prob-

lems associated with the retributivist theory, but there are problems with the utilitarian

theory that raise issues of the justness of punishment from the point of view of utility. Be-

fore we discuss any possible synthesis of the two theories and their associated problems,

one other and newer theory must be presented.

Restitution, or Compensation for Vietims. Theory

The restitution, or compensation for victims, theory holds that justice is served only if

victims are provided with restitution for the crimes committed against them. For exam-

ple, if someone steals from a man, then what is stolen should be paid back in some way,

either by returning his property in its original form or by furnishing him with some sort

of compensation for what he has lost.

Crime against the State, not the Individual. The crimes-against-the-state theory has

come about because of a change in the views about whom a crime really wrongs. Prior to

the American Revolution, crimes were considered to be violations committed against in-

dividuals, but in contemporary society, crimes are considered to be violations committed

against the state; therefore, restitution has not been a major concern until recently. If

someone murders another, the murderer has legally committed a crime against the state;

therefore the state, through its judicial system, will seek to bring the murderer to trial

and to punish him or her for the crime if found guilty. Of course, the perpetrator has in

actuality murdered a person, not the state, and the survivors of the victim have been

made to suffer because of the crime.

Given this view, perhaps it is easier to understand why so many survivors demand
the death penalty for killers. They feel that the crime was committed against them and

the person they lost and that taking the criminal's life is the only way to attain justice.

The state, on the other hand, sees this as being a crime against the state that may or may
not require the death penalty.

The restitution theory, then, has been established in order to counteract the empha-
sis on crimes being committed against the state, for this has tended to ignore compensa-

tion or restitution to the victims of the crime. Whatever other kind of punishment of the

criminal is being considered, this theory requires that some sort of compensation or

restitution to the victim or the victim's family be included. For example, if a woman kills
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the husband and father of a family, part or all of her punishment may be to work most or

all of her life to support that family because in this case she has eliminated its major

source of financial support. She also can be ordered to pay medical and hospital bills

where injury or harm has ensued and to provide some sort of compensation for injuries

sustained as determined by a court of law.

It is important that restitution not be decided by the victims themselves because of-

ten they are too emotionally involved to be fair in their demand for compensation; there-

fore, it must be reached through the judicial process. In this way criminals can either

compensate victims with money or be put to work for the victims' advantage, either at

their home or place of business. If not, then criminals can be forced to work in some
state-supervised job, all the earnings from which will go to their victims.

Restitution's Relationship to the Retributivist and Utilitarian Theories. Restitution

fits in well with the retributivist theory in that it takes into consideration the deserts not

only of the criminal but also those of the victims. It provides a more meaningful punish-

ment to satisfy these two types of deserts, and the retributivist can avoid criticisms of

punishment for punishment's sake.

Utilitarians, on the other hand, may be happier with this type of punishment be-

cause they will see it as more useful and bringing about more good consequences than,

say, locking up criminals to do nothing for the rest of their lives or killing them. Utilitari-

ans may feel that good, honest work for criminals will be rehabilitative, whereas some
good consequences will also accrue to the victims of the crime in that they will be com-
pensated to some degree for the crimes against them.

Problems with Restitution. Although the idea of compensation and restitution for vic-

tims sounds good, there are several problems with this approach to punishment. To be-

gin with, there is really no restitution possible for the crime of murder. How much
money will compensate for the taking of a human life? Because each life is unique and

basically irreplaceable, how can one put a price on it? Further, such heinous crimes as

rape and child molestation are not much more easily compensated. How can you give

people back their privacy once you've invaded it, or their dignity once you've taken it

away? How can you ever make restitution to children for taking away their childhood

and affecting them adversely forever?

If restitution is made in monetary form, which it mostly is, such punishment or

restitution will be uneven; that is, the richer criminals will be able to afford it,

whereas the poorer will not. How can punishment under such circumstances be just?

Would you make the rich pay more and the poor pay less? If so, victims will not be

compensated evenly, and rich criminals will still get off with less punishment than

poor ones.

Further, if criminals are old or sick, how can they compensate by their labor or in

any other way? We cannot expect a man who is seriously ill or dying, for example, to

hold down a job or even to come up with money. And what if he becomes too old or sick

to work after the restitution has been made for awhile? Can we expect him to continue

somehow? And won't the victim be denied restitution if any of this happens?
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Finally, the most serious problem is that restitution does not distinguish between
intentional and unintentional injury or harm. What if, for example, an accident in which
someone is seriously injured or killed occurs because a car's brakes fail and the driver

didn't know they were faulty? Should she be required to make restitution to the same de-

gree as one who intentionally robbed, raped, molested, and murdered his or her victim?

There is still a victim, and the victim is still due restitution or compensation under this

theory, but would this be fair to the unintentional perpetrator of the injury or harm?
As a matter of fact, this kind of case where harm occurs but the people causing it

are really without fault, presents problems for all three theories of punishment. For ex-

ample, people who are unknown carriers of injurious or fatal diseases certainly can be

the cause of injury, harm, or death, but to what degree should they be punished? Are

there really any criminal deserts from the retributivist's point of view? It would cer-

tainly seem not; therefore, why should carriers be punished? And yet quarantining or

isolating is after all a form of punishment, isn't it? The strict view of the retributivist,

that punishment should be deserved, then, presents a problem in such cases. As far as

the utilitarian is concerned, perhaps quarantining or isolating the person is good for so-

ciety in general, but it certainly would not bring about good consequences for the

carrier—in other words, not for everyone concerned. And as I mentioned earlier, why
should such people have to make restitution to or compensate victims when they are

not essentially at fault?

The AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome) crisis is a good example of this

problem. There has been so much bumbling and confusion in the handling of the crisis at

so many levels and for such a long time that many people who had the varus, but not the

overt disease, could infect others with the virus long before they knew they had it. Most
of these carriers engaged in activities (sexual intercourse, drug use, and intravenous

blood donation) that transmitted it to others. Some who were warned that what they

were doing was dangerous did change their life-styles, but some paid no attention to the

warnings and continued to engage in activities that would infect others. Should all AIDS
carriers be punished in some way, or only the latter group who disregarded warnings? Is

it even fair to punish the latter group, given the fact that we didn't know for sure that

people were carriers unless they had full-blown AIDS or until a test had been developed

to detect the AIDS virus in the bloodstream (not until 1985—the infection has been

thought to have begun as early as 1976)?

There were a few carriers who seemed intentionally set on transmitting the dis-

ease, and scientists and doctors were quite upset with them for being so careless in

their life-styles, but the attempt to stop them forcefully was really impossible. The so-

called Patient Zero, Gaetan Dugas, described in Randy Shilts's fascinating book on the

AIDS crisis, And the Band Played On, was one of these people. 15 He was thought to

have been the first person to bring AIDS into the United States, and because of his

multiple sexual contacts he may have infected as many as 2,000 people! When told of

this problem, he refused to accept any responsibility or change his life-style in any

way. Should he have been punished in some way? How? No matter how angry we are

with such people, imposing punishment under any of the three theories would be ex-

tremely difficult.
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Is a Synthesis Possible?

Because all three theories have their disadvantages and because difficulties exist if we
try to apply them singly to the problems of reward and punishment, perhaps a compro-

mise or a reasonable synthesis might work.

From Retributivism. From the retributivist theory we certainly could consider what
people deserve or merit before rewarding them, at the same time recognizing that we
don't have to settle on this criterion alone. In relation to punishment, we could use the

idea that no one who is innocent should be convicted or punished no matter how many
good consequences might come about from doing so (general deterrence, for example).

We would have as a basic principle that in order for people to be punished, they must
truly deserve punishment and that the punishment must "fit the crime" and not be ex-

cessive. We also could adopt from the retributivist the principle that in general more seri-

ous crimes require more severe punishment and vice versa.

From Utilitarianism. After we had adopted these preceding basic principles, we then

could modify or moderate the distribution of rewards and punishments, or suspend sen-

tences, based on what would be useful, especially in cases where retributivism might

seem to border on the unjust or unfair. In other words, we could insert the idea of utility

into our deliberations on rewarding or punishing. We could say, for example, "This man
deserves to be punished because he has committed a serious crime," but then ask our-

selves what useful purpose would be served in severely punishing a sick 80-year-old

man? In this way we could temper what is at times deemed to be overly severe or unfair

punishment with a consideration of usefulness—if a particular punishment would not

bring about the best good consequences or at least do more good than not punishing or

punishing less, then retribution could be tempered by the utilitarian approach to reward

and punishment.

From Restitution. Actually, the theory of restitution can fit nicely into the utilitarian the-

ory of reward and punishment because it certainly can bring about good consequences

for the victim of a crime while at the same time helping to move the criminal toward a

more worthwhile and noncriminal life.

From the point of view of the retributivist, not only would criminals get what they

deserve, but compensating victims might be seen as a more just type of desert for the

criminals than many of the useless types of punishment, such as putting them in solitary

confinement or executing them. Further, the innocent and most deserving victims of

crimes also would be rewarded to the best extent possible by being compensated at least

in part for the harm done to them.

Some Other Possibilities for the Distribution of Good or Rewards

In addition to synthesizing the preceding three theories, we could also trv to S) nthesize

the four major ways and other criteria for distributing good, or rewarding people (men-
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tioned earlier in this chapter). We could begin on a basis of distributing as equitably as

possible and with respect to need, and then we could temper these considerations where
applicable with the notion of what people deserve, or merit, as a result of their abilities

or other factors, such as their productivity, effort, and the stress, danger, or unpleasant-

ness of their jobs. A synthetic approach, then, might be the best one to use. Whether the

problems inherent in all three theories could be resolved enough to make such an ap-

proach work remains to be seen.

Another important variable in deciding how and to whom to distribute good and

bad would have to be the situation or context in which the distribution is to take place.

For example, in the kidney dialysis situation previouslv described, need was a given in

that all patients with kidney failure need dialysis or they will die. Also, the committee

had determined that all of them basically deserved to be dialyzed. The problem arose

when the committee tried to determine the individual and comparative worth of their

lives. In this case, then, a system that distributed good and bad equally, without regard to

desert or merit or ability, seemed to be the most just approach to this problem, and so the

lottery or chance method of distribution was used.

It is quite possible that a situation could arise in which an exception could be made
to this egalitarian approach. Suppose, for example, that one of the patients needing dial-

ysis was a world-renowned doctor, a nephrologist (a specialist in kidney diseases) work-

ing to expand the availability of dialysis machines and kidneys for transplantation.

Might it not be advantageous to the other and future patients with kidnev failure to al-

low him to be dialyzed, even if he didn't win the lottery? Further, if the president of the

United States were in need of dialysis, shouldn't he be given preferential consideration

considering that what happens to him affects everyone under his jurisdiction? Other is-

sues have arisen since these decisions were made. Some nephrologists have required

that patients who are to receive dialysis must stay on their required regimen (a very

strict one for kidney patients) in order to receive dialysis, the idea being that if the pa-

tients are not going to do what is necessary to help themselves, then dialysis is essen-

tially wasted on them and would be better utilized with patients who will cooperate

with their own health care.

In some cases, we would not use the egalitarian method of distribution at all. For

example, it is not required that in order to be fair, all of us should have the same security

and protection as the president. Because of his ability, the dangers of his exposure, and

the good of all people for whom he is responsible, he deserves and merits such protec-

tion, whereas the rest of us don't, unless our situation is such to require it (for example,

our lives have been threatened by an escaped criminal at whose trial we were key wit-

nesses).

In conclusion, it would seem that some type of synthetic approach could be brought

to bear in both reward and punishment, utilizing those principles from the three major

theories—retributivism, utilitarianism, and restitution—and taking into consideration

the situations and contexts in which distribution of good and bad is to take place, but

never losing sight of the significance of need and an egalitarian method of distribution

wherever possible. In the next chapter, the principle of justice or fairness will be pre-

sented, justified, and discussed, and this issue of fair and just distribution will again arise.
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Further, in Chapter 8, the moral issue of capital punishment will be presented and dis-

cussed, to which this chapter will be applied in a more specific way.

Chapter Summary

I. Key Terms

A. Retributive justice: People should get what they deserve either in reward or

punishment, regardless of the consequences.

B. Distributive justice: The distribution of good and bad on a just and fair basis.

C. Reward: Something given or received for worthy behavior.

D. Punishment: The act of penalizing someone for a crime, fault, or misbehavior—

a

penalty for wrongdoing.

E. Retributivism (deserts theory): The act of giving people what they deserve, re-

gardless of the consequences.

F. Utilitarianism (results theory): The act of rewarding or punishing based upon its

consequences.

G. Restitution (compensation theory): The act of compensating victims for harm or

wrong done to them.

II. Reward and punishment in relationship to justice

A. Reward and punishment are both aspects of distributive justice.

B. Elements of justice are defined.

1. Justice, as ethics in general, involves the treatment: of human beings by other

human beings.

2. It is concerned basically with past rather than future events.

3. It should be individualistic rather than collectivistic in application.

4. Comparative justice is different from collectivistic injustice in that the former

has to do with the way a person is treated in relation to another person.

III. Reward
A. Four basic ways in which good and bad can be distributed:

1. As equally among people as possible.

2. According to people's abilities.

3. According to what they deserve or merit.

4. According to their needs.

B. Equal distribution of goods and rewards.

1. Scarce-medical-resources problem (kidney dialysis issue is a good example of

this). The lottery or chance method of distribution would distribute good and

bad equally.

2. Problems with this theory:

(a) It ignores other criteria that are deemed important.

(b) It is difficult to determine in what ways and to what extent people are equal.

(c) Can we really ignore all of the other criteria?

C. Production, or what people produce or achieve, is often used but ignores effort,

ability, or need.
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D. Effort also is used, but also has several problems:

1. Those who have contracted to do a job are paid not for time and effort but for

the finished job.

2. It is difficult to measure effort.

3. How does one distinguish between bright and dull-witted people if they are

being rewarded only for effort?

E. Ability

1. Natural ability. People can't help having the abilities thev come by naturally:

Should they be rewarded for these?

2. Acquired ability. This type may be more significant where reward is con-

cerned because often a great deal of money, time, and effort goes into acquir-

ing skills.

3. One problem with both 1 and 2 is the possibility that people may not use their

abilities or may not use them well.

F. Need. There are two types of need:

1. Private need is a term used to describe the personal, material needs of individ-

uals who are poor or out of work. Should such people be rewarded regardless

of their abilities or qualifications? Often these people are the most unskilled

in our society.

2. Public need refers to the system by which people are rewarded for fulfilling

the needs of the general public; but which needs—individual or collective

—

are the most important, and how are we to decide?

G. Other criteria:

1

.

Long and expensive training in a profession. Trying to reward on this basis

would be uneven, and what if the professionals are incompetent? Should

they still be rewarded for this?

2. Job or profession requiring expensive equipment. How much more should

such people be rewarded in this case, and should they continue to be re-

warded for it even after the equipment has been paid for?

3. Physical danger. It would seem that people who are in such professions

should be rewarded, but how much and for what dangers?

4. Job unpleasantness. How do we decide which jobs get the greater reward be-

cause of their unpleasantness, and how much should be given?

IV. Two major theories of how to reward

A. Retributivist, or deserts, theory states that people should be rewarded strictly on

a basis of what they deserve or merit for what they have done in the past.

1. This theory is not concerned with the future good consequences that might

arise out of people's actions.

2. It also tends to reward efforts rather than achievement, productivity, or con-

sequences.

B. Utilitarian, or results, theory would reward on the future good consequences of

rewarding.

1. This theory would definitely be in favor of paying higher wages or giving ex-

tra pay for dangerous or unpleasant jobs.
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2. It would reward production and achievement rather than hard work or effort.

3. Another problem is that if consequences are the only criteria, then it is possi-

ble to reward a totally undeserving person.

V. Punishment

A. Four requirements of punishment:

1. It must involve unpleasantness of some sort.

2. It must be imposed or endured for some reason.

3. It should be imposed by some person or group that has "duly constituted"

moral or legal authority.

4. It must be imposed according to certain rules or laws.

B. Given these requirements, punishment should be administered from within a

duly constituted legal system for several reasons:

1. Under law, once punishment has been done or given, the matter is ended, as

opposed to vengeance or whim, which can go on indefinitely.

2. Law can be more unbiased and objective than individuals can.

VI. Theories of punishment

A. Retributive, or deserts, theory which states that punishment should be given

only when it is deserved and only to the extent that it is deserved, is concerned

with the past rather than the future.

B. Why crime requires punishment:

1. To reestablish the balance of morality that has been disturbed when someone
has violated laws or moral rules.

2. Benefits carry with them the burden of self-restraint, and anyone who allevi-

ates himself or herself of this burden acquires an unfair advantage; according

to the retributivist, this must be eliminated and the burden of self-restraint re-

stored.

C. Problems with this theory:

1. It is difficult to determine what people deserve.

2. It is difficult to utilize mercy in this theory.

3. It is also difficult to determine the seriousness of offenses and punishment.

4. What is meant by "an eye for an eye"?

(a) The mirror-image view says that the punishment should mirror the crime

exactly, but how can this be accomplished with exactness without arriv-

ing at absurdity (e.g., should we steal from the thief?).

(b) The second view states that the punishment must be suitable or appropri-

ate to the crime, but this also is difficult to calculate.

(c) Can we ever find appropriate punishment for murder, rape, or child mo-

lestation?

D. Utilitarian, or results, theory is future-oriented and given in order that . . . rather

than because of . . . as in retributivism.

1. Bentham stated that punishment should always have as its aim the good of

society.

2. Two types of sanctions are meant to discourage or eliminate criminal be-

havior:
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(a) Internal sanctions, which are brought about by the development of con-

science in children and others.

(b) External sanctions, which are established by laws providing penalties to

be imposed for criminal behavior.

(c) Laws or rules providing penalties and punishment for offenses or crimes

could function at both levels.

3. Three questions the utilitarian would ask about the punishment of any of-

fender:

(a) Will the wrongdoer be deterred from future crimes and become a better

person or member of society?

(b) Will others in society be deterred from committing crimes because of the

criminal's punishment?

(c) Will society be protected from such criminals?

E. Consequences for the offender bring up the problems of rehabilitation and re-

form.

1. Imprisonment, in which first-time offenders usually are lumped together

with habitual criminals, is not conducive to rehabilitation and reform.

2. Psychiatric or psychological treatment, rather than punishment also is inef-

fectual for the following reasons:

(a) Prisoners often resent and resist mandatory treatment.

(b) There are no general standards of treatment.

(c) Therapists may have too much power over offenders because of the unat-

tractive alternatives to treatment (e.g., solitary confinement).

(d) Therapists also have power over release dates for offenders.

(e) Psychology and psychiatry are inexact sciences; therefore, therapists can

never be certain that patients have been cured.

F. Consequences for potential offenders, or deterrence, also has several problems:

1. There is no conclusive proof or evidence that punishment of one person de-

ters anyone else from committing crimes.

2. To punish for deterrence is to use a person as a means to an end, which is con-

sidered unjust by many moralists.

3. It is even worse when we see that it is possible to punish the wrong person

for deterrence reasons.

G. Its effect on society at large, or protection, is probably the major reason for pun-

ishing criminals, particularly by imprisonment or execution, but this reason has

its problems also:

1. When should we allow criminals back into mainstream society?

2. Some crimes are crimes of passion, and the perpetrators may never commit
them again; so from a utilitarian point of view, why punish them?

H. The last major criticism of the utilitarian theory is that it doesn't concern itself

with the justice of punishment, as retributivism attempts to do, but rather only

with its utility and with social engineering.

I. The restitution, or compensation-for-victims theory, holds that justice is served

only if victims are granted restitution for the crimes committed against them.
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1. This theory has come about because the older attitude that a crime is commit-

ted against an individual has given way to the newer attitude that all crimes

are committed against the state. The restitution theory has been established

in order to counteract this point of view and to provide compensation to vic-

tims.

2. Restitution should be decided not by victims but through the judicial process.

3. Restitution can fit in well with both the retributivist and utilitarian theories.

(a) For the retributivist, it considers both the deserts of the criminal and the

victim and may provide a more meaningful punishment, helping the ret-

ributivist to avoid the criticism of seeking "punishment for punishment's

sake."

(b) The utilitarian may see restitution as being more useful and bringing

about more good consequences, both to the criminal and the victim as

well.

4. Problems with restitution:

(a) There is really no restitution for such crimes as murder, rape, or child mo-
lestation.

(b) Restitution in monetary form will be uneven for rich and poor criminals

and for their victims as well.

(c) If criminals are old or sick, how can they compensate victims?

(d) The most serious problem is that restitution does not distinguish between

intentional and unintentional injury or harm—this is actually a problem

with all three theories.

VII. Synthesis

A. With retributivism we could consider what people deserve or merit before re-

warding them, at the same time realizing that we needn't use this criterion

alone.

1. No one who is innocent should be convicted or punished despite any good

consequences that might be derived from the punishment.

2. People must truly deserve any punishment they get, and the punishment

should fit the crime and not be excessive.

3. More serious crimes would require more severe punishment.

B. With utilitarianism we could modify or moderate the distribution of rewards

and punishments or suspend sentences based on what would be useful.

C. Because restitution could fit in with both retributivism and utilitarianism, it

could function to modify their excesses and problems while providing the addi-

tional reward or punishment of compensating victims of crimes.

D. We also could try to synthesize the four major ways and other criteria for dis-

tributing good and bad.

1. We could start with a basis of distributing as equitably as possible and with

respect to need.

2. We could then temper that approach by considering what people deserve or

merit through their abilities, productivity, effort, and other criteria, such as

stress, danger, and unpleasantness of their jobs.
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3. The situation or context would be another important variable; for example,

the egalitarian method of distributing good and bad would work well in the

kidney dialysis situation but not in others.

E. In conclusion, a synthesis might just work out but only if it were carefully orga-

nized.

Exercises for Review

1. Describe and explain the relationship between reward and punishment and justice.

2. What are the elements of justice, and to what extent do you agree with them?

3. What are the four major ways of distributing good, and which of them do you think

is or are the most fair and just?

4. What do you think of the other criteria for distributing good: production, effort, abil-

ity, need (both private and public), long and expensive training, expensive equip-

ment, physical danger, unpleasantness of jobs? Which ones do you think are the

most important and which least important? Why?

5. Describe and explain retributivism and utilitarianism as theories of reward or dis-

tributing good. Which do you think is most valid? Why?

6. Do you agree with the requirements of punishment? Why or why not? To what ex-

tent do you agree that punishment should be meted out within the legal system?

7. Describe and explain the three theories of punishment. Which do vou think is most

valid? Why?

8. Which is the more important principle in punishing: giving people what they de-

serve, or punishing only if you can bring about good consequences? Why?

9. What should be emphasized in punishment: the deterrence and rehabilitation of the

offender, the deterrence of others, or the protection of society? Why?

10. To what extent should restitution to or compensation of victims be a part of any sys-

tem of punishment? Answer in detail.

Discussion Questions

1. Whenever you have had occasion to reward or punish someone, which of the three

theories have you drawn upon, and why?

2. How do we in America generally reward, punish, or distribute good or bad, and

which theories do vou think we basically follow? Give specific examples and illustra-

tions to support your main points.

3. How effective do you feel our judicial and penal systems are in punishing or rehabili-

tating criminals? Why? Again, give specific examples and illustrations.

4. To what extent do you feel that the purpose of punishment is to (1) protect society, (2)

punish criminals, or (3) rehabilitate and reform criminals? Why? Answer in detail.
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5. When you have had occasion to distribute good or bad to others, which of the many
ways described have you used? Why? Have you found yourself using different ways
for different situations and people? Which, and why? Answer in detail.

6. What method of reward and punishment is used in your family, and how does it fit in

with the three theories? Does it work? Be specific.

7. Analyze any group or institution of which you are or have been a member (e.g.,

church, school, the military, sports team, honorary club or society in school or out of

it), and describe what theories are or have been used in distributing good and bad and

in rewarding and punishing. Do you believe that the methods are fair and just? Why
or why not?

8. To what extent do you feel that as a country and a people we should take care of our

less fortunate and "needy" members, and why? How should this be done—through

private donations, government support, or both? If private donations are not suffi-

cient, should we through government taxation ensure that these people are cared for?

Why or why not?
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Chapter 7

Setting Up a Moral System

Basic Assumptions and

Basic Principles

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Identify, define, and explain the major conflicting general moral issues in setting

up a moral system.

2. Present, describe, and discuss basic assumptions about what characteristics or

attributes any meaningful, livable, and workable moral system or theory should

contain.

3. Try to resolve the central problem areas of morality—which are how to attain sta-

bility, unity, and order without eliminating individual freedom by the establish-

ment of basic ethical principles.

4. Establish and justify the priority in which the five basic principles should be ap-

plied.
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At this point in a course in ethics or in most texts on ethics, students usually throw up their

hands in frustration, saying, "If all of the ethical theories and systems are so full of prob-

lems, then perhaps there is no such thing as a workable and meaningful moral system. Per-

haps morality is relative to whoever sets it up and to no one else." Too often teachers of

ethics courses and authors of ethics books do very little to alleviate these frustrations, ex-

cept to say that perhaps students ought to take another course or simply try to do the best

they can with the "broken" theories or systems to which they have been exposed. I believe,

however, that we can attempt to show the way toward building a moral system that is

workable not only for many individuals but for most, if not all, human beings.

In order to do this, we need to point toward the reasonable synthesis mentioned in

Chapter 1. We must try to combine what is best in all of the ethical systems and theories

we have examined—religious, nonreligious, consequentialist, nonconsequentialist, indi-

vidualistic, and altruistic—to arrive at a common moral ground, while at the same time

dealing with or eliminating their problems and difficulties. We must search for a larger

meeting ground in which the best of all these theories and systems can operate meaning-

fully and with a minimum of conflict and opposition.

Before doing this, however, it is important to state the two reasons I had for writing

this chapter. My first motivation was to develop my own ethical system as an important

part of my own philosophy of life. Second, I wanted to try to show readers how they

might go about constructing their own ethical systems, given all of the information they

have received in Chapters 1 through 5. It is important that readers realize that I am not

suggesting they must follow my ethical system, or accept it in any way But I think it is im-

portant that they see that it is possible to construct their own systems rather than become
frustrated by the problems associated with the other systems. Readers may choose one of

the theories in Chapters 2 or 3, or some combination of them, or my system if it appeals to

them, or their own system. I do not intend this chapter to be a form of indoctrination, and

students, instructors, and other readers are free to be critical of anything I have written

here. Now that I have made this clear, we may proceed to examine conflicting moral is-

sues, some ethical assumptions (which again are mine), and basic ethical principles.

Conflicting General Moral Issues

In dealing with traditional ethical theories in Chapters 2 and 3, we discovered several gen-

eral moral issues that must be resolved or synthesized in some way before we can begin to

set up a moral system of our own. They are the issues of consequentialism versus nonconse-

quentialism, self- versus other-interestedness, act versus rule, and emotion versus reason.

Consequentialism versus Nonconsequentialism

In order to set up a moral system, it is important to decide first to what extent it will be

based on consequences and to what extent it will be nonconsequentialist. In presenting

the criticisms at the end of Chapter 3, 1 arrived at the conclusion that I simply cannot be

moral without taking into consideration the consequences of moral decisions, acts, or
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rules. At the same time, I was definitely made aware of the difficulty of considering only

consequences or ends without regard to means or motives. The cost-benefit-analysis, or

end-justifies-the-means, problems brought this home to me, and Kant's Practical Imper-

ative pointed to a way out of this problem. My own synthesis of this conflict is to have a

basic concern with consequences in my moral system and yet be aware that the end,

even a good end, does not always justify the means or motives leading to it. How these

two attitudes are to be synthesized will be shown later in the chapter, after I have pre-

sented my own moral system.

Self- versus Other-Interestedness

Although I feel that people certainly are justified when they consider themselves as a vi-

tal factor in any moral system they may establish, I do not feel, for the reasons stated in

Chapter 2, that ethical egoism, or self-interest, will provide a workable basis for a valid

moral system because of its many disadvantages. Therefore I feel I must go along with

the utilitarian viewpoint of always striving to bring about the best good consequences

for everyone, which, of course, includes myself. Given the necessary modifications, I feel

that there is a greater chance of maximizing good consequences and attaining justice and

fairness with this approach.

Act versus Rule

Another problem in establishing a moral system is how to allow for the greatest amount
of individual freedom while still incorporating stability, security, and order. The act ap-

proach allows for the most freedom; the rule approach imposes certain constraints on
freedom, yet provides for greater stability. As you will see, I attempt to bring in the best

of both approaches by establishing rules that nevertheless include a strong element of

freedom within them.

Emotion versus Reason

The issue of emotion versus reason will be discussed largely as a part of the justification

for the first assumption which follows, but the synthesis here will be to base my moral

system on reason without excluding emotions, which are a definite part of morality; that

is, it is natural to feel very strongly about most moral issues, and these feelings should

contribute to the formation of a moral system. However, it is my contention that ulti-

mately a viable moral system should be based upon reason.

Basic Assumptions

First, it is important to clearly delineate several basic assumptions concerning what con-

stitutes a workable set of standards for morality. I will list these assumptions, then tr\ to

argue why they should be a part of any moral system.
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In order for a moral system to be tenable and viable, I believe it ought to have the

following characteristics:

1. It should be rationally based and yet not be devoid of emotion—this was im-

plied in my criticism of a religiously based morality and of an intuitionally

based act nonconsequentialism.

2. It should be as logically consistent as possible, but not rigid and inflexible—this

was implied in my criticisms of egoism, especially universal ethical egoism, and

of the rule nonconsequentialist theories.

3. It must have universality or general application to all humanity, and yet be ap-

plicable (in a practical sense) to particular individuals and situations—this I im-

plied in my criticisms of both act consequentialist and act nonconsequentialist

theories, as well as individual and personal ethical egoism (for their highly indi-

vidualistic approach to morality) and rule nonconsequentialist theories (for

their failure to be applicable in a practical way to practical situations).

4. It should be able to be taught and promulgated—this was implied in my criti-

cism of all forms of ethical egoism and all act theories of morality.

5. It must have the ability to resolve conflicts among human beings, duties, and

obligations—this was implied in my criticisms of both universal ethical egoism

and Kant's Duty Ethics.

Including the Rational and Emotional Aspects

Human Nature—Rational and Emotional. It is an obvious empirical fact that human be-

ings are both feeling (emotional or affective) and reasoning (rational or cognitive) be-

ings, and that in order to establish any sort of system that can be applied to everyone, we
have to take these two human aspects into consideration. However, if we rely only upon
our emotions when we are making moral decisions, we can run into severe problems in

resolving conflicts that may arise from the very different and individual feelings we
have. Also, if we are thrown back solely upon feelings as the basis of our moral deci-

sions, then there is no common ground for arbitration between what A feels is right and

what B feels is right, for anyone's feelings are as good as anyone else's. How can we ar-

gue against the way I feel or the way you feel if feelings are our sole basis for deciding

what is right and wrong?

Emotion. Just because feelings are difficult to work with when we are making moral

decisions does not mean that morality must be a completely cold, calculating, and un-

emotional affair. After all, moral issues are some of the most emotional ones we face;

therefore, it is too much to expect that we will not feel strongly about them. However,

as a sole basis for making moral decisions, feelings are too unreliable and individual-

istic, and some other basis that is fairer and more objective is needed. That basis is

reason.
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Reason. The word reason implies giving "reasons" for a decision or an action, and such

an activity already involves more than merely expressing feelings. Further, "reason,"

which is an ability, should be differentiated from "reasoning," which is an activity; rea-

son is a power that human beings have, whereas reasoning is something they do. All

humans have the ability to reason in varying degrees, but there are formal rules for rea-

soning that can be taught to all and can thereby form the basis for our understanding

each other and for supporting any decisions or actions we make or perform.

Reasoning implies several things:

1. Logical argument, which includes supplying empirical evidence in support of

one's position.

2. Logical consistency, which involves avoiding fallacies and making sure that

one's argument follows smoothly from one point to the next until it arrives at a

logical conclusion.

3. A certain detachment from feelings; this springs from reasoning's formality,

which forces one to consider the truth and validity of what the individual and
others are thinking and saying.

4. A common means by which differences in feelings, opinions, and thoughts can

be arbitrated.

At this point, let me briefly cite an example from the controversy over abortion,

which is covered in much greater detail in a later chapter. Suppose that Tom says he

"feels" abortion is always wrong, and Barbara says she "feels" abortion is always right.

We have two sets of opposing feelings; and if feelings are our only basis for deciding

what is right and wrong, where can we go from there? True, Tom can attempt to refuse to

let his wife have an abortion, or he can lobby for legislation to prevent any woman from

getting one, whereas Barbara can have an abortion herself or encourage other women to

have one, or lobby for legislation opposed to Tom's. However, how will any of us, in-

cluding Barbara and Tom, know whose position is the correct one? All we can know is

how the two of them feel and that their feelings differ radically. If Barbara and Tom were

the only two people involved, then perhaps we could live with their conflicting feelings;

however, also involved are the lives of fetuses and of other people affected by the results

of their feelings, decisions, and legislation.

If we ask Barbara and Tom why they feel the way they do, the process of reasoning

has already begun. Tom might give the following "reasons":

1. All human life is very precious, including that which is yet unborn, and only

God has the right to decide which life should begin or end and when.

2. Human life begins at conception.

3. Women do not have absolute rights over their own bodies when those bodies

contain another life.
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4. Once a woman has become pregnant, she has a moral obligation to carry the fe-

tus to term regardless of any and all reasons to the contrary

On the other hand, Barbara might give the following reasons:

1. A person who is already born has a greater right to life than one who is yet unborn.

2. Only a woman can decide whether she ought or ought not to bear a child be-

cause she has absolute rights over her own body.

3. Human life does not begin until viability (about the twenty-eighth week of preg-

nancy) or until the child actually is born.

Once we have been given reasons to work with, we can begin to examine the basis

for Barbara's and Tom's feelings, bring evidence and facts to bear on their reasons, and

test these bases with rational and logical arguments. We can, for example, examine all of

the biological, sociological, and psychological evidence that is available concerning the

issue of when human life can actually be said to begin. We also can examine all of the ar-

guments and evidence for the existence or nonexistence of God, and we can consider, if

He exists, whether He is the lord of life or whether He has delegated the authority for

life-and-death decisions to human beings. Next, we can examine the reasons for termi-

nating a pregnancy and see if any evidence can be shown to justify any such termination.

Then we can look into how we might compare the worth of an already existent human
being with one yet unborn. The main point here is that whereas, earlier, Barbara and Tom
were merely spouting their strong feelings, they are now in a position to critically evalu-

ate and analyze those feelings by bringing evidence and reasoning to bear upon them. In

this way, we have built up a broader and less arbitrary basis upon which we can grapple

with the difficulties associated with each position on abortion.

Logical Consistency with Flexibility

It is important that any ethical system be logically consistent so that there will be some sta-

bility to our moral decision making. A moral system which says that in situation A we
should kill a person but in similar situation B we should not, gives us neither a guide nor

stability, only capricious whim. On the other hand, if a moral system says that we can never

in any situation kill anyone and still be moral, then all of the complexity and diversity that

comprise human-ness has become rigidly boxed in, with no possibility of justifying our-

selves by means of the extenuating situations we often face. We must, instead, strive to be

as logically consistent as we can in our morality and yet allow enough flexibility so that

our system will remain truly applicable to the complexity and variety of human living.

Including I ntversality and Particularity

Universality. Any morality that attempts to help all human beings relate to each other

meaningfully must strive to possess a universal applicability; if, like individual or per-
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sonal ethical egoism, a moral system applies only to one person, then all remaining hu-

man beings are essentially excluded from it. Also, if it depends upon a belief in a certain

God or gods and a set of dogmatic "truths" that have no conclusive evidential or ratio-

nal basis, then those who do not believe at all, or who believe only in part, are also ex-

cluded. Therefore, it is very important that any moral system apply to human beings in

general, which means that it must be broadly enough based not to exclude anyone who
is striving to be good, and to include as many meaningful and workable moral systems

as possible.

Particularity. In its universality, however, one's moral system should not become so

generalized and abstract that it cannot be applied to particular situations and individu-

als. Morality, after all, always takes place at particular times, in particular places, in par-

ticular situations, and between or among particular individuals; it never takes place in

the abstract.

Morality may be theorized about or discussed in the abstract, but decisions, ac-

tions, or failures to act always occur in concrete, everyday situations. That is why, for ex-

ample, universal pronouncements, such as "Abortions are never justified," while they

do sound highly moral and certainly apply to all people at all times, fail to take into

consideration the many serious implications for all those involved in the situation sur-

rounding an abortion. Such pronouncements never provide us with any real criteria for

weighing one human life (the mother's) against another (the fetus's) when one is defi-

nitely threatened by the other. The particular situation may be that the expectant mother

has a family of little children and a young husband, all of whom need her very badly. Yet

if she herself feels bound by the abstract absolutism of the abortion pronouncement thus

cited, she is almost forbidden to consider that one life has to be sacrificed, either hers or

that of her unborn child. In short, the particular situation is often much more compli-

cated than the abstract generalization allows for; therefore, in such cases the generaliza-

tion is virtually unusable.

Ability to Be Taught and Promulgated

If any moral system is to be applied to more than one person, it must be able to be pro-

mulgated, that is, laid out for people to see and understand. It also should be teachable

so that others can learn about it regardless of whether they wish to accept or reject it. If,

as with egoism, teaching or promulgating one's moral theory violates the very basis of

that theory, then it must be kept secret, and therefore it can have no real applicability to

anyone other than the individual who holds it. Furthermore, if there is really nothing

to teach except, for example, the concept that one should act on the basis of what one

feels to be right without considering what those "right feelings" really amount to, then

the moral system is questionable because it cannot be passed on to anyone in a mean-

ingful way. These problems are very serious because the greatest emphasis for moral-

ity is the social emphasis. If a moral theory is not teachable or cannot be promulgated,

then how can it be applicable to society or any part of it beyond the one person who
holds it?
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Ability to Resolve Conflicts

A final consideration is that a workable moral system must be able to resolve conflicts

among duties and obligations, and even among its participants. In universal ethical ego-

ism, for example, if it is not possible to decide whose self-interest should be served when
self-interests conflict, then the entire theory is thrown into doubt, for it states, on the one

hand, that everyone's self-interest should be served, and yet, on the other hand, it does

not say how that can be done when there is a conflict of interests.

Further, if any moral theory or system proposes a series of duties or obligations that

human beings ought to perform or be responsible for, yet fails to tell people what they

should do when these conflict, then again the system is unworkable. For example, if a sys-

tem proposes that it is wrong to lie and also wrong to break promises, yet does not tell its

adherents which of the two wrongs takes precedence when these conflict, then how can

one know what to do if one has promised to protect the lives of some friends but must tell

a lie to a killer who is in search of them? Simply to say that both actions are wrong or right

will not help us when confronted with an actual moral decision. People must know, when
clashes between or among moral commandments occur, how they can choose the action

that will be most moral. Any system that does not provide for the resolution of such con-

flicts may be abstractly or theoretically meaningful, but, again, in the concrete moral situ-

ation it will be of very little use to human beings who are striving to do the right thing.

Keeping these assumptions in mind, then, the most important question we have to

face is how we can go about setting up a moral system that is rationally based and yet not

unemotional; logically consistent, but not rigid or inflexible; universal, and yet practically

applicable to particular individuals and situations; can be taught and promulgated; and

can effectively resolve conflicts among human beings, duties, and obligations.

In Chapters 4 and 5, we looked at the problems having to do with absolutes and
freedom, and we arrived at two conclusions: (1) there are moral absolutes that can be

known, and (2) although their freedom is limited, human beings can be said to be free in

a very real sense. We also concluded that because of the variety, diversity, and complex-

ity of human beings, we must move from absolutes to "near" absolutes, which I labeled

basic principles. It now seems that the problems of morality center essentially in these

two areas: that of working with basic principles in order to avoid the chaos of situation-

ism and intuitionism, while at the same time allowing for the freedom that individual

human beings and groups require if they are to work with such basic principles in a

meaningful, practical, and creative fashion. The way this can best be accomplished is to

discover those principles that are indeed truly basic and necessary to almost any moral

system or theory, and to be sure that individual freedom is one of them. I intend to show
how this can be done in the remainder of this chapter.

Basic Principles. Individual Freedom, and Their Justification

What we need first is a basic principle or principles. If we remember the ethical systems

described so far, we will note that each of them has at least one basic principle and that
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some have more. In ethical egoism, the basic principle is self-interest; in utilitarianism, it

is the interest of all concerned; in Kant's system it is the Categorical Imperative, the em-
phasis upon duty rather than inclination, the reversibility criterion, and the principle

that each human being is an end and not a means. Even the ethical system that advocates

rules the least and stresses particular situations the most—situation ethics—still has one

basic principle, which is love.

Is there any way that we can cut across all of these ethical systems to arrive at basic

principles with which they all might agree? I am not referring here to agreement in the

sense of how these basic principles are carried out or acted on; rather, I am concerned

with agreement as to the ultimacy of principles necessary to the formation of any ethical

system that will successfully apply to human morality.

Choosing Principles

Number of Principles. One must first decide on how many principles the system will

have. One principle does not seem to be enough, and yet in the interest of simplicity, nei-

ther does one want too many. In my experience, one principle will not cover everything

that is needed in a system. For example, Michael Scriven states that the equality princi-

ple ("Everyone has equal rights with you in moral matters until they prove otherwise")

is the only one needed in his moral system. This principle is certainly admirable in that it

sets up individual freedom, but it doesn't state any other values (freedom from what, to

do what?), nor does it specify exactly what "until they prove otherwise" means.

The Golden Rule. One of the most popular rules or principles people put forth when
asked what they base their ethics on is the Golden Rule, or what Kant called "the re-

versibility criterion." It can be stated many ways, but the usual way is, "Do unto others

as you would have them do unto you." In other words, if you want to find out what the

moral thing to do is in any situation, you should ask yourself what you would like done

to or for you if you were going to be the recipient of your own moral action. There is

nothing really wrong with putting oneself in the other person's shoes, as the saying goes,

but as a primary and especially only principle on which to base a moral system, it is not

very adequate.

First of all, in applying the Golden Rule, we are assuming that what the other per-

son will want or need is the same as what we will want or need, and this is not always

true. For example, some people might thrive on physical contact that could cause minor

or sometimes major injury. Some people feel their weekend is not complete until they

have had at least one fistfight. Such people, going only by the Golden Rule, may figure

that that's what they would want done to them, and therefore that's what they should do

to others. Perhaps this example is somewhat exaggerated, but it does point out at least

one problem with making the Golden Rule one's only principle.

Second, the Golden Rule doesn't really tell us what we should do: It only gives a

method for testing what we have chosen to do, against how it would affect us if we were

to be the recipients of a certain act. That we would consider what we think to be the

wishes of others, before we commit ourselves to any action, is in itself admirable, but it
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does not tell us what we actually should do, and thereby fails to provide a realistic basis

for choosing among acts that will affect others.

Too often, such principles as the Golden Rule are chosen solely on the basis of cus-

tom or tradition. But reflection will reveal that we need to ask ourselves, "What are the

important things in life, and which principles will protect and enhance them?" if we are

to construct a significant basis for morality. In attempting to do just that, I will first sug-

gest certain principles and show how almost all ethical systems adhere to them, either

explicitly or implicitly. Next, I will provide evidence and rational argument in an at-

tempt to prove that these principles are absolutely vital to any meaningful, workable,

and livable system of human ethics.

The Value of Life Principle

The first principle we shall discuss is the Value of Life principle. This principle can be

stated in several ways, but I prefer to state it as follows: "Human beings should revere

life and accept death." As I argued in Chapter 4, no ethical system can function or persist

without some statement, positive or negative or both, that reflects a concern for the

preservation and protection of human life. It is perhaps the most basic and necessary

principle of ethics because, empirically speaking, there can be no ethics whatsoever

without living human beings. This does not necessarily mean that no one may ever be

killed, or that people should never be allowed to die, or that no one can ever commit sui-

cide or have an abortion. Each ethical system could differ in many of these areas for logi-

cal reasons, but there must be some sort of concern for human life arising out of

pragmatic considerations alone.

However, I think more justification than that of "no human life, no ethical system"

can and should be given. Most ethical systems have some sort of prohibition against

killing: the "Thou shalt not kill" of Judeo-Christian ethics; the "Never kill" of Kant; the

prohibitions against killing in Buddhism, Hinduism, and humanism, to name but a few.

In fact, even the most primitive of societies have had something to say about killing in

general. All of these systems do allow killing under some circumstances, but usually

they contain very strong commandments against the destruction of human life in gen-

eral. Many systems extend the not-killing ideal beyond human life to all living things,

but all concern themselves with some sort of preservation of human life. Even the least

ethical systems, such as Hitler's, concern themselves with the value of some life (for ex-

ample, its leaders' or Aryans' lives only).

Justification of the Value of Life Principle

It is my assumption, as stated earlier in this chapter, that morality should be based upon
reason and empirical evidence, but it remains to be shown whether the principles pro-

posed here can be so supported. I believe that I have already given sufficient evidence

and argument to support the Value of Life principle at the end of Chapter 4. This princi-

ple is empirically prior to any other because without human life there can be no good-

ness or badness, justice or injustice, honesty or dishonesty, freedom or lack of it. Life is a
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basic possession, the main possession of each individual human being. It is the one thing

that all living human beings have in common, yet each individual experiences life

uniquely—no one else can truly share or live another's life.

Therefore, individuals (as Kant correctly maintained) should never be treated

merely as means, but rather as unique and individual ends in themselves. This does not

mean that the ending of a human life can never be justified. In fact, it is precisely because

such an occurrence sometimes is justified that I have formulated the Value of Life princi-

ple as "Humans should revere life and accept death." This means that although we
recognize life as basic and important, we also realize that no human life has been ever-

lasting and that none is ever likely to be. All of us must die sometime; therefore, "life at

all costs" is not what the principle stands for, nor does it stand for the quantity of life

over its quality. It merely proposes that no life should be ended without very strong jus-

tification.

One of the important adjuncts of this last statement and the statement about the

uniqueness of an individual's life is that an individual's right to his own life and death is

a basic concept; that is, decisions about whether a person should or should not live

should not be made without the person's informed consent unless the justification is

very great. This means that it is morally wrong to take people's lives against their will

unless great justification can be brought forward for doing so; it also means that it is

morally wrong to interfere with their death or dying against their will without similar

justification. The four other principles enforce the value of life here. I see these principles

as being mutually supportive at various points, as being flexibly able to act and react

with each other so as to form the unitv that a universal ethical system needs. But before

discussing their justification, let me reiterate that the Value of Life principle is justified as

a near absolute because life is held both in common and uniquely by all human beings,

and it has to constitute that empirical starting point for any morality or humanity what-

soever.

The Principle of Goodness or Rightness

The second principle implied in every ethical system I have ever heard of is the Principle

of Goodness or Rightness. This principle sometimes is presented as two separate princi-

ples (see Ross's prima facie duties in Chapter 3, for example): (1) The Principle of Benefi-

cence, which states that one should always do good, and (2) the Principle of Nonmalefi-

cence, which states that one should always try to prevent and avoid doing badness or

harm. We shall see how these relate to each other when we list what the Principle of

Goodness or Rightness demands of us. If morality means what is "good" or what is

"right," then every system of morality must clearly imply, whether it is stated or not, the

Principle of Goodness or Rightness. That is, all ethical systems are based on the idea that

we should strive to be "good" human beings and attempt to perform "right" actions:

and, conversely, that we should try both not to be "bad" human beings and to avoid per-

forming "wrong" actions. By the very definition of the terms morality and immorality we
are concerned with being good and doing right. In actuality, the Principle of Goodness or

Rightness demands that human beings attempt to do three things:
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1. Promote goodness over badness and do good (beneficence).

2. Cause no harm or badness (nonmaleficence).

3. Prevent badness or harm (nonmaleficence).

Ethicists may differ over what they actually consider to be good and bad or right

and wrong, but they all demand that human beings strive for the good and the right and
avoid and prevent the bad and the wrong. Ethical systems embody this principle by im-

plying, "If human beings are to be good (moral), then they should do so-and-so" (for ex-

ample, act in their own self-interest).

Justification of the Principle of Goodness

Unless one wants to argue the question "Why be moral?" (see Chapter 1 for references to

this), when one accepts morality, one also accepts goodness because that is essentially

what the first term means. In Chapter 1, 1 defined "morality" as being goodness or Tight-

ness, and "immorality" as being badness or wrongness. When we speak of a moral per-

son, life, or action, we mean a good person, a good life, and a right action; when we speak

of an immoral person, life, or action, we mean a bad person, a bad life, and a wrong ac-

tion. I also defined "good" and "right" as involving happiness, pleasure, excellence, har-

mony, and creativity, and "bad" and "wrong" as involving unhappiness, pain, lack of

excellence, disharmony, and lack of creativity How these characteristics are to be defined

by individuals, however, is not so clear because they are subject to the same truths and

facts as the Principle of Individual Freedom—that is, they will mean different things to

some extent because each individual is by nature different from every other one.

Despite all of these differences, however, it is possible to discover some "goods"

that human beings have generally been able to agree upon. These include life, conscious-

ness, pleasure, happiness, truth, knowledge, beauty, love, friendship, self-expression,

self-realization, freedom, honor, peace, and security. There is no doubt that people rank

these "goods" differently or even omit one or two from their list of "good things," but

most people, after careful discussion, probably will include many of these. Some moral-

ists hold that there is only one thing (for instance, happiness) that is intrinsically good

(good in itself); this view is called monism. However, as you might guess, because I have

stressed freedom and individuality and uniqueness so much and also have stressed a

synthesis of ethical approaches, my view would be that there are many "goods"; this

view is called pluralism.

Having defined "good" and "right," and having shown that both of these must be

manifested in human experience and in human interpersonal relationships, the question

is whether we can justify the Principle of Goodness: that human beings should always

do good and avoid or prevent what is bad.

There is not one ethical system that advocates that a person do what is bad and

avoid what is good. But this in itself is not justification; it is merely an empirical fact. If a

person thinks that human beings ought to be moral, then he or she thinks that they ought

to do good and avoid or prevent bad. If, however, a person thinks that people need not
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strive for the good and avoid or prevent bad, then his or her concern lies outside of

morality, and the question "Why should I be moral at all?" has to be answered. Because

this question is nonmoral and cannot be answered within morality, the Principle of

Goodness is simply an ultimate principle for morality of any kind and cannot be justified

any further than was done in Chapter 1 . The Principle of Goodness is logically prior to all

other principles, just as the Value of Life principle is empirically prior. This distinction

will be clarified at the end of this chapter.

The Principle of Justice or Fairness

The third principle is the Principle of Justice or Fairness. This concerns itself essentially

with the distribution of good and bad on a just and fair basis. It says that human beings

should treat other human beings fairly and justly when distributing goodness and bad-

ness among them. It is not enough that people should try to be good and to do what is

right; there also must be some attempt made to distribute the benefits of being good and
doing right. Ways in which "distributive" justice can be considered have been discussed

fully in Chapter 6 and should be referred to at this point.

It is difficult to find an ethical system that does not include some concern for jus-

tice. Even ethical egoism, which one might think would have no concern for justice be-

cause its major aim is self-interest, does in its most accepted form—universal ethical

egoism—want everyone to act in his or her own self-interest. Isn't this asking, in essence,

that everyone be treated justly? Egoists would be strongly opposed to some versions of

distributive justice, but they at least advocate that everyone should act in his or her own
self-interest. Kant's Duty Ethics—with its universal applicability, the Categorical Imper-

ative, reversibility criterion, and regard for all human beings as ends rather than

means—has justice at its core. Utilitarianism, whether it be act or rule, advocates a gen-

eral concern for justice because it attempts to deal with the happiness of all concerned,

not just self and not even just other people. Judaism and Christianity, in their Ten Com-
mandments—which stress not killing, not stealing, not committing adultery, and not

coveting—are concerned with justice, and the urgings of Jesus to "love thy neighbor as

thyself" and "love even your enemies" emphasize justice and fairness, among other

things.

Justification of the Principle of Justice

I would argue that it is another empirical truth that there are many human beings in the

world and that very few, if any, live in complete isolation; in fact, most of our actions and

lives are performed and lived in the company of others. In such a situation, should one

bring goodness only to oneself and do absolutely nothing for others? Very few strong

egoists would accept such behavior as being in one's self-interest, and it certainly would

not be in the interest of others or of all concerned.

If one accepts the concept that good should be shared, the next issue to be consid-

ered is who should get the benefits resulting from good human actions, and how should

they be distributed. Because there are very few occasions when an individual's moral
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action does not affect anyone other than her- or himself, the good or bad resulting from

this action must inevitably fall upon other people. One could, of course, merely let the

consequences fall where they may, but we are attempting to work with a rationally based

morality, and reason dictates that there should be some order to any distribution of good
or bad.

All human beings have common characteristics, as we have said, and yet each hu-

man is unique; so how do we distribute goodness and badness with these truths in

mind? What does it mean when we say that we should try to distribute goodness and
badness fairly and equally among all human beings? If, for example, we return to the

dialysis case described in the previous chapter, it means that everyone gets an equal

chance at both the good and the bad in the situation. Presuming that, for people with

kidney failure, receiving kidney dialysis is a good and not getting it is a bad, then by the

lottery method we make it possible to distribute this good and this bad equally among
the 17 patients. Some will have to receive the bad, but all will have an equal chance of ob-

taining the good.

Does this mean that we must share each other's property, families, jobs, or money?
Not necessarily. There are, for example, exceptions to the equal distribution ideal in a

triage, a medical emergency situation in which the patients greatly outnumber the med-
ical personnel and facilities. Choices have to be made, and the lottery method may not

and probably will not be the fairest way of dealing with the situation. Because so many
need medical attention and so few are able to give it, then under the circumstances, med-
ical personnel who can be put back into service after receiving medical attention should

have first priority, and the patients who can with some certainty be saved should be next.

These emergency situations are rare exceptions for the most part, but what about

using the lottery method to determine who gets money, property, and jobs? This view of

justice, of course, would be absurd; however, everyone must have an equal opportunity

to acquire these things if they desire them. Not everyone has the persistence or intelli-

gence to become a doctor or lawyer, for example, but everyone who has the necessary

qualifications ought to have an equal opportunity to apply for and to be accepted at

medical and law schools.

It is almost too obvious to state that no one should be denied this opportunity be-

cause of his or her skin color, sex, religious belief, age, or beauty or lack thereof, nor

should anyone be denied the opportunity to earn as much money as anyone else for

these or other reasons that have nothing to do with fair qualifications for obtaining a po-

sition. In this way we recognize the common equality of human beings as human beings

and yet allow for individual differences when attempting to distribute goodness and

badness fairly. We must have the Principle of Justice, then, in order to be moral toward

other people because they are inevitably affected by our actions.

The Principle of Truth Telling or Honesty

The fourth basic principle is almost a corollary to the Principle of Justice or Fairness;

however, I think that it is important enough in its own right to be a separate principle of

equal status with the other four described in this chapter. This is the Principle of Truth
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Telling or Honesty. It is extremely important, if for no other reason than to provide for

meaningful communication, which is an absolute necessity in any moral system or in

any moral relationship between two or more human beings. How, indeed, can any moral

system function if its participants can never know whether anyone is telling the truth?

How, with the stress placed on teaching and promulgating, can moral theories be com-
municated if no one can be sure whether the communicators are lying or telling the

truth? One of the basic criticisms I leveled at individual and personal ethical egoism was
that such egoists undoubtedly would have to lie or be dishonest in order to satisfy their

own self-interests; that is, they would believe in one ethical theory but would have to

pretend they actually believed in another. If they did not do this, they probably would
not be operating in their own self-interests.

Further, all of morality depends upon agreements between human beings, and how
can agreements be made or maintained without some assurance that people are entering

into them honestly and truthfully? Therefore, it would seem that truth telling and hon-

esty are important and basic cornerstones of morality. Most ethical systems have some
prohibition against lying. In Judeo-Christian ethics, the commandment "Thou shalt not

bear false witness" makes it clear that lying is wrong. Kant states that lying cannot be

made into a maxim for all humanity without being inconsistent, and most other ethical

systems contain at least a general prohibition against lying even if they allow for many
exceptional instances in which lying would be "the lesser of two evils." Lying will be dis-

cussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

Justification of the Principle of Truth Telling or Honest}

I have already argued that a basic agreement to be truthful is necessary to the communi-
cation of a moral theory or system, but such an agreement also is extremely important in

establishing and maintaining vital and meaningful human relationships of any kind,

moral or nonmoral. Human beings need to enter into relationships with each other with

a sense of mutual trust, believing that whatever they say or do to one another will be as

honest and open an expression of their thoughts and feelings as possible. This principle

may be the most difficult of all the principles to try to live with because human beings

are essentially very vulnerable in the area of human relationships, and in order to protect

this vulnerabilitv may have built up defenses against exposing themselves to others.

This is especially true in a modern, crowded, and complex civilization such as ours.

Because of such obvious vulnerability, this very demanding principle is open to

many carefully justified exceptions. Basically, however, it still must be adhered to wher-

ever possible. It is not true that people will never lie to one another, and not even true

that lying or dishonesty might not be justified; however, it is true that a strong attempt

must be made to be truthful and honest in human relationships because morality, in the

final analysis, depends upon what people say and do.

For example, suppose that A borrows money from B and agrees to pay it back, but

then does not. When B asks A for the money, A says that he does not intend to pay it back

and never did. Now, when the money was borrowed and loaned, there was a mutual

sense of trust involved in that B was going to help A out by loaning him money, and A
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was going to pay her back in gratitude for the help. When B discovers that A has not only

defaulted but also never intended to pay back the money, the sense of mutual trust is

broken, not only for this one transaction and relationship but also, perhaps, for any fu-

ture relationships that B might have with A or with other people.

The problem is that the basis of human relationships is communication, and when
communication is eroded by lying or dishonesty, that basis is destroyed, and meaningful

human relationships—especially those in the moral sphere—become impossible. There-

fore, because all human relationships are based upon communication and because—to

my way of thinking—morality is the most important of all human relationships, it is ab-

solutely necessary that truth telling and honesty be considered as fundamental and basic

to any theory or system of morality.

The Principle of Individual Freedom

The fifth and last basic principle is the Principle of Individual Freedom, or the equality

principle, sometimes referred to as the Principle of Autonomy. For Michael Scriven, this

is the ultimate moral principle; in fact, he defines "morality" as "equal consideration,

from which all other moral principles (justice, and so on) can be developed" and as the

recognition that "people have equal rights with you in moral matters until they prove

otherwise." 1 He goes on to stress that this does not mean that they are equal in height or

weight or intelligence but rather that they are equal in moral matters. This principle

means that people, being individuals with individual differences, must have the free-

dom to choose their own ways and means of being moral within theframework of the first

four basic principles. This last stipulation is, of course, mine and not Scriven's since I do
not believe that the equality principle in itself is enough of a basis upon which to de-

velop an ethical system. In fact, I have presented this principle last so that it is under-

stood that individual moral freedom is limited by the other four principles: the necessity

of preserving and protecting human life, the necessity of doing good and preventing and

avoiding bad, the necessity of treating human beings justly when distributing goodness

and badness, and, finally, the necessity of telling the truth and being honest.

It seems to be a powerful necessity, if one considers the tremendous variety of hu-

man desires, needs, and concerns, that people be allowed to follow the dictates of their

own intelligence and conscience as much as possible. Most people will agree with this

statement, especially in a definitely pluralistic society such as ours; but they also will

want to stipulate that this principle is valid only as long as it does not interfere with

someone else in any serious way.

Because no person is exactly like another and no situation is exactly like another,

there must be some leeway for people to deal with these differences in the manner best

suited to them. However, neither freedom itself nor moral freedom is absolute. For ex-

ample, just because one man wants the freedom to rape and kill all the women he de-

sires, does not mean he ought to have the freedom to do so, nor should he have the

freedom to steal someone's new car just because he has the freedom to wish he could

have it. The limitations of one's freedom, then, should be established by the other four

principles.
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It is important to distinguish between this principle and the second one in that the

second principle has to do with the equal distribution of goodness and badness, whereas

the Principle of Individual Freedom has to do with the equality of human beings them-

selves when it comes to moral matters. When Kant stated that each human being ought to

be considered an end in himself or herself and not a means for anyone's else's end, he

implied the equality principle. The Golden Rule says that one ought to consider other

people in the same way that one considers oneself—that is, as one's equals insofar as

moral choices and treatment are concerned. When Jesus was asked, "But who is my
neighbor?" in relation to His commandment "Love thy neighbor as thyself," He an-

swered with the parable of the Good Samaritan, indicating that all people are to be con-

sidered as moral equals despite any belief that they might not be one's intellectual,

social, religious, or economic equal. One person should not condemn another for the

way he or she lives, no matter how great are the differences in life-style, as long as both

people adhere to the principles of goodness, justice, value of life, and honesty.

Justification of the Principle of Individual Freedom

I have already argued, in Chapter 5, that human beings have freedom in a limited but

real sense to make decisions and choices, including, of course, moral decisions and

choices. The important question is to what degree they should be allowed such freedom

in their dealings with other human beings. The Principle of Individual Freedom resolves

the problem of instilling flexibility within a moral system—a flexibility it needs owing to

the very real diversity that exists among human beings.

I justify the Principle of Individual Freedom on the basis that there are many hu-

man beings to be considered when one is attempting to establish a human morality, and

although they have common characteristics (bodies, minds, feelings, and so forth), each

person is, nevertheless, unique. Human beings are at different stages of development,

have different talents and abilities, and possess different feelings, wants, and needs, and

if we are not to completely obliterate these differences we must recognize and allow for

them. The only way to allow for them is to let individuals live out their lives in whatever

unique and different ways they choose.

What I am saying is that there is no possible way that one human life can be lived

by anyone other than the person who is living it; therefore, we must accept each human
being for the true individual he or she is. This acceptance amounts to granting to all indi-

viduals the freedom to live their lives in ways best suited to them, thereby recognizing

what is actually a natural and empirical truth about human beings: that they are in fact

different and unique. Freedom, like life, then, is "built into" the human structure, both

empirically and rationally.

Nowhere is freedom more important or significant than in morality. As stated in

Chapter 5, morality could not exist if human beings were not to some extent free to make
moral choices and decisions. There is no point in assigning moral responsibility in prais-

ing or blaming, or in rewarding or punishing, if human beings are not somehow free to

be responsible, praiseworthy, or blameworthy. Therefore, it seems that freedom must be

built into any moral system if such a system is to function properly.
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It is even more important, however, if a system is to work for all human beings who
are trying to be moral, that they be allowed the greatest latitude possible when making
moral choices and decisions. It is important not only because of the obvious diversity

among human beings, which has already been recognized, but also because the basic

principles are only near absolutes, and every opportunity must be given human beings

to follow these principles in the way that best suits their individuality, their lives and
life-situations, and their relationships with other human beings. The Principle of Indi-

vidual Freedom, then, is extremely important to any moral system in that it can encour-

age the widest possible expression of moral preferences, choices, and decisions within

the structure of the other four principles, thus allowing for the combination of flexibility

and stabilitv that all livable and workable moral svstems need.

Priority of the Basic Principles

One of the problems associated with any set of basic principles is the priority in which

they are to be used. For example, is the Value of Life Principle always inviolable even

though it may bring about badness rather than goodness? Must we be concerned about

the distribution of goodness and badness even where such distribution seriously vio-

lates someone's freedom? Further, must we always tell the truth even if it will bring bad-

ness, not goodness? As I have already said, our five basic principles—the value of life;

goodness, or Tightness; justice, or fairness; truth telling, or honesty; and individual free-

dom—are not absolutes, but near absolutes, and they can be violated so long as there is

sufficient justification to do so. But what, for example, constitutes sufficient justification

to violate the Value of Life principle?

Even though, as the reader might suspect, I have presented and have attempted to

support these principles in the order in which I feel they should be followed, that order

and any other considerations of priority that are to be made remain to be justified. First,

there are two important ways in which the priority of the basic principles may be deter-

mined:

1. A general way, in which the five principles are classified into two major cate-

gories based upon logical and empirical priority.

2. A particular way, in which priority is determined by the actual situation or con-

text in which moral actions and decisions occur and in which all basic principles

must inevitably function.

\ General Way of Determining Priority—Two Categories

Tlie Primary Category. Under the general way of classifying the five basic principles,

the first two are logically and empirically prior to the other three and, therefore, fall into

the first major category. Logical priority means the way in which logic determines the or-

der in which the principles must occur, or in which logical thinking forces us to place
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them. Empirical priority means that priority which is established by evidence gained from

observation through the senses. Logical reasoning plays a part here, too, but the empha-
sis is on evidence derived through the senses.

Logically speaking, the Principle of Goodness comes first. What this means is that

in establishing any moral system, one immediately has to assume the ultimate moral

principle: goodness. After all, "morality," as I have already said, means the same thing as

"goodness," so when speaking of morality, one can assume that this ultimate moral prin-

ciple is logically prior to any other.

As I also have argued, however, in an empirical sense one cannot have human
morality unless one first has human life. If there are no human beings, then there can be

no human morality—this is an obvious empirical fact. These two principles, then, are

logically and empirically necessary to morality, and because of this necessity they take

precedence over the other three principles and must be placed in the first, or primary,

category.

The Secondary Category. The other three principles fall into the secondary category in

the following order: the third principle is that of justice or fairness, because in most hu-

man actions more than one person is involved, and some kind of distribution must be es-

tablished. The fourth principle is that of truth telling or honesty, because it follows from

the need to be fair and just in dealings with others. This principle also is very important,

as we have seen, because it is basic to human communication and human relationships,

which underlie all morality. Last, but certainly not least, is the fifth principle, that of in-

dividual freedom, which is important because each individual is unique and in many
cases is the only person capable of successfully determining what is good for him- or

herself.

By putting five principles into these two major categories, I do not mean to imply

that principles from the secondary category will not, under certain circumstances, take

precedence over those in the primary. For example, at many moments in history, human
beings have willingly given up their lives so as to preserve their freedom and the free-

dom of others. The two categories merely give human beings a priority to follow in a

general sense; in general, the Value of Life principle and the Principle of Goodness strike

us as being more important than the other three principles because the former are ab-

solutely essential to any moral system or theory.

Another justification for placing the five principles in categories is that principles

one and two are often interchangeable with each other in terms of priority, whereas prin-

ciples three through five are also interchangeable among themselves. For example, it is

wrong or bad to take a person's life against his or her will, but if this person is violating

the first two principles by aggressively seeking to take the lives of innocent people, one's

own included, then one might have the right to attempt to stop the person from doing

bad by any means one can, including killing him if no lesser means can be used. In this

case, the Principle of Goodness may take precedence over the Value of Life principle.

As an example of the fact that the second three principles are at times interchange-

able, consider the following. If any decision involves freely consenting individuals but

does not seriously affect others, then the Principle of Individual Freedom may override
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the Principle of Justice. The implication is that people ought to be able to do what they

want as long as it does not interfere with others in any serious manner. This is why most
sexual activity between freely consenting adults may not be governed by the Principle of

Justice so much as by the Principle of Individual Freedom. Here, the latter may take

precedence over the former.

Rape, child molestation, and sadistic acts performed upon unwilling victims are, of

course, violations of the Principle of Justice, but sexual activity agreed upon by consent-

ing adults may not be. Offense to others' taste may not be a sufficient reason to invoke

the Principle of Justice unless other people are being forced into such acts. For example,

just because I may feel that group sex is wrong for and distasteful to me does not mean I

can impose my own feelings upon other freely consenting adults. (These issues and oth-

ers will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter 12.) To sum up: The principles may
overlap, depending upon the particular situation, but basically and generally the first

two principles should be stressed and should be seen as interchangeable in terms of pri-

ority, whereas the last three should be given lesser status and should also be seen as be-

ing interchangeable among themselves in terms of priority.

The Particular Way of Determining Priority: Situation or Context

In discussing the second, and particular, way in which priority is determined, it is im-

portant to note that morality and moral decision-making do not occur in the abstract but

in concrete, everyday-life situations. Because morality or immorality occurs in particular

situations or contexts, such situations and contexts must be observed and analyzed care-

fully. Any theories or rules or ethical principles that cannot be applied to actual human
situations in a meaningful manner should definitely be questioned and probably be dis-

carded as worthless.

This does not mean that one cannot generalize from these particular situations, es-

pecially where they are sufficiently similar; on the contrary, it means that generalizations

must be made from the particular whenever possible so that the generalizations will be

supported with as much real and actual evidence as one can muster. It is for this reason

that I am opposed to a strictly nonconsequentialist approach to ethics—because I believe

that all actions have consequences and that moral or immoral actions have the most seri-

ous of all consequences for human beings. This is also why I am opposed to a strictly

"rules" approach to ethics; too often rules are so broad and general that there can be no

disputing them until one tries unsuccessfully to apply them to a particular situation. It is

at this point that people discover that rules may sound and even be moral, but simply do

not tell people how to act in particular situations A and B.

Nevertheless, because I advocate five basic principles that I have stated should not

be violated without strong justification, I obviously do not feel that simply waiting to see

what happens in each situation is the most meaningful way of going about being moral.

I feel that we must start from some broad yet humanly applicable basic principles so that

we will have some foundation for acting morally and avoiding immorality and so that

the profusion of different situations we face in life will not confuse our thinking when it

comes to making moral decisions. For these reasons, my approach to ethics is eclectic
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(that is, made up from what I consider to be the best aspects of many different systems).

It also can be called "mixed deontological," or what I would describe as a combined con-

sequentialist-nonconsequentialist and rules-act approach to ethics—in other words, yet

another reasonable synthesis.

This means that one enters all situations with a reverence for human life and an ac-

ceptance of human death; with the idea of doing good and avoiding and preventing bad;

with the hope of justly distributing the good and bad that result from situations; with the

desire to be truthful and honest; and with the idea of granting individual freedom and
equality to everyone involved in the situations as long as doing so does not violate the

other four principles.

Then each situation will help human beings to determine how these principles will

be adhered to or carried out. The particular situation will help them to determine

whether a life should be taken or not; how much freedom should be allowed or denied;

what is the right or wrong act to perform; and what is the fairest way to act toward

everyone. In this way, the unity that human beings need will be provided by the basic

principles of morality, whereas the diversity that also is required will be provided by the

individual interpretation and carrying out of these principles in particular situations in-

volving moral decisions.

For example, it is quite easy to state that one should not steal from another person

under the principles of goodness, justice, honesty, and individual freedom. That is, gen-

erally, it is not right to steal from another because stealing violates a person's freedom to

earn and own property; it does not bring satisfaction to the person stolen from (although

it may bring satisfaction to the thief); it is not an action with any excellence in it (al-

though a particular thief may be a clever and "excellent" one); it does not create har-

mony because one should, if one is able, earn one's own property; and it is not fair to the

other person, who has worked hard to acquire what she or he owns.

We could say, then, that people who steal merely because they like to or because

they would rather not work, are performing a dishonest and immoral action. However,

let us suppose that your sister is searching diligently for her gun in order to kill someone
who has made her angry. You certainly would be justified in stealing your sister's gun so

that she would not be able to violate all five of the principles by doing something bad, by

taking a life, by encroaching on someone else's freedom, and by not being fair or honest

to the person who made her angry. Because the Value of Life and the Goodness princi-

ples are more crucial to morality than the other three, you are justified in stealing in this

situation because you may save a life and prevent badness by doing so.

Another example actually occurred when a plane with missionaries aboard crashed

in the Amazon jungle of South America. The only survivor was the missionaries' daugh-

ter, who attempted to make her way to a village or city to save herself. At one point in

her wanderings, she arrived at a river where she found a boat. Following to the letter the

Judeo-Christian commandment against stealing, she refused to take the boat and went

on wandering through the jungle. She adhered to a moral rule very strictly, but would

she have been immoral if she had not? Under the system I have proposed, she would not

have. She might have waited to see if the boat was abandoned, but after awhile, when
she was fairly sure that it was and that there was no one around to either use the boat or
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help her, she would have been justified under the Value of Life principle in violating the

rule against stealing.

Let us also note, however, that she was not obligated to take the boat; in her own in-

dividual freedom, she could choose—as she did—not to steal, at the risk of losing her

life. She could have reasoned further that whoever had left the boat would know the jun-

gle much better than she and would therefore be better able to survive. She also could

have marked the spot where she took it, and as soon as she arrived at the first village, she

could have sent some villagers back to find the boat's owner, thus being as fair as she

could under the circumstances. Therefore, the situation or context in which we have to

act does, indeed, have a bearing on how we interpret and use the five basic principles as

we go about making our moral decisions; however, the principles do remain the basis for

deciding or acting at all.

How the System of Humanitarian Ethics Works

Before we conclude this chapter, let's examine two human events involving moral issues

and run them through the five principles to see how the system works. The two events I

will apply the principles to are (1) two young adults living together without benefit of

marriage, and (2) rape.

Living Together Without Marriage

Let's say that a young man and woman, age eighteen, want to live together, enjoying the

full benefits of a live-in relationship. Both sets of parents object strenuously to their doing

so. Is what the young people are seeking to do immoral? Let's apply the five principles.

Value of Life Principle. There doesn't seem to be a violation of the Value of Life princi-

ple in that no one's life is threatened by this contemplated action. If the woman be-

comes pregnant, the problem of abortion may arise, but we can presume that the

couple will utilize contraception or will have something else moral set up in the event

of pregnancy.

Principle of Goodness. It's difficult to see any significant violation of the Principle of

Goodness unless one applies some specific standard of a particular religion, for example,

one specifically stating that such a relationship is immoral. If, however, the couple does

not adhere to this religion, even though their parents may, then such a standard cannot

be forced on them. The couple evidently feels that living together will bring about good-

ness for them, whereas their parents feel it will not. The parents also may feel that this

will not bring about goodness for them; that is, it will make them worry, embarrass them

in front of family and friends, and generally upset them.

Principle of Justice. The Principle of Justice really seems to be the only principle that

would affect the parents. That is, is the distribution of goodness fair if the parents are not
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made happy by this arrangement? In other words, the man and woman feel that they are

being fair to each other and their parents, but the parents feel that their children are not

being fair to their families. What their children are doing is offensive to them—to their

taste and to their belief in the sanctity of marriage.

Two questions arise: "Is this sufficient reason for not allowing the couple to live to-

gether and to brand their actions as immoral?" and "For how long must children con-

form to their parents' life-style or values?" Is not 18 an age at which young people

should have the right to live their own lives and take responsibility for what they do?

Principle of Honesty and Truth Telling. There seems to be no violation of the Principle

of Honesty and Truth Telling because the young people are quite open about their in-

tentions.

Principle of Individual Freedom. The question really centers upon the Principle of In-

dividual Freedom. If there is no serious violation of the other four principles, then ac-

cording to this ethical system, individual freedom should be allowed. I do not feel

that any of the principles can be clearly shown to have been seriously violated; there-

fore, though what the couple is doing may be offensive to some people's (obviously

their parents') tastes, this in itself should not deny these young consenting adults the

right to live together if they want to as long as they are moral toward each other. This,

of course, is another area where the principles should be applied, and constitutes a

separate issue. We presume that the young people have agreed to be moral toward

one another. Serious breaches of morality in their relationship toward one another

would, of course, alter the conclusion concerning the morality of their living together.

On the face of it, however, there would seem to be no reason not to allow them to live

together.

Rape

Suppose a man wants to rape a woman; would this ever be a moral act?

Value of Life Principle. The Value of Life principle would certainly be violated whether

or not the woman were killed because her life and its quality would be threatened by the

act of rape. She would be sexually violated and also violated in other ways, both physi-

cally and psychologically

Principle of Goodness. Obviously, there is nothing good for the woman in the act of

rape. The only possible good in the act would be the pleasure the rapist might get, but

that pleasure is certainly to be classed as malicious because it totally disregards the pain

and unhappiness of his victim.

Principle of Justice. There is no way the rapist's act could be considered to be just or fair

to the woman because he would be forcing himself on her against her wishes and with-

out her permission, committing the greatest invasion of her privacy and her life.
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Principle of Honesty and Truth Telling. The Principle of Honesty and Truth Telling may
or may not come into the picture, depending upon whether or not the rapist lies to the

woman in order to get her into a situation where the rape can take place.

Principle of Individual Treedom. Because rape violates all of the first four principles, it

can never be considered as moral, and therefore no man or woman should ever have the

freedom to rape another.

Conclusion

We now have five fairly well-established principles under which any ethical system can

operate. These principles are broad enough to take cognizance of all human beings and

their moral treatment, and as such they are near absolutes, in that exceptions to these

principles can be made only if they can be completely justified through empirical evi-

dence and reasoning. Generally, however, these principles will take precedence over all

other ethical concerns.

My contention, then, is that if we recognize the value of human life; always attempt

to do good and avoid or prevent bad; attempt to distribute good and bad fairly and
justly; try to be honest and tell the truth; and still allow for the fullest possible amount of

individual freedom and for equal consideration within the limits of the other four princi-

ples, we will have an ethical basis upon which many varied individual and group ethical

systems can function without serious conflict or the need to eliminate one system be-

cause it conflicts with another.

I maintain that the five principles described here are extremely essential to a

morality that will relate effectively to all human beings everywhere and yet will allow

them the individual freedom to manifest these basic principles in their own individual

ways, suitable to their cultural, social, and personal situations. What I envision as the

ideal universal moral system, out of which many individual moral systems can success-

fullv be formulated without serious conflict, is one that stresses "unity in diversity."

The unity is provided by the first four basic principles, which are not absolutes but near

absolutes, and which, therefore, should not be violated without careful and well-docu-

mented justification. The diversity is provided by the fifth principle, which not only al-

lows but also encourages all human beings to seek out the best ways to carry out the

other four principles. This means that as long as the five principles are adhered to

—

with the exceptions being fully justified—whether people are religious or nonreligious,

consequentialist or nonconsequentialist, "rule" or "act" in their approach to ethics, they

should be able to pursue their own lives within the limitations of the principles without

hindrance.

For example, religious and nonreligious ethical systems can easily flourish side by

side if the five basic principles are adhered to by both. A particular religion may wish to

make certain other moral demands on its members, such as having them worship a god

and requiring their participation in its religious activities, but it cannot in any way im-

pose such demands on any human beings outside of the religion itself. Similarly, it can-
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not take any immoral action against nonreligious persons that would violate the five

principles, such as harming or killing them because they do not accept its religious

tenets. On the other hand, nonreligious ethicists must allow for the free religious wor-

ship of others as long as those others observe the five basic principles. By the same token,

nonreligious ethicists are not free to violate any of the principles simply because they do
not like what the particular religion believes in or does.

It is even acceptable that a particular religion demand greater moral requirements

of its members than those set down in the five principles. For example, Jainists and
Quakers have more stringent stipulations against taking human life, and indeed all life,

than those encompassed in the Value of Life principle.

This system, which I call Humanitarian Ethics, allows for the greatest amount of di-

versity and variety, while at the same time providing enough stability and order to pro-

tect all human beings while they explore their diverse ethical possibilities.

In the search for the greatest and widest possible morality, I also wish to stress that

the views of all ethical systems should be allowed to be set forth and to be openly, hon-

estly, and freely discussed and argued. It is not wrong for one ethical system to attempt

to convince others to accept its views as long as this is done by reasonable argument

rather than by force, and as long as the five principles are carefully observed in the

process. The principles, then, provide the framework for all ethical systems.

Chapter Summary

I. Conflicting general moral issues

A. Consequences versus nonconsequences. We must consider the consequences of

our decisions, acts, and rules, but at the same time be aware of and avoid the end-

justifies-the-means problem.

B. Self- versus other-interestedness. There are problems associated with a totally

self-interested basis for morality; therefore, I agree with the utilitarian approach

of doing what is in the best interest of everyone.

C. Act versus rule. In a moral system, we require freedom (act) and yet also stability

and order (rule).

D. Emotion versus reason. A moral system should be based upon reason without ex-

cluding emotion.

II. Basic assumptions concerning what constitutes a workable and livable moral system

A. It should be rationally based and yet not devoid of emotion.

B. It should be as logically consistent as possible but not rigid and inflexible.

C. It must have universality or general application to all humanity and yet be ap-

plicable in a practical way to particular individuals and situations.

D. It should be able to be taught and promulgated.

E. It must have the ability to resolve conflicts among human beings, duties, and

obligations.

III. Basic principles, individual freedom, and their justification

A. The problems of morality center essentially upon two areas.
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1. How to attain unity and order by working with basic principles so as to avoid

the chaos of situationism and intuitionism.

2. How to allow individual and group freedom to work with such principles

meaningfully.

B. The Value of Life principle states that human beings should revere life and accept

death.

C. The Principle of Goodness or Rightness is ultimate to any moral system, and it re-

quires that human beings attempt to do three things: promote goodness over

badness and do good; cause no harm or badness; and prevent badness or harm.

D. The Principle of Justice or Fairness

1. The type of justice referred to here is distributive, meaning that human beings

should treat other human beings justly and fairly when attempting to distrib-

ute goodness and badness among them.

2. Theories about, and ways of distributing, good and bad have been fully de-

scribed in Chapter 6.

E. The Principle of Truth Telling or Honesty provides for meaningful communica-
tion.

F. The Principle of Individual Freedom states that people, being individuals with

individual differences, must have the freedom to choose their own ways and
means of being moral within the framework of the first four basic principles.

IV. Two ways of establishing the priority of the five moral principles

A. In the first, or general, way, the principles are classified into two major categories

based upon logical and empirical priority.

1. The Value of Life principle (because without life there can be no morality

whatever) and the Principle of Goodness (because it is the ultimate principle

of any moral system) form the first category because they are logically and

empirically prior to the other three principles.

2. The other three principles fall into the second category: the Principle of Justice

or Fairness (because in most human actions more than just one person is in-

volved, and some form of distribution of goodness and badness must be es-

tablished), the Principle of Truth Telling or Honesty (because it follows from

the need to be fair and just in one's dealings with others), and the Principle of

Individual Freedom (because each individual is the only one truly able to de-

cide what is good for himself).

B. In the second, or particular, way, priority is determined only by referring to the

actual situation or context in which moral actions and decisions occur.

V Importance of the situation and context of moral problems and basic principles.

A. The situation or context is important because morality always occurs in particu-

lar situations to particular people, never in the abstract.

B. We must start from a broad yet humanly applicable, near-absolute principle so

that there will be some basis for acting morally and avoiding immorality.

C. Humanitarian Ethics is an eclectic approach, a "mixed deontological," or com-

bined consequentialist-nonconsequentialist and act-rule, approach to morality.
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Exercises for Review

1. Explain and analyze the five attributes that the author says must be present in

order for any moral system to be livable and workable. With which of these do you
agree, and why? With which do you disagree, and why? Can you suggest any
others?

2. Do you agree that the central problem of morality is how to attain unity and order in a

moral system without denying individual freedom? Why or why not? If you think an-

other problem is more important, explain and discuss it.

3. Explain in detail the five basic principles presented by the author.

4. Would you eliminate any of these five principles as not really basic? If so, which ones

and why? If not, why not?

5. Are there any other principles you think are important enough to be added to or to re-

place any of the five given in this chapter? If so, present them in detail and support

your contention with as much argument and evidence as you can.

6. In what order of priority should the five basic moral principles be applied? Distin-

guish between the general and particular ways of establishing such priority.

7. What is the respective importance of (a) considering the situation or context in which

moral problems occur and (b) establishing moral principles, rules, or guidelines?

8. How many of the basic principles does the moral system that you yourself believe in

ascribe to? Which ones are they, and why?

9. How have you chosen to resolve the four general moral issues, and why?

Discussion Questions

1. Examine a system of ethics or moral code with which you are quite familiar (for ex-

ample, your religion's code of ethics, your family's code of ethics, or your desired pro-

fession's code of ethics) and describe the extent to which any or all of the five basic

principles described in this chapter are found in that system or code. What other prin-

ciples are found there? Is the addition of these principles an improvement upon Hu-

manitarian Ethics? Explain your answer.

2. To what extent do you believe that the United States as a nation follows the five basic

principles? Does it follow any other principles? Does the addition of these other prin-

ciples (if there are others) constitute an improvement upon Humanitarian Ethics?

Why or why not? Answer all parts of this question in detail.

3. What is your personal moral system or code of ethics? On what principle or principles

is it based? Justify that principle or those principles in detail. How does your system

make allowances for individual freedom and yet maintain order and stability? De-

velop your answer fully.
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Chapter 8

The Taking of Human Life

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Understand further the importance of having basic principles, rules, or guide-

lines on which to base an approach to dealing with moral issues.

2. Show how basic principles can be applied to the general and significant problem

of the taking of human life.

3. Show how basic principles are used to deal with the specific moral problems of

suicide, defense of the innocent, war, terrorism, and capital punishment, and

know the arguments for and against these issues.

Some of the basic arguments for and against the taking of human life in certain in-

stances (for example, suicide and war) will be examined in this chapter and the next two,

and some cases will be laid out for readers to try to solve through their own ethical sys-

tems, considering the problems and issues that must be faced. Also, if instructors and
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students are interested, there is a special appendix for each chapter that explains how
Humanitarian Ethics (the system I have proposed in Chapter 7) would attempt to solve

the problems being presented. In this way readers are not subjected, unless they want to

be, to my system of dealing with moral issues but will still have the moral issues pre-

sented to them as such. If they wish, however, they may use the Humanitarian Ethics so-

lutions for critical discussion and evaluation. The Humanitarian Ethics discussion for

this chapter may be found in Appendix 1, for the next chapter in Appendix 2, and so on.

The Taking of Human Life

One of the worst possible moral offenses that a human being can commit is the taking of

another human's life. As I stated earlier, the Value of Life principle is empirically the

most important of the five, inasmuch as morality itself depends on it; therefore, one must
revere life and accept death. Does this mean that human life may never be taken? We will

examine different types of situations involving the taking of human life and see how ba-

sic principles can be applied to them.

Suicide

Definitions of Suicide

In Chapter 4, 1 presented definitions of killing and murder. To reiterate, killing means "to

put to death, slay or deprive of life," whereas murder means "the unlawful killing of one

person by another, especially with malice aforethought." Suicide is defined in the same
dictionary as "an intentional taking of one's own life." 1 Under this definition, the act of

suicide certainly involves both killing and the taking of a human life, but it is extremely

difficult to justify the argument that it involves murder. Furthermore, suicide is not gen-

erally considered civilly or criminally unlawful in most states and countries because it

involves the taking of one's own life, not the life of another; it is a decision made by peo-

ple about their own lives based upon their own thoughts and feelings.

Arguments Against the Morality of Suicide

The Irrationality of Suicide. One of the most common arguments against the morality of

suicide is the one that suggests that all people who attempt or commit suicide are irra-

tional or mentally or emotionally disturbed, a viewpoint characterized by the statement

"No one in his right mind would commit suicide." This argument states further that be-

cause suicide is never a rational act, it can never be considered as anything but immoral.

The problem with this assumption is that it is too all-encompassing, as are the theories of

psychological egoism (see Chapter 2) and hard determinism (see Chapter 5). How can a

person who maintains this point of view prove that all people who attempt or commit sui-

cide are irrational when they perform these acts? It certainly would be empirically true to
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say that some people have been driven by a mental imbalance to attempt or commit sui-

cide; evidence for this exists both in suicide notes and in the explanations of those who
have failed in their attempts. However, there is also some evidence to suggest that many
suicide attempts and suicides are carefully thought out and rationally decided upon.

Many people who intend to commit suicide often leave calm, well-written letters ex-

plaining why they decided to commit suicide. It also has been noticed, by many of the fam-

ilies after the suicide has occurred, that there was calm and contentment just before the

person committed suicide. In fact, families often are surprised, given the fact that the suici-

dal person was emotionally and mentally troubled and upset for most of his or her life,

that just before he/she committed suicide that person seems to have been at peace. This

might suggest that the suicidal person had found what he or she deems a "rational" way of

solving his/her problems. Is this so irrational even if one does believe suicide to be wrong?

In another example, Socrates, who was condemned to death by his peers, was
urged to escape and had every opportunity to do so. Instead, he chose to drink hemlock,

a poison. Before he committed this act, he rationally discussed his decision with his stu-

dents and friends, a conversation dramatized in Plato's dialogue Crito. Anyone who
reads this dialogue will be hard put to say that Socrates was irrational in any sense of the

word. One may not agree with Socrates' arguments or with his final decision, but it

would be difficult to question the soundness of his mind.

Parenthetically, it is interesting to note that when people commit suicide in order to

save someone else's life—for example, by falling on a grenade during wartime or step-

ping in front of a bullet to save someone else from being shot—they are never considered

to be irrational, but if they decide that their own lives are not worth living, they are. In

any case, the argument that suicide is an irrational act, though sometimes valid, cannot

be used to declare all suicides immoral, for it cannot be proven to be true in all cases.

TJte Religious Argument. Various religions are opposed to suicide because thev believe

that only God has the authority to give and take away life; human beings are only loaned

their lives to be lived as well, morally and religiously, as they can. Religions certainly are

entitled to this belief, and they may require that their members adhere to it by not com-

mitting suicide, but in no way can this view be imposed upon nonmembers, religious or

nonreligious, without some violation of the principles of Freedom and Justice. Further-

more, there are real problems with this view of God and life, whether one is religious or

not, and they are carefully pointed out by Daniel Callahan in his book Abortion: Law,

Choice and Morality:

[This view] presupposes that God intervenes directly in natural and hu-

man affairs as the primary causative agent of life and death. Not onl) i^ thi->

theologically dubious, it also has the effect of obscuring the necessity that

human beings define terms, make decisions and take responsibility for the

direct care of human life. Moreover, to say that God is the ultimate source

of the "right to life," which is less objectionable theologically, still docs not

solve the problem of how human beings ought to respect that right or how

they are to balance a conflict of rights. 2
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This theological problem applies to all aspects of the taking of human life, not just sui-

cide; therefore, it would be good to keep this problem in mind as we deal with the other

issues in this area. , .

The Domino Argument. People who hold to "the domino argument" believe that if you
allow human life to be taken in some instances you open the door to its being taken in

other instances and, eventually, in all instances. Like the religious argument, the domino
argument also applies to areas of the taking of human life other than suicide. Further-

more, it is a good argument to be aware of when we are discussing any moral issue, be-

cause it forces us to be concerned about the effects of our moral decisions or laws. For

example, if we argue that suicide is moral, then we should be concerned with where this

will lead us: Will murder be made moral next? Or if suicide is all right, then why not

mercy killing and abortion?

Even though it is important for us to try to gauge the effects of our rules and ac-

tions, where there is no definite or conclusive proof that one thing necessarily leads to

another, we cannot use this argument as the sole reason for not allowing an act or person

to be declared moral or immoral. And there is no conclusive proof that if suicide is al-

lowed, murder soon will be allowed as well. As I have said, most states and countries

have laws against capital punishment, abortion, mercy killing, and of course, murder.

TJie Justice Argument. Probably the most effective case against the morality of suicide is

made by those who argue that the people who survive a person who has committed sui-

cide pay an unjust penalty. A husband or wife may leave behind a despondent and desti-

tute spouse and grief-stricken children; sons and daughters may leave guilt-ridden

parents; society may be denied the important contributions that could have been made
by the person who killed himself. This is an argument that must be carefully considered,

for it involves the Principle of Justice, which, in the matter of suicide, conflicts with the

Principle of Individual Freedom. This is a conflict that must be dealt with as one at-

tempts to decide whether suicide is moral.

Argument for the Morality of Suicide

The basic argument in favor of suicide as a moral act has to do with a person's rights

over his or her own body and life. It also is concerned with the freedom of a person to

make decisions affecting his or her own body and life. Life is important, but to whom?
Mostly to the person to whom it belongs, of course. Because suicide is an individual de-

cision made by a person about his or her own life, it cannot be described as taking a life

against a person's will. Therefore it does not fully violate the Value of Life principle ex-

cept in the sense that one ought to think carefully about the importance of life before one

commits the act. When individuals decide that they would rather die than live, however,

no one else, according to this argument, has the right to tell them otherwise.

The Principle of Individual Freedom is important here, of course, and so is the Prin-

ciple of Goodness. Suicide is such a private act that only the person who is considering it

can know to any degree whether continuing to live would bring her more satisfaction,
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excellence, or harmony than ending her life. This argument stresses that individuals are

unique and that only they know whether or not their lives are worth living; therefore,

only they should be able to make decisions concerning whether they live or die. Accord-

ing to this argument, a decision to commit suicide may be considered rational, provided

that a person's reasoning faculties are not impaired by severe mental or emotional dis-

turbances. Even when they are in perfect mental health, however, people who success-

fully commit suicide should not be blamed for being immoral, nor should people who
attempt suicide be blamed or punished in any way.

The main criticism of this argument, other than those presented in the arguments

against suicide we have already discussed, is that it tends to imply that people have ab-

solute rights over their own bodies and lives. In other words, it suggests that the Princi-

ple of Individual Freedom has no limitations, an implication that can raise some difficult

problems.

For example, if a man has a highly contagious disease and doesn't want to be

placed in quarantine because it will limit his freedom over his own body and life, his

freedom must nevertheless be restricted; otherwise, he could be responsible for the sick-

ness and death of many other innocent people. That is, because of the priority of the first

four basic principles, his freedom to do what he wants with his body and his life must be

curtailed. In a similar manner, when a person's contemplated suicide will definitely af-

fect the lives and welfare of others (for example, his dependents), then questions must at

least be raised concerning the possible limits of the person's freedom over his own body
and life.

Generally speaking, neither the arguments for nor those against the morality of sui-

cide advocate the taking of one's own life, and most people on either side probably

would urge the use of all possible means to prevent people from killing themselves. The

side supporting the morality of suicide, however, probably would allow for greater free-

dom for individual decision-making. For example, those who feel suicide is always im-

moral might advocate the imposition of physical and legal restraints upon people who
are known to be suicidal, whereas people who believe that suicide can be a moral act will

try to prevent people from committing suicide but will not use force in attempting to

deny them the freedom to make their own rational decisions.

The matter of assisted suicide will be discussed in the next chapter, under the head-

ing of Mercy Death.

Cases for Study and Discussion

Read the following cases, and decide to what extent suicide is moral or immoral in each.

Use any of the five basic principles that you feel are involved and any other principles or

guides that you feel to be relevant to the cases.

CASE1

In Vietnam, four GIs are sitting in a bar when a hand grenade is tossed through the win-

dow, joe, 22, decides on the spur of the moment to give up his own life to sa\ e the Li\ es oi
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his buddies. He falls on the grenade and is killed. At the time of his death, he is married

and has a two-year-old daughter; he also has two brothers, and his parents are living.

CASE 2

William, 60, has had inoperable cancer for several months, and it is now in the terminal

stages. Unwilling to go to a hospital or a hospice, he lives unhappily at home. Every-

thing about living has lost its savor: he no longer enjoys eating, drinking, smoking, or

any of his other former pleasures. He has made a will and taken care of all unfinished

business. Finally he confronts his wife and two teenage children with his wish to com-
mit suicide—to die with dignity, as he expresses it, rather than linger on and become in-

creasingly ill. His wife and children don't like the idea, but they agree with him that the

choice is his. He shoots himself and dies.

CASE 3

Joan, 18, has lived in one foster home after another ever since she was born. She has

been in and out of mental institutions, having been treated for extreme depression. She

has used drugs but is not using them now. Having twice become pregnant, she has had
two abortions. She feels she has no real friends, she has no parents to relate to, and she

can't concentrate on school or work. Although she has talked to several psychiatrists

and psychologists, she doesn't feel any better about herself or her life. She finally de-

cides, calmly, that she is tired of living. She takes an overdose of barbiturates without

leaving a suicide note or telling anybody what she is doing to do, and dies.

Defense of the Innocent (the Self Included)

Argument Against Killing in Defense of the Innocent

There is really only one argument against killing in defense of the innocent, and that is

based on the assumption—held by the adherents of a few ethical systems (Pacifists, Jain-

ists, Kantian Duty Ethicists)—that the taking of human life is always wrong. This posi-

tion is the most consistent one possible in terms of the Value of Life principle because it

respects human life at all costs. According to this argument, all human life is to be

revered and no one may ever be killed for any reason, even if one's life is threatened by

another. In such a case, one who is being threatened may try everything short of violence

or killing to prevent being killed, but he or she may not kill another, even in self-defense

or in defense of other innocent people.

To refrain from killing any humans is, of course, an admirable ideal, and it is one to

which most people are able to adhere throughout their lives. The main criticism of this

point of view is that it does not take into consideration all the complexities of human ex-

istence, especially the fact that some humans—fortunately a relatively small number

—

do not respect the lives of others. If all humans would respect human life completely,

then maybe everyone could completely adhere to the ideal of not killing other humans
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under any circumstances. This ideal certainly is put forth in Christianity in Jesus's teach-

ings of "Love thy enemies" and "Turn the other cheek." However, very few Christians or

other human beings are willing to adhere to such an ideal; they simply do not feel that it

is good, fair, or just for innocent people to lose their lives to killers who violate this ideal,

and who often cannot be stopped in any other way than by being killed themselves.

Argument lor Killing in Defense of the Innocent

The argument for killing in defense of the innocent generally rests upon two assump-
tions: First, even though the Value of Life principle advocates a reverence for all human
life, people have a right and, indeed, a moral obligation to protect any innocent lives,

their own included, when it becomes clear that another human being no longer recog-

nizes the value of other people's lives. Second, the good of defending the innocent far

outweighs the bad of killing a person who is threatening to kill or who actually kills in-

nocent people. The essence of this argument is that by threatening to kill or by killing

others, killers in a sense forfeit their right to have their lives considered as valuable, es-

pecially when their acts cannot be stopped unless they themselves are killed. This argu-

ment qualifies the Value of Life principle by stating that one should never kill other

humans except when defending innocent people, including oneself.

The main criticism of this argument is that violence tends to breed more violence,

and that once the killing of humans has been allowed, even in defense of the innocent, no

one knows where the violence will end (the domino argument again). The religious ar-

gument also applies here, adding the criticism that only God can create or take away life,

and that, in His infinite wisdom, He will duly punish the killer in some way. Killing, in

any case, is not the right of other humans under any circumstances. The religious argu-

ment is open to the same criticism as that presented in the discussion of suicide.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Hearing a noise at the back of his house one afternoon, Ed picks up his loaded auto-

matic pistol from a drawer in his desk and goes to investigate. He surprises an 18-year-

old man in the act of going through his dresser drawers. The man has no weapons in his

hands or in view. Ed asks what he is doing there, and the young man runs for the back

door. Ed points the gun at his retreating back, fires three shots, and kills him. Is Ed

morally justified in killing the young man?

CASE 2

Mary, 22, returns home fairly late one evening from a party. As she enters her bedroom,

a man jumps at her from behind the door, pins her down with one arm, and covers her

mouth with the other. He wrestles her to her bed, and as she attempts to scream, he hits

her several times in the face and on other parts of her body She somehow manages to
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push him off the bed and onto the floor, and while he is recovering his equilibrium, she

gets a loaded pistol out of the bedside table drawer. As the man stands up again, ready

to lunge at Mary, she fires several shots and kills him. Is Mary's action justifiable?

CASE 3

The scene is a crowded outdoor shopping mall that has a clock tower at its center. Rifle

shots ring out from the tower and several people, including children, drop to the

ground—three are seriously injured and three are killed. Police try for several hours to

get the sniper to throw down his weapon and come out, but he continues to fire his rifle

into store windows, into a nearby parking lot, and into a nearby street. One of the offi-

cers, a sharpshooter with a high-powered rifle, manages to maneuver himself into a po-

sition where he can get a perfect shot, but only at the sniper's head. He does so, killing

the sniper instantly. Was the officer justified in killing the sniper?

War

Arguments Against the Morality of War

The Standard College Dictionary defines war as "an armed conflict openly carried on be-

tween nations or states, or between different parties in the same state." The dictionary

could have added, "and in which people, many of them completely innocent, are killed,

usually violently." Because of the wholesale killing that almost inevitably accompanies

any type of war except a so-called cold one, war is a powerful threat to the Value of Life

principle and should be avoided by every human effort possible. The arguments against

war have increased during the twentieth century because of our advanced military tech-

nology, especially the nuclear capability of various nations, which could lead to world de-

struction. The chances of a world war occurring seem to have diminished, and at least the

larger nations have begun to see the futility of a nuclear war that would destroy every-

thing and everybody However, small wars would seem to have increased in various parts

of the world, and even though they do not involve nuclear weaponry, their destructiveness

to life and the environment in each respective location is still unacceptable to peace-loving

people and nations. Further, such small wars inevitably attract the involvement of the

larger nations with nuclear capabilitv, which makes any war a danger to world peace.

The main argument against the morality of war is that it is a direct and massive viola-

tion of the Value of Life principle. War doesn't just involve the killing of one human being

by another; rather, it involves a mass killing of up to millions, depending upon the scale of

the war. Furthermore, especially because of modern military techniques, war necessitates

the useless killing of a great number of innocent noncombatants, many of them children.

Those who take an antiwar stance maintain that, in the long run, so little is gained by war
and yet so much is lost in terms of human life and human possessions that it has to be con-

sidered an immoral act—in fact, the most immoral act human beings can perform.

This point of view was held widely during the Vietnam War era, when there was a

tremendous rise in the number of conscientious objectors and outspoken pacifists. Pacifists
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have argued that war in all its aspects should be banned worldwide, and that violence and
aggression should never be met with similar force but rather with nonviolence and nonag-

gression. They would argue, for example, that every peaceful effort must be exerted to avert

war, but that even if a country is invaded, its citizens should try to pacify their violent in-

vaders rather than resort to violence. This extreme form of the antiwar argument is held by

a minority of the world's population, even though it has grown in popularity because of the

many destructive wars that have occurred since 1900. Many more people hold a more mod-
erate view: a general policy of nonaggression toward other people or countries.

Arguments for the Morality of War

Even though I believe few people advocate war openly as a general solution to human
problems, there are some traditional arguments in favor of war that should be examined.

War as the Best Controller of Overpopulation. The view that sees war as being the best

controller of overpopulation is based upon the fact that the population of the world is in-

creasing at too rapid a rate. Therefore war, which effectively decreases the population,

helps to solve this problem very efficiently. The argument is, of course, morally weak be-

cause alternate solutions are available, especially in our scientifically and technologi-

cally oriented society. In addition, one could argue effectively that the quality of

population control achieved by war is very poor because it is the youth, the best hope of

all societies, that generally suffers the greatest casualty rate. In any case, many countries

have found alternate methods for reducing their populations without resorting to the

destruction and decimation of war.

War as the Mother of Invention. The argument has been advocated that war is the only

way in which societies can develop and experiment with advanced technology. There is

no doubt that many technological advances that were developed for military purposes

have also been used in a peaceful way. Some of these advances are directly dependent

upon war; for example, the development of advanced surgical techniques, prosthetic de-

vices, and plastic surgery techniques that occurred during the Korean War. These cer-

tainly could have been developed without war, but perhaps it would have taken much
longer to do so. Obviously, one has to consider the price that must be paid for such "in-

vention." Furthermore, it certainly is true that technological development can occur

without war (for example, by means of the space development program) even though

peacetime development may be slower or more expensive.

War as a Boon to Economic Gain and National Unity. Many argue that nothing unifies a

people more than working together to achieve a national goal, such as winning a war.

Furthermore, it is argued, such unification, which often involves the production of war
machines and materiel, creates an upsurge in economic well-being and prosperity. This

argument became particularly popular during and after World War II, especially in the

United States. Nothing had ever unified the nation to the extent that the "war effort" did,

and, despite wartime shortages, the nation achieved an economic prosperity that contin-
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ued even after the war was over. The country mass-produced planes, tanks, weapons, and
other materiel on a greater scale than ever before, and after the war, factories produced

great numbers of peacetime goods—cars, homes, appliances—which the entire popula-

tion desired after four years of deprivation. After two more wars, however, the divisive

aspects of war became obvious, and people began to recognize that the cost of achieving

economic prosperity through war is too high. Since World War II, countries have been

able to unify and to achieve economic well-being without wartime production, and this

fact encourages most people to seek alternative means of attaining these national goals.

War as a "Necessary Evil"—Tire Just War Argument. Probably the most morally signifi-

cant argument for war is that although war generally is immoral, there is such a thing as a

"morally just war" under certain conditions. One example of such an argument can be

found in Roman Catholic teachings. Before discussing this argument, I would like to stress

that it applied essentially to nonnuclear warfare; also, it would be incorrect to assume that

this is the position presently held bv the Roman Catholic church. With these disclaimers in

mind, the following conditions might be considered to describe a morally just war:

. . . that it shall be undertaken by the lawful authority; that it shall be un-

dertaken for the vindication of an undoubted and proportionate right that

has certainly been infringed; that it shall be a last resort, all peaceful means
of settlement having been tried in vain; that the good to be achieved shall

outweigh the evils that war will involve; that there shall be a reasonable

hope of victory for justice (a war undertaken in face of certain failure is,

however heroic, irrational, and therefore indefensible); there must be a

right intention, that is, to right the wrong and not simplv to maintain na-

tional prestige and influence or to enlarge territory (territory is not a just

cause of war), nor may war be waged as part of a scheme for converting the

heathen to Christianity; and the methods of warfare must be legitimate,

i.e., in accordance with international agreements, with our nature as ratio-

nal beings and with the moral teachings of Christianity. 3

The Catholic Encyclopedia, from which this passage was taken, goes on to remark that

there may be vagueness and uncertainty concerning any case of war being considered, and

of course there is a great deal of vagueness and ambiguity in the passage itself. It does, how-

ever, provide some guidelines that have a moral basis: that the reason for war must be seri-

ous enough to outweigh its evils; that it cannot be carried on for prestige, for territory, or to

increase the influence of the nation waging it; that all peaceful means of settlement must

have been exhausted; and that a nation's methods, once war is declared, must be legitimate.

Even such justifications, however, would seem to apply only to limited nonnuclear wars,

because there is probably no political situation important enough to justify the possibility7 of

setting off World War III and risking the total destruction of the human race and the world.

The Indefensibility of Nuclear War. Even the arguments in support of a just war pale

when one stops to consider the total devastation that could result from a nuclear war.

This carries over to any defense of even limited wars because there is always a possibil-
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ity that one of these could set off a large-scale nuclear holocaust. Given the tendency to-

ward violence of the human species in general (Homo sapiens is the only species that de-

stroys itself), it is probably too much to hope for that wars of all kinds can ever be totally

eliminated, although every effort should be made to do so now and in the future. Barring

the success of such an effort, however, any small wars should be contained and not al-

lowed to mushroom into the use of nuclear weapons, especially by those countries that

have large arsenals of such weapons. None of the arguments in support of war, includ-

ing the just-war argument, can morally justify a nuclear holocaust.

Terrorism

A new type of destructive method of making war has emerged in our century, one that in

many ways is worse, if not as all-encompassing as other types of war. Terrorism, as it oc-

curs all over the world, involves a kind of guerilla activity, in which underground orga-

nizations, protesting against what they see as the oppression of their people, or

protesting opinions that differ from their own, resort to violent activities, such as assassi-

nation, taking hostages, paramilitary attacks, or bombings. There are few countries of

the world, including our own, which have not experienced some sort of terrorist attack.

For example, there were the Irish Republican Army attacks and bombings in Ireland and

England; the Arab attack on Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics in 1984; the bomb-
ing of the World Trade Center in New York City; the Oklahoma City Federal Building

bombing; nerve-gas attacks in the subway in Japan; Palestinian and Israeli attacks on

each other; the explosion in the Olympic Park in Atlanta in 1996; and the explosion of the

Pan American passenger plane over Scotland, to name just a few.

The main purpose of such terrorism, at least until recently, seems to be to protest vio-

lently against some serious difference of opinion about a world event or culture. Terrorists

seem to be saying that nonviolent protest hasn't gotten them anywhere because no one has

paid attention to their causes, but that when they resort to violence, people of the world or

at least of the country in which the terrorism occurs are forced to recognize the validity of

their protests. In the past, when such terrorist activities have occurred, some paramilitary

or guerilla group has taken credit for them, thus expressing their protest; lately, however,

terrorism has become anonymous; that is, no one person or group has come forward to

take responsibility or credit for it so that the resulting injury and death of hundreds of peo-

ple and the destruction of property seems pointless or at least incomprehensible.

Another of the most difficult aspects of terrorism to accept is that many of the vic-

tims are helpless and innocent; that is, they have nothing directly to do with political dif-

ferences or international policy, are not in the military of any country, and have not

caused the problems against which terrorists are protesting.

Argument in Support of Terrorism

Despite the fact that nonviolent protest was put forth by Mohatma Ghandi in Indian and

Martin Luther King, Jr., in America, many organizations formed out oi < ultures and n.\-
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tions of angry people, many of these in the so-called Third World countries, have come
to feel that nonviolent protests are ignored and ineffective at best and only get them
killed by their oppressors at worst; therefore, violent actions, such as bombing, the tak-

ing of hostages, and guerilla attacks are seen as being the only surefire ways of getting

the powers-that-be to recognize their plight and living conditions.

Since these organizations feel that they will continue to be ignored, they have re-

sorted to violence in order to bring attention to their causes. It's true that innocent peo-

ple may die, but terrorists either reason that no one not on the side of their cause is

innocent, or they regret that innocent people have to be injured and die but believe their

causes to be more important than a few lives, innocent or not. They feel they are in a war
for their rights, freedom, culture, or territory, and war means that people, many of them
innocent, will die.

Argument Against Terrorism

The main argument against terrorism is that excessive violence, especially where it in-

volves the lives of innocent people, cannot be condoned. Terrorism, as its advocates

state, is war, but undeclared war and certainly not war in defense of the innocent. As
stated earlier, one can argue for just wars, dutifully declared and fought only for the de-

fense of the innocent by the military of both sides. But the wide-ranging approach to vio-

lence that terrorism uses, in which innocent bystanders are murdered, is morally

unjustifiable. People who are against terrorism argue that wrongs must be righted by

reason, negotiation, and in other peaceful ways. This may take longer, but it is safer for

everyone concerned. Furthermore, terrorism usually does not aid the causes of its advo-

cates because it prompts greater terrorism from the other side. Also, it tends to turn

against its adherents all those who believe terrorism to be immoral. Furthermore, exactly

what is accomplished by silent terrorism, that for which no credit is taken? If the cause of

the terrorists or the terrorists themselves are not known, then what good can come from

the injuring and killing of innocent people? Therefore, according to those opposed to ter-

rorism, it can never be justified.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

A small nation located on a seacoast has both the commercial ports and the natural re-

sources that a larger neighboring inland nation needs. The larger nation negotiates

for use of the ports and purchase of the resources, and an agreement is reached be-

tween the two nations that lasts for several years. Eventually, however, a new govern-

ment that has come to power in the larger nation decides that it should not have to

pay for natural resources so close to its own borders and that it should have complete

control of the seaports it now uses. After a breakdown of new negotiations, the larger

nation invades its smaller neighbor, and the smaller nation aggressively defends it-
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self. Is the larger nation justified in starting a war, and is the smaller nation justified

in defending itself?

CASE 2

In the 1940s, a large nation on the European continent consistently states its intention to

become the dominant world power. Using a tremendously effective army, navy, and air

force, all magnificently equipped with the latest war machines and weapons, this nation

attacks several smaller countries. Its methods of attacking its victims are ruthless, and
even after an invaded nation has been subdued, the torture and mass killings continue.

The aggressor nation seems to be practicing a planned program of genocide in every

country it attacks, sparing only healthy, young, and strong Caucasian men and women.
Other large nations not on the continent form an alliance and negotiate with the aggres-

sor nation in an attempt to get it to stop its ruthless invasions, but to no avail. Finally,

this alliance declares war on the aggressor nation and enters into a nonnuclear war
against it. Is the aggressor nation justified in its actions? Is the alliance justified in

declaring war?

CASE 3

A small Far Eastern country that is rich in natural resources has suffered an ideological

split. One-half of the populace advocates communism as a form of government, while

the other half advocates a democratic form. Two larger powers outside the country de-

velop an interest in the struggle: Country A supports the communist faction, while

country B supports the democratic faction. Both of the larger countries have vested in-

terests in the Far Eastern country in the form of mines, factories, land, and financial in-

vestments. When the two factions in the small country declare war on each other over

their differing ideologies in a struggle for control of the entire land, the two larger coun-

tries begin to support their respective sides by sending money, arms, supplies, and mili-

tary advisers. As the democratic faction weakens and begins to lose the war, country B

steps up its support by sending in elements of its own army, navy, and air force, com-

mitting itself to helping the democratic side by any means other than nuclear warfare.

To what extent are the two factions in the Far Eastern country justified in entering into

warfare against each other, and to what extent are the larger powers justified in sup-

porting their respective sides with actual military aid?

Capital Punishment

A Definition

As most dictionaries define it, capital punishment means "the infliction of death for cer-

tain crimes." These crimes often are called "capital crimes," and depending upon the so-

ciety in question, they have varied from stealing to murder. For the most part, especially

in the United States, capital punishment is usually applied for murder—especially pre-
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meditated murder—or kidnapping with intent to do bodily harm or kill, and sometimes
for instances of treason that endanger the lives of those living in a country.

Theories of Punishment

It would behoove readers to review Chapter 6 on reward and punishment, particularly

its treatment of the three major theories as to when and why punishment should be

meted out. As a quick reiteration, however, the theories are as follows.

Retributive (Deserts Tlxeory). Punishment should be given only when it is deserved and
only to the extent it is deserved. It should have no other goal than punishing people who
deserve the punishment because o/some immoral act that they have committed, and the

punishment should fit the crime.

Utilitarian (Results Tlieory). Punishment always should have as its aim the good of soci-

ety. If punishment will bring about good consequences for people, then it should be

given; if it won't, then it shouldn't. It always should be given in order that some good can

be done; for example, to deter future crime, to protect society, or to rehabilitate a criminal.

Restitution (Compensation Theory). Justice is served only if the victims of a crime or of-

fense are provided with restitution or compensation for the harm done to them.

Capital punishment could conceivably be acceptable in all of the preceding theo-

ries, at least in some cases but not in others. For example, it certainly would fit the ret-

ributive theory but only if the person to be punished truly deserved the punishment.

Utilitarians also might approve of such punishment but only if the greatest number of

good consequences were to come about because of it. If the only compensation for mur-

der, for example, was considered by restitutionists to be the execution of the murderer so

as to satisfy and compensate the victim, then capital punishment might be deemed ac-

ceptable by them too. However, most restitutionists probably would consider that such

punishment actually would thwart proper compensation of the victim because the crim-

inal or offender no longer would be alive to work for the victim's benefit, for example.

[rguments Against the Morality of Capital Punishment

Violation of the Value of Life Principle. Many argue against capital punishment on the

grounds that it is a direct violation of the Value of Life principle. They maintain that cap-

ital punishment amounts to murder—social murder—directed by society against one of

its members. The argument further says that if taking human life is wrong in other in-

stances, then it also is wrong in this instance. True, the argument continues, capital pun-

ishment can function as a form of societal retribution or revenge, but in a civilized

society, this should not be deemed a sufficient motive for taking a human life.

Effect on the Criminal's Victims or on Society. Because killing a criminal will not bring

back his or her victims, or in any way recompense the survivors of the victims, there is
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really no purpose in taking the criminal's life other than to satisfy the society's need for

revenge or the victims' need for retribution. This, according to the opponents of capital

punishment, is not a civilized emotion. They feel that capital punishment encourage v i

olence, acts of revenge or retribution, and murder in society at large because it leads to

the rationale that if society can kill its members, then individuals also can take revenge

into their own hands.

Ineffectiveness as a Deterrent. One of the most common arguments for capital punish-

ment, as we shall see, is that it deters crimes throughout the society; its opponents, how-
ever, argue that there is no conclusive evidence to support this claim. They point to

history in support of their argument, stating that when capital punishment was used

against thieves in England, pickpockets were operating throughout the crowds of watch-

ers who gathered to see a thief hanged. They also question why, if this punishment

works so well as a deterrent, executions by hangings and firing squads and in gas cham-

bers are not shown on television or performed in the streets, rather than being carried

out in the relative privacy of our prisons. They argue further that killings occur even m
prison, right outside the execution chamber. Therefore, they state, capital punishment

does not serve as an effective deterrent.

Inequality of Capital Punishment. Sometimes people accused of capital crimes are con-

victed on mainly circumstantial evidence, and therefore it is quite possible to execute an

innocent person. If even one innocent person is executed, this argument continues, then

capital punishment is a moral wrong. Furthermore, because rich people who are charged

with capital crimes can afford better attorneys, the people most often convicted of capital

crimes are poor people, often members of minority races—for example, African Ameri-

cans, Hispanics, Native Americans. This means that punishment by killing may be ap-

plied unequally to people who commit similar crimes.

Denial of the Chance for Rehabilitation. The denial of the chance for rehabilitation ar-

gument states that nothing is accomplished by capital punishment other than the com-

pounding of the badness already caused by the original crime: Instead of one human life

being taken, capital punishment causes two to be taken. Wouldn't it be more valuable,

opponents of capital punishment ask, for society to eliminate killing by reforming killers

through education and other methods of rehabilitation? They argue further that most

killers have been shaped by a corrupt society or a poor early environment (child-abusing

parents, for example), and that if we could only reeducate them they could become use-

ful members of society.

Arguments for Capital Punishment

The Effective Deterrent Argument. People who argue for capital punishment strongly

disagree with those who state that it is not an effective deterrent. The) argue, with ir-

refutable logic, that capital punishment deters the killer from killing again by terminat-

ing his life. They admit that the evidence for general deterrence may not be conclusive,
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but they strongly believe that many people are prevented from killing, or at least think

twice about it, when they know that they may have to face the death penalty for their

crime. According to capital punishment's supporters, the reason it isn't always an effec-

tive deterrent is that it isn't used enough. Many of its supporters are also in favor of mak-
ing everyone watch the execution of legally convicted killers so that deterrence would be

more effectively reinforced.

TJie Economic Argument. There is no proof that murderers can be successfully rehabili-

tated, and sentences of "life imprisonment" seldom really mean life because many mur-
derers are released from prison after seven or ten years. Some have been released and
have killed again. With these facts in mind, supporters of capital punishment feel that it

is much too costly for innocent taxpayers to support killers in prison for long sentences

or for life. Why, they ask, should innocent people pay for the continued support of crim-

inals who have proved themselves unfit to live in society? The crimes they have commit-

ted are so terrible that there is no reason they should be allowed to live while innocent

people pay for their upkeep.

One criticism of this argument is that it costs more to give a criminal capital pun-

ishment than it does to give him or her life imprisonment without parole, given all of the

appeals and court actions often gone through in the case of a criminal who has been sen-

tenced to death. The main criticism, of this argument, however, holds that when human
life, even reprehensible human life, is at stake, a civilized society and humanity should

not be concerned with monetary costs. Even though it costs a great deal of money to

keep criminals in prison, and even more of it when rehabilitation programs are imple-

mented, critics of the economic argument believe that it is more moral to try to make a

human life useful than to terminate it even though it is cheaper to execute prisoners than

to rehabilitate them. Isn't it extremely dehumanizing, they ask, to argue that the mainte-

nance and possible rehabilitation of human life is less important than mere financial

cost? This issue will surface again when we discuss the cost of maintaining the lives of

innocent people who are in terminal stages of illness.

Tlie Effect upon Society's Laws. By having the option of applying the death penalty,

some argue, we give strong sanction to the entire criminal law enforcement system—we
"put teeth" into that system. For example, suppose a criminal is convicted of armed rob-

bery, serves a term in prison, and then is released. The very existence of capital punish-

ment reminds this person that if he or she returns to armed robbery and later kills

someone while committing this second crime, the death penalty may be applied.

The sanction argument suggests that criminals will be deterred from escalating the

nature of their crimes because of the death penalty threat, and that this in turn gives the

entire criminal justice system strength. The threat of the death penalty may even encour-

age criminals to leave the "armed" out of armed robbery, thus minimizing the chance

that an innocent person will be killed.

The main criticism of this argument is that there are other, more humane ways of

giving a system of law enforcement sanction. Highly effective legal systems have existed

without capital punishment (England's, for example), and there is no conclusive evi-
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dence that the existence of capital punishment has any deterrent effect on the thieves,

embezzlers, rapists, and other criminals to whom the death penalty cannot usually be

applied. Effective prosecution and just punishment would seem to be as or more effec-

tive in preventing crime as is maintaining the death penalty as a part of the system.

The Forfeiture of Killers' Rights. Another argument for capital punishment, in answer

to the violation of the value of life argument, is that killers, having violated both moral-

ity and the law, have forfeited their right to be treated ethically. Just as you would kill a

rabid dog or a wild animal who threatened the lives of innocent members of society, so

too you should punish these killers. Some argue further that capital punishment is

merely another form of self-defense, one that applies to the entire society. Just as individ-

ual people have the right to protect themselves against killers who threaten their lives, so

society has the right to protect itself against anyone who has killed once by ensuring that

he or she does not kill again. Prison, they argue, is not an adequate means of ensuring

this, because killers can be paroled or can escape; therefore, the argument continues, cap-

ital punishment is moral.

It certainly would seem to be the case that people who have killed should forfeit

some of their rights. The question is whether this forfeiture should include their very

lives. Certain killers have proved themselves to be so dangerous as to forfeit their right

to live freely among other innocent people, but does this mean that they must be killed?

Furthermore, there are some cases in which killers have been paroled and have lived

normal lives from that time on, even contributing something positive to society in the

process. There are even cases in which criminals contribute something good to society

while in prison.

The Uselessness of Rehabilitation Argument. In answer to the argument against capital

punishment based on the inability to rehabilitate those who have been executed is the ar-

gument that rehabilitation, especially in the case of murderers, is useless and often im-

possible. How can serial or mutilating killers be rehabilitated? In the first place, no one

can know for sure whether someone has been rehabilitated. Psychology and sociology

are inexact sciences when it comes to this issue. Second, how is it possible to rehabilitate

a Charles Manson, Ted Bundy, or Jeffrey Dahmer? These heinous killers are no better

than societal "mad dogs" and should be "put down," according to proponents of capital

punishment.

Revenge. A final, classic argument for capital punishment is based upon the idea of re-

venge, or the "eye for an eye" concept of justice. This argument says that if people kill,

they must forfeit their lives in order to "balance the scales." This is an ancient concept,

dating back to at least Old Testament times, and it often has been the basis for long-

lasting feuds and vendettas between families, gangs, tribes, or other groups. For exam-

ple, if the son of a chief of tribe A is killed by a member of tribe B, then the son of the chief

of tribe B must be killed, and so on.

This concept has been pretty much (although not entirely) discarded in more c h 1-

lized societies because it leads to continuing killing and bloodshed—an unnecessary
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loss of many lives. Another criticism is that this concept conflicts with the moral and le-

gal view that two wrongs don't make a right. Most societies now feel that people who
kill can be justly punished without being executed. Besides, as stated earlier, some con-

victed killers have in fact made positive contributions to society, either while in prison

or on parole.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

As an intellectual game, two male college students, ages 18 and 19, attempt to commit
the "perfect crime" by kidnapping a young boy and demanding ransom from his par-

ents. They receive the ransom money but kill the boy anyway Later, they are caught,

tried, and convicted of murder and kidnapping with intent to do bodily harm. Their de-

fense attorney, a brilliant lawyer, successfully argues against the death penalty and both

men are sent to prison for life. After about five years one of the men is killed in a fight,

but the other completes his college education while still in prison and teaches other con-

victs English. He also volunteers for medical experiments, allowing himself to be in-

jected with malaria germs in order to test new drugs. A model prisoner, he causes no
trouble throughout his entire prison term. After about 30 years, he is paroled, where-

upon he goes to a different country and continues to teach English. Two years later he

dies of natural causes. Should this man have been given capital punishment or not?

CASE 2

A young man of 20 is guilty of killing both his grandparents and his mother. He is

judged to be legally insane and is sent to a mental hospital for the criminally insane. Af-

ter three years, he is judged to be cured of his mental illness and he is released as sane.

Six months later, however, he goes berserk and kills six young people in the mountain

area where he now lives. What treatment or punishment should he receive?

CASE 3

A 27-year-old man who has been a criminal most of his life is charged with attacking

several young couples in a deserted area. Specifically, he is charged with beating the

men and then raping the women after having transported them to a different area (thus

technically kidnapping them). The man is convicted mainly on circumstantial evidence,

and he continually denies that he is guilty. Although he is given the death penalty, he

manages to stave off execution for 10 years. While in prison he studies psychology and

law and learns a great deal about both. He analyzes how and why he turned to crime,

and he writes and publishes several books about his life. He does not express remorse

for his criminal activity, and he continues to deny that he is guilty of the last crime with

which he was charged. After ten years, he has exhausted all of his appeals and again is

up for execution in the gas chamber. Should he be given the death penalty?
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CASE 4

A man of 30 is discovered to have enticed boys and men to his apartment to have sex

with them. In 15 of these encounters he killed them, had sex with their corpses, ate their

flesh, and dismembered their bodies, keeping some body parts in the freezer and dis-

posing of others in a vat of acid. When caught, he admitted to all of these actions.

Though obviously bizarre and perverted, he was nevertheless considered to be legally

sane—that is, as being able to distinguish right from wrong. What should be done with

such a person? Explain in detail, providing reasons for your answer. Should he be exe-

cuted? Why or why not?

Chapter Summary

I. Applying the five basic moral principles to the taking of human life

A. It is questionable whether suicide, which is defined as "an intentional taking of

one's life," is moral or immoral.

1. There are several arguments against the morality of suicide.

(a) Some argue that suicide is always irrational; there is evidence, however,

that although it is an irrational act in some cases, in others it is not.

(b) The religious argument states that only God can create or end life.

(1) This applies only to members of a specific religion that states this as its

belief.

(2) It is theologically questionable.

(3) It removes human responsibility with regard to protecting, preserving,

or ending life.

(c) The domino argument states that if suicide is allowed, then other forms of

murder will follow.

(1) This argument is worthy of consideration.

(2) There is, however, no conclusive evidence to support it.

(d) The justice argument questions whether suicide is fair to survivors of the

victim.

2. There are also arguments for the morality of suicide.

(a) A person has rights over his or her own body and life.

(b) A person should have the freedom to make decisions concerning his or her

own body and life.

(c) It is entirely up to individual human beings to decide whether their own
lives are worth living.

(d) The main criticism of this argument is that no one has absolute rights over

his or her own body or life.

B. It is questionable whether killing someone in defense of the innocent (one's self in-

cluded) is moral or immoral.

1. There is one main argument against the morality of such an act:

(a) The taking of human life is always wrong.
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(b) The main criticism of this argument is that it doesn't recognize the complex-

ities of human existence or that some humans are capable of violating all

five basic principles.

2. There are arguments for the morality of killing in defense of the innocent.

(a) People have rights and obligations to protect innocent lives (their own in-

cluded).

(b) The good of defending the innocent far outweighs the bad of killing a mur-
derer of innocent people.

(c) The main criticism of these arguments is that violence breeds violence (the

domino argument again).

C. It is questionable if war is moral or immoral.

1. There are arguments against the morality of war.

(a) It is a direct and massive violation of Value of Life principle, especially

when nuclear weapons are used.

(b) It causes a great deal of useless killing, especially of innocent noncombatants.

(c) The destruction caused by war far outweighs the gain.

(d) The solution is to deal with aggression and violence through peaceful

means—to pacify one's enemy through nonviolence.

2. There are arguments for the morality of war.

(a) War is the best controller of overpopulation.

(b) It is the "mother of invention."

(c) It is a great unifying factor and economic boon for individual nations.

(d) War sometimes is a "necessary evil"—the morally just war does exist.

(1) Early Catholic doctrine describes the possibility of just wars.

(2) War is a more encompassing form of defense of the innocent.

3. Given the devastation possible in a nuclear war, most arguments, including the

just-war argument, cannot support a nuclear holocaust: Such a war is indefensible.

4. There is a new and very destructive method of making war, and that is terror-

ism.

(a) Terrorism is defined as resorting to violent activities, such as the taking of

hostages, assassination, paramilitary attacks, or bombings in order to express

some serious differences of opinion about some world events or culture.

(b) One of the most difficult aspects of terrorism is the injury and death of hun-

dreds of innocent people and the destruction of property.

(c) Argument in support of terrorism: When people are oppressed or angry

about their lot in life, and nonviolent means haven't worked for them, then

they feel they must resort to violence. Innocents may be killed, but the ter-

rorists' cause is more important.

(d) Argument against terrorism: Excessive violence, especially when it involves

the loss or mutilation of the lives of innocent people, cannot be condoned.

Terrorism does not fall under any definition of a "morally just war."

D. It is questionable whether capital punishment is moral or immoral.

1. Capital punishment is defined as punishment, usually by death, that is imposed in

response to certain "capital crimes" such as murder, kidnapping, rape, and torture.
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2. Theories of punishment are as follows:

(a) Retributive or Deserts Theory: Punishment should be given only when it is

deserved and to the extent it is deserved.

(b) Utilitarian or Results Theory: Punishment is justified only if it will bring

about good consequences for everyone.

(c) Restitution or Compensation Theory: Justice is served only if the victim of a

crime or offense is provided with restitution or compensation for the harm
done to him or her.

(d) Capital punishment could conceivably be acceptable in all of the preceding

theories in some cases but not in others.

3. There are arguments against the morality of capital punishment.

(a) It is a direct violation of the Value of Life principle—a "murder" planned

and executed by society.

(b) It doesn't bring back the killer's dead victims or in any way, other than by
expressing vengeance, recompense the survivors of the victim.

(c) There is no conclusive proof that it really acts as a deterrent, especially since

most executions are performed in relative privacy.

(d) There is a certain inequality of justice inherent in capital punishment: first,

because it is possible to wrongly execute an innocent person; and second,

because rich people who can afford good lawyers are less frequently subject

to capital punishment than are the poor and members of minority races.

(e) Capital punishment eliminates any possibility of rehabilitation and adds

the cost of the killer's life to that of his or her victim.

4. There are arguments for the morality of capital punishment.

(a) It is clearly a deterrent for the killer, who is put to death, but it also deters

others who are contemplating murder.

(b) It is less costly than imprisonment (critics question this), and there is no rea-

son to make innocent, hard-working taxpayers pay for the upkeep of a

guilty killer.

(c) It puts real teeth into laws, giving them force and sanction and strongly en-

couraging everyone to obey them.

(d) A person who has killed has forfeited his or her right to be treated ethically;

therefore, taking such a person's life is not immoral.

(e) Rehabilitation often is infeasible if not impossible, especially when one is

dealing with serial and mutilating killers.

(f) It is only fair that killers should pay with their own lives for having taken

the lives of others.

Exercises for Review

1. What does it mean for something to be "logically and empirically prior" to something

else?

2. Describe the type of approach to moral problems taken in Humanitarian Ethics.
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3. What are your general views on suicide, and why? Do you agree or disagree with the

conclusions of the author in Appendix 1? Why?

4. What are your general views on taking a human life in defense of the innocent (self in-

cluded)? Be specific in explaining how and why your views agree or disagree with the

author's as expressed in Appendix 1.

5. Do you consider war to be moral or immoral? Why? (If you think it is always immoral,

state your reasons; if you think it may be moral sometimes or under certain conditions,

describe the conditions and provide reasons that could morally justify war.)

6. Is a nuclear war ever justifiable?

7. Do you think that capital punishment is morally justified? Why or why not? If you be-

lieve it is sometimes justified, when and when not?

8. Analyze and critically evaluate the author's alternative methods, cited in Appendix 1,

of dealing with people who have killed other people. Be specific in your criticisms

and/or support of these alternatives.

9. What possible alternatives to capital punishment would you put forth as ways of

dealing with convicted killers?

Views of Major Ethical Theories on the Taking of Human Life

In this edition of Ethics: Theory and Practice, I have decided to add a section in each of the

chapters in reference to how the major ethical theories—egoism, utilitarianism, Divine

Command Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and Virtue Ethics

—

might deal with each of the moral issues presented in the chapter. My objective is to have

students and instructors try to logically work out how they think each of the major theo-

ries would attempt to solve the problems associated with each moral issue. Instructors

could assign this section of the chapter to students, and students could write papers, pre-

sent speeches, and/or debate the questions in panel discussion; or instructors and stu-

dents could simply enter into class discussion about any or all of the theories.

Since this is the first chapter dealing with a moral issue—the taking of human life

—

I will suggest how each of the theories might deal with this issue in all of its aspects dis-

cussed in this chapter. Then in the remaining chapters, instructors and students may do

this on their own. The reason I am adding this section is that since the theories have been

discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 3, students and instructors, if they wish, should try

to test them out by applying them to the moral issues in Chapters 8 through 15.

Suicide

Ethical Egoism

Ethical Egoists undoubtedly would not be against suicide provided that the person has

rationally decided that such an act is truly in his or her own self-interest. Egoists cer-
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tainly would not accept the idea, however, that others should interfere with a suicide at-

tempt. However, they probably would not be against trying to dissuade the person from

committing suicide, if they knew the attempt was going to be made, in order to make
sure the person really believed the act to be in his or her own self-interest. Egoists might

have a problem with Case 1 being in Joe's best interest, but they also might consider that

Joe really wanted to do this act in order to find fame or glory or to express his love for his

buddies. The egoist would have no problem condoning the suicides in Cases 2 and 3.

Utilitarianism

Since Utilitarianism believes that one ought to do that act or follow that rule which
would bring about the best good consequences for everyone affected by the act or rule,

one would have to try to determine whether or not a particular suicide would satisfy the

requirements of utilitarianism. It is interesting to speculate if rule utilitarians would es-

tablish a rule for or against suicide. I believe they would not establish a rule for it with-

out some qualifications; those having to do with the effect of the suicide on surviving

family and friends, for example. Suicide could prove to be a real problem for the utilitar-

ian since the consequences might not be good for the survivors, and this would have to

be taken into consideration since utilitarianism is concerned with everyone's interest.

Case 1 would be difficult for the utilitarian in that Joe's act certainly would be in the

interest of his buddies but not that of his family, and perhaps not even his own. This

points up one of the problems with utilitarianism: It is very hard to calculate what consti-

tutes the interest of everyone. How, for example, do you balance the importance of the

other GI's lives with those of Joe's family? Utilitarianism probably would condone the ac-

tion in Case 2 because William is dying anyway, and his family seems to be in agreement

with his action. It probably would condone Joan's suicide in Case 3 since she seems to

have no family or friends and considers herself a burden both to herself and others; still,

one would have to know to what extent anyone else would be affected by her action.

Divine Command Theory

What would be moral under this theory would, of course, depend upon which set of di-

vine commands would apply here. Some religions might consider suicide an honorable

act; others would not. Christianity, for example, considers suicide, with the exception of

the sort of suicide seen in Case 1 ("greater love hath no man than to lay down his life for

his friend") to be a moral wrong even though it may or may not condemn a person for

committing it. Generally speaking, most forms of Christianity would be against the sui-

cides in Cases 2 and 3.

K<mi s Duty Ethics

As described in Chapter 3, Kant would not be in favor of suicide since it would \ iolate

the Categorical Imperative against killing, including the practical imperative of never

using a human being, including oneself, merely as a means to an end. He probablj
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would accept the suicide in Case 1 as being more justified than those in Cases 2 and 3,

which he undoubtedly would reject.

Ross's Prima Facie Duties

Ross probably would agree with Kant in general but be somewhat more lenient in the

application of his prima facie duties. However, suicide would to some extent violate sev-

eral of the duties—beneficence, nonmaleficence, and self-improvement—mainly be-

cause of the effect of the suicide upon survivors; the destruction of human life negating

self-improvement; and the possibility of doing harm rather than good to others. Ross,

like Kant, probably would accept the suicide in Case 1, and might even differ with Kant

on Case 2. He probably would not condone the act in Case 3.

Virtue Ethics

In general, Virtue Ethics probably would oppose sxiicide because it stops a person from

creating a virtuous character and cannot be considered a moderate act but rather an ex-

treme one. Since Case 1 implies a virtuous act, that of giving up one's life for one's

friends, Virtue Ethics probably would accept this particular suicide as being moral, and
also because Case 2, but probably not Case 3, it would hold that Joan still has the oppor-

tunity to create a more fully developed virtuous character.

Defense of the Innocent

Ethical Egoism

Ethical Egoists probably would condone this but only if it were in their best interest. For

example, if they had to risk their lives in order to defend the innocent, then they might

not be in favor of this. But if in defending the innocent they also were acting in their best

interest—for example, if "the innocent" were themselves, their wives, children, other

family, or friends—they probably would be in favor of it. But again, only if it were seen

by them to be in their own self-interest would they take action. They probably would
condone killing the runaway thief since he has invaded their privacy and attempted to

steal their property, which certainly is not in their best interest. They also would condone

Mary's action in that she is acting in her own self-interest and self-defense, and the rapist

is not. They also probably would condone shooting the sniper since it would be in their

self-interest to eliminate such a destructive person who could be threatening their lives

and not acting in anyone's self-interest but his own.

Utilitarianism

This theory would very likely be in favor of defense of the innocent since this generally

is an act in the interest of everyone, and the best good consequences would accrue for
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everyone from an act or a rule that would encourage such action. They probably would
not condone Ed's action in Case 1 because everyone's interest is not affected by the boy's

action and certainly not the boy's interest. They definitely would go along with the ac-

tions in Cases 2 and 3, since it would be in everyone's interest to prevent a rapist from

committing crimes, and since the rapist certainly is not acting in Mary's interest and

since she has a right to protect herself. Utilitarians definitely would see the sniper's

death as being in the best interest of everyone affected by his actions since he is jeopar-

dizing the lives of everyone in that area by his actions. The utilitarian might hope that

Cases 2 and 3 could be resolved without killing, but I believe he would see the killing as

justified in both of them.

Divine Command Theory

Here again, a great deal would depend upon which religion is involved. For example, Jain-

ists or Quakers, who do not believe in the taking of life altogether, probably would not be

in favor of killing under any circumstances. Other religions, however, undoubtedly would
believe that killing was justified in defense of the innocent—regrettable, but at times neces-

sary. Most probably would not condone the killing in Case 1, except those religions based

heavily upon retribution. However, in Cases 2 and 3, most religions undoubtedly would

think the killing was justified, believing that Mary has a right to defend herself against

rape and possible murder, and that the sniper was endangering everyone's lives and

needed to be stopped before his immoral actions could continue to destroy innocent lives.

Kant's Duty Ethics

Kant, of course, would be against the taking of human life, and certainly would not have

justified the actions in Case 1, since the thief was unarmed and not threatening Ed's life.

I believe he would relent in Cases 2 and 3, even though killing was involved. He proba-

bly would hope that the situations could be resolved without killing, but if they couldn't

be, then he would understand the actions of Mary and the policeman. He might consider

the actions to be not fullv moral, but I believe he would at least understand why they

had to occur and at least partially accept them.

Ross's Prima Facie Duties

Ross also would not condone the killing in Case 1, but I believe he would find the actions

of Mary and the officer to be in accord with the stronger prima facie duties of justice,

beneficence, and nonmaleficence. Ross would see their actions as being moral.

\ irl uc Hlliics

The proponents of this view probably would not accept Ed's action in Case 1 as being

morally justified since it did not seem to indicate a balance between reason and emotion:
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prevented the thief from being taught virtue and developing a virtuous character; and

exceeded moderation. They would regret the actions in Cases 2 and 3, but would proba-

bly see Mary and the officer as acting in as virtuous a way as they knew how under very

trying circumstances. On the other hand, they would see the rapist and the sniper as not

acting in virtuous ways at all, thus making justifiable whatever actions it might take to

stop them from committing their morally wrong acts.

War and Terrorism

In general, probably all of the ethical theories would be against war and terrorism, ex-

cept under certain circumstances, because they go against almost all of their principles.

Ethical Egoism

In Case 1, this theory probably would condone war in self-defense of the smaller nation.

It also might consider the larger nation's actions as being valid in trying to improve its

situation by operating in its own self-interest. However, in the long run, ethical egoists

might find either nation's actions to be not in its self-interest because of the mass killing

and destruction that abounds in war.

In Case 2, they probably would see the actions of the allies as operating in their

own self-interest since the larger nation is trying to destroy all the nations and peoples

involved in its aggression. As for the larger nation, this theory might consider that, in the

short run, its actions would be in its self-interest, but in the long run might not be, espe-

cially if it lost the war it started.

Ethical egoists probably would not condone the actions of the two larger nations in

Case 3 because of their interference in the country's affairs. It is possible that some
egoists might say the two larger countries have a right to protect their own self-interests,

but their interference in the small nation's affairs seems more immoral. Ethical egoists

probably would not condone acts of terrorism because such acts interfere with the self-

interest of the victims who have no warning or chance to act in their own self-interest

and save themselves. Only the strongest egoists would support the right of the terrorists

to act in their own self-interest.

I tilitarianism

This theory probably would not condone war because it would not be in the interest of

everyone affected. It might condone national self-defense when the war has been started

bv another nation as in Case l's smaller nation and the allies in Case 2. It would not con-

done the larger nations' actions in either Case 1 or 2. Utilitarianism probably would be

against interfering in the affairs of the small far eastern nation by the two larger powers

as not being in the interest of everyone concerned by the actions. Rule Utilitarianism

probably would have a rule against war except in clear cases of national self-defense,
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and either form of utilitarianism would be against terrorism as not being in the interest

of everyone.

Divine Command theory

Except for those pacifist religions mentioned above or for those condoning holy wars,

most religions are against war because of the violence and destruction involved except in

defense of an innocent nation being attacked by an aggressor nation. Most probably

would go along with the requirements expressed in the Roman Catholic description of a

just war except when it comes to nuclear war. Most religions would not condone the

larger nations' aggression in Cases 1 and 2, but probably would accept the right of self-

defense of the smaller nation and the allies. Most religions, except for a few extremist

factions within particular religions, are opposed to war except in cases of self-defense.

Except for these same extremists, most religions undoubtedly would be against any form

of terrorism. Case 3 is hard to describe under this ethical theory because many religions

might endorse a war against a godless form of government such as Communism, but I

believe most religions still would not condone the war in Case 3.

Kant s Duty Ethics

Kant, of course, would be against wars and terrorism in general because they violate the

Categorical and Practical Imperatives he set forth in his theory since war involves killing

and using people merely as means to an end. He might sympathize with the self-defense

theory but still would be against taking lives in general. He might accept the extreme sit-

uations of the need for national self-defense in Cases 1 and 2 but would feel that such ac-

tions are not fully moral. In no way would he condone the actions of the two major

powers in Case 3 or even the civil war in the far eastern country.

Ross s Prima Facie Duties

Ross probably would be against war and terrorism because these violate at least four of

his prima facie duties: justice, beneficence, self-improvement (hard to achieve when one

is injured or killed or trying to defend himself or herself all the time), and nonmalefi-

cence. He probably would accept defense of the innocent as being justified but not much
else, such as gaining territory. Therefore he probably would accept the self-defense of the

smaller nation in Case 1 and the allies in Case 2, but not the actions of the major powers

in Case 3 or terrorism in any form or for any reason.

Virtue Ethics

Just as this theory would accept defense of the innocent, it probably would accept the

self-defense of the smaller nation and the allies in Cases 1 and 2. It would, however, most

likely be against the actions in Case 3 and war and terrorism in general as not being
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moderate and not being conducive to the development of a virtuous character even

though it might see some actions of braverv and heroism as being virtuous in them-

selves. This theory undoubtedly would be against terrorism in any form as not being

moderate or virtuous in any respect.

Capital Punishment

With regard to this issue, the particular cases don't necessarilv matter because an ethical

theory usuallv will take a stand for or against capital punishment in general based upon
its principles. Therefore, if a person is guilty of a capital crime, the theory will either be

for or against execution regardless of particular circumstances.

Ethical Egoism

Given that there is the alternative of life imprisonment without parole, many egoists

would probably not demand capital punishment; yet some might, unless they them-

selves were the perpetrators of capital crimes, in which case they probably would deem
it to be in their self-interest not to be executed.

Some egoists might be for capital punishment in their own self-interest so as to pro-

tect themselves against the possibility of such criminals ever escaping to kill again. If

they or their families are victims of the killer, they may wish to seek retributive justice, it

being in their self-interest to see that he is punished so fully he can never kill again.

On the other hand, some also might feel that it would not be in their self-interest to

permit social violence that might breed more violence by individuals. Therefore, it is dif-

ficult to say exactly what an egoist might accept here. A great deal would depend upon
how he has rationalized his self-interest, as we see from the above possibilities. As long

as life imprisonment without parole is an alternative, egoists may be against capital pun-

ishment, but if they feel it is not in their self-interest to pay taxes to keep a criminal in jail

for his lifetime, then they may be for capital punishment.

/ tilitarianism

As pointed out earlier in the discussion of the theories of capital punishment, the utili-

tarian or results theory states that capital punishment should be employed only if it can

be shown that the best good consequences will accrue to everyone involved. In other

words, if good consequences for everyone cannot be shown to come out of capitally pun-

ishing someone, and if there are viable alternatives such as life imprisonment without

parole, then capital punishment would not be justified by utilitarians.

For example, since studies of the deterrent argument for capital punishment have

been shown to be suspect in that there is no conclusive evidence that capital punishment

deters crime, the utilitarian probably would be against it. The only aspect of the crime

that utilitarians might be concerned about is whether or not the criminal would be let
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loose in society again, which would not be in the interest of everyone. If it could be guar-

anteed that he would not be set free (by means of life imprisonment without parole),

then they would be against capital punishment.

Divine Command Theory

Depending upon the tenets of a particular religion, capital punishment might or might

not be deemed acceptable. If the religion believes in retributive punishment, then it

probably would be for it, believing that humans have a right to judge violators of its

commandments and to exact punishment in the name of their god or gods. The more
pacifistic religions, of course, would not. Religions that tend to have a stronger theory of

mercy and forgiveness also would probably be against capital punishment.

Kant's Duty Ethics

Kant certainly would be against capital punishment in general because again it violates

his categorical and practical imperatives against taking human life and using humans as

means to an end. He also would be against retributive punishment because it might be

based on an emotional rather than a rational basis. He undoubtedly would favor life im-

prisonment without parole as the proper way of dealing with those who have committed

capital crimes.

Ross's Prima Facie Duties

Ross would be in favor of punishment for criminals under his notion of duty of repara-

tion (criminals making up for wrongs they have done), but would probably be against

capital punishment because it would violate his duties of beneficence (it would not im-

prove the condition of the criminal as rehabilitation might); self-improvement (how can

the criminal improve himself if he is executed); nonmaleficence (not injuring others

—

preventing injury to others could just as well be accomplished by life imprisonment

without parole).

Virtue Ethics

Capital punishment certainly would not be a moderate solution for dealing with crimi-

nals under Virtue Ethics, nor would it allow criminals the opportunity to develop a

more virtuous character; therefore, I do not believe that in general Virtue Ethics would
accept capital punishment. Rather the virtue ethicist would advocate that we try our

best to inculcate virtue into such criminals through education and example. No one

who cannot or has not developed such a character, by means of education and training

should be set free from prison. I believe the virtue ethicist would prefer life imprison-

ment without parole for those unable to profit from virtue ethics training to capital

punishment.
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Reader Reactions

Do you agree or disagree with the author's analyses of what the major ethical views

would be? Which and why? Support your answers in detail and be sure to include your

own analysis of the major ethical theories' views.
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Chapter 9

Allowing Someone
to Die, Mercy Death,

and Mercy Killing

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define and make distinctions among the following terms: euthanasia, allowing

someone to die, mercy death, mercy killing, ordinary and extraordinary means
for keeping people alive, persistent vegetative state (PVS), and brain death.

2. Explain why allowing someone to die has become an issue in the light of advanced

medical technology, and discuss a dying person's right to refuse treatment, "living

wills," natural death declarations, and durable powers of attorney for health care.

3. Critically analyze and evaluate the moral aspects of allowing someone to die,

mercy death (including physician assisted suicide), and mercy killing in light of

the hospice approach to care for the dying.

4. Evaluate the question, "Is allowing someone to die morally justified?"

5. Evaluate the question, "Is mercy death morally justified?"

6. Evaluate the question, "Is mercy killing morally justified?"

212
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Definition of Terms

The word euthanasia comes from the Greek and originally meant "a good or happy
death." However, it also has been interpreted, especially in the twentieth century, to

mean "mercy killing," legally a form of murder in most countries of the world. Dr.

Richard Lamerton, former director of St. Joseph's Hospice Home Care Service in Lon-

don, has stated that in using the term "euthanasia" to stand for both mercy killing and
allowing someone to die, we seriously blur a very necessary and important distinction

between an act of murder and what is merely good medical practice (allowing people to

die of natural causes, without using any extraordinary or heroic measures to keep them
alive).

Dr. Lamerton states further that even though "euthanasia" once meant "happy
death," it no longer has that meaning, but rather means mercy killing or murder. 1 There-

fore, because of this and the confusion and ambiguity of the meaning of "euthanasia," I

will not use this term but will substitute three other phrases: allowing someone to die,

mercy death, and mercy killing. Each of these phrases has a different meaning, and they

must be clearly defined and distinguished before one can deal with the important moral

issues surrounding them.

Allowing Someone to Die

The phrase "allowing someone to die" implies an essential recognition that there is some
point in any terminal illness when further curative treatment has no purpose and that a

patient in this situation should be allowed to die a natural death in comfort, peace, and
dignity. In no way does this involve an active termination of someone's life. Rather, it in-

volves a refusal to start curative treatment when no cure is possible and the willingness

to halt curative treatment when it can no longer help a dying patient.

What it means, in short, is allowing a terminally ill patient to die his or her own
natural death without interference or intrusion from medical science and technology. It

does not mean that there is nothing that can be done for the patient or that the patient

should be abandoned to die in pain and misery. It does mean, however, that medical sci-

ence will not initiate heroic efforts to save a dying patient and that it will stop any such

efforts that have already been started when it becomes clear that they cannot serve any

useful purpose for the patient and his or her family.

Mercy Death

I have coined the phrase "mercy death" to mean taking a direct action to terminate a pa-

tient's life because the patient has requested it; in short, mercy death is really an assisted

suicide. Chronically or terminally ill patients often are unable to commit suicide and

therefore ask someone to "put them out of their misery." These patients not only give

their permission to end their lives but also, in most cases, request or even demand that

their lives be terminated.
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Mercy Killing

The phrase "mercy killing" refers to someone's taking a direct action to terminate a pa-

tient's life without the patient's permission. The decision to take such an action is often

made on the assumption that the patient's life is no longer "meaningful" or that if the pa-

tient were able to say so, he or she would express a desire to die. The important distinc-

tion between mercy killing and mercy death is that mercy killing is involuntary, or does

not involve the patient's permission or request, whereas mercy death is done with the

permission of the patient, and usually at his or her request.

Current Legal Status of Mercy Death and Mercy Killing

At present, 32 states specifically prohibit mercy death (or assisted suicide), and almost

all of the remainder, and most countries of the world, make it illegal under general

homicide statutes. However, in Michigan, where it is not specifically prohibited, Dr.

Jack Kevorkian has assisted in many suicides of both chronically and terminally ill pa-

tients; though prosecuted several times, he has yet to be found guilty of a crime. Dr.

Kevorkian and his activities will be discussed later in the chapter. Mercy killing is

presently outlawed in all of the U.S. states and most of the countries of the world. How-
ever, two recent legal actions by two U.S. courts of appeal, one in New York and the

other in the state of Washington, have muddied the legal questions surrounding as-

sisted suicide and this has led to further appeals and upcoming decisions by the U.S.

Supreme Court.

In April, 1996, the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Manhattan ruled that New
York's manslaughter statute could not be used to prosecute doctors who prescribe lethal

drugs to terminally ill patients who ask for them and then use them to commit suicide.

The judges wrote: "What interest can the state possibly have in requiring the prolonga-

tion of a life that is all but ended? . . . And what business is it of the state ... to interfere

with a mentally competent patient's right to define [his] own concept of existence, of

meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life?"2

On March 6, 1996, in San Francisco, California, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
".

. . declared physician assisted suicide to be a fundamental constitutional right pro-

tected by the 14th Amendment's guarantee of 'liberty' " "The decision how and when to

die ... is one of the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime,

a choice central to personal dignity and autonomy" 3 We will discuss the impact of these

two rulings on mercy death later in the chapter. Suffice it to say that many ethicists find

them both controversial and difficult to deal with. Of course, legality is not our main
concern in dealing with these problems; we are concerned with whether any of these

three options is moral and, if so, under what conditions. Therefore, we will now discuss

each of these options in more depth, examining the arguments for and against each of

them and exploring the full implications of each. Before doing this, however, it is impor-

tant that we define one more phrase.
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Brain Death

The advanced medical technology and sophisticated procedures available in the twenti-

eth century have created new moral dilemmas, one of which involves irreversible brain

damage, popularly known as "brain death." Before medical technology became so so-

phisticated, when patients' hearts or lungs failed, their brains also soon failed, and when
their brains failed, heart or lung failure soon followed. In our time, however, we have

discovered ways (for example, by using respirators and heart pumps) to bypass the

brain, thus avoiding heart or lung failure.

If a patient is brought in with a head injury from a motorcycle accident, for exam-

ple, the emergency crew may get the person's heart and lungs restarted and manage to

stabilize these two organ systems. Later, doctors may discover that the head injury was
so serious that the patient's brain has been irreversibly damaged; in other words, the

brain is permanently dead, not just temporarily injured or even partly injured. Without

brain activity, the patient is reduced to a body with a beating heart and breathing lungs.

After a number of such instances had occurred, the medical community began to recog-

nize the possibility that a person could be pronounced dead in a medical sense if his

brain were irreversibly damaged—even if the patient's body could be considered to be

alive in all other respects.

In 1968 an ad hoc committee was formed at Harvard Medical School to decide upon
criteria for determining brain death. The ad hoc committee's final report cited four crite-

ria: (1) unreceptivity and unresponsiveness; (2) no spontaneous movements or breath-

ing; (3) no reflexes; and (4) a flat electroencephalogram (EEG). 4 What this means, then, is

that people can be declared medically dead even though their hearts and lungs are still

functioning. Many people have confused the problem of brain death with allowing

someone to die and mercy killing; they maintain that if a doctor or nurse disconnects the

respirator or heart machine that is aiding a patient who has suffered brain death, then

this person is guilty of allowing the patient to die or of mercy killing. This, however, is

not the case; if patients are declared dead in an official medical sense, then any equip-

ment can be disconnected and any procedure can be stopped without there being any

implication of wrongdoing. After all, how can a patient who is already medically dead

be allowed to die or undergo a mercy killing?

I believe that the confusion that arises in such cases comes from our distaste for dis-

connecting patients with breathing lungs and beating hearts from machines that would

keep these organs functioning. Suffice it to say that brain death has nothing to do with al-

lowing someone to die, mercy death, or mercy killing. Some states (California, for exam-

ple) have even included brain death in their legal definition of death. There is still a

problem, however, in dealing with people who have not suffered brain death but who are

severely brain damaged. Some injuries do not kill the brain; rather, they leave it so badly

damaged that when and if patients awake from a coma, their lives are likely to be radically

altered. Furthermore, such patients may remain in a coma for an indefinite period yet not

meet the criteria cited above for brain death. The issues of allowing someone to die and

mercy killing may definitely arise in relation to this last type of case, but they should not be

considered as being in any way related to a clear-cut case of total brain death.
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Persistent Vegetative State (PVS) or Irreversible Coma

Brain death should be carefully distinguished from persistent vegetative state (PVS).

PVS results from damage to the cerebral cortex, or neocortex, which controls the cogni-

tive functions. For this reason, it might be called cortical or cerebral death. The body,

however, is not dead because the functions of the brain stem continue in whole or in

part. In PVS there may still be, and usually is, spontaneous breathing and heartbeat. Per-

sons in this state often are awake, but they are not aware of what is going on around

them. There is no conscious interaction with the environment and no awareness of self or

the environment. A person in this state lacks and will permanently lack even that mini-

mal level of functioning that makes life human. They are, in short, incapable of any hu-

man interaction. The very famous cases of Karen Ann Quinlan and Nancy Cruzan are

examples of PVS, as you will see later.

Allowing Someone to Die

As we have already defined it, "allowing someone to die" means allowing a terminally

ill patient to die a natural death without any interference on the part of medical science.

The problems surrounding this issue, along with those surrounding mercy death and

mercy killing, have arisen much more frequently in the twentieth century than at any

other period. The reason for this, as we have already mentioned, is that advancing med-
ical technology has made it possible for more people to live longer than ever before. As
recently as a few years ago, when the heart or lungs failed, a person was sure to die

within a short period of time. Nowadays, however, a person can be kept alive almost in-

definitely by respirators, heart pumps and pacers, miracle drugs, organ transplants, kid-

ney dialysis machines, and so on.

With these advances, which certainly are a blessing for many, we also have in-

curred problems as to the quality of the lives we are extending. For example, people with

kidney failure, who would have died prior to 1960, now can be saved. Many of them ad-

just beautifully to their situations, but others feel that if the only way they can remain

alive is to be hooked up to a kidney machine for the rest of their lives, they would rather

be dead.

Medical science also is working very hard on a cure for cancer, frequently a long,

drawn-out disease that causes patients to slowly deteriorate and eventually lose their

sense of dignity. It is ironic that as these patients' lives are extended by means of ad-

vanced medical technology, so too are their pain, suffering, and misery—sometimes in

the hope that a cure will be found and sometimes simply because the doctors don't want

to give up on any of their patients.

Similarly, because most people live longer than ever before, they sometimes be-

come senile and infirm. We tend to relegate such people to hospitals or nursing homes,

where, in many instances, they live out a tiresome, dreary, and despairing existence, of-

ten in pain and suffering. Therefore, literally thousands upon thousands of people, of

various ages and in various stages of dying, face what many would describe as lives of
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low quality. If we add to this the extremely well-documented fact that people of the

Western world, and especially those living in the United States, generally do not have

the ability to face aging or death well, we have a serious problem that we must try to

solve in the most ethical way possible.

Very few of us want to see other human beings suffer or live lives from which they

are begging to be released. For this reason, it seems to many people that what we need to

do is to accept as moral, and then legalize, some methods of allowing patients to die,

mercy death, or mercy killing, preferably in some painless form to be administered by

doctors, or by patients with the help of doctors so that "miserable, meaningless" lives

can be ended with dignity.

It is difficult to question the validity of the motives behind the desire to end the

misery and pain of others. Furthermore, we can justify these motives within the five ba-

sic principles. Because we revere life and yet accept death; because we can bring happi-

ness and eliminate pain, both for patients and their families, creating harmony where
there was disharmony, and ending lives lacking excellence while enhancing other lives

with excellence; because we can be just and fair, not only to patients and their families

but also to the rest of society on whom sick and dying patients often are a burden; and

because we can grant individual freedom to terminally ill patients to die and be allowed

to die, as well as the freedom to decide how and when to die, it seems obvious to many
that allowing someone to die, mercy death, and mercy killing can be morally justified.

Let us now examine the arguments for and against allowing someone to die.

Arguments Against Allowing Someone to Die

It is a common assumption that human life always is to be protected and preserved, re-

gardless of its quality, by every means we have at our disposal. This assumption has

given rise to a number of arguments against allowing someone to die.

Abandonment of Patients. Some people argue that not using or discontinuing any

means that might keep dying people alive even a little longer is tantamount to refusing

them proper medical care. They feel that if health care professionals (doctors, nurses,

etc.) refuse to apply curative treatments, they are abandoning patients and their families

to suffering and misery.

It certainly is true that health care professionals could conceivably abandon pa-

tients for whom "nothing more can be done." This probably has happened in the past,

and indeed, it may be happening in some cases today. However, there is no reason why
this need occur. Abandonment arises from an overemphasis on that aspect of medicine

involving curing and healing patients and a deemphasis of the aspect involving comfort-

ing and caring for them. As we shall see a little later, the hospice approach to care for the

dying makes this distinction clear and completely eliminates the abandonment problem.

The Possibility of Finding Cures. Another argument frequently offered is that if we are

too quick to let people die, we may be denying them the opportunity to be cured of their

illness. New cures for disease are constantly being discovered, and there are also so-
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called "miracle cures"; that is, cures that occur in seeming defiance of all medical knowl-

edge. Therefore, it is argued, if we continue every effort to keep dying patients alive, a

miracle cure may occur, or a scientific cure (new drug or surgical procedure) may be dis-

covered that will lengthen patients' lives or even cure them completely.

Not all doctors are willing to accept the existence of miracle cures, however, and

many of them also argue that the time to be concerned with cures is when the disease is

first diagnosed, not when the patient has been completely debilitated by it. They would
argue, for example, that the time to perform radical surgery, radiation therapy, and

chemotherapy on cancer patients is not when the cancer has completely metastasized

(spread) throughout the patients' bodies, but when such treatment can do some good,

either in slowing cancer growth or in stopping it completely. Using "aggressive medi-

cine" to treat completely metastasized cancer patients, they would argue, is closer to tor-

turing patients than to healing them.

Tlie Impossibility of Optingfor Death. Many doctors, as well as others not in the med-
ical profession, argue that by virtue of the nature of medicine, we can never opt for

death; we must always choose life. After all, the reason medicine exists is to save lives,

not end them, and the minute we start to make those choices that lead to death rather

than life the very basis for medicine is nullified. This results not only in the discourage-

ment of doctors but also in an elimination of patients' trust in doctors, often a necessary

adjunct to the healing process.

One of the arguments brought against this view is that there is a great deal of dif-

ference between "choosing" death and "accepting" death when it is inevitable. A second

argument is that many dying patients do not agree with "everything must be done" to

save them, and they strongly object to doctors' overriding their decisions about their

own bodies and lives. The doctors, of course, argue that they know best and that they

must be the ones to make all the decisions about a patient's treatment. The patients,

however, feel that they ought to have the right to refuse treatment as well as to accept it.

Interference with God's Divine Plan. The final argument against allowing someone to

die states that only God can create and take away life, and that mere human beings

should not be permitted to allow people to die, much less take their lives in an active

way. According to this argument, we must use all of our abilities and every method at

our command to save, protect, preserve, and extend human life until the Creator has de-

cided that it is time for a terminally ill patient to die. We have, of course, heard this argu-

ment before in the last chapter, and we have already discussed some of the problems

surrounding it.

In this situation, however, it becomes a two-edged sword; that is, the concept of

God's divine plan can be used to argue for or against allowing someone to die. The argu-

ment against such an action has already been stated. The argument for allowing some-

one to die begins with the assumption that God meant for all humans to die, and that the

development of medicine has interfered to a great extent with God's original plan. That

is, God did not mean for human beings to live forever, and when medicine prolongs life

it interferes with His plan.
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The problem with both sides of the argument, of course, is that it is not at all clear

what God's specific plan is in relation to allowing someone to die. Furthermore, deciding

when to start or stop medical treatment is not a decision made by God. Rather, people

—

doctors or patients—make these decisions. People who believe in God can certainly say

that God has given them a choice with regard to this issue, but they cannot abdicate their

responsibility by saying that God is doing the deciding.

Arguments for Allowing Someone to Die

Most arguments for allowing someone to die are based upon the Principle of Individual

Freedom—specifically, upon the rights of individual dying patients to make decisions

about their own bodies and lives.

Individual Rights over Bodies and Lives. In much the same way as it applied to the ar-

guments for suicide, the idea that people have the right to decide about their own lives

or deaths applies to allowing someone to die, and also—as we shall see later—to re-

questing mercy death. This right also includes the right of rational patients to refuse

treatment when they so desire.

There is, of course, a difference between taking a direct action to end one's own life

and merely allowing a disease, deemed to be a part of the natural process, to follow its

course without interference. And the process of allowing someone to die does not in-

volve suicide or killing of any kind. In "A Patient's Bill of Rights," which was drawn up
by the American Hospital Association, patients are accorded, among other rights, "the

right to refuse treatment to the extent permitted by law and to be informed of the med-
ical consequences" of their actions.5

The main criticism of the individual rights argument was discussed in Chapter 8; to

recapitulate, no one has absolute rights over his or her own life and death. This belief is

reflected in the phrase "to the extent permitted by law" in the Patient's Bill of Rights—

a

phrase that obviously limits people's rights over their own bodies and lives. The general

view, however, is that mentally competent people (and mental incompetence is very dif-

ficult to prove legally) should have the right to refuse treatment in most cases. This point

of view is most strongly held when the treatment is as bad if not worse than the dis-

ease—which often is the case. For example, many treatments for cancer result in constant

nausea, loss of hair, destruction of healthy as well as diseased tissue, and disfigurement.

The individual rights argument offers patients the option of simply letting the disease

follow its course rather than being subjected to the sometimes horrible effects of the var-

ious treatments offered to them.

Shortening of the Period of Suffering. Another argument for allowing someone to die is

that it shortens the time during which a dying patient must endure suffering, pain, and

misery. Often our highly advanced medical technology is used to prolong the death

—

rather than the life—of patients so that they can "enjoy" a few more hours, days, weeks,

or months, of pain. For example, if a cancer patient has about eight hours left to live and

goes into kidney failure, then prolonging his or her dying by starting dialysis would be
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considered to be an extension of pain and suffering but not of meaningful life. It is much
more humane, according to this argument, to alleviate the person's misery by allowing

him or her to die of uremic poisoning.

The main criticism of this argument attacks its very basis. Yes, critics may say, al-

lowing someone to die will shorten a patient's suffering, but it also will shorten his or

her life, and shortening a person's life is immoral. Furthermore, if the policy of allowing

people to die were to become general practice, it might be applied to those whose pain

could be controlled and who therefore might have led relatively happy, significant lives.

Tlie Right to Die with Dignity. Another argument for allowing someone to die is that

people have the right to die with dignity rather than waste away and suffer until there is

little left of their original character. This argument is especially forceful in relation to

long-term debilitating and degenerative diseases, such as cancer. The idea at the basis of

this argument is that if nothing is done in the way of extensive medical treatment, then

patients will die without enduring the indignities of being operated on, fed intra-

venously or hooked up to machines. The argument states further that "dignity" also is

achieved when patients are given choices concerning the kind of living and dying thev

will do.

The main criticism of this argument is that the phrase "death with dignity" can

mask everything from medical abandonment to mercy death and mercy killing and, fur-

thermore, that no dignity will be lost as the result of a heroic attempt to save people's

lives or to keep them alive as long as we possibly can.

Ordinary and Extraordinary Means

There is an important distinction to be made when one is dealing with the problem of al-

lowing someone to die, and it has to do with exactly what means doctors are justified in

using to keep people alive. In a speech to anesthesiologists in 1957, Pope Pius XII de-

scribed two types of means that may be applied in medicine to keep people alive, calling

them "ordinary means" and "extraordinary means." What he said, essentially, was that

doctors are justified in using extraordinary means up to a point to keep people from dy-

ing but that they are not obligated to use such means indefinitely. In hopeless cases, doc-

tors are obligated only to use ordinary means, and they are given the option either to not

start or to discontinue extraordinary means. The distinction inherent in these two
phrases sounds promising, but unfortunately the terms often are quite difficult to define

clearly Let us examine more closely what Pius XII said, and then see if we can make
some clear distinctions ourselves.

Extraordinary, or Heroic, Means. The pope defined extraordinary means as those that,

"according to circumstances of persons, places, times, and cultures . . . involve a grave

burden for oneself or another." 6 This is, of course, a rather vague definition, and because

persons, places, times, and cultures vary a great deal, it is not easy to come up with a

stock list of extraordinary means. I believe that the situation I described earlier in this
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chapter of the completely metastasized cancer patient who went into kidney failure is a

clear example of this. To apply dialysis in this case would be to employ extraordinary

means to save this person's life; on the other hand, to merely try to control pain and keep

the patient comfortable would be to use ordinary means of treatment.

If a patient is in a coma as a result of a drug overdose, then perhaps using dialysis

to purify his or her blood of the toxic substances would be more justified than it would
be in the cancer case; nonetheless one still might question whether kidney dialysis is not

always to some extent extraordinary treatment. Still, there certainly is a difference be-

tween keeping a patient comfortable and well cared for and doing radical surgery or giv-

ing radiation therapy.

Ordinary Means. The phrase "ordinary means" is almost as hard to define as "extraor-

dinary means," again because of the wide variation in people, places, times, and cul-

tures. We could make the distinction that once a patient's disease has been diagnosed as

terminal, then continuing with chemical and radiation therapy or doing radical surgery

would be extraordinary means, whereas controlling pain and other symptoms would be

ordinary. This example may offer a fairly clear distinction, but there are other cases that

are far more problematic.

For example, when kidney dialysis machines were in scarce supply and when indi-

vidual patients had to pay the expenses (about $30,000 per year at that time), the use of

these machines would have been considered "extraordinary" even though they were

necessary to keep people with kidney failure alive. Now, however, when there seem to

be enough machines to dialyze all kidney failure patients and when about 85 percent of

the cost is paid by the government, perhaps dialysis can be considered to be ordinary

means. It is interesting, however, that this treatment has placed heavy enough financial,

physical, and emotional burdens on a few kidney failure patients and their families that

they really did seem to consider it "extraordinary" means to the extent that they discon-

tinued it.

At any rate, whenever there is discussion as to the problems inherent in allowing

someone to die, the distinction between these two types of means usually comes into

play. Generally speaking, when we are considering allowing someone to die we are talk-

ing about not starting, or about discontinuing extraordinary means (for example, respi-

rators, heart machines, radical surgery, organ transplants). However, we also may be

considering the not starting or discontinuing of ordinary means. For example, feeding

patients is often considered to be ordinary means in most circumstances, but doctors can

switch from high-nutrient feedings to minimal or no nutrient feedings that will not effec-

tively prolong patients' lives.

There was a case several years ago concerning a man in his eighties who told his

family he didn't want to live any longer. From that moment on he refused to eat any-

thing, and he begged his two grandsons not to let anyone force-feed him in any way.

They honored his request, and he was allowed to die the death he had chosen.

Similarly, a woman in the advanced stages of metastasized cancer had a large

growth blocking the tube that passes food to the stomach. The doctor and her family did

not use any extraordinary means, such as surgery, to remove the growth, nor did they try
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to force-feed her in any way. They merely kept her comfortable, letting her taste home-
made food even though she couldn't swallow it and letting her suck on ice chips to

quench her thirst. Literally, they were allowing her to die of starvation. As these two
cases illustrate, there are times when even the refusal to use ordinary means may also be

involved in allowing someone to die.

Appropriate or Inappropriate Care. Perhaps, given the confusion that abounds in refer-

ence to the terms "ordinary" and "extraordinary," more suitable terms would be "appro-

priate" and "inappropriate" care. Although initially these terms may seem as vague as

the others, they allow doctors, nurses, patients, families, and other caregivers to decide

how to treat a patient based upon what is appropriate to the particular patient. Rather

than trying to decide what would constitute ordinary or extraordinary means, caregivers

and patients could then base their decisions on what seemed to suit the particular situa-

tion of the patient.

Under this criteria, all means of care would have to be decided upon by the patient,

family, doctors, and nurses as to whether or not it would be appropriate for a particular

patient in a particular situation. This means that all forms of care are subject to the deter-

mination of being appropriate for a particular patient so that even food and hydration

could be considered inappropriate at certain times as long as the patient was still com-

fortable and pain-free. The guiding force here would primarily be the clearly stated de-

sires of the patient or the person he has designated to act for him (see advance directives

later in the chapter, especially the DPAHC).

Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA)

In 1990 the U.S. Congress passed the Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA) as a part of

the Omnibus Reconciliation Act (OBRA 1990). The PSDA requires that health care

providers inform patients of their rights to make health care decisions and to execute ad-

vance directives. It also requires health care providers to educate their staff and commu-
nity regarding these rights. The following are some of these rights:

1. The right of patients to considerate and respectful care.

2. The right of patients, in collaboration with their physicians, to make decisions

involving their health care, including the following:

(a) The right of patients to accept medical care or refuse treatment to the extent

permitted by law and to be informed of the medical consequences of such re-

fusal.

(b) The right of patients to formulate advance directives and appoint a surro-

gate to make health care decisions on their behalf to the extent permitted by

law.

3. The right of patients to acquire the information necessary to enable them to

make treatment decisions that reflect their wishes.
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In connection with item 2b, even though advance directives had existed long be-

fore, until the effective date of the PSDA (December 1991), there was no requirement that

patients be informed that they could execute an advance directive. This directive would
eliminate the confusion surrounding persistent vegetative state patients, especially

when family and caregivers are trying to decide on appropriate treatment.

Two extremely famous cases concerning patients in a persistent vegetative state

have focused the attention of millions of people in the United States on the importance of

executing advance directives. They are the cases of Karen Ann Quinlan of New Jersey

and Nancy Cruzan of Missouri.

Karen Ann Quinlan. Karen Ann Quinlan was 20 years old when she stopped breathing

long enough for a part of her brain to be destroyed; she then lapsed into a persistent

vegetative state. She was put on a respirator, but her parents wanted her to be in a nat-

ural state without any artificial means of life support; therefore, they petitioned the hos-

pital and doctors to remove the respirator, which the latter refused to do. After a

lengthy court trial that eventually went to the New Jersey State Supreme Court, Quin-

lan was taken off the respirator and allowed to exist with just simple bed and body care

and food and water.

She continued in this persistent vegetative state for another 10 years, finally suc-

cumbing to pneumonia while residing in a skilled nursing facility. It should be made
clear that at no time was Karen ever brain dead. She would sit up, thrash about in her

bed, react to sound, light, and touch, but at no time was she conscious or aware of her

surroundings or the people in them.

Nancy Cruzan. Another woman in her thirties, Nancy Cruzan, lay in a persistent vege-

tative state for seven years following a serious automobile accident. She was fed

through an abdominal tube, and her parents asked that the tube be removed and that

Nancy be allowed to die her own natural death. This case was litigated up to the Mis-

souri State Supreme Court and finally to the U.S. Supreme Court. Since Nancy had not

executed any sort of advance directive, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that "clear and

convincing evidence" that Nancy desired to refuse treatment was lacking, and therefore

that it could not and would not rule that her parents had the right to act as her proxies

in such a decision.

When her case was returned to Missouri, after hearing further testimony from

several of her friends and acquaintances that Nancy had made clear that she did not

want to continue in such a state, a Superior Court judge ruled that this additional tes-

timony provided "clear and convincing evidence" of her desire to refuse treatment

and ruled that the feeding tube could be removed. It was, and she died several weeks

later.

Incidentally, to indicate the great strain and sorrow caused by dealing with the al-

lowing to die of a loved one, on August 17, 1996, Lester "Joe" Cruzan, at age 62, commit-

ted suicide by hanging himself in his carport. He had fought depression all his life, and

Nancy's accident, her coma, her lack of recovery, and the strain of fighting for se\ en

years to get the law to allow her to die, finally took their toll. According to family and
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close friends, he did not commit suicide because he felt guilty about fighting for Nancy's

right to die, nor did his suicide note indicate this in any way. 7

The Quinlan and Cruzan cases, and others like them, have fostered a sense of ur-

gency concerning the rights of people to determine their own treatments and deaths and
have led to the creation of the previously mentioned PSDA and to the encouraging of

people to execute advance directives, three of which I will describe now.

Advance Directives

Because being allowed to die seems to have become a significant moral issue of our

time, and because this issue involves individual freedom and patients' rights over their

own bodies, treatments, and lives, certain documents or directives have been created to

allow people to inform others of the kind of treatment they wish to receive if and when
they become seriously ill. Through such documents, people hope to ensure that they

will receive the kind of treatment they want even if they become too ill later on to com-
municate effectively to others how they wash to be treated. Further, by means of such

documents these people hope to relieve their families, doctors, nurses, and hospitals of

the burdens (economic, emotional, moral) of making decisions that would allow them,

as patients, to die their own natural deaths "with peace and dignity." Let's look at three

such documents.

Living Will. The living will is an early document established by an institution in New
York called Choice In Dying, Inc. The legal status of a living will depends totally upon
state laws regarding it or a document like it. It is signed by individuals (see Figure 9-1).

California Natural Death Act Declaration. The second type of advance directive, estab-

lished by the California Natural Death Act in 1976 and broadened by legislation in 1992,

is the Declaration Pursuant to the Natural Death Act of California. It is the first formally

legalized directive in the nation (see Figure 9-2). California residents who legally exe-

cute such a directive in accordance with the Act are guaranteed the same legal power as

they have with estate wills in determining the type of care they are to receive. Presum-

ably such a document could be challenged in court, just as other wills are challenged, but

so far as I know, no such court cases have arisen as of yet.

People can execute this declaration at any time, and it is valid for an indefinite pe-

riod unless revoked by them. A declaration becomes effective when (1) it is communi-
cated to the attending physician and (2) the declarant is diagnosed and certified in

writing by the attending physician and a second physician (who has personally exam-

ined the declarant) to be terminally ill or permanently unconscious and to be no longer

capable of making decisions regarding the provision of life-sustaining treatment. A
physician must either honor a legally executed declaration or ensure that the declarant is

transferred to another physician who will honor it.

Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC). The Durable Power of Attorney

for Health Care has been devised for patients in order that they may appoint someone to
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ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
Living Will and Health Care Proxy

Death is a part of life. It is a reality like birth, growth and aging. I am using this ad-

vance directive to convey my wishes about medical care to my doctors and other peo-

ple looking after me at the end of my life. It is called an advance directive because it gives

instructions in advance about what I want to happen to me in thefuture. It expresses my
wishes about medical treatment that might keep me alive. I want this to be legally binding.

If I cannot make or communicate decisions about my medical care, those around

me should rely on this document for instructions about measures that could keep

me alive.

I do not want medical treatment (including feeding and water by tube) that will

keep me alive if:

• I am unconscious and there is no reasonable prospect that I will ever be con-

scious again (even if I am not going to die soon in my medical condition), or

• I am near death from an illness or injury with no reasonable prospect of recovery.

I do want medicine and other care to make me more comfortable and to take care

of pain and suffering. I want this even if the pain medicine makes me die sooner.

I want to give some extra instructions: [Here list any special instructions, e.g., some

peoplefear being kept alive after a debilitating stroke. Ifyou have wishes about this, or any

other conditions, please write them here. I

The legal language in the box that follows is a health care proxy.

It gives another person the power to make medical decisions for me.

I name who lives at

_, phone number
to make medical decisions for me if I cannot make them for myself. This person

is called a health care "surrogate," "agent," "proxy," or "attorney in fact." This

power of attorney shall become effective when I become incapable of making or

communicating decisions about my medical care. This means that this docu-

ment stays legal when and if I lose the power to speak for myself, for instance,

if I am in a coma or have Alzheimer's disease.

My health care proxy has power to tell others what my advance directive

means. This person also has power to make decisions for me, based either on

what I would have wanted, or, if this is not known, on what he or she thinks is

best for me.

If my first choice health care proxy cannot or decides not to act for me, I name

, address

phone number ., as my second choice.

(over, please)

Figure 9-1
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I have discussed my wishes with my health care proxy, and with my second choice

if I have chosen to appoint a second person. My proxy(ies) has (have) agreed to act

for me.

I have thought about this advance directive carefully. I know what it means and

want to sign it. I have chosen two witnesses, neither of whom is a member of my
family, nor will inherit from me when I die. My witnesses are not the same people

as those I named as my health care proxies. I understand that this form should be

notarized if I use the box to name (a) health care proxy(ies).

Signature

Date

Address

Witness' signature

Witness' printed name
Address

Witness' signature

Witness' printed name
Address

Notary [to be used if proxy is appointed]

Drafted and distributed by Choice In Dying, Inc.—the National Council

for the right to Die. Choice In Dying is a National not-for-profit organization

which works for the rights of patients at the end of life. In addition to this

generic advance directive, Choice In Dying distributes advance directives

that conform to each state's specific legal requirements and maintains a

national Living Will Registryfor completed documents.

CHOICE IN DYING INC.—
the national council for the right to die

(formerly Concern for Dying/Society for the Right to Die)

200 Varick Street, New York, NY 10014 (212) 366-5540

Figure 9-1 (continued)
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CALIFORNIA DECLARATION

If I should have an incurable and irreversible condition that has been diag-

nosed by two physicians and that will result in my death within a relatively short

time without the administration of life-sustaining treatment or has produced an ir-

reversible coma or persistent vegetative state, and I am no longer able to make de-

cisions regarding my medical treatment, I direct my attending physician, pursuant

to the Natural Death Act of California, to withhold or withdraw treatment, includ-

ing artificially administered nutrition and hydration, that only prolongs the

process of dying or the irreversible coma or persistent vegetative state and is not

necessary for my comfort or to alleviate pain.

If I have been diagnosed as pregnant, and that diagnosis is known to my
physician, this declaration shall have no force or effect during my pregnancy.

Other instructions:

Signed this day of , 19_

Signature *

Address

The declarant voluntarily signed this writing in my presence. I am not a

health care provider, an employee of a health care provider, the operator of a com-

munity care facility, an employee of an operator of a community care facility, the

operator of a residential care facility for the elderly, or an employee of an operator

of a residential care facility for the elderly.

Witness

Address

Figure 9-2
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The declarant voluntarily signed this writing in my presence. I am not enti-

tled to any portion of the estate of the declarant upon his or her death under any

will or codicil thereto of the declarant now existing or by operation of law. I am
not a health care provider, an employee of a health care provider, the operator of a

community care facility, an employee of an operator of a community care facility,

the operator of a residential care facility for the elderly, or an employee of an oper-

ator of a residential care facility for the elderly.

Witness

Address

STATEMENT OF PATIENT ADVOCATE OR OMBUDSMAN

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I

am a patient advocate or ombudsman as designated by the State Department of

Aging and that I am serving as a witness as required by Section 7178 of the Health

and Safety Code.

Signature:

Courtesy of Choice In Dying, Inc.

200 Varick Street, New York, NY 10014 212-366-5540

Figure 9-2 (continued)
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act for them in health care matters in the event that they become incapacitated or incom-

petent. A sample Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care is shown in Figure 9-3. This

document allows someone else—family member or otherwise—to make significant

health care decisions for a patient who cannot make such decisions for him- or herself. It

has the advantage over the living will of being fully legal and much more thorough in

designating an attorney-in-fact or agent for the patient, and it has the advantage over the

Declaration Pursuant to the Natural Death Act of being able to legally designate an agent

to act in the patient's behalf when she or he no longer can communicate her or his own
wishes. A California resident may execute both documents, but the Durable Power of At-

torney for Health Care will take precedence unless the patient states otherwise. It is my
opinion that the Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care is the best of these three ad-

vance directives.

Regardless of how one feels about such documents, they are evidence of a growing

concern on the part of human beings about the encroachment of medicine and medical

technology on their freedom, lives, and dignity. These documents also provide further

evidence that people wish to have a strong voice in determining the nature of the med-
ical treatment they receive and to exert their own control over their own living and dy-

ing. Finally, it is important to note that none of these documents in any way authorizes

either mercy death or mercy killing; they pertain only to allowing someone to die.

The Hospice Approach to Care for the Dying

Before we begin to discuss mercy death and mercy killing, it is important that we look

closely at a different approach to care for the dying than that generally practiced in this

country: I call this "the hospice approach to care for the dying." The word hospice for-

merly meant a refuge for wayfaring strangers. Now, however, it refers to a place where
tired, sick, and dying people can be cared for and comforted. The modern hospice does

not deal with acute cases or with emergency medical care; rather, it seeks to help termi-

nally ill patients live as comfortably and meaningfully as they can until they die. The
hospice approach involves seven different aspects of patient care. A close examination of

these will help to clarifv how hospices differ from hospitals and other medical facilities.

Comforting and Caring for Patients. First of all, the hospice approach emphasizes

"comforting and caring" for patients rather than "curing and healing" them. As I men-
tioned earlier, there comes a time in every terminal illness when the possibility of curing

patients of their diseases no longer exists. At this point, medical care should not be dis-

continued, nor should patients and their families be abandoned; rather, the medical care

should shift from curing and healing to comforting and caring for the patients. The em-

phasis here is on appropriate medical treatment, which involves pain and symptom con-

trol and assistance at all levels to patients and their families until the patients die; it also

means continued assistance, when needed, to the patients' families after they have died.

A Team Approach. Recognizing that human beings have dimensions beyond the physi-

cal, which is the basic focus of medicine, the hospice approach utilizes a team concept in
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CALIFORNIA DURABLE POWER
OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

This is an important legal document. Before executing this document, you
should know these important facts:

This document gives the person you designate as your agent (the attorney in

fact) the power to make health care decisions for you. Your agent must act consis-

tently with your desires as stated in this document or otherwise made known.

Except as you otherwise specify in this document, this document gives your

agent the power to consent to your doctor not giving treatment or stopping treat-

ment necessary to keep you alive.

Notwithstanding this document, you have the right to make medical and

other health care decisions for yourself so long as you can give informed consent

with respect to the particular decision. In addition, no treatment may be given to

you over your objection at the time, and health care necessary to keep you alive

may not be stopped or withheld if you object at the time.

This document gives your agent authority to consent, to refuse to consent, or

to withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, di-

agnose, or treat a physical or mental condition. This power is subject to any state-

ment of your desires and any limitations that you include in this document. You
may state in this document any types of treatment that you do not desire. In addi-

tion, a court can take away the power of your agent to make health care decisions

for you if your agent (1) authorizes anything that is illegal, (2) acts contrary to

your known desires, or (3) where your desires are not known, does anything that

is clearly contrary to your best interests.

The powers given by this document will exist for an indefinite period of

time unless you limit their duration in this document.

You have the right to revoke the authority of your agent by notifying your

agent or your treating doctor, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in

writing of the revocation.

Your agent has the right to examine your medical records and to consent to

their disclosure unless you limit this right in this document.

Unless you otherwise specif)' in this document, this document gives your

agent the power after you die to (1) authorize an autopsy, (2) donate your body or

parts thereof for transplant or therapeutic or educational or scientific purposes,

and (3) direct the disposition of your remains.

This document revokes any prior durable power of attorney for health care.

Figure 9-3
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You should carefully read and follow the witnessing procedure described at

the end of this form. This document will not be valid unless you comply with the

witnessing procedure.

If there is anything in this document that you do not understand, you

should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.

Your agent may need this document immediately in case of an emergency

that requires a decision concerning your health care. Either keep this document
where it is immediately available to your agent and alternate agents or give each

of them an executed copy of this document. You may also want to give your doc-

tor an executed copy of this document.

Do not use this form if you are a conservatee under the Lanterman-Petris-

Short Act and you want to appoint your conservator as your agent. You can do
that only if the appointment document includes a certificate of your attorney.

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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CALIFORNIA DURABLE POWER
OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

1. Designation of Health Care Agent.

I

(name)

(address)

do hereby designate and appoint
(name ofagent)

(address and telephone number of agent)

as my attorney in fact (agent) to make health care decisions for me as authorized

in this document. For the purposes of this document, "health care decision" means
consent, refusal of consent, or withdrawal of consent to any care, treatment, ser-

vice, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual's physical or men-

tal condition.

2. Creation of Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care.

By this document I intend to create a durable power of attorney for health

care under Sections 4600 to 4752, inclusive, of the California Probate Code. This

power of attorney shall not be affected by my subsequent incapacity

3. General Statement of Authority Granted.

Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent full

power and authority to make health care decisions for me to the same extent that I

could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. In exercising

this authority, my agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with

my desires as stated in this document or otherwise made known to my agent, in-

cluding, but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or with-

drawing life-prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

4. Statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations.

In exercising the authority under this durable power of attorney for health

care, my agent shall act consistently with my desires as stated below and is subject

to the special provisions and limitations stated below:

(You may attach additional pages ifyou need more space to complete your state-

ment. Ifyou attach additional pages, you must date and sign EACH of the additional

pages at the same time you date and sign this document.)

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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5. Inspection and Disclosure of Information Relating to My Physical or

Mental Health.

Subject to any limitations in this document, my agent has the power and au-

thority to do all of the following:

(a) Request, review, and receive any information, verbal or written, regard-

ing my physical or mental health, including, but not limited to, medical and hospi-

tal records.

(b) Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that may be re-

quired in order to obtain this information.

(c) Consent to the disclosure of this information.

(If you want to limit the authority ofyour agent to receive and disclose information relat-

ing to your health, you must state the limitations in paragraph 4 I"Statement of Desires,

Special Provisions, and Limitations"! above.)

6. Signing Documents, Waivers, and Releases.

Where necessary to implement the health care decisions that my agent is au-

thorized by this document to make, my agent has the power and authority to exe-

cute on my behalf all of the following:

(a) Documents titled or purporting to be a "Refusal to Permit Treatment"

and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice."

(b) Any necessary waiver or release from liability required by a hospital or

physician.

7. Autopsy; Anatomical Gifts; Disposition of Remains.

Subject to any limitations in this document, my agent has the power and au-

thority to do all of the following:

(a) Authorize an autopsy under Section 7113 of the Health and Safety Code.

(b) Make a disposition of a part or parts of my body under the Uniform
Anatomical Gift Act (Chapter 3.5 [commencing with Section 7150]of Part 1 of Divi-

sion 7 of the Health and Safety Code).

(c) Direct the disposition of my remains under Section 7100 of the Health

and Safety Code.

(Ifyou want to limit the authority ofyour agent to consent to an autopsy, make an

anatomical gift, or direct the disposition ofyour remains, you must state the limitations in

paragraph 4 ["Statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations"] above.)

8. Duration.

This durable power of attorney for health care expires on

(Fill in this space ONLY ifyou want to limit the duration of this power ofattorney)

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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9. Designation of Alternate Agents.

If the person designated as my agent in paragraph 1 is not available or be-

comes ineligible to act as my agent to make a health care decision for me or loses

the mental capacity to make health care decisions for me, or if I revoke that per-

son's appointment or authority to act as my agent to make health care decisions

for me, then I designate and appoint the following persons to serve as my agent to

make health care decisions for me as authorized in this document, such persons to

serve in the order listed below:

A. First Alternate Agent:

(name of first alternate agent)

(address and telephone number offirst alternate agent)

B. Second Alternate Agent:
limine of second alternate agent)

(address and telephone number of second alternate agent)

10. Nomination of Conservator of Person.

(A conservator of the person may be appointedfor you if a court decides that one should be

appointed. The conservator is responsiblefor your physical care, which under some circum-

stances includes making health care decisions for you. You are not required to nominate a

conservator but you may do so. The court will appoint the person you nominate unless that

would be contrary to your best interests. You may, but are not required to, nominate as your

conservator the same person you named in paragraph 1 as your health care agent. You can

nominate an individual as your conservator by completing the space below.)

If a conservator of the person is to be appointed for me, I nominate the fol-

lowing individual to serve as conservator of the person:

(address ofperson nominated as conservator)

(address ofperson nominated as conservator)

11. Prior Designations Revoked.

I revoke any prior durable power of attorney for health care.

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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DATE AND SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL
(YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY)

I sign my name to this Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care on

at

(date) (city) (state)

(you sign here)

(THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS IT IS SIGNED
BY EITHER A NOTARY PUBLIC OR TWO QUALIFIED WITNESSES WHO
ARE PRESENT WHEN YOU SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE.
IF YOU HAVE ATTACHED ANY ADDITIONAL PAGES TO THIS FORM, YOU
MUST DATE AND SIGN EACH OF THE ADDITIONAL PAGES AT THE
SAME TIME YOU DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY.)

• EITHER •

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES

(READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. You can sign as a witness only ifyou person-

ally know the principal or the identity of the principal is proved to you by convincing evi-

dence.) (To have convincing evidence of the identity of the principal, you must be presented

with and reasonably rely on any one or more of thefollowing:

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the California Department of

Motor Vehicles that is current or has been issued within five years.

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United States that is current

or has been issued within five years.

(3) Any of thefollowing documents if the document is current or has been issued

withinfive years and contains a photograph and description of the person named on it, is

signed by the person, and bears a serial or other identifying number:

(a) A passport issued by a foreign government that has been stamped by the United

States Immigration and Naturalization Service.

(b) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or by a Canadian or

Mexican public agency authorized to issue drivers' licenses.

(c) An identification card issued by a state other than California.

(d) An identification card issued by any branch of the armedforces of the United

States.

(4) If the principal is a patient in a skilled nursingfacility, a witness who is a pa-

tient advocate or ombudsman may rely upon the representation of the administrator or

staff of the skilled nursingfacility, or offamily members, as convincing evidence of the

identity of the principal if the patient advocate or ombudsman believes that the representa-

tions provide a reasonable basis for determining the identity ofthe principal.

)

(Other kinds ofproofof identity are not allowed.)

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that the per-

son who signed or acknowledged this document is personally known to me (or

proved to me on the basis of convincing evidence) to be the principal, that the

principal signed or acknowledged this durable power of attorney in my presence,

that the principal appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or un-

due influence, that I am not the person appointed as attorney in fact by this docu-

ment, and that I am not a health care provider, an employee of a health care

provider, the operator of a community care facility, an employee of an operator of

a community care facility, the operator of a residential care facility for the elderly,

nor an employee of an operator of a residential care facility for the elderly.

Signature:

Print Name:

Residence Address:

Date:

Signature:

Print Name:

Residence Address:

Date:

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I am
not related to the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption, and, to the best of my
knowledge, I am not entitled to any part of the estate of the principal upon the

death of the principal under a will now existing or by operation of law.

Signature:

Signature:

STATEMENT OF PATIENT ADVOCATE OR OMBUDSMAN

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I

am a patient advocate or ombudsman as designated by the State Department of

Aging and that I am serving as a witness as required by subdivision (f) of Section

2432 of the Civil Code.

Signature:

• OR*
(See next page ifdocument is being witnessed by a notary public.)

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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State of California )

)SS.

County of )

On this day of , in the year , before me,

(insert name of notary public)

personally appeared
,

(insert name ofprincipal)

personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to

be the person whose name is subscribed to this instrument, and acknowledged
that he or she executed it. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose
name is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no
duress, fraud, or undue influence.

NOTARY SEAL
(signature of notary)

Courtesy of Choice In Dying, Inc.

200 Varick Street, New York, NY 10014 212-366-5540

Figure 9-3 (continued)
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its care for the dying. The team includes patients, their family and friends, other patients,

doctors, nurses, clergy, social workers, physical and occupational therapists, psycholo-

gists or psychiatrists, and volunteers. Because sickness, dying, and death involve all di-

mensions of people, their mental, emotional, social, and religious needs must be met
along with the physical needs. The assumption is that dying patients and their families

must have total care to get through what often is a difficult time.

Pain and Symptom Control. The hospice approach recognizes that there is a difference

between "acute pain" and "chronic pain." Acute pain is that which will eventually dis-

appear—for example, the pain one feels after surgery. Chronic pain, on the other hand, is

pain that not only will remain, but is likely to get worse. Obviously, a completely differ-

ent approach to controlling pain must be used when dealing with the chronic type. Sec-

ond, the hospice approach recognizes that pain, especially chronic pain, is a complex

phenomenon that involves the mental or emotional, the social or sociological, and the

spiritual or religious aspects of patients as well as the physical. This is another reason

why the hospice approach utilizes a team; there is a basic recognition that social pain can

be helped by social workers, mental and emotional pain can be alleviated by psycholo-

gists or psychiatrists, and spiritual pain can be eased by clergy

Once chronic pain has been seen for what it is, a "preventive" rather than a "reac-

tive" approach to pain control should be used. For example, once a terminal cancer pa-

tient begins to suffer pain, the method of pain control should not be to wait until the

moment the pain returns, thus "reacting" to the pain symptoms; rather, the patient's

pain should be prevented from occurring. Pain medication should be given to patients

orally wherever possible so as not to further aggravate already existing pain with hypo-

dermic needles, and the method of pain control must be examined daily to ensure that it

fits each patient's individual needs. A more detailed description of the hospice approach

to pain control may be found in Sandol Stoddard's The Hospice Movement*

Outpatient and Home Care. Because dying patients do not as a rule need extraordinary

medical care, they often can be treated at home. Whenever possible, the hospice ap-

proach encourages dying patients to remain at home, offering both patients and their

families total care and support from the entire team whenever it is needed. This brings

greater "comfort" to the patients by allowing them to stay in familiar surroundings with

their families and their own favorite belongings around them. The key to this type of

care, of course, is that complete support and care must be made available by the team.

One of the reasons more people have not chosen to die at home, especially in our coun-

try, is that there has been no support available to patients and their families, and families

aren't always able to cope alone with all of the problems that surround the dying of a

loved one. If the support is there, however, then the home often is the place where pa-

tients receive the best care and are the most comfortable.

Humanized Inpatient Care. When home care coupled with outpatient care is not feasi-

ble—and many times it is not—humanized, homelike, comfortable inpatient facilities

should be available. Patients should be placed in wards so that they can relate to others
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in similar situations. The rooms should be warmly decorated and should have large

floor-to-ceiling, curtained windows and at least partial carpeting. Patients should be al-

lowed to have their own familiar belongings around them (easy chairs, plants—even

pets, where feasible), and visiting hours should be liberal, with no restrictions on age so

that children can visit their parents and grandparents. Food and drink of the patients'

choice (including alcoholic beverages if desired) ought to be available. And, finally, pa-

tients should be kept pain- and symptom-free and be given loving care, but they should

be spared the intrusion of extraordinary or inappropriate medical technology, such as in-

travenous lines, respirators, and so on.

Freedom from Financial Worry. All hospice care, in- or outpatient, should be performed

on a nonprofit basis. Where available, existing medical insurance, private or govern-

ment, should pay for as much as possible, but no hospice patient should be refused treat-

ment because of lack of finances. Nor should patients be dunned for money. Many
hospices will tell patients and their families how much their care costs, and ask them if

they can contribute anything toward their care, but usually they are asked only once and

never refused treatment because they have no money. Hospices derive their financial

support mainly from fund-raising activities, grants, and donations or memorial gifts.

Also, it has been proved that keeping dying patients at home on an outpatient basis or

even in hospice facilities is far less expensive than keeping them in convalescent homes
or acute care hospitals. This is not the main reason that one should consider the hospice

approach, however; rather, what is impressive is the humane and compassionate care it

provides for dying patients and their families.

Bereavement Counseling and Assistance. Helping dying patients and their families to

adjust to the fact of death before, during, and after its occurrence is an important part of

the hospice approach. This is yet another reason that the team approach is used—so that

social workers, clergy, trained volunteers, and other nonmedical members of the team

can aid medical personnel in caring for the entire family unit. Too often in our society the

patient is cared for and the family is forgotten. When the patient dies, however, the

grieving family remains, and often its members experience tremendous difficulty when
dealing with the death of their loved one. If the family and the patient can be treated as a

unit during the dying period, then much of the difficulty that might occur after the pa-

tient dies can be averted—that is, family members can go through at least some of their

mourning while the patient is still with them.

Some Concluding Comments. The hospice approach allows patients to die their own
natural deaths in peace and dignity and with the full support of their families, friends,

the medical communitv, and society in general. Because two of the main reasons for

mercy death and mercy killing are to "put people out of their pain, suffering, misery"

and to end lives that allegedly have no meaning, the hospice approach obviates the need

for such measures in most instances. If patients can die in peace and dignity, free from

pain and suffering, they will have no need to commit suicide, assisted or otherwise, or

have their "lives of despair" terminated for them. The reasons for mercy death and
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mercy killing have not been completely eliminated, but a humane alternative does exist

in many of those cases that might call for such drastic measures.

Cases for Study and Discussion

Cases 1 and 2 should be studied together because they have a number of elements in

common. Some discussion questions related to the two cases are presented after the sec-

ond case description.

CASE1

A 38-year-old nurse gave birth to a baby girl who had both Down's syndrome (a dis-

ease that involves mental retardation) and an intestinal blockage. This type of birth of-

ten occurs in women over age 35. The nurse and her husband agreed that the child's

existence would be poor in quality because of her mental retardation, and, knowing
that she would die if the intestinal blockage weren't removed, they refused to sign a

permit for surgery to remove the blockage and told the doctors to do nothing to save

their daughter. The doctors and the hospital agreed that the parents had the right to

make this decision, so the child was left in the nursery to die. After 11 days, she died of

starvation.

CASE 2

Another woman, age 42, was rushed to the hospital to have her baby, but the little girl

was born in the car on the way to the hospital. The child was born with Down's syn-

drome, intestinal blockage, and a hole in her heart that made it very difficult for her to

breathe. The woman and her husband already had three children and had not planned

for this one. Because of these problems, they also had both financial and marital diffi-

culties. They refused to sign the permission form the doctors needed in order to re-

move the intestinal blockage, saying that even if the little girl survived this surgery, she

still would have to have extremely complicated heart surgery later on. Furthermore,

they said that if she managed to survive the heart surgery, she would still be severely

mentally retarded. The doctors disagreed with the parents, and after obtaining a court

injunction allowing them to operate, they removed the blockage. The parents did not

even name their daughter, and they refused to take her home until the pressure put

upon their other children by their peers forced them to do so. A year later the little girl

was still alive, but because of her heart defect she often had to gasp for breath. The par-

ents were so unhappy with the situation that the mother even contemplated smother-

ing the infant with a pillow, but she could not bring herself to do it. The family's

financial situation was deteriorating, and the mother was concerned because the

longer they kept the baby, the more everyone in the family was becoming attached to

her and the harder it would be for them all if the baby were to die. The parents blamed

the doctors and the judge who handed down the injunction for creating this nearly un-

bearable situation.
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Some questions for study and discussion:

1. Both of these cases are quite similar except that the second baby has an addi-

tional serious defect, the hole in her heart. Should this make a difference?

2. Which set of medical personnel do you feel did the "right thing"? Explain your

answer, giving specific reasons.

3. How would you resolve the conflicts among the following rights involved in

these two cases?

(a) The right of the babies, regardless of their problems, to medical care that

could save their lives.

(b) The right of parents to decide whether their defective or deformed babies

should be allowed to live, when, in the past, they would not have lived be-

cause our medical technology was less advanced.

(c) The doctors' and hospitals' right to save lives when they know they can.

(d) The conflicting rights of society to (1) protect its members (in this case, the

babies) and allow them to live and (2) not be burdened with defective and
deformed children when the omission of extraordinary care would allow the

children to die of natural causes.

4. In Case 1, how do you feel about the fact that the baby was left for 11 days to die

of starvation? Do you feel she should have been immediately and painlessly

killed instead, or do you feel she should have been operated on regardless of the

parents' wishes?

5. If parents do not wish to take the responsibility of raising children who have de-

fects and deformities, do you feel society as a whole has an obligation to give

such parents extensive financial and social aid in raising the children, or to as-

sume the responsibility for raising such children itself?

6. If society or the parents have to institutionalize such children in places where
bare maintenance is all the children receive, do you think it would be better to

allow the children to die, as in Case 1?

7. To what extent do you think that not performing what is a relatively simple and

safe surgery on a deformed or defective child amounts to unfair discrimination

against handicapped children?

CASE 3

Louise, 50, was diagnosed as having leukemia. She was divorced and had a five-year-

old daughter and a 30-year-old son who was married, with two children. Louise was
sent away to a large medical center and kept in protective isolation while undergoing

extensive chemotherapy treatments. These left her very nauseated and made her hair

fall out, and the protective isolation meant that anyone visiting her had to be completely
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gowned, masked, and gloved because her body could not fight off infection. After a

while, she went into temporary remission and was sent home to be with her family.

About three months later, she was taken to a local hospital and again was placed in

protective isolation and given chemotherapy. By this time, she knew that she had
leukemia and that the chemotherapy—given the advanced stage of the disease—would
at most give her a few more months of life. She wanted very much to be with her family

but could see only their eyes when they visited her; she could not see her young daugh-

ter at all.

Although she had been a somewhat passive person all her life, she finally got up
enough courage to ask the doctor to release her from the hospital, even though she

knew this course of action might result in her dying much sooner than if she remained

there. The doctor, who was very compassionate, wanted to keep treating her so as to ex-

tend her life as much as possible, but he also realized how important it was for her to be

with her family. One of the nurses on the case volunteered to help Louise at home dur-

ing her off-duty hours whenever she could, but the doctor knew this wouldn't be as

good as hospital treatment. Needless to say, he had mixed feelings about what he

should do. What would you do if you were he?

Mercy Death

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the phrase "mercy death" means a direct action

taken to terminate someone's life at his or her request—it amounts to an assisted suicide.

Patients, often because they are in pain or because they just do not want to live longer,

ask to have their lives ended immediately, usually by some painless means. The motives

for such a request vary. Often such patients do not feel they will have the courage to

commit suicide and want someone to help them, whereas at other times patients are not

able to end their own lives because they either are paralyzed or are too weak to do it

themselves. In any case, however, these patients want to be mercifully put to death, not

just allowed to die.

I have made a distinction between allowing to die and mercy death, but in the New
York U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling, cited earlier in this chapter, the court did not

find that suicide was a constitutional right but that New York failed to honor the consti-

tutional guarantee of equal protection under the law. According to the court's ruling, pa-

tients on life-support equipment are allowed to hasten their deaths by instructing

doctors to turn equipment off, but patients wanting lethal medication are denied it;

therefore, the court ruled that any distinction as to the way in which a person chooses to

end his own life constitutes irrational and unjustifiably unequal treatment under the law.

This raises serious questions about mercy death to be discussed later. 9

Arguments Against Mercy Death

Many of the same arguments used against suicide are applicable to mercy death, at least

to some extent, but the issues surrounding mercy death are further complicated by the
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fact that someone else has to do the killing. Let us examine the arguments used against

suicide as they apply to mercy death.

The Irrationality of Mercy Death. This argument may have less force here than when it

is applied to suicide for people are more likely to accept as rational a decision to die

when the person making the decision is to die soon anyway and/or when his or her life

at the time of the decision is full of pain, suffering, and misery. Furthermore, even when
people who request mercy death are not in imminent danger of dying, their lives may
now be so radically altered that they would rather not live anymore (for example, a

physically active person who will be permanently paralyzed from the neck down be-

cause of a serious accident). Despite these mitigating factors, however, the argument

against mercy death goes on to say that people who are suffering and in pain are in such

a state of fear and depression that they simply cannot make rational decisions. If these

people will patiently wait to see what therapy and medical science can do for them, the

argument continues, perhaps they will adjust to their situation and change their minds

about dying.

The criticism of this argument is that many requests for mercy death have come
from people who have tried for some time to live with their tragic situation and have still

decided that death is preferable to a limited life. Also, it is difficult to argue that because

a person is suffering he or she cannot make a rational decision in favor of death.

The Religious Argument. The religious argument applies to mercy death in much the

same way as it does to suicide. Indeed, it gains force in this case from the fact that a sec-

ond person must do the killing, which, in religious terms, is even worse than suicide.

The religious argument maintains that killing is killing, regardless of the motive, and

states that no one has the right to take innocent people's lives, even at their request.

This argument is further supported by many of our laws. It is true that most states

and countries have repealed those laws designating suicide as illegal, but many of them
still have laws against helping others to commit suicide. People who do this can, in fact,

be charged as accessories to murder. Mercy death does fit our earlier definition of "mur-

der" except that the phrase "especially with malice aforethought" does not apply. Fur-

thermore, it differs from murder in that it is not done against the will of the "victim."

In addition to the criticisms already presented in rebuttal to the religious argument

against suicide, there is another criticism we can consider: that it is precisely the differ-

ence in motive that makes mercy death morally acceptable, especially because the per-

son to be put to death agrees to his or her own death and requests it. Most killings are

committed from motives of greed, revenge, anger, hate, or viciousness; mercy death, on

the other hand, is done out of love and mercy for a person who is suffering.

The Domino Argument. Both the domino argument and the criticisms of it apply here in

much the same way as they do to suicide, war, and capital punishment. Those who argue

against mercy death, however, believe that the domino effect that results from permit-

ting mercy death can be much more pernicious than in those other cases. It is obvious,

they say, that if mercy death, which is performed at a person's request, is authorized or
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given moral sanction, the next step will be mercy killing; that is, decisions for death will

be made by others for those unable to request death for themselves. Once we open the

door for the one, they say, it is open for the other. As I have mentioned before, this is a

possibility that should concern us. It is also possible, however, to legally allow mercy
deaths and not mercy killings, just as it is legally possible to permit the allowing of

someone to die (as does the California Natural Death Act described earlier) without con-

doning either mercy death or mercy killing.

Tlie Justice Argument. Here again, many of the same arguments that apply to suicide

apply also to mercy death. There are some additional problems, however. For example,

is it just for people to ask others to kill them? Doesn't this place a terrific burden of guilt

and depression on the person who has to perform the act? And what about the feelings

of guilt and loss on the part of the family members? Won't they alwavs wonder whether

something more should have been done, perhaps on their part, to help the person live?

There is no doubt that mercy death places a greater burden on others than suicide does.

Hie Possibility of Finding Cures. The arguments here are much like those presented in

the discussion of allowing someone to die, and they are best characterized by the cliche,

"Where there's life, there's hope." The counterarguments also are the same, with the ad-

ditional criticism that many patients who request mercy death either feel they have no
chance of being cured or find the wait for a cure too painful to bear.

The Hospice Alternative. In his article "Euthanasia," Dr. Richard Lamerton has said, "If

anyone really wants euthanasia, he must have pretty poor doctors and nurses." 10 He
might just as easily have said that the patient must be receiving pretty poor medical care

from the entire society. According to the hospice argument, because we already know
that the hospice approach will work, we should exert our efforts in that direction rather

than in trying to discover how we can morally and legally justify mercy death or mercy

killing. Under the five principles, the hospice approach reveres, preserves, and protects

human life; it promotes goodness by giving pleasure and avoiding pain, by creating har-

mony, by making lives as excellent as they can be, and by allowing and encouraging cre-

ativity at whatever level is possible; it provides for honesty and truth telling by dealing

with the patients where and as they are and relating to them as real and whole human
beings, not merely as diseased bodies; and it gives patients and their families the free-

dom to enjoy life and each other for whatever time is left, while at the same time allow-

ing them the freedom of a truly dignified death, not by killing but by compassionate

treatment.

It seems obvious, then, that if all of these things can be done to alleviate pain and

misery and meaninglessness in people's lives, and if the hospice approach can be made
the rule rather than the exception, then the need for mercy death or mercy killing should

be decreased a great deal, if not eliminated entirely.

The criticism of this argument is that there may be some patients who do not want

any further treatment of any kind, in a hospice or elsewhere, and who choose death

rather than a limited life. Furthermore, there are those to whom the hospice approach
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doesn't really apply—for example, paraplegics, quadriplegics, victims of paralysis, and

other patients who suffer from extremely debilitating chronic, but not necessarily termi-

nal, diseases. In the opinion of such patients, the alternative of mercy death is still viable.

Arguments for Mercy Death

Individual Freedom and Rights. The main argument for individual freedom and rights,

as in the suicide issue, is the argument that people ought to have the right to decide

when their lives should end. If they choose not to live any longer and request to die, we
should oblige them, recognizing that they have made a free, rational choice. All we are

doing is carrying out their decisions in a spirit of love, compassion, and mercy.

The difference between mercy death and suicide, however, is that in the case of

mercy death we are asked to end their lives for them, and this can certainly be seen as an

infringement upon our rights and freedom. I remember hearing a doctor expressing this

point of view on a television documentary called Right to Die. The doctor said, "You have

the right to choose death for yourself, but you do not have the right to involve me in your

choice."

Human Rights Versus Animal Rights. Another argument states that just as we are gen-

erally willing to put animals out of their misery when they suffer, so we should accord

our fellow humans, who certainly are of higher worth to us, the same consideration. Fur-

thermore, because they have asked us for death, we should have no compunction about

ending their lives mercifully.

The main criticism of this argument is that the rights of human beings to live or die

are not in any way the same as those of animals. Western religions, of course, maintain

that human beings have immortal souls, but even nonreligious humanists talk about the

"human spirit," or personality, stating that it should be accorded a greater respect than

the mere physical self.

A counter argument to this is, "Yes, humans and animals are different, but above all

this should mean that humans have free will and therefore should be able to decide for

themselves whether or not they should end their own lives with or without assistance."

Changes in Attitudes Toward Mercy Death

Several events reflect a change in attitude toward mercy death.

Active Advocates for Mercy Death. As has been stated earlier, presently mercy death is

illegal in many of the 50 states and in most countries of the world, but there is strong ad-

vocacy not only for allowing people to die their own natural deaths, but also for allow-

ing people to be assisted by doctors in committing suicide when they no longer feel that

their lives are worth living (mostly, but not always, when their illnesses are terminal).

Two men—Derek Humphry and Dr. Jack Kevorkian—have been active in furthering the

cause of mercy death, or assisted suicide.
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Derek Humphry is an Englishman, now residing in the United States. In 1975

Humphry, while still living in England, assisted his first wife, Jean, in committing sui-

cide when she was dying of cancer. This was perhaps a somewhat strange action because

both of them resided in the country where the modern day hospice was brought to life.

Humphry wrote a book about it, called Jean's Way. In 1980 in California, Humphry
founded the Hemlock Society, which is famous for two things: (1) working to change

laws so that doctors can legally help terminally ill patients to commit suicide and (2) giv-

ing advice to people who have decided to die on their own when doctors cannot or will

not help.

The Hemlock Society attempted to introduce legislation in both California and
Washington that would legalize assisted suicide, but both measures failed. After these

failures, Humphry and his second wife wrote The Right to Die: Understanding Euthanasia

in 1986. He then wrote his most famous and best-selling book, Final Exit, in 1991, which,

as Playboy described it in its interview with Humphry, "is nothing short of the last self-

help book you'll ever need." 11 He has published a fourth book, Dying With Dignity: Un-

derstanding Euthanasia. Humphry is currently assisting a group called "Californians

Against Human Suffering" with their initiative, which was on the ballot in California in

November 1992 and did not pass. An Oregon law was passed but is currently on appeal.

Dr. Jack Kevorkian from Detroit, Michigan, is much more famous and controversial

than Humphry. A retired pathologist, Kevorkian has helped 46 people (as of this writing)

to commit suicide, few of whom, interestingly enough, could have been classified as ter-

minally ill. He has been brought to trial several times and acquitted of assisting suicide.

It should be noted that in all of these cases, Dr. Kevorkian provided the means, but the

people themselves administered their own suicides.

Court Decisions. Given the New York and Washington state Circuit Courts of Appeals

rulings mentioned earlier, a weakening of the laws against assisted suicide may well

come in the near future. The U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to hear these two decisions,

and is supposed to give its own decision in June of this year. It seems that, legally at

least, the United States may be moving toward possibly allowing mercy death or as-

sisted suicide. The fact that Dr. Kevorkian has never been found guilty of violating any

laws is another indication of at least a legal national ambivalence toward this act.

Lack ofAutonomy of Patients in Medical Care. Dr. Christopher Meyers, Director of the

Kegley Institute of Ethics, Department Chair of Philosophy at California State Univer-

sity, Bakersfield, California, and an expert in medical ethics who consults with Bakers-

field area hospitals, stated in an article in The Bakersfield Californian newspaper, ".
. . who

other than a truly desperate person would choose to spend his or her final moments in

the back of a Volkswagen van sucking on carbon monoxide, as many of his [Dr.

Kevorkian's] clients have done? What could create such desperation? A realization that

soon one will be facing pain and loss of identity and dignity, with little or no control over

either the disease process or how one's final days are to be lived." He goes on to say that

physicians and pharmacists have a monopolistic control over pain medication, and

physicians also have the same kind of control over drugs that might hasten death and
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medical technologies that can vastly improve a dying person's quality of life: "The point

is, when one is gravely ill and /or in need of hospitalization, nearly all aspects of per-

sonal control are lost." 12

Dr. Meyers abhors the fact that patients in need of autonomous relief have to turn

to a man of such questionable taste and judgment as Dr. Kevorkian, but he also sees no
future remedy of the medical establishment granting autonomy to its patients. He there-

fore believes that physician assisted suicide should be made a legal option. He enumer-

ates several safeguards which will be discussed later.

Health Care Personnel Have Practiced Forms of Assisted Suicide. It is certainly not

unknown that some doctors in the United States and other countries of the world (e.g.,

Holland, Sweden) have at times practiced some form of assisted suicide. A recent contro-

versial study of 850 nurses revealed that 141 of them had received requests from patients

or family members to engage in assisted suicide. One hundred and twenty-nine of these

said they had carried out these practices at least once, and 35 said they had hastened a

patient's death by only pretending to carry out life-sustaining treatment that had been

ordered. 13 Despite the inconclusiveness of the study and the small sampling of nurses

surveyed, the answers of the nurses are indicative of their need to help patients when
they are in pain, deteriorating, and dying. Some nurses have said that, if the real facts

were known, the figures would be much higher than reported.

Strong Desire for Greater Autonomy and Control over Life and Death. There is and has

been over the last 10 years a greater desire on the part of people who are suffering painful,

deteriorating or terminal illnesses to have autonomous control over their bodies and lives.

For instance, one of the people who was assisted in suicide by Dr. Kevorkian was a

woman, 43 years old, who had discovered that she had Alzheimer's disease. She wanted to

die before she had to suffer as her mental condition deteriorated. Several of Kevorkian's

"patients" had muscular dystrophy and were tired of trying to live such a limited handi-

capped existence. None of these people was a terminal case, but many patients who are

terminal, due to cancer and other fatal diseases, also have requested the right to choose not

to suffer any further and want to be able to have physicians help them die.

Suggested Safeguards for Mercy Death

Whether or not any of us believes that mercy death is morally justified, it seems in-

evitable that in the future, near or distant, it will become partially or completely legal. It

is important, therefore, that some careful legal safeguards be proposed before this hap-

pens; otherwise, ethics and the law may be caught by surprise, as they have been already

by the actions of Dr. Kevorkian and the two circuit courts of appeals' decisions. Besides,

as columnist Ellen Goodman has said: "Most Americans support legal, assisted sui-

cide—as I do—for the most personal of reasons. We just might want it someday." 14

Safeguards Proposed by the Oregon Law. An Oregon law, voted by ballot, struck down,
and currently on appeal, would allow doctors to write prescriptions for aware, adult, ter-
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minally ill patients who have asked for them both orally and in writing. There is a 15-day

waiting period, two witnesses and a second doctor are required, patients must be in-

formed about other options, and they must take the drugs themselves. 15

Safeguards Proposed by Dr. Meyers. In Dr. Christopher Meyers' discussion of the lack of

autonomy problem and physician assisted suicide, he has presented several safeguards:

(1) The first request for death assistance must occur at least two months
prior to the provision of such assistance; (2) the request must be repeated

twice more in two day and one week intervals; (3) all requests must be ini-

tiated by the patient and cannot come as the result of a question from any
other party; (4) all requests must be witnessed in writing by someone who
has no economic interest in the patient's life or death and who can attest

that the request appears to be made by a competent person who is not un-
der undue influence from medications or from pressure from family or

loved ones; and (5) the request for death assistance must be reversible at

anytime. The patient must be informed that such a reversal, if it were re-

quested during the death assisting procedure, could worsen his or her

medical condition." 16

Russell's Safeguards. O. Ruth Russell, in her article, "Moral and Legal Aspects of Eu-

thanasia," published in 1974 in the Humanist magazine, states her belief that (1) any
law legalizing physician assisted suicide should be permissive rather than mandatory
or compulsory; (2) there can be no secrecy; (3) there has to be a written, notarized re-

quest; (4) an advisory panel is to be used; (5) several doctors must be involved; (6) a

waiting period will be required; and (7) it will be a criminal offense to falsify any docu-

ments, coerce patients or next of kin, or perform any malpractice involving any act of

euthanasia. 17

Evaluation of Safeguards

Most of the above safeguards are significant, but some are more necessary than others,

and there may be additional ones that should be included. I believe that the following

safeguards should be a part of any law that permits physician assisted suicide.

Permissive rather than Compulsory or Mandatory. Any law that authorizes physician

assisted suicide should, of course, be permissive rather than mandatory. No one but the

person desiring assistance or his or her designated agent should request it. Further, no

one should be forced or coerced in any way to request such assistance, and physicians or

other health care personnel should not be required to carry out any such request against

the dictates of their moral conscience.

A Written Request. There must be no secrecy involved. Everything must be done in the

open and above board. Any such request should be made in writing by the person re-

questing assisted suicide, and this request should be witnessed by disinterested persons
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and notarized. A form similar to the Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC)
could be used for this purpose, or additional pages or sections could be added to current

DPAHCs, although I do believe that such requests must be notarized. Any such request

can be revoked by the patients or their designated agents at any time, either orally or in

writing, but patients should be warned, as Dr. Meyers suggests, that revocations after the

process has begun may result in the worsening of the patients' condition.

A Waiting Period. There should be a waiting period, and I believe that Dr. Meyers'

suggestion of two months, from the time of request to actually providing assisted sui-

cide, is a fair one. I also agree with the necessity of repeating the request two days later

and one week later, and I would add, one month later as well. There could be places

provided on any form used where patients or their agents could repeat or verify the ini-

tial request. Before and during this waiting period, other options, such as hospice care,

appropriate pain control, and whatever other appropriate care is available should be

carefully explained.

Counseling. Also, before and during the waiting period, a trained counselor should be

made available to aid patients in making their decisions and to ensure that they are ra-

tionally competent to request assisted suicide and are not being forced or coerced in

any way by families, friends, or health care personnel. If there is a serious question of

mental competency, psychiatrists or psychologists could be called in to present their

findings.

More Than One Doctor. More than one doctor should be involved in the diagnosis and

prognosis of patients' illnesses and lives, and patients will have to be fully informed con-

cerning their condition.

Any Abuse of Safeguards Punishable as a Criminal Offense. Any coercion of patients or

next of kin, falsification of documents, or performance of any malpractice involving any

act of mercy death should be deemed criminal offenses punishable by law.

Assisted Suicide Should Be Painless. It should go without saying that any mercy death

or assisted suicide should be painless (which is why physicians should administer it)

and performed in a comfortable, pleasant place of the patient's choice.

Other Possible Safeguards. Additional safeguards could involve having a judge or

court commissioner approve the mercy death after hearing and seeing all of the evidence

including the patient's own words if that is feasible. If not, then the words of patients'

families and designated agents should be heard. Also, there could be as Ms. Russell has

suggested, a panel or committee, such as a bioethics committee, of disinterested persons,

and they too could hear and see all of the evidence and advise all those involved. Either

of these, especially the court situation, could prove to be restrictive of patients' auton-

omy, but either certainly would make it harder for a questionable mercy death to be car-

ried out.
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Concluding Remarks on Mercy Death

I want to reiterate that I am not advocating mercy death or physician assisted suicide,

but merely making suggestions for safeguards in the event it is legalized, which I feel is

inevitable. What would pretty much eliminate the need for these actions is an expansion

of the hospice approach, especially as it involves pain and symptom control. It is my be-

lief that if suffering people, terminal or otherwise, were rendered as free as possible of

pain and discomfort, there would be less need for mercy death, physician assisted or

otherwise. Yet to establish a more sensible approach to pain and symptom control would
require radical changes in the training of physicians and to a lesser extent pharmacists.

These professionals would then have to give autonomy to those patients and their fami-

lies who are now in real need of such control. Dr. Meyers and I think it unlikely that such

changes will take place in the near future, and as long as they don't, people will continue

to request assisted suicide and to seek out people such as Dr. Kevorkian. If mercy death

is to be allowed and legalized, then there needs to be a guarantee that it will be con-

ducted as morally and legally as possible.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

A truck overturns on one of our major highways, and the engine catches on fire, engulf-

ing the cab, where the driver is trapped. A highway patrol officer arrives on the scene

and realizes that no one can get near enough to the cab to get the driver out. The driver

sees the patrolman and begs the officer to shoot him so that he won't have to suffer the

horror of burning to death. The officer is close enough to kill him instantly. What should

he or she do?

CASE 2

A 24-year-old man named Robert who has a wife and child is paralyzed from the neck

down in a motorcycle accident. He has always been very active and hates the idea of being

paralyzed. He also is in a great deal of pain, and he has asked his doctors and other mem-
bers of his family to "put him out of his misery." After several days of such pleading, his

brother comes into Robert's hospital ward and asks him if he is sure he still wants to be put

out of his misery. Robert says yes and pleads with his brother to kill him. The brother kisses

and blesses Robert, then takes out a gun and shoots him, killing him instantly The brother

later is tried for murder and acquitted by reason of temporary insanity. Was what Robert's

brother did moral? Do you think he should have been brought to trial at all? Do you think

he should have been acquitted? Would you do the same for a loved one if you were asked?

CASE 3

A 67-year-old woman has been sick for the last 10 years with heart, lung, and kidney

problems that have given her a great deal of pain and discomfort. In her own words, her
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life is "a misery" and "not worth living." Her children all are grown, and she lives alone

with her husband, who is 68. She has talked with him on several occasions during the

past two years, begging him to help her to die. She has told him that she is tired of liv-

ing and that she gets no pleasure from her life anymore. On this particular morning,

they discuss her life and death for four hours, and again and again she begs him to help

her to die. Finally he gives in to her wishes and takes her out to the garage, puts her in

their car, turns on the engine with the garage door closed, and goes back into the house

for about an hour. At the end of the hour, he takes her out of the car then calls the police

and tells them what he has done. They arrive on the scene and arrest him for murder.

Did the husband do the right thing? Did the wife have the right to request this action of

her husband? Did he have an obligation to satisfy her request? Should he have been ar-

rested?

CASE 4

As previously discussed, Dr. Kevorkian originally invented a suicide machine that he

can hook up to an intravenous line that is inserted into a person's arm, so that the per-

son can push a button or release a clamp and administer a fatal but painless dose of

chemicals. More recently, he has used carbon dioxide that the people can inhale until

they die. Few of the people who used his machine or the carbon dioxide were terminally

ill people. For example, one 43 year old woman had just been diagnosed as having

Alzheimer's disease, one had severe pelvic pain, and another had multiple sclerosis. Do
you think that what he is doing is moral or immoral? Why? Would it make any differ-

ence to your decision if the people had been terminally ill? Should anything be done to

the doctor legally? If so, what? If not, why not? If you were asked by someone you
loved to help him or her die, and you had the means, like Dr. Kevorkian, to do so, what
would you do? Why? Would you like doctors to have the right to assist people in com-
mitting suicide? Why or why not? Would the people have to be terminally ill, in your

opinion, or not? Why?

Mercy killing

Mercy killing is similar to mercy death in the sense that it involves a direct action taken

in order to end someone's life; the difference is that mercy killing is not done at the per-

son's request. People who perform mercy killing may assume that the person they are

going to kill wants this act to be done, but they don't know for sure, nor do they have the

person's explicit request or permission to perform the act. Very often the decision to go
ahead with a mercv killing is based upon a belief that the "victim's" life is no longer

worth living because he or she is existing as a mere mindless organism, not as a full hu-

man being.

Therefore, mercv killing can be defined as the termination of someone's life, with-

out that person's explicit consent, by a direct means, from a motive of mercy; that is, in

an attempt to end suffering and/or "a meaningless existence." Obviously, the greatest

moral problem associated with mercy killing is that, as opposed to allowing someone to
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die and mercy death, in this case the patient's consent cannot be obtained, nor can his or

her desires be known for sure. "Mercy killers" must come to a decision about someone
else's life without the person's permission or acquiescence.

Arguments Against Mercy Killing

Many of the arguments that have been used in relation to mercy death and allowing

someone to die apply also to mercy killing. I will not repeat all of these arguments here,

but will try to emphasize the main aspect that distinguishes mercy killing from the other

two categories; that is, the lack of consent on the part of the "victim."

Direct Violation of the Value of Life Principle. Mercy killing is a direct violation of the

Value of Life principle, especially because, unlike defense of the innocent, war, and capi-

tal punishment, it usually involves taking the life of an innocent person. As in the mercy
death situation, the argument here is that murder is murder regardless of motive; there-

fore, mercy killing is nothing less than premeditated murder. This argument is even

more convincing here than in the case of mercy death because in this case people either

haven't given or can't give their consent to having their lives terminated.

The Domino Argument. Because the consent of patients cannot be obtained, an outside

decision about the worth, value, or meaning of their lives has to be made, and according

to this argument against mercy killing, this sets a dangerous precedent. In the first place,

who has the right to decide whether any person's life is worthy, has value, or is mean-

ingful? What standards are to be used when making such a decision? Won't the sanction-

ing of such an action set a dangerous precedent for the elimination of old, senile people,

for example, because they may be considered "useless" by a youth-oriented society? Can
we allow such decisions to be made? If so, by whom should they be made? This is cer-

tain lv one of the more serious problems related to mercy killing, and it is one that does

not affect either allowing someone to die or mercy death to so great an extent. In both of

the latter cases, the individual decides what the worth of his own life is, whereas in

mercy killing one person decides for another.

TJte Possibility of Finding Cures. Both this argument, which states that mercy killing

should not be authorized because cures may be found, and the criticism of this argu-

ment, are the same as those for allowing someone to die and mercy death.

Arguments lor Mercy Killing

Mercy for the "Lilting Dead." The main argument for mercy killing is that it is not a vio-

lation of the Life principle because in most cases the people killed are not fully alive as

human beings; rather, they are existing as mere organisms, a network of organs and cells.

It is an act of mercy, a proponent of mercy killing might argue, to end the life of those

people, who, although not "brain dead," have suffered 80 percent brain damage. Even if
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such people recover from their comas, the damage to their brains is so extensive that

their lives will never again be normal. They will have a plantlike existence, exhibiting no

personality or real human consciousness whatsoever; therefore, it is an act of mercy to

end their existence.

The main criticism of this argument is that one actually is murdering such people.

Because they cannot be declared dead under any acceptable medical or legal criteria, a

dangerous precedent is set when someone is sanctioned to directly end their lives. It is

one thing to allow them to die by refusing to use any extraordinary means to save them
if they are attacked by pneumonia or kidney or heart failure; it is quite another, however,

to directly murder them, even out of a motive of mercy

Financial and Emotional Burdens. People with extensive brain damage, along with

many other sick and injured people, are financial and emotional burdens upon their fam-

ilies and on society. Such burdens often are tremendous, and, some argue, they serve no
significant purpose because patients in such situations gain absolutely nothing from

their maintenance except the continuation of what is assumed to be a minimal and
worthless existence.

The main criticism of this argument is that finances should not be a determining

factor where human life is concerned. It is true that the emotional burden often is diffi-

cult to bear, but here again we should not sanction the sacrifice of one human life simply

in order to ease the emotional burden upon another.

The Patient's Desire to Die. Another argument for mercy killing is that if patients with

brain damage could communicate with us, they would say that they would rather be

killed than linger on as burdens to their families and society or to exist as organisms

without consciousness.

The main criticism here, however, is that we cannot know any of this for certain be-

cause the patients cannot communicate. It is possible that advance directives could be re-

vised so as to include mercy killing as well as allowing someone to die, but it might be

very difficult to get such documents legalized. Faced with such a directive, the state prob-

ably would feel that it had the obligation to preserve and protect human life rather than

authorize the execution of innocent people, regardless of the status of their existence.

Tlie Possibility of Establishing Legal Safeguards. One of the strongest arguments

against both mercy death and mercy killing is that if such actions were sanctioned they

undoubtedly would be abused. For example, if it were legal to perform mercy killing on

people who had reached a certain point in their illness or a certain age, wouldn't such a

law invite abuse by people who wanted such things as organs to transplant, inheritances,

or the elimination of personal financial burdens, and couldn't it become an instrument of

revenge or of other motives usually connected with killing that is not "mercy" oriented?

As we have seen, it is possible to establish safeguards similar to those that have been sug-

gested for mercy death or assisted suicide.

The main criticism of this argument is that while most of these safeguards provide

for mercy death, few of them would be of any use in protecting people against mercy
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killing against their wills. Any legislation that would give power to the state or to certain

individuals to take the lives of those who were too "unworthy" or too "useless" to live

would be extremely hard to enforce, and there would be little protection for helpless, in-

nocent human lives.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

A doctor who was performing a legal abortion on a woman five months pregnant no-

ticed that the "aborted fetus" actually was alive, so he held the fetus's head inside the

woman's vaginal canal until the fetus suffocated. The doctor's thinking was that the fe-

tus was intended to be killed or born dead during the abortion, and that its being born

alive was an error that could result in an unwanted or deformed child. Therefore, he felt

that he had performed an act of mercy. What do you feel about the doctor's action?

CASE 2

Laura, a 19-year-old woman, fell into a coma because of an overdose of drugs and alco-

hol. She was given emergency treatment at a hospital and was placed on a respirator,

which stabilized her breathing. She remained in a deep coma, and when she was tested

by neurologists and neurosurgeons it was discovered that about 70 percent of her brain

was irretrievably damaged. She was not brain dead, however: She reacted to pain, her

eyes sometimes would open and her pupils contract, she would at times thrash about,

and her EEG showed some brain activity. She was in a persistent vegetative state. Be-

cause she could not be pronounced dead in any medical or legal sense, the hospital and

doctors refused to take her off the respirator or to stop any other treatments they were

giving her. At one point Laura's sister was alone in the room with her and, thinking that

Laura wouldn't want to live on in this way, she disconnected the respirator and caused

her sister's death. Discuss in detail your reactions to the sister's decision.

CASE 3

Before much was known about Tay-Sachs disease, Betty and Irv, a young Jewish couple,

gave birth to a son who had this disease. They were told by their doctor that the boy

would become very sick and slowly degenerate over a period of about a year, and then

he would become blind and suffer convulsions. They were also told that there is ab-

solutely no cure for the disease and that their son was sure to die. After watching the

child for about six months Irv was not able to stand it any longer. He put a pillow over

his son's face and suffocated him. Under these circumstances, do you feel that Irv was
justified in performing a mercy killing?

CASE 4

A 75-year-old man in Florida, a state containing many retired and sick senior citizens,

shot his wife twice in a mercy killing. The wife was suffering from Alzheimer's disease
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and osteoporosis (a degenerative bone disease). The couple was well off because the

husband was a retired engineer. He had hired several women to care for his wife, who
often was disoriented, irritable, and confused. The wife did not deal well with these

women and was constantly embarrassing her husband by showing up in public, some-

times half-dressed and confused. One day she sought him out at a condominium own-

ers' meeting and was particularly confused and troublesome. He took her back to their

condominium and sat her down on a couch. He then picked up a pistol he owned and

shot her in the back of the head once and then a second time because he thought she

might still be alive. The man was arrested for murder in the first degree, tried, con-

victed, and sentenced to a minimum of twenty-five years in prison (Florida law for a

first degree murder conviction).

Several points about this case should be noted: (1) There was no evidence that his

wife had asked for death, nor that he had asked her if that was what she had wanted.

(2) He showed very little remorse in court, stating that he believed he had acted morally.

(3) The prosecuting attorney stated that the husband's sentencing was correct because

allowing him to go unpunished would set a dangerous precedent in Florida: that any

time confused or sick old people became hard to care for or deal with, someone could

mercy kill them with impunity. (4) Despite being well off, at no time did the husband
look into or attempt to place his wife in one of the many facilities established to care for

Alzheimer's patients.

Since the husband was 75 and not well, many people, including his daughter,

thought that his sentence should be commuted or that he should be pardoned since he

would probably die in prison. His case was referred to a commission appointed by the

governor to make recommendations concerning the husband's situation, but the commis-

sion ruled that he should remain in prison. Several years later the governor commuted his

sentence, and he is now out of prison. Do you think that what the husband did was moral

or immoral? Why? Do you think this case was handled correctly? Why or why not? Do
you feel that the husband should have been prosecuted at all? Why or why not? Do you
feel that he tried all available alternatives before killing his wife? If not, what should he

have done? Do you think his sentence should have been commuted or not? Why? How is

this case different from the preceding cases we looked at in the mercy death section of this

chapter? Are the other cases more justifiable than this one? Why or why not?

Chapter Summary

I. Definition of terms

A. Euthanasia is a confusing and ambiguous term because it is subject to emotional-

ism. The word originally meant a "good or happy death." More recently it has

come to mean mercy killing.

B. Because this term is so confusing, it has been replaced in this book by three

phrases: "allowing someone to die," "mercy death," and "mercy killing."

C. Allowing someone to die involves both not starting curative treatment when no

cure is possible and stopping treatment when it is no longer able to cure a dying
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patient. It means allowing a dying patient to die a natural death without any in-

terference from medical science and technology.

D. Mercy death is the taking of a direct action in order to terminate a patient's life

because the patient has voluntarily requested it—essentially an assisted suicide.

E. Mercy killing is the taking of a direct action to terminate a patient's life without

his or her permission.

F. It should be noted that neither mercy death nor mercy killing is legal in the

United States or in most countries throughout the world.

G. Brain death occurs when a patient has a normal heartbeat and normal respiration

but has suffered irreversible and total brain damage.

1. The criteria for "brain death" are unreceptivity and unresponsiveness, no
spontaneous movements or breathing, no reflexes, and a flat EEC

2. When patients are declared "brain dead," removing life-support equipment or

stopping treatment obviously cannot be the cause of their death, so this does

not constitute allowing someone to die, mercy death, or mercy killing.

H. Persistent Vegetative State (PVS) results from damage to the cerebral cortex, or

neocortex, which controls the cognitive functions. A PVS patient is not brain

dead, but lacks and will permanently lack even those minimal functions that

make a life human.
II. Allowing someone to die

A. This problem has become more crucial in the twentieth century because of the

availability of advanced lifesaving and life-supporting technology and proce-

dures.

B. There are a number of arguments against allowing someone to die.

1. Some say it is tantamount to abandoning a dying person, though this need not

be the case if we distinguish carefully between the "curing and healing" and

"comforting and caring for" aspects of medicine.

2. Cures may be found or miracle cures may occur.

3. We can never choose death over life—we can never opt for death. Medicine

must save lives, not end them. There is a difference, however, between accept-

ing death as inevitable and choosing it.

4. Some argue that allowing someone to die interferes with God's divine plan.

One also can ask, however, which constitutes interference with God's plan: al-

lowing someone to die when his or her time has come or prolonging the per-

son's death? The argument can be used to support either side.

C. There are a number of arguments for allowing someone to die.

1. Individuals have rights over their own bodies, lives, and deaths. One also can

argue, however, that their freedom is not unlimited.

2. Patients have the right to refuse treatment, and we should not overrule this

right—treatment often will not cure a particular patient, and sometimes it is

worse than the disease.

3. Allowing someone to die will shorten suffering; however, it also will shorten

the person's life.
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4. Patients have the right to die with dignity. The phrase "dying with dignity,"

however, can cover up abandonment, mercy death, and mercy killing.

D. Extraordinary means to keep people alive are those that involve a grave burden

for oneself or another, and they vary according to circumstances involving per-

sons, places, times, and cultures. Such measures as radical surgery, radiation

therapy, respirators, and heart machines probably fall into this category when
they are used merely to prolong dying.

E. Ordinary means also are difficult to define, but for terminally ill patients they

would include controlling pain and other symptoms as opposed to performing

radical surgery or using respirators or heart machines.

F. "Appropriate" or "inappropriate" care are perhaps more suitable terms than "or-

dinary" and "extraordinary" due to the confusion surrounding the latter terms.

Thus, people could decide what would be appropriate or inappropriate care de-

pending upon the particular situation of a patient.

G. The Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA), effective December 1991, was passed

with a view to giving patients a number of rights:

1. The right to considerate and respectful care.

2. The right to make decisions involving their health care, including the follow-

ing:

(a) The right to accept or refuse treatment.

(b) The right to formulate advance directives and appoint a surrogate to make
health care decisions on their behalf.

3. The right to the information they require in order to make treatment decisions.

H. Advance directives take three forms.

1. Two cases, the Quinlan and Cruzan cases, were instrumental in raising the

consciousness of many people concerning the need for advance directives.

2. The Living will, established by the organization called Choice in Dying, was
the first such document suggested. It is not a legal document unless a particu-

lar state makes it so.

3. The California Natural Death Act Declaration was signed into law in 1976 and

was broadened by further legislation in 1992. It does not provide for the desig-

nation of a surrogate to act on a patient's behalf when the patient can no

longer do so.

4. The Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC) is the best of the

three documents because it is fully legal, at least in California, and also pro-

vides for the designation of a surrogate for the patient.

I. The hospice approach to care for the dying can solve most of the problems sur-

rounding allowing someone to die, and often it can eliminate the necessity for

mercy death and mercy killing.

1. There is an emphasis upon comforting and caring for patients rather than

upon curing and healing them.

2. The team approach is utilized so as to provide support for patients and their

families.
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3. Hospices take a unique approach to pain and symptom control.

(a) They recognize the difference between acute and chronic pain.

(b) They recognize that pain has four levels—physical; mental or emotional;

sociological; and spiritual—and they attempt to treat all four levels.

(c) They utilize the preventive rather than the reactive approach to pain control.

4. They utilize outpatient and home care wherever possible, using the team ap-

proach to provide all levels of support.

5. Where this is not possible, hospices provide homelike, humanized inpatient

care in comfortable surroundings.

6. They attempt to provide freedom from financial worry for patients and their

families.

7. They provide bereavement counseling before, during, and after a patient's death.

8. This approach allows patients to experience a natural death in peace and dig-

nity while receiving support from their families, friends, the medical commu-
nity, and society in general.

9. This approach also obviates most of the need for mercy death and mercy
killing, at least so far as it concerns suffering, terminally ill patients.

III. Mercy death (voluntary dying or assisted suicide)

A. The arguments against mercy death are much like those used against suicide ex-

cept that in the case of mercy death the issue is further complicated by the fact

that someone else has to do the killing.

1. The argument of irrationality has less force here than in the case of suicide be-

cause of the patients' pain and suffering and because they are going to die

soon anyway. However, one can legitimately ask whether patients in extreme

pain and suffering can ever be rational in choosing death.

2. The religious argument remains the same except that the situation is further

complicated by the fact that someone else has to do the killing; the mercy mo-
tive, it is argued, does not justify murder.

3. The domino argument has additional force in that if mercy death is allowed,

mercy killing may soon follow.

4. The justice argument in this case involves the guilt and other negative feelings

of the person who has to do the killing, and it also involves the burden of guilt

placed on family members because they couldn't do anything to prevent their

loved one from wanting to die.

5. That a cure may be found is another argument presented here.

6. One can argue that the hospice alternative has eliminated the need for mercy

death; however, some patients may not want any treatment, hospice treatment

included, and therefore it can be argued that they should be allowed to choose

death.

B. The arguments for mercy death are much like those for suicide.

1. Patients should have the freedom to decide about their own deaths, and the

person who performs the act merely carries out the patient's wishes.

2. We do the same for dumb animals, and we owe our fellow humans at least as

much consideration and mercy.
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C. Changes in attitude toward mercy death.

1. Events reflecting a change in attitude:

(a) Active advocates for mercy death, such as Derek Humphry and Dr. Jack

Kevorkian.

(b) Court decisions of two circuit courts of appeals.

(c) Lack of autonomy of patients in medical care.

(d) Health care personnel have practiced forms of assisted suicide.

(e) Strong desire for greater autonomy and control over one's life and death.

2. Suggested safeguards for mercy death.

(a) Those proposed by Oregon law.

(b) Those proposed by Dr. Christopher Meyers.

(c) O. Ruth Russell's safeguards.

3. Evaluation of safeguards:

(a) Law should be permissive, not mandatory.

(b) There should be a written request.

(c) There should be a waiting period.

(d) There should be counseling.

(e) More than one doctor should be involved.

(f) Abuse of safeguards should be a criminal offense.

(g) Assisted suicide should be painless.

(h) Other possible safeguards include having a courtroom judge or commis-
sioner or a panel hear the request and its evidence.

IV. Mercy killing

A. Mercy killing is the termination of someone's life without that person's explicit

consent by a direct means out of a motive of mercy.

B. There are several arguments against mercy killing.

1. It is a direct violation of the Value of Life principle—murder is murder, regard-

less of motive.

2. Since the consent of patients cannot be obtained, mercy killing involves an

outside decision about the worth of their lives and sets a dangerous prece-

dent for eliminating others who may be considered "useless" to society.

Who should be entrusted with decisions concerning the worth of people's

lives?

3. Cures may be found, or patients may come out of deep comas; if we kill them,

we eliminate these possibilities.

C. There are several arguments for mercy killing.

1. We are not violating the Value of Life principle because most of those who un-

dergo mercy killing are not fully alive human beings; rather, they are mindless

organisms.

2. The longer people continue to "merely exist," the greater the financial and

emotional burdens on the family and on society.

3. If patients in such situations could make their wishes known, they would say

that they wanted to die. The only trouble with this argument is that we cannot

know this for sure since the patients cannot communicate with us.
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4. Legal safeguards can be clearly established so as to prevent abuses of legal-

ized mercy killing.

Exercises for Review

1. Define the following terms, showing the distinctions among them: allowing someone

to die, mercy death, mercy killing, brain death, persistent vegetative state, ordinary and ex-

traordinary means and appropriate and inappropriate care.

2. How do mercy death and mercy killing, in general, differ from other types of killing?

Do you agree that there is a real difference here? Why or why not?

3. Why have dramatic advances in medicine forced us to take an increasingly harder

look at allowing someone to die, mercy death, and mercy killing?

4. Explain the hospice approach to care for the dying. Do you think this eliminates the

necessity for mercy killing and mercy death? Why or why not?

5. What are the living will, California Natural Death Act Declaration, and the Durable

Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC), and how do they differ? Do you think

such advance directives are important? Why or why not? Which do you think is or

are more useful, and why?

6. Select the advance directive you like the best, and complete it for yourself (if you
strongly object to doing this, carefully explain why).

7. What kinds of safeguards, if any, are necessary in any consideration of allowing

someone to die, mercy death, and mercy killing?

8. To what extent do you think the following are moral or immoral: allowing someone
to die, mercy death, and mercy killing? Be specific, and support your answer with

evidence whenever possible.

9. Assuming that such acts were legal, could you yourself ever allow someone to die or

perform the acts of mercy death or mercy killing? If not, why not? If so, under what

circumstances? Describe the circumstances fully, and explain the reasoning behind

your answers.

10. If mercy death and/or mercy killing were legalized, should doctors terminate pa-

tients' lives? Why or why not? If not, who should terminate them? Why? Could you

do this for members of your family or friends? Why or why not?

Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Allowing

Someone to Die, Mercy Death, and Mercy Killing

Describe as fully as you can how each of the major ethical theories—Ethical Egoism, Util-

itarianism, Divine Command, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and Virtue

Ethics—probably would deal with the moral issues of allowing someone to die, mercy
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death (assisted suicide), and mercy killing. Refer to Chapter 8, "The Taking of Human
Life," for an example of how you might go about completing this assignment.
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Chapter 10

Abortion

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define the following terms: conceptus, zygote, embryo, fetus, child, viability, am-
niocentesis, and chorionic villus sampling (CVS).

2. Understand the present legal status of abortion in the United States.

3. Understand that abortion involves the conflict of two basic principles: the Value

of Life principle and the Principle of Individual Freedom.

4. Understand that, along with a moderate position, it involves a conflict of two "ab-

solute right" positions: the strong antiabortion (prolife) position and the strong

abortion-on-request (prochoice) position.

5. Discuss when human life begins, and present the stages in the development of

the conceptus.

6. Distinguish between potential and actual human life and define and differentiate

among life, human life, and human person.

264
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7. Discuss who should make abortion or no-abortion decisions, and why.

8. Present and discuss alternatives to abortion.

Introduction to the \bortion Issue

Delin it ion of Terms

Many moral issues involve special terms or phrases that need defining, and the abortion

issue is one of these. Before going on to discuss abortion, therefore, we shall briefly ex-

amine a few terms that relate to this issue.

Abortion. An abortion is the premature termination of a pregnancy—that is, termination

prior to birth. A spontaneous abortion is the same thing as a miscarriage, whereas an in-

duced abortion is caused by the woman herself or by another, usually a medical doctor.

Zygote. A zygote is the cell or group of cells that results from the union of the sperm and
egg cells.

Embryo. The term embryo refers to the developing human individual from the second

through the seventh weeks of gestation, or pregnancy.

Fetus. The term fetus refers to the developing human individual from the eighth week
until birth.

Child. The term child is normally used after the fetus is born. However, as you shall see,

it is also often used by strong prolife advocates to refer to the developing human indi-

vidual from shortly after conception onward.

Conceptus. The very useful term conceptus, coined by Daniel Callahan, means "that

which has been conceived." 1 It is useful because it is a neutral term that can be used to

refer to the developing human individual from conception until birth, thus avoiding

the many emotional overtones given to the other terms by both sides of the abortion

issue.

Viability. Viability occurs somewhere between the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth

weeks of gestation when the conceptus is considered viable; that is, able to survive out-

side of the mother's womb. Birth usually occurs between the thirty-ninth and fortieth

weeks of pregnancy.

Amniocentesis. In amniocentesis, which can be performed after the sixteenth week of

pregnancy, a needle is inserted into the amniotic sac, where the conceptus is gestating,
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and some of the amniotic fluid is withdrawn. When this fluid is tested, a great deal of in-

formation about the conceptus—its sex and the presence or absence of certain abnormal-

ities—can be determined.

Chorionic Villus Sampling (CVS). CVS is another tool that can be used to diagnose ge-

netic defects in the fetus as early as the ninth week of pregnancy. In CVS, a flexible

catheter, inserted vaginally, is guided by ultrasound along uterine walls. Suction allows

the catheter to extract fetal cells from the threadlike projections (villi) on the chorion, the

outermost embryonic layer. The advantage of this procedure over amniocentesis is obvi-

ously the fact that results and diagnoses can be acquired much earlier, allowing for early

abortion if the woman desires it. The disadvantages are that some studies have revealed

the CVS may be the cause of limb deformities in children born to mothers who had the

CVS procedure. 2

General Statement of the Abortion Problem

Two basic principles come into conflict in the abortion issue: the Value of Life principle

(basically in relation to unborn life, but also in relation to the life of the mother) and the

Principle of Individual Freedom, that is, the mother's right over her own body, procre-

ativity, and life.

Another basic question that comes into play in this issue is when human life begins

and, perhaps more importantly, at what point it is to be valued and protected to the same
extent as the lives of human beings who already have been born.

Yet another conflict between the positions for and against abortion centers on so-

called absolute rights. According to the strong antiabortion (prolife) position, the concep-

tus has an absolute right to life from the moment of conception onward. According to the

strong abortion-on-request (prochoice) position, however, women have absolute rights

over their own bodies and lives. Both of these positions, and the arguments used to sup-

port them, will be discussed in detail later in the chapter.

Abortion in American History. From colonial times to the nineteenth century, the choice

of continuing pregnancy or having an abortion was the woman's until "quickening" (the

time when she is first able to feel the fetus move). An abortion in the first or even second

trimester was at worst a misdemeanor. In 1800, there was not a single statute in the

United States concerning abortion, but by 1900, it had been banned at any time in preg-

nancy by every state. According to Carl Sagan, this was due mostly to the change from

an agrarian to an urban-industrial society and to the lowering of birthrates in the United

States. Sagan also states that the newly formed American Medical Association (AMA), in

trying to enhance its status and the status and influence of physicians, put a great deal of

force behind the laws so that the choice concerning abortion was taken totally out of the

hands of women. Finally, in the 1960s, a coalition of individuals and organizations, in-

cluding the AMA, sought to overturn laws against abortion and reinstate the previous

values, which were later embodied in Roe versus Wade in 1973. 3
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The Legal Status ofAbortion in the United States. At the present time, abortion is legal

in the United States and in many other countries. In the famous Roe v. Wade decision of

the U.S. Supreme Court in 1973, which continues to be upheld, most individual state

laws making abortion illegal were ruled unconstitutional. The Supreme Court stated

that an abortion is permitted at the request of the woman without restriction in the first

trimester (12 weeks) and, with some restrictions to protect a woman's health, in the sec-

ond trimester. It allows states to forbid abortion in the third trimester except when there

is a serious threat to the life or health of the woman.
On July 3, 1989, however, the Supreme Court heard another case, Webster v. Repro-

ductive Health Services, in which it ruled that states had the constitutional right to legis-

late against using public funds, lands, institutions, and employees to perform abortions

except when the mother's life is in danger. Further, in essence, the Court did away with

the trimester decision-making process, accepting the importance of protecting potential

human life from conception onward, and stating that the provision of the Webster v. Re-

productive Health Services case that required the doctor to run several tests to determine

the viability of 20-week fetuses was also constitutional. If such fetuses are determined

to be viable, then an abortion cannot be performed. What the Court did, in effect, was to

dilute Roe v. Wade to the extent that allowed at least some abortion decisions to be re-

stricted by state law. The Court also agreed to hear three more cases in October, 1989,

the beginning of its next session, which could further change the original Roe v. Wade

decision.

In July, 1992, the Supreme Court heard another case, from Pennsylvania, Planned

Parenthood versus Casey, in which it upheld a woman's right to choice (for example, it

ruled against a woman's having to get her husband's permission). However, the

Court also allowed Pennsylvania to institute a "gag rule" in any clinic receiving state

or federal funds, meaning that no staff member of a clinic, except physicians, could

counsel a woman on abortion. Also, there was a waiting period before any woman
could have an abortion. Even though the Supreme Court did not throw Roe versus

Wade out, it did allow states to restrict abortion counseling and the availability of

abortion.

These changes, if enacted by states into laws, could strongly affect the rights of

women from lower economic classes to secure abortions because most of them depend

on public funding and assistance. The viability requirement, if enacted by states into

laws, could vitally affect late abortions for fetal reasons—that is, when the woman has

discovered through amniocentesis or CVS that her fetus will, if carried to term, be born

with deformities of some kind. Presumably, if the fetus were determined to be viable by

a doctor, then a late abortion for fetal reasons could not be performed. To what extent

such laws will be enacted by other states remains to be seen, but restrictions on abortion

rights are likely to come in the future. Essentially, then, abortion is legal in the United

States. Of course, that abortion is legal does not necessarily make it moral, and it is the

moral question that we will be most concerned with in relation to this issue. In fact, the

major questions we will deal with in this chapter are "Is abortion moral? If so, under

what conditions? If not, why not?"
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YYhen Does Human Life Begin?

The first question to be examined in any discussion of the morality of abortion must be

"Is abortion the taking of a human life?" In Chapters 10 and 11 of his book Abortion: Law,

Choice and Morality (a book I urge those on both sides of the abortion issue to read be-

cause of the extensive evidence, rational arguments, objectivity, and compassion it of-

fers), Daniel Callahan outlines several arguments for determining when life exists. He
finally settles on the developmental view as the best approach to understanding the

"conceptus." According to this view, one recognizes that life is present from conception

but allows for the possibility that there may be a later different point at which such a life

can be considered to be human.

It would seem to be obvious that human life in potentiality is existent in various

stages of development during the nine months of gestation. I want to clarify here that

when I use the word potentiality I am referring to the stage of zygote and to nothing pre-

vious; although some potentiality exists in both the sperm of the male and unfertilized

ova of the female, thev must be brought together under the appropriate conditions for

there to be the beginnings of a new life. Once an ovum has been fertilized, a process is

begun that, barring accidents (miscarriage, or spontaneous abortion) or intentional ac-

tions (induced abortion), will eventually result in the birth of a human being.

Therefore, if we wish to make decisions consistent with the Value of Life principle,

revering life and accepting death, we must recognize that human life in potentiality exists

from conception. The conceptus passes through various key stages of development:

1. All human life starts from a fertilized egg the size of a period at the end of a

sentence; one cell then becomes two and then four, and by the sixth day the egg

has implanted itself on the walls of the uterus.

2. By the third week, the forming embryo is about two millimeters long and is de-

veloping various parts, but it looks a little like a segmented worm.

3. By the end of the fourth week it has grown to five millimeters (about one-fifth

of an inch). Its tube-shaped heart is beginning to beat; it has gill-like arches and

a pronounced tail; and it looks something like a newt or a tadpole.

4. By the fifth week, gross divisions of the brain can be distinguished, and devel-

oping eyes and limb buds appear.

5. By the sixth week, it is thirteen millimeters (about half an inch long); its eyes

are still on the side of the head, as in most animals, and its reptilian face has

connected slits where the mouth and nose eventually will be.

6. By the end of the seventh week, the tail is almost gone, sexual characteristics

can be discerned, and the face is mammalian but somewhat piglike.

7. By the end of the eighth week, the face resembles a primate's but is still not

quite human; some lower brain anatomy is well-developed, and the fetus

shows some reflex response to delicate stimulation.
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8. By the tenth week, the face has an unmistakable human look, and it begins to

be possible to distinguish male from female fetuses.

9. By the fourth month (sixteen weeks), one can distinguish faces of fetuses from

one another; the mother can feel the fetus move by the fifth month; the lungs

don't begin to develop until the sixth month; and recognizably human brain ac-

tivity begins intermittently around the middle of the seventh month.

10. Brain waves with regular patterns typical of adult human brains do not appear

in the fetus until about the thirtieth week of pregnancy—near the beginning of

the third trimester. Fetuses younger than this, however alive and active they

may be, lack the necessary brain architecture—they cannot yet think. 4

At which of these stages can we say that the conceptus is a human life? Every stage

is vital, but the closer the conceptus gets to viability, the more human qualities are pres-

ent (at least biologically and genetically). This is why most people who advocate or even

"suffer" an abortion to be performed argue that it should be done as soon as possible af-

ter pregnancy is discovered. There is, of course, some validity to this argument. Obvi-

ously, less human potential has been realized at earlier stages of development, but at any

of these stages potential human life does exist.

Many antiabortionists argue that human life is an actuality at any stage after con-

ception. Although it is certainly true that by an abortion actual life is being taken or pre-

vented from continuing, it is very difficult to positively state, in some of the earlier

stages at least, that the life is fully human. On the other hand, it is equally difficult to ar-

gue that the fetus is not an actual human life in the ivotnb after the twelfth week, when
"the brain structure is essentially complete and a fetal electrocardiograph through the

pregnant woman can pick up heart activity." 5 The arguments that viability or actual

birth, when the child can breathe on its own, are the only points at which human life be-

gins, rely too heavily on humans' being able to survive without life support of some
kind. Many human beings are dependent on some person or some machine in order to

stay alive, and it is difficult to argue that if they cannot breathe for themselves or eat and

drink on their own, they are not actual human beings. The length of time that a child,

once born, is heavily dependent on both of his or her parents is in itself almost a refuta-

tion of the viability argument, or the argument "once born, now human."
What the available data essentially illustrate is that there is human life either in po-

tentiality or in actuality from the moment of conception. This means that the Value of Life

Principle is definitely involved in any consideration of abortion. We cannot say with any

validity that the conceptus is nothing more than—as I heard one woman phrase it
—

"an

intrusion upon the woman's body," like some unnecessary tumor or invading virus. It is

not even like any of her organs, which of course may be removed for various reasons. It is,

rather, a very special organism, one that develops slowly but surely into a human life, and

one must recognize this fact when discussing what is to be done with or to it, either for its

own good or for the good of someone else (usually the woman who is carrying it).

The biological, genetic, and physical data remain the same regardless of the posi-

tion we take concerning when human life begins; and they do not in themselves answer
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the important question "At what point in development is the conceptus to be valued to

the extent that terminating its life would be equivalent to terminating the life of someone
already born?" This determination, as we shall see, is not made solely on a basis of bio-

logical or genetic data; rather, it is made on some sort of moral bias or assumption.

The strong profile position takes the genetic view that human life is to be valued

from conception onward. The strong prochoice position, on the other hand, takes the

view that human life does not have value until birth. There are, of course, various posi-

tions between these two extremes, such as, for example, the view that human life is to be

valued only from the moment of viability onward.

Arguments Against Abortion

The Genetic View of the Beginning of Human Life

The strong prolife position, as I have mentioned, accepts the genetic view as to when hu-

man life begins and when it is to be valued as such. According to this view, human life

starts at conception; that is, as soon as the chromosomes from the sperm of the father and

the ovum of the mother are united, then a human being exists that must be valued in the

same way as if "he or she" were already born. The basis for this argument is that because

a person's genetic makeup is established at conception, and because, once established it

"programs" the creation of a unique individual, then the human being exists from the

point of conception onward and must be valued as a human life. If we are truly con-

cerned about protecting and preserving human life, the argument continues, then the

safest position for us to hold is this one. Because people cannot agree on when human
life actually begins—or, in a religious sense, when the human "soul" is present—then by

valuing a conceptus as human from conception onward we are ensuring that we do not

act immorally or irreverently toward human life, and especially toward innocent, un-

born human life.

The Sanctity or Value of Life Argument

We already have discussed the arguments concerning the sanctity or value of life in the

two previous chapters, but this factor becomes even more crucial in relation to the issue

of abortion precisely because the conceptus is innocent and cannot defend itself from be-

ing killed. The sanctity or value of life argument states that every unborn, innocent child

(and this term, or the term person, is used by the strong prolife advocates instead of the

terms embryo, fetus, or conceptus) must be regarded as a human person with all the rights

of a human person from the moment of conception onward. The word innocent is a key

one here: Some strong prolife advocates may accept killing in self-defense, capital pun-

ishment, or war as moral because the lives involved are often not "innocent." This argu-

ment holds that the conceptus not only has a right to life, but also that his or her right is

absolute. This means that it overrides all other rights that might come into conflict with

it, such as a woman's right to determine the course of her own procreative life or even
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her right to decide between her own life and the life of her conceptus if her pregnancy is

complicated in some way.

The Domino Argument

This argument has been discussed in detail in the two previous chapters, but according

to prolife proponents it is most forceful when applied to the abortion issue. They argue

that recent history offers proof of the validity of the domino argument, stating that the

individual killings, mass tortures, and genocide committed by the Nazis under Adolf

Hitler began with the legalization of abortion. They feel that abortion is more likely to set

in motion the domino effect than any other type of act because it is not as visible or bla-

tant as the murdering of already born children or adults. Because women never see their

conceptuses, it is easier for them to disregard the human life involved; however, the ar-

gument continues, the minute we display a disregard for any form of innocent human
life, born or unborn, we will start the domino effect, which can end only in a complete

disregard for human life in all of its aspects.

The Dangers ofAbortion to the Mother's Life

Another argument against abortion states that abortion procedures are dangerous to the

mother's well-being, life, and future procreativity. These dangers have two aspects: the

medical and the psychological.

Medical Dangers. The medical dangers argument is that abortion involves an intrusion

into the woman's vagina and womb that poses some danger to her body, especially these

two parts of it. In order to understand specifically what these dangers are, we will briefly

examine the abortion methods used at various stages of pregnancy.

1. Uterine aspiration. In this method a suction machine (aspirator), which consists of

a plastic instrument at the end of a hose, is used to "aspirate," or suction off, the

conceptus and related material. This method generally is used prior to the

twelfth week of pregnancy, but it is an improvement on dilatation and curettage

(D & C) in that it does not require the use of a sharp curette. There are still possi-

bilities of infection, however, but there's much less chance of uterine perfora-

tion. This method has come to replace the D & C in most early abortion

situations.

2. Saline abortion. This procedure, like the hysterotomy, usually is performed dur-

ing later pregnancies (after the twelfth week), and generally is preferred to the

hysterotomy (see item 3). In this procedure, a needle is inserted through the ab-

dominal wall into the amniotic sac, where the conceptus is floating. Some of the

amniotic fluid is drawn off and replaced by a glucose, saline, or prostaglandin

solution. In about twenty hours, the woman goes into labor and usually delivers

a dead fetus. There is some danger inherent in the injection of such substances
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into the amniotic sac. Also, even though the doctor performs the abortion proce-

dure, he or she doesn't need to be present during delivery, which may cause

problems when complications arise. This method also can cause some psycho-

logical problems because the woman involved has to go through labor just as if

she were having a baby, yet the result is a dead fetus.

3. Hysterotomy. After the twelfth week of pregnancy, a miniature caesarean section

can be performed. An incision is made in the abdominal wall and the conceptus

and related material are removed, after which the incision is closed. There is al-

ways danger involved in major surgery, and once a caesarean operation has

been performed on a woman, any babies she may have in the future may also

have to be delivered by caesarean section.

4. Self-induced abortion. Almost all of the experts agree that self-induced abortions

are probably the most dangerous of all abortions because they are not done un-

der proper medical supervision. They easily can result in infections and hemor-

rhaging, complications that can kill both the fetus and the woman. No one that I

know of supports or promotes such abortions; in fact, one of the strongest argu-

ments for allowing abortions to be legalized has been to discourage women
from performing self-induced abortions.

Aside from the potential dangers of abortion methods in general, abortion in-

creases a woman's chances of having miscarriages in later pregnancies; this is especially

true for young girls who have had an abortion. Also, repeated abortions increase the

level of danger. All of this leads prolife proponents to conclude that pregnancy and

childbirth are normal functions of a woman's body and that artificial interruption of

these functions can cause medical problems that make such procedures hazardous to

women. 6

Psychological Dangers. The psychological dangers argument is that it is psychologi-

cally very destructive to a woman to authorize the "killing of her baby." A woman who
has committed such a terrible act, prolife supporters argue, has to live with a great deal

of guilt. In fact, the emotional scars will never be eradicated from her psyche, whereas if

she had gone through with her pregnancy, even though it might have required a psycho-

logical adjustment, it would never compare with having to adjust to the guilt resulting

from an abortion.

The Relative Safety of Pregnancy

One of the strongest arguments put forth for abortion is that pregnancy can endanger a

woman's health and even her life. The prolife people, however, maintain that these dan-

gers have been virtually eradicated by advances in medicine. We are at the point now,

they argue, where with only a very few exceptions a woman can be brought safely

through a pregnancy. In the case of those few exceptions, as Father Josef Fuch, a Jesuit

theologian, puts it, "There is in fact no commandment to save the mother at all costs.
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There is only an obligation to save her in a morally permissible way. . . . Consequently

only one obligation remains: to save the mother without attempting to kill the child." 7

Father Fuch seems to be suggesting here that if the mother cannot be saved, then her life

may have to be sacrificed in order to allow her child to be born, an action not morally ac-

ceptable to many if not most people.

The Existence of Viable Alternatives to Abortion

If a child is unwanted or if it is to be born deformed in some serious way, viable alterna-

tives to abortion do exist. There are literally millions of childless couples who would
love to adopt a child and raise it as their own. As a matter of fact, the number of babies

now available for adoption (especially Caucasian babies) has dropped tremendously

ever since abortions became legal in the United States. There are many fine, reputable

agencies who can place children unwanted by their natural parents in homes where they

will be cared for and loved. And even if such homes cannot be found, there are govern-

mental institutions in which unwanted or deformed children can be placed and cared for

by trained personnel. Certainly the fact that a conceptus is unwanted or handicapped

cannot be a moral justification for "murdering" it, according to the prolife people.

The Irrelevance of Economic Considerations

Many women desire an abortion because they feel they cannot financially afford to go

through a pregnancy or raise a child. The prolife proponents argue, however, that

where innocent, unborn human life is involved, economic considerations cannot come
first. If a woman becomes pregnant, she, along with the conceptus's father, must accept

the financial responsibility for the birth and raising of their child. There are agencies in

society—welfare, Medicaid, and private charitable organizations—that can give finan-

cial assistance to pregnant women whether they are married or not. According to this

argument, families that are financially overburdened should be judicious about having

more children, but if the woman does become pregnant, she cannot use financial prob-

lems as a reason to "take the lives of unborn children."

Responsibility for Sexual Activities

The responsibility for sexual activities argument states that whenever women engage in

sexual acts with men, whether contraceptives are used or not, they must realize that

pregnancy may ensue. Furthermore, they must accept the responsibility for their actions,

whether or not the men shoulder the responsibility with them, and they cannot sacrifice

an innocent human life because of their carelessness or indiscretion or because of the

failure of a contraceptive device. A woman is responsible for not getting pregnant in the

first place, according to the argument, and there are many methods she can use to avoid

pregnancy. However, if it does occur, it is her responsibility to go through with it and

give birth to her child.
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Rape and Incest

Pregnancies resulting from rape are fairly rare, and those resulting from incest are rarer

still. If rapes are reported in time, contraceptive procedures can be used effectively. If,

however, women do become pregnant after rape or incest, this argument maintains that

the destruction of innocent unborn human life is still not justified. Women must go
through with the pregnancies and, if they do not want the children because of the cir-

cumstances of their conception, they should put them up for adoption or place them in

government-run institutions. In any case, according to this argument, innocent, unborn
conceptuses should not have to pay with their lives for the sins or crimes of others.

Arguments for Abortion

The argument for abortion essentially states that a woman ought to be allowed to have

an abortion, regardless of the reason, if she requests it. Furthermore, she ought to be able

to have her abortion without suffering recrimination, guilt, or restrictions, legal or other-

wise. This position is based upon several arguments.

Absolute Rights of Women over Their Own Bodies

The central argument for absolute rights of women over their own bodies is that women,
like men, should have absolute rights over their own bodies, including procreative

rights. In the past, women, because of an "accident of nature"—the fact that they are the

ones who get pregnant—have not shared in these equal rights, but now that birth control

is possible, they can. These rights also must include abortion, which is, according to this

argument, just another method of birth control that is used when other methods fail or

have not been used. To carry this argument one step further, any conceptus is a part of a

woman's body until it is born; therefore, she has absolute say over whether it should

continue to live in that body or whether it will be allowed to be born.

There are several corollaries to this major argument. First, there is the assumption

that enforced maternities should not take place. No woman should be forced or even

urged to go through her pregnancy against her will; she, and she alone, must decide her

future. Second, it is male domination that is responsible for strict abortion laws. Because

men do not know what it is like to be pregnant they can afford to be "highly moral"

about the lives of conceptuses. Third, female freedom is ultimately dependent on full

and free control of procreative life, and this includes abortion as well as other methods of

birth control.

For example, let us say that a woman wants to pursue a career in medicine, which

requires a long and arduous period of study. If she gets pregnant for one reason or an-

other, unless she has complete control over her procreativity, her life's desires may never

in fact be realized. The implication is that a woman shouldn't have to go through preg-

nancy, giving birth, and raising a child if this could completely destroy her life plans.

How many men are required to make such a sacrifice? The answer is virtually none, and
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according to the absolute rights argument, this is unfair to women. A man always has

complete control over his sex life, except in cases of forced sexuality such as rape or child

molestation, and a woman is entitled to the same freedom and rights. True, both she and

the man can share the responsibility for contraception, but abortion must also be avail-

able when these methods fail or are not used for one reason or another.

Birth as the Beginning ofHuman Life

The prochoice point of view assumes that until a child actually is born, human life does

not exist, at least not to the extent that the conceptus should have the same rights as peo-

ple who already have been born. As mentioned earlier, as long as the conceptus is within

the woman's body it is a part of her body and is subject to her decision as to whether it is

to be carried to term or not. Most prochoice women probably would argue that abortions

should be performed as early as possible, both because the conceptus is less developed

and because this is safer for the woman. However, abortions also should be allowed later

in pregnancy if, for example, a woman discovers that the conceptus will be born seri-

ously deformed, which can't be determined until around four months after conception.

In any case, because, according to this argument, an unborn conceptus at any stage of de-

velopment cannot be considered to be a full human being, then its right to life is not ab-

solute; rather, this must be subordinated to the woman's right over her own body and

life, which is absolute, just as men's rights are.

The Problem of Unwanted or Deformed Children

Since the arrival of significant birth control methods, including abortion, it has been pos-

sible to ensure that every child born into the world is thoroughly wanted. And now that

people can limit the size of their families, they can better control the quality of their lives

and the lives of their children. This argument states that given present-day conditions

—

overpopulation, pollution problems, economic difficulties—only children who are

planned for and really wanted should be brought into the world, and abortion makes

this possible. If a woman becomes pregnant, she must bear the responsibility for her

pregnancy and should not pass this burden onto society. If she is willing to bear the child

and raise it, she should be allowed to do so, but if she does not intend to take responsi-

bility for it, she should have it aborted rather than put it up for adoption or have it insti-

tutionalized and allow it to become a burden upon others.

There are two additional assumptions that contribute to the prochoice position on

unwanted or deformed children.

Adoption as a Poor Solution. According to prochoice advocates, adoption is not as \ L-

able an alternative as the prolife forces would have us believe. First, even if a woman
agrees to put her child up for adoption after it is born, she still has to go through nine

months of pregnancy, which will hamper her freedom and life a great deal. Second, it is

much more difficult, both physically and psychologically, to go through pregnancy and
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give a child up for adoption than it is to have a conceptus aborted before it is born. Third,

adoptive children don't always have as pleasant an existence as prolifers would have us

think. Adoptive children often feel rejected when they discover that their natural moth-

ers gave them up. Often they go in search of their natural parents regardless of the love

and quality of their adoptive parents and homes. Also, some of these children end up
moving from foster home to foster home, enduring a poor qualify of life.

Lack of Humane Institutions. One of the arguments of the prolife people is that or-

phaned and handicapped children can be maintained in institutions established by so-

ciety for this purpose. The prochoice people answer, however, that life these days is

difficult enough for children who are wanted or "normal," and they question why
women would want to give birth to children who are not wanted or who will be handi-

capped, especially those with serious handicaps. Furthermore, the quality of the institu-

tional or even private care available for deformed children is below minimum and
sometimes inhumane; therefore, bringing children into such situations is much worse

than terminating their lives before they are born. It goes without saying, according to

prochoice people, that no woman, with or without a family, should be required to give

birth to or raise a deformed child unless she wants to. With the availability of the am-
niocentesis and CVS procedures that I described earlier, women can, in many cases,

know between the fourth and fifth month of pregnancy whether or not their child will

be deformed, and they can choose whether to abort the deformed conceptus or to give

birth to it.

The Relative Safety ofAbortion

The argument of the prolife people, the one that states that abortion is dangerous to

women's medical and psychological well-being, is flatly rejected by the prochoice people.

The Medical Aspect. First, according to the prochoice position, the only dangerous abor-

tions are either self-induced abortions or those that were performed by unqualified per-

sonnel in unsanitary conditions at the time when abortions were not legal. Many more
women lost their lives from these procedures than have done so since abortion has been

legalized. As long as abortions are performed by qualified medical personnel in quali-

fied medical settings, the risk for all of the procedures, according to the prochoice argu-

ment, is minimum. Essentially, abortion in the first twelve weeks is a minor procedure

that carries with it almost no risk. Later abortions are, of course, more complicated, but

even in such cases, given the appropriate medical care and facilities, women can be

brought through abortions quite safely.

As a matter of fact, prochoice people would argue, abortions are much safer

—

especially in the early stages of pregnancy, when they are most often performed—than

going through nine months of pregnancy. This is particularly the case when the

woman has some sort of debilitating illness (for example, diabetes, hypertension, or a

diseased heart). They maintain that the drain on a woman's strength, health, and body
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caused by going through pregnancy leaves marks that can far outlast the short-term ef-

fects of an abortion procedure, especially when abortion is performed early in the

pregnancy.

The Psychological Aspect. Some women who decide to have an abortion may, of

course, feel guilt, but many women do not experience any such feelings because they do
not consider the conceptus to be a human being in any respect. Furthermore, if guilt

feelings do exist, they can be overcome either by the women themselves or with coun-

seling. The prochoice people go on to say that most of these guilt feelings, if they do ex-

ist, will be temporary, and that they are nothing compared to the psychological damage
of going through nine months of pregnancy and then bearing an unwanted and /or de-

formed child.

Also, if a woman has to spend 18 or more years raising a child when she really

doesn't want to, the psychological damage she suffers may be longer lasting and much
more detrimental than a few hours, days, weeks, or even months of guilt over having to

abort an unwanted conceptus. Moreover, going through a pregnancy and having to

give a child up for adoption will cause greater psychological damage than having an

early or even a late abortion. The prochoice people also believe that this psychological

damage extends to the child itself once it is born. What psychological damage will be

wreaked upon children who grow up unwanted and unloved by mothers who were

forced to have them against their will? Physical and emotional deprivation extending to

child abuse and even death is far worse, the argument states, than not letting the child

be born at all.

Refutation of the Domino Argument

As far as the domino argument is concerned, prochoice people argue that there is no
hard evidence showing that legalizing abortion is likely to result in a loss of reverence

for human life in any other area. They point to the many laws against capital punishment

in existence around the world; the laws against mercy death and mercy killing; and to

other laws against murder in all forms. They also argue that the Hitler example does not

provide support for the prolife position. They maintain that Hitler's motives were never

beneficent in any sense of the word—that he was out to destroy any enemies of the Third

Reich, innocent or not.

The prochoice people argue further that they are not favoring mandatory abortion

in any way, shape, or form; rather, all they want is free choice for women who do not

want to go through with pregnancies. Making abortion legal does not mean that eventu-

ally all Jewish women, for example, would be forced to abort because they and their off-

spring would be considered unfit or subhuman as was the case in the Third Reich; it only

means that women of all races and religions would have a choice in terms of abortion.

They argue further that the availability of abortion has not made women more callous

toward human life, but that it has, in fact, made them more loving of the children that

they really wanted and planned for.
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The Danger of Pregnancy to the Mother's Life

Another argument of the prochoice advocates is that pregnancy does pose dangers to the

health and life of women. Furthermore, they believe that if human lives have to be

traded off, the life of someone already born, in this case the pregnant woman, should ob-

viously take precedence over the life of an unborn conceptus. They would disagree

strongly with Josef Fuch, maintaining that abortion is a permissible way to save a

woman's life when it is threatened by a complicated pregnancy In fact, they believe that

even if there is only some risk to the woman, she still has the right to choose to save her

own life over that of the unborn conceptus.

Rape and Incest

The prochoice people would argue that rape and incest are two of the most serious

crimes committed against a woman, and that under no circumstances should she be

forced to endure an unwanted pregnancy resulting from either of these actions. There is

no argument, they feel, other than the woman's own desire to go through with the preg-

nancy, that would justify putting her through the torment of pregnancy and childbirth

under these circumstances.

Responsibility for Sexual Activities

The prochoice advocates would agree with their prolife opponents that women must ac-

cept responsibility for their sexual activities, but, as I stated earlier, they believe that this

responsibility definitely includes the right to terminate a pregnancy. They are particu-

larly disturbed by the notion that "if a woman is stupid enough to get pregnant despite

the availability of contraceptive devices and the ability to abstain from sex, then it's her

fault, and she must go through with the pregnancy." To them, this attitude reflects soci-

ety's desire to punish women for their carelessness or indiscretions. They feel that no

matter how pregnancy occurred, the woman does not deserve punishment any more
than does the man who also is responsible for the pregnancy; in no way should a woman
be abused or discriminated against for exercising her free choice in dealing with her

problem.

[bortion as the Woman's Choice

The final argument for the prochoice position is that abortion is purely a medical prob-

lem and, therefore, women should be legally free to make a private decision about their

bodies and their lives that should not be intruded upon by others. No one else has to go

through the pregnancy; no one else has to go through the childbirth; and no one else has

to then devote 18 or more years to raising the child; therefore, the final decision to abort

or to go through with pregnancy must be the woman's and hers alone with no interfer-

ence from anyone else or any part of society.
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The More Moderate Positions on Abortion

As I have mentioned before, the strong prolife and the strong prochoice positions em-
body the extreme approaches to the abortion issue. As I have also mentioned, there are

more moderate positions that can be found all along the spectrum between these ex-

tremes. It is difficult to characterize all the moderate positions on abortion, for some may
allow abortion in cases of rape or incest or when the mother's life is in danger but not for

other reasons. Some may allow abortion up to viability but not after, whereas others may
allow it up to 12 weeks but not after. Some may allow abortion for psychological reasons

or in cases of fetal deformity, whereas others may not. Because of this diversity, what I

will present in this section is a set of basic assumptions that the more moderate positions

might hold and that also will embody criticisms of the two extreme positions.

An Unresolvable Conflict ofAbsolutes

One aspect of the abortion issue that most moderates would agree upon is that neither of

the extreme positions is workable: They are both based on unresolvable and conflicting

"absolutes" that, in turn, are based on questionable premises. The first approach to this

problem generally taken by moderates is that there are no absolute rights—there are

strong rights, but there are no rights that supersede all other human rights. In Chapter 4,

I showed that there are such things as absolute truths; I never said, however, that there

were absolute rights.

No Absolute Right to Life. The Value of Life principle is important, but it is not the only

value there is—that's why there are other principles. As I have mentioned before, many
people have sacrificed their lives for ideals that the other principles embody: goodness,

justice, freedom, and honesty. It also is true that the Value of Life principle involves other

aspects besides the mere right to existence—even the right to existence of innocent, un-

born life.

One of these other aspects of the life principle is the survival and integrity of the

human species. This aspect includes the problem of overpopulation and the burden

placed upon society when children are born with deformities. A second aspect is the

right of families to procreate and reproduce their own kind without hindrance. Obvi-

ously, this aspect comes into conflict with the first aspect in cases where families exhibit

a high risk of passing on genetic deficiencies that may cause burdens upon society as a

whole. A third aspect is the integrity of bodily life, which involves the protection of hu-

man beings from life-threatening situations such as war, capital punishment, poverty,

mercy death and mercv killing, suicide, and abortion. Finally, a fourth aspect is the free-

dom to live life in the way that we want to—an aspect that affects both the pregnant

woman and the conceptus.8

As we can readily see, then, the Value of Life principle involves a great deal more
than just the right to life of the unborn (although this is definitely included), and that is

why we cannot say that anyone has an absolute right to live.
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No Absolute Rights over One's Body. I have already described in several chapters situa-

tions in which people do not have absolute rights over their bodies. Generally we view

the rights of individual people over their bodies as being strong, but we do not, for ex-

ample, allow people ridden with plague or other contagious diseases to refuse treatment

or quarantine, because if we did so, they could harm or even cause the death of others.

We also feel that people should be prevented from mutilating or killing themselves

whenever this can be done without employing destructive or excessive force.

However, in earlier chapters on suicide and mercy death, I described the position

that individual human beings should have the basic freedom to decide about their own
living or dying, and this, of course, includes a complete decision over what is done to

their bodies. That is, all individuals can refuse treatment for themselves and die rather

than live because it is their bodies and lives that are at stake. Our courts generally have

upheld individuals' refusals of treatments as long as these refusals were for themselves

and not someone else. Patients with kidney failure have refused dialysis because they

did not want to live what they felt was the undignified life of a dialysis patient, prefer-

ring to die instead; other patients have refused surgery and radiation and chemical ther-

apy because of what it would do to their bodies and lives. All of these situations come
under the heading of individual rights, and no one has the right to interfere with these

decisions so long as severe harm is not being done to anyone else.

This argument, however, falters somewhat when we begin to talk about a pregnant

woman's rights over her own body The problem here, of course, is that her body and her

life now contain another body and life in some stage of development. For this reason, the

argument of individual rights over one's body does not hold in an absolute sense, be-

cause now what affects this woman's body and life will also affect the body and life of

another potential human being. In her moral considerations, which involve her life and

the life of the conceptus, the woman should observe the Value of Life principle.

Much less moral justification can be given for the taking of a human life if that life

could be a normal one, with the possibility of its also being good and meaningful. This

does not mean that the woman's individual rights over her life and her body should not

be considered—they definitely should, and the final decision to abort or not abort still

must rest with her—but it does mean that there is also another potential or actual human
life and body at stake in her decision. Therefore, the pregnant woman does not have ab-

solute rights over her body, but neither does the conceptus have an absolute right to life.
q

The Problem of \\ hen Life Begins—A Synthesis

Generally, those who hold a moderate position feel that the genetic or strong prolife view

of when human life begins draws the line too early, even though this provides for the

safest and most consistent means of protecting human life from its earliest stages on-

ward. It is difficult for moderates to accept the idea that a group of cells—regardless of

their potentiality—can be considered a human being with full personhood and all the

rights accorded to human beings who are already born.

On the other hand, waiting until birth to assign value to developing human life

seems wrong because it disregards the significance of the increasing potentiality toward
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human life that occurs throughout the entire gestation period. The attempt to determine

when a conceptus becomes human has caused people to draw some rather ridiculously

fine lines. For example, what essentially is the difference between a fetus in the thirty-

eighth week and one that is newly born? Is this difference significant enough to allow

one fetus to be valued as human, while the other is not?

The moderate position essentially takes what Daniel Callahan calls "the develop-

mental view of when human life begins." What this view essentially maintains is that al-

though conception does establish the genetic basis for an individual human being, some
degree of development is required before one can legitimately speak of the conceptus as

an "individual human being."

Furthermore, this view suggests that because the human individual develops bio-

logically in a continuous fashion, it might be worthwhile to consider the possibility that

human rights develop in the same way. Callahan goes on to say that the simplest and

most satisfactory position on abortion is to avoid ascribing any legal or theological status

to the embryo during the first two weeks of development. Beyond this time, however,

the embryo becomes increasingly important, and at viability the fetus should have al-

most the same rights as a newborn child. 10

In her brilliant essay "Ethical Problems of Abortion," Sissela Bok essentially holds,

like Callahan, to the developmental viewpoint. She also argues well for the difficulty of

defining the term "human being" and lists instead some cogent reasons for protecting

life:

1. Killing is seen as the greatest danger for victims because the knowledge of it

causes "intense anguish and apprehension" and the actual taking of life can

cause great suffering. Furthermore, once life has begun, its continued experience

is so unique and valuable that no one should be deprived of it.

2. "Killing is brutalizing and criminalizing/or the killer."

3. Killing affects the family and friends of the victim, causing them great grief and

loss.

4. Therefore all of society "has a stake in the protection of life" because killing "sets

patterns for victims, killers, and survivors that are threatening and ultimately

harmful to all." 11

Bok goes on to say that these criteria do not lead her to the conclusion that early hu-

man life is unimportant; on the contrary, she believes that the conceptus definitely

should be considered, along with the mother, as having value. However, she is led by

these criteria to suggest that abortion on request should be allowed up to the end of the

first trimester (the first 12 weeks, or three months). Between the thirteenth week and the

twenty-sixth to twenty-eighth weeks (when viability occurs), special reasons, such as se-

vere malformation of the conceptus, should be required to justify an abortion; and from

viability onward, abortions should not be allowed except to save the life of the mother,

which must be truly endangered by a continuation of the pregnancy.
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These guidelines, Bok adds, do not in any way suggest that abortion can be morally

justified for everyone. Doctors, nurses, and prospective parents who feel that participa-

tion in an abortion would adversely affect their lives and their feelings are perfectly jus-

tified in refusing to have or perform an abortion at any stage in pregnancy. 12 Generally,

then, Bok's position (which, as I have said, coincides with Callahan's) could accurately

be described as the "moderate" position as to when human life begins and, more impor-

tantly, when it has sufficient value to cause it to receive the same protection as already

born life.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Janice, 15, and Bob, 16, have had sexual intercourse several times, and now Janice has

discovered that she is two months' pregnant. Janice's mother was raised a Roman
Catholic, and she does not want her daughter to have an abortion. Neither, however,

does she wish to raise or help Janice raise the child. Instead, she wants Janice to go

through with the pregnancy and give the child up for adoption. Janice's father is an ag-

nostic, and he wants her to have an abortion because he knows that Janice is a good stu-

dent and is interested in a law career—he is a practicing lawyer himself. Bob, who
wants to be an engineer, also wishes Janice to have an abortion, and he is willing to see

that all of her expenses are paid. Janice herself is quite confused about what she wants.

She has been raised a Roman Catholic and shares some of her mother's misgivings

about abortion, although she is not as committed to her faith as her mother is. She has

talked to a young, sympathetic priest at her church, but he has told her she must not

have an abortion as this would be a mortal sin. She also has gone to an abortion clinic to

discuss the abortion procedure and its cost. What should Janice do, and why? Support

your statements.

CASE 2

Mary, 38, is married and has three children, ages 10, 15, and 18. Her husband manages a

service station, and Mary has been working part-time as a bank teller. They are having a

difficult time financially because their 18-year-old has just started college and they

bought a new house a year ago. Although Mary was using a contraceptive, she now dis-

covers that she is one month pregnant. She and her husband do not want any more chil-

dren—indeed, they had thought they were finished bearing and raising them. Adding

to their other reasons for not wanting any more children, they also are worried by the

knowledge that women who have pregnancies late in life have a greater chance of bear-

ing a child with Down's syndrome. They finally decide that Mary should have an abor-

tion. Were they right in making this decision? Should Mary wait until the fourth month
and have an amniocentesis performed to see if the baby has Down's syndrome? If the

baby does, then what should they do, and why?
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CASE 3

Leonard, 25, and Rachel, 23, discover that they are Tay-Sachs carriers after Rachel has

become pregnant, and the doctor informs them that they have a one-in-four chance of

bearing a Tay-Sachs child. Tay-Sachs is a fatal disease that is both degenerative and par-

ticularly horrible. They decide to wait until the fourth month of Rachel's pregnancy to

have an amniocentesis performed. The results, which they receive in Rachel's fifth

month of pregnancy, show that she will indeed give birth to a child with Tay-Sachs.

What should they do?

CASE 4

Lupe and Robert, both in their early twenties, are having their first child. Because Lupe
had some problems early in her pregnancy, her doctor recommends that an amniocente-

sis be performed. At four months of pregnancy she undergoes the procedure, and the

results six weeks later show that Lupe will give birth to a child with Down's syndrome.

The results do not indicate how severe the mental retardation will be or if there are any

other deformities. Lupe and Robert want children very badly, but they would rather not

have to raise a mentally retarded child, especially since they are young enough to try

again for a normal child. What should they do?

CASE 5

Bill, 37, and Isabel, 35, are married and have three daughters. One night when they had

sexual intercourse Isabel forgot to wear her diaphragm, and she became pregnant as a

result. After adjusting to the idea, Bill and Isabel decided it would be nice if they could

have a son, since they already have three daughters. Since Isabel is 35, she decides to

have an amniocentesis performed to see if her fetus has Down's syndrome. After the

procedure has been done, the genetic counselor informs Bill and Isabel that the child

will be normal as far as the test can determine, and also that the child will be a girl. Be-

cause Bill and Isabel do not want another girl, Isabel has an abortion, after which she

has herself sterilized so that she can have no more children. Do you feel that she did the

right thing?

CASE 6

Because of the increase of treatments for infertility, many multiple births have resulted

after such treatments are completed. Two recent cases occurred, one in which a preg-

nant woman who discovered she was going to have twins decided she could only afford

one child and had an abortion, which set off heavy protests in England. A second

woman on finding out that she had four to six fetuses, wished to abort about half of

them because she said she didn't want and couldn't afford that many children. To what

extent do you think such requests for abortion are moral or immoral? Explain in detail.

Do you feel at all differently about this type of abortion than you do about single fetus

abortions? Why or why not?
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Chapter Summary

I. Introduction to the abortion issue

A. A number of terms related to the abortion issue must be defined.

1. Abortion is the premature termination of a pregnancy.

(a) A spontaneous abortion is a miscarriage.

(b) An induced abortion is caused by the woman herself or by another, usually

a doctor.

2. Zygote is a cell or group of cells that results from the union of the sperm and

egg cells.

3. Embryo is a term to describe the conceptus between the second and eighth

weeks of gestation.

4. Fetus is the term used to describe the conceptus from the eighth week onward
until birth.

5. Child is the term normally used after the conceptus is born.

6. Conceptus is a neutral term, coined by Daniel Callahan, which means "that

which has been conceived."

7. Viability is that period of pregnancy somewhere between the twenty-sixth and

twenty-eighth weeks when the conceptus is considered viable—that is, able to

survive outside of the mother's womb.
8. Amniocentesis is a procedure that can be performed after the sixteenth week of

pregnancy and that reveals a great deal of information about the conceptus,

including its sex and possible deformities.

9. Chorionic Villus Sampling (CVS) is another tool that can be used to diagnose ge-

netic defects in the fetus as early as the ninth week of pregnancy.

B. The abortion issue is highly complex, involving a great number of factors.

1. Two basic principles come into conflict in relation to abortion: the Value of Life

principle and the Principle of Individual Freedom.

2. Another basic question is, When does human life begin, and at what point is it

to be valued and protected?

3. Abortion also involves two conflicting "absolutes."

(a) According to the prolife position, the conceptus has an absolute right to

life.

(b) According to the prochoice position, a woman has absolute rights over her

body and life.

4. Abortion has gone through various stages of acceptance and rejection in

American history;

(a) From colonial times to the nineteenth century, the choice was the woman's
until "quickening."

(b) By 1900, it had been banned at any time in pregnancy by every state.

(c) In 1973, Roe versus Wade, in effect, made abortion legal in all of the 50 states.

5. The legal status of abortion in the United States has also seen changes.

(a) In 1973, the Supreme Court essentially made abortion legal in the first two

trimesters of a woman's pregnancy, but allowed states to forbid abortion
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in the third trimester except in the case of a serious threat to the life of the

mother.

(b) In July 1989, in Webster versus Reproductive Health Services, the Court al-

lowed states to put some restriction on abortions when federal and state

funds were used and did away with the trimester system.

(c) In July 1992, in Planned Parenthood versus Casey, the Court allowed further

restrictions while at the same time upholding a woman's right to choice.

II. When human life begins

A. Life is present from conception, and from this point on it develops.

B. There are certain key stages in the conceptus's development.

1. All human life starts from an egg the size of a period at the end of a sentence.

2. By the third week the embryo is developing various parts.

3. By the end of the fourth week, its heart begins to beat.

4. By the fifth week divisions of the brain occur, and developing eyes and limb

buds appear.

5. By the sixth week it is about half an inch long, its eyes are still on the sides of

the head, and it is developing slits where its mouth and nose will be.

6. By the end of the seventh week, sexual characteristics can be discerned, and
the face is mammalian but somewhat piglike.

7. By the end of the eighth week, the face resembles a primate's, there is some
lower brain anatomy, and the fetus has reflex reactions.

8. By the fifth month, the mother can feel the fetus move. Lungs begin to develop

during the sixth month, and human brain activity begins at about the seventh

month.

9. Brain waves with regular patterns typical of adult humans begin only at about

the thirtieth week of pregnancy.

C. There is human life either in potentiality or in actuality from the moment of con-

ception. (Many consider that actual human life begins after the third month of

life in the womb.)
III. Antiabortion (prolife) arguments

A. The prolife group believes in the genetic view of the beginning of human life

—

that human life begins at conception.

B. One prolife argument is based on the sanctity or value of life.

1. The right to life is absolute, especially the right of innocent, unborn life.

2. Every unborn "child" must be regarded as a human person with all the rights

of a person from the moment of conception onward.

C. The domino argument applies to this issue much as it does to others. One proof

of its validity cited by the prolife group is that Hitler started his history of atroci-

ties by legalizing abortion.

D. Abortion is both medically and psychologically harmful to women.
E. The danger of pregnancy to a mother's life is almost nonexistent because of med-

ical and technological advances.

F. There are viable alternatives to abortion.

1. Unwanted babies can be put up for adoption.
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2. There are institutions and agencies to care for unwanted and /or deformed
children.

G. Economics cannot be a consideration when human life is concerned.

H. Women must accept full responsibility for their sexual activities, and when these

activities result in pregnancy, innocent life cannot be sacrificed because of

women's carelessness or indiscretion.

I. Rape or incest usually don't present problems because contraceptives often can

be used in time; when they can't, however, even such means of conception do not

justify the taking of innocent lives.

IV. Abortion-on-request (prochoice) arguments

A. Women have absolute rights over their bodies, and the conceptus is part of a

woman's body until birth.

B. A conceptus cannot be considered a human life until birth.

C. Unwanted or deformed children should not be brought into the world.

1. It is more responsible to have an abortion than to burden society with an un-

wanted or deformed child.

2. Adoption is not always a solution.

D. Abortion is a no-risk medical procedure. Medical and psychological problems

are much greater for women who go through pregnancies than for those who
have abortions.

E. The domino argument used by prolife groups is not supported by hard evidence.

Hitler's overall motives for permitting abortions were not at all the same as the

motives of today's women.
F. Pregnancies resulting from rape and incest should never have to be gone

through by any woman because of the horror of the circumstances of the con-

ception.

G. Women do have responsibilities for their sexual activities, and having abortions

when necessary is a part of these responsibilities.

H. Abortion is and must be totally a matter of the woman's choice—no one else

should be able to interfere.

V. The more moderate positions on abortion

A. The strong prolife and prochoice positions present an unresolvable conflict of ab-

solutes.

1. There is no absolute right to life, even though the Value of Life principle is im-

portant.

2. There is also no absolute right over one's body and life, even though it is a

strong right.

B. The problem of when life begins may be considered through a synthesis.

1. The prolife position draws the line (for when life begins) too early.

2. The prochoice position draws it too late.

C. The moderate favors the developmental view of when life begins, which states

that life does indeed begin at conception but gains value as it develops through

the gestation period.
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Exercises for Review

1. When, in your opinion, does human life begin? Substantiate your answer with as

much evidence and reasoned argument as you can.

2. How would you distinguish among the following: life, human life, human person,

potential life, actual life?

3. Briefly describe the five major stages of the development of the conceptus.

4. Do you agree or disagree with the position that the mother must be the one to make
the final decision on whether to have an abortion? Why? Should anyone else be in-

volved in the decision? If so, who, and if not, why not?

5. What workable alternatives to abortion would you recommend, and why?

6. Under what conditions do you feel it is moral to have an abortion? Under what con-

ditions do you feel it is immoral? Be specific in giving reasons for your answers.

7. Would you classify abortion as murder, mercy killing, self-defense, or merely as the

elimination of an organism? Explain.

8. What are the problems with the concepts that a woman has absolute rights over her

own body and that a conceptus has an absolute right to life? Be specific.

9. Do you agree that if we are going to take a strong stand against abortion, we must do
much more in the way of counseling and giving other kinds of assistance to the

prospective mother? Why or why not? What kinds of assistance and counseling do

you feel are necessary? (See Appendix 3, pp. 468-478.)

10. What do you think of the moderate position on abortion? Do you feel that it success-

fully resolves the conflict between the two extreme positions or not? Why?

Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Abortion

Describe as fully as you can how each of the major ethical theories—Ethical Egoism, Util-

itarianism, Divine Command Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and

Virtue Ethics—probably would deal with the moral issue of abortion. Refer to Chapter 8,

The Taking of Human Life, for an example of how you might go about completing this

assignment, and Chapters 2 and 3 for a discussion of the major ethical theories.
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Chapter 1

1

Lying, Cheating, Breaking

Promises, and Stealing

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Define lying, cheating, breaking promises, and stealing.

2. Understand why these moral issues are significant.

3. Explain the arguments for and against lying, cheating, breaking promises, and

stealing.

4. Analyze and critically evaluate specific cases involving all of the above moral is-

sues.

Introduction

Other than the taking of human life, the moral issues of lying, cheating, breaking

promises, and stealing are usually considered the most important and the least accept-

able moral violations humans can perform. These actions usually are not in direct viola-
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tion of the Value of Life principle, as are the moral issues in Chapters 8, 9, and 10, but

definitely constitute violations of the Principles of Truth Telling and Honesty, Justice and
Fairness, and Goodness or Rightness. They also can be considered to be violations of the

Principle of Individual Freedom, in that they tend to give unjustified freedom to the per-

petrators but deny freedom to the victims of such violations.

I have chosen to place this chapter right after the chapters on taking human life and
before the chapters on human sexuality, bioethics, and business ethics because many of

the issues in the following three chapters are in fact specific or applied instances of viola-

tions of telling the truth, being honest, keeping promises and agreements, and respecting

the belongings of others. For example, adultery in the moral area of human sexuality

usually involves telling lies by the adulterers to their spouses. It certainly involves

breaking promises usually stated in the marriage vows concerning fidelity. Adultery is

also sometimes referred to as "cheating on your wife (or husband)." And finally, some
adulterers often are considered to have stolen another person's spouse.

In the area of medical ethics or bioethics, lying can be involved in the decision as to

whether to tell patients about the seriousness of their illnesses. Cheating takes place

when patients are given treatment they don't need and are charged for it. A promise may
be broken when doctors assure their patients that they will not abandon them, but then

do. And stealing is seen in the overcharging or in the robbing of a patient's dignity or

right to make choices about his or her own treatment.

In business ethics, false or misleading advertising is lying. Cheating is involved

when a product is made with inferior materials. Breaking promises is the issue when em-
ployers or employees don't keep agreements that have been negotiated. And stealing is

the proper term to describe what happens when employees pilfer or embezzle from their

companies or when companies steal ideas from each other.

The significance of the moral issues in this chapter cannot be overemphasized be-

cause violations and nonviolations affect every level and activity of our daily lives. I

have pointed out how they generally affect certain areas of our lives, but they come into

play in all human relationships and therefore require careful scrutiny In this chapter, I

will state the issues as fully as I can, giving arguments for and against lying, for example,

and citing cases for the application of these arguments. Further, I hope that both instruc-

tors and students will apply the arguments in these issues to their own experiences,

bringing in their own applicable cases for discussion and striving to reach some kind of

resolution whenever possible.

Definition of Key Terms

Lying

General Definition. Lying, according to Sissella Bok in her book Lying, is "an intention-

ally deceptive message in the form of a statement." 1 The dictionary defines a lie as a

"piece of information deliberately presented as being true; anything meant to deceive or

give a wrong impression." 2
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Wliite Lie. According to Bok, a white lie is "a falsehood not meant to injure anyone,

and of little moral import." 3 Bok presents this definition as how she understands most
people to define a "white lie," but does not herself feel that white lies have little or no
moral import.

Commission or Omission. I would like to add a further distinction to the definition of

lying, which is that some lies are lies of commission or are direct statements that are out-

right lies. Other lies are lies of omission, which involve the not stating of certain informa-

tion that is vital to a decision, relationship, or other important human activity. For

example, to tell someone you are no longer taking drugs or drinking when you actually

are, would be a lie of commission; on the other hand, to allow them to go on believing

you have quit when you haven't, especially when the issue is vitally important to your

relationship, would be a lie of omission.

Cheating

To cheat is "to deceive bv trickery; swindle; to mislead; to act dishonestly or practice

fraud."4 As you can see by this definition, cheating and lying both fall under the general

heading of deception.

Promise

According to the dictionary, a promise is "a declaration assuring that one will or will not

do something; a vow." To break a promise, then, is to fail to conform to or to act contrary

to or to violate the promise. 5

Stealing

Again according to the dictionary, stealing is taking something without right or permis-

sion, generally in a surreptitious way. 6 In a legal sense, larceny is the felonious taking

and removing of another's personal property with the intent of permanently depriving

the owner. 7 This is further broken down into degrees such as "grand larceny" and "petit

(or petty) larceny," which are based on some arbitrary standard. 8 For example, stealing

apples from a grocery store is usually considered petty larceny, but stealing a car is

grand larceny.

Nonconsequentialist and Consequentialist Mews

It will prove to be of some value to return to the basic approaches to morality described

in Chapters 2 and 3 because their basic positions on these issues are almost diametrically

opposed, with the exception that the act nonconsequentialist in these issues would prob-

ably be closer to consequentialist theories than to the nonconsequentialist.
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Rule Nonconsequentialist Views

As we might expect, the rule nonconsequentialist views, most typified by Kantian Duty
Ethics, would be opposed to any of the four acts. Kant would argue that we cannot uni-

versalize lying, cheating, breaking promises, or stealing because they all would be con-

tradictory if we did. For example, if we said that everyone should always lie, then we
would contradict the meaning of truth telling; if we said that everyone should break

promises, then promises would no longer have any meaning. He also would state that

we would be treating human beings as means rather than ends if we lied to them,

cheated them, broke our promises to them, and stole from them. Although Sir William

David Ross might allow any of these if serious matters warranted it, his basic position,

like Kant's, is that generally we should not lie, and so forth. This same position is held by

St. Augustine (a.d. 354-430) and by John Wesley (1703-1791), the British founder of

Methodism.

This traditional view that lying, cheating, breaking promises, and stealing are al-

ways wrong, then, is fairly strong in our history. Sometimes these actions are viewed as

the next worst immoralities to taking human life, and in some cultures and their moral

codes they are worse than killing and death. Very often, for example, a culture will pun-

ish such immoral acts by death, whereas in others, the violation of these important moral

codes will bring such disgrace upon the perpetrator and even his family, that he will be

seriously ostracized from the group and may even commit suicide, seeing death as more
honorable than living under such circumstances.

Consequentialist and Act Nonconsequentialist Views

Act Nonconsequentialism. The reason I have not included act nonconsequentialism

with rule nonconsequentialism is that even though act nonconsequentialists do not use

consequences in their decision making or consider them important, in their approach to

morality, which is based upon feelings or intuition alone, they would not necessarily

take a stand for or against these issues unless they felt like it. It seems quite possible that

they might feel like lying or breaking promises at one time and not feel like it at others;

therefore, although they might establish a permanent position against doing these acts

on the basis of their feelings in general, they would not have to opt either for or against

and could change their positions on these matters from situation to situation based upon
how they felt at any particular time.

Consequentialism. Consequentialist theories would bring ends, results, or conse-

quences into the picture whenever lying, cheating, breaking promises, or stealing is con-

templated. Obviouslv, if consequences would warrant it, then any of the preceding could

be acceptable. Consequentialists, even rule utilitarians, could not, based on this theory,

say that we should never lie, cheat, break promises, or steal. They would state instead

that these should or should not be done based upon whether or not what you did

brought about the best consequences.
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Ethical egoists would allow for doing any of these, provided that they could be rea-

sonably sure it would be in their best interests to do them. They could, of course, not

ever do any of them or do some of them only sometimes, but there certainly would be no
absolute prohibition against doing any of them because it might be in their self-interest

to do them.

Act utilitarians might do or not do any of them if they thought the action would
bring about the best consequences for everyone affected by the act. If they thought lying

would bring about the best consequences for everyone, for example, they certainly

would lie.

Rule utilitarians might have rules against all four actions if they thought that bad

consequences generally would ensue if people didn't basically adhere to rules prohibit-

ing the four actions. They would have to make exceptions, of course, to those rules in

circumstances where violating the rules would definitely bring about the best conse-

quences for everyone.

Although people may fall into any of these different categories—given that there

are ethical egoists, Kantians, and act and rule utilitarians—I believe that most of us feel

such acts are wrong in general because they tend to destroy the trust that is so essential

to vital human relationships. People like to think, for example, that others will not lie to

them, cheat them, break promises they make to them, or steal from them. Yet many are

realistic enough to realize that someone may do these things, and they therefore must be

on their guard.

The recipients of lies, cheating, broken promises, and theft often feel disappointed,

resentful, angry, and upset, reactions that do not engender contentment or happiness. In

addition, their ability to trust the offenders is diminished and may lead to a general dis-

trust of all human relationships. In my estimation, most people will not hold to princi-

ples of "never" or "always" where lying, cheating, breaking promises, or stealing are

involved; though generally against them, they will permit them in certain circumstances.

Of course, as we learned in Chapter 1, what the majority does has nothing to do with

what it ought to do, but in a practical sense we should be aware of the impact of these ac-

tions on our daily lives. I intend to present for each action what I feel are the major argu-

ments pro and con, and each of you can decide for yourselves which arguments are the

most compelling.

tying

Arguments [gainst Lying

Dupes and Deprives Others. A major argument against lying is that it misinforms the

people lied to and thus may frustrate them from reaching their own objectives. For ex-

ample, suppose a wife and mother of two children wants to stay home with her children,

but her husband says he is going to school and wants her to take a job so that he can con-

tinue. After a month, he decides not to stay in school and drops out but tells his wife he is

still attending. By so lying, he has thwarted her wish to stay home and raise their chil-
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dren. His lying has not only blocked his wife's objective but has also deprived his chil-

dren of their mother's care.

In another example, Jane thinks she has a chance for a promotion at the company
where she works because the present manager tells her so, though actually he has se-

lected David for the job. Thus Jane may decide not to seek a better job elsewhere or may
turn one down, hoping she will be promoted where she is. The manager, first of all, has

led Jane to believe she has more alternatives than she really has, which is a violation of

the Justice Principle—it's unfair to her. Second, though she would much rather stay with

her present firm if she could move up, the manager's duplicity has caused her to lose

confidence in what, for her, may have been the best alternative.

Causes Distrust in Human Relationships. Another major argument against lying is that

it causes a breakdown in human relationships. If you think about it, human relationships

are at their best when people can trust each other. Was Jane mistaken in trusting her

boss? Most ethicists who do not support lying feel that we should be able to proceed on

the positive assumption that we can trust, not on the negative one that we cannot. An en-

tirely different atmosphere exists when human relationships are approached negatively

rather than positively.

Lying not only causes distrust but also resentment, disappointment, and suspicion

in the deceived. For example, if a woman has been continuously lied to by her husband

and the marriage relationship therefore collapses, she may continue to distrust all future

relationships with others, especially men. Thus, lying not only has ruined this relation-

ship for her, it has affected all future relationships as well. This may explain why some
people who have been lied to say, "It's not so much what you did [for example, had an

adulterous affair], but that you lied to me about it."

Human relationships generally depend on the communication of thoughts, feel-

ings, and information. Because lying essentially amounts to a failure to communicate

honestly, human relationships are very hard to establish or maintain when their main

foundation—honesty—is undermined or destroyed.

The Domino Argument. The domino argument has been discussed in previous chapters,

but it bears looking at again in connection with lying. I have said that the domino argu-

ment in itself, without further evidence, will not influence people to refrain from per-

forming certain acts. Nevertheless, we always should be aware that what we do may
affect us and others by causing additional problems or reverberations beyond the initial

action.

Those who are against lying feel that one lie tends to beget others in order to main-

tain the first one. As Sissela Bok states,

It is easy, a wit observed, to tell a lie, but hard to tell only one. The first lie

"must be thatched with another or it will rain through." More and more
lies may come to be needed; the liar always has more mending to do. And
the strains on him become greater each time—many have noted that it

takes an excellent memory to keep one's untruths in good repair and disen-
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tangled. The sheer energy the liar has to devote to shoring them up is en-

ergy the honest man can dispose of freely 9

For example, in refusing to tell dying patients the truth about their condition, a sit-

uation is set up in which many other lies must follow so as to back up the first. It might

be argued that lying will make the patients try harder to recover (even though recovery

may not be possible), and that knowing their true condition will only depress them and

make communication with them harder and their last days terrible. The initial lie will

seem reasonable in this setting. However, if the patients ask any serious questions about

their condition, then more lies may have to be told. Precautions must be taken to prevent

any information or even hints from leaking through to disrupt the growing web of lies

that began innocently enough as a way of providing "protection" for the dying patient.

Added to the difficulties of maintaining the initial lie (which was one of omission,

not commission) is the fact that many people are involved in the care of such a patient.

Thus, as the patient's situation worsens and more procedures (or fewer, when a doctor

deems there is nothing more to be done) have to be done, the patient may ask questions

of all these people, causing more lies to be told: "I don't know; you must ask your doctor.

You're going to get better. There's no need to worry." The irony of all this, according to

Dr. Elisabeth Kiibler-Ross, who has worked with dying patients for many years, is that

all those she dealt with knew the seriousness of their illnesses whether or not they had

been told, and many even knew when they were going to die. 10 This means that the de-

ception was not only painful and blocked communication, but it also was not really nec-

essary because the truth was generally known to everyone involved—even those whom
the lies were supposed to protect.

Additionally, once a lie has been told, further lying in other situations becomes easier,

often to the point where liars no longer can distinguish between what is or is not the truth

as they know it. And if a liar gets away with one lie that he has told in order to "save his

neck," in no matter how trivial a situation, then future lying becomes easier and sometimes

almost a way of life. Habitual lying, of course, increases the chance of discovery, leading to

the breakdown of trust and the dilution if not destruction of vital human relationships.

Therefore, although the domino argument may not in itself prohibit one from doing an act,

in the case of lying, it is especially pertinent and should be carefully considered.

Unfair Advantage or Power for Liars. Another argument against lying is that because

most liars do not themselves wish to be deceived, then to deceive others gives liars an

unfair advantage. This is, of course, a violation of the Principle of Justice. A perfect ex-

ample of the power one person can have over another may be found in Shakespeare's

play Othello. Iago, Othello's aide, weaves one of the most insidious webs of lies ever seen

in drama and literature. By the end of the play, Iago has not only controlled Othello's

every move but caused the death of Othello's wife, Desdemona, about whom most of the

lies were concocted, and the injury and death of several others, including Othello him-

self. The power Iago has over most of the people in the play is almost unbelievable, and

all of it is attained through the diabolical cleverness of his many deceptions.
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Self-destructiveness of Lying. A major disadvantage in lying is that once liars are found

out, their word is no longer trusted, their deceptions fall apart, and their power is de-

creased or lost. The Watergate affair during President Nixon's administration exempli-

fies this loss of power. Few people are as powerful as the President of the United States,

and Nixon evidently maintained some of that power through various deceptions. As
long as the public generally did not know this, he retained and even increased his power;

but once his lying and dishonesty had been discovered, he definitely lost prestige and
was forced to resign rather than be impeached.

Another effect on the liars themselves, according to proponents of this argument, is

that lying undermines one's own self-image. In other words, liars lose self-esteem be-

cause of their deceptions, and the more often these occur, the greater the loss.

Effect of Lying on Society. Bok assesses the general overall effect of lying on society as

follows: "The veneer of social trust is often thin. As lies spread . . . trust is damaged. . . .

When it is damaged, the community as a whole suffers; and when it is destroyed, soci-

eties falter and collapse." 11 Many people in the United States and the world were
shocked by the President's lying in the Watergate affair. Trust in politicians and
lawyers, shaky to begin with, fell to a new low. Some faith was renewed through the ef-

forts of Archibald Cox and Leon Jaworski, chief prosecutors, and Senator Sam Ervin,

who was in charge of the investigative committee; but the American public certainly ex-

perienced a loss of morale and faith in its leaders that hadn't occurred before to such an

extent in the nation's history. Most people feel that a person's word is his or her bond
and that it should be possible to trust everyone. Therefore, every breach of honesty de-

stroys that belief, causes cynicism, condones lying, and destroys the thin "veneer of so-

cial trust." If the holder of the highest office in the land can and does lie, then why
should not anyone else at any level of human relationships? Let's hope that most people

won't let a bad example influence them in this way, but the temptation is certainly al-

ways there.

Arguments for Lying

Most ethicists and others would not argue in favor of lying all the time, although some
people might. Inveterate liars usually will not lie all the time because they can then be

more strategically effective when they do. If one lies all of the time, one has a greater

chance of being found out and of losing at least the semblance of trustworthiness, some-

thing a "good" liar needs to maintain.

Most arguments for lying suggest that sometimes there are good reasons for telling

lies. Therefore, to state unequivocally, as do Kant and others, that lying is never moral

and should never be allowed, would be impractical and in some situations perhaps im-

moral. In some cases, they say, lying should be encouraged. For example, people ought

to be able to lie when they need to or when lying could prevent the occurrence of a more
serious moral infraction, such as killing.
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Defense of the Innocent, Including Self-defense. According to Bok, "Deceit and violence

. . . are the two forms of deliberate assault on human beings. Both can coerce people into

acting against their will." 12 In most instances, however, ethicists deem lying to be less

harmful to human life than violence, especially when the latter terminates human life.

With some exceptions, if killing or allowing innocent lives to be lost is wrong, and if one

can save such lives by lying, most ethicists allow for lying in such instances. For exam-

ple, if an extremely angry man is looking for his gun to kill someone, and if you know
where it is, these ethicists will state that you are justified in lying and not telling him
where it is in order to save the lives of his intended victims. He may indeed find a gun
somewhere else, but you at least have done all you can, by lying, to protect the potential

victims.

Another example would be a wartime situation in which a member of the under-

ground knows where other members are hiding. He would be justified in lying about

their whereabouts rather than risking their capture and death.

One question arising in such a case is this: what constitutes defense of the innocent

or self-defense? In the preceding two examples, the situation is clear, and in either case

one can see that lives would be protected by lying. However, what about the president of

a major corporation vital to national defense who is accused of embezzling funds and

lies about it? When found out, she might argue that even though she was not protecting

herself by her lie, as president of the company she felt a responsibility to lie to protect

shareholders, workers, and also the "innocent public" for whom her corporation manu-
factures defense products. Are her contentions justified? First, it might be seriously ar-

gued that for her crime to be covered up, only to surface at a later date, would cause even

more problems in the future. Second, it's unlikely that her being found out and removed
from the presidency would seriously affect the lives she is presumed to be "protecting"

by lying, because someone else could function as president.

National Security. Many ethicists argue for lying in order to maintain national security,

an act that certainly may protect many innocent people. For example, if a woman spying

for her country is caught, she may then lie about information she has in order to protect

her country's security. Presidents and other members of the government sometimes state

that they cannot reveal certain important information to the press or public because "it

would endanger national security." Such people certainly should have some discretion

in revealing information that would seriously affect national security, but they must be

very careful not to abuse this right in order to protect their own self-interest.

For example, President Nixon often claimed that the reason he lied about the Water-

gate affair, the tapes, and everything else, was that telling the truth would have endan-

gered national security. Obviously, national security was affected very little, although

morale may have been. One could argue for national security in this instance only on the

broadest basis; as, for example, that other world powers might condemn the United

States because of its president's actions. It would be Nixon who would lose prestige, how-

ever, not the nation as a whole, which cannot take the responsibility for its president's ac-

tions. National security could be used as a valid reason for lying in certain circumstances

only as long as it was not abused by members of the government or the military.
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Trade Secrets in Business. Ethicists favoring lying might argue that business people may
lie justifiably either by omission or commission, rather than reveal vital trade secrets to

their competitors. They aver that no business person has an obligation to tell competitors

of his or her inventions or patents, which would give competitors unfair advantage. This

permission to lie can also be extended to anything that would be in the business's self-

interest, such as false and misleading advertising and lying for unfair advantage over

other people or companies. Very often arguments sanctioning lying in business try to

separate actions in the business world from those in life outside it, on the principle that

in business anything goes, whereas one should never lie to loved ones or friends.

"Little White Lies." Many people, including some ethicists, allow for unimportant or

harmless "little white lies," which are told to avoid hurting people's feelings or to pro-

tect those lying from embarrassment. The arguments for these lies are that people need

to have leeway in social intercourse and daily activities in order to keep things running

smoothly For example, if one woman asks another how an expensive new dress looks on

her, the other woman might answer that the dress looks fine even if she doesn't think so

because she doesn't want to hurt the asker's feelings. In another case, a young man
might ask a young woman for a date, but she doesn't want to go out with him because

she dislikes his looks and personality. Rather than hurt his feelings and to save herself

from the embarrassment of telling him her real reasons for not wanting to go out with

him, she will lie and state that she already has a date when she really doesn't.

In all of these instances the liars usually feel that what they are lying about is unim-

portant, and that lying is a tactful way to avoid hurting people's feelings and save the

liars some embarrassment. Further, they argue, in getting along in the world, lying

sometimes can maintain the "social veneer" rather than crack it, as is advocated by the

people who argue against lying. In other words, rather than hurting someone or suffer-

ing embarrassment, and as long as no serious harm is done, it's all right to lie to prevent

either from happening.

Moderate Position

As with other topics in this book, a moderate rather than a strict pro or con attitude to-

ward lying is the one most people probably favor. It advocates that, generally, one

should avoid lying if possible and lie only as a last resort or clearly to save a life. This

viewpoint is well expressed by the old saying "Honesty is the best policy." Moderates

feel that lying is a serious matter, however little or white the lie. Moderates agree with

those opposed to lying that the domino argument makes sense—that the more you lie,

the easier it is to do so, and that one lie leads to another and another and another. They

also agree that lying tends to break down the "social veneer," brings harm to those de-

ceived, and destroys the integrity and human dignity of the liar whether or not he or she

is caught.

Further, they believe that it's important to consider the consequences of any lie,

however trivial. For instance, the woman who has lied to her friend about her dress may
lose that friend if her lie is found out. Moreover, if by lying she encourages her friend to
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wear an unbecoming dress, then her lie has hurt, not helped, her friend. In the example
about the man rejected for a date, if he happens to learn that the woman didn't have an-

other date, then his feelings will be hurt much more than if she had told him the truth.

Thus, moderates argue, the consequences of even white lies may be worse than if one

had told the truth.

One point moderates stress is that lying is not the only other alternative to giving

someone truthful information that might hurt. As Elisabeth Kubler-Ross has stated, the

important question is not whether I should tell the truth but how I should tell the truth,

or how I should share information, important or not, with others who are asking me
questions or who need to know what the truth is.

13 In other words, one does not have to

be brutally frank. One can tell the truth, however terrible, but gently and with an intent

to support and to give hope wherever possible. In the case of the women and the dress,

for example, the friend could tell the one who asked, "Actually, I don't think that dress

especially suits you, and I suggest you take it back and buy another. Since you thought

enough of me to ask my opinion, may I help you return the dress and look for one that

would be more flattering to you?" By replying in this way, the woman would not be ly-

ing, and she would be giving her friend some hope and encouragement about purchas-

ing another dress that would be more becoming.

Even in situations where the truth is frightening to both hearer and deliverer, it can

still be stated without materially harming another. Take a situation in which a family has

been in a serious car accident and a wife/mother was killed, the husband /father is very

critical, and the son is basically all right; what do you tell the man who asks about the oth-

ers in his family? Do you lie and say that they are all right, or do you tell the truth? First

you should stress that his son is doing well. Because of his critical condition, you would
merely say about his wife that she was also injured in the accident (the truth) without say-

ing anything further until he becomes stronger. However, if he asks you point-blank "Is

she dead?" or states "She's dead, isn't she?" Dr. Kubler-Ross says that you should be

truthful but try to stress that his son is alive to give him a reason to try to recover. 14

The basic thrust of the moderate position, then, is that one should generally try to

tell the truth because telling lies often causes more problems than not doing so. Moder-

ates also feel that

1. If people do choose to lie, they must try to make the consequences of their lying

as harmless as possible.

2. People should try to avoid habitual lying and be aware of the risks of telling

even one lie or a white lie.

3. People also should be aware that lying may have a deleterious effect not only

upon the deceived but also upon them as the liars.

4. People should never lie about important matters that may affect the recipient of

the lie significantly.

5. Lying is allowed when there is no other recourse and when innocent life is really

at stake, such as in the cases cited earlier concerning the enraged killer in search
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of his gun, the member of the underground during wartime, and the captured

spy. Every other type of situation must be fully justified and the consequences

carefully weighed. People should favor telling the truth, however, remembering
that how they tell it is as important as the telling.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Jesusita, 80 years old and with a bad heart, is living in a convalescent hospital where she

is visited regularly by her 50-year-old son, along with other members of the family. Her
son dies suddenly one night of a heart attack. The remaining members of the family feel

that she shouldn't be told of this because of her own weak heart, and in collusion with

the hospital staff, no one tells her. After a week, Jesusita asks why her son hasn't visited

her, and the family tells her he is on a business trip, hoping she will forget about him.

But the next week she asks where he is and when he will return. She also wants to know
why he hasn't called her or written a letter or postcard from where he is. The family tells

her he is very busy but should be back soon. Another week passes and Jesusita becomes
very restless and upset about her son not visiting her; she becomes harder and harder to

care for, and she cries a lot. The staff and family gather to discuss what to do about the

situation. They wonder whether they should tell her the truth now or think up some
more excuses.

1. Did they do the right thing in the beginning by lying to Jesusita?

2. If she were your mother or grandmother, and your brother or uncle had died,

what do you think she should be told? Why or why not?

3. If you had done what they did or if you were staff dealing with this situation,

what would you advise? Do you feel she should be told the truth now? If so,

how would you do the telling? If not, how would you suggest this situation be

handled?

4. Do you think it would have been better to tell her the truth in the beginning or

not? Why or why not? Do you think not telling her in the beginning has made
the situation better or worse? Why or why not? If so, in what ways?

CASE 2

Mike and Barbara Barnes live next door to you with their two children—Casey, a boy,

and Shelley, a girl. Mike often comes home drunk and usually acts violently toward Bar-

bara and the children, giving them black eyes, bruises, and even broken bones. One
night, after a particularly severe beating of all of them, Barbara visits you after Mike has

passed out. She tells you she is going to a shelter for battered wives and children and

asks you not to reveal to Mike where they have gone. Having always prided yourselt on

your truth telling, what do you tell Mike the next morning when he asks you to tell him
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where Barbara and the children have gone, expressing remorse for what he has done?

Do you adhere to your past principles and tell him the truth, or do you lie to him? Why
or why not? What exactly would you tell or not tell him, and why?

CASE 3

Tom has been having an affair with his secretary, Francine, for about a year now, but

both decide to end it. Francine leaves the company and gets a job in another state. Tom
doesn't think that his wife, Carol, knows about the affair, but he feels very guilty and
wonders whether he ought to be honest about it and tell her. He doesn't intend to have

another affair and feels that he does love his wife and their three children. Yet he has

strong guilt feelings and an urge to confess his adultery to Carol. He asks one of his

friends, Doug, who knows of the affair, what he should do, and Doug tells him to leave

well enough alone: "What she doesn't know won't hurt her," Doug says. Tom goes to

confession and tells the priest what he has done. This particular priest (some might not

say this) advises him to tell Carol, express his remorse, and promise never to do it again.

Carol notices how preoccupied Tom is and asks him if there is anything wrong. What
should Tom do? Should he tell Carol the truth or not? Why? Suppose, if he tells Carol

about the affair, she asks for a separation and maybe even a divorce? And if he chooses

not to tell her the truth, can he alleviate his strong guilt feelings? Would it be better or

not in this case to tell the truth? Why?

Cheating

Cheating, like lying, involves deception and dishonesty, except that lying is basically

verbal, whereas cheating generally is nonverbal. Lying, as Bok defines it, is a statement

of deception. Cheating, on the other hand, is an action meant to deceive. For example, if

students copy the answers from your test, for which you have studied hard, that's cheat-

ing. If you tell them to stop cheating, and they deny that they have, then that's lying.

Cheating can take many forms. As stated earlier, adultery usually encompasses

both "cheating on one's spouse" and lying to cover up the action. People can cheat on

their income tax, on forms used in their businesses (for example, deductions for ex-

penses), in games played with others (whether simple games or serious gambling, such

as poker), on insurance claims, on tests in school as already mentioned, on applications

for employment or unemployment, and in sports.

Cheating, like lying, is a serious infraction of most moral systems because, like ly-

ing, it shatters the trust needed for the continuance and survival of human relationships.

For example, if you buy a used car that is supposed to have 40,000 miles on it, but the

dealer has turned the odometer back and it really has 140,000, then you have been

cheated. You probably will never buy a car from that dealer again and may be wary even

of honest business people. If you are playing poker with presumed friends whom you
think you can trust, and you discover that one of them has been playing with marked

cards, you probably will never trust that person again—certainly not in a card game
where you stand to lose a good deal of money.
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Arguments Against Cheating

Unfair and Unjust to Others. Obviously, cheating is unfair and unjust to those who are

dedicated to "fair play." It's as if everyone, including the cheater, is playing by rules un-

derstood by all, but the cheater then abrogates the rules and deceives everyone else. For

example, if other students are trying to get good grades and you cheat and get them,

then your getting grades unfairly may deny the other students what they have earned

and truly deserve. In addition to demeaning the importance of their careful studying,

you also may skew the grading scale so that some students who might have gotten better

grades through honest studying get worse ones.

In the same way, people playing in a game with a cheater may lose the game un-

fairly. This of course is a violation of the Principle of Justice and Fairness and also of a

general code that most people observe when playing games or gambling. Game players

generally agree to abide by the rules. If it's a trivial game and someone cheats, we won't

want to play any further, because the game has lost its value. In a gambling game like

poker, some deception is accepted, as when you fool your opponents into thinking you
have a good hand when you don't. But one does not mark cards, deal from the bottom of

the deck, or bring high cards into the game in a dishonest manner. In casino gambling,

cheaters when caught are often ostracized, and in illegal gambling they sometimes have

been beaten or even killed. Players in such games are expected to follow the basic rules

and to take them very seriously.

Falsified Qualifications. Another argument against cheating pertains to the serious ef-

fect it has upon others with regard to professional qualifications or licensing. If, for ex-

ample, medical or law students cheat when acquiring the crucial facts they must know in

their intended professions, then their not learning them could cause loss of life or other

kinds of harm to others. The cheating is even worse when it results in obtaining a license

on the basis of presumed qualifications falsely attained. To some people, cheating on an

exam or two doesn't seem very serious. "After all," the student may say, "when am I

ever going to use this dull and ancient anatomy information?" If such a student, how-
ever, becomes a surgeon and neglects to perform an important procedure because he or

she missed really learning something about anatomy in medical school, then someone's

life could be in danger.

Effects on the Cheater. I have mentioned the harm that can be done to others by not be-

ing properly qualified or being falsely licensed because of cheating, but the effect on the

cheater is also significant. People who cheat hurt themselves in the long run, which is an-

other argument against cheating. If something bad occurs as a result of people's cheat-

ing, then they can be held responsible and subject to the law, both criminal and civil, and

perhaps even lose their license to practice their profession.

And cheating, like lying, can become a habit. It's easier to cheat than to study or do

other hard or necessary work. Successful cheaters may become lazy and generally will

cheat again at an opportune time. This weakens their moral fiber and can affect their

whole lives adversely, especially if they get caught. If people know that you cheat, the
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needed trust for vital human relationships, as in lying, will be broken, and you won't be

able to maintain strong relationships. As in the gambling example, no one wants to play

poker with a known cheater because the basic code and rules of the game are then de-

stroyed. Further, if business people become known as cheaters in their dealings with oth-

ers—for example, in the manufacture of their products—their credibility is weakened as

much and maybe more so than if they had lied.

Arguments for Cheating

Surviving and Winning. Many people who condone cheating regard the world and soci-

ety as a "dog-eat-dog" jungle of corruption where one can survive only by using corrupt

means such as cheating. They believe that "all's fair in love and war" and anything else

and that people should cheat if necessary to get what they want and need. Such people

see the world as so competitive and ruthless that in order to survive, one may have to

break all the moral dos and don'ts and lie, cheat, break promises, and even steal if it will

get them ahead.

Also found, along with this viewpoint, is the idea that winning is the most impor-

tant thing in life, so if you can't win fairly, then win any way you can. In our moral teach-

ings, good sportsmanship and fair play are supposedly held in high esteem, but in

specific cases and instances, winning sometimes takes precedence over moral teachings.

Often we see this in sports involving children. In many of children's competitive sports,

such as baseball, the main goal in teaching is to have the children enjoy playing a game.

To fulfill this goal, good, mediocre, and poor players are distributed evenly among the

competing teams, and the rules decree that everyone must play at least one inning. Of-

ten, however, if it's a close game, the manager will not use the lesser players, or play

them so little that they learn nothing. This may win games, but it does not fulfill the

stated goal, nor is it fair to the lesser players on the winning manager's team or to the

other managers and their team members.

Everybody Does It. Right along with the "dog-eat-dog" theory is the "everybody does

it" argument. This assumes that because most people probably cheat at some time in

their lives, everyone is justified in also doing so if necessary. The argument further says

that it's commonly known that all people cheat on their income taxes, on insurance

claims by including other earlier damages, on expense vouchers, in golf games, and on

their wives or husbands. One problem with this attitude is that it is questionable

whether most people do these things. Another problem is that even if some or most peo-

ple do these things, this does not mean that people ought to do them, as discussed in

Chapter 1 in the difference between descriptive and prescriptive approaches to morality.

History reveals that even the majority can be morally wrong, so "everybody does it" is

not a very supportable or justifiable argument for doing something.

As Long as You Don't Get Caught. Many argue that cheating is all right if you can get

away with it. Being caught is what's bad, not cheating. And the less chance you have of
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being caught, the more justified your cheating will be. This attitude could work with

consequentialist but never with nonconsequentialist theories. And even with consequen-

tialist theories, being caught or not has nothing to do with whether an action is right or

wrong. Only if you can show that greater good consequences can come from cheating

could you justify it in any way.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Mike has an average of between a C+ and a B— in his history class, and the last exam
he is taking could make all the difference. He has studied, but he didn't finish one
section on World War II. When he starts the test, he discovers many more questions

than he expected on that section. He needs a B in this class to get into graduate

school. He notices that Renee, sitting next to him, seems to know the answers to the

questions he needs. She likes him a lot and has not minded his looking at her tests be-

fore. A student stops to talk to the teacher on his way out of the testing room, and
Mike sees that the teacher's vision will be blocked long enough for him to get the cor-

rect answers from Renee. Should Mike cheat or not? Consider the following questions

in your deliberations:

1. Would it make any difference to your answer if the test grade were not as crucial

to Mike's career? Why?

2. Considering that Mike has a good chance of not being caught, why shouldn't he

cheat?

3. What arguments would you give to justify Mike's cheating or not cheating? Be

specific.

CASE 2

Dick and Lorraine have been insured with Farmer's Mutual for their automobiles and

house for 10 years. During this time they have only filed a claim for $500, and the costs

of premiums have risen 100 percent. One day, while backing out of the garage, Lorraine

badly damages the right fender, but she and Dick delay having it fixed. After several

weeks, someone hits the right side of the car, while parked, damaging everything but

the right front fender. In attempting to get the car repaired, they try to decide whether

or not to include the fender, which is much more than their deductible allowance, in

their estimate of the damage. Should they? They feel that the insurance company has

made literally thousands of dollars from their premiums alone, not to mention those of

other clients. They argue that the big corporations have made millions from their sub-

scribers; they won't miss a few hundred or even a thousand dollars. Many of their

friends have done the same thing on occasion, saving themselves hundreds of dollars.

Because the fender could easily have been damaged in the same accident, it's unlikely
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their cheating would be discovered. What do you think they should do, and why? How
would you answer all of their arguments for including the fender in the claim if you be-

lieve they shouldn't? If you believe they should include it, explain why, and provide

arguments you would add to justify their action.

CASE 3

Mark, an ethics professor, has completed a manuscript for a new book entitled Being

Moral. Before submitting it to a publisher, he writes a phony letter of recommendation

from a well-known ethicist and sends it with his manuscript, reasoning that because

there are so many ethics books on the market, his manuscript won't have a chance with-

out something special to recommend it. The publisher accepts the book for publication.

Just as he begins to distribute it, he discovers that the letter is a fake. At first the pub-

lisher thinks he might publish the book anyway, but then he decides not to, given the

fact that the author is an ethicist and the book is about ethics. Was what Mark did

wrong? Why or why not? Do you think the publisher was wrong to pull the book off the

market for the reasons given? Why or why not? Does what Mark did seem worse to you
because he is a teacher of ethics? Why or why not? How would you feel about using

such a text knowing what the author had done? Be specific.

Breaking Promises

As stated earlier, a promise is a declaration, a vow, or an agreement into which a person

enters freely. To the extent that a person is forcefully or subtly coerced into making a

promise, he or she should not be expected to keep it as if it were made freely

Implied Agreements

There are many implied agreements that allow us to live safely and meaningfully with

each other in various groups in our societies. Some of these are

1. Not to do harm to one another.

2. Not to lie or cheat.

3. To obey laws for the general good.

4. To stop at red lights and stop signs.

5. To treat each other with respect and dignity.

6. To keep promises we make.

This chapter, however, will deal only with direct promises such as "I promise not to tell

anyone what you have just told me since you have asked me not to."
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A Form of Dishonesty

Breaking promises, like cheating, is a form of dishonesty and it also constitutes outright

lying when the person making the promise has no intention of keeping it. An example is

if you say to someone, "I promise I won't tell anyone what you told me," but then think

to yourself, "Wait until Maureen hears this!" Not intending to keep the promise you just

made violates the same bases of trust abused by lying and cheating and therefore is con-

sidered by most people to be an important moral issue.

A Person's Word

In earlier times, a person's promise or "word" was an integral part of his or her reputa-

tion, and many promises and agreements were made verbally or by just shaking hands.

Some promises—usually personal ones—are still made in this fashion, but many are

now written down, witnessed, notarized, and otherwise elaborately executed. One rea-

son for this is the complexity of many contracts and agreements (sets of formal

promises). But also, such written and carefully executed agreements are necessary be-

cause in modern society fewer people actually honor their agreements or promises.

For example, when my wife and I moved two houses into one, we sold some appli-

ances, furniture, and clothes to three individuals. They made small down payments and
agreed to pay the rest later. Not one of the three kept his promise! We haven't been able to

locate them, and we've just written off the losses. On the other hand, some people I

know, including myself, would keep such promises. All things considered, it's important

to get a written agreement on such matters so that people can be sued if necessary.

However, even written agreements and promises (contracts or policies) do not

guarantee that promises will be kept. Some people who violate them think they won't be

caught or that no one will take the time or trouble to sue them. There are many aspects

involved in keeping or breaking promises, and therefore this is an important issue that

arises in all types of human relationships and activities.

Arguments Against Breaking Promises

Destmction of Personal Relationships. Next to lying, no action has a greater effect on re-

lationships than breaking promises. One of the most emotional statements a person can

make to another is, "But you promised!" When we are asked to promise something, or

when we promise on our own to do something, most people tend to believe our word. If

we break our word, it weakens our relationship with that person. For example, a superin-

tendent of a school district urged many of the older faculty in the district who were close to

retirement to leave by July 1. One of the incentives promised was that they could keep

their almost full-coverage health plan although the active faculty was having to change to

a health plan with less coverage because of financial difficulties within the district. How-
ever, on July 1, the superintendent moved everyone—retirees and active faculty—into the

new, lesser-coverage plan. Breaking his promise aroused tremendous protest in the district
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among both retirees and active faculty. After much discussion and concern on the part of

both faculty and retirees, the situation finally was rectified, and the superintendent had to

make good on his promise. However, the lack of trust that existed between him and the ac-

tive faculty and retirees made it difficult to form agreements on other matters.

Domino Theory. As in lying and cheating, the domino theory is relevant here. Once a per-

son breaks a promise and gets away with it, it's easier to break other promises, especially

when convenient. For example, if a spouse commits adultery, it's easier to continue doing

it with the same person or with others. In other words, it can become a way of life, as with

lying or cheating. Of course, a person may break a promise for a serious reason, but one

must be on one's guard against breaking one's promises, so that it doesn't become a habit.

Effects on People's Life Choices. Because people depend upon the promises made to

them and the implied and direct agreements they have with others, breaking them can

seriously affect their lives. For example, in the health-plan situation described earlier,

most if not all of the older faculty retired earlier than they wished to, mainly because of

the health plan. Many would have worked another year or two to gain more retirement

benefits if they were not to benefit from their previous good health plan. So the superin-

tendent's keeping or breaking his promise had a most important effect on their lives. In

another example, if a woman promises to marry a man within a year, and he works hard

toward that goal and sacrifices to build a nest egg, if she breaks her promise because she

has found someone else whom she has been seeing for six months, she will significantly

hurt the man to whom she made the promise.

Destruction of General Social Trust. There is no doubt that breaking promises also af-

fects society in general. Kant's position is that if we were to establish a rule that promises

should always be broken, then the word promise would be totally contradicted and lose

its meaning. It amounts to saying, "I promise . . . but I have absolutely no intention of

keeping my promise." Promises sometimes must be broken for good and serious rea-

sons, but the intentional breaking of promises must seriously concern society in general.

As I stated earlier, much of what we do is based upon promises or agreements, so when
these start to break down, the "thin veneer" of social trust begins to warp and crack. This

loss of trust is very evident with regard to promises in political campaigns. Voters gener-

ally are somewhat cynical about politicians, many of whom seem to promise the moon
but when elected show more concern for helping special-interest groups or for gaining

money or power for themselves. Indeed, some politicians who do try to keep their

promises, especially with regard to controversial issues (abortion, for example), some-

times fail to achieve reelection. As a result, many candidates for office tend to dodge im-

portant issues, and promise nothing really significant during their campaigns. This

further weakens the trust people have in their elected representatives.

Loss of Personal Integrity. A final argument against promise breaking centers upon the

loss of personal integrity for the person who fails to keep promises. As with lying and

cheating, promise breaking involves not only loss of reputation for honesty with other
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people, but also loss of one's self-esteem. We may have a difficult time living with our-

selves once we have "gone back on our word" and let someone down. Even those who
behave as if they don't feel any guilt may actually feel it within. For example, many
spouses who break their marriage vows (promises) experience tremendous guilt feel-

ings, regardless of whether they are found out. When they are, the guilt feelings are mul-

tiplied not only because of the injury to their spouses but also because of the adverse

effects upon their children and the entire family unit. Most people have some moral

sense and therefore cannot escape from their promise breaking totally unscathed.

Arguments for Breaking Promises

Changed Circumstances. One argument favoring promise breaking is that an individual

who has made a promise should have the right to break it when the circumstances under

which it was made change. An example would be that of marriage vows made when the

spouses were in love. If they "fall out of love," then the situation has changed and the

vows should no longer apply. Suppose, for instance, that the sexual relationship of a

married couple is no longer vital, because one spouse has become indifferent to that as-

pect of their relationship. Proponents for breaking promises might feel therefore that the

other spouse has no obligation to remain faithful.

Another example might be if a person borrows some money from a friend and
promises to pay it back at a certain time. Later, however, he loses his job and decides to

forget his promise and not repay the loan because the situation has changed so drasti-

cally. It could be argued that despite this the borrower still has an obligation to pay some-

time, and ought to make arrangements to do so. But defenders of his action would
dispute this on the basis that individuals must have the right to break such a promise

when it interferes with their own interests and welfare.

When There Are Moral Conflicts. Those who defend promise breaking also believe that

promises can be broken when important moral conflicts are involved. For example, sup-

pose Bruce tells his good friend Louise that he is secretly going to a cabin in the moun-
tains they both know about because he is having financial difficulties and although he

wants her to be able to contact him, he doesn't want anyone else to know where he is. He
asks her to promise to tell no one of his whereabouts, and she agrees. Later she is visited

by police, who reveal that Bruce's partner has been violently murdered and that Bruce is

their prime suspect. Is she still obligated to keep her promise to Bruce, or should she

break it to aid the police? Proponents of promise breaking would argue for the latter, in

that protecting human life takes precedence over keeping one's word.

When It's a Trivial Issue. Promise breaking proponents also feel that promises may be

broken when doing so will do no harm or when they seem trivial. Suppose, for example,

that a family has a rule that their children have only one piece of candy a day, but Fred-

die takes three pieces and makes his sister Marie promise not to tell on him. She agrees,

but when their mother arrives home, Marie immediately tells what Freddie has done,

and he is punished for breaking the rule. When he asks Marie why she broke her
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promise, she explains that she had her fingers crossed, so the promise didn't count. To

defenders of promise breaking, the situation is trivial and has caused no real harm. Of
course Freddie zvas punished, but the counter-arguers would point out that Freddie did

indeed break the rule, and in any case it is still a minor issue.

Another example is when someone makes a small bet, let's say a dime, and then

when he loses refuses to pay (a form of promise breaking) because he thinks the bet

too trivial to honor. Is there any serious harm done here? Some would argue that

breaking promises, even in such small matters, still tends to destroy the social trust

that exists in all human relationships and therefore is never minor. As was pointed

out in Sissela Bok's discussion of "little white lies," the whole social fabric is injured

when even the smallest promises are broken. Could Freddie ever trust Marie again to

keep her promises? Did the person who won the dime but was not paid learn some-
thing about this so-called friend that would lead that person never to trust him again

in either small or large issues? This argument should be scrutinized closely, not for

the triviality of a situation or the little harm done within it, but for what it can mean in

a larger sense.

WJiere Unusual Situations Justify It. Another argument for promise-breaking centers

on situations in which promises are made that later may and perhaps should (in the view

of the promise-maker) be broken. Suppose, for example, a friend on his deathbed reveals

that he has made you an heir to his estate because he wants you to use the money to care

for his cats and dogs, leaving out of his will his two devoted children. He begs you to

promise to execute his wishes so that he can die in peace. You do so, but after his death,

feeling that his children should inherit most of the estate rather than the animals and

that what he has done is morally wrong, you break your promise so that his estate will

go to his rightful heirs. Your action in this unusual situation would be defended by pro-

ponents of promise breaking in that what you do after your friend's death will not be

known by him, and also the children deserve the inheritance more than the animals.

No Promise Is Sacred. The Latin phrase caveat emptor—"let the buyer beware"—is used

by some to sanction promise breaking. The implication is that it is foolish and naive to

believe that a promise will be kept simply because it was made, and that it is more realis-

tic to accept that it probably will be broken. In a way this shifts the responsibility onto

the recipient rather than the promise maker and entirely reverses the concept of social

trust under which we live. It certainly promotes an atmosphere of wariness and distrust

in human relationships.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Bernard and Janice are considering marriage, but Bernard smokes and Janice can't stand

smoking. She will marry Bernie only if he quits. Before they are married, he promises to
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do so and presumably does. He is a psychiatric nurse and works in an atmosphere

where almost all patients and staff members smoke. After several years of marriage,

Janice discovers that Bernie never gave it up but just hasn't smoked at home. He evi-

dently brushed his teeth and used breath mints before he came home, and the smell of

smoke on his clothes was attributed to the atmosphere in which he worked. Very upset,

she feels that he has broken an important promise to her. Do you feel that this promise

was a trivial one and that Janice is being unreasonable? Why, or why not? Does the fact

that this promise was made in connection with their marriage have more significance

than it otherwise might? Why? Their marriage later ended after a series of other broken

promises, not the least of which was an affair of Bernie's that constituted a negation of

his marriage promises or vows. In your experience, to what extent do people who break

a promise on one occasion continue to do so on other occasions? Give examples.

CASE 2

Harold and David, in their mid-twenties, are avid mountain climbers. David has been

dating Harold's sister, Doris. During a mountain-climbing expedition by just the two

men Harold is seriously injured and is dying. He begs David to promise to marry Doris,

who, as Harold knows, is very much in love with David. Moreover, Harold is worried

about what will happen to her when he dies. Because Harold is David's best friend,

David promises he will marry Doris. After Harold dies, David tells no one about the

promise. He enjoys Doris's company, but he doesn't love her and breaks his promise to

marry her. Did David do the right thing? If no one knows about a promise, does it have

to be kept? Why or why not? Under what conditions, if any?

CASE 3

Wanda is divorced from her husband and lives alone with her 10-year-old daughter,

Sandy. She has told Sandy that she will always tell her the truth about anything she

asks, and if she doesn't know what the truth is, she will find it out for her. After about a

year without dating, Wanda meets Howard and they begin seeing each other. After

awhile, they discreetly engage in sex, usually when Sandy is with her father on week-

ends. Sandy suspects this and finally gets up enough courage to ask her mother about

their relationship. Embarrassed and concerned about her image with Sandy, and feeling

that Sandy is too young to understand, Wanda tells her they are not having sex. One
weekend Sandy comes home unexpectedly and finds Wanda and Howard in bed to-

gether. Sandy is very angry with her mother and asks how long this has been going on.

Not wanting to lie to her anymore, Wanda tells Sandy, "For a couple of months." Sandy

yells, "You lied to me!" and "You promised you would always tell me the truth!" Wanda
also becomes angry and tells Sandy she is too young to understand what's going on,

and when she gets older she will. She also tells her that what she does when Sandy is

not around is none of Sandy's business. Should more leeway be allowed in keeping or

breaking promises where children are involved since they may be too young to under-

stand? Why, or why not? Does Sandy have a right to know the truth about her mother's

life outside of their immediate relationship? Why, or why not? Are Wanda's reasons for
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not telling Sandy and her reactions to Sandy's anger justified? Why, or why not? How
do you think Wanda should have dealt with this whole situation if you don't like the

way she did deal with it? Why? Be specific.

Stealing

A basic assumption in most societies and cultures is that stealing is an immoral act. If

the victim of theft needs what is stolen from him to survive, then the theft is even more
reprehensible. Stealing applies not only to the taking of material things but also to the

stealing of ideas (for example, plagiarizing), inventions, and other creations by an indi-

vidual.

Arguments Against Stealing

Property Rights. Stealing involves taking someone else's property without that person's

permission. This is a violation of property rights, which often are considered to be as im-

portant or even more important than life itself. Many people feel strongly, for example,

about governments taking private property or forcing people to sell their property for

the "public good." Often when people won't willingly sell their property, they can be

forced by the state to do so. In one way or another, it will condemn the property so that a

freeway, public building, or even a private building can be built on it. Property rights, es-

pecially in a democracy, are considered important, and stealing therefore is strongly con-

demned. Even in societies where property is owned by the state rather than private

individuals, stealing is forbidden because it is stealing from the state, which actually

means stealing from all the people of the state.

Breakdown of Trust. Like lying, cheating, and breaking promises, stealing severely

breaks down trust among people. People who have earned their possessions feel that

they have an inalienable right to them. When a theft occurs and the thief is known, any

relationship with that person will be difficult to maintain because of the loss of trust. If

you've ever been the victim of theft, and you suspect someone you know such as a friend

or even a relative, you can never truly trust that person again. Moreover, if you were to

actually catch that person stealing, then your relationship with him or her will usually be

destroyed.

For example, most of us feel we can leave money or jewelry around our homes
without locking them up, but once such things are stolen, we will probably take more

precautions against everyone, including family and friends. Once stealing has taken

place, trust is abrogated.

Invasion of Privacy. Another argument against stealing is that it is an invasion of pri-

vacy. The thief violates the privacy of the victim's person, home, car, or office. A further

assault on privacy takes place when a thief steals a wallet or a purse and then has access
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to the person's identity and credit cards. This can interfere with the victim's daily life un-

til matters can be straightened out and new cards obtained.

The Domino Argument. Some people, of course, are habitual thieves and steal for a liv-

ing. They had to start somewhere, which recalls the domino theory. Once people steal

and get away with it, they may tend to steal again, especially if they discover that they

can get what they want easier and faster than if they have to work at a steady job. Steal-

ing becomes a pattern, a way of attaining what the thief aspires to
—

"if you want or need

something, just steal it" can become the motto by which they live. Consider the number
of thieves who spend time in prison and return to stealing after their terms are up and
they are back in society.

Material Losses to Victims. In addition to the invasion of privacy, victims of theft also

suffer the loss of hard-earned or cherished items. When people's cars are stolen, for ex-

ample, they may get them back and the insurance may pay for damages, but the loss has

been a terrible inconvenience, and their cars are not the same after thieves have used and
abused them. When ideas, inventions, or other aspects of creativity are stolen, the vic-

tims suffer even greater loss, for it involves the products of their own thinking. An exam-
ple would be if someone discovers or invents something that revolutionizes an industry

or our lives, and a big corporation steals it from the inventor so that she gets no recogni-

tion, reimbursement, or reward for her own ideas.

Effect on the Tliief. In addition to the punishments of fines and imprisonment, propo-

nents of arguments against stealing point out that stealing also affects a thief's self-

image. When thieves are caught, they generally lose the trust and respect of others. But

even if they are not caught, and if they continue to steal, it's likely that their precarious

existence and the guilt they feel will seriously affect their self-respect. Of course, some
thieves enjoy stealing (see the "Thrills and Adventure" section later in this chapter) and

find it exciting and more interesting than working at a steady job.

Overall Effect on Society. Opponents of stealing see it as a threat beyond the loss of per-

sonal possessions. In a neighborhood where many thefts have occurred, for example,

people may be constantly worried that they and their homes will be victimized at any

time. Additionally, because many thieves are armed with dangerous weapons, injury or

possible death can occur. But even if they don't, the victims will suffer in that their trust

in their fellow human beings can't help but be lessened.

Like the other moral issues discussed in this chapter, stealing and the fear that it en-

genders cause a breakdown in human relationships that are based upon mutual trust. If

theft has not occurred and is not threatened, people tend not to be afraid or generally

concerned about the possible loss of their possessions; but when it is definitely indicated

that it may occur because it has happened to someone else nearby, then people's atti-

tudes are changed from trust and security to distrust, fear, and insecurity Therefore,

stealing has enormous effects upon the entire social fabric.
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Arguments for Stealing

Corrupt Economic System. One argument for stealing rests on the assumption that we
live in a corrupt social and economic system in which the rich get richer and the poor get

poorer. The only way to balance these inequities is by sometimes stealing what you need

and want. Everyone needs to have basic necessities and even some luxuries, and if the

entire system prevents this, then people are entitled to steal when they get the chance.

Sometimes people attempt to balance what they deem to be inequities by stealing,

in small ways or large, from the companies where they work, on insurance claims, in

taxes to the government, and from other human beings, especially those who are better

off than they are. A good example of this attitude is given in Case 2 of Chapter 14 on
business ethics, where Steve's union can get him an 8 percent raise when he had hoped
for 15 percent. To make up the difference, Steve steals tools and materials from the plant

where he works to remodel his house, which is what he had intended to do with the ex-

pected raise.

Many people justify padding their expense accounts because they consider them-

selves underpaid by their companies. They cheat on their income taxes because they feel

the government wastes tax money anyway and they ought to get some good out of what
they give to the government. Or they misrepresent their losses to insurance companies

because of large sums they have paid in premiums over the years and because they feel

that the insurance companies won't miss it while they themselves never have enough
money to live on.

Crucial Emergency Situations. Many people who do not condone stealing in general

would allow it in crucial emergency situations, such as if a family is poor, the parents

cannot get work, and there is no food for the family to eat. If the husband steals food so

that his wife and children won't starve, then stealing is justified in this case. Another ex-

ample is that if a man is chased by killers and finds a car with keys in it, to save his life,

he may steal the car. Human life is more important, according to this argument, than

property rights, and stealing, when more important issues such as preserving human life

are at stake, is morally justified.

Thrills and Adventure. To some, stealing provides a life of excitement, thrills, and ad-

venture not obtainable in ordinary life and is therefore worth the risks involved. The no-

torious bank robber Willie Sutton, who spent most of his life in prison for theft, felt that

his life out of prison was more exciting when he could steal than it was when leading a

mundane existence in a nine-to-five job. How many thieves would take this position is

uncertain, but whether such an exciting regimen is worth all the time spent in prison or

suffering other hardships can be decided only by the thieves themselves.

From Institutions and Organizations. Many people think that stealing from fellow hu-

mans is not justified but that stealing from big institutions and organizations is. Because

most large organizations and institutions make huge profits at the expense of us "little

guys," they argue, then we have a right to recoup some of what they get from us by steal-
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ing from them in various ways. I mentioned earlier that stealing small or large items

from the companies where we work, padding our expense accounts, cheating on income

taxes, and making false claims against insurance companies are all ways of "getting

even" with big business and big government for acquiring more than they deserve.

Stealing from large organizations and institutions is morally justified, according to this

argument, in that it helps to rectify the imbalance in goods and services received.

As Long as You Don't Get Caught. As with cheating, some argue that it isn't stealing

that is wrong but rather getting caught. Therefore, they probably would argue, you
shouldn't steal if there's a good chance you will be caught and therefore punished. They
sanction stealing if it can be done safely. This argument is not concerned with a moral is-

sue in stealing but rather with the consequences of it if one is caught. It would be rejected

by nonconsequentialists and at least some consequentialists (unless more good conse-

quences came from stealing than not) as in the matter of cheating and not getting caught.

Military and Government Secrets. Manx feel that stealing military or government se-

crets in wartime and also peacetime is justified in the interest of national security. There-

fore, if the United States knew that one of its enemies had a secret weapon that it had

recently developed, our undercover agents would be perfectly justified in stealing the

plans for it if it would enable our nation to keep ahead of its enemy in military prepared-

ness.

An interesting reversal of this argument is the justification of stealing one's own
country's secret documents so as to expose injustice. The Pentagon Papers, for example,

were stolen and given to the press in order to reveal improper practices by the govern-

ment and the military in conducting the Vietnam War. The justification for this theft and

the revelation of the contents of the stolen documents was that the immorality should be

exposed and not allowed to continue. It's interesting to speculate whether the same peo-

ple would justify stealing secrets from foreign powers for national security as they

would from our own government to reveal immorality and corruption.

Similar to these two instances is the stealing of trade secrets in business activities.

To exceed or stav abreast of one's competitors, one needs to know what plans thev have

that might give them control over the entire market, including oneself. Some support

such theft (it's called "industrial espionage") as being a necessity in the competitive

business world we live in. Others see and abhor it as simply stealing.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Seven years ago, Victor published what has become a popular ethics textbook called

Ethics with Applications. The book is now in its third edition. Looking through flyers for

new ethics texts, he sees one with exactly the same title as his. Dismayed, he immedi-

atelv contacts his editor, who tells him that titles, unfortunately, cannot be copyrighted
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but are fair game for anyone who wants to use them. Victor angrily writes both the pub-
lisher and the authors of the other text, complaining that they have stolen his title. They
never answer him, and he remains extremely upset. He would never knowingly steal

someone's title and can't understand their action. Even though what they did is legal,

are they morally obligated not to use Victor's title? Why, or why not? Should they at

least apologize for doing so? Is there anything else they could do to make things right,

or do they need to? Why, or why not? If titles cannot be copyrighted, then can this be

considered stealing? Why, or why not? Is this an important or trivial issue, to your way
of thinking? Why, or why not?

CASE 2

During wartime, Katia and her family have been starving because their town has been

bombed and is under siege. She breaks into someone's house, finds food in the kitchen,

and steals it for her family. Is she justified in stealing in this instance? Why, or why not?

Be specific. Would it make any difference if it were during peacetime but times were
hard, and Katia couldn't get a job and earn money to buy food? Why, or why not?

CASE 3

During riots in various cities throughout the United States, many poor people looted TV
and appliance stores for items they said they were denied by a corrupt society that seg-

regated and oppressed them. Some of them said that such items were not really luxuries

because most Americans had them. Do you believe that this stealing was justified or

not? Why? If not, how does it differ from stealing food? Is there anything to the poor

people's arguments? Why, or why not? Are there any times when you would justify

stealing? If not, why not? If so, when? Be specific.

CASE 4

Leroy died suddenly, leaving behind him Margaret, his wife, who was suffering from

atherosclerosis (hardening of the arteries) of the brain, for whom he had cared devot-

edly because she was practically an invalid. In his will he left his substantial estate to

her, to go upon her death to his side of the family. He had actually earned all the money
because Margaret had never gone to work. Margaret's sister, Anne, and her husband,

Eric, an attorney, agreed to take care of her, putting her into a skilled nursing facility

near their home for which all expenses were paid from Leroy's estate. While she was
still alive, they changed Margaret's will, splitting the estate 40/60 in favor of her side of

the family. They had a doctor certify that she was mentally competent to make such a

change, but Leroy's family, who had visited her, noticed that she was capable of very lit-

tle in the way of decision making. As longtime friends of Anne and Eric, they had

trusted them not to do anything improper. When they learned that Anne and Eric had

changed Leroy's will under what they felt to be very shady circumstances, they accused

them of stealing. Do you believe that what Anne and Eric did was theft? Why, or why
not? Do you feel they had a right to change Leroy's will? Why, or why not? If they felt
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their side of the family had been wronged, was there anything that Anne and Eric could

have done differently to rectify the problem? What, and why? This action ended a

friendship of many years' standing and caused hard feelings on both sides. Are such ef-

fects worth considering in such a situation? Why, or why not?

Chapter Summary

I. Definitions of key terms

A. Lying is an intentionally deceptive message in the form of a statement or piece of

information deliberately presented as being true—anything meant to deceive or

give a wrong impression.

1. A white lie is a falsehood not meant to injure anyone and is often considered

as having little moral import.

2. Lies of commission are direct statements that are outright lies. Lies of omis-

sion involve not stating certain information that is vital to an important hu-

man activity.

B. Cheating is deceiving by trickery, swindling, misleading, and acting dishonestly

or practicing fraud.

C. A promise is a declaration or vow that one will or will not do something, and to

break a promise is to fail to conform to or to act contrary to or to violate the promise.

D. Stealing is taking something without right or permission, generally in a surrepti-

tious way.

II. Nonconsequentialist and consequentialist views

A. Rule nonconsequentialist views are opposed to any of the four acts at any time.

B. Consequentialist and act nonconsequentialist views.

1. Consequentialist theories would accept any of the four actions if the greatest

good consequences would result.

2. Act nonconsequentialists would not necessarily take a stand for or against

these issues unless they felt like doing so.

III. Lying

A. Arguments against lying are as follows:

1. Lying may obscure objectives of those lied to.

2. It may hide relevant alternatives.

3. It causes distrust in human relationships.

4. The domino argument seems to have more relevance here than it does with

other moral issues because very often one lie of necessity leads to another to

protect the first, and so on.

5. Lying gives an unfair advantage or power to the liar.

6. Lying has a deleterious effect upon society in general.

B. Arguments for lying also exist.

1. Lying is justified in defense of the innocent, including self-defense.

2. Lying is justified for reasons of national security provided this reason is not

abused.
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3. Lying is moral when it is done in order to protect trade secrets in business.

4. Little white lies should be allowed as a way of getting along with others in our

daily lives.

C. The Moderate position has the following aspects.

1. This position would generally accept the attitude that "honesty is the best pol-

icy."

2. One must be very careful of the consequences of any lie, even white lies.

3. Lying is not the only alternative to telling hurtful truths—one may tell this

truth gently, compassionately, and with hope wherever possible.

4. If people have to lie, then they must try to make the consequences of the lying

as harmless as possible.

5. One should try to avoid habitual lying.

6. One should be aware that lying also can have a bad effect upon the liar as well

as the person lied to.

7. One should never lie about important matters that may affect the recipient of

the lie adversely.

8. Lying can be allowed when there is no other recourse and when innocent life

really is at stake.

IV. Cheating

A. Cheating is related to lying, in that deception and dishonesty are both being

practiced, but lying generally is verbal whereas cheating is basically nonverbal.

B. There are arguments against cheating.

1. It is unfair and unjust to others.

2. Falsified qualifications for professions, for example, will have a serious effect

upon everyone.

3. Effects on cheaters may also be destructive if they are caught in a lack-of-qual-

ifications situation and also because it can become a habit affecting the

cheater's relationship with others.

C. Arguments for cheating are as follows.

1. The world is a dog-eat-dog jungle, one in which you often must cheat to sur-

vive and get ahead. Also, winning is everything, no matter how you do it.

2. Everybody does it; therefore, why not cheat?

3. It's all right to cheat, so long as you don't get caught.

V. Breaking promises

A. Implied agreements such as the following allow us to live safely and meaning-

fully with each other in society:

1

.

Not to do harm to one another.

2. Not to lie or cheat.

3. To obey laws imposed for the general good.

4. To stop at red lights and stop signs.

5. To treat each other with respect and dignity.

6. To keep promises we make.

B. Breaking promises is a form of dishonesty, as is cheating.
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C. In earlier days, a person's promise or word was an integral part of his or her rep-

utation, but now many promises or agreements have to be written down for two
reasons:

1. Because they are much more complex than they used to be.

2. Because fewer people actually honor their agreements these days.

D. Arguments against breaking promises.

1. Breaking promises destroys human relationships.

2. Again, the domino argument applies here.

3. Breaking promises seriously affects people's life choices.

4. Breaking promises destroys general social trust.

5. Loss of personal integrity may result if people continually break their promises.

E. Arguments for breaking promises.

1. One should have the individual freedom to decide which promises to keep

and which to break. Any rules against breaking promises are a denial of such

freedom.

2. Breaking promises should be allowed when more important moral issues are

involved, such as protecting and saving human life.

3. It also should be allowed when no harm is done to anyone by breaking the

promise.

4. Just as we often say, "buyer beware," recipients of promises also should be-

ware—they shouldn't count on promises being kept.

5. Promises made in unusual situations, as for example to satisfy someone on his

or her deathbed, can justifiably be broken later on, especially for good reasons.

VI. Stealing

A. A basic assumption in most societies is that people are entitled to what they have

inherited, invented, created, and earned; therefore, stealing generally is consid-

ered to be immoral.

B. There are many arguments against stealing.

1. People have property rights, which often are considered as important or even

more important than life itself.

2. Like the other three moral issues discussed in this chapter, stealing breaks

down the trust people have in one another.

3. Stealing constitutes a serious invasion of privacy.

4. The domino argument applies here, as well as in the other three issues.

5. Stealing has destructive effects, both physical and psychological, upon vic-

tims.

6. Thieves themselves can be seriously affected through loss of integrity and

through punishment if they are caught.

7. As with the other three issues, stealing also has a bad effect on society in general.

C. Arguments for stealing are as follows.

1. We live in a corrupt economic system in which the rich get richer and the poor

get poorer, and sometimes the only way to achieve some sort of balance be-

tween these inequities is to steal.
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2. Stealing should be allowed in crucial emergency situations, such as to prevent

the starvation of children.

3. Stealing is a way out for those who crave a life of thrills, adventure, and ex-

citement.

4. It is allowable to steal from institutions and organizations because they can af-

ford it and end up with most of our money anyway.

5. As with cheating, one ought to be allowed to steal as long as one doesn't get

caught.

6. It can be condoned when it involves stealing government and military secrets

from potential or real enemies so as to protect one's own national security.

Exercises for Review

1. In your own words, define lying, cheating, breaking promises, stealing, white lies,

and acts of commission and omission. Give a clear example of each.

2. What is the "domino argument," and how does it apply to the four moral issues

described in this chapter? Do vou think it's an important consideration or not?

Why?

3. What are the arguments against lying, cheating, breaking promises, and stealing, and

to what extent do you agree or disagree with them? Be specific. Present any other

arguments you can think of and justify them as fully as you can.

4. What are the arguments for lying, cheating, breaking promises, and stealing, and to

what extent do you agree or disagree with them? Again be specific, and present any

others you can think of.

5. To what extent do you feel that lving, cheating, breaking promises, and stealing

really have an effect upon society in general? Give specific examples or illustrations.

6. To what extent do you feel that doing these things really has an effect upon the one

who does them? Again, give examples and illustrations to show how they do or do
not have an effect.

7. Defend or attack the position that "little white lies" are not important or serious in

anv way and are in fact needed in our everyday human relationships.

8. Discuss fully the idea that it's all right to lie, cheat, break promises, or steal, "as long

as you don't get caught." To what extent do you support this contention, and why?
Be specific.

9. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the statement that "promises and

agreements need to be written down more today than in the past because fewer peo-

ple actually honor their promises and agreements"? Why? Give examples to support

your position.

10. To what extent and in what instances do you lie, cheat, break promises, and/or steal?

Why or why not? Be specific, and give examples.
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Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Lying,

Cheating, Breaking Promises, and Stealing

Since I have already given a brief overview of all the theories except Virtue Ethics, state

whether you agree or disagree with this overview, expand upon it, and include Virtue

Ethics in describing how these theories—Ethical Egoism, Utilitarianism, Divine Com-
mand Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and Virtue Ethics—would
deal with the moral issues of lying, cheating, breaking promises, and stealing. Refer to

Chapters 2 and 3 to refresh your memory on the theories, and to Chapter 8, "The Taking

of Human Life," for an example of how you might go about completing this assignment.
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Chapter 12

Morality, Marriage,

and Human Sexuality

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Distinguish between the public, or societal, and private aspects of human sexu-

ality.

2. Discuss the purposes of human sexual activity.

3. Discuss the following moral issues in sexuality: premarital sex; sex in marriage-

type relationships (including the issues of homosexuality and adultery); prostitu-

tion; masturbation; pornography; and perversion, or unnatural sexual relations.

Major Aspects of Human Sexuality

The first distinction we must make when discussing morality and human sexuality is

that which exists between its public, or societal, aspect and its private aspect. First of all,

the public aspect is concerned with the way in which matters of sex overtly affect others,
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and the basic governing principles of morality here are life, goodness, and justice. The
private aspect, on the other hand, is concerned with sexual relations between or among
consenting adults, and the basic governing principles in this case are those of goodness,

justice, freedom, and honesty.

In other words, it is important to distinguish between two kinds of actions involv-

ing human sexuality: those that have such an adverse effect on people other than the

participants that they should be forbidden by moral commandment or by law, and
those that affect only the participants and should therefore be left up to the private

moral deliberations of the people concerned. Needless to say, one of the main issues

surrounding human sexual activity is whether we should greatly restrict such activities

on the one hand, or allow a great deal of sexual freedom on the other. Before dealing

with arguments concerning restriction or liberalization of sexual activity, it probably

would be of value to examine what the meaning and purposes of human sexuality are

deemed to be.

The 'Meaning and Purposes of Human Sexuality

The meaning and purposes of human sexual activity appear to be four-dimensional, in-

volving (not necessarily in order of importance) procreation; pleasure; an expression of

love for other people; and an expression of friendship and liking. These, of course, need

not be mutually exclusive, and often they are not; however, sexual activity also may be

limited to only one of these purposes. Although procreation is a rather obvious purpose

of sexuality, sexuality is also—in the opinion of many—the deepest and most intimate

expression of the love of human beings for one another. This does not mean that one can-

not love others without sexual activity—if that were true, one could never love his or her

children, brothers, sisters, parents, or grandparents without being incestuous. What it

does mean is that when a love involving meaningful sex occurs, it is deeper than any

other kind of love. For instance, two people need not have sex in order to love each other,

but deep and loving sex between two persons can add a rich new dimension to any love.

It is, many feel, a terrible oversight on the part of society in general that the loving

aspect of sex has been considered relatively unimportant when compared to its procre-

ative aspect or to other areas of human relationships. Our society has, at least until re-

cently, often emphasized that sex is somehow a necessary evil. This approach to human
sexuality implies either that its primary purpose is to produce children or that sexuality

is not a very important aspect of human relationships and human life. This is an attitude

reflected in many of our laws, which are throwbacks to nineteenth-century Victorianism.

In the Victorian era, all kinds of private sex acts between or among consenting adults

were forbidden, to the extent that if a husband and wife wished to practice oral sex, for

example, they would, under the law, be guilty of a felony.

Many of these archaic and unfair laws (unfair, that is, when applied to all human be-

ings) have been repealed in many states and revised in accordance with the American Bar

Association's suggestions. The reason for this change in attitude is that these laws reflected
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a view of human sexual activity that does not square with studies made in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries, including those of Freud, Kinsey, and Masters and Johnson. 1

Almost all the research conducted by twentieth-century psychologists (see the

bibliography at the end of this chapter) reveals, first of all, that sexuality as it is prac-

ticed did not and does not adhere to the general societal moral pronouncements and
laws. Second, it reveals that human sexuality for many people is very limited and that

sexual relations often are unsatisfying because of these people's upbringing, which has

been strongly influenced by the taboos against meaningful sexual relations set up and
generally sanctioned by their society. Third, this research reveals that psychologically,

sexuality is extremely important to human living and especially to human relation-

ships. In view of such strong evidence, it seems that the expression-of-love, friendship-

and-liking aspects of human sexual activity should be emphasized more than they

have been—in fact, that they should be emphasized at least as much as procreation and

pleasure.

The conservative, or restrictive, view of sexual activity often emphasizes either the

procreation aspect of sex or the view that sex is a "necessary evil"—that is, a biological

urge felt by men (but not, it is implied, by women) that must be satisfied. Advocates of

complete freedom in sexual matters, on the other hand, usually emphasize the pleasure

aspect and the rights of individuals to enjoy such pleasure. There is also a more moderate

position, of which proponents tend to accept both the procreative and pleasure aspects

while also including—and often emphasizing more strongly—the expression-of-love,

friendship-and-liking aspects. I do not want to suggest that the lines are always drawn
this clearly; a proponent of sexual freedom may, for example, strongly emphasize the ex-

pression-of-love aspect—as may a supporter of the conservative view. However, the gen-

eral tendency is for each group to emphasize the aspects in the way in which I have

described.

Moral Issues and the Public Aspect ofHuman Sexuality

Those sexual acts that immediately affect the public or individuals in such a way so as to

bring them possible harm, that are generally considered immoral, and that usually are

controlled by laws are rape, child molestation, and sadism performed on unwilling vic-

tims. The possible harmful effects that can ensue from these three types of acts are bodily

harm and /or death and the general perniciousness of forced sexual activity. No matter

what set of ethical principles they endorse, most people generally agree that these acts

are immoral and that there should be laws and /or moral taboos forbidding them.

Other activities considered by many to be against the public interest are pornogra-

phy; homosexuality; sex outside of marriage (including premarital and extramarital sex

and adultery); prostitution; masturbation; nonmonogamous marriages; and "unnat-

ural," or "perverted," sexual activity. Agreement about the immorality of these activities

is not, however, as general or as clear as is agreement about the first three activities. I will

present specific arguments for and against these issues later in the chapter, but first it is

worthwhile to examine some arguments for and against sexual freedom in general.
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Arguments Against Sexual Freedom

Violation of Tradition and Family Values. The first argument against sexual freedom is

that such freedom is a violation of the traditional moral "absolutes" embodied in our

Judeo-Christian heritage. According to this tradition, heterosexual sex is the only

morally permissible sexuality. Furthermore, sexual acts should be performed as "God
and nature intended" (that is, generally in the "missionary position," with the man on
top and the woman on the bottom). Finally, sexual activity must take place only within a

legally and, preferably, a religiously sanctioned marriage between one man and one

woman who are joined together mainly for the purpose of bringing children into the

world. Outside of marriage the only acceptable approach to sexuality is abstinence. Of
course, pornography, homosexuality, sex outside of marriage, prostitution, masturba-

tion, nonmonogamous marriages, and "unnatural," "perverted," sexual activity are con-

sidered to be violations of these traditional moral teachings, either because they tend to

undermine our family and societal structure, or because they eventually will lead to the

destruction of these institutions.

Tlte Domino Argument. The domino argument applies here, as it does to so many moral

issues and this time in two ways. First, allowing sexual freedom in any of the areas

named previously will eventually lead to violations in more dangerous areas. It is ar-

gued that if, for example, we allow people the freedom to read, view, and acquire

pornography openly, eventually there will be an increase in rapes, child molestation, and

sadism performed on unwilling victims, all of which may lead to sexual murders. Ac-

cording to this argument, pornography so inflames the sexual appetites and desires of

people that they will have to find outlets for these appetites and will resort to these un-

acceptable means. Second, it is argued that allowing more sexual freedom in these areas

will undermine our society and all the good and decent things it stands for, such as the

familv, respect for marriage, love rather than lust, respect for the human body, respect

for women and men, and respect for children.

Offensiveness to Public Taste. This argument presumes a certain general agreement

concerning what is acceptable and what is offensive to the public taste. Heterosexual re-

lationships are acceptable, whereas homosexual ones are not. Monogamous marriages

are acceptable, whereas polygamous (more than one wife) or polyandrous (more than

one husband) ones are not. Sexual activity within a marriage is acceptable, whereas out-

side of marriage it is not, and so on.

Social Diseases and AIDS. The social-diseases argument cites the probability of getting

certain social diseases, such as syphilis, gonorrhea, herpes, and the dreaded and fatal ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), through sexual promiscuity and sexual

freedom. The proponents of this argument state that all of the so-called sexual freedom

of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s has led to an increase in such diseases, which are not only

painful, destructive, and contagious, but also in many cases (especially with AIDS) fatal.
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A return to and reemphasis of traditional sexual morality would be the best way to elim-

inate such terrible diseases, according to proponents of this argument.

[rguments for Sexual Freedom

Individual Freedom. The main argument presented by the proponents of this position is

that people ought to have the freedom to do what they want to do, as long as they are

consenting adults and are not materially or directly harming other members of society

by their actions. Obviously, people should not be free to rape, to molest children, or to

perform sadistic acts on unwilling victims; however, they ought to be completely free to

have any kind of sex they wish with other consenting adults or by themselves, in or out-

side of marriage, as long as they do not harm others.

Traditions Seen as Irrelevant. Even though the prosexual freedom advocates recognize

that there are Judeo-Christian or other traditions that have, in the past, served as guides

for sexual morality, they do not consider such traditions to be "absolute." In fact, they ar-

gue that such traditions are based upon archaic views of the biological and psychological

makeup of human beings—views that twentieth-century advances in the sciences and
social sciences have revealed to be inaccurate. Now that we know more about human
sexuality, the prosexual freedom forces argue, we should allow a wider and more open
expression of one of the most important human drives in existence.

They also argue that there is no clear-cut indication of what "God and nature in-

tended" in sexuality except what is condoned or prohibited in certain religious teach-

ings, which one may or may not believe. They state that the marriage contract is merely a

piece of paper, and that there is evidence that sex that takes place outside of marriage can

be just as meaningful as that which takes place within it. Furthermore, sex between ho-

mosexuals and in polygamous or polyandrous relationships or marriages can be as

meaningful as sex between heterosexuals in monogamous marriages. Because human
beings are so varied and unique in their feelings and desires, sexual-freedom proponents

argue, they ought to be allowed the greatest freedom of sexual expression possible as

long as they do not harm others.

Refutation of the Domino Argument. The sexual-freedom proponents would argue that

there is no hard evidence to suggest that allowing greater sexual freedom in the six

"questionable" areas will lead to violations in the areas of rape, incest, and forced

sadism. They argue further that some evidence exists that in countries such as Denmark,

where pornography has been made totally legal and freely available, the rate of sexual

crimes, such as child molestation, has dropped. Sexual-freedom supporters see pornog-

raphy as a force that relieves sexual repressions and eliminates the need for these more
harmful types of sexual activities.

Even if, however, there are abuses of freedom in relation to pornography—for ex-

ample, sexual murder or so-called kiddie porn—laws can be passed restricting and pun-

ishing people involved in those activities without restricting people's general freedom of
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access to pornography. Second, this argument states that rather than undermining our

society, greater sexual freedom will enhance it by allowing for fuller sexual expression.

This in turn will deepen the love, respect, and intensity of human relationships, which
can only improve marriage, family life, and society in general.

Offensiveness to Public Taste. According to the sexual-freedom proponents, offensive-

ness to public taste is not in itself a reason to halt the activities of others, and therefore it

should be considered more of a violation of customs and manners than a violation of

morality. Bodily harm and/or death are immoral under most ethical principles, but of-

fensiveness to public taste is not unless it can be shown that the Principle of Justice has

been seriously violated. This does not mean that the rights and feelings of others in mat-

ters of taste should not be considered; what it does mean is that the excuse that some-

thing is offensive to others, even though they are not required to participate in any way,

is not sufficient to bar someone, either by moral censure or by law, from engaging in cer-

tain activities.

Discretion certainly should be employed in the public display of pornography and

other sexual activities offered for those who wish to participate (topless or nude shows,

films, and so on), and there should be control of indecent exposure, overt solicitation, or

coercion to participate in any sexual activities. However, this is not to say that an open

display of affection that does not involve indecent exposure or overt solicitation or coer-

cion is immoral even though—especially between or among homosexuals—it may
offend some people's tastes. Therefore, if sexual activity does not violate any of the pre-

ceding criteria, and it often does not, it then becomes, according to the sexual-freedom

proponents, largely a private matter to be dealt with between or among consenting

adults.

There are many ways in which the problem of offensiveness to public taste can be

handled. For example, if people want to sunbathe or swim in the nude, then special loca-

tions can be purchased or set aside for them to do so. Those who do not wish to do so

need never go near these locations. If some adults want to view pornographic films, buy
books, or see live nude people, then as long as those who do not want to do such things

are not forced to do so, and as long as these theaters, bookstores, and nude shows are ob-

viously marked and advertised to show what they are, then how can there be an overt of-

fense to taste?

Furthermore, there is no conclusive evidence that participation in any of these ac-

tivities has caused harm to society in general; that is, that people who read pornographic

books, for example, go out and molest children or rape others. In fact, as mentioned ear-

lier, some studies have shown that in countries where laws against pornographic shows,

films, and books have been relaxed, overt sexual crimes have tended to decrease. The

proof for this is not conclusive either, but if there is no conclusive proof either way, then

such activities should not be considered immoral or illegal merely for the above reasons.

Social Diseases and AIDS. Proponents of sexual freedom certainly recognize the dan-

gers of social diseases and especially AIDS; however, proper precautions can certainly be

taken to avoid or minimize the contracting of such diseases, such as abstinence (if a per-
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son desires), the use of condoms and other devices and chemicals, and the careful choos-

ing of one's sexual partners. Such choices, however, should be free ones, and no one's

freedom should be curtailed just because such diseases might be contracted. After all,

smokers may get cancer and drinkers may get cirrhosis of the liver, but this does not

mean we have the right to restrict their freedom to indulge in these activities.

Premarital Sex

Premarital sex refers to those sexual relations that occur prior to marriage; it is referred to

in the Bible as "fornication."

Arguments Against Premarital Sex

The Undermining of Traditional Morality and Family Values. As I have mentioned, the

conservative position toward liberalizing sexuality states that one of the greatest prob-

lems created by encouraging or even allowing premarital sex is that it tends to under-

mine traditional Western morality and family values. According to this view, as we have

said, sexuality should be something reserved for a heterosexual, monogamous marriage

and used mainly, but not necessarily exclusively, for purposes of procreation. Allowing

premarital sex discourages the special and unique relationship that exists between one

man and one woman in a lifetime of marriage, it undermines both marriage itself as an

institution and family values, and it encourages sexual activity that is separate from

"true" love and from having children. According to this argument, the only acceptable

form of sexuality for boys and girls and men and women is no sexuality, or abstinence

until marriage.

The argument continues that if marriage breaks down, then the traditional family

unit breaks down, and the family unit is the basic building block of traditional Western

society. Premarital sex also encourages an inflated view of sex as the most important as-

pect of marriage, thereby further eroding one of our most important social institutions.

According to this view, sexuality is considered to be such an intimate part of the relation-

ship between a man and a woman that it must have the stability and security of the mar-

riage relationship to foster and support it.

The Encouragement of Promiscuity. Another argument that supports the conservative

point of view is that premarital sex fosters promiscuity and encourages transitory rather

than lasting human relationships. If sex is allowed outside of marriage it becomes sepa-

rated from its "true" purposes, which are to enhance marriage relationships and family

values and produce children. Instead, according to this argument, the only purpose of

premarital sex is to achieve selfish individual pleasures without accepting the responsi-

bility for one's own actions or the lives of others involved. Premarital sex also encour-

ages promiscuity, in that without marriage the societal restrictions are loosened, and one

can virtually have sex with anyone at any time. Therefore, the lasting, meaningful rela-

tionships between men and women that are established and developed through mar-
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riage are replaced by "one-night stands," which reduce human relationships to the ani-

mal level.

Social Diseases and AIDS. One of the most powerful arguments against premarital sex

is the possibility of spreading social diseases and especially AIDS. People who argue

against premarital sex state that abstinence is the best way to avoid contracting these dis-

eases. Therefore, as traditional family values have always taught, one should abstain

from sexual intercourse or other sexual activity until one gets married. Before men and
women get married they should voluntarily be tested for the AIDS virus to ensure that

neither partner will infect the other. Obviously, however, premarital sex puts one in dan-

ger of contracting such diseases and passing them on to other sexual partners or future

wives or husbands.

The Fostering of Guilt and Ostracism. Because premarital sex is frowned upon by our

culture and our society, it can result in various degrees of guilt and ostracism for those

who engage in it. Whatever is initially felt by individuals who want to engage in premar-

ital sex, most of the people around them—especially their parents, other relatives, and

sometimes their friends—generally are opposed to their actions, and because of this they

may experience guilt and be ostracized from accepted society.

Having Children. Within the accepted marital relationship, children who are brought

into the world can be protected and raised with some security. They will also legally

have a family name. There is always the possibility within the premarital relationship

that children will be born, and if they are, they may be raised out of wedlock. If a couple

decides on an abortion, then the premarital relationship has fostered yet another moral

wrong: the murder of an innocent fetus. If children are raised in such a relationship,

what will they think once they discover that their parents are not married, while every-

one else's parents are?

The Compatibility and Experience Fallacy. One argument often given for premarital sex

is that it allows people to gain sexual experience so that when they enter into marriage

they will know what they are doing. Another aspect of this argument is that people who
have sex or live together are able to find out whether they are really sexually compatible,

thus avoiding the misfortune of finding out after they are married that they aren't and

perhaps never will be.

According to the conservative view, this argument provides no excuse for premari-

tal sex. After all, classes in marriage and the family and in sex hygiene are now offered in

school, and there are many good scientific books available on the subject. The compati-

bility argument, furthermore, places the sole emphasis for a relationship upon sexual at-

traction, and a marriage is much more than that. Besides, any advantages gained in the

way of experience or knowledge about compatibility are far outweighed by the violation

of the sacredness of marriage and family values, the inevitable loss of respect that occurs

when two people become mere sex objects in each other's eyes, and the instability of the

relationship. For if there is no marriage, people who live together can leave at any time
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they want to, experiencing no sense of concern for the other person or for any children

who may have resulted from their relationship. Also, it is argued, there is something

unique in the marriage of two people who come to each other as virgins because sex then

becomes a very special offering of love from one person to the other. For this reason, as

well as the others cited, premarital sex, therefore, should not be encouraged or allowed.

\rguments for Premarital Sen

Tlte Obsolescence of the Old Traditions. Certainly the prevalence of premarital sex may
change the society's life-style, but, according to the liberal viewpoint, the old traditions

already have been undermined because they simply are no longer applicable in an ad-

vanced, technological, and rapidly changing world such as ours. The familv unit already

has become more mobile and flexible in reaction to the complexity of our modern cul-

ture. Some of the changes that have taken place in society are for the better and some are

not, but, according to the liberal view, what we need is a number of alternative life-styles

that will allow us to enjoy the freedom and individuality that are encouraged these days.

Besides, the sexual-freedom proponents argue, what is so great about the old style

of marriage and family values in which the father is a dictator and the mother a slave to

her housework and her children? Furthermore, what is good about hypocritical mar-

riages in which unhappy couples stav together just because they are married or "because

of the children"? Many adulterous relationships are spawned by these "sacred" but un-

satisfying marriages, and how is that any better than premarital sex? At least the two
people involved in a premarital relationship can have some prior agreement that if it

doesn't work, they will try something else.

Social Diseases and AIDS. It is unreasonable in our modern day and age to advocate ab-

stinence from sexuality. The proponents of premarital sex state that abstinence is unnat-

ural and an elimination of one of humanity's greatest pleasures. All one needs to do is

take the proper precautions, such as using a condom and eliminating certain sexual acts

that perpetuate the spread of AIDS, for example. Further, one can enter into a relatively

monogamous premarital sexual relationship or limit one's partners to those who are

known to be free from these diseases. Social diseases in themselves, then, are not a suffi-

cient reason for not engaging in premarital sex.

The Promiscuity Pallacy. First of all, many premarital sex arrangements do not con-

done promiscuity. Many of these affairs are long-lasting—sometimes as long-lasting as

a marriage—and such relationships may even develop into marriages. Second, sexual-

freedom proponents ask, is the level of promiscuity in premarital relationships any

greater than that in marriages? Does being married preclude the fact that one or both

spouses will be promiscuous? Third, even if unmarried people are promiscuous, as long

as they are freely consenting adults, whose business is it but theirs?

Tlte Guilt and Ostracism Pallacy. People's views of premarital sex have changed a great

deal, and few people who engage in premarital sex nowadays are ostracized from soci-
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ety; this also applies to children born out of wedlock. People simply are not as concerned

about these matters as they used to be. Guilt, furthermore, is a matter of private con-

science, and as long as the consciences of the people who enjoy premarital sex are not

disturbed, then why should anyone else's be? People who do not approve don't have to

condone or engage in premarital sex themselves, and they shouldn't concern themselves

with other people's behavior as long as it doesn't intrude into their lives. Parents of peo-

ple involved in premarital sex certainly don't have to condone these activities in their

own homes, but what their children do on their own is their business as long as they are

consenting adults.

Contraception and Responsibility. People who engage in premarital sex can, of course,

use contraceptive devices, and they probably do use them more often than not. Often,

proponents would state, the children resulting from such relationships are cared for as

well as or even better than they would be if they were born into a marriage. Furthermore,

when such couples plan for or discover they are going to have a child, they often will get

married out of respect for the child's position in their relationship and in society in gen-

eral. And, if an accidental or unplanned pregnancy occurs, then abortion exists as a vi-

able alternative. This alternative often is used even within those marriages where

children are not wanted, so why can't it be used here also?

Sexual Experience and Compatibility. Sexual experience and compatibility, according to

those who would allow premarital sex, is one of its greatest advantages. They feel that

learning through experience what sexuality is all about and relating to different people

sexually will enable people to discover what type of relationship they want and what
type of person they want to share it with.

One of the myths of our culture is that sexual activity is a natural ability that one

can easily draw upon after one is married. As a matter of fact, a sexual relationship, not

mere biological coupling, is terribly complex and requires a great deal of knowledge and

ability. Sexuality does not "come naturally," and is particularly hard to acquire in a cul-

ture that has repressed it for so long. A good sexual relationship also requires a level of

awareness of and comfort with one's body and the bodies of others so that greater free-

dom can be attained. Premarital sex is the best means of achieving sexual experience and

knowledge, especially if two people are considering a long-lasting relationship. If they

live together from day to day, they will find out over a period of time whether they will

be compatible in a marriage. Even if they discover that they are not compatible, they

probably will have learned something about themselves that will not only help them to

avoid making the serious mistake of entering into marriage but also will help them to

discover what kind of partner they really do want.

Sexual Pleasure. Another advantage of premarital sex is that sexual activity is pleasur-

able in itself, whether or not it leads to marriage or even a lasting relationship. When
premarital sex is allowed, sexual pleasure can be enjoyed freely to the extent any indi-

vidual wishes without the need for permanent commitment. This kind of relationship

may not be suitable for some people, but those who find it morally acceptable ought to
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be free to indulge in it without regard to society's standards or the wishes of others who
are not involved in their relationship or relationships.

A Private, Not a Public, Matter. Despite what the critics of premarital sex say about the

undermining of Western traditions and family values, premarital sex is one of those pri-

vate sexual matters that should be left to the discretion of free, consenting adults. As the

liberal arguments presented at the beginning of this chapter illustrate, this is a matter for

individuals to decide, and just because some or even the majority of people living in our

society do not approve of premarital sex, as long as it is not forced on them or their chil-

dren it should both be allowed and be considered moral.

Sex in Marriage-Type (Including Xonlcgal) Relationships

A marriage-type relationship is one that is continuous and lasting (or intended to be)

rather than temporary or transitory. There is, of course, some overlap between this type

of relationship and a premarital one. For example, some premarital sex relationships that

begin as transitory or temporary may become permanent or lasting. Also, many people

classify any sexual relationship occurring between two never-married people as premar-

ital or extramarital (occurring outside of marriage). The latter term also is often used to

mean adultery, which will be dealt with later. However, I am using the phrase "mar-

riage-type" to refer to any relationship that is intended by the two or more people in-

volved to be permanent or lasting and in which sex is a deeper part of a more involved

human relationship than is the case in many premarital relationships.

The purpose of sex in a marriage-type relationship appears to be twofold. First, it

provides a deep and intimate expression of love between or among persons, including

the giving and receiving of pleasure. Second, it provides the means for procreating, or

having children. These purposes are not necessarily compatible or incompatible. That is,

people may have a permanent or lasting sexual relationship without ever having chil-

dren; or, in expressing their love for each other, a man and a woman may end up having

children as a part of that expression.

Obviously, this description of "a deep expression of love" as the main purpose of

sex does not square with some societal and religious views. Nevertheless, I do not be-

lieve that merely because the main way children can be created is through sexual inter-

course between a man and woman (at least at the present time, with the exception of

artificial insemination, although life created in the laboratory is a distinct future possibil-

ity, especially given the recent successes in producing test-tube babies) that procreation

must necessarily be the only valid reason or purpose for the sex act. To take this stand re-

duces human beings to the level of animals who mate instinctively and infrequently for

purposes of procreating their species and relegates sex to a merely biological function.

The overwhelming evidence amassed by psychology in the nineteenth and twenti-

eth centuries strongly suggests that human beings are not merely instinctive animals,

mating only at certain times of the year for procreative purposes, nor is human sexual in-

tercourse merely a biological function; rather, it is a deep and personal expression and
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communication of oneself to others that brings forth one of the greatest human pleasures

and in which a great deal of oneself is involved.

This also may include the desire to join together, in the creation of a child, but it

need not—the expressing of love and the giving and receiving of pleasure are both ex-

tremely valid reasons for engaging in sexual activity. That even animals express some
love and affection before, during, and after sexual intercourse would seem to be sup-

ported by observation, but the type of expression they indulge in pales alongside that

which human beings are capable of. Furthermore, because the need and desire for sexual

love among human beings does not diminish after children are created and because even

childless couples have such desires and needs, then it becomes more questionable to

classify human sexuality as being solely a means of procreation.

Various Types ofMarriage Relationships

In using the phrase "types of marriage relationships," I am referring to nonlegal mar-

riages as well as those that have been legalized by certificate or sanctioned by a particu-

lar religion. What I mean by "marriage" is an agreement, legal or nonlegal, between

people to live together and share each other's lives in a deep, meaningful, and (inten-

tionally) lasting way. Such a relationship usually includes sexual expression, but it need

not (even some legal marriages—the so-called brother and sister marriages—are entered

into for mutual convenience, and the people involved have agreed not to have sex as a

part of their relationship). Given this definition, then, many different types of "mar-

riage" relationships are possible.

Monogamy. The most common type of marriage relationship in the Western world is

monogamy, which involves one man and one woman. There are advantages, both legal

and otherwise, to having a monogamous marriage relationship:

1. The love relationship can be so intimate and involved that most people would
find it very difficult to have more than one such relationship.

2. Financially, it usually is much easier for two people to support each other.

3. Legally, in our present societal structure, it is nearly impossible for a husband to

have more than one wife or for a wife to have more than one husband.

4. As has been argued earlier, such a relationship, if kept monogamous, will avoid

the contracting of social diseases and AIDS.

Despite these advantages, there are no evident rational moral reasons why
monogamy need be the only valid marriage-type relationship. The Bible decrees that

monogamy is the most accepted form of marriage, but unless one feels morally obligated

to follow that particular set of teachings, there seems to be no reason why other forms of

marriage should be deemed either illegal or immoral as long as ethical principles are ad-

hered to. (It would be terribly unfair, for example, for a person to have more than one
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spouse if the two spouses did not know about it and had not agreed to such an arrange-

ment.) From experience, then, it appears that monogamy relates best to Western culture,

but that does not mean that other forms cannot coexist.

Polygamy (Including Polyandry and Bigamy). Strictly speaking, polygamy means hav-

ing more than one husband or wife, polyandry means having more than one husband,

and bigamy means having two wives or two husbands. However, I shall refer to all of

these types of situations as polygamy. As long as all of the people involved are informed

about the situation and agree to be involved in it, no form of polygamy need be consid-

ered immoral in and of itself.

Many cultures (including the ancient Hebrew culture depicted in the Bible) have

accepted various forms of polygamy, and they have worked with varying degrees of suc-

cess. Quite often men have had more than one wife and kept them subordinate and sub-

missive; this is considered by many to be immoral—unless the wife knowingly prefers it

this way—under principles involving justice and freedom. However, especially where
there has been a shortage of men or women, some form of polygamy often has saved

from extinction the culture in which it was practiced, protecting it by ensuring procre-

ation and also by making it possible for men or women who did not want to live without

a mate of the opposite sex not to have to live alone. The Islamic and early Mormon cul-

tures are good examples of polygamy's success. There may have been violations of ethi-

cal principles in these cultures, but one would be hard put to blame them necessarily on

the fact that polygamy rather than monogamy was being practiced.

Group Marriage (With and Without "Free Love"). A great deal of experimentation with

marriage-type relationships has occurred during the last half of the twentieth century.

One example of this is the "group marriage," with or without "free love." This approach

to marriage grew out of the desire in the 1960s to return to a communal and cooperative

kind of living in which various people, sometimes already married (legally or nonle-

gally) and sometimes not, chose to live together in a community—sometimes small (as in

one house), sometimes large—usually partially or completely outside of the larger soci-

ety from which they originally came. In most of these types of marriages, the children are

raised in common and all of the adult members are parents; however, some of these

groups retain the small family unit.

Some groups indulge in "free love"; that is, any two or more people in the group

may have sexual relations as they so desire on a "free" basis as long as no force or coer-

cion is used and without regard to any previous monogamous arrangements. Other

groups keep a monogamous autonomy, merely choosing to live more closely together

with other couples or single people than our society generally encourages or makes pos-

sible. Again, the children may either be raised in common by all of the people or be kept

within the usual monogamous relationships while at the same time having a closer rela-

tionship with other children and adults than our society usually makes possible.

It is very difficult to assess the results or effects on the human beings concerned in

such relationships because this kind of experimentation has not been going on for \ er)

long; also, few scientific studies are being made of these groups because of the members'
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desire for privacy. One of the advantages of group marriage cited by members or former

members is that the children (when all the adults were considered to be their parents) re-

ceived a great deal of attention from all kinds of adults and were never without super-

vision or diversified companionship. A second advantage often cited is that when
members of such groups are compatible, very meaningful communities often develop,

thus avoiding much of the isolation and alienation often found in our dehumanized
technological society.

Most reports indicate that those group marriages in which free love is not accepted

tend to have less friction and upheaval than those in which it is accepted. This may indi-

cate sexuality is so intimate, intense, and personal that it is difficult to diffuse it among
several adults without engendering strong feelings of jealousy, guilt, and sadness at be-

ing separated from a loved one who goes off with someone else. It also may indicate that

because our culture has been so steeped in monogamy, it is extremely difficult to adjust

to free-love relationships. Another advantage to the non-free-love approach is that any

chance of contracting or passing on social diseases or AIDS is minimized.

Arguments Against \onmonogamous Marriages

The conservative view of family values accepts monogamy as being the exclusive mari-

tal relationship for the reasons I have already described. To summarize them: First, mar-

riage is prescribed in the Bible, which is the great moral book of Western tradition and

family values. Second, whether one believes in the Bible or not, marriage is part of our

societv's tradition. Third, the love relationship is too intimate to involve more than one

man and one woman. Fourth, such a relationship will eliminate any problems connected

with social diseases or AIDS provided spouses keep their marriage vows. And, finally,

children are better off when they are raised in the traditional family structure. This does

not mean that groups of families cannot live in some kind of communal situation, but ac-

cording to this conservative view, the immediate family structure, the nuclear family

unit, should remain autonomous.

[rguments for \<mnionogamous Marriages

The liberal view does not prescribe a specific type of marriage; instead, it encourages

alternative family life-styles and familv values as ways of adapting to our changing cul-

ture. Proponents of liberalization also would remove all laws forbidding nonmonoga-
mous marriages on the grounds that they constitute an interference with private sexual

and family matters. The emphasis, if this group had its way, would be on the freedom of

consenting adults to experiment with or adopt any type of freely chosen marriage or

family life-style as long as people were not directly harmed (for example, children were

not abused or neglected).

They would not accept offenses to taste or to tradition as valid excuses for legislat-

ing against or otherwise forbidding these alternative life-styles, but they would insist

that everyone involved in a relationship fully understand and accept it. For example, if a
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man wanted to have two separate wives and families, then each wife and family unit

should know about the situation and agree to it. This is merely a matter of dealing hon-

estly and truthfully with people.

Homosexual Marriage

Homosexuality means sexual attraction or love for a man by a man, or sexual attraction

or love for a woman by a woman; the latter also is called lesbianism. Homosexuality is,

for the most part, frowned upon in our culture, although it is accepted in some areas of

the world. In some nations and states it is illegal, and often it is considered immoral. The
Bible, especially the New Testament, is firmly opposed to it, a fact that concerns people

who adhere to the Bible, but it need not be a concern for those who do not. Furthermore,

if the main purpose of sexuality is a deep and intimate expression of love, and if procre-

ation is only secondary, as I have argued, then one cannot attack homosexuality as un-

natural merely because it can never result in the creation of children as can heterosexual

relationships (that is, sex between or among members of the opposite sex). It is an obvi-

ous empirical fact that some men prefer to have sex with and can truly love only other

men and that some women feel the same way toward other women.
Psychologists are not agreed as to whether homosexuality is "abnormal," or, in

some cases, "normal," but it should be noted that the American Psychological Associa-

tion has taken homosexuality off its list of mental illnesses. Some experimentation has

been done to try to determine whether homosexuality in males is caused by a chemical

imbalance (mainly of the male hormone testosterone), but the results have not been con-

clusive. Some have argued that homosexuality is environmentally induced (for example,

in young boys who have cruel or indifferent fathers and doting mothers), but there is no
conclusive evidence for this, either. Many homosexuals themselves argue that they are

not at all abnormal; rather, they feel that they have freely chosen a sexual life-style that is

just as valid as heterosexual relationships, and they argue that it is society's problem if it

is too narrow-minded to accept their chosen life-style. Let us now take a look at argu-

ments against and for the morality of homosexuality.

Arguments Against Homosexuality. The basic argument against the morality of homo-
sexuality is that it is unnatural and perverse; that is, it goes against the laws of God, tra-

ditional family values, and the moral values of Nature. As I have pointed out, there are

sections of both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible that call homosexuality "an

abomination" and prohibit it as an unacceptable sexual activity. In fact, many if not most

of the world's major religions are opposed to it, branding it as immoral. An argument

also used by nonreligious people is that homosexuality is unnatural—that is, one that

goes against the moral laws of Nature. The main evidence for this conclusion is that the

primary purpose of sexuality is to procreate, and because homosexuals obviously cannot

do this, they are perverting the true meaning of sexuality.

Second, it is argued that homosexuality sets a bad example for children and that it

attempts to proselytize (that is, gain followers or adherents for its cause), thereby under-

mining our traditional family and cultural values. In this proselytizing process, the argu-
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ment continues, young boys and girls often are molested by homosexuals, and this of

course is a terrible crime. Furthermore, if their proselytizing is greatly successful, what
will become of the human race when procreation is no longer feasible because most, if

not all, people have become homosexual? Our tradition under God's law and in accor-

dance with nature is heterosexual, and we owe it to our children to see both that they are

informed of this and that they are protected against homosexuals' teaching or preaching

their immoral beliefs to them.

Third, those who argue against homosexuality feel that the homosexuals are totally

responsible for the AIDS crisis because they are in a high-risk group (along with drug

abusers) and because many of the first AIDS victims in the United States were homosex-
uals. Many, especially religious people, feel that AIDS is a manifestation of God's dis-

pleasure with homosexuality; but religious or not, many feel that homosexuality and
bisexuality are the major causes of the spread of AIDS and that therefore homosexuality

should be banned. They also feel that the AIDS crisis weakens any argument supporting

homosexuality as a private type of sexuality that doesn't affect or harm others.

Finallv, homosexuals and homosexuality are offensive to our taste and our sense of

family values in our basically heterosexual society. Therefore, we have absolutely no
obligation to condone or legalize homosexuality in any way; as a matter of fact, we have,

instead, the obligation to legislate against and otherwise prohibit it in order to protect our

children and family values, and the moral future and physical survival of our society.

Recent legislation certainly has presented "loud and clear" this rejection of homo-
sexuality, in that the U.S. Congress, and various state legislative bodies have passed laws

freeing the states from condoning legal homosexual marriages and other benefits, such

as rights against job discrimination.

Arguments for a Homosexual Alternative. First of all, there is no conclusive evidence

that because most people are heterosexual in our society homosexuality is therefore im-

moral or unnatural. As we saw in Chapter 1, it cannot be proved that natural moral laws

do indeed exist. As for religious laws, they have force if one is a member of a particular

religion, but they have little effect on those who aren't. Furthermore, many members of

various religions interpret religious teachings differently. For example, Christians who
favor homosexuality or who are homosexual themselves argue that Jesus' "command-
ment" to love one another is much more important than minor references to sexuality be-

tween members of the same sex.

Second, the main issue involved in homosexuality is the right of freely consenting

adults to engage in private sexuality in any way they see fit as long as it does not directly

harm others. This is, after all, a private, not a public, sexual matter, and even if it offends

some people's tastes and family values, that is no reason for branding it as immoral. As
long as no other laws are broken and people are not harmed or killed as a result of ho-

mosexualitv, then freedom in this sexual matter ought to be allowed. Furthermore, as far

as the AIDS crisis is concerned, as soon as it became clear what types of sexual activity

caused AIDS, homosexuals as a group lowered the rates of infection and contagion

tremendously through more careful behavior—much more so than drug abusers who
are now probably the largest group of AIDS victims because they use and share infected
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needles. Therefore, people who believe that homosexuality is moral argue that we don't

discriminate against heterosexuals when they contract the other social diseases or even

AIDS, so why should we do so with homosexuals?

Third, the condoning of homosexuality does not mean that child abuse or molesta-

tion is also condoned—it isn't, and it should continue to be branded as immoral. Most
child molestations, in fact, are probably more heterosexual than homosexual in nature,

usually involving men and young girls. Sadism performed on unwilling victims, child

molestations, and forced sexuality of all kinds have no direct connection with homosex-
uality as a life-style, and laws against such activities should remain in force. That some
homosexuals, like some heterosexuals, are guilty of such crimes doesn't mean that ho-

mosexuality itself is immoral. There already are laws, the argument continues, that for-

bid proselytizing for any type of overt sexuality in schools, and there also are laws

protecting children against pornographic sexual materials (films, books, live shows).

Furthermore, it is difficult to prove that homosexuals proselytize any more than hetero-

sexuals do.

The last appeal made by those who believe that homosexuality is moral is that al-

though homosexuals may have different sexual preferences, they are still human beings;

therefore, they should not be discriminated against in any way by society.

As far as family values are concerned, those who argue for acceptance of a homo-
sexual or lesbian life-style state that, whether there are children or not, a monogamous
homosexual or lesbian couple can establish and maintain a healthy family atmosphere

regardless of the fact that they are of the same sex. They would argue further that there

are many examples of cases in which lesbians or homosexuals have given birth to or

adopted children and have raised or are raising them in a healthy environment, one

which they allege has no adverse effects upon the children. In fact, the argument contin-

ues, such children are more tolerant of diverse life-styles because of their experiences

and are treated just as lovingly as if they were living with heterosexual parents.

Adultery

Before leaving the topic of marriage-type relationships, it is important to discuss the

matter of adultery, sometimes also referred to as extramarital sexual relations (sexual rela-

tions outside of a marriage contract, agreement, or relationship). Adultery actually

means the voluntary engaging in sexual intercourse with someone other than one's mar-

riage partner. It involves infidelity or unfaithfulness in the marriage relationship, espe-

cially in its sexual aspects, and generally is considered to be immoral by our society. Our
question, however, is not what society in general thinks, but what grounds we can give

for describing adultery as being moral or immoral.

It would be foolish, of course, not to recognize that many marriages are not ideal,

that one (or both) of the partners may not relate well to the other at any level, including

the sexual. This means that dissatisfied partners often look for other human relation-

ships that will fulfill them in ways their own marriage relationship will not, and when
their marriage relationship is an unhappy one, people often are tempted to engage in

adultery with a person they feel will make them happy or give them pleasure, if only for
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a brief period of time. (Occasionally, this time lengthens and leads to some form of per-

manence.)

What usually happens when people are tempted to engage in adultery is that they

simply begin the adulterous relationship and worry about the consequences later. The
problem with this approach, however, is that the damage is done before any attempt is

made to solve the marital problems with any degree of honesty or justice. Once an inno-

cent spouse has been betrayed in this way, it is very difficult to resolve marital problems

and to maintain the unity of the marriage relationship.

Arguments Against Adultery. The main argument against the morality of adultery is

that adultery is a direct violation of traditional family values and of the most personal

and intimate human contract into which two people can enter. When people get married,

they usually contract to live together as husband and wife and to be faithful to each

other—this especially means sexually faithful. Committing adultery involves lying,

cheating, and infidelity on the part of one marriage partner or another, and these actions

are viewed as being morally reprehensible by most ethical systems.

Adultery also is destructive of the marriage relationship; it can lead to separation

or divorce and to the injuring of innocent children. Even when both spouses agree to

adultery (for example, in so-called "wife swapping" or "swinging"), they are making a

mockery of marriage, which is our greatest traditional human institution. If they want to

have this much freedom, why do they marry at all? The only virtue of such activities as

wife swapping and swinging, as opposed to most other forms of adultery, is that at least

the spouses know and have agreed to what they are doing, so lying and dishonesty are

not issues. There is again the problem of social diseases and AIDS, which an adulterous

spouse can contract and then, even worse, pass on to his or her spouse. Hence, this is an-

other important reason not to indulge in adultery.

Arguments for the Morality of Adultery. The basic argument for the morality of adul-

tery is that individuals ought to be free to do what they want to do in terms of their own
private sex lives, and whether they lie, cheat, or are unfaithful to their spouses is their

business and no one else's—certainly not society's. Some people who condone adultery

would say that the basic ethical assumption here is that "what they don't know won't

hurt them"; bad results occur only when adultery is discovered. If adulterers are discreet

and can avoid breaking up their families, then what's wrong with adultery? One of the

problems certainly is the contracting of social diseases or AIDS, but if the adulterer prac-

tices safe sex, then whose business is it what he or she does?

Furthermore, some argue that families should not be broken up under any circum-

stances because of the children involved and for economic and social reasons, and, ac-

cording to this argument, adultery provides a means by which unsatisfied spouses and

their families "can have their cake and eat it, too." That is, wives, husbands, and children

continue to have economic security and social status while the adulterous spouse or

spouses additionally enjoy a satisfying sex life. As long as these affairs can be conducted

smoothly and discreetly, then what's wrong with adultery? Finally, wife swapping and

swinging are no more than sexual life-styles, and as long as adult couples freely consent
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to such arrangements, no harm is done. These are, after all, private sexual matters, and
society should not interfere in any way.

Masturbation

Masturbation is a sex act that people usually perform with and by themselves.

Arguments Against Masturbation

In earlier times, all kinds of superstitious arguments were applied against masturba-

tion—for example, the notion that people who performed this act too often would go in-

sane or deplete their physical strength. However, there are basically only two arguments

used against it today. First, there is the religious argument that it is an abuse of one's sex-

uality, which is a gift given by God. The second argument is that it causes people to be-

come preoccupied with sex and can lead them to other sexual "violations" of morality

(fornication, pornography, adultery, and so on). Another argument that serves as a corol-

lary to both of these is that masturbation constitutes a failure in self-control.

Arguments for Masturbation

All the information revealed by modern science indicates that masturbation is a per-

fectly normal act, both biologically and psychologically, and that it causes no ill effects

whatsoever. As a matter of fact, the argument continues, it is probablv one of the earliest

and best ways that human beings can become familiar with, knowledgeable about, and

at ease with their own bodies and their own sexuality.

For example, until recently women in our culture were taught that it is wrong to

masturbate and, further, that it is not even necessary that they attain orgasm. Many
women, in fact, are not sure what orgasm is and have never experienced it. Through

masturbation, they can learn what about their bodies causes orgasm and gives them the

greatest pleasure, and this could aid them in finding more meaningful sexual relations

with others. At any rate, sexual liberals can see no disadvantages in masturbation, and

because it can harm no one else because it is usually a private act performed by one per-

son alone, they argue that it cannot be considered immoral. It also can be considered the

safest sexual act in an age of AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases.

Pornography

Pornography is a vague term, difficult to define. It usually refers to obscene literature, art,

film, or live display. The word obscene usually means morally offensive according to the

general and prevailing standards of morality in any particular culture, society, or group

The Supreme Court of the United States has tried to use the standard definition that

pornography is that which appeals to the prurient interest (lust and desire for the im-
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pure in thought and deed) and which has no redeeming social, literary, or artistic value.

However, within the last fifty years, legal attempts to permit or ban so-called porno-

graphic works or activities have run into problems because it is extremely difficult to de-

cide what is or is not pornographic and to whom.
Pornography seems to involve a definite matter of taste on the part of most people,

and tastes differ tremendously. Such things as formalized instruction in sex hygiene are

labeled obscene by some, and any kind of nudity (for example, even in a classical Greek

sculpture) or any work that contains four-letter words is labeled obscene by others.

Some people, on the other hand, can view the most explicit scenes involving bestiality or

sadism and find nothing obscene about them. With such differing tastes and opinions

about "obscenity" and "pornography," how do we determine whether or not pornogra-

phy is moral? Let's look at the arguments against and for its morality.

Arguments Against Pornography

First of all, those who would argue against pornography consider it degrading to hu-

mans. A preoccupation with pornography, they maintain, will lower the viewer's, lis-

tener's, or reader's humanity to the animal level, and as such preoccupation becomes
more widespread it will destroy the moral fabric of our civilization.

Second, because some restrictions on pornography have been lifted, it has escalated

to an even greater level of criminality, including the filming of actual sadistic sexual

murders and the use of children in pornography (child molestation and kiddie porn).

This would not have occurred if pornography had continued to be restricted by law.

Third, pornography constitutes a degradation of family values, human sexuality in

general, and the sexuality of women in particular. It emphasizes lust rather than love

and exploitation and domination rather than tenderness, respect, and reciprocation.

Finally, pornography encourages the trafficking in sex, rape, homosexuality, child

molestation, sadism, prostitution, exhibitionism, voyeurism, and all kinds of other sex-

ual "perversions," and for this reason it cannot do anything but lower and destroy hu-

man dignity. For all of these reasons, sexual conservatives argue, pornography should

not be considered moral in any way and, in fact, should be considered perniciously im-

moral and be severely restricted or completely banned.

\rguments for Pornography

The basic argument for the morality of pornography is that because tastes and opinions

in this area differ so widely the use of pornographic materials is obviously a matter of

individual discretion. As long as people are not coerced into reading, listening to, or

viewing it, it should be available to consenting adults.

Second, there is no proof that pornography is degrading (it is, after all, a matter of

opinion and taste) or that it will destroy our moral fabric. In fact, as mentioned earlier,

there is evidence to indicate that it helps to eliminate sexual repression, relieve sexual

tensions, and actually lower sex crime rates rather than raise them. In one study, done af-

ter 11 years of having no restrictions on pornography in Denmark, child molestation was
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down 56 percent, indecent exposure was down 58 percent, and voyeurism was down 80

percent. Rape, however, was on the increase, "but only by a small fraction relative to the

rising rates of robbery and vandalism." 2 In fact, the study further maintains that after re-

strictions have been lifted for a while, the interest in pornography begins to drop off and

sales go down as people begin "to take it in stride." 3

Third, although it is true that pornography can involve actual sexual crimes, our

laws against murder and against child abuse and molestation can be enforced to stop

this type of criminality.

Finally, that pornography is "degrading and exploitative" is again a matter of per-

sonal opinion, taste, and definition. Some might find pornography exciting, pleasurable,

and fantasy fulfilling. Furthermore, because the men and women who perform in porno-

graphic movies, for example, generally do so willingly, how can they be considered to be

degraded or used? Pornography may not present the loving and tender aspects of sex,

but no one can deny that lustful and aggressive aspects of sex also exist, and their depic-

tion therefore has its own validity. For these reasons proponents state that pornography

should be considered a moral activity when indulged in by free and consenting adults. It

also should be considered a private sexual matter that should not be legally controlled

unless it causes harm to others.

Prostitution

Sometimes referred to as the "world's oldest profession," prostitution is, like pornogra-

phy, a confused issue in morality. Some regard it as a "victimless" crime, whereas others

brand it a terribly immoral act. What prostitution essentially means is that people will

pay others (prostitutes—male or female) to have sex with them.

Arguments Against Prostitution

Extramarital and Commercialized Sex Is Immoral. The conservative position is, of

course, opposed to sex prior to or outside of marriage and doubly opposed to the com-
mercialization of sex when pleasure is the only reason for it. It may be the world's oldest

profession, but it is also the world's most immoral one, according to this argument. Pros-

titution fosters a lack of respect for the prostitute (usually a woman) and for human sex-

ual activity itself, which is supposed to enhance the intimacy of a relationship between

partners and also to contribute to the creation of children. Instead, prostitution limits hu-

man sexuality to an animalistic act of lust.

Causes Crime. Prostitution is a big business, one usually managed and run by the crimi-

nal element in the United States. Prostitutes often are treated like animals by their pimps

and customers; many are beaten, and ultimately some are killed. In addition, many pros-

titutes have been addicted to drugs by their pimps to keep them dependent upon them

and always in need of money. According to the critics, because of all of this, prostitution is

the most degrading and immoral of activities and should be eliminated from our culture.
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Social Diseases and AIDS. There is no faster or more certain way of transmitting social

diseases and AIDS than prostitution, for in addition to its being transmitted sexually,

prostitutes also may become infected by needles as drug abusers. Because prostitutes

and their customers, or "Johns," generally don't know each other, there is no clear way of

knowing who might or might not have these diseases. Further, because prostitutes and
their clients may have many partners, the chances of spreading these diseases are multi-

plied.

Arguments for Prostitution

Safe Sexual Release. Prostitution is the world's oldest profession because human beings

have sexual needs that are not always able to be satisfied by dating and marriage, par-

tially because of all our taboos against sex as pleasure giving and against sex outside of

marriage. With prostitution, people can have the pleasure of sex by paying for it and not

having to become involved with their partners—sex can be enjoyed for pleasure only,

without any commitments and with no strings attached. It also provides a safe sexual re-

lease, which may eliminate the desire to rape or molest children (not in all cases, of

course, but in general).

A Victimless Crime. Proponents of prostitution as moral argue that it should not be con-

sidered either immoral or illegal because there really are no victims. Presumably, prosti-

tutes have chosen at some point to do what they are doing, and so have their clients. It is

a crime only because society has legislated against it, but there shouldn't be such laws.

People should be free to be prostitutes or to go to them, and such freedom shouldn't be

interfered with.

Social Acceptance and Governmental Control. The solution to any problems arising out

of prostitution, such as crime, abuse of prostitutes, and social diseases, would be solved

by social acceptance or at least social permissiveness and proper government regulation

and control. "Houses of ill repute" could then be privately run but regulated by city,

county, state, or federal governments so that sanitary conditions could be established

and testing for social diseases could be done. In addition, the criminal element could be

eliminated by such control and policing. All of these problems, according to the propo-

nents of prostitution as moral, could be eliminated if society would just accept that peo-

ple have sexual needs and allow them to satisfy them in an acceptable yet regulated

manner.

Sexual Perversion or "Unnatural" Sexual Activity

Sexual perversion often is as difficult to define as pornography. Some people think that

any sexual activity other than sexual intercourse between a man and a woman in the tra-

ditional "missionary" position described earlier is perverted or unnatural. Others feel

that any type of regular sexual intercourse between a man and a woman, but nothing
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else, is all right, and still others allow that "anything goes" as long as pleasure is given

and received.

As I mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, many sexual activities, such as oral

sex, anal sex, sadism, masochism, homosexuality, group sex, and bestiality (sex acts be-

tween human beings and animals) have been listed as "unnatural" or "perverted." The
conservative viewpoint is that all of these except for traditional sexual intercourse between

a man and a woman are perverted. The liberal viewpoint varies, but essentially it states

that as long as a sex act is performed between or among freely consenting adults it is a mat-

ter of individual freedom and should not be legislated against or forbidden in any way.

Bestiality presents a special problem. Although it is probably rare (though perhaps

less rare in rural areas), it does not fit the description of sexuality "between or among
consenting adults." One partner to the sex act, that is, the animal, cannot consent; there-

fore, one could say that bestiality is immoral because the animal is not a consenting adult

human being. However, when we consider that we kill animals for food without their

consent, we can ask if it is worse to have sex with them and to let them live than to kill

and eat them. Some people also feel that sex between a human being and an animal is

even a greater crime against natural laws than are sex acts between human beings of the

same sex. The extreme liberal, I suppose, would condone bestiality, whereas the "moder-

ate" liberal might or might not condone it; the conservative, of course, would vehe-

mently condemn it.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Two college students, Tom, 19, and Barbara, 18, have decided to live together both for

sexual reasons and because they enjoy each other's company. Barbara intends to take

birth control pills, they intend to share expenses, and they have an agreement to be hon-

est with and faithful to each other throughout the entire relationship. They also have

agreed that if either one of them wants to break off the relationship, he or she has only

to say so and the relationship will end with no recriminations. Is what they are doing

moral? Why or why not?

CASE 2

You have been working with Richard for about a year and have always found him witty,

intelligent, compassionate, and friendly. One night he invites you to have dinner with

him and his friend Walter at their apartment. You discover that the two men are homo-
sexuals and that they have been living together for about three or four years. You are

surprised to find that they are not effeminate in any way; in fact, except that they prefer

homosexuality to heterosexuality, they are in no way different from a lot of other nice

people you know. They do not molest children, nor do they attempt to impose their val-

ues on anyone else; all they want is to live together happily and in peace. Is what

Richard and Walter are doing moral? Why, or why not?
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CASE 3

Sarah and Ben, both in their seventies and widowed, have fallen in love and feel a

strong need for each other's companionship. Because Sarah would lose her social secu-

rity pension if she remarried, they have moved into an apartment together without get-

ting married and are enjoying a full sex life. Their grown children for the most part are

very upset by this and constantly tell Sarah and Ben how they feel about their domestic

arrangement. Some of the children even refuse to call or visit them because they are liv-

ing together. Despite this situation, Ben and Sarah seem to be happy. Is what they are

doing moral? Why or why not?

CASE 4

Eric, 45, is married to Joanne, 43, and they have three teenage children. Generally speak-

ing, they have a pretty good marriage, except for their sex life. Although they both know
it is poor, they don't discuss it very often. Over a period of several months Joanne notices

a change in Eric, and finally she asks him if there's anything wrong. Eric blurts out that

he is in love with another woman with whom he's had an affair for several months.

Joanne is so angry and hurt that she immediately demands that he leave the house and

states that she wants a divorce. They both refuse to seek help from marriage counselors,

and eventually the divorce ensues at a great emotional cost to Eric, Joanne, and their

three children. Was what Eric did moral? Why, or why not? Do you feel Joanne handled

his adultery well or not? Why, or why not? Should Eric have told her? Why, or why not?

CASE 5

One street in a small town has several stores that sell pornographic materials and a

theater that shows pornographic films. Various parents and religious groups in town
want the licenses for these places of business to be revoked because, as they put it, these

places are a "blight on the community" and a bad influence on everyone, particularly

the young people of the town. The managers of the stores, however, carefully check

identification cards in order to make sure that no one who is underage can enter, and

there are no pornographic displays in the windows or anywhere outside the buildings.

The owners of the stores and the theater feel that those who enter their businesses want

to be there and seem to enjoy themselves. Should their licenses be revoked, and should

pornography in the town be further restricted because what these proprietors are doing

is immoral? Why, or why not? If you think there should be further restrictions, then

what should they be?

Chapter Summary

I. Major aspects of human sexuality

A. The public, or societal, aspect is concerned with how matters of sex overtly af-

fect others, and the governing principles of morality here are life, goodness,

and justice.
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B. The private aspect is concerned with sexual relations between or among con-

senting adults, and the governing principles here are goodness, justice, free-

dom, and honesty.

II. Moral issues and the private aspect of human sexuality

A. The meaning and the private aspect of human sexuality is not one-dimensional

but includes the following:

1. Procreation.

2. Pleasure.

3. An expression of love for another.

4. An expression of friendship and liking.

B. The conservative, or restrictive, position concerning sexual activity often puts

the most emphasis on the procreative aspect or the view that sex is "a necessary

evil."

C. The position advocating complete freedom in sexual matters usually empha-
sizes the pleasure aspect and the right of individuals to enjoy such pleasure.

D. The more moderate position tends to accept both the procreation and pleasure

aspects while also including—and often emphasizing more strongly—the ex-

pression-of-love aspect.

III. Moral issues and the public aspect of human sexuality

A. Sexual activities that affect the public or others in such a way as to bring them
possible harm include the following:

1. Rape
2. Child molestation.

3. Unwilling sadism.

4. Less clearly, pornography, homosexuality, prostitution, "unnatural" sexual

activities, sex outside of marriage, masturbation, and nonmonogamous mar-

riages.

B. Most ethical systems are agreed that the first three types of activity under point

A are immoral, but there is less agreement on the seven activities listed in part 4.

C. There are a number of arguments against allowing people the sexual freedom

to engage in the last seven activities:

1. These activities are a violation of traditional morality and family values.

2. According to the domino argument, allowing these seven activities will

eventually lead to a general acceptance of the first three immoral activities.

3. These activities are offensive to public taste.

4. Probability of getting social diseases, including AIDS.

D. There are several arguments for allowing people the sexual freedom to perform

these activities.

1. Individual rights and individual freedom should take precedence because

these activities cause no direct harm to others.

2. Traditional family values, which oppose such activities, are not absolute.

3. There is no hard evidence to support the domino argument; furthermore,

laws can be passed to prohibit these activities from escalating toward the

first three.
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4. Offensiveness to the public taste is not in itself sufficient cause to deny indi-

vidual rights in these matters, and if discretion is used, the offensiveness to

others can be minimized.

5. Proper precautions can be taken to guard against social diseases and AIDS;

therefore, this is no reason to deny one freedom in the area of sexuality.

IV. Premarital sex

A. The term premarital sex refers to sex relations that occur prior to marriage; it is

called fornication in the Bible.

B. There are several arguments against premarital sex.

1. It undermines traditional morality and family values.

2. It fosters promiscuity.

3. It fosters social diseases and AIDS.

4. It fosters guilt and ostracism.

5. It can be detrimental to the children born of such a relationship.

6. The opportunities provided by premarital sex to test compatibility and gain

sexual experience are no excuse for such activity, and any advantages ob-

tained in these areas are outweighed by the violation of the sacredness of

marriage and the loss of respect that inevitably ensues.

C. There are several arguments for premarital sex.

1. Old moral traditions are no longer applicable in our changing society.

2. Abstinence is not acceptable, and proper precautions can eliminate most

concerns about social diseases and AIDS.

3. Promiscuity is not a necessary adjunct of premarital sex, but even if promis-

cuity occurs, as long as the people involved are freely consenting adults,

what difference does it make?
4. Not as much guilt or ostracism occurs these days because of our changing

mores (for example, the recognition and acceptance of illegitimate children).

Furthermore, as long as those involved can handle the guilt or ostracism that

may occur, that is their choice.

5. Contraception and sexual responsibility can eliminate any problems con-

cerned with the children that result from such a union. Contraception can

prevent pregnancy, and if a child is born, sexual responsibility ensures that

the couple will marry or otherwise provide for its care.

6. The opportunity provided by premarital sex to gain sexual experience and to

test compatibility is one of its greatest advantages.

7. That sex gives great pleasure is also an advantage.

8. Premarital sex is a private, not a public, matter, and legislation should not

enter into it.

V. Sex in marriage-type (including nonlegal) relationships

A. Marriage-type relationships are continuous and lasting rather than temporary.

B. Their main purpose is to provide a deep and intimate expression of love be-

tween or among persons, including the giving of pleasure.

C. A secondary but not unimportant purpose is to procreate.
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D. The purposes noted in points B and C are not necessarily compatible or incom-

patible.

VI. Various types of marriage relationships

A. Monogamy, the marriage relationship involving one man and one woman, is

the most common type in the Western world.

B. Polygamy, including bigamy and polyandry, means having more than one hus-

band or wife.

C. Group marriage, with and without "free love," involves a communal or cooper-

ative kind of living arrangement and may include already married and /or sin-

gle people.

D. There are several arguments against nonmonogamous types of marriage.

1. Only monogamy is prescribed in the Bible.

2. Monogamy is an essential part of our society's tradition.

3. Love relationships are too intimate to involve more than one man and one

woman, and children are better off raised in the traditional monogamous
family structure.

4. Such a relationship will eliminate any problems connected with social dis-

eases or AIDS, provided spouses keep their vows.

E. There are several arguments for allowing nonmonogamous marriages.

1. It is not up to society to prescribe a specific type of marriage, and our chang-

ing culture encourages experimentation with alternative types of marriage.

2. All laws prohibiting nonmonogamous marriages should be removed be-

cause they encroach on private sexual matters.

3. Consenting adults should be free to experiment with alternative types of

marriage.

4. As long as there is honesty in a relationship, any type of marriage that does

not directly harm others should be deemed acceptable.

F. Homosexual marriage is a married relationship between two men or two

women.
1. There are several arguments against the morality of homosexuality.

(a) It is an unnatural and perverse form of sexuality.

(b) It is against the laws of God.

(c) It sets a bad example for children, and it is dangerous because its adher-

ents attempt to proselytize for its cause.

(d) It is totally responsible for the AIDS crisis, which makes it a public rather

than a private act.

(e) It is offensive to the taste of most people in our society and to our basi-

cally heterosexual traditions and family values.

2. There are several arguments for the morality of homosexuality.

(a) There is no conclusive evidence suggesting that homosexuality is unnat-

ural or immoral.

(b) It is the right of freely consenting adults to engage in private sexuality in

any way they see fit.
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(c) Homosexuals as a group have lowered rates of infection and contagion

tremendously through careful behavior and shouldn't be discriminated

against any more than heterosexuals are.

(d) The acceptance of homosexuality doesn't mean that child abuse or mo-
lestation is condoned; in fact, more of these crimes probably are commit-

ted by heterosexuals than by homosexuals.

(e) Homosexuals are human beings, and for this reason they should not be

discriminated against in anv way by society.

VII. Adultery

A. Adultery is the voluntary engaging in sexual intercourse with someone other

than one's marriage partner.

B. There are several arguments against the morality of adultery.

1. It is a violation of traditional family values and the most personal and inti-

mate contract into which two people can enter.

2. It involves lying, cheating, and infidelity, all of which are morally reprehen-

sible.

3. It is destructive of the marriage relationship and traditional family values

and can lead to separation or divorce and to the emotional injuring of inno-

cent children.

4. Even when both spouses agree to adultery, it makes a mockery of marriage.

5. There is again the problem of social diseases, with the additional problem of

transmitting such diseases to one's spouse.

C. There are several arguments for the morality of adultery.

1. Individuals ought to be free to do what they want with their own private sex

lives.

2. What spouses don't know won't hurt them—getting caught is the only thing

that can cause harm.

3. As far as social diseases and AIDS are concerned, if an adulterer practices

safe sex, then whose business is it what he or she does?

4. Marriages generally should not be broken up if doing so threatens financial

security and the security of the children; adultery provides a means whereby

adulterers and their families can "have their cake and eat it, too."

5. "Wife swapping" and "swinging" are just other sexual life-styles, and if cou-

ples agree to such practices there is no reason why they should not be al-

lowed.

VIII. Masturbation

A. Masturbation is a sex act that people usually perform with and by themselves.

B. Arguments can be made against the morality of masturbation.

1. In a religious sense, it is an abuse of one's sexuality, which is a gift from God.

2. It causes people to become preoccupied with sex and can lead them to other

sexual violations of morality (fornication, pornography, adultery, and so on).

C. Arguments can be made for the morality of masturbation.

1. It is perfectly normal both biologically and psychologically, and it causes no

ill effects.
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2. It is the best way of learning about sex and getting in touch with our own
bodies.

3. It can be considered the safest form of sexual activity.

IX. Pornography

A. Pornography is difficult to define, but generally it has been defined by the U.S.

Supreme Court as that which appeals to the prurient interest and which has no
redeeming social, literary, or artistic value.

B. There are several arguments against the morality of pornography.

1. It is humanly degrading, and as it becomes more widespread it will destroy

the moral fabric of our civilization.

2. It can involve actual sex crimes such as sexual murders, child molestation,

and kiddie porn, which have, in fact, occurred.

3. It degrades human sexuality in general and women in particular.

4. It encourages trafficking in sex, rape, child molestation, sadism, prostitution,

exhibitionism, voyeurism, and other types of sexual "perversions."

C. There are several arguments for the morality of pornography.

1. Consenting adults have the right to view, read, or listen to anything they wish.

2. There is no proof that pornography is degrading or that it will destroy our

moral fabric.

3. It can involve actual crimes, but we have strong enough laws to stop such

crimes if they are committed.

4. That it is "degrading and exploitative" is a matter of taste and opinion; to

many it is exciting and pleasurable.

X. Prostitution

A. Prostitution, like pornography, is a confusing issue in morality. It essentially

means people paying others (prostitutes) to have sex with them.

B. There are several arguments against prostitution.

1. Extramarital and commercialized sex is immoral from the conservative point

of view.

2. Prostitution causes crime and degradation.

3. There is no faster or surer way of spreading social diseases and AIDS.

C. Arguments for prostitution also exist.

1. It is a safe sexual release in a sexually repressive society.

2. It is a victimless crime in that both prostitutes and their customers enter into

sexual activity freely.

3. If there were social acceptance and governmental control, then the criminal

and social disease aspects of prostitution could be eliminated.

XI. Sexual perversion

A. Sexual perversion, or "unnatural" sexual activity, is as difficult to define as

"pornography."

B. The conservative viewpoint is that activities such as oral sex, anal sex, sadism,

masochism, homosexuality, group sex, and bestiality are perverted. The onh

sex activity that isn't perverted is sexual intercourse between a man and a

woman, generally in the "missionary" position.
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C. The liberal viewpoint varies, but in general it states that as long as a sex act is

performed between or among freely consenting adults it is a matter of private

discretion and should be considered to be moral.

D. Bestiality (sex between human beings and animals) presents a special problem
in that it extends beyond the category of "freely consenting adults." For this

reason, some would say that this type of sex involves "animal molestation" and

is therefore wrong. Yet we kill animals and eat them; is this any more re-

spectable than having sex with them and letting them live?

1. The extreme liberal would condone such activity.

2. The moderate liberal might or might not condone it.

3. The conservative would vehemently condemn it.

Exercises for Review

1. Distinguish between the public and private aspects of human sexuality. Do you
think the distinction is a valid one? Why, or why not?

2. Do you agree or disagree with the description given of the meaning and purpose of

human sexuality, especially the prime importance given to sexuality as a deep and
intimate expression of love for another? Why, or why not?

3. How can the five basic ethical principles be applied to the area of human sexuality?

4. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in premarital

sex?

5. How does a marriage-type relationship differ from other relationships, and what are

two of its purposes?

6. In your own words, briefly define monogamy, polygamy, group marriage, and ho-

mosexual marriage. What positions do you take in reference to the morality of each

of these relationships? Why?

7. What are your personal views on the moral issue of adultery? Consider the argu-

ments presented for and against adultery when answering this question.

8. Explain why masturbation is or is not an immoral sexual act.

9. How would you define pornography? Give examples of the type of literature and ac-

tivities you consider pornographic, and explain why you place them in this category.

Do you think pornography is moral or immoral? Why?

10. How would you define "unnatural sex," or "sexual perversion"? When is it moral

and when is it immoral, if ever?

11. To what extent do you think prostitution is moral? What effect does the argument

that social acceptance and governmental control would eliminate the crime and so-

cial-disease problems have on your views of this activity? Answer in detail.

12. Define "familv values."
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Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Morality,

Human Sexuality, and Marriage

Describe as fully as you can how each of the major ethical theories—Ethical Egoism, Util-

itarianism, Divine Command Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and

Virtue Ethics—probably would deal with the moral issues of human sexuality and mar-

riage described in this chapter. Refer to Chapters 2 and 3 for a description of the theories

and to Chapter 8, "The Taking of Human Life," for an example of how you might go

about completing this assignment.
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Chapter 1

3

Bioethics—Ethical

Issues in Medicine

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Know how ethics can be applied to specific areas of human life, such as

bioethics.

2. Know what the term bioethics means and describe the areas and issues it covers.

3. Understand the rights and obligations of health care professionals and patients

and their families as they are defined according to three different views: pater-

nalism, radical individualism, and reciprocity.

4. Understand the importance of truth telling, confidentiality, and informed consent

to significant relationships between professionals and patients.

5. Understand what some of the ethical issues are in the areas of allocation of scarce

medical resources, behavior control, human experimentation, and genetics.

356
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Introduction and Definition of Terms

The last chapters in this book—this one, which is concerned with bioethics, Chapter 14,

which is concerned with business ethics, and Chapter 15 on environmental ethics—are

included here in order to show how ethics is applied in specific aspects of society and
human life and how ethical problems and issues affect human beings at all levels and in

all areas of life. As a matter of fact, ethical problems arising in areas such as medicine and
business have fostered a revival of interest in ethics, not only as theory or as an aspect of

religion, but also as something that must be applied to human affairs in a practical way. I

believe that the issues that have arisen in medicine have served as the greatest catalyst in

our century for the renewed interest in applied ethics.

Bioethics means "life ethics," or ethics in medicine. It covers a larger area of concern

than the phrase "medical ethics," which often is used to refer strictly to the doctor-patient

relationship or to such issues as whether doctors should advertise, split fees, or report in-

competence within their ranks. Bioethics covers the following areas in medicine: treat-

ment of dying patients, allowing someone to die, mercy death, and mercy killing (see

Chapter 9); behavior control; human experimentation and informed consent; genetics,

fertilization, and birth; health care delivery and its costs; population and birth control,

abortion (see Chapter 10), and sterilization; allotment of scarce medical resources, organ

transplantation, and hemodialysis; and truth telling and confidentiality in medicine.

In short, what bioethics really is concerned with is the establishment and mainte-

nance of vital and moral human relationships between the sick and the dying on the one

hand, and the healthy and medical professionals on the other. It is concerned with "treat-

ment" in the broadest sense; that is, it deals not only with how we treat patients in a

medical sense, but also with how we relate to, or deal with, our fellow human beings, es-

pecially in matters of illness, injury, dying, and death. If you will refer to my working

definition of "morality" in Chapter 1, you will find that except for the reference to sick-

ness, injury, and dying, the idea of significant human relationships is the same, only

more specifically applied.

Health Care Professionals and Patients and Their Families

—

Rights and Obligations

Health care professionals are doctors; nurses; attendants or aides; therapists; technicians;

and all others involved in medical aid. There are three major views of what the relation-

ship between health care professionals and patients and their families should be.

Paternalism

Paternalism, as the name suggests, is the position which argues that health care profes-

sionals should take a parental role toward patients and their families. According to this

position, professionals have a superior knowledge of medicine; therefore, they and they

alone are privileged, because of their long and specialized training, to decide what is in
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the best interest of patients and their families. This attitude is characterized by the old

cliche "The doctor always knows best."

A number of arguments are put forth to support this viewpoint. First of all, lay peo-

ple lack the professional knowledge of medicine to deal with both physical and mental

illness and injury; therefore, they have no way of knowing what is best for them. Second,

because of their long, hard professional education and because of their experience, pro-

fessionals (especially doctors) know the characteristics of diseases and injuries; there-

fore, patients should place themselves totally in the professionals' hands. Finally, any
and all decisions about patients' care and treatment, including the information that

should be given them and decisions concerning hospitalization, tests, and so on, should

be completely in the hands of the doctors and their professional assistants. Patients must
trust them and not interfere with the treatment suggested.

Under paternalism, there are two possible models: the Engineering Model and the

Priestly Model.

Tlie Engineering Model. According to Robert Veatch, a renowned bioethicist, this model
is an outgrowth of the biological revolution in which a physician behaves like an applied

scientist. As such a scientist, the physician must be value free and purely scientific in his

approach to treating patients. Physicians in this model, therefore, supposedly separate

themselves from any values that they or their patients might have. These physicians are

"engineers," technically and mechanically well qualified to treat their patients as if the

latter were biological machines.

The foolishness and dangers of this model have been powerfully revealed in the

development of the atomic and hydrogen bombs and in Nazi medical research and ex-

perimentation on human beings in World War II. Also, such physicians cannot logically

be value free because each choice and decision they make requires a frame of values on
which they are based. Practically every decision physicians make on a daily basis re-

quires them to consider values. For example, whether to give a genuine drug or a

placebo or whether to start or stop treatment of a patient is as much a value as a medical

decision. Further, if physicians could really be value free, that would make them mere

engineers or plumbers, making repairs, connecting tubes, and flushing out systems with

no questions asked. 1

Priestly Model. The second model that Veatch describes goes to the opposite extreme,

making the physician a new priest. Veatch quotes Robert Wilson, a sociologist of medi-

cine, as saying, "The doctor's office or the hospital . . . have somewhat the aura of a sanc-

tuary. • •

" 2 Therefore, physicians now are acting as priests toward their patients who are

their "parishioners," and the emphasis is placed on the ethical principle of "benefit and

do no harm to the patient." This certainly is not an insignificant principle, but according

to Veatch, there are other principles that may be overlooked because of an emphasis on

this one principle, such as protecting individual freedom, preserving individual dignity,

truth telling and promise keeping, and maintaining and restoring justice. By emphasiz-

ing the first principle described, the other principles may be ignored. The other problem
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with this theory is that the physician as priest is still making the decisions for the patient

and doing, as priest, what he thinks "is best for the patient.

'

M

Radical Indh idualism

Radical individualism is the position that patients have absolute rights over their own
bodies and lives and therefore may reject all the recommendations of health care person-

nel (especially doctors).

There are a number of arguments supporting this position. First, doctors are human
like everyone else, and they are capable of making errors in judgment, diagnosis, prog-

nosis, and treatment. They are even at times guilty of malpractice, negligence, or mal-

treatment. Second, patients (or their families when patients are totally incapacitated) are

best qualified to decide if, how, when, and what treatment is to be given; after all, their

bodies and lives are at stake, not those of the professionals. Third, many issues having to

do with treatment are not strictly medical, and professionals sometimes are not qualified

to make appropriate decisions concerning such issues (for example, at what point debili-

tating, painful treatment should be stopped, because its negative effects outweigh any

curative powers it may have.) Fourth, these days lay people are better educated about

their bodies and minds and about the illnesses and injuries that affect them. They also

are able to understand their medical condition, diagnoses, and prognoses if profession-

als will only have the kindness and courtesy to explain things to them clearly and in

plain language. Because they can understand these things, they are qualified to make de-

cisions about how they should or should not be treated. Finally, paternalism often has

led to total patient dependence and sometimes to complete dehumanization, with a pa-

tient being regarded merely as a living body to be investigated, analyzed, medicated, or

operated on without recognition that a person still resides within it.

The problem with this view is that it places all decisions in the hands of patients,

who may not be as knowledgeable about their medical problems or as well qualified to

make such crucial decisions as they need to be. Secondly, many patients do not want to

be responsible for making decisions completely on their own without the help of their

families or health care personnel, including their doctors.

The Reciprocal View

The reciprocal view involves a team approach to treatment much like that described in

the hospice approach to care for the dying (see Chapter 9). In this view, patients and their

families are key members of the team, and doctors, nurses, and other health care profes-

sionals work together to do what's best for patients and their families. This position is

supported by a number of arguments, some of which are similar to those made for radi-

cal individualism.

First, professionals, particularly doctors, are neither gods nor valid father figures;

rather, they are human beings with specialized education, training, and experience,

which makes them an important element in the care of patients and their families.
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Second, many of the decisions concerning the treatment of patients and their fami-

lies are not strictly medical in nature and therefore should not be made solely by medical

professionals. Doctors need to rely on other health care personnel, such as nurses; psy-

chiatric, physical, and occupational therapists; and nurses' aides. They also need the

support of nonmedical personnel such as clergy, social workers, and trained volunteers

if they are to properly treat patients and their families as whole human beings rather

than medical specimens.

Third, it is important to recognize the right of individual patients to make free

choices concerning their treatment because it is their bodies and lives that are at stake. As
I have already discussed, such a right is not "absolute," but is and should be given high

priority The recognition of this right is exemplified by the creation and dissemination of

a list of patients' rights (see the section on Patient Self-Determination Act in Chapter 9).

In addition to the right to participate actively in decisions regarding medical care, in-

cluding the right to refuse treatment, patients also have the right to considerate and

respectful care; information about their diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis; the infor-

mation they require in order to give their informed consent to any procedure; and full

knowledge about human experimentation, and the right to refuse it.
4

All of this means that neither patients nor professionals alone "know best," but that

decisions involving care and treatment are to be reciprocal (that is, involving give and
take) rather than dictatorial, paternalistic, or anarchistic. Obviously, professionals do
"know best" in certain areas, but they should share their information and expertise with

patients and their families. In this way, proper recommendations can be made as to alter-

natives of care and treatment, and proper decision making can be accomplished. Fur-

thermore, patients and their families are entitled to more than one professional opinion.

Patients must realize, however, that no matter how well informed they are, they

can't know everything about medicine, and they must defer to professionals in some
areas. However, once they have become well informed (and they have a right to be), they

certainly are qualified to make decisions about their care and treatment. In some areas,

they definitely "know best." In other words, patients and their families are entitled to be

apprised of all the expertise that can be brought to bear on their cases so that they can

make important decisions. According to this view, in short, all decisions should be ar-

rived at through a free exchange of ideas and a full discussion of alternative methods of

care and treatment, with final decisions being made jointly by patients or their families

(when patients are incapacitated) and their doctors.

In other words, reciprocal care calls for proper, intelligent, and informed communi-
cation between patients and their doctors. Doctors can facilitate such communication, as

one family practice doctor in Seattle did, by furnishing their patients with a list of ques-

tions to ask:

1. What is wrong with me?

2. What caused it?

3. What should be done about it?
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4. What will it cost?

5. How long will it take?

6. What tests should be done and why?

7. What is my prognosis?

8. What will you do next?

9. Is it necessary?

10. Is it dangerous?

11. Do I have any alternatives? If so, what are they?

12. If I must go into the hospital, how long will I be there?

13. How long will I be laid up, and when can I go back to school or work? 5

Such a list of questions can really help to stimulate communication between doctors and
patients and also enhance the doctor-patient relationship.

There are two models under the Reciprocal View: the Collegial Model and the Con-
tractual Model.

Tlie Collegial Model. In this model, ".
. . the physician and the patient should see them-

selves as colleagues pursuing a common goal of eliminating the illness and preserving

the health of the patient. The physician is the patient's 'pal.'
"6

Veatch sees the problem here as being that of whether doctors and patients can

really assume mutual loyalty and goals of common interest. He goes on to say that eth-

nic, class, economic, and value differences make the collegial model more of an ideal

than a reality."

Tlie Contractual Model. Veatch goes on to say that what is needed is "... a more provi-

sional model which permits equality in the realm of moral significance between patient

and physician without making the Utopian assumption of collegiality." 8 This contract

should not be merely legalistic but more like a covenant as in the traditional religious or

marriage sense. The bases for such a contract are freedom, dignity, truth telling, promise

keeping, and justice, and there must be trust and confidence even though there is not a

full mutuality of interests because of the value differences described above.

Veatch believes that "Only in the contractual model can there be a true sharing of

ethical authority and responsibility . .
." because this model ".

. . avoids the moral abdi-

cation on the part of the physician in the engineering model and the moral abdication on

the part of the patient in the priestly model. It also avoids the uncontrolled and false

sense of equality in the collegial model."9

The difficulties associated with this model are how to execute the contract (oral or

written) and what to include in it. Isn't this all rather vague? The health care field al-
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ready has several contractual type forms—the Durable Power of Attorney for Health

Care (DPAHC) and various "Do Not Resuscitate" forms that the patient may sign

—

but

Veatch seems to be talking about an agreement that is something more than these kinds

of forms: an overall contract for medical care.

At any rate, it is important in using this model to: (1) know the patients and to base

the contractual relationship on their needs and personalities; (2) when in doubt, to err on
the side of patient autonomy; and (3) to be cognizant of how power asymmetries and the

fact of illness affect interactions and communication between physician and patient.

1 1 ii t h Telling and Informed Consent

The issue involving truth telling is to what extent patients and their families should be

told the truth about their illnesses, injuries, and/or dying. The term informed consent

refers to a formalized procedure whereby patients (or family members, when patients

are incapacitated) "consent," usually in writing, to some sort of medical treatment, pro-

cedure, or surgery that may have questionable side effects, affect patients' future lives,

or even involve the risk of death. Somewhat akin to the discussion of patients' and pro-

fessionals' rights and obligations, there are two views of truth telling in medicine: the pa-

ternalistic view and that of the patients' right to know.

The Paternalistic View of Truth Telling

There are several arguments put forth to support the paternalistic viewpoint. First, because

patients are not medically trained, they cannot understand what doctors tell them; there-

fore, they do not need to know more than the fact that professionals are doing their very

best for them. Second, it is best both for patients' morale and for their will to get better or

will to live if they are not told the truth—especially if it is bad news, because full knowledge

of their situation might cause them to "lose heart" and not fight to survive. Third, it would

serve no purpose to give them bad news, because if the prognosis is that they are going to

die, for example, they will die anyway; therefore, one should let them live out the time they

have left as happily as they can. Fourth, it is all right to tell the families but not the pa-

tients—patients should be protected from bad news. Finally, it is important for the doctor,

nurses, and other professionals, as well as the family members, to avoid "being morbid" by

discussing with patients the seriousness of their illnesses, injuries, or dying. Everyone con-

nected with patients should try to cheer them up and to deny bad news whenever possible.

The Patients' Right to Know

There are a number of arguments made in support of the patients' right to know, many
of them criticisms of the paternalistic arguments. First, because it is the patients' bodies

and lives that are involved, not those of the health care professionals or even other fam-

ily members, patients have a right to know everything and should be told all. Second, it

is much easier to treat and deal with patients if they are aware of what is going on, and if
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professionals and family members don't have to constantly pretend that patients' ill-

nesses or injuries are not serious or that patients are not dying. 10 Third, patients often be-

come angry when they didn't know in advance about side effects or other painful or

disturbing aspects of treatment. (For example, a woman whose radiation therapy made
her arm swell and become very painful became angry because she was never told she

would have this problem.)

One negative aspect of the patients' rights position is that some professionals adopt

this view so fervently that they are brutally frank with their patients, often leaving them
without any hope or frightening them unnecessarily. As I pointed out in Chapter 11, it is

a false dilemma to assume that you either must give people terrible news or lie to them.

The Moderate Position

A third view, one that lies somewhere between paternalism and brutal frankness, is a

sharing of appropriate information with patients when they do want to know it and to

the extent that they want to know it. This view lets patients be the guide in determining

the information they will receive. It involves the following aspects:

1. Listening to patients carefully and hearing what they are really asking or trying

to ask.

2. Not avoiding persistent, roundabout, or direct questions, but rather answering

them truthfully yet not brutally.

3. Not forcing information on patients when they are not ready just because the

professional is ready to discuss the matter or is too busy to wait until patients

are ready.

4. Not avoiding the truth by using medical and technical language or jargon, but

trying instead to explain in lay terms everything that patients want to know.

5. Being aware that explanations or answers may have to be given in gradual doses

or more than once because human beings often will defend themselves against

the shock of bad news by not really "hearing" what is being said.

6. Always telling the truth clearly, gently, and humanely, never brutally, coldly,

hopelessly, or cruelly.

7. Never leaving patients and their families without some hope, even if it is only

the hope that professionals will keep trying to do the very best they can to cure

patients and to keep them comfortable and out of pain.

Informed Consent

As I mentioned earlier, informed consent is a more formalized approach to truth telling

and to involving patients in decisions concerning their treatment. This approach has be-

come necessary in our time because of the many complex technological tests, proce-
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dures, and surgeries required, not only for individual therapeutic reasons but also for ex-

periments that can help science to benefit others (by testing reactions to new drugs, for

example). I shall discuss the problems of human experimentation later in this chapter.

In our country, the Department of Health and Welfare, with the agreement of the

American Medical Association (AMA) and most hospitals, mandates that patients on
whom complex, painful, risky, or dangerous procedures need to be performed, either for

their own good or for the good of others, should be fully "informed" of what is to be

done, why it is to be done, when it is to be done, and what to expect in the way of pain,

discomfort, or risk. For example, except in emergency situations—in which saving a life

requires immediate action—patients or their closest next of kin (wife, husband, parents)

must authorize any procedure of a serious nature such as surgeries and laboratory tests

of certain kinds, as well as certain types of therapy, such as chemotherapy or radiation

therapy.

The assumption behind the "informed consent" approach is that in order to intelli-

gently "consent" to a procedure, patients must be fully "informed"; furthermore, they

must agree in writing to undergo the procedure in order to avoid any later confusions

and legal complications that may arise from it. In order to facilitate the informed consent

procedure, many hospitals and laboratory groups have printed informed consent forms

for patients to read and sign. These forms should do the following: explain the proce-

dure and its purpose clearly and in ordinary language; explain what kinds of discomfort

or pain the procedure may cause patients to feel before, during, and after it completion;

explain any and all complications that may arise because of the procedure; state how
long the procedure will take; include a statement that the patient's doctors have judged

that the procedure should be performed, for the patient's best interests and welfare and

despite any discomforts or risks. Figure 13-1 provides an example of an informed con-

sent document.

Four factors may inhibit informed consent: (1) the nature of illness of or injury to

patients and the various medications they may be taking; (2) physicians' attitudes; for

example, arrogance; (3) patients' attitudes; for example, submissiveness; and (4) power
asymmetries.

The best approach to getting informed consent is for the physician who is requiring

or performing the procedure to explain it in some detail in addition to having the patient

read the form. Patients and their families also should be encouraged to ask any questions

they wish, and should be given honest and clear answers. The idea behind such verbal

explanations is what when patients sign these forms it is important that they have truly

been fully informed; merely reading a paper is often not enough, especially when pa-

tients are confused, worried, or even scared about the procedure.

Doctors' Reactions to Truth Telling and Informed Consent

Some doctors are opposed to full disclosure of truth to their patients and also are op-

posed to informed consent, except as a mere formality. First of all, such doctors feel that

patients don't need to be fully informed because doctors know what they are doing and

explanations of complicated medical procedures will only confuse patients and break
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Permit for Percutaneous Trans-Hepatic Cholangiography

The term "percutaneous trans-hepatic cholangiography" means a study of the bile

ducts (part of the drainage system of the liver) which is performed by entering a bile

duct in the liver with a catheter (tube) which is passed through the skin to reach the

proper position. Your doctor has requested that we perform a trans-hepatic cholan-

giogram on you to help him in his care of you. Since this type of examination is

probably new to you, this note is intended to explain what you should expect.

Trans-hepatic cholangiography is performed by introducing a small catheter

into a bile duct in the liver. The catheter is introduced in combination with a sharp

stylet (special needle). It will be passed through the skin under your right ribs.

More than one attempt may be needed to position the catheter. It is unusual to

make more than four complete attempts. Once the catheter is positioned, an "x-ray

dye" will be injected and films will be taken in several projections to help to iden-

tify your problem.

What will you feel? You will be sedated before the procedure, and, if needed,

more sedation can be given during the procedure. We will use a local anesthetic

where the catheter is introduced. This will sting and burn for about 30 to 40 sec-

onds. Insertion of the catheter is done with a rapid motion and often causes a

sharp pain which is generally short-lived. The major source of discomfort is leak-

age of bile or blood around the catheter into the abdomen. This is painful but can

be treated with pain medication. This leakage is unpredictable, but probably oc-

curs in 10-20% of patients.

What are the complications? The two most common complications have al-

ready been mentioned—bile leak and bleeding. Bleeding always occurs but is gen-

erally minor. Bile leakage into the abdomen often occurs when a dilated bile duct

is entered and may be painful. This problem is the reason why the examination is

performed only when surgery is planned to follow. There are a series of other com-
plications related to catheter positioning which are unusual, but we will discuss

them with you if you wish. The "x-ray dye" occasionally causes an "allergic" type

reaction which cannot be predicted in advance. This generally consists of hives or

nausea, but rarely is the reaction life-threatening or fatal (less than 0.0025% or 2 in

100,000 cases). This type of reaction is carefully watched for, and treatment can be

instituted promptly should this occur. Occasionally infection of bile ducts can be

spread into other parts of the body during the procedure.

The study will take 30 to 60 minutes. We should point out that a negatix e

study—failure to enter a bile duct—provides important clinical information and

may be the anticipated result of the study. If this occurs you may be returned to

your room.

It is the judgment of your doctor that the potential benefits of this procedure

as far as diagnosis of your condition far outweigh any of the above possible com-
plications.

I have read and understand the above statements and have discussed them
to my satisfaction and I consent to the performance of the above procedure by a

qualified physician assigned by the above medical corporation upon

(Name) (Unit No.) (Date)

(Signature) (Witness)

Figure 13-1 A)i informed-consent document
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down the relationship of faith and trust that should exist between doctor and patient

(engineering or priestly paternalism).

Second, patients often don't want to hear explanations, and forcing them to against

their wills constitutes an invasion of their rights; furthermore, making them face facts

about their physical or mental status or well-being that they aren't ready to accept is a

highly questionable, perhaps even dangerous, course of action.

Third, every procedure has its risks, but there is no reason to frighten patients un-

necessarily when the odds are only, for example, two in one hundred thousand that a

particular allergy or side effect will occur.

Fourth, such explanations may unnecessarily frighten patients to the extent that they

will refuse to undergo a procedure that may be necessary to their health or well-being.

Finally, doctors sometimes feel that by describing certain side effects, such as

headaches, for example, they can induce such problems through the power of sugges-

tion; that is, patients may worry so much about getting a headache that the worry
actually brings one on. Doctors sometimes feel that if patients don't know that they

"are supposed to" have some sort of reaction, they won't get it, at least not psychoso-

matically.

The other extreme in truth telling is, of course, to go overboard and "tell all." Some
doctors feel that it is important that patients know every "sordid" detail of what is go-

ing to happen to them, whether they want to or not. For example, a woman in her mid-

seventies who had broken her hip and was to undergo orthopedic surgery was told by
the anesthetist that he was going to use curare, a paralyzing drug, to anesthetize her. He
explained in detail how her heart would stop beating for a short while, but assured her

that he would be able to "bring her back from the dead." The woman told the anes-

thetist—and I believe rightly so—not to give her so many details; to just do his work
and not discuss it with her. It would seem that giving information to such an extent

really serves no purpose unless the patient insists on knowing every last detail, which

very few would. Except in such cases, overly detailed explanations merely cause unnec-

essary anxiety.

Patients' and Families' Reactions to Truth Telling

As we have already mentioned, some doctors base their decisions concerning what in-

formation to give, on their own judgment as to what patients and their families do or do

not want to know. It certainly is true that many patients and families don't want to know
the truth; they prefer to deny that "terrible things" are happening to them. However,

most patients want to know what is happening to them because it is their bodies and

lives that are at risk. Perhaps they don't want or need to know all the details, but they do

want to know the crucial facts.

Furthermore, just because patients and their families sometimes want to deny the

existence of serious illness, injury, dying, and death, doesn't necessarily mean they don't

really want to know the truth. After all, there is often "unfinished business" that can be

accomplished once the truth has been faced: dealing with inheritance and wills, settling

family feuds, resolving other relationship problems, and doing things that families have
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always wanted to do but have put off. If patients and their families are not told the truth,

they can miss an important opportunity to put their lives in order.

A great deal of sensitivity is required on the part of the whole health care team, es-

pecially doctors, to know what to tell and when to tell it, and to be able to gauge possible

reactions of patients and their families to different types of information. The team mem-
bers must let patients guide them as much as possible in determining what information

to give. Needless to say, it is difficult to deal well with the issue of truth telling, and

health care professionals—especially doctors—should be given extensive training in pa-

tient-professional relationships.

Generally speaking, according to this point of view, patients and their families

should be kept as fully informed as possible about their situation, especially when it is

clear that they really do want to know. Such openness and honesty helps to prevent the

often painful game playing that goes on when people aren't honest with each other. Pa-

tients and their families should be dealt with truthfully, honestly, and compassionately

but without cruelty, coldness, or brutal frankness. If, however, they consistently indicate

that they don't want to be told about a specific situation, and if leaving them in igno-

rance would do no harm to them or their families, then one can avoid telling them until

they indicate that they are ready to know. Finally, if patients want to know the truth

about their illness but their families don't want them to, the patients' wishes should

come first—family members should be counseled to allow the patients to be given the

knowledge that they want and need.

Confidentiality

Confidentiality in patient-doctor relationships would on the surface seem to be fairly

clear—that is, whatever a doctor and patient discuss and whatever the patient reveals

in this relationship is to be held in strictest confidence, just as in other professional re-

lationships such as lawyer-client, counselor-client, or rabbi/priest/minister-parish-

ioner. And yet as it turns out, confidentiality is by no means so clear-cut an issue in the

doctor-patient relationship. For example, what happens when a doctor tests a patient

for a sexually transmitted disease (STD), including AIDS? The law is clear—STDs have

to be reported—but it also is clear that test results showing that a patient is HIV posi-

tive or has AIDS are generally not to be revealed. Other infectious diseases, such as

leprosy, tuberculosis, or plagues must be reported by individuals' names, but not HIV
positive or AIDS results, which can be reported only anonymously as numbers of such

cases. Why?

Positive HIV Tests and AIDS

Spouses and Partners. Because of tremendous misunderstandings concerning the AIDS
epidemic, and the stigma connected with people who are HIV positive or who have

AIDS, laws have protected such people from being singled out since they could lose their

jobs, societal status, and even friends if these results were revealed. However, problems
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have arisen with regard to matters of justice or fairness, especially those relating to sex-

ual partners or drug-using partners. For example, should this information be revealed to

such partners or spouses so that they can protect themselves from infection, especially

since AIDS is a fatal disease with no cure as of yet? -

For example, if a man goes on a trip, has sexual contact with an HIV-positive man or

woman, and then tests HIV positive himself, should his wife or other sexual partners be

told about his infection, or should his confidentiality be protected as it would be under

most other medical circumstances? One solution, of course, is to urge the man to tell his

wife or partner or to get his permission to let the physician do so; but what if he refuses?

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommends that if HIV-infected persons

are unwilling to notify partners, then physicians should use confidential procedures so

as to ensure that partners are notified. Unfortunately, just what is meant by "confidential

procedures" is not clear. A California law now permits disclosure by a physician to a

spouse or to a needle-sharing partner if attempts to obtain the patient's voluntary con-

sent have failed. The physician, however, is not required to make or not make such dis-

closure and is protected from liability no matter which approach he or she takes. Both

the American Psychological Association (APA) and the American Medical Association

(AMA) agree that it is ethically permissible for physicians to notify an identifiable per-

son in danger of contracting the virus from a partner if they have good reason to believe

that the infected person has failed to or is willing to do so. Another way of resolving this

dilemma is to warn infected persons of the limitations of confidentiality before counsel-

ing them.

Health Care Givers with HIV/AIDS. Another problem has arisen with regard to health

care givers who are HIV positive or who have AIDS. If this information were to be re-

vealed, then most such people would be out of a job; and yet, is it fair to their patients

not to know that their health care givers have this problem? Recently a young woman
died as a result of having been infected with the AIDS virus from her dentist, who has

also since died from AIDS.

Some health care givers feel that there would be a double standard if care givers

had to reveal their problems but patients did not since the livelihoods of the former

would be at stake. As health care givers, they should, of course, take the responsibility

for their infectiousness and remove themselves from any part of their work that would
involve the possibility of passing on their body fluids to patients. For example, a surgeon

should stop doing surgery and retrain or go into a different area within the same medical

field for which he or she already is trained. But again, what if such doctors choose not to

take that responsibility? What should be done? Shouldn't care givers have the same pro-

tection as anyone else who tests HIV positive or has AIDS?
As one can see, the matter of confidentiality is not always so simple and straight-

forward as it might at first appear to be. It would seem that, as a general rule, confi-

dentiality should be maintained to the utmost degree. At the same time, however,

everything also must be done to protect the innocent from any kind of contagion. In

these difficult times, every effort must be put into both of these areas of medicine, and

people who are capable of infecting others must bear the responsibility of warning oth-
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ers. If they refuse, then confidential action must be taken so as to protect the innocent.

Each case or situation must be dealt with on an individual basis.

Guilt and Innocence in Treating Patients

Another general medical ethical issue that sometimes arises relates to the effect on the

treatment of patients by health care professionals, who have judged their patients to be

either "guilty" or "innocent"; that is, the degree to which a patient is deemed to be the

cause of or contributor to the illness for which he or she is being treated. For example, it

often is difficult for a health practitioner to be objective when dealing with alcoholics or

drug abusers if any members of his or her family have used alcohol or drugs or, worse

yet, died as a result of either form of abuse. Similarly, it must be hard for the parent of a

small child to treat a child abuser for an injury or a disease.

This inability to suspend personal feelings that can cloud professional judgment

has to some extent always been a problem in medicine, especially when medical per-

sonnel are obliged to keep treating patients who continuously abuse themselves and
thereby give rise to their own injuries or disease. Allowing personal attitudes to com-
promise patient care has become a more prevalent dilemma since the increase in the

number of AIDS patients. Will a doctor or nurse treat an AIDS patient differently if that

patient became infected due to receiving tainted blood from a transfusion as opposed to

having acquired the disease as a result of sexual activity or drug abuse? Should this dif-

ference in treatment or attitude in giving treatment be allowed for, or not? Perhaps this

question can be answered only when we have determined what a health professional's

purpose in life is. Most will agree that it is not the job of such a professional to try,

judge, or convict any patient of crimes, no matter how heinous. It is, rather, the task of

such professionals to treat a sick or injured patient to the best of their knowledge and
ability regardless of the patient's religion, race, lifestyle, or alleged or known involve-

ment in criminal activity. Of course, this is often easier said than done, but just as a

court reporter must report testimony accurately and without judging the guilt or inno-

cence of a defendant, so must health care professionals treat sick and injured patients as

well as they can regardless of those patients' backgrounds. Such professionals need not

like these patients or in any way condone what they have done or are doing, but neither

must they allow their own preconceptions or feelings to enter into the quality of treat-

ment they give to them.

Ethical Issues in Medicine

We have already dealt with two major bioethical issues: the questions surrounding al-

lowing someone to die, mercy death, and mercy killing (in Chapter 9), and those sur-

rounding abortion (in Chapter 10). Because this book can serve as no more than an

introduction to bioethics, there is only enough space to present problems in three other

areas: behavior control, human experimentation, and genetics. For a more complete dis-
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cussion of bioethics, you may want to read some of the texts listed in the Supplementary
Reading section at the end of this chapter.

Ethics and Behavior Control

Behavior control is that aspect of bioethics which deals with general questions concern-

ing the extent to which the behavior of human beings should be controlled by the vari-

ous technologies available to us in our century. In particular, the following specific

questions arise:

• How do we determine what constitutes undesirable or socially unacceptable be-

havior?

• Who defines such behavior, and to what extent should we control or eliminate

it?

• Which methods of controlling behavior are considered ethical, and which are

not?

• Who should determine how and to whom behavior control is to be applied—the

individuals suffering psychological problems, their families, others living around

them, the government, their doctors, medicine in general?

These issues are particularly crucial in cases involving mentally ill patients, prisoners,

children, or antisocial human beings.

Before going any further, it is important that we understand precisely what "behav-

ior control" is. It has been defined as the modification, or changing, of individuals' be-

havior, by means of various technologies, with or without their permission and with or

without coercion. Some means used in behavior control are drugs, psychotherapy, be-

havior modification techniques (reward or aversive conditioning), electrical brain stimu-

lation (EBS), hypnotism, biofeedback, surgery, and incarceration.

The major ethical issue that arises in terms of behavior control is that such control

involves an encroachment upon or even an elimination of individual freedom: the ques-

tion then, is to what extent this should be allowed. Our recent past as well as present his-

tory are rife with situations that give rise to these issues. Recently, for example, it was
discovered that about two hundred male sex offenders in California had been given a

choice of prison or castration. In another case, which occurred in the South, two mentally

retarded young African American girls were told that they were getting birth control

medication but instead were sterilized by the government without their knowledge or

permission. Mental patients who are subject to episodes of violence have either been

kept totally sedated on drugs or subjected to brain surgery, both of which eliminate their

violent episodes but also transform them into virtual zombies. In some cities, hyperki-

netic children have not been allowed to go to school unless their parents have agreed to

give them a drug that slows their level of activity—but which also may have question-

able side effects.
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Some prisoners and mental patients are kept sedated so that they can be controlled

more easily in understaffed institutions. People who are subject to depression sometimes

are given electroshock therapy or have electrodes implanted in their brains which, when
stimulated, eliminate the depression—again with possible questionable side effects. Manv
people have sought to eliminate "bad habits" such as drinking alcohol, taking drugs, and
overeating by going to clinics where they are aversively conditioned (that is, made to suf-

fer physical or mental discomfort) for continuing the habit and are rewarded for stopping

it. These are just a few of the many situations in which ethical issues of behavior control

arise. Implied in all of them are various problems and concerns, and it is these that I now
will attempt to clarify.

Ethical Issues and Problems with Behavior Control. Because much behavior control is

subtle, we must question whether we have the right to change people's behavior

whether they know it or not or whether they consent or not. Ardent probehaviorists

would say "yes" for several reasons. They would insist that we have a good idea of what
"normal behavior" is, and that when people don't conform to it, their behavior should be

changed for their own good and the good of others. The farther away from the norm the

behavior is, they would argue, the more drastic the control must be (for example, a

scolding might be sufficient for a child who swears, but brain surgery would have to be

considered for an adult given to episodes of uncontrollable violence).

Strong antibehaviorists, or individualists, however, would disagree. They believe

that we don't know what the standard for normal behavior is and that setting one arbi-

trarily would be highly dangerous. Individual freedom, uniqueness, and creativity are to

be encouraged and prized, and if these are to exist we must allow for some deviation

from the norm. True, they say, some behaviors should be discouraged and some encour-

aged, but proper ethical procedures must be employed at all times. For example, simply

because a person in a mental hospital is in favor of brain surgery to curb his violence,

does not necessarily mean that the doctors should comply with his wishes. According to

the antibehaviorists, we must ask several important questions concerning the protection

of such people's rights as individuals. For example, can they really know, if they are so

mentally disturbed that they must be institutionalized, what they are consenting to? Are

they competent to judge what is best for them in such situations?

Another question that comes up with relation to changing behavior is how far can

we carry the use of rewards, bonuses, or punishments. Doesn't it constitute rather strong

coercion to give a man a choice between three to six years in prison and castration, or to

give an impoverished man in India a bonus for having himself sterilized? Can people be

considered to "freely" consent when they are being forcibly or even subtly coerced by

financial rewards or promises of freedom?

Yet another problem that arises involves the therapist or controller as well as the

patient. First of all, who should such controllers be, and to whom should they be respon-

sible? To the society in which they live? The institutions at which they work? Their gov-

ernment? Their patients? For example, if a homosexual who lives in a militantly

heterosexual society comes to a therapist for help, what is the therapist's duty? Should

he or she help the homosexual to adjust to this type of sexuality and to the possibility of
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ostracism by some segments of society, or should the therapist try to steer the homosex-
ual toward heterosexuality? Therapists' decisions about their responsibilities affect their

patients and, more indirectly, the rest of society

Human Experimentation

Human experimentation means the use of human beings for experimental purposes for

their own therapy, for the good of humanity in general, or for the purpose of advancing

scientific knowledge. Why is the question of human experimentation even raised? First

of all, medical knowledge concerning human beings can be advanced only so far by ex-

perimenting on animals; sooner or later a drug, procedure, or technology must be used

on human beings if medicine is to discover whether it is effective or ineffective. Also, ex-

perimentation sometimes is done in areas that apply only to human beings, not to any

other animal species; in such cases, experimentation on animals simply will not yield the

necessary knowledge.

This problem becomes even more crucial in relation to pediatric medicine (medi-

cine pertaining to children). Children are physically and mentally different from adults,

which means that even if adults can be safely and ethically used for experimentation

purposes, such data is often not very useful in the treatment of children. Experimenta-

tion on children, however, raises even more serious ethical problems because they are

rarelv thought of as being competent to freely consent to experimentation. One can even

raise the issue of whether parents or guardians really can decide for their children, with-

out their consent, whether they will undergo experimentation that may cause pain or

discomfort, or even place them in a life-threatening situation. The main questions here,

then, are to what extent human beings can be experimented upon and under what condi-

tions, and to what degree must they be informed about and freely consent to such exper-

imentation.

The Proexperimentation Argument. Those who take a strong proexperiment stance be-

lieve that as long as a specific experiment can advance scientific knowledge or aid human-
ity in some way, human experimentation is justified. People who are to be experimented

on should be informed just enough so that they know something about what's being done

to them but not enough to interfere with the outcome of the experiment.

People in prison or in mental institutions who are willing to participate should be

allowed to volunteer to aid humanity; in this way, they can make up for their previous

crimes or their present uselessness. As an incentive, such people can be offered rewards

(for example, parole, release, or a better living situation). It is, further, even justifiable to

experiment on institutionalized children or on children whose parents have given con-

sent, in order to cure them when nothing else has worked or to benefit future children

with similar problems.

Tlie Antiexper{mentation Argument. According to this point of view, human beings gen-

erally should not be used for experimentation. If science can't advance its knowledge by

using lesser animals, it simply cannot be advanced. No experimental drug or procedure
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should be used on any human being unless the following criteria are met: It is a last re-

sort; it is meant to cure the person on whom it is used; the patient has given fully in-

formed consent; and science has gone as far as it can with animal experimentation.

Opponents of human experimentation point to the terrible experiments performed by
doctors of the Third Reich during World War II. Never again, these people argue, can sci-

ence be given carte blanche to perform experiments on humans.
Furthermore, experimentation must never be done on human beings who are not

mentally competent to consent, including people in mental institutions and all children,

whether or not their parents are willing to consent. Experiments also must never be per-

formed upon people who are not really free to consent, such as those incarcerated in

prisons or other institutions. Finally, any human experimentation that is done, after all of

these criteria have been satisfied, must also be extremely safe; it must not involve serious

risk of illness, injury, or loss of life.

Immanuel Kant's Practical Imperative (see Chapter 3) can be very useful here. Re-

member that the principle states that each human being must be considered as a unique

end in himself or herself and never used merely as a means to someone else's end. In hu-

man experimentation this would mean that no human being could be used for experi-

mentation unless it would be therapeutic for that human being and would not be any

more harmful or risky than other treatments that generally would be used for such pa-

tients. This would mean that no experimentation only for "the good of humanity or oth-

ers" could be done. If this "good" were an indirect result of the experimentation, then it

would be allowed, but the experimental procedure must be for the primary benefit of the

patient on whom it is to be performed.

Many medical ethicists will follow this imperative as a guideline, but they may also

allow experimentation when the person to be experimented on can give fully free and in-

formed consent, realizing that the experiment may not be therapeutic for him or her but

for the good of humanity or the advancement of science. Where there is any doubt, how-
ever, the Practical Imperative forms a useful ethical criterion for human experimentation.

Genetics

Genetics is that area of medicine and science which is concerned with the manipulation

and control of the human genetic makeup. Research in genetics includes everything from

discovering the causes of genetic problems and correcting such problems to creating hu-

man life in the laboratory. The main problem caused by genetics arises from determining

how to use the technology we have acquired to help us acquire genetic information and

manipulate genes. It is obvious that this problem is very important, especially when we
consider the potentially enormous effect of genetic manipulation upon individuals, fami-

lies, and the overall gene pool.

There are, first of all, such procedures as amniocentesis and chorionic villus sam-

pling that have been discussed earlier in Chapter 9 on Abortion, and other investigative

and diagnostic procedures that can bring us important information about genetic defects

or abnormalities. This information can, in turn, enable us to correct such deficiencies—if

and when we can perfect the corrective procedures—or to avoid them altogether by
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means of either abortion or birth control, including sterilization. Genetic counseling is,

therefore, intimately tied to important ethical questions.

Second, even more crucial ethical problems will arise as we approach the point at

which we can correct and avoid genetic defects or credte life in the laboratory. Someday,

we may even be in a position to decide what male and female types would best ensure

the survival of the race and then reproduce them artificially. We could go even further

and decide, as in Aldous Huxley's Brave New World, how many intellectuals, laborers,

white-collar workers, and other types of people a "balanced, well-functioning society"

needs and then create such a society in the laboratory.

At this point in scientific development these are somewhat exotic problems, but

there is no reason to think that we will not be able to do these things in the future. Frogs

and even mammals (for example, sheep) have been cloned with some success. Also, scien-

tists already have declared a moratorium on various types of experimentation having to

do with changing and creating life in the laboratory. As does human experimentation, the

issue of genetic experimentation and development arouses strong opinions on both sides.

The Argument for Genetic Experimentation and Development. According to this argu-

ment, nothing and no one should stand in the way of advances in scientific knowledge
and the chance to perfect the human race. The more we know about genetics, the more
we can improve the human race and condition, and the better things will be. This better-

ment should be our primary goal; we should not worry about such trivial matters as the

effects of experimentation upon the gene pool, or whether our information and abilities

will result in abortion, sterilization, the elimination of defects, or the ability to create life

in the laboratory. Self-imposed moratoriums and laws that prevent scientific advance-

ment cannot be justified.

The Argument Against Genetic Experimentation and Development. According to this ar-

gument, in the case of anything that tampers with the natural life process or interferes with

God's or nature's plan, no scientific experimentation in this area, especially the artificial

creation of life, should be allowed. Nature or God had a purpose in allowing some imper-

fections to exist in the human species, and tampering with this purpose could prove disas-

trous, not only to the natural development and progress of humanity, but also to its moral

and spiritual development. Nature or God has placed upon this earth human beings with

handicaps and genetic problems to help us recognize that human imperfections do exist,

and also to encourage us to love and care for less fortunate human beings. If we create

completely perfect human beings and eliminate all of those with imperfections, we will

lose our humanity, both from a biological-physical and a moral-spiritual point of view.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Richard is a 67-year-old man with terminal cancer. He has just had a liver scan and

been told to visit his doctor, an oncologist (that is, a cancer specialist whose work fo-
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cuses on tumors), and get the results. When Richard arrives, the doctor says that there

has been no change in his condition, which is, nevertheless, not good. Richard asks the

doctor what can be done, and he replies that there is no remedy for this kind of cancer.

Becoming somewhat agitated, Richard asks the doctor what he would advise him to

do, but the doctor merely repeats his opinion that there is nothing to be done. By this

time Richard is both frustrated and upset, and he asks the doctor why he won't care

for him and doesn't care about him. In response the doctor gives Richard a prescrip-

tion, but he makes it clear that the drug is being prescribed only as a psychological

crutch—that it will not improve Richard's health. When he finally leaves the doctor's

office, Richard feels totally depressed, abandoned, and dehumanized. Do you feel the

doctor handled Richard's case well? If so, why; if not, why not? How would you have

handled the situation or advised the doctor to handle it? Discuss both the truth telling

aspect of what the doctor said and his methods of giving out information and relating

to his patient.

CASE 2

In Chapter 10, which dealt with abortion, I described a case in which a middle-aged

wife became pregnant and underwent amniocentesis testing to see if the baby would
have Down's syndrome. When the procedure was over, the genetic counselor was
happy to inform the prospective parents that their baby would be quite healthy. She also

told them, however, that the sex of the child was female. The husband and wife then de-

cided to have an abortion because they already had several daughters, and the genetic

counselor was beside herself with shock and concern. She felt that she might have done
the wrong thing by revealing the sex of the child to the parents—that if she had merely

told them about the Down's syndrome results they would not have decided on an abor-

tion. Should the counselor have withheld the information about the sex of the child? Do
the parents have a right to know all of the information disclosed by amniocentesis; only

the information that is crucial to the health of the child; or only the information for

which they ask? In short, what are counselors' obligations in revealing the results of

such tests?

CASE 3

A psychologist wants to videotape some of his patients during their therapy sessions,

partly for a study he is doing and partly as a teaching device for advanced psychol-

ogy students. He feels that if the patients know they are being taped they won't act

naturally, which will both taint his study and diminish the film's value as a teaching

device. For this reason, he feels that the patients should not know that they are being

taped even though what they do or say on the tape may reveal certain aspects of their

private feelings and lives. What should the psychologist do? Should he tell the pa-

tients he is taping them, or should he just go ahead and tape without their permis-

sion, assuming that he is just going to use the tapes for his own research and as a

teaching device? Are there any other alternatives you can think of for the psycholo-

gist to follow?
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CASE 4

A doctor-researcher in residence at a private institution for mentally retarded children

discovers that the children in one of the dormitories have dysentery, whereas those in

the other dormitories do not. She decides to experiment with the children, both to see

what has caused this particular phenomenon and to study the effects of dysentery and
its various cures upon children in general. She sets up a scientific study with control

groups (in which some students receive medication and some do not), and part of her

experiment involves infecting healthy children with dysentery germs. The institution

for which she works has a long waiting list, and the doctor takes advantage of this, ad-

mitting only those children whose parents will sign a release allowing her to conduct

experiments upon them. What are the ethical implications of what the doctor is doing?

Should such experimentation be allowed? Why, or why not?

CASE 5

John, 25, comes to a psychiatrist very depressed about his homosexuality He has had

two heterosexual relationships, neither of which was satisfactory, and numerous homo-
sexual ones, some of which were satisfactory and some of which were not. He also has

used his homosexuality as a means of getting jobs, money, and other benefits. John is

not quite sure what he wants to do about his homosexuality, but he does know that he is

not very happy the way he is. What should the psychiatrist do? Should he try to help

John become a heterosexual? Should he try to get him to adjust to his homosexuality?

Discuss both of these alternatives, and describe the psychiatrist's responsibilities to

himself, to John, and to society in general.

CASE 6

Mary, 45, is in a mental institution, on a ward for violent people. She is given to

episodes of extreme violence during which she loses all control and becomes very dan-

gerous. Between such episodes, she remembers at least some of what she has done, but

when one of these episodes comes on, she just can't seem to stop or control it. There

doesn't seem to be anything physiologically wrong with her brain, but a doctor suggests

to her that she have surgery performed that will eliminate her violence.

The doctor explains that this operation may cause extreme loss of memory—to the

extent that Mary could read a newspaper and immediately forget everything she has

read. Furthermore, the operation will make Mary so passive that she probably will not

want to do very much with the rest of her life; however, after undergoing such an opera-

tion, she probably could be released from the institution. Mary is so deeply distressed

by her violent episodes that she signs a release to have the surgery performed.

Describe the implications of informed consent in this case, and discuss Mary's

ability to give it freely as an inmate of a mental institution. Also, discuss the extent to

which coercion exists in the doctor's promise that Mary's violent episodes will end and

in the suggestion that she may be released from the institution. Can Mary fully under-

stand what she is agreeing to? And even if she does not fully understand, because she
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hasn't been cured by other methods, should she be allowed the brain surgery as a viable

alternative or not?

CASE 7

An inmate, age 33, who has congestive heart failure caused by Lyme disease and who
has been caught three times with large amounts of methamphetamine and been con-

victed, is in need of a heart transplant. At his last trial, he pleaded guilty to possession

with intent to distribute and was sentenced to four years (he could have been sentenced

to 40, but the judge was lenient on him because of his health). Some people familiar

with the case argued that few hearts are available for transplants, and law-abiding citi-

zens and children must come first. The U.S. Attorney's office who prosecuted him asked

of the jury, "Does he deserve our sympathy, given his behavior?" Others argued that de-

cisions as to transplants should fall under medical jurisdiction, rather than be left up to

judges and jailers—which would mean that incarceration wouldn't be a factor in

whether or not a person got a transplant. Which do you think is the correct ethical posi-

tion on this issue, and why?

Chapter Summary

I. Introduction and definition of terms

A. Bioethics literally means "life ethics," or ethics in medicine.

B. Bioethics covers the areas of caring for the dying; allowing someone to die, mercy

death, and mercy killing; human experimentation and informed consent; genet-

ics, fertilization, and birth; health care and its costs; population and birth control,

abortion, and sterilization; allocation of scarce medical resources; and truth

telling and confidentiality in medicine.

C. It is essentially concerned with the establishment and maintenance of vital and hu-

man relationships between the sick and dying and the well and the professional.

II. Health care personnel and patients and their families—rights and obligations.

A. Paternalism is the position that professionals should take a parental role toward

patients and their families.

1. Lay people don't know what's best for them; therefore, they should place

themselves totally in the hands of professionals because they and they alone

have the proper medical background.

2. Patients and their families are essentially like children when it comes to med-

ical problems, so the professionals should serve as father figures.

3. There are two possible models under paternalism:

(a) The Engineering Model, in which the physician tries to be an applied sci-

entist who is value free. The problem here is that physicians cannot logi-

cally be value free.

(b) The Priestly Model, which is the opposite extreme—the physician is a new
priest. The problem is that he or she is still making decisions for the pa-

tient.
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B. Radical individualism is the position that patients should have absolute rights

over their bodies and lives and may therefore reject doctors' recommenda-
tions.

1. Doctors are nothing more than humans with special training, and therefore

are capable of making errors.

2. Patients and their families are better qualified than anyone else to make deci-

sions concerning their own treatment because their bodies and lives are at stake.

3. Many issues having to do with treatment are not strictly medical, and profes-

sionals are not qualified to make decisions about them.

4. Many lay people these days are quite knowledgeable about their bodies and

about medicine, and even when they are not, they can be made to understand

the nature of their medical problems when these are explained clearly and in

plain language.

5. Paternalism often has led to total patient dependence on doctors and some-

times has resulted in dehumanization.

6. Problems with this model are that patients may not be qualified or knowl-

edgeable enough to make decisions on their own; also, many patients don't

want to be entirely responsible for such decisions.

C. The reciprocal model utilizes the team approach, in which patients and their fam-

ilies work with health care personnel to do what is best for patients.

1. Professionals are not gods or even father figures; they are merely human be-

ings with specialized training.

2. Many decisions are not strictly medical; therefore, they should not be made
strictly by professionals. Doctors need to rely on other support personnel

(nurses, therapists, etc.) as well as nonmedical personnel, such as social work-

ers, clergy, and trained volunteers in order to properly care for patients and

their families as whole persons.

3. This view recognizes the importance of individual patients' rights in all med-

ical areas.

4. It accepts the idea that neither patients nor professionals alone "know best,"

but that decisions should be reciprocal (involving give and take) rather than

dictatorial, paternalistic, or anarchistic.

5. Patients are entitled to know what is happening to them, and decisions should

be arrived at through a free exchange of ideas and be made jointly by every-

one on the team.

6. There are two models under the Reciprocal View:

(a) The Collegial Model, in which the physician and patient see themselves as

colleagues pursuing a common goal. The problem with this model is

whether physicians and patients really can assume mutual loyalty and

goals of common interest, given all their differences.

(b) The Contractual Model is supposed to permit moral equality between

physician and patient, without indulging in any Utopian assumption of

collegiality. The problems associated with this model are how to execute

the contract and what to include in it.
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III. Truth telling and informed consent

A. The main issue here is to what extent patients and their families should be told

the truth about their medical situations and to what extent they should not.

B. Informed consent is a formalized procedure in which patients or their families con-

sent in writing to medical procedures involving some degree of risk to their

health or lives.

C. The paternalistic view holds that because patients are not medically trained, they

cannot understand what doctors tell them; therefore, they do not need to know
more than that professionals are doing their very best for them.

1. It is best for patient's morale and their will to get better or will to live that they

aren't told bad news.

2. Keeping patients in the dark allows them to live the remainder of their lives

without worry, concern, or depression; telling them bad news will not keep

them from dying.

3. It is all right to tell the bad news to the families but not to the patients.

4. Professionals and patients' families should avoid being morbid and should try

to cheer up patients.

D. There are several arguments supporting the position that patients have a right to

know about their condition.

1. They have a right to know because it is their bodies and lives that are at stake.

2. It is much easier to deal with patients who are aware of what is going on, as

this makes pretense unnecessary.

3. Patients often are angry and feel dehumanized if they don't know what is go-

ing on or aren't told what to expect.

4. This approach, however, may lead some professionals to be frank to the point

of being brutal or even cruel in telling patients the truth.

5. It is a false dilemma to assume that you have to either give people terrible

news or lie to them.

6. A third view, the moderate position, which lies between paternalism and bru-

tal frankness, favors the sharing of appropriate information when patients

want and /or need to know it, letting the patients be the guide as to how much
information should be revealed. This involves the following:

(a) Listening to and really hearing patients.

(b) Answering patients' questions truthfully and compassionately.

(c) Not forcing information on patients but letting them decide what should

be told and when it is to be told.

(d) Not avoiding questions or issues by means of employing technical med-
ical language or jargon.

(e) Recognizing that explanations may have to be given in parts or more than

once because of the shock of the news and resultant patient denial.

(f) Always giving information clearly, gently, and humanely, never coldly,

brutally, or cruelly.

(g) Never leaving patients and their families without some hope, even if it is

only that the patients will be cared for and kept free of pain.
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E. Informed consent is necessitated in our times by the increased use of complex
technological tests, procedures, and surgeries, not only for therapeutic reasons

but also for experimental purposes.

1. In the United States, patients must be informed of the risks involved in any
procedures that are to be performed upon them.

2. The assumption behind this approach is that in order to intelligently consent

to any procedure, patients must be fully informed; they also should consent in

writing so as to avoid future confusions or legal problems.

3. Most informed consent forms do the following:

(a) Explain the procedure and its purpose clearly and in ordinary language.

(b) Explain what the procedure will cause the patient to feel in the way of dis-

comfort or pain before, during, and after the procedure.

(c) Explain any and all complications that may arise because of the procedure.

(d) State how long the procedure will take.

(e) Include a statement that the patient's doctors have judged the procedure

to be so important to the patient's well-being that the risks involved are

justified.

4. Several factors that could inhibit informed consent are illnesses or injury of

the patient; various medications; physicians' and patients' attitudes (arro-

gance vs. submissiveness); and power asymmetries.

5. Often the best approach is for the physician to provide information in person

as well as providing a consent form for the patient to read and sign; this will

help to ensure full understanding and truly informed consent.

F. Doctors vary greatly in their reactions to truth telling and informed consent.

1. Doctors who generally are against both full disclosure of the truth and in-

formed consent support their position with a number of arguments.

(a) Doctors know what they are doing, and having to explain complicated

medical procedures to patients will only confuse the patients and break

down the relationship of faith and trust between doctor and patient.

(b) Patients often really don't want to know the truth, and forcing it upon
them against their wills both invades their privacy and is bad for their

morale.

(c) Every procedure has its risks, but there is no reason to frighten patients

unnecessarily, especially when the risks are very slight.

(d) Patients may be unnecessarily frightened to the point where they will

refuse to have the necessary procedures performed.

(e) Unnecessary side effects also may be brought on by the power of suggestion.

2. Some doctors, on the other hand, have gone overboard in giving information

whether or not the patients want to hear it, thus causing unnecessary anxiety.

G. The reactions of patients and their families to truth telling and informed consent

also vary.

1. Some patients, and their families, don't want to know the truth because they

wish to continue denying their problems. However, most patients do want to
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know what is happening to them; perhaps they don't need to know every-

thing, but they certainly want to know the crucial facts.

2. That patients and their families want to deny their problems doesn't necessarily

mean they don't want to know the truth. After all, there may be unfinished busi-

ness to take care of, and knowing the truth may help all of them take care of it.

3. A great deal of sensitivity is necessary on the part of the whole health care

team to know how, what, when, and where to tell the truth.

H. There are a number of guides to truth telling and informed consent.

1. Generally, patients and their families should be kept as fully informed as pos-

sible, especially when they clearly want to know the truth.

2. Thev should be dealt with truthfully, honestly, and compassionately and with-

out cruelty, coldness, or brutal frankness.

3. If they consistently indicate that they don't want to know the truth, and if ig-

norance will do no harm to them or their families, then one can avoid telling

them until they do want to know.

4. If patients want to know the truth but their families don't want them to, then

the patient's desire should come first.

IV. Confidentiality

A. Generally the matter of confidentiality seems fairly clear in that what goes on be-

tween doctors and patients should always be confidential. Usually, this is the

case.

B. The problems with HIV testing and AIDS have, however, made the matter of con-

fidentiality a difficult issue in the following cases:

1. Spouses and partners deserve to be protected.

2. Patients deserve to be protected from health care givers infected with HIV or

AIDS.

C. As a general rule, confidentiality should be maintained, but at the same time

everything must be done to protect the innocent from any kind of contagion.

1. People who are capable of infecting others must take the responsibility for

warning them.

2. Where they won't or can't, confidential action must be taken in order to pro-

tect the innocent.

V Guilt and innocence in treating patients

A. Often it is difficult for health care professionals to be objective in treating patients

who have certain problems that have also been personal problems for the profes-

sionals in some way (e.g., a child abuser who needs treatment and a doctor or

nurse who is the parent of a small child).

B. Another aspect of this issue arises when professionals have to keep treating pa-

tients who continuously abuse their own health (e.g., alcoholics)

C. This issue has become even more of a problem since the advent of AIDS.

D. It is not the job of health professionals to try, judge, or convict any patient of

crimes, no matter how heinous. It is their job, rather, to treat sick or injured pa-

tients no matter what their background or life-style.
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E. Professionals need not like such patients or condone what they have done or how
they live, but neither must they let their own preconceptions or feelings enter

into the quality of their treatment.

VI. Ethical issues in medicine

A. Ethics and behavior control is that aspect of bioethics that deals with general

questions concerning the extent to which the behavior of human beings should

be controlled by the various technologies available to us.

1. Several specific questions arise in relation to this issue:

(a) How do we determine what constitutes undesirable or socially unaccept-

able behavior?

(b) Which means of behavior control should be considered ethical, and which
should not?

(c) Who should determine when behavior control is to be used?

2. Behavior control is the modification or changing of human behavior—with or

without permission and with or without forcible or subtle coercion—bv
means of various technologies; drugs; psychotherapy; behavior modification

techniques (reward or aversive conditioning); electrical brain stimulation

(EBS); hypnotism; biofeedback; brain surgery; and incarceration.

3. The major problem here is that any control of behavior involves an encroach-

ment upon or even an elimination of individual freedom; the question, then, is

to what extent this should be allowed.

4. There are many ethical issues and problems associated with behavior control.

(a) Because much behavior control is subtle, we must question whether we
have the right to change people's behavior whether they know it or not or

whether they consent to it or not.

(b) Probehaviorists would say that we have this right because we know what
normal behavior is, and those in society who can't conform to these norms
ought to have their behavior changed.

(c) Antibehaviorists would say that we do not have this right because we
don't know what the norm is, and setting one arbitrarily would be highly

dangerous. Individual freedom, uniqueness, and creativity should be

prized and protected at all costs.

(d) There are also questions concerning how far we can carry rewards, bonuses,

or punishments when attempting to change or control behavior.

(e) We must ask ourselves to whom controllers should be responsible.

B. Human experimentation is the use of human beings for experimental purposes,

either for their own therapy, for the good of humanity, or to advance scientific

knowledge.

1. Experimentation eventually must be done on human beings because science

can only go so far with animal experimentation.

2. The main question concerns the extent to which human beings can be experi-

mented upon, and under what conditions. Another important question con-

cerns the extent to which people should be informed and freely consent to

such experimentation.
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3. There are two highly divergent viewpoints on this issue:

(a) Proponents of experimentation believe that as long as an experiment can

advance scientific knowledge or aid humanity in some way, human exper-

imentation is justified.

(b) Opponents of human experimentation believe that human beings should

never be used for experimentation unless protective criteria are met be-

cause of the ease with which the rights of people whose freedoms are lim-

ited (prisoners, mental patients, and children) can be abused.

4. Immanuel Kant's Practical Imperative—that each human being must be con-

sidered as a unique end in himself or herself and never used merely as a

means to someone else's end—can be useful here.

(a) A person generally should not be experimented on unless the experimen-

tal procedure is therapeutic and not harmful.

(b) A person may be experimented on provided he or she is fully informed

and can freely consent to such experimentation, realizing that it may not

be therapeutic to himself or herself but good for humanity.

C. Genetics is that area of bioethics which is concerned with the manipulation and

control of the human genetic makeup.

1. The main problem created by genetics is in determining how to use the tech-

nology we have acquired for gaining genetic information and manipulating

genes, especially when we consider the possibly deleterious effect of genetic

manipulation upon individuals, families, and the overall gene pool.

2. Procedures such as amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling provide us

with information that forces us to make decisions concerning birth control,

abortion, and sterilization.

3. As our technology increases we can correct genetic deficiencies, create life in

the laboratory, and clone ideal human beings. This raises questions as to

whether we should do any of these things and, if so, to what extent? Also,

what effect will this technology have on the human species?

4. There are two highly divergent viewpoints on genetic experimentation and

development.

(a) Supporters of genetic experimentation and development believe that

nothing and no one should stand in the way of scientific advancement and

the chance to perfect the human race because the world can only benefit

from such improvements.

(b) Opponents of genetic experimentation and development believe that

anything that tampers with the natural life process, interfering with na-

ture's or God's plan, should be prohibited. This includes scientific ex-

perimentation in the area of genetics, especially the artificial creation of

life.
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Exercises for Review

1. Investigate and research one of the areas of bioethics not covered in this chapter (for

example, organ transplantation), and write or give an oral report on your research

following your instructor's guidelines.

2. Outline in detail what you feel are the rights and obligations of doctors, nurses, pa-

tients, families, chaplains, and hospitals, and discuss whether these relationships

should be paternalistic, radically individualistic, or reciprocal. How do you feel

about Veatch's four models? If you were a patient, which model would you choose?

3. To what extent do you think the truth about terminal illness should be told to pa-

tients and their families? Why?

4. Describe the difference between "informed consent" and general truth telling, and

design an informed consent form for some procedure, experiment, interview, or task

you might want people to participate in. Explain in detail what you expect them to

do; then describe the methods you would use to help them to understand the project

so that they could give their informed consent to it. Explain how you would protect

them from exposing their private lives or endangering themselves or their reputa-

tions.

5. To what extent and under what circumstances do you feel that people's behavior

should be controlled? Do you feel that it is acceptable to control people in such a way
that they don't know they are being controlled? Why, or why not?

6. To what extent do you feel that reward, punishment, or other types of forcible or

subtle coercion should be used to get people to behave in certain ways?

7. If someone is in a position to control behavior (for example, a teacher or a psy-

chotherapist), to whom should he or she be responsible, and to what degree?

8. To what degree do you believe that human beings can or should be experimented

on? Under what conditions would you allow such experimentation? What safe-

guards or guidelines would you establish and enforce to protect both the subjects be-

ing experimented upon and the experimenters? Why?

9. Discuss at length the extent to which you would allow behavior control and experi-

mentation to be performed upon children with or without their parents' permission.

Support your position in detail.

10. To what extent do you feel that genetic experimentation and development should be

allowed, especially experiments that involve the creation of human life in the labora-

tory and the cloning of human beings? Answer in detail, providing evidence and

supporting arguments for your position.

11. How do you feel about the issue of moral guilt and innocence as these are perceived

by health care professionals when they are treating patients? How do you suggest

these professionals treat patients whom they consider to be guilty of terrible crimes or

immoralities? What types of patients would you yourself find it difficult to treat, and

why? How would you overcome your distaste for or hatred of them? Do you think
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that all patients deserve the best treatment health professionals can give them, re-

gardless of what they have done or who they are? Why, or why not? Explain in detail.

Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Bioethical Issues

Describe as fully as you can how each of the major ethical theories—Ethical Egoism, Util-

itarianism, Divine Command Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and

Virtue Ethics—probably would deal with the bioethical issues of the rights and obliga-

tions of health care personnel and patients; truth telling and informed consent; confiden-

tiality; behavior control; genetics; and human experimentation. Refer to Chapters 2 and 3

for a description of the ethical theories and to Chapter 8, "The Taking of Human Life,"

for an example of how you might go about completing this assignment.
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Chapter 14

Business Ethics

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Understand what business ethics is, and why there is a need for education and

training in this area.

2. Understand how rights, obligations, justice, truth telling, and honesty apply

specifically to business ethics.

3. Understand the rights and obligations that exist between employers and employ-

ees and between businesses and consumers.

4. Understand some of the ethical issues in the areas of advertising, business

and the environment, affirmative action, reverse discrimination, and sexual ha-

rassment.

389
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Introduction

Some people argue that, like "military intelligence," the phrase "business ethics" is an

oxymoron, and many business people would agree that "all's fair in love and business"

or that there is no such thing as ethics in the business world—there is only profit and

loss, and the highest goal is to make a profit. They would go on to say that what they do
in business has nothing to do with their religious or moral values outside of the work-

place.

These statements are all false and very injurious to the character and reputation of

both business people and their businesses. As has been seen up to this point, our every-

day lives are fraught with moral decisions, and why should our jobs, where we spend

eight hours or more of our days, be exempt from ethical values? The answer, of course, is

that they are not. Business ethics, like bioethics, is a specialized area in which an aware-

ness of ethical issues and a systematic approach to solving them are particularly impor-

tant. As is true of other areas of ethics, business ethics has to do with the establishment

and maintenance of vital and significant relationships among human beings—specifi-

cally, in this case, among employers, employees, businesses, and consumers. As in other

areas, ethical principles, such as the five I have argued for—the valuing of life, the striv-

ing for goodness and avoiding of badness, the just and fair distribution of good and bad,

honesty and truth telling, and individual freedom—apply to business ethics.

The main difference between business ethics and bioethics is that the specific is-

sues, problems, and situations that arise often require a different application of the prin-

ciples, although the general applications are roughly the same. There is a difference, for

example, between a patient signing an informed consent and a builder signing a contract

to build a house for a client. In the first situation, the doctor needs the patient's consent

so that the patient can undergo some sort of procedure necessary to maintain his or

her health and well-being. In the second situation, a business person with specialized

knowledge and abilities agrees to provide a client with something he or she wants, and

the client in turn agrees to pay the builder a certain amount for doing this. The two situ-

ations are similar in that the "contracts" in both cases are an expression of trust, honesty,

and mutual agreement executed for the benefit of both parties; they differ, however, in

the specific ways in which ethics is applied.

Rights and Obligations in Business

First of all, by "rights" I mean those things to which human beings are entitled by law,

morality, or tradition, such as "the right to life" or "the right to be free." By "obligations" I

mean some sort of responsibility or duty that people have toward one another—also ac-

corded by law, morality, or tradition—to see that their rights are protected and provided

them. I have discussed rights before in dealing with other areas of morality, such as al-

lowing someone to die, suicide, and abortion. I also expressed my conclusion that no

rights are absolute—that is, no right is so important that it always supersedes all others.

All human beings, for example, have a right to life, rights over their own bodies and lives,
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and also rights to be free, but none of these rights is ever absolute; indeed, they often con-

flict with one another. Conflicts of rights are not ethically resolved, however, by declaring

certain rights to be absolute; rather, these conflicts are resolved by trying to establish

some sort of priority system, some prima facie rights, and adjusting those rights to each

other with reasonable justification and with regard to the attendant circumstances.

Just as the basic rights—the rights to life, justice, honesty and truth telling, and
freedom—apply to life in general, so do they apply in business. However, there also are

specific rights or specific applications of the general rights listed above. These rights are

the right to have one's own life protected whether one is an employer, an employee, or a

consumer; the right to have the opportunity to pursue and qualify oneself for employ-

ment without hindrance; the right to establish a business, own property, employ whom
one wants, and make a profit; the right to expect agreements and contracts to be exe-

cuted fairly, whether between employers and employees, businesses and other busi-

nesses, business and government, or business and consumers; the right to fairness,

honesty, and truth telling at all levels of business dealings; the right to employment secu-

rity; the right of businesses to try to get consumers to use their products and services;

and the right of consumers to choose which products and services they wish to buy.

As far as obligations in business are concerned, participants in business activities

are obligated to be honest and tell the truth; to be fair and just in their dealings with oth-

ers; to be honest and trustworthy in executing and carrying out agreements and con-

tracts; to pay off debts, including interest on money loaned, in a manner agreeable to all

parties; to create a safe atmosphere for employees to work in; to make the effort and per-

form the work for which wages are being paid; and, finally, to be loyal to employers, em-
ployees, and customers within reasonable and ethical limits.

Iwo Ways of Approaching Rights and Obligations in Business

There are two highly divergent ways of approaching the issues of rights and obligations

in business; one of these emphasizes competition, and the other emphasizes government

control.

The Competitive Approach

The aggressively competitive approach is referred to by a number of names: free enter-

prise, laissez-faire, survival of the fittest, and, by some, the "dog-eat-dog" approach.

Supporters of this approach believe that the main obligation in business and in life in

general is to "make a buck"; that is, to establish and maintain a business without hin-

drance from the government at any level. The point—whether we are talking about man-

agement, labor, or consumers—is to get as large a share as possible of the profits to be

made in business, using any method one can. According to this position, the best ap-

proach for a local or national economy to take is that of laissez-faire (meaning "let people

do what they want"), free enterprise, and competition. The theory behind this approach

is that existing economic problems will be solved if all participants in business are com-
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pletely free to compete as aggressively as they can. If there is a demand for certain goods,

then businesses that can convince consumers that they can supply those goods at the

best quality and the lowest prices should be free to compete with other businesses. In

this way, everyone who can survive will profit—successful businesses, governments,

and consumers.

If small businesses or new businesses can't survive the competition, then they will

be eliminated from it, just as the weaker animals in the jungle are killed by those that

are stronger. On the other hand, if businesses can make themselves larger and more se-

cure by subsuming or destroying smaller businesses, this is an acceptable part of the

competition process. The goal of any state or nation, as seen from this viewpoint, is to

allow individuals to compete aggressively with each other for wealth and power be-

cause consumers can only benefit from this process, receiving the best products and ser-

vices at the lowest cost.

Proponents of this position see this as being the most meaningful and, in some
cases, the only possible position for a free, democratic society to hold. They feel that

whenever state and local government controls are imposed, power becomes centered in

government, which tends to feed itself at the expense of individuals, both in business

and in society in general.

The Government Control Approach

This approach argues for state or government ownership and control of all business en-

terprises in the name of and for the good of the people. While laissez-faire may sound

good, proponents of this position state, it often puts power and excessive affluence in the

hands of a few aggressive people at the expense of the many Furthermore, wealth is kept

in the same hands as families that own big businesses continue to pass them on to their

children and grandchildren.

The competitive approach also brings out the most animalistic aspects of human
beings, dehumanizing them both because it glorifies the "might makes right—survival

of the fittest" jungle ethic, and also because it consigns the have-nots to poverty and

hopelessness. It's all well and good to speak of seeing everyone profit from free enter-

prise, but in fact only a few do so. These people use their control of the supply of goods

to control the demand for the goods or to satisfy demand at higher profit to them-

selves—often offering less quality in the bargain. Furthermore, if small, independent

businesses can't and don't survive, then everyone who isn't in control of power becomes

a slave to those who are. In other words, what all of this adds up to, according to this

view, is that good and bad are distributed unjustly in a laissez-faire society, with the

haves getting all of the good while the have-nots get all of the bad.

The only ethical and fair way for business to be conducted, according to this view,

is to put it in the hands of the government, which then will operate it for the good of all

concerned. In this way no one individual or group of individuals will be able to exert

control and achieve affluence to the detriment of others. Everyone in such a system will

work for the good of all, and a just distribution of good and bad will be made by a central

governing body representing all of the people.
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Some of the good will be distributed equally; some according to merit; and some by
need and ability (see the discussion of these and other methods in Chapters 6 and 7). Ac-

cording to this view, everyone will share—with at least some degree of equality—both

the bad and the good emanating from the society's business dealings. For example, if the

main business of a country is agriculture and agriculture has a good year, then everyone

shares equally in the food distribution and the profits. On the other hand, if it has a bad
year, then everyone shares equally in the lack of food and the losses. This is the only fair

way. Furthermore, by not stressing aggressiveness and competition, and by providing

everyone with a fair and equitable living that is free from poverty and hardship, more
time can be spent on civilizing and humanizing the people.

The Moderate Position

The Moderate Position on Business Ethies

It always is difficult to characterize accurately a "moderate position" because unlike ex-

treme positions, moderate ones are spread all along the spectrum between the two
extremes. Nevertheless, I will present some generalities that I feel are somewhat charac-

teristic of a moderate view. Both extreme positions have strong points to make and, of

course, imply or put forth criticisms of each other. It is important to remember, however,

that the system that will work best for a society depends upon a great number of factors;

it is not just a theoretical matter.

Both extreme positions, and variations or combinations thereof, have had failures

and successes in many different societies throughout history. If, for example, a govern-

ment and its leaders are benevolent and ethical, government control of business activi-

ties may work well. There is always a problem, of course, of corruption in government,

and there is also a problem when governments change and the new one is not benevo-

lent or ethical enough to make a government control system work.

On the other hand, if those running businesses are fair, honest, and otherwise ethi-

cal in their dealings with one another and with their employees and consumers, then free

enterprise can work also. The danger here, as supporters of government control are

quick to point out, is that power and affluence can end up almost entirely in the hands of

the few, and those few can be uncaring and corrupt in their treatment of others. If profit

becomes the main or only goal for business, then it becomes easy to leave humaneness
behind.

Generally, however, the moderate position seeks to encourage free enterprise and

honest competition, with some controls being exerted by employee groups (for example,

unions), by consumer groups, and by government where necessary. For example, there

may be laws that regulate the absorbing of small businesses by larger ones, or the merg-

ing of larger ones, in both cases the goal being to prevent the accumulation of too much
power in the hands of a few to the detriment of society in general.

On the other hand, government should not impose controls upon private businesses

except to protect society from dangers that businesses themselves refuse to prevent. In
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short, freedom should be allowed, but not unlimited freedom. This position also would
encourage the development of employee groups to protect workers' rights in employer-

employee relationships and the establishment of consumer groups to protect customers

from false advertising, risky or dangerous products, and unfair business practices.

What the moderate position advocates is a system of checks and balances to ensure

that people have as much freedom in their business dealings as possible while remaining

protected from corrupt, unethical, and destructive practices. It goes without saying that

the more that businesses, employee groups, and consumer groups monitor and control

their own activities from an ethical standpoint, the less government control will be needed.

The moderate position also maintains that both extremes are based upon false as-

sumptions. It is not true, for example, that a democratic society can exist only if com-
pletely free enterprise is allowed; there are many societies that are largely democratic but

that nevertheless maintain some government and private control of business activities.

Neither is it true, however, that the only way to achieve equality and protection for

everyone is to allow the government to control business "for the good of everyone." The
moderate position tends to try to combine the advantages of both of these extremes

while eliminating their disadvantages.

Justice, 1 1 ul h Telling, and Honesty in Business

Justice

Justice already has been discussed generally in Chapters 6 and 7; however, it is impor-

tant to examine exactly how this principle applies to business activities. Three types of

justice are of concern in business.

Exchange Justice. Exchange justice 1 involves reimbursement for services rendered or

products made or sold. For example, if an object costs ten dollars and I agree to purchase

it for that price, then I owe the business person from whom I bought it ten dollars. In an-

other example, if I agree to erect a satisfactory carport for 1,800 dollars and I keep my
end of the bargain, then I'm entitled to 1,800 dollars. Similarly, if I agree to pay employ-

ees ten dollars an hour each for doing a particular job and they do it for eight hours, then

I owe them 80 dollars each. All of these examples demonstrate an exact and just "ex-

change" of goods or services for some kind of payment.

Distributee Justice. This type of justice has also already been defined, described, and

discussed in a general way in Chapters 6 and 7. When applied specifically to business,

however, it has to do with the distribution of profit among owners, managers, employ-

ees, customers, and shareholders. Distributive justice raises questions concerning what

portion of the gross profit made in any business endeavor should be distributed among
all concerned (by means, for example, of higher wages, bonuses, and fringe benefits for

employees and managers; greater dividends to shareholders; greater profits to owners;

and lower prices and better quality for customers).
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Social Justice. Social justice is concerned with how businesses and their members
should treat consumers and members of society in general. For example, the extent to

which business should be willing to protect the public against pollution and other dan-

gers to their property, well-being, and lives is a question of social justice.

Truth Telling

Truth telling, which has been discussed in general in Chapters 7 and 11 and in relation to

bioethics in Chapter 13, applies to business in a number of ways: telling the truth in

agreeing to render and pay for services and products; not lying when engaged in em-
ployer-employee relations; not lying to shareholders about the status of the business;

and telling the truth in advertising.

Truth in advertising is a large area of concern in the business world because it in-

volves consumers and, by extension, society as a whole. It is business's obligation to con-

sumers not to lie to them and also not to mislead them through the omission of

important facts. For example, car manufacturers may advertise that you only need to

change your car's oil every 7,000 miles, but they neglect to tell you that you will have

greater need of repairs than if you had changed it every 3,000 miles. Although this is not

a direct lie, it does mislead consumers through the omission of important facts.

Honesty

Honesty applies to business in the following ways: keeping agreements and contracts,

whether oral or written; admitting errors that have been made in creating products, es-

pecially when safety is involved, and correcting those errors wherever possible; giving

an honest day's work for pay received; giving appropriate wages for work performed;

setting honest prices that allow for a reasonable but not exorbitant profit; giving the best

quality for the price that one can, especially when people's health and lives could be en-

dangered; and, finally, constantly inspecting business practices at all levels to ensure that

dishonesty and corruption are both discovered and eliminated.

Ethical Issues in Business

As in the area of bioethics, there are many moral issues in business ethics that might be

discussed; however, I will concentrate on three areas: advertising; business and the envi-

ronment; affirmative action, reverse discrimination, and sexual harassment.

Advertising

A large and important part of any business is advertising, for this is the means by which

products, services, employees, and the business itself are presented to the public as fa-

vorably as possible. As mentioned earlier, advertising is an important area for the appli-

cation of truth telling and honesty because advertising plays such a large part in our
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lives at all levels. Surely there is hardly any aspect of our society that does not use adver-

tising to some degree. The government, charities, and even races and religions advertise

in order to try to get the public "to buy the product." There are two major approaches to

advertising: one states that "anything goes" when it comes to methods of selling prod-

ucts and services, and the other states that advertising always should be honestly pre-

sented and properly supported by facts and evidence.

The Anything-Goes Approach. The anything-goes view, which is held by many busi-

nesses, states that because advertising does not force anyone to do anything, it is the

responsibility of consumers and competitors to be on their guard about the claims

made for specific products and services. It is assumed by those who hold to this ap-

proach that most people will not check the claims made in advertising, such as that

one serving of a breakfast cereal will provide you with all the vitamins you need for

the day
One argument used in support of this approach is that in most advertising, very lit-

tle harm is done by making somewhat extravagant claims for a product. False advertis-

ing endangers no one; it's just part of the "business game," and the stimulation of the

economy provided by advertising is good for business, the economy, and, in the long

run, for society in general. In a highly competitive society, the important thing is to out-

advertise one's competitors so as to create a more successful business by inducing con-

sumers to buy one's product whether they need to or not. Consumers have minds of

their own, the argument runs, and it is their responsibility to choose wisely among the

products and services they constantly are being offered.

T\\e Truthful Approach. The other view of advertising held by some business people, as

well as by consumers, consumer groups, and the government, is that any claims made by

any business concerning its products or services ought to be supported or backed up by

facts and evidence. According to this approach, businesses have a right to advertise

freely but not to lie to the public about their products or services. The argument of the

anything-goes proponents that there's no harm done so long as life isn't threatened is

highly questionable because constant lying or dishonesty tends to erode significant com-

munication, the trust and faith humans have in one another, and human relationships

themselves. Because lying and misrepresentation in advertising contribute to this break-

down, they harm business specifically and society in general.

Two questions raised by this approach are what actually constitutes lying and mis-

representation and what guidelines can be presented that will serve to insure establish-

ing ethically proper advertising.

To begin with, no unsafe product or service should be advertised as safe. Of course,

products or services that purport to be safe but aren't should not even be put on the mar-

ket until they have been made safe, especially because some consumers will assume in

good faith that they are. This is not to say that no product or service that might be dan-

gerous cannot be advertised and sold. For example, most people know that knives, guns,

and scuba-diving gear are potentially dangerous; this doesn't mean, however, that they

shouldn't be advertised.
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Sometimes, in the case of some products and services, warnings about their use or

misuse can be provided. People certainly know that all automobiles can be dangerous if

they are misused, but there is a difference between that sort of danger and the kind gen-

erated by an automobile whose brakes are likely to fail or whose gas tank might explode

in any collision. Such products or services should not be advertised or sold as being safe

until they have in fact been made so. There can, of course, be safety problems that were
not foreseen by businesses; in such cases, it is the obligation of the business concerned to

warn the public immediately and to recall the product or service for repairs or changes

that will make it safe.

Second, businesses should not, according to this view, make claims about their

products and services that are not true or that are exaggerated or only half true. It's all

right to claim that a beauty soap softens and moisturizes skin, and even that it enhances

skin beauty if indeed it does these things, but it would be dishonest to say that it re-

moves wrinkles if it doesn't. It is also dishonest to make the claim that a product is used

or endorsed by medical doctors or scientists, for example, if it really isn't. In fact, it is

even questionable ethics to present television commercials in which actors in white coats

purport to be laboratory scientists or doctors when they are no such thing.

Third, all claims and guarantees about a product's or service's nature, effects, and

uses should be completely true and should be supported by evidence. This evidence,

furthermore, ought to be made readily available to the public. Finally, no one who works
in the advertising or public relations departments of a company should be required to

make untrue claims about products or services.

Business and the Environment

One of the most compelling problems to have arisen in business ethics in our century

concerns the depletion of natural resources through careless overuse and the destruction

of the environment. Although people in business should not have to bear total responsi-

bility for these problems, they certainly must accept a large share of it. In fact, now that

these problems have become so serious, businesses truly are blameworthy if they fight

against viable solutions and don't do what they can to alleviate problems that either are

already present or that soon will be. As the case with other problem situations we have

discussed, this one provokes two extreme views.

The Primacy of Business. According to this position, it is not business's fault that there

are environmental problems; business always has striven simply to give consumers

what they want. The ethical responsibility of business begins and ends with business

dealings, and it cannot be held responsible for the problems that occur in nature and so-

ciety. This view also holds that the interference of "nature-loving do-gooders" and gov-

ernment will destroy business, our economy, and finally society itself. If they are not

interfered with, science and business will find a way to solve the environmental prob-

lems in good time.

Business always has operated on a basis of good faith, and those bad results suf-

fered by employees, the public, and the environment were not intended or foreseen.
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Moreover, now that they have occurred, business shouldn't have to bear the total re-

sponsibility for these health and environmental problems. The solutions to environmen-

tal problems that have been proposed by nature groups and the government are

extremely expensive ones, and businesses should not have to pay for them out of their

profits; furthermore, they should have as long a time as they need to make necessary

changes, if indeed changes must be made at all.

The Primacy of the Environment. According to the primacy of the environment view,

we have been on such a rampage of rape, gluttony, and waste where the natural re-

sources and the environment are concerned and the only solution is to immediately stop

any business practices and activities that are adversely affecting health and the environ-

ment. Business, according to the environmentalists, must take the major blame for envi-

ronmental waste and destruction; therefore, it must use its profits to reverse the damage
it has wrought. Furthermore, business—through advertising—has helped to foster the

consume-at-all-costs mentality that has been a major factor in creating these problems in

the environment. Therefore, it must now attempt to reeducate the public in any way pos-

sible, even if this means some loss of profit.

Because business has ignored its responsibilities, government should immediately

step into the breach, using fines, imprisonment, the withholding of government con-

tracts, and even business shutdowns to force business to repair the damage it has done.

A massive reeducation of business people and the public must be conducted by the gov-

ernment in order to save our environment. Even if businesses are destroyed and the

economy is hurt, these actions must be forced upon business in order to alter our present

situation before it becomes irreversible.

TJie Moderate Position on Business and the Environment. Business isn't totally to

blame, say the moderates, for the destruction of the environment; rather, both the gov-

ernment and society in general share the blame for waste and destruction. However,

none of us—business included—can now afford to ignore the situation; we all must
work hard to turn it around and conserve what remains of the environment. Business

must change those advertising techniques that serve merely to foster a consumer society,

stop all sorts of pollution, and alter its industrial methods so that it begins to work in

harmony with the environment.

All of this must be accomplished within a period of time considered reasonable by

both business and the environmentalists, and business must pay its fair share of the fi-

nancial burden out of its own profits. Consumers also must pay a fair share of the costs

both through taxes and higher prices, as businesses pass some of the share of the cost of

environmental protection on to the public.

Neither side should try to profit financially from the situation or to escape from

paying its fair share. Constant vigilance with regard to environmental protection should

be maintained bv businesses themselves, by the government, and by consumer groups.

All of us—business included—must recognize that we have an ethical obligation to pro-

tect human beings and the environment, both of which are more important in the long

run than power or affluence.
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U't'irmath e \ction and Re\ erse Discrimination

Another serious problem our society faces that relates to business practices is discrimi-

nation in the hiring, promotion, and firing of employees. Those most often discriminated

against in these areas have been ethnic and religious minorities, women, the handi-

capped, and the aged. It is common knowledge that prejudice and discrimination

against Jews, African Americans, Hispanics, Asian Americans, Native Americans, other

minority groups, and women have been going on for hundreds of years. For this reason,

I don't feel that it is necessary to describe the associated problems in detail. Instead, I

would like to look at the methods that have been used to solve these problems and also

at some of the negative effects brought on by these methods.

Definition of Terms. Literally, prejudice means the prejudgment of someone or some-
thing before one has ever encountered this person or thing. Prejudice often is based upon
biased opinions one has been taught, has heard, or has read. Discrimination, as the term

will be used here, means to differentiate among people in a prejudiced way when hiring,

promoting, or firing them. This does not mean that there is anything wrong with "dis-

criminating" among people when choosing one's friends. Nor is there anything wrong
with "discriminating" between two well-qualified applicants when an employer is at-

tempting to choose the best person for a job. A problem does arise, however, when that

discrimination is based upon people's race, religion, sex, sexual preference, or age rather

than on their qualifications for a job or promotion.

Affirmative action is a term that describes the process whereby a society seeks to

avoid future discrimination in employment practices and actively tries to correct the

problems arising from hundreds of years of past discrimination. Reverse discrimination is

a term that describes the plight of some, primarily white men, who have in turn been dis-

criminated against when affirmative action programs have been instituted. Reverse dis-

crimination would occur, for example, if a company hired an African American man or

woman who was less qualified than a white person, either because of the person's race

or sex. Here again, as in the other problem areas we have looked at, there are two ex-

treme points of view.

The Argument for Discrimination. According to the argument for discrimination, a

business's employment practices are its own affair. If employers want to hire white

men, then they have a right to do so without interference because they are the owners of

their businesses. Furthermore, even if one accepts the notion that there has been dis-

crimination in the past, this is seldom the fault of present employers; therefore, they

should not have to correct deficiencies they did not cause. And even if the emplo\ ers

themselves have been guilty of employment discrimination in the past, they shouldn't

be forced to hire those discriminated against in order to make amends for their former

wrongdoing. In any case, employers definitely should not have to hire less qualified

people in order to "integrate" their businesses, nor should they have to provide addi-

tional training to people who are unqualified simply in order to make up for past dis-

crimination.
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Also, the argument continues, discriminatory practices did not occur only in busi-

ness; they occurred everywhere. Therefore, there is no reason why businesses should

have to make reparations for a practice that was generally accepted as of only a few

years ago. Now that the problem of discrimination in general has been alleviated, people

who formerly were discriminated against will have the opportunity to become better

qualified. At that point, business can begin to hire them. But it isn't fair to prevent em-
ployers from hiring the employees they prefer just because these people are not minoritv

group members. And it isn't fair to ask white or male employees to pay for a problem

they never participated in or caused.

Tlie Argument Against Discrimination. Discrimination in employment practices is one

of the most insidious kind because those who have been discriminated against need bet-

ter jobs and a steady income if they are to advance themselves. Our own generation may
not have practiced discrimination—although it is highly questionable to assert that we
haven't—but our forebears did; therefore, we, as fellow human beings and good citizens,

owe the victims of discrimination some sort of recompense for the immoral actions that

have been committed against them. Every effort must be made to put affirmative action

into immediate effect. When employees retire, resign, or are fired, they should be re-

placed—at all levels, including management—by members of those groups that have

been discriminated against.

According to this view, quotas, goals, and timetables for affirmative action must be

established and adhered to. Training programs must be established to meet the needs of

employees who have been discriminated against in the past, and in some cases less qual-

ified applicants may have to be hired or promoted in order to accomplish affirmative ac-

tion. Reverse discrimination may result from such actions, and this is deplorable, but it is

a necessary evil that must be endured if we are to right the wrongs of all the past years.

The government should mandate affirmative-action employment practices and enforce

them fully in all businesses by withholding government contracts and funding, and im-

posing fines and prison sentences where necessary.

Ttte Moderate Position on Discrimination. According to the moderate position, job dis-

crimination is a complex, controversial problem that must be resolved as equitably as

possible. Both extreme positions have strong and valid points to make, but they do go too

far. There is no doubt, for example, that affirmative action must be taken at all levels of

business in order to right the long-standing wrongs that have been caused by the terrible

discriminatory practices of the past 300 years. Employers should have the freedom to hire

and promote the best-qualified employees; however, they also have a moral obligation at

all levels of society to halt the immoral discriminatory employment practices of the past.

They should try to do this equitably, avoiding reverse discrimination wherever they can,

but that shouldn't mean they have to hire or promote unqualified or less qualified people.

Government, as a representative of all members of society, certainly has an obliga-

tion to mandate affirmative action and to attempt to enforce it. It should, however, en-

courage businesses to set up their own viable programs on a voluntary basis.

Government has the right to make fair employment practices a qualification for the re-
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ceiving of government contracts or funding. However, some of the more stringent mea-

sures for obtaining business's compliance—for example, fines and imprisonments

—

should be imposed only as a last resort.

No one person has an inalienable right to a job in any business, nor does any em-
ployer have the obligation to hire or promote any and all persons who apply for employ-

ment or who desire promotion. However, employers are obligated to see that equal

opportunities exist for all people—regardless of race, religion, sex, handicaps, or age

(within reason—one need not hire a 10-year-old, for example)—applying and being seri-

ously considered for jobs in their businesses.

Reverse discrimination can be avoided for the most part if less qualified people be-

longing to groups that have been discriminated against are not hired over more qualified

people from the majority group. Reverse discrimination also can be avoided by setting

up training programs which, while largely serving the needs of minority group members
also can train white men who presently lack qualifications. All trainees should be in-

formed that the training must be accomplished satisfactorily, after which full considera-

tion for employment will be given. Sustaining salaries for trainees should be financed

partly by businesses and partly by government through public taxation; in this way,

everyone pays his or her fair share.

In those cases where reverse discrimination is difficult to avoid, each case must be

decided upon an individual basis so as to achieve as fair a decision as is possible. How-
ever, when applicants or employees are equally well qualified for jobs and promotions,

efforts must be made to hire or promote people from groups that have been discrimi-

nated against in the past.

Sexual Harassment

One of the most significant and controversial topics today is sexual harassment, a prob-

lem that has existed for a long time but which only recently has come to light as being

unethical. A recent survey conducted by Louis Harris and Associates for the American

Association of University Women (AAUW) revealed that sexual harassment at school is

an experience common to the vast majority of public school students in the eighth

through eleventh grades. The survey discovered that four in five students (81%) have

been sexually harassed at some time in their school life and that the majority of both

boys (76%) and girls (85%) have been harassed at school. 2 My main emphasis in this

chapter is to discuss sexual harassment in the workplace, but if it goes on as early as ju-

nior high school for most boys and girls and has for the most part been ignored by school

officials, one can only imagine what happens when these same children, both harassers

and harassed, grow up and enter the workplace.

Definition of Terms

According to federal law—Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)—and,
for example, California's Departments of Fair Employment and Housing, sexual harass-
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ment is defined as "unwanted sexual advances, or visual, verbal, or physical conduct of

a sexual nature." This includes many forms of offensive behavior and includes gender-

based harassment of a person of the same sex as the harasser. The following is a partial

list of actions deemed as sexual harassment: unwanted sexual advances; offering em-
ployment benefits in exchange for sexual favors; making or threatening reprisals after a

negative response to sexual advances; visual conduct such as leering, making sexual ges-

tures, displaying of sexually suggestive objects or pictures, cartoons or posters; verbal

conduct such as making or using derogatory comments, epithets, slurs, and jokes; verbal

sexual advances or propositions; verbal abuse of a sexual nature; graphic verbal com-
mentaries about an individual's body; sexually degrading words used to describe an in-

dividual; suggestive or obscene letters, notes, or invitations; and physical conduct such

as touching, assaulting, impeding, or blocking movements. 3

What Constitutes Sexual Harassment Under Federal Law

Under federal law, unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other

verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment in any of the

following circumstances:

1. When submission to such conduct is either explicitly or implicitly made a term

or condition of an individual's employment.

2. When submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the

basis for employment decisions affecting that individual.

3. When such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with

an individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offen-

sive working environment. 4

\ liniments That Sexual Harassment Is Not Immoral

Sexual harassment has been going on for so long that many people think it's just the

way things are—the "boys will be boys" attitude. This attitude also implies a double

standard for men and women, even though sexual harassment also applies both to

women who harass men and to same sex harassment in the workplace. Many employ-

ers and employees, mainly men, see nothing wrong with the kinds of actions and lan-

guage that sexual harassment includes and would present several arguments in favor of

allowing them.

Enlivening the Workplace. Many sexual harassers feel that jokes, comments, sexual

"compliments," and other actions or language are ways of enlivening an otherwise bor-

ing work situation and atmosphere. Such comments or actions are nothing more than

clever repartee or ways of "having fun at the office." No one should get upset at such ac-

tivities but should instead take them with a grain of salt because they are all in fun. After
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all, men (mostly) and women have done or said these things for years now. Why should

anyone get so worked up over them now?

Women and Men Are Naturally Sexually Attracted to One Another. It's simply natural

that men and women should be sexually attracted to one another (the same may be true

for attractions to the same sex), and so it also is natural that this sexual attraction doesn't

cease merely because people are together at work. Therefore, it should be acceptable for

people to express this sexual or romantic attraction at work as well as in other places.

The recipients of such expressions should take them as a compliment, not as harassment,

and should not feel threatened by them.

Positions of Power Imply Certain Rights. People who have power in the workplace

ought to be free to use that power in any way they see fit, especially when dealing with

employees, as long as the latter make good salaries and have good jobs. Such employees
ought to be willing to acquiesce gratefully when their bosses or others in power request

dates, make sexual advances, or even initiate romantic or sexual affairs. Certainly a posi-

tive response is not a condition of employment; rather, these advances are like expense

accounts: Everyone pads expense accounts and everyone who wants to stay employed
and get ahead participates in romantic interludes. If people don't want to accept the con-

ditions imposed by the people who have power over them, then they should look for

employment elsewhere or at least not expect to be promoted or retained where they are.

Often Those Being Harassed Ask for or Cause Harassment. People in the workplace, es-

pecially women, often "ask for" flirtatious jokes and sexual advances by means of their

own attitudes (flirtatious and sexy), the clothes they wear, and their desire to please em-
ployers and supervisors and get ahead in the business.

The conclusion of all of these arguments is that employees, especially women em-
ployees, make way too much out of common, everyday acts of humor and fun, and that

laws governing sexual harassment are ridiculous and put employers and supervisors

who were merely bandying about trivial and harmless actions and words into unneces-

sarily delicate and litigious situations.

Arguments That Sexual Harassment Is Immoral

The bases for all of these arguments that sexual harassment is immoral are that all people

deserve to be treated with respect, dignity, and humaneness everywhere, which defi-

nitely includes the workplace. Sexual harassment denies individuals all of these rights

and often makes their lives in and out of the workplace difficult, humiliating, and even

terrifying.

Unfairness of Treatment. Basically it is unfair to hire, promote, retain, or fire people on

the basis of their willingness to give or receive sexual favors. People should be judged

upon the basis of their intelligence, abilities, conscientiousness, and cooperation, not
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upon whether they are sexually attractive or well endowed or willing to get involved ro-

mantically or sexually with their supervisors. Because these latter attributes or attitudes

are not and should not be requirements for doing a good job, people should not be

judged on that basis or discriminated against because they do or do not display them.

Creation of a Hostile or Offensive Working Environment. Rather than enlivening the

workplace, sexual harassment can create a very hostile, unpleasant, and offensive envi-

ronment, one in which it can be extremely difficult for people to get their work done. If

people constantly are worried about being bumped, squeezed, or pinched or receiving

other unwanted physical or verbal advances, then valuable time and effort that could

have been spent doing their jobs is wasted in fending off such advances. Also, such

words and actions are both physically and emotionally upsetting and destructive to

those who are forced to endure them. This destructive effect does not occur only while

people are at work, but also when they are not working; it may adversely affect their per-

sonal life as well as their public life.

Positions ofAuthority Do Not Imply Power over Personal Lives. It is certainly true that

people in positions of authority in a business have supervisory and management control

over what goes on in the business and therefore over what the people working for them

do and how they do it. However, in no way does this control extend to employees' per-

sonal lives when they are not at work, and especially not to requiring them to accept

dates or sexual advances. This latter type of control is an abuse of power and authority

and therefore constitutes unacceptable behavior according to all principles of business

ethics. Managers or supervisors engaging in these activities are misusing their authority

and they should be removed from their positions.

Attraction Does Not Imply Involvement. It is true that people often are romantically

and sexually attracted to each other, but such attraction does not imply coercion of or in-

volvement with others, especially when those others do not wish to be involved. If peo-

ple who work together are attracted to each other, then they must do everything they can

to keep such activities that result from the attraction out of the workplace entirely; also,

people should be very careful about getting involved with anyone with whom they

work. Sometimes such involvements work out nicely, but other times after a breakup oc-

curs, life on the job becomes miserable. The best advice probably is to avoid getting in-

volved with anyone at work. At any rate, even if people are attracted to others with

whom they work, they should not use this attraction as a means of sexually harassing

those others.

Harassees Often "Ask for It." This argument often is used by rapists when they are

denying they have done anything wrong to their victims. Clearly, even if people wear

sexually attractive clothing or flirt or laugh at dirty jokes, they are not asking to be sexu-

ally harassed. For example, just because a woman wears low-cut dresses or short skirts

or is physically well endowed or attractive does not mean that anyone has the right to

sexually harass her, especially when she makes it clear that she resents the harassment.
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One may not assume anything from her appearance and certainly must not manifest any
sexual harassment in the workplace. If people feel that they would like to ask others for a

date, then they should contact them when off duty but keep all of this outside the work-

place. And of course, if the person contacted does not wish to date, that should be the

end of it and not a matter for pressure or coercion at work.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Susan, a design engineer in a major auto company, receives two reports concerning en-

gine fires and explosions that occurred in hot weather in the company's popular econ-

omy car. At the time the engine of this model had been approved and released for

production, she had advised the plant that she felt the carburetor and gas lines were
constructed so that under excessive heat conditions there could be a gas leak. At that

time, she had argued for a modification that would have added about fifty dollars to the

cost of producing each engine, but her proposal had been turned down. She had contin-

ued to argue for the modification and for special testing, but the standard tests per-

formed on the car did not indicate any danger, and she was told to drop the issue.

Upon receiving the two reports, however, Susan again presses for special testing

under excessive heat conditions, and urges the company to warn the public and imme-
diately recall all of the cars of this model. By this time, however, such a recall probably

will cost the company between $500,000 and $1 million, and Susan again is told to mind
her own business or she will be fired.

In the meantime, four more reports of engine fires come in from a desert area in

the southwest. The engineer now is convinced that she is right. What should she do? To

what extent does she owe loyalty to the company, where she has worked for 15 years

and has been promoted several times, and to what extent is she obligated to let the pub-

lic know the truth? Because the company is removing the responsibility from Susan's

shoulders, should she do something about what she knows, or should she just drop the

problem? Considering that the company may lose up to $1 million, what are its ethical

obligations? What do you think of the way it has handled the entire situation?

CASE 2

The cost of living in Alderdale, California, has gone up 10 percent during the year, and

Steve's union has been negotiating with the management of the plant where he works

for a 15 percent raise to cover the present cost of living plus an additional expected in-

crease. The plant, however, has not had a good year, and management and the union

decide upon an 8 percent raise, which a majority of the members, not including Steve,

agrees to. Steve decides that because he has been shorted 2 to 7 percent of his raise

money, he will try to make up for it by taking some expensive tools, some small pieces

of equipment, and some supplies home from the plant in order to remodel his work-

shop at home. He was planning to do this remodeling with some of the raise money
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anyway, and he feels he was cheated out of this money unfairly because he didn't vote

for the raise that was accepted by the union.

Is Steve justified in his actions? Why, or why not? Does management have any

obligation to meet the cost of living? Because Steve voted against the smaller raise, is he

under any obligation to accept it? Why, or why not? Is he justified in making up the dif-

ference between the raise he got and the cost of living by taking things from the plant?

Why, or why not?

CASE 3

Mike, who is very knowledgeable about stereo components, knows that there are two
models made by the Ozato Company: the OC 4000, which sells for two thousand dol-

lars, and the OC 5000, which sells for three thousand. The difference between the two
models is that the OC 5000 has a larger, more powerful amplifier-receiver and larger

speakers. Because of this difference, Mike buys the more expensive model. A few weeks
later, a loose connection causes him to examine the left speaker, and when he takes it

apart he discovers that while the right speaker is the one designated for the OC 5000,

the left speaker is the one designated for the OC 4000. Several of his friends also have

the more expensive model, and when he examines those speakers he finds the same sit-

uation. To save money, the company evidently has put one more expensive and one less

expensive speaker together in each of the expensive models, figuring that the difference

in sound may not be very noticeable.

Given that the less expensive speaker was almost the same quality as the more ex-

pensive one, was the company right or wrong in making the substitution? Why? What
should the company now do about customers who have already bought the OC 5000?

Why? Suppose the difference between the two speakers was so minimal that no one

ever discovered the switch—would the company then have been justified in having

made the switch? Why or why not? Suppose the company offers to replace the less ex-

pensive speakers of Mike and his friends with OC 5000s and also offers Mike an addi-

tional thousand dollars' worth of stereo equipment if he promises not to say anything

more about the switch. What should Mike do in these circumstances? Why?

CASE 4

Myra, 30, is an up-and-coming executive in a large public relations and advertising

firm, and she is very close to a big promotion. She is given the assignment by her boss of

creating an advertising campaign for the popular economy car described in Case 1. Her

assignment is to try to make up for some of the bad press the company has been getting

because of the six engine explosions that have occurred. Because she is a well-informed

person, she knows about the explosions. She tells her boss that she doesn't think their

firm ought to take the account, and in any case, she can't in good conscience handle the

account unless the car company makes the car safe.

Her boss argues that this is the single biggest account their firm has ever had, and

what the auto manufacturer does or doesn't do is not their firm's responsibility; their

job is strictly to advertise and promote products and services. He also tells her that if
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she refuses the account, the promotion she is up for will go to someone else, and he fur-

ther implies that she may lose her job. What should Myra do, and why? Do you believe

that her boss's description of his firm's responsibilities is right or wrong? Why? Do you
think he is right in denying Myra her promotion and /or firing her for refusing to han-

dle the account? Why or why not? In this instance, to whom should Myra be loyal: the

public? her firm and clients? herself? Explain your answer.

CASE 5

Denise, 22, an African American woman, and Bonnie, 23, a Caucasian woman, are the

two top applicants for a computer technician job in a major data-processing center. The
center has about 10 percent minority employees and about 30 percent female employ-

ees. Both women seem to be equally well qualified except that Bonnie is both prettier

and more outgoing than Denise. This particular job doesn't require the person who fills

it to meet the public very much, but it takes place in a large office in which almost

everyone is Caucasian and in which relations among employees are particularly impor-

tant because of the constant pressures of the job. If you were the personnel manager,

whom would you pick for the job? Why? What should this person's criteria for em-
ployee selection be, and in what order of importance should these criteria be placed?

Why? To what extent should the personnel manager be concerned about affirmative

action or reverse discrimination in this situation?

CASE 6

The town of Fading, Texas, was almost a ghost town when the Kem Chemical Company
decided to establish one of its plants there 10 years ago. Since it moved in, however, the

town has grown tremendously, and most people in the town now work at the plant. The
only problem is that the chemical waste that the plant emits is gradually polluting the

air, the earth, and the water near the town. The company and the town's mayor have

both been informed by the government that this pollution must be eliminated as soon as

possible. The plant manager tells the mayor that in order to satisfy the government re-

quirements, the company will have to spend about $1.5 million. If this is to be done

right away, he says, the company has decided to close this particular plant rather than

sink that much money into making the changes. The plant manager also tells the mayor
that they can probablv stall the government for two years by paying relatively small

fines, which the company is willing to do. This will allow the company to spread out the

expenses for converting the plant over a longer period as well as permit it to keep the

plant open. During this period, of course, the pollution would continue, endangering

—

according to the government report—the land, water, air, and of course animals, plants,

and human beings.

If the mayor works with the company, he can help them to avoid making immedi-

ate changes. If he doesn't, Farling will again become a ghost town and most of its peo-

ple will lose their jobs. What should the mayor do, and why? Was the government right

in investigating and reporting as it did? Why, or why not? Do you feel that the compart)

is doing the right thing in relation to the government, the town, and its mayor? Wh\. or
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why not? Is the company obligated to spend some of its profits in order to save its plant

and the town? Explore the alternatives and suggest some possible compromises. As-

suming that no compromises will work and the mayor has to make his choice, what
should he do?

CASE 7

In an actual case involving the Long Beach, California, Police Department, two female

police officers were treated so badly that they sued the City of Long Beach and were
awarded over one million dollars each for sexual harassment. In the first case, one of the

women was having an affair with a higher ranking male police officer (a sergeant) after

he told her he was divorcing his wife. When she found out he was lying about his di-

vorce and many other things, she broke off the affair and embarrassed him every time

he later made advances. Not only did he use his rank to see that she was treated badly

by the whole department, but when she called for backup on a call involving a violent

suspect, none of the officers available (and there were several) responded to her call be-

cause they sided with him rather than her, thus placing her life at risk. Several times he

made it quite clear that he wanted to continue the affair, and when she refused, he told

her that her job and life would be made miserable because she wouldn't cooperate.

CASE 8

In another actual case also involving the Long Beach Police Department, a female police

officer whose husband also was a police officer was trained and joined the K9 section of

the police department, the first and only woman to crack this formerly all-male section

of the department. The other police officers constantly verbally humiliated and ha-

rassed her and even sent their dogs to attack her when she was acting as decoy. The

dogs were supposed to find her and stand guard, but instead the officers involved in the

training ordered their dogs to attack. Despite protective padding, she was badly bitten

and suffered bruises and contusions.

Both women have required psychotherapy and psychological leaves because of the

harassment they received. The K9 officer's life was threatened by phone calls, and her

marriage broke up (she also had a small child), and both women left the police depart-

ment because they could no longer function due to the severe sexual harassment they

had received. Even though they were both awarded the large sums of money two years

after they initiated their suits, they have not yet received any money because the City of

Long Beach is appealing the jury's decision. Both women lost their careers and have

found it exceedingly difficult, because of the psychological and emotional trauma

brought about by the harassment, to enter any other careers with the exception of low-

paying jobs such as part-time waitressing. None of the other police officers involved has

been reprimanded or punished in any way; they still hold their jobs. Both officers com-

plained to the Chief of Police several times, but he did nothing substantive about their

complaints—both he and the department psychologist (a female sergeant) told the

women that they should expect hazing and that if the job was too tough for them, they

should get out and get into another line of work.
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Describe your feelings and thoughts about what exactly happened to these two

women, who, by the way, evidently were exemplary police officers before harassment

drove them out of the department. Do you think the first officer "asked for" what she got

by having an affair with a married police officer? Do you think that one case has more merit

than the other? Which, and why? What do you think should be done in order to resolve

these cases? What should happen to the other police officers and anyone else found guilty

of such harassment? Should the women be offered their jobs back? Should they receive

retroactive compensation as well as the award of the court? How serious do you think this

harassment was? Does this somehow support the belief of many that women should not be

allowed to hold such high-stress and formerly all-male jobs? Why, or why not?

Chapter Summary

I. Introduction

A. Business is a specialized area in which ethics can be applied.

B. Ethics in business has to do with establishing and maintaining good working re-

lationships among employers, employees, businesses, and consumers.

II. Rights and obligations in business

A. Rights are those things to which human beings are entitled by law, morality, or

tradition.

B. An obligation is a responsibility or duty that people have toward one another to

see that their rights are protected.

C. As I have discussed in other chapters, no rights are absolute; conflicts are solved

by establishing a priority of rights.

D. There are a number of rights that relate to business.

1. There are general rights to life, justice, honesty, truth telling, and freedom.

2. There is the right to have one's life protected as an employer, an employee, or

a consumer.

3. There is the right to pursue and qualify oneself for employment without un-

fair hindrance.

4. There is the right to expect agreements and contracts to be executed fairly.

5. There is the right to establish a business, own property, employ whomever
you want, and make a profit.

6. There is the right to fairness, honesty, and truth telling at all levels of business

dealings.

7. There is the right to employment security.

8. There is the right to try to get consumers to use products and the right of con-

sumers to choose which product they wish to buy.

E. There are a number of obligations related to business.

1. Participants in business activities are obligated to be honest and tell the truth.

2. They must be fair and just in their dealings with others.

3. They must be sincere and trustworthy in honoring agreements and contracts.

4. They must pay off debts in a fashion agreeable to all parties.
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5. They must create a safe atmosphere for employees to work in.

6. They must give effort and perform work for which wages are being paid.

7. They must be loyal to employers, employees, and customers, within reason-

able and ethical limits.

F. There are two highly divergent approaches to fulfilling rights and obligations in

business.

1. The first is the competitive approach, also called "free enterprise," "survival

of the fittest," or the "dog-eat-dog" approach.

(a) The main objective is to make money in any way one can.

(b) Laissez-faire is the best approach for a local or national economy to take

because eventually it solves all economic problems.

(c) This is the only approach a free democracy can take.

2. The second approach advocates government control of business.

(a) Free enterprise puts power in the hands of a few to the detriment of the

many.

(b) Aggression and competition bring out the worst in human beings.

(c) The only ethical way to conduct business is to put it in the hands of the

government, which operates for the good of everyone.

(d) This system allows everyone to share equally in the good and the bad,

eliminating the uneven distribution that exists under free enterprise.

(e) This approach lessens aggressiveness and competition, allowing more
time to be spent on the civilizing of human beings.

G. The moderate position would encourage free enterprise with some controls be-

ing exerted by employee groups, consumer groups, and government, so as to

provide a system of checks and balances.

III. Justice, honesty, and truth telling in business

A. There are a number of different types of justice that are of concern in business.

1. Exchange justice involves reimbursement for services rendered or products

made or sold.

2. Distributive justice involves the distribution of profit among owners, man-
agers, employees, and shareholders.

3. Social justice is concerned with how businesses and their members treat con-

sumers and members of society in general.

B. Truth telling applies to business in a number of ways.

1. Business people must tell the truth when agreeing to render and pay for ser-

vices and products.

2. They must not lie in employer-employee relations.

3. They must not lie to shareholders about the status of the business.

4. They must tell the truth in advertising.

C. Honesty applies to business in a number of ways.

1. Business people must keep agreements and contracts, whether oral or written.

2. They must admit to errors that have been made during the creation of prod-

ucts, especially where safety is involved, and they must correct those errors

wherever possible.
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3. They must give an honest day's work for pay received.

4. They must give appropriate wages for work performed.

5. They must set honest prices that allow for a reasonable but not inflationary

profit.

6. They must give the best quality for the price that they can.

7. They must constantly inspect business practices at all levels to ensure that

dishonesty and corruption are discovered and eliminated.

IV. Ethical approaches to advertising

A. Advertising constitutes a large part of any business.

B. There are two highly divergent approaches to advertising.

1. The anything-goes approach argues that advertising does little harm to any-

one and is good for business, the economy, and society as a whole.

2. The approach based upon truth telling decrees that businesses have the right

to advertise freely but not to lie to the public about their products or services.

(a) Harm is done by not telling the truth in advertising because lying or dis-

honesty that is continued over a period of time tends to break down faith

and trust in human relations.

(b) Advertising must neither lie nor misrepresent products or services by
omitting important facts.

3. Some questions raised by the issue of truth in advertising are what actually

constitutes lying and misrepresentation, and what guidelines can be pre-

sented for ethically proper advertising.

(a) No unsafe product should be advertised as safe.

(b) Businesses should not make claims about their products and services that

are not true or that are exaggerated.

(c) They should not make false claims about medical endorsement of their

products or services.

(d) All claims and guarantees should be supported by evidence that is read-

ily available to the public.

(e) No one who works in advertising should have to make claims about

products or services that aren't true.

V. Business and the environment

A. Business should not take total blame for environmental problems, but it bears a

large share of the blame.

B. There are two extreme positions related to this issue.

1. Some people hold that business should always come first.

(a) It is not business's fault that environmental problems exist; business has

always striven to give consumers what they want.

(b) Interference by nature-loving do-gooders will ruin business, our econ-

omy, and our society.

(c) If they are not interfered with, business and science will eventually find

answers to environmental problems.

(d) Business always has operated in good faith and could not have foreseen

these problems; therefore, why should it shoulder any blame?
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(e) The changes required in order to solve environmental problems are too

expensive, and business should not have to suffer this burden.

2. Some people hold that the environment always should come first.

(a) We have been ruining the environment, and now the only solution is to

halt all destructive activities before it is too late.

(b) Business must take the major blame for our environmental problems.

(c) Business, through its use of advertising, has caused the consume-at-all-

costs syndrome, which has led to environmental depletion.

(d) Government should immediately pass legislation so as to ensure a clean

environment.

(e) Government must conduct a massive reeducation of everyone in society,

including business people.

(f) If businesses are destroyed in the process, then so be it—the environment

must be saved at all costs.

C. There is also a moderate view on business and the environment.

1. Business isn't totally to blame for the destruction of the environment.

2. The government and society in general share the blame.

3. Business, government, and society must work together to stop this destruc-

tion, recognizing that we all have an ethical obligation to protect human be-

ings and the environment.

VI. Affirmative action and reverse discrimination

A. There are a number of terms related to this issue.

1. Prejudice means the prejudgment of someone or something from a biased

point of view.

2. To discriminate means to differentiate among people in a prejudiced way
when hiring, promoting, or firing them.

3. Affirmative action describes the process of trying to avoid present and future

discrimination and trying to make up for past discrimination.

4. Reverse discrimination is discrimination practiced against white men in the

course of implementing affirmative action.

B. There are two extreme arguments related to this issue.

1. Some people argue in favor of discrimination.

(a) A business's employment practices are its own affair because it is pri-

vately owned.

(b) Even if discrimination has been practiced in the past, this is not the fault

of present employers; therefore, they should not be held responsible and

be forced to pay for errors that weren't theirs.

(c) Even if some present employers are guilty of discrimination, they should

not be forced to pay for old mistakes.

(d) Employers definitely should not have to hire less qualified people in or-

der to make up for past errors.

(e) They should not have to be responsible for training unqualified employ-

ees to make them qualified.
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(f) Business is not responsible for discrimination— it exists on all levels of so-

ciety—therefore, there is no reason why business should have to bear the

burden alone.

(g) If employers are left alone, things eventually will work themselves out in

a fair manner.

(h) Forced hiring of minorities and women will result in reverse discrimina-

tion and be unfair to whites.

2. Some people argue against discrimination.

(a) Discrimination in business is the most insidious kind of discrimination,

and therefore it must be stopped immediately.

(b) Even though we may not have discriminated in the past (which is diffi-

cult to believe), we still owe these wronged people something, as their

fellow human beings and as good citizens.

(c) Every effort must be made to put affirmative action into immediate effect.

(1) When employees retire, resign, or are fired, they should be replaced

with minority-group members.

(2) Quotas, goals, and timetables for affirmative action must be estab-

lished and adhered to.

(3) Training programs must be established for these people immediately.

(d) Unfortunately, reverse discrimination may take place, but it has to exist in

order to right past wrongs.

(e) Government at all levels should mandate affirmative action and enforce it

fully by any legal means available.

C. There is a moderate position related to this issue.

1. Business has an obligation to halt immoral discriminatory practices as equi-

tably as it can, but employers shouldn't have to hire or promote unqualified

or less qualified people.

2. Government has an obligation to mandate affirmative action and nondis-

criminatory practices and to enforce them.

3. Society as a whole must also halt its discriminatory practices in all those ways
wherein they affect human rights.

4. Reverse discrimination also should be avoided wherever possible.

VII. Sexual harassment

A. Sexual harassment is defined as "unwanted sexual advances, or visual, verbal, or

physical conduct of a sexual nature."

B. Some people argue that sexual harassment is not immoral.

1. Actions now deemed to constitute sexual harassment enliven the workplace

and are just ways of having fun at the office.

2. Women and men are naturally sexually attracted to each other.

3. Positions of power imply certain rights.

4. Those being harassed often ask for or cause harassment.

C. Others argue that sexual harassment is immoral.

1. Sexual harassment constitutes unfairness of treatment.
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2. It creates a hostile or offensive working environment.

3. Positions of authority do not imply a power over employees' lives.

4. Attraction does not imply involvement.

5. No one has the right to assume that people are asking to be harassed, espe-

cially when they clearly reject harassment, regardless of the types of clothing

people wear or the comments they make.

Exercises for Review

1. If you have a job, analyze the affirmative action needs and/or programs at your

place of business. If you don't work, set up a detailed affirmative action program
that might work in any business.

2. How does business ethics differ from bioethics and other specific ethical areas?

3. List in detail what you feel are the rights and obligations in business activities for

each of the following groups: business people in general, employers, employees,

consumers, and government. Give reasons for your answer.

4. Analyze in detail several advertisements in any of the communications media

(newspapers, magazines, radio, TV) and show the degree to which they tell the

truth, misrepresent a product or service, warn the public of dangers, omit important

information, or make unsupported and unsupportable claims.

5. Write an essay discussing the value or lack of value of competition in business and in

other specific areas of society—for example, sports. Do you feel that our society

places too heavy an emphasis upon competition? Why, or why not?

6. To what extent do you feel that government controls and regulations of business are

necessary? Describe in detail some situations in which government should intervene

and some in which it shouldn't, explaining why you feel as you do.

7. To what extent should business take precedence over the environment, and to what

extent should the environment come first? Explain in detail, giving reasons for your

answers.

8. Focus on a specific situation relevant to the business versus environment issue, and

analyze what has or hasn't been done to correct the problems involved. Do you
agree with what has been done? Why, or why not? What is your general blueprint for

how to deal with environmental problems in business?

9. To what extent do you feel it is important for our society to encourage and protect

small, independent businesses? How should this be done, and to what degree?

10. To what extent do you believe women should get the same jobs, pay, benefits, pro-

motions, and considerations as men? Why? Discuss the following sayings or

phrases: "A woman's place is in the home"; "Women are the weaker sex"; "Women
don't need jobs as badly as men do."

11. Have you ever been a victim or perpetrator of sexual harassment, or have you

known anyone who has? Describe in detail what happened, how it was handled,
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what effect it had on the people involved, and what the conclusion of the incident

was. To what extent do you think that such harassment constitutes a problem and is

moral or immoral? Support your answer in detail.

Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Business Ethics

Describe as fully as you can how each of the major ethical theories—Ethical Egoism, Util-

itarianism, Divine Command Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and

Virtue Ethics—probably would deal with the moral issues in business. Be sure to include

the cases at the end of the chapter. Refer to Chapters 2 and 3 for a description of the theo-

ries and to Chapter 8, "The Taking of Human Life," for an example of how you might go

about completing this assignment.
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Chapter 15

Environmental Ethics

Objectives

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to

1. Recognize environmental ethical issues.

2. Understand what lies behind our attitudes toward the natural environment and

everything in it (plants, trees, animals).

3. Discern whether we have a moral obligation to preserve and protect nature.

4. Understand and deal with the question, "To what extent do animals and plants

have rights?"

5. Know and understand the arguments for and against the use and exploitation of

the natural environment and everything in it.

417
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Key Terms

1. Speciesism: a prejudice for one's own species and against other species.

2. Sentientism: the theory that only those beings with mental states should be the

subject of moral concern.

3. Wholism: a conception of nature wherein humans and nature together form a

moral community.

4. Vegetarianism: the refusal to eat the flesh of animals and the favoring of a diet of

vegetables.

5. Endangered species: a species of animals in danger of becoming extinct because

of the encroachment of civilization upon the natural environment and careless

exploitation by human beings.

\ature and Morality

In recent years, people have come to realize that natural resources and animals, plants,

and trees are not boundless but are subject to diminishment, destruction, and loss

through careless exploitation, pollution, and the general encroachment of civilization. In

the past, despite inklings of this realization in cases such as the near extinction of the

American buffalo by white people in the old West through wholesale slaughter, people

assumed that natural resources would last forever and were there merely to be used and

exploited. Water, air, forests, animals, plants, and minerals were considered to exist in

abundance and without end. In recent years, however, with the rise of industrialized,

technological, producing, and consuming societies, people have discovered that this just

is not so. There indeed are limits to the natural resources of the world, and it is possible

to eliminate whole species of animals by means of lack of concern for their survival and

willful exploitation.

I refer you to my discussion of the four aspects of morality in Chapter 1, and espe-

cially to the second aspect, "Nature and Morality," which has to do with human beings

and their relationship to nature. In that discussion, I said that for most modern, "civi-

lized" people, this was a new category, but that in reality it was an ancient idea among
primitive human beings who tended to see themselves as being much more closely allied

with nature than we do. Even our modern-day concerns often are centered around na-

ture's destruction as that affects our own lives rather than nature having value in and for

itself. In this sense, human relations writh nature could be subsumed under the social as-

pect having to do with people in relationship to other people.

However, I also said that many people do consider nature as being valuable in and

of itself and insist that we have specific moral obligations toward it and all that it con-

tains, especially those animals that are close to us in nature's order. In this chapter, we
will look at both aspects but will concentrate upon nature and morality.
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Knvirunmenial llhi< <il Issues

Several environmental ethical issues will be discussed throughout this chapter, and it is

important to describe them briefly now.

Waste and Destruction of Natural Resources

As I pointed out, we have assumed that our natural resources will last forever, that our

water, air, oil, minerals, earth, plants, and trees will always be there for us to use and will

never be depleted. However, in recent times we have discovered that there is a limit to

everything, including our natural resources. As we willy-nilly cut down trees for use in

wood and paper products, for example, we began to realize that our forests were disap-

pearing. When we had an oil shortage in 1973 and were held hostage by the Arab na-

tions, we began to realize that there was only so much oil in the ground and the sea, and
that our pumps would not bring up oil forever. As our rainfall diminished along with

our water supply, we began to realize that there was a limit to our water as well, and we
simply could not overwater our lawns or let water flow down the drains of our sinks,

bathtubs, and toilets or we would actually run out of it.

As each of these realizations hit us, we were shocked that the earth's bounty would
not last unless we stopped destroying without rebuilding or replanting and unless we
began to conserve our precious natural resources. We simply could not continue cutting

down trees without planting new ones to take their place. We also had to recycle paper

so that not as many trees would be used up to make it. We had to be careful not to merely

let water flow but to restrict our use of it. We couldn't just use and misuse our land by

destroying it in digging for oil, coal, and other minerals, and we had to be careful not to

exhaust its fertility by continuing to plant in the same soil without protecting it and let-

ting it lie fallow.

Exploiting, Misusing, and Polluting the Environment

We also discovered, probably with what first happened to the air in Los Angeles, Califor-

nia, that heavy industrialization and a tremendous proliferation of automobiles polluted

the environment so badly that we found it difficult to breathe, grow things, or even to

see on particularly smoggy days. We further discovered that such heavy pollution also

destroyed the ozone layer that protects the earth against excessive rays of the sun.

We found further that we could not continue to dump our waste in the ground and

in the rivers, lakes, and oceans without dire effects on those bodies of water and their in-

habitants. If we drilled for oil in the ocean and sprung a leak or had a spill, we could ad

versely affect the natural and recreational environments surrounding them, including

the plants, animals, or fish within them. As our industrialization and technolog\ in-

creased, so did the toxicity of the waste, and we found ourselves burying in the land or

dumping in bodies of water very dangerous and poisonous materials, such as strong
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chemicals, atomic waste, and other dangerous materials that seriously affected our

whole environment as well as us, its inhabitants.

Exploiting, Abusing, and Destroying Animals

One of the most controversial ethical issues concerning the environment is the question

of animal rights and whether we have moral obligations toward animals. These issues

encompass destroying animals for food or for parts of their bodies (for example, furs,

skins, or tusks); hunting them for sport; and using them for scientific and other experi-

mentation.

Hunting and Destroying Animals for Food and Body Parts. Since human beings basi-

cally are carnivores—that is, meat eaters—and have been throughout history, destroy-

ing animals for food has been and is quite common. In the past, we hunted animals for

food and often used their skins or other parts of their bodies for clothes. Primitive peo-

ple seemed, however, to use only what they needed and did not destroy whole herds of

animals just for the sake of killing them. Hunting for food and other necessities is an an-

cient activity. Hunting and acquiring food and other items were combined, but early

human beings seemed to have more respect for animals and the environment than mod-
ern ones do.

Several changes have occurred, however, which some people see as eliminating the

necessity of using animals for these purposes. First, we have created wonderful syn-

thetic materials—even furs—which eliminate the need for killing animals for their skins.

We no longer need whale blubber in order to operate oil lamps because we now have

electricity. We no longer need to hunt animals for food because we now raise animals

specifically for the food that we eat (creating another ethical issue that we will discuss

later). Killing wild animals, then, has become a sport that many enjoy and many others

decry because they feel it amounts to murdering animals for excitement and also threat-

ens to cause certain wild animals to become extinct.

Raising Animals for Food. Ethical issues also have arisen with regard to the raising,

slaughtering, and eating of animals for food. The demands of modern humans for tastier

meats and other animal products, such as eggs, butter, and milk, have caused the food

industry to resort to different ways of raising animals for food, some of which cause ani-

mals to suffer until they are slaughtered. For example, in the past, animals were raised in

the open plains and were allowed to graze, roam, and live in the open air until such time

as they were to be slaughtered for food. Nowadays, many animals are raised inside,

cooped up in narrow pens, and never allowed outside to graze normally. Some animals

never see the sun or breathe the open air, and they are fed food and chemicals that will

make them the fattest the soonest without regard for their own likes or dislikes or any

concern for their comfort or the pain such conditions or diets may bring.

Some people argue that given what we know about the way animals are raised and

about what foods really are good for us, we should stop eating meat at all, thus making
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the need to raise and slaughter animals for food obsolete. Such people state further that

even if we continue to eat meat, we ought to do so sparingly, and, at any rate, we should

not use cruel and inhumane methods as we raise animals for this purpose.

Using Animals for Scientific Experimentation. One of the oldest controversies concern-

ing our moral obligations toward animals is whether they should be experimented upon
for scientific or medical advancement. Since the antivivisection movement of the nine-

teenth century protested the cutting into live animals for purposes of scientific research,

these protests have expanded to include any experimentation on animals "for the good
of humanity" There are strong laws concerning experimenting on human beings, and
thus animals must be used, according to science, to test drugs and scientific or medical

procedures. Without the use of animals, many of our greatest scientific advancements

and cures for diseases (such as heart disease, kidney disease, and diabetes) would never

have been made. Opponents of animal experimentation argue that often it is totally un-

necessary as well as harmful and fatal to the animals being experimented on. They argue

that research should be conducted without the use of either humans or animals.

Endangerment, Decimation, and Extinction ofAnimal Species. Because of the encroach-

ment of civilization, as when forests are cut down and towns are built, the natural habi-

tats of animals have shrunk significantly or been destroyed. In addition, because of the

continuing demand for animal skins, parts, and trophies, whole species have been

slaughtered to the point of extreme endangerment or extinction. Animal rights support-

ers deplore such activities and have called for an end of the hunting of all animals, espe-

cially endangered species, and also for the restriction of any activities that will destroy

the environments in which animals live and thrive. They argue that every effort must be

made to stop all activities that threaten any animal species, and that attempts should be

made to restore such environments to their natural states.

Many issues have arisen in our century that deal with the proper stance people

should be taking toward the natural environment and all of its inhabitants. The first im-

portant question we should address concerning these issues is what lies behind the atti-

tudes that brought the issues to a head. What caused us to see nature as something to be

controlled and manipulated for our own use, regardless of the effects on it and all it con-

tains? Why have we arrived at such a state that we have to be concerned about our rela-

tionship with the environment and animals?

Our Attitude Toward \ature and What Lies Behind It

Attitudes toward nature have not developed overnight; however, we cannot say that

they always have been nor that they always are present in every culture. In the Native

American culture, for example, there exists a kind of monistic (oneness) or wholistic

view of nature and humanness as being one, not as separate from each other. Nath e

Americans historically and currently see themselves as a part of nature, as closely related

to everything natural rather than as something or someone separate from it. They
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believe that spirits inhabit everything, not just them, and they relate to nature and ani-

mals as if they were family They take only what they need and have a deep respect for

all aspects of nature and animals.

Eastern religions, such as Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism, also see nature and
humans as being one unified whole instead of seeing nature as subordinate to humans or

as something to be manipulated and controlled by them. Here again, unlike Western reli-

gions, if spirituality is accepted by the religion, it tends to permeate everyone and every-

thing, not just human beings. The whole universe is spiritual, not just humans and God.
The Western view, however, has tended to see humans and nature in a dualistic relation-

ship that is sometimes almost adversarial. There are two major sources in Western cul-

ture from which this dualism emerged.

Platonic Dualism: The Beginnings of Western Philosophy

Socrates and then Plato both tended to see the external world as the shadow copy of a

real world that exists somewhere else in what Plato called the "world of ideas." With

these two men, philosophy moved away from the external world, which had been the fo-

cus of the pre-Socratic philosophers (the first scientists), to a focus on human beings and

their reason, which enabled them to attain the real world of ideas, a world that Plato felt

exists outside of or beyond this world. Both Socrates and Plato, then, tended to deem-
phasize the importance of this world as opposed to the world of ideas where they felt

that intimate truths could be found, but only through human reason. Plato felt that if hu-

man beings concentrated on the external world and everything that was in it, they

would only be seeing shadow copies of the real world that exists beyond this world. For

example, when Socrates asked a question of his students, such as "What is justice?" and
they answered, "Justice is how Zeus treated Achilles in a certain situation," he then said,

"No. I mean what is justice, 'itself bv itself?" In other words, he felt that somewhere
there exists the ultimate true idea of justice from which all just acts are mere manifesta-

tions. This dualism enabled the Greeks to think abstractly for the first time in their his-

tory, but it also tended to split them away from nature in that they, as reasoning beings,

saw themselves as different from and more important than nature and the external

world, since thev and no other beings in nature could attain the "real" world of ideas

that Plato thought actually existed.

lufleo-Christian Teachings in the Bible

The second dualistic view emerges from the early Judeo-Christian tradition, which

taught that God is a supernatural, spiritual being who shares His spirituality with hu-

man beings. No other being in nature, according to the teachings in both traditions, has

any spirituality. Again, this world is viewed as being God's creation and significant, but

not the real world that lies beyond in the supernatural world (according to Christianity).

In Genesis, Adam is told by God that he has "dominion over the animals of the earth, the

birds of the air, and the fish of the sea" and that nature essentially is there for his pur-

poses. Adam is told to "go forth and multiply" and have dominion over everything. This
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again makes nature and everything in it subservient to human beings and their wishes,

implying that nature exists strictly for their use and has little or no value in itself. This

may not be the way many worshippers in Judaism and Christianity feel today, but there

is no doubt that these teachings have had a definite influence on the attitudes people in

the Western world have toward nature.

The Rise of Science and Scientific Progress

It is ironic that the influences just mentioned, although giving rise to an exploitative atti-

tude toward nature, also have made science and scientific progress possible. It is no acci-

dent that science has progressed by leaps and bounds in the Western world while being

almost nonexistent in the Eastern world. And why not? If nature, and all it contains, is

subservient to us, or if we can make it so by harnessing its powers and using it for our

own best interest, then why not do so?

As science and technology advanced, nature became more and more subservient to

human needs and desires, and the environment and animals were used and exploited

without regard to any inherent value they might have. After all, so the attitude went, we
are the only beings with intrinsic value; nature has only instrumental value, that is, it is

only valuable as it helps us attain whatever goals we believe are important to us.

Industrialization

With the tremendous advancement of science and technology (100% or more in the past

100 years than in the whole previous 2,000), most nations in the West and many in the

East have become highly industrialized, requiring a greater use of natural resources and

also causing a greater deleterious effect on the environment because of the need for more
land, and air, and a greater disposal of waste. For example, given our civilization's need

for certain chemicals or chemical products, a chemical plant may be situated in a natural

setting on a river, which requires trees to be cut and hills to be leveled, while the plant

pours its poisonous waste into that body of water and pollutes the air by belching chem-

ical-laden smoke into it.

Encroachment of Nature by Civilization

As I have suggested, with industrialization, civilization has encroached upon nature.

This encroachment also has taken many forms. As we have moved out of crowded cities

into the countryside nearby and created suburbs, we have eliminated more and more of

the natural environment and replaced it with our own. As we have leveled trees and hills

to put in housing developments, shopping centers, and other "civilized" creations, we
have shrunk the natural environment and pushed species of plant growth and animals

back into narrower areas where they often have not been able to survive because of the

elimination of their space, air, water, and food supplies.

All of the preceding have contributed to our attitudes toward the natural environ-

ment and all it contains. It remains to be seen whether these attitudes should prevail, or
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whether they should undergo radical or moderate changes. An examination and analysis

of the arguments for and against the use and exploitation of nature will help us to look at

both sides of environmental ethical issues.

Arguments for Use and Exploitation

of the \atural Environment

Dominion-Over-.Xature Arguments

A strong set of arguments states that human beings are the highest form of natural cre-

ation and, therefore, should have complete dominion over nature and everything that it

contains. Nature exists strictly for the use of human beings and has no other purpose for

its existence. These arguments come from two sources: religion and science.

Religious Basis for Dominion. As pointed out, Western religions seem to support the

stance that people, although related to nature, are yet other and higher than nature by
virtue of the spirituality that has been conferred upon them by God. No other beings in

nature have such high status as humans; therefore, they do not deserve the same ethical

considerations as humans do. It is strictly up to human beings to decide what the value

of nature is, since it has no value in and of itself.

Natural Order and Evolution Argument. The other argument that supports humans' do-

minion over nature is that which focuses on the evolutionary scale and the natural order

of things which places human beings at the top of everything. Humans, by virtue of their

fantastic brains that are considered (by them) to be the highest achievement of nature

and evolution, should obviously have dominion over everything else in the natural

world. Humans have shown through their ability to reason and invent that, even though

nature towers over them in size, they are capable of harnessing it and all of its aspects by

flying, traveling on and staying under water, controlling rivers, streams, and seas, level-

ing tallest mountains, cutting down nature's biggest trees, and overcoming nature's

most ferocious species of animals. And even though nature does in some respects have

more control over humans (as demonstrated by earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, and

tidal waves), it is just a matter of time until humans will be able to control these aspects

of nature too by being able to predict them and then by either averting them or diminish-

ing their destructive powers.

Human Reasoning Versus Nature as Blind and !\onreasoning

The main reason that human beings are at the top of the natural order of things is that

they have the capacity for reasoning that the rest of nature does not possess. Inanimate

objects and plants have no reasoning ability, and animals have it to only a minor degree,

if at all. Because nature is blind and nonreasoning, it is obvious that human beings

should have complete dominion and control over it.
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Civilization More Important Than Nature

Because the human brain and its reasoning capacity is the highest form in the natural or-

der, then civilization, including its institutions, technology, science, industry, and sys-

tems of all kinds, should take precedence over nature. Neither nature nor any of its

inhabitants except for human beings is capable of reasoning, analyzing, organizing, us-

ing a language, or creating. Therefore, if nature must be destroyed in order to allow hu-

man civilization to expand and progress, then it simply must be, as it is less important in

all of its aspects.

Moral Rights and Obligations

Because humans are at the top of the religious and natural orders, they and only they are

deserving of moral rights and obligations; therefore, we have moral obligations only to

ourselves and other human beings and not to nature in any of its aspects. Morality does

not exist as far as the rest of nature is concerned, but either comes from God or is estab-

lished by humans for humans; therefore, humans have no moral obligations toward any

part of nature, nor does any part of nature have any moral rights. Nature, then, can be used

and exploited in any way that humans see fit, for it is merely there for their purposes.

Arguments Against the Use and Exploitation ol Nature

Monistic Wholism Versus Dominion and Domination

Critics of the dualistic arguments that human beings and nature are separate and that the

former have been given dominion over the latter state that, first, religious arguments

have either been misinterpreted or are irrelevant. Since nature is part of God's creation,

say some religionists, then it also should be treated with respect. Just because there are

no souls in nonhumans doesn't mean they have no value whatsoever. Second, having

dominion, as given by God, means that humans should treat nature as God treats hu-

mans, with respect, mercy, and love. If humans are rulers over the world, then they

should be benevolent and care for those beings under their rule who do not have the

great human capacity for reason.

Also, some passages in the King James version of the Bible could be interpreted as

supporting acting morally rather than destructively or dominatingly toward nature.

The Old Testament. First, in the Old Testament in Genesis, chapter 9, verses 12 and 15, it

would seem that God made His covenant with Noah to include not only human beings

but also animals:

Verse 12: And God said, "This is the token of the covenant which I make be-

tween me and you and every living creature that is with you for perpetual

generations."
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Verse 15: "And I will remember my covenant, which is between me and you
and every living creature of all flesh; and the waters shall no more become
a flood to destroy all flesh."

The Neiv Testament. Second, in the New Testament, in Revelations, chapters 7 and 9,

God again seems to express some concern for the nature He created:

Chapter 7, verses 2 and 3: And I saw another angel ascending from the east,

having the seal of the living God, and he cried with a loud voice to the four

angels, to whom it was given to hurt earth and sea, saying, "Hurt not the

earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed a hundred and forty

and four thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel."

Chapter 9, verses 3 and 4: And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the

earth; and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have
power. And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of

the earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree; but only those men
which have not the seal of God in their foreheads.

Nonreligionists argue that, first, just because people have evolved as higher beings

because of their brains doesn't mean that someday they won't be replaced by a yet

higher species. Second, this argument does not mean that nature is inferior to but rather

that it is equal to them in every respect. The proper relationship between humans and

nature is not dualistic, but wholistic; that is, human beings are an integral part of nature

and nature is an integral part of them. Therefore, instead of being a relationship of "sur-

vival of the fittest" or domination of one species over all the rest, this relationship should

be a reciprocal and wholistic one in which all aspects are a part of the whole of nature, to

be preserved and protected and to coexist in harmony.

Reasoning Should Not Separate Humans from Nature

Because humans can reason, they should realize that nature is intrinsically valuable and

must be nurtured and related to in a meaningful manner. Reason should not cause hu-

mans to reject nature, but to prize it; as a matter of fact, having reason endows humans
with much more responsibility toward nature and all it contains than other beings in

nature who do not possess it. Where animals are concerned, the importance of reason-

ing should be expanded to include sentientism (having mental states) so that animals

can be respected even though they cannot reason. There are also certain criteria put

forth by some ethicists that clearly can be used to give rights to animals and require hu-

man obligations toward them (see the following section on criteria for animal rights).

Civilization Versus Nature. Nature, which contains most human needs and which re-

lates to humans in a vital way, should never be made subordinate to civilization, which

is human-constructed. Civilization has its value and importance, but nature should
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never be seriously endangered or destroyed at the expense of expanding civilization.

For example, when builders are contemplating putting up a housing development or

other buildings, they should never destroy any part of the natural environment in

which they are working. Plant and animal life must be preserved and not destroyed as

designing and building take place. Frank Lloyd Wright (1869-1959), the great American
architect and advocate of organic architecture, felt that buildings should be designed in

such a way that they fit into the natural environment or even seem to emerge from it in

an organic way. His famous cantilevered house at Willow Run is a perfect example of

this attitude.

Moderate Position

Both of the preceding sets of arguments take extreme positions either for or against the

use and exploitation of nature. The arguments for such use and exploitation advocate the

total subordination of nature to humans and the free use and exploitation of nature for

whatever reasons humans deem acceptable. On the other hand, the arguments against

these suggest that nature must be considered as standing on an equal footing with hu-

mans and should never be used as a means to human ends (see Chapter 3 and Kant's

Practical Imperative). A more moderate position exists between these two extremes,

however, one in which nature generally is regarded as being important and significant,

but not necessarily on the same footing with humans, and in which it may be used for

human means with some care so as not to seriously endanger or destroy it.

This position generally agrees with the wholistic position, seeing nature and hu-

mans as being intimately related and requiring that humans treat nature with respect;

however, it is not against using nature for the good of humans, but insists that this be

done carefully, allowing for the preservation and protection of the environment and ani-

mals in the process and being careful not to overuse either of these. Perhaps these three

positions dealing with humans and their relationship to nature can be best exemplified

through a discussion of animal rights and human moral obligations toward animals.

Criteria for Animal Rights

Life and Being Alive

Some might argue that as long as something has life or is alive, then it deserves moral

consideration, and people have a moral obligation to protect and preserve life wherever

it is found. Critics of this position say that it is much too vague and unrealistic and that it

would seem to violate the way nature itself works. A food chain exists in nature in which

plants feed on other plants, animals feed on plants, and animals feed on other animals.

Nature is able to achieve a balance in this process in which species survive but do not

necessarily become extinct because they are not destroyed through overhunting, over-

eating, or overkilling.
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Human beings also make distinctions concerning whether just life and being alive

constitute sufficient criteria to preserve life. They have and do follow nature in that they

eat plants and animals for their own survival just as the latter do for theirs. Further, hu-

mans even allow the killing of their own species in certain instances. Even though these

are controversial areas, humans do allow the termination of life in their own species in

such cases as abortion, defense of the innocent, capital punishment, just wars, mercy
death, and mercy killing (see Chapters 8, 9, 10). If humans allow this in their own
species, why not in others as well, especially if it is clearly for the good of the human
species? Therefore, the fact that something or someone merely is alive or has life does not

in itself seem to constitute a strong argument against terminating that life for this or that

good reason.

Having Interests

Joel Feinberg states that "to have a right is to have a claim to something and against

someone," and goes on to say that only beings who can be said to have interests are ca-

pable of claiming such rights. 1 He considers that animals do have interests, even though

they can't express them verbally, especially the interest not to suffer pain, and therefore

he would argue that animals do indeed have rights.

Attributes of Soul, Mind, and Feelings

Some would argue that rights for moral treatment are based upon whether a being has a

soul, a mind, or feelings. The difficulty of proving the existence or nonexistence of a soul

creates problems with such a criterion. Furthermore, even if we could prove a soul's ex-

istence, why should that be the only claim to moral rights?

As far as mind and feelings are concerned, animals, as sentient beings like humans,

have to be described as having both of these merely through our observation of them. It

seems obvious that they have sense experiences, although often different from those of

humans, and they seem to be able to express sadness, happiness, and anger as well as

other emotions and states of consciousness (for example, conscious awareness and re-

sponse to stimuli).

Reason

Although it is limited, animals do seem to also have an ability to reason, even if only on a

rudimentary level. Current language experiments with chimpanzees and gorillas would
seem to indicate this. Furthermore, human beings with severe mental impairment can

reason at no higher a level than some animals do, and generally we give them rights and

feel we have moral obligations toward them; therefore, why do we not also have such

obligations toward animals? It would seem that the mere fact of being sentient (having

mental states) in itself would elicit from us humans at least the obligation not to inflict

pain and suffering on one who is so.
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Ways of Dealing with \ninial Rights

Vegetarianism

One way of ensuring animal rights is to avoid using animals for food at all and to eat

only vegetables. In this way hunting or slaughtering animals for food no longer becomes
necessary. There are many kinds of vegetarians—some who will not eat any meat at all,

some who will eat only poultry and fish, and some who will not even eat animal prod-

ucts such as eggs. Some extremists, such as the Jainists, will not even eat vegetables from

plants that have to be killed to yield the fruit or vegetable, such as potatoes. They will

themselves not kill plants to eat their food but will wait until food drops from plants or

trees or accept food donations from others who will pick them. One vegetarian I know
felt comfortable eating only vegetables until he discovered that the pinto bean actually is

an embryo of the bean plant!

I am not describing all of this in order to ridicule vegetarians and their ideals, but

only to show how difficult it is to attain some consistency as we try to preserve the lives

of plants and animals. For example, what is the difference, beyond the health reasons,

between eating red meat and eating poultry or fish? Is it any more moral to kill and eat a

chicken or a fish than it is to kill and eat a cow or sheep?

Arguments Against Vegetarianism

Some argue that even though animals have interests and rights, those interests and
rights are of less importance than those of humans, and therefore we have a right to use

them for food, just as animals in nature use other animals and vegetables for food. The

moderate view states that with these rights go certain responsibilities to not make ani-

mals suffer or feel pain, or not to slaughter whole species and make them extinct, but

that humans still are entitled within these moral limitations to kill animals for food.

Sentientism

A second way of dealing with animal rights is to respect the fact that they have mental

states that are to some extent akin to those of humans and are therefore deserving of

rights. The critics of this argument ask, "What about plants and trees?" Sentientism is

too restrictive and ignores the livingness of nonanimals. Don't our forests and fields de-

serve the same kind of consideration as any other living being? These people generally

argue for wholism.

H holism

Every living thing is deserving of respect according to this view because humans, animals,

and plants are part of a natural whole and must learn to live in harmony with one another.

This attitude relies heavily upon human beings and their reasoning, especially moral rea-
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sorting. The critics of this view argue against the blurring of important distinctions be-

tween humans, animals, and plants and state that there is indeed a hierarchy of beings that

allows us to deem the rights of certain beings to be more important than others'. For exam-

ple, animal rights activists are more concerned about animals than they are about plants

and feel that animals should be given more consideration than wholism would allow.

Use of Animals for Food

One of the most important issues, because of its prevalency, is the raising and slaughter-

ing of animals for food. Is it moral to kill sentient beings, possessing all of the attributes

described previously, and use them for human consumption? There are people who
stand on both sides of this issue, and some who are in the middle. What is involved in

both the raising and slaughtering of animals for this purpose?

Ways of Raising Animals for Food

In the past, wild animals were hunted and their flesh was used for food while their skins

or other body parts were used for clothes and other items. When humans became more
civilized, they began to domesticate animals, such as cows, pigs, sheep, and chickens,

and to raise them for food. Animals were raised in the open air on farms or ranches

alongside one or both of their parents, allowed to graze in pastures, or fed corn or other

grains or foods while sometimes being penned in the open air. This is called the "free

range" system of raising animals for food. When the time came for slaughter, the animals

generally were put to death as quickly and as painlessly as possible.

However, as the demand for more and better meat and other animal products in-

creased, something called "factory farming" came into use. Animals are raised in very

close pens, often in the dark, and few of them ever see their mothers or the light of day.

Even though killing animals for food is considered to be immoral by some, under the old

system, they at least were treated more or less humanely up to the time of slaughter. An
example of what goes on in factory farming can be seen in a description of how calves

are raised for the veal that humans eat:

In order to make their flesh pale and tender, these calves are given special

treatment. They are put in narrow stalls and tethered with a chain so that they

cannot turn around, lie down comfortably, or groom themselves. They are fed

a totally liquid diet to promote rapid weight gain. This diet is deficient in iron

and, as a result, the calves lick the sides of the stall, which are impregnated

with urine containing iron. They are given no water because thirsty animals

eat more than those who drink water. Is this cruel treatment morally justified?

Should we do this to animals just because we enjoy eating their flesh?2

A similar description could be given with regard to the raising of chickens, lambs,

or pigs and also to using animals for their products, such as eggs, milk, and cream. Is this

moral?
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The Vegetarian Position

Because vegetarians oppose using animals for food in any way, shape, or form, such peo-

ple would be totally against the factory farming way of raising animals, calling it even
more decadent and corrupt than raising animals on the open farms as before. To raise

and kill animals strictly for our needs is to use living, sentient beings merely as a means
to our own ends without even the kindness of letting them have a relatively happy and
good life before we kill them.

The Carnivore Position

The carnivore or meat-eating position accepts this approach as a modernized and much
more efficient way of giving humans the best quality food possible. Because animals are

here basically for our use and have no intrinsic value, then we have no moral obligations

toward them, and their suffering has no meaning, since they are less than human. There-

fore, any method that brings humans the best quality of meat possible is morally accept-

able regardless of how it affects the animals involved.

The Moderate Position

The moderate position might condone using animals for food, but decry the factory

farming method as cruel. It would state that animals may be used by humans for food,

but insist on the free-range method of raising them and their painless slaughter as basic

requirements for dealing morally with them. It would not, of course, deny the rights of

vegetarians, but it would not brand as immoral the eating of meat aside from the cruelty

to animals in the process of raising or slaughtering them.

Use of Animals for Experimentation

The use of animals for experimentation has gone on for many years and has resulted in

the development of many of the greatest scientific and medical discoveries that have

helped people to rid themselves of all kinds of chronic and fatal diseases.

Arguments for Animal Experimentation

Scientists would argue that without the ability to use animals for experimentation, hu-

mans would have to be used, to their harm and sometimes fatality. Cures simply would

not be found for diseases, nor would training in certain procedures, such as surgeries, be

possible. Because by law humans cannot be used for experimentation without their in-

formed consent and without tremendous safeguards being imposed, progress in science

and medicine simply would have to come to a standstill if animals could not be used.

They would argue further that animals have much less value than human beings,

so it is morally correct to use them for experimentation because what will be discovered
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will benefit many people and sometimes the whole of humankind. Many of the animals

scientists use are merely put to death because no one wants them and they cannot be

kept in pounds or animal shelters indefinitely; therefore, why not get some use out of

them rather than just kill them? The mere fact that nobody wants them or will take care

of them should make it all right to use them to benefit humans.

Arguments Against Using Animals for Experimentation

In the view of animal rights activists, animals are thinking, feeling beings that suffer pain

to the same extent and degree as humans. Just because they cannot tell us how much
what is being done to them hurts doesn't mean they don't feel the pain. Therefore, it is

immoral to put animals through suffering, torture, and painful death just so that humans
can make progress in science and medicine. Even though Kant's Practical Imperative

was meant to apply to rational human beings, animal rights activists would apply it to

animals, giving them the same rights and status as human beings.

Many experiments are absolutely unnecessary to the health and well-being of hu-

man beings, and yet experiments continue to put animals through terrible tortures and
death, merely in order to satisfy scientific curiosity. For example:

At the Lovelace Foundation in New Mexico, experimenters forced sixty-

four beagles to inhale radioactive strontium 90. Twenty-five of the dogs
died; initially most of them were feverish and anemic and had hemor-
rhages and bloody diarrhea. One of the deaths occurred during an epileptic

seizure, and another resulted from a brain hemorrhage. In a similar experi-

ment, beagles were injected with enough strontium 90 to produce early

death in fifty percent of the group. ... It was already known that strontium

90 was unhealthy, and that the dogs would suffer and die. Furthermore,

these experiments did not save any human lives or have any important

benefits for humans.3

Animal rights activists see absolutely no redeeming moral value in such experi-

ments and in fact deem them to be terribly immoral. Even when the outcome of experi-

ments is such as to help scientists fight human diseases, other methods besides using

animals merely as a means to our own ends must be found, or scientific progress simply

should not be made. It is immoral, in these activists' eyes, to use animals for such pur-

poses regardless of how much it may help mankind.

Moderate Position

The moderate position would not be against using animals for experimentation, but it

would insist that, first of all, experiments must be absolutely necessary to the health and

well-being of human beings. Animals should never be experimented upon merely to sat-

isfy human curiosity, nor should they ever be used for unnecessary experiments such as

that described with the beagles.
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Second, every care must be taken to avoid inflicting upon animals more pain and
suffering during the experiment than is actually needed. Every effort must be made to

keep animals out of pain while experiments are going on, and they should be given al-

most the same amount of respect that would be tendered toward our fellow humans.
With these safeguards in mind, necessary animal experimentation may be done.

killing Animals for Sport

It Should Be Wowed

An Ancient Activity ofMan. Several arguments exist for killing animals for sport. Hunt-

ing animals was an ancient activity of men in many of the tribes and cultures of the past

and it remains so in cultures of the present. Some would argue that it is a part of man-
hood to engage in the hunting and killing of animals for food, skins, trophies, or just for

the thrill of the hunt.

Controlling Animal Population. Protagonists of this position would argue that killing

animals at will is the only way of keeping the animal population under control. As hu-

mans have built ranches and farms further into the natural environment, wild animals

often have attacked their crops or their domestic animals that are raised for food or for

commercial reasons. Such animals must be trapped and killed so as to preserve civiliza

Hon. If the hunting of wild animals is not allowed, even the least ferocious of them will

destroy crops and domestic animals. Further, they will overrun our farms, ranches, and

even our towns and cities, especially where there are suburbs. Therefore, in order to

keep the animal population under control, hunting should not merely be allowed but en-

couraged.

Desire for Animal Meat and Other Body Parts. First, despite the fact that we have all the

domestic meat we may wish, many people like to eat wild game, such as duck, venison

(deer meat), quail, and pheasant, and they should be allowed to indulge their tastes.

Second, many people like to use the skins of wild animals of all kinds to make
clothes, shoes, boots, handbags, floor coverings, and wall hangings. Even though all of

these items can be made from synthetic materials or from domestic animals' skins, the

more exotic wild skins are often prettier, rarer, and valued more highly. It is one thing,

for example, to own a pair of cowboy boots made of cowhide, but another to own a pair

made from lizard, crocodile, porcupine, or rattlesnake hides. The higher prices for boots

made from these skins attest to their higher value.

Third, it is exciting to be able to have the heads of wild animals one has hunted

and killed in the jungles and forests hanging on one's walls to indicate prowess and

bravery as a hunter. And it is fun and different to have a wastebasket made of an ele-

phant's foot, carved ivory figures made from its tusks, and coats and capes made from

the beautiful skins and furs of real wild animals. Some people play tennis, swim, or ski
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for sport, so why shouldn't the hunter or fisherman be allowed to pursue his or her own
preferred sport?

It Should Not Be Allowed

An Ancient Activity No Longer Required. The very fact that hunting is an ancient activ-

ity should indicate that it is not necessarily needed in modern times. We no longer have

the need for the meat, skins, or body parts of wild animals. Furthermore, modern civi-

lized males should not need to prove their masculinity at the expense of innocent and of-

ten beautiful animals who do nothing to harm them and who should be allowed to roam
free as they once did.

The Animal Population Will Control Itself. The major cause of the increase in the ani-

mal population is that humans have hunted and killed carnivores such as mountain

lions, wolves, and bobcats. These predators used to hunt and eat animals such as deer

and rabbits, thereby naturally keeping the animal population under control. If hunting

these animals were no longer allowed, then the animals they hunt would become a

menace as indeed they have. If this natural control system cannot be, then there must
be more humane ways of controlling animal populations other than shooting them for

sport.

No Further Need for Wild Game or Body Parts. It is a decadent civilization, antagonists

to hunting as a sport would say, that needs to hunt animals for their meat when perfectly

good domestic meat exists for human consumption. In addition, to use animals' body
parts, such as their skins, when there are perfectly good synthetic, man-made materials

we can use for these purposes is indefensible. We can make synthetic fur coats that look

as if they are made of real furs and that do not require us to kill animals for them. The
days of using wild animal skins and hides are over, or should be, and there is absolutely

no need to kill 50 lizards, for example, in order to make a pair of cowboy boots or club to

death hundreds of baby harp seals in order to make fur coats for women. It is the height

of decadence that members of a civilized world have to continue to hunt and kill beauti-

ful wild animals for these purposes.

The Moderate Position

Killing for Sport Can Be Allowed on a Limited Basis. We must recognize that other

sports, such as skiing and swimming, do not involve the killing of innocent animals. This

position recognizes the enjoyment some people get from the hunt and will allow hunting

for sport on a limited basis as long as animals, especially endangered species, generally

are protected and that there are limits on the type, age, and sex of the animal to be

hunted. The hunt must be a fair one, allowing animals to try to save themselves. "Shoot-

ing fish in a barrel," as the saying goes, should not be allowed, and poachers should be

fined or otherwise heavily penalized.
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There should be specific seasons set aside by forest rangers and other officials, and
rules protecting animals from extinction should be strictly enforced. Also, until the

predator population can be expanded, hunting should coincide with the need for control

of populations of "huntable" animals. Here again, strict limits must be enforced so as to

ensure that there is no extinction of any species.

No Reason to Kill Wild Animals for Meat. Except where hunting is allowed, as de-

scribed, no hunting outside of established limits should take place for meat or body
parts unless it is done by primitive tribes in order to get meat for their villages when no
other meat can be acquired.

No Killing Animals for Body Parts and Skins. Again, except where allowed within the

limits described, no hunting should take place to acquire animal body parts, such as

heads for trophies, skins or furs for clothes and footwear, feet for wastebaskets, or tusks

for ivory. In order to help ensure that this type of hunting stops, civilized people should

not demand such items and should make a strong effort not to order or purchase them;

they should openly declare their opposition to such wasteful and useless hunting. In

other words, every effort should be made to restrict hunting to a minimum.

Protection of Endangered Species

People who are not particularly concerned about the extinction of species of animals, es-

pecially exotic species, cannot see what all the fuss is about. Why worry about such

things? Nature always has allowed various species to become extinct; perhaps it is now
occurring by means of the advancement of human beings and their civilization. Why, for

example, should people try to preserve the California condor? It is one of the ugliest

birds in existence and basically is a carrion or vulture-like bird feeding off the carcasses

of dead animals. Why does it matter whether we save such species or even those that are

prettier to look at? There are several arguments that animal protectionists bring up re-

garding endangered species:

1. An irreverence for even a small segment of life affects one's reverence for all life.

If one has no consideration for even one species, then he or she is likely not to

have consideration for any other, including his own. Protectionists argue that

human beings should protect and preserve all viable life in all of its forms, not

just human life, as best they can.

2. Most species of animals are beautiful or at least interesting to see and know
about, especially in their natural habitats, so they should be available not only

for us, but also for our children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. If we
are not careful about encroaching upon animals' habitats and destroying them

in all the ways we can and do, then there will be fewer and fewer species around

for us and our kin to experience.
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3. All animals seem to contribute in some way to the balance of nature and to the

natural food chain. We may not clearly know how everything fits into the over-

all plan of nature, but we should be careful not to upset the balance any more
than we have to. It is one thing for nature to' take its course and to make certain

species extinct, but whenever it is obvious that humans, not nature, are the cause

of destruction or extinction, we should cease what we are doing, or do what we
are doing less, so as not to affect nature and its inhabitants adversely.

These are the reasons animal protectionists give for doing our utmost to protect

and preserve all species of animals, and especially those that are becoming endangered.

Obviously such people would be totally against hunting any of these species and also

would tend to want to curtail the progress and encroachment of civilization upon nature

wherever it tends to threaten the existence of such species.

Conclusion

As has been the case with most of the moral issues I have presented in this book, I have

tried to present as fairly as I can the extreme pro and con positions. In some cases I also

have presented a moderate position. Perhaps the most important question we are left

with, after contemplating the moral issues connected with the natural environment is to

what extent it is possible for a balance to be achieved between civilization and its

progress and the natural environment and all it contains. Civilization in and of itself is

not a bad thing. Human beings have had magnificent achievements through their civi-

lization; at times they even have worked ingeniously to preserve what is best in nature.

People who argue for such preservation feel that human beings must never forget that

they come from and are a part of nature and that they must always treat it with respect.

To the extent that they do not, they will eventually only hurt themselves as well as all the

living beings around them.

Cases for Study and Discussion

CASE1

Every year in order to satisfy the demands for seal fur coats, hundreds, even thou-

sands, of baby harp seals are bashed to death on the ice by groups of villagers for

whom the sale of such animal skins is the major industry of their village. What occurs

is a bloody massacre of a large part of the seal community. Animal rights activists de-

cry this wholesale slaughter of an animal species that is quite innocent and that does

not endanger anyone's life. Such slaughter takes place for the sole purpose of satisfy-

ing female vanity throughout the "civilized" world when perfectly good synthetic furs

could serve the same purpose. The villagers, on the other hand, make their living basi-

cally by killing the baby seals and probably would live in poverty if they didn't have

this particular business activity. This issue could be extended to include many other
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animals as well. If you know of other species involved in such "harvesting," present

the problem and answer the following questions for that issue also. Do you think that

what the villagers are doing is morally right? Why or why not? Can the needs of the

villagers be balanced against the lives of the seals? How? What solution to this prob-

lem would you suggest?

CASE 2

In a recent Ann Landers column, an upset woman wrote in because someone had criti-

cized her for wearing a rabbit fur coat. She had been asked, "I wonder how many beau-

tiful rabbits died so you could have that coat?" The woman noticed that her questioner

was wearing a down coat and retorted, "Do you think the geese they got the down
from which to make your coat are still alive?" Ann Landers stated that most of the fur

produced in North America is raised on fam; farms, and added that in her opinion it

is no more cruel to kill animals for their fur than it is to kill them for food or their

hides. She wondered further whether critics of killing animals for fur would be willing

to give up their shoes, belts, handbags, saddles, and luggage and any meat they might

eat at meals.4 What do you think of these statements and questions? Is the killing of an-

imals any more justified for food, hides, or feathers than it is for furs? Why or why not?

Support your answers in detail. Does it make any difference whether animals are

raised on family farms or trapped in the wild? Why or why not? Is there any way to be

consistent or to justify inconsistencies when it comes to the use of animals for food,

hides, feathers, or furs? For example, someone recently wrote a letter to the editor of a

newspaper stating that the setting on fire by the Animal Liberation Front of a store that

sold animal furs is no more justified than setting a restaurant on fire for killing and

cooking chickens. How would you sort out and differentiate these issues? Explain in

detail.

CASE 3

A major oil corporation constantly advertises in newspapers, magazines, and on radio

and television about what it is doing to protect the environment and endangered

species. At the same time, it is responsible for oil spills caused by carelessness both on

land and at sea, which, of course, destroy all kinds of sea life and animals that live there.

When such spills occur, unless they happen to hit the newspapers because they cannot

be hidden from public view, employees are told to clean up the spills, but not to tell

anyone outside of the company or even inside the company who does not already know
about it. This, of course, would seem to be hypocrisy of the worst kind. Do you think

the oil company should spend more time and money on preventing oil spills than on

building shelters for some endangered species? Why or why not? What would make the

company less hypocritical? Answer in detail. Should the company keep such spills se-

cret when they are unknown to the public, or do they owe the public the right to have

that information as well as the advertisements about what they're doing to protect the

environment? Why or why not? Is it all right to keep such spills secret because it's good

for business? Why or why not?
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CASE 4

A certain company that manufactures cosmetics uses rabbits to test the irritancy level

of its products to their eyes for purposes of making nonirritating cosmetics for the

eyes of women who will use such cosmetics. Large doses of any substance to be used
are injected into one eye of the rabbits, while the other eye is left alone for compari-

son of any damage done. The test is painful, and anesthetics are not used on rabbits.

Since large doses have to be used in order to provide a greater margin of safety for

possible eventual use on humans, permanent eye damage often occurs. No tests that

avoid using animals have ever been developed. Is this type of testing moral? Why or

why not? Would the use of rabbits for this purpose be more morally acceptable if

they were given pain killers? Why or why not? Since the products are to be used on
humans, should the company ask for human volunteers with the same safeguards be-

ing required as for other types of human experimentation? Why or why not? Do you
think animal experimentation is more morally justifiable if it's done for medical rea-

sons—for example, to find a pain relief medication or cure for certain diseases? Whv
or why not?

CASE 5

A dam was proposed to be built on a certain river in a natural setting that would pro-

duce hydroelectric power and create recreational activities, such as boating, swimming,
and waterskiing. The only problem, as environmentalists see it, is that there is a certain

species of small fish found only in this river that will become extinct if the dam is built.

The fish is not used for food or sport; in fact, no one knows what purpose it serves by
being in the river. Should the dam be built? Why or why not? Would it make a differ-

ence to your answer if the small fish were a good food fish or could be used in some
other commercial way, or does its possible extinction constitute a sufficient reason to not

build the dam? Explain your answer in detail.

Chapter Summary

I. Key terms

A. Speciesism is a prejudice for one's own species and against other species.

B. Sentientism is the theory that only those beings with mental states should be the

subject of moral concern.

C. Wholism is a conception of nature that sees humans and nature together as

forming a moral community.

D. Vegetarianism is the refusal to eat the flesh of animals in favor of a diet of veg-

etables.

E. An endangered species is a species of animals in danger of becoming extinct

because of the encroachment of civilization upon the natural environment and

because of careless exploitation by human beings.
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II. Nature and morality

A. Human beings have discovered in recent years that natural resources, including

animals, plants, and trees, are not boundless but are subject to diminishment,

destruction, and loss.

B. This will affect us with regard to the social aspect of our morality (refer to

Chapter 1 for a discussion of the four aspects), but many consider that na tun-

also is valuable in itself.

III. Environmental ethical issues

A. We cannot continue the waste and destruction of natural resources, but must
take action now to conserve and replenish what we take from nature for our

own uses.

B. Neither can we continue to exploit, misuse, and pollute the environment.

C. There also is the ethical issue of animal rights.

1. Many people feel that with our modern products and food availability, we no
longer should be destroying animals for food and body parts (fur, skin, tusks).

2. Also, we must be much more humane in the way we raise domestic animals

for food.

3. We either should not use animals at all for scientific experimentation, or use

them only sparingly and, again, humanely.

4. We must also be more careful to ensure that various animal species are not

decimated or made extinct.

IV. Our attitude toward nature and what lies behind it

A. These attitudes have not developed overnight.

B. Platonic dualism and the beginnings of Western philosophy, which essentially

saw human beings as being separate from and superior to the external world

and nature, tended to split human beings off from nature.

C. Judeo-Christian teachings in the Bible taught that human beings are imbued
with a soul whereas the rest of nature is not, and that human beings have do-

minion over all of nature and should "go forth and multiply."

D. With the advancement of science and technology nature has become, at least

from the human point of view, more and more subservient to human beings.

E. Industrialization has not only increased the use of natural resources for its op-

eration but also has polluted the environment through the disposing of waste.

F. Through industrialization, population increases, and the greater need for land

and space, civilization has encroached upon nature, destroying more and more
of the natural environment.

V. Arguments for use and exploitation of the natural environment

A. There are two types of the dominion-over-nature argument.

1. Religious: Western religions seem to condone this type of dominion citing

various statements in the Bible.

2. Natural order and evolution: In this view, human beings are considered to be

the highest evolved species in nature, so they should exercise power over the

rest of it.
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B. Civilization is more important than nature. Because humans constitute the

highest evolutionary and religious order, human civilization should take prece-

dence over nature.

C. Humans and only humans are deserving ofmoral rights and obligations.

VI. Arguments against the use and exploitation of nature

A. Monistic wholism versus dominion and domination. Human beings and na-

ture are parts of a whole and not separated into dominant and subordinate

groups.

1. Religious arguments about the superiority of humans have either been mis-

interpreted or are irrelevant.

2. That humans have evolved to a higher level of intelligence does not mean
they automatically are entitled to dominion over nature. Someday they

could be replaced by a more advanced species.

3. The proper relationship between human beings and nature is wholistic

rather than dominant and subordinate.

B. Reasoning should not separate humans from nature but should unite them both

more closely. Reasoning should lead to an acceptance of nature as being intrin-

sically valuable.

C. Nature, which contains most human needs and which relates to humans in a

vital way, should never be made subordinate to civilization, which is human-
constructed.

VII. The moderate position

A. Nature is important and significant but not necessarily on the same footing

with humans.

B. It may therefore be used for human means but with care so as not to endanger

or destroy it.

C. This position generally agrees with the wholistic position, but is not against us-

ing nature for the good of humans as long as it is done carefully, allowing for

the preservation and protection of the environment.

VIII. Criteria for animal rights

A. One criterion states that anything that is alive is deserving of moral considera-

tion. Critics would argue against this.

1. It is too vague and unrealistic, and also it seems to violate the way in which

nature itself works (e.g., the natural food chain).

2. Even human life is not valued merely for its own sake; the taking of human
life can be declared to be moral under certain circumstances.

B. Those who have interests have rights. Therefore, because animals have interests

(e.g., to survive, not to suffer pain), they have rights.

C. Attributes of soul, mind, and feelings. Some would argue that moral considera-

tion is based upon whether or not beings have these attributes.

1. The difficulty of proving the existence of a soul is a problem with this argu-

ment as is the question of why such an attribute should be the only criterion

for moral consideration. And who knows whether or not animals have

souls? Some religions believe they do.
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2. Animals have both minds and feelings and therefore satisfy this aspect of the

criterion.

D. Proponents would state that animals seem to possess the power of reason, at

least at the rudimentary level (e.g., chimpanzees and gorillas can learn sign lan-

guage) and therefore should be considered as having moral rights.

1. Some humans have severe mental impairment and can barely reason, if at

all. If we have moral obligations toward them, why not toward animals?

2. It would seem that a creature's having mental states at all (being sentient)

would require from us at least the obligation not to inflict pain upon it.

3. Opponents of animal rights would argue that any mental states that animals

may have are so far below those of humans that animals are deserving of lit-

tle or no moral concern.

IX. Ways of dealing with animal rights

A. Vegetarians do not use animals for food at all.

B. There are arguments against vegetarianism.

1. Even if animals have rights, they are less important than the rights of hu-

mans, so the latter have a right to use the former for food, just as animals use

other animals, according to nature's way.

2. Sentientism, which states that animals should be morally respected because

they have mental states, is criticized because it tends to eliminate non-

animal life-forms such as plants, flowers, and trees.

3. Advocates of wholism would argue that sentientism and vegetarianism are

too narrow and merely single out one aspect of nature for moral concern;

they argue that all of nature is deserving of such respect. Critics of wholism,

on the other hand, argue that it blurs proper distinctions in the hierarchy of

beings in nature.

X. Use of animals for food

A. Is it moral to kill sentient beings possessing all of the attributes previously de-

scribed, and use them for food?

B. Ways of raising animals for food.

1. In the past, domesticated animals were raised in the open air on ranches or

farms.

2. Now, given the greater demand for meat and other animal products (e.g.,

eggs, milk), factory farming, in which animals often are raised in narrow

pens without light and air and often are separated from their mothers, is the

method now used.

C. The vegetarian is absolutely against raising animals for food; moreover, vege-

tarians are aghast at the current methods used.

D. The carnivore (meat-eater) feels that the main purpose of raising animals is for

food and that any method that will give human beings better quality meat more

efficiently is certainly acceptable.

E. The moderate position condones using animals for food but does not accept

wholesale slaughter, factory farming, or mistreatment of any kind where ani-

mals are concerned.
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XI. Use of animals for experimentation

A. There are several arguments for animal experimentation.

1. Scientists argue that without our ability to use animals for experimentation,

humans would have to be used and would be harmed or killed, or no cures

for diseases could ever be found.

2. Because, by law, humans cannot be used for experimentation without their

informed consent and the application of strict guidelines, scientific and med-
ical progress would simply come to a standstill without animals.

3. They argue further that animals have much less value than human beings, so

it is morally correct to use the former for purposes of experimentation.

4. Many of the animals used would just be put to sleep anyway because thev

are not wanted; therefore, why not have their deaths serve a purpose and
help human beings?

B. Arguments against using animals for experimentation also exist.

1. Animals are thinking and feeling beings that suffer pain to the same extent

and degree as do humans; therefore, it is immoral to make animals suffer

and die merely so that humans can make progress in science and medicine.

2. Furthermore, many experiments are absolutely unnecessary to the health and

well-being of human beings and are done simply out of scientific curiosity.

3. Animal rights activists feel that it is absolutely immoral to use animals for

any experiments and that if other means cannot be found, then scientific

progress simply will not be able to be made.

C. There is also a moderate position.

1. Moderates would not be opposed to using animals for experimentation but

would insist that such experiments must be absolutely necessary to the

health and well-being of humans and not be done merely in order to satisfy

human curiosity.

2. Care must be taken not to inflict upon animals more pain and suffering dur-

ing the experiment than is absolutely necessary—every effort must be made
to keep animals out of pain while experiments are going on.

XII. Killing animals for sport

A. There are arguments for killing animals for sport.

1. Hunting is an ancient activity that is a significant rite of manhood. It was
done in the earliest tribes and cultures and should continue on even today.

2. It is the best way of keeping the animal population under control; if not con-

trolled, animals will destroy our crops, kill our domesticated animals, and

encroach upon our cities.

3. There is a need for wild animal meat and body parts.

(a) Even though they have all the domesticated animal meat they might

need, many people prefer wild game, such as venison and pheasant, and

they should be allowed to indulge their tastes.

(b) Even though clothes and other items can be made from the skins of do-

mestic animals or from synthetic products, the more exotic skins and
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body parts (snakeskin, elephant tusks, fur) are prettier and rarer, and so

valued more highly,

(c) It is exciting to have the heads of wild animals a hunter has killed dis-

played on the walls, and it is unique to have such possessions as ele-

phant-foot wastebaskets.

B. There are also arguments against killing animals for sport.

1

.

Hunting is an ancient activity that is, however, no longer required. Men orig-

inally hunted in order to gain for food and clothing, but now both can be ac-

quired without killing wild animals in order to do so.

2. The animal population will control itself if humans will only allow it to do
so. Killing animals such as the mountain lion has eliminated from nature

predators that would control other animal populations by hunting and
killing them for food.

3. There is absolutely no further need for wild game or body parts, given the

plethora of domesticated animal meat and wonderful human-made prod-

ucts, such as synthetic furs, that are now available.

C. The moderate position seeks a midpoint between the extremes.

1. Killing for sport can be allowed on a limited basis as long as endangered
species are protected and other species don't become endangered.

2. There is no reason to kill wild animals for meat or body parts except where
and when it is allowed within the limits of (1) above.

XIII. Protection of endangered species

A. An irreverence for even a small segment of life affects one's reverence for all life.

B. Most species are beautiful or at least interesting and different, and they should

be available not only for us but our children, grandchildren, and great-grand-

children to see.

C. All animals seem to contribute in some way to the balance of nature and its

food chain, and we should be careful not to upset that balance.

Exercises for Review

1. What do the following key terms mean, and how do they relate to environmental

ethics: speciesism, sentientism, ivholism, vegetarianism, endangered species?

2. Do you agree with the author's view that we have come to our destructive attitudes

concerning the environment from our backgrounds in Western philosophy and

Western religion? Why or why not? If you do not believe that either has had am -

thing to do with these attitudes, then what has caused us to have them? Answer in

detail.

3. If you believe that the Judeo-Christian Bible really does not condone the way in

which we control, waste, and destroy nature, then present evidence from the Bible or

Judeo-Christian teachings that encourages reverence, protection, and preservation

of nature.
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4. Do you think the only and major reason for preserving and protecting nature is to

protect our own good, or do you feel that we have a moral obligation toward nature

because it is intrinsically valuable? Present arguments in detail.

5. Present arguments as to why we should protect endangered species. What differ-

ences does it really make if certain species become extinct? Doesn't nature itself

cause some species to become extinct? What difference does it make if human beings

do the same thing? Answer in detail.

6. Which is more important: civilization and progress or the natural environment? Why?

7. Do you believe that animals have rights, and do you believe that we have an obliga-

tion to see that these rights are protected? Why or why not? If you argue that they do
have rights, what are they, and why?

8. What is your position on vegetarianism, and why? Defend or attack the vegetarian

position, giving good reasons and arguments for whichever side you take.

9. Do you believe we should use animals for experimentation purposes? Why, or why
not? Take a pro, con, or moderate position, and say why you have chosen it.

10. Do you think it is moral to hunt animals for meat, body parts, or sport? Why, or why
not? Give good reasons for your answer.

Views of the Major Ethical Theories on Environmental Ethics

Describe as fully as you can how each of the major ethical theories—Ethical Egoism, Util-

itarianism, Divine Command Theory, Kant's Duty Ethics, Ross's Prima Facie Duties, and

Virtue Ethics—probably would deal with the ethical issues related to the environment

including the cases at the end of the chapter. Refer to Chapters 2 and 3 for a description

of the theories and to Chapter 8, "The Taking of Human Life," for an example of how
you might go about completing this assignment.
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Introduction

My own views as to how the various moral issues discussed in this book might be dealt

with and resolved are presented in the following appendixes. My views are based upon
Humanitarian Ethics, as outlined in Chapter 7, and the eight appendixes coincide with

chapters 8 through 15 in the text.

Neither instructors nor students are in any way obligated to use these appendixes.

However, they may find that after considering the issues themselves it is interesting to

get another point of view on the problems beyond those of the six major ethical theories

described in Chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore, they may find it useful to analyze and criti-

cally evaluate a series of attempts to deal with and solve these problems.

Readers, of course, should not consider themselves bound by these opinions and
theories. Instead, it is my hope that they will serve as a catalyst for exciting and pro-

found discussion of the moral issues that we all find so crucial to our daily lives. Instruc-

tors may assign each appendix with its respective chapter, posing various discussion

questions for students to deal with; they may hold off assigning the appendixes until af-

ter students have formed their own theories and solutions to the issues and problems

discussed; or they need not assign the appendixes at all. No matter how they are used, I

sincerely hope they will serve some useful educational purpose.
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Appendix 1

Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to the Moral Problems

of the Taking of Human Life

Suicide

General Discussion of the Problem

In the matter of suicide, four of the basic principles—Value of Life, Goodness, Justice,

and Freedom—are or may be directly involved. The Principle of Truth Telling and Hon-
esty is only indirectly involved, if at all. For example, if telling a lie or being dishonest

could cause someone to commit suicide, then of course the principle would come into

play. In the discussion of the priority of the five principles in Chapter 7, 1 stated that Life

and Goodness should come first, so let us begin our discussion of suicide by examining

how they come into play with regard to the suicide issue.

Because life is to be valued, efforts must be put forth, within reason, to avoid or

prevent suicides, and certainly nothing should be done to cause them. However, as I

have said, the value of life is determined most importantly by the person who holds or

lives that life. This does not mean that the rest of society does not have some sa) in

whether a person's life is valuable—obviously it does. Society often feels that it has the

right to protect its members from others (by means of laws against murder and rape, for

example) and even from themselves (through the prevention or stopping of suicides or
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self-mutilation wherever possible). But how far may we go in deciding on other people's

behalf that they should go on living when they themselves have decided that their lives

are no longer of value to themselves and that they therefore should be ended? The Prin-

ciple of Goodness also comes into pla\ in that we generally hold that life is a good—ac-

cording to many, the highest good—but we must ask ourselves who, in fact, decides that

this is so. A general consensus that life is good is one thing; however, an individual's

judgment that his or her own life is good is quite another. Who should be the final deci-

sion maker here?

It would seem empirically obvious that as long as people are rational, they should

have the final decision over whether their lives are valuable or good and, therefore,

whether they should continue or be ended. At this point, the Principle of Individual

Freedom enters the discussion in a most significant way. Generally speaking, life should

be revered, protected, and valued, but decisions concerning people's own lives or deaths

should primarily be left up to them. Note that this in no way means that people have the

right to make decisions about anyone else's life or death; it merely means that the free-

dom to decide whether life is good or valuable rests with the individual holding or liv-

ing that life.

Conflicts can arise between this principle and the Principle of Justice, however, in

that the taking of one's life quite often involves the lives and well-being of other people.

Is it fair or just, for example, for a husband and father who decides that his life is not

worth living to commit suicide when so doing will obviously adversely affect his wife

and children, his parents and relatives, his friends, and his coworkers? Though his life

and death in the fullest sense are his own, can one dismiss the fact that because he has es-

tablished significant relationships with others, his life relates to them in a very important

way?
This also involves the Principle of Goodness in a new way in that suicide may de-

prive the loved ones left behind of some goodness. It is true that this man's life may not

have been good for him, but how much badness will now descend on the innocent peo-

ple around him because of his actions? I see this—the conflict between the Principles of

Freedom and Justice—as constituting the major problem to be considered when one is

attempting to decide whether suicide is moral or immoral.

Generally, then, I would say that suicide is not in itself an immoral act because de-

cisions about the goodness and value of life must be made freely by each person about

his or her own life. However, I feel that efforts must be made to help suicidal people seek

other alternatives and that help should be given to them in resolving their problems and

improving their lives. I also feel that when others are involved, efforts ought to be made
by the suicidal people not to cause harm or badness to these people through their act—in

other words, the Principle of Justice should be observed wherever possible.

However, the final decision about each person's own life must rest with the person

involved, and severe punishment or incarceration should not be used to prevent people

from making their own decisions freely. This does not mean that suicidal people cannot

be temporarily hospitalized or given therapy, but punishment or incarceration or blame

should not be heaped upon them merely because they have decided to commit suicide.
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Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

Many people would not call this act of Joe's a suicide, but I believe it is. Although the

motives are different from those of many other suicides, one can still imagine other sui-

cides in which these motives are employed. For example, what about the woman who
no longer wants to be a burden on her family because she is sick and dying? Isn't she

committing suicide for the good of others as she sees it? I would say that Joe's act is a

moral one; he made the decision to sacrifice his life, committing suicide in order to pro-

tect and save the lives of his friends.

Note that no one probably would have thought any less of him had he not done
this—if, for example, he had tried to protect himself from the grenade because he

didn't want to die. Therefore, he made a free choice to do good (save his buddies'

lives) rather than to save his own life. This decision raises an interesting question with

regard to the Justice Principle. As far as his friends were concerned, Joe was fair and

just toward them, but one also could ask, "What about justice and fairness to his wife,

daughter, and family?" Obviously, Joe had to make a choice, and at that point he

chose to save those with whom he was living at the time, even though it meant that

his family would be harmed by his act of suicide. Therefore, I conclude that Joe's sui-

cide was moral.

CASE 2

William's act is a moral one. It might have been preferable if he had accepted the hos-

pice approach to his care, but accepting or refusing medical treatment was his choice,

and if he decided that his life should be ended, then I feel he had the right to make that

decision. Furthermore, he generally eliminated any conflicts with the Justice principle

as far as his family was concerned by discussing his desires with them. Under Humani-
tarian Ethics, then, he made a moral choice, even though not committing suicide would

also have been a moral alternative in this instance.

CASE 3

I believe that Joan's decision to commit suicide was a moral one even though it proba-

bly would have been preferable for her to seek further help in making her life more

worthwhile to her. However, I respect her feelings about her own life and her decision

that, as far as she was concerned, nothing else could be done to help her. She didn't

seem to be involving anyone close to her (family or friends) by committing suicide, so

the Justice principle doesn't apply too closely. Because she made her decision "calmly," I

feel she had thought the situation over carefully and made a choice between continuing

what she considered to be a miserable existence and ending that existence. She chose a

viable alternative and made a rational choice.
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Defense of the Innocent (The Self Included)

General Discussion of the Problem

If one or more human beings unjustly threatened the lives of other human beings, then

one is morally justified in defending oneself and others against the aggressor, who has

violated the major ethical principle having to do with the value of life. Such aggressors

also have violated or are threatening to violate three other principles in that they are de-

priving their victims of their individual freedom, they are taking away goodness in their

victims' lives and replacing it with badness, and they are treating the victims unjustly

and unequally because the victims have as much right to exist as they do.

In violating these principles, such aggressors forfeit their right to equal considera-

tion under the five basic principles. Thus, according to the Value of Life principle, their

prospective victims or others should attempt to stop them peacefully or by any means
short of killing; if no such means are possible, however, then they are justified in killing

such aggressors.

Exactly what does "morally justified defense of other innocent people and self" mean,

and what criteria are available to indicate when this condition prevails? To begin with,

someone's life must actually be threatened; that is, there must be as little doubt as possible

that an aggressor really intends to kill someone. That a person is insulting, aggravating, ob-

noxious, or mean is not sufficient reason to take his life. Even if a person steals from you, ru-

ins your business, or slanders your good name, you are not justified in killing him; there

must be an actual threat to your or someone else's life as signified by some overt action.

For example, if a man holds a gun on you and asks for your wallet or purse, you
may or may not be justified in killing him; but if he says that he will kill you regardless of

what you do, then you have every right to kill him first. In any case, you do have the

right to defend yourself against robbery or any other kind of lesser threat than death,

and if in wrestling a gun from a robber the gun goes off and kills him, that is self-defense

because there was an equal chance that either of you could have been killed, and the rob-

ber was responsible for bringing a deadly weapon onto the scene in the first place.

People also have the right to defend themselves against any physical violation of

their person, such as rape or serious permanent injury, and are permitted to use any

means, including killing, in this defense. They always should attempt to use peaceful

means first, however, followed by any means short of killing. Once it is determined that

a person intends to seriously injure or kill someone, however, then killing the aggressor

is justified. Here the phrase "innocent people, including oneself" refers to the would-be

victims or the victims of an unjust aggression.

The justification for defense of the innocent and of oneself is that a person who is

threatening innocent people with death is violating all five ethical principles; therefore,

the innocent have a right to defend themselves against one who has "proved himself

morally unequal" through a willingness and desire to violate the ethical bases of all hu-

manity and the lives and persons of others. As I have said before, the innocent have the

right to kill in their defense, but they are not obligated to do so.
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If people feel so strongly about the Value of Life principle that they cannot take a

life under any circumstances, then they may, of course, forfeit their own lives rather

than kill another. I am making allowances here for pacifists in Christianity as well as in

other religions. It is difficult to say that "true Christians" could be anything other than

pacifists after hearing and reading such statements by Jesus as "Love your enemies"
and "Turn the other cheek." This would be an admirably consistent view of the Value

of Life principle, which few Christians or any other human beings, for that matter, fol-

low very closely. Nevertheless, people certainly ought to have the option of losing

their own lives rather than taking the life of another, just as they have the right to com-
mit suicide because only their lives are involved. Therefore, defense of the innocent,

including the self, is morally justified as a right but not an obligation under the five

basic ethical principles.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

In view of the general discussion just presented, I don't believe, under Humanitarian

Ethics, that Ed was morally justified in killing the young man. I am not condoning the

thief's actions, but I do not feel that the punishment Ed meted out fit the crime of

stealing. In the case description, there is no evidence that the thief had the intention or

even the capability of doing Ed bodily harm or killing him. Ed might have been justi-

fied in firing his pistol over the thief's head or even at his legs, but he was not morally

justified in killing him. Since Ed got a good look at the thief, the proper moral ap-

proach to this problem would be to give this information to the police and let them
deal with the thief.

CASE 2

I believe that Mary was fully justified in trying to protect herself against rape and as-

sault as well as possible death. Under such stressful circumstances, she could not fully

judge whether or not the rapist intended to kill her, but she was fully justified in pro-

tecting herself against a threat of bodily harm or death. She was not in a position to rea-

son with the man or to use gentler means than killing him to prevent him from

attacking her; therefore, I believe her act was morally justified.

CASE 3

I believe that the police officer's act was fully justified because innocent people already

had been killed or injured and were still being threatened. The police had tried and

pretty well exhausted other means to stop the sniper and bring him under control—all

attempts had failed. Therefore, because the sniper had violated four of the five basic

principles—life, goodness, justice, and freedom—there was no need to grant him any

further ethical considerations, and he could be killed.
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War

General Discussion of the Problem

Especially in this century, because of the horrendous potential for total destruction when
even small wars are waged, many pacifists have felt that war is totally wrong and that

people should allow themselves or their country to be attacked without resisting. Some
suggest that if settlements of grievances cannot be made peacefully, then any further re-

sistance to invasion also must be made peacefully. However, most people favor at least

"national self-defense," and some go so far as to extend such defense to aggressive acts

against other countries who "might" threaten their nation with war, or with anything

else for that matter.

Generally speaking, war violates all five ethical principles. It seriously violates the

Value of Life principle by killing millions, some of whom are not even combatants in the

war; it causes a great deal more badness than goodness in most cases and usually distrib-

utes goodness and badness unequally; it almost always necessitates lies and dishonesty

by means of propaganda on both sides and in the dealings between or among warring

factions; and it always encroaches upon many people's freedom, from the involuntary

drafting of civilians to the destruction of property and severe injury affecting millions of

unwilling participants. Given such serious violations of the five basic principles, one has

cause to wonder if pacifism isn't the best solution to the problem of war.

I believe that many of the requirements that have been set down with regard to jus-

tifying the defense of the innocent and self-defense can also be used to justify a limited

war. A nation is morally justified in entering into a war if it is unjustly and overtly at-

tacked by an aggressor nation, but only after all peaceful means to settle differences or

stop aggression have failed. Few if any other reasons can justify such a destructive

process. As the earlier Catholic version—a version with which I agree in part—has it,

war should not be conducted for purposes of national prestige, influence, or the desire

for territory or power.

In short, the defense of innocent human beings is the only valid reason there can be

for going to war. I believe that such a requirement was met in World War II, but not in the

wars that followed it. During World War II, Germany, Italy, and Japan were set on a path

of power, prestige, and mass killing rarely equaled in history. They were the aggressors,

time and time again, and there can be no doubt that they carried out the torture and de-

struction of millions of innocent human beings. Therefore, I believe that the nations that

entered the war to stop these three aggressor nations were justified in so doing.

The situations in Korea and Vietnam were a different matter, however. Both of

these conflicts were essentially civil wars of ideology within particular countries, and

the United States' part in these wars is rather difficult to justify. The Vietnam War is par-

ticularly difficult to justify because the reasons for U.S. involvement in it are muddy and

suspiciously involved with national prestige, power, and protection of economic inter-

ests. None of the five basic ethical principles would suggest that these constitute suffi-

cient or honorable reasons for going to war.
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As for terrorism, Humanitarian Ethics would classify this major cause of the deaths

of innocent victims as one of the most reprehensible crimes that groups or countries can

commit. First, terrorists generally don't declare war on the people they kill. Instead, they

attack without warning and have no regard for the lives of the innocent people who hap-

pen to be destroyed by them. In all of the recent terrorist bombings, hundreds of inno-

cent people have been killed. One thinks of the 1984 killing of Jewish athlete hostages at

the Munich Olympics, the Pan American plane blown up over Scotland, the World Trade

Center bombing in New York City, the Oklahoma City bombing, the bombing at the 1996

Atlanta Olympics—all of these activities and many more have resulted in the unwarned
and untimely deaths of far too many innocent people. These actions are immoral and un-

justified, and when the perpetrators are caught they should be punished severely, in-

cluding capital punishment or life imprisonment without parole.

Because wars and terrorism are essentially immoral, the sooner all destructive

weapons can be eliminated from human culture, the better off humanity will be. Perhaps

it is not possible to stop all human beings from fighting one another, but if the most de-

structive means are no longer allowed to exist, then the intensity of such fighting will be

significantly reduced.

I personally feel that firearms of all kinds should be destroyed and that the provi-

sion of the Constitution dealing with the right to bear arms ought to be amended to state

that "no one has the right to bear arms," including law enforcement personnel. All

firearms and explosives, especially the nuclear kind, should be banned throughout the

world except for peaceful uses, and some method introduced to ensure that none is ever

again manufactured. This is, of course, an ideal for which, I feel, we must continue to

strive; in the meantime, the best we can do is to keep attempting to reduce the arma-

ments of war and do everything possible to ban wars themselves until the weapons can

be eliminated.

Because war, except in defense of innocent people against clear aggression, is im-

moral, no one should be required to participate in an unjust war. If people can show by

their lives and their actions that they are opposed to violence on a moral basis, they

should not have to participate in any war that they consider to be unjust if they can pro-

vide logical argument to support their contention. Furthermore, as with self-defense and

defense of the innocent, if a person refuses on moral grounds to kill other human beings,

even in a justified war, then this person's pacifistic viewpoint should be respected with-

out recrimination of any kind.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

The large country is, of course, completely unjustified in attacking the small country. It

has violated not only all five ethical principles but also the requirements we have dis-

cussed for a just war. The small country is morally justified in conducting war to defend

itself and its innocent people; it has made every attempt to resolve the problem in a
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peaceful way, and the only choices it now has are to succumb to an immoral invasion or

to try to ward off such an invasion by defending itself in as moral a way as it can.

CASE 2

The large, aggressive country is, of course, immoral, having violated every one of the

five basic ethical principles and the requirements for a morally just war. Furthermore, it

is continuing to conduct a campaign of death and destruction of innocent people. The
alliance has attempted to negotiate and has failed; therefore, it is morally justified in try-

ing to stop the large, aggressive power from continuing to wage war, especially consid-

ering the fact that nuclear weapons are not involved.

CASE 3

It would seem that because the two halves of the small country have some ideological

beliefs in common, they ought to make a greater attempt to negotiate a compromise or

establish a coalition government. Therefore, their civil war does not seem to be morally

justified. Instead of providing money, arms, and supplies, the larger powers, which

have vested interests in the country, should do everything they can to encourage peace

by assisting with negotiations.

Perhaps they can even supply nonmilitary goods such as medicines, food, and
clothes, but they should not supply weapons or military assistance. They have a right to

protect their vested interests in the country but not to the extent of waging or helping to

wage war. The actions of country B were particularly questionable because it supplied its

own armed forces, thus obviously escalating the war. The interference of the two outside

powers merely prolongs the war, whereas without outside help the war might peter out,

especially if the two outside powers push heavily for negotiation between the two sides.

Capital Punishment

Cent-nil Discussion of the Problem

Innocent people have every moral right to be protected against those who kill or who se-

riously threaten to kill others. But how should this protection be gained? It can be gained

most conclusively if one who has killed is also killed; in this way, at least, this person

cannot kill again. Very little proof exists that killing such a person will prevent others

from killing, however. The innocent also can protect themselves by separating such

killers from them, whether in mental institutions (if the killer is insane) or in prisons.

The ideal situation would be to somehow correct or change the person who has

killed so that we could know with certainty that he or she would never kill again except

in self-defense or defense of the innocent; psychology and psychiatry have not been able

to effect such a change, however. As a matter of fact, they have had a number of failures

with regard to their estimates of the rehabilitation of criminals who have killed, and un-

fortunately such failures often have resulted in the taking of more innocent human lives.
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The major question here, of course, is "Are we morally justified in taking the life of

someone who has committed a capital crime?" In previous discussions, I certainly have
not accepted the Value of Life principle as an absolute that has no exception, and so I

cannot with any consistency say that capital punishment is never justified. I have said

that people have rights to their own lives, and that no one should take people's lives

against their will or free consent. I also have argued for taking life as a last resort so as to

protect other innocent lives.

Therefore, would it not also be considered defense of the innocent to take the life of

known killers, so that they cannot kill again? There is one major difference between
killing another in defense of the innocent and taking the life of one who already has

killed. In the first case, we presume that there are no other alternatives—the innocent

person either has attempted to avoid killing by peaceful means or has attempted to stop

the killer by injury rather than death and has failed, leaving only the choice of "kill or let

innocent people be killed." Because, in a capital punishment case, we cannot stop the

victim who already is dead from being killed, we can only decide, on the basis of the five

basic ethical principles, the best and most moral method of protecting other innocent

people from being killed.

What alternatives are available? Most drastic of all, of course, is the alternative of

actually killing the person who has killed. As I have stated, this will ensure that this per-

son will not kill again but it is, of course, a violation of the Value of Life principle. How-
ever, because the killer already has violated this principle, and probably the other four

principles as well, are we not justified in taking his or her life?

We can attempt to rehabilitate such killers so that they will never kill again. This,

as I have said, is still very difficult. Our present methods are to incarcerate killers,

either in a prison or a mental institution. Sometimes in prison an attempt at rehabilita-

tion is made, the seriousness of the attempt varying from prison system to prison sys-

tem.

Very often killers are merely separated from the rest of society until they can get

paroled for good behavior or until they die naturally or are killed in prison. In mental in-

stitutions, efforts sometimes are made to find out what caused such people to kill and

various sorts of therapy are tried, some with success and some without. In many cases

psychopathic killers have been declared sane and released, only to kill again.

One part of the problem with either of these two alternatives is that there are not

enough qualified people to do a thorough job of rehabilitation in either kind of institu-

tion. The other part of the problem is that we are not psychologically advanced enough

to be able to state unequivocally that people have been "cured" of whatever caused them

to kill in the first place, and that now we can be certain they never will kill again. For

now, at least, our only moral alternatives seem to be long-term imprisonment, life im-

prisonment without parole, or death.

It is possible that we may in the future become psychologically advanced enough

to be able to state with certainty that people who have killed will never kill again. The

way to do this, it seems to me, is to extensively study, both psychologically and ph\ sio-

logically, those who already have killed to find out what can be done to prevent other

human beings from becoming killers.
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For example, I always have felt that Caryl Chessman, the convicted so-called red-

light bandit of California, after he had become more aware of himself as a human being

as well as a criminal, was a real loss to the study of crime and the criminal. The present

system of imprisonment is not satisfactory in that very little constructive study or reha-

bilitation is being done, partly because of society's views on the reason for imprisonment

(punishment) and partly because of the lack of qualified social and medical scientists

and facilities. The parole system is not entirely effective either, as some known killers can

be paroled from a life sentence early thus endangering the lives of innocent people. Nei-

ther of these approaches works very well.

I make the following suggestions with regard to improving the situation as it now
exists. First, I feel that society is ethically justified in separating killers from innocent

people, and that because such people have violated the five basic ethical principles so

completely, they have forfeited their right to be seen as the moral equals of those who
have not. They have not, however, forfeited all of their human rights. Therefore, I feel

that the ethical thing would be for such killers to participate in the decision as to what is

to be done with them (within the limitations of protecting others from any of their future

actions).

Second, I think that state and federal governments ought to liberally finance exten-

sive studies of convicted killers so as to discover the causes of their actions and with a

view toward completely rehabilitating them and also preventing others from becoming

killers in the future.

Third, known killers either should be given life imprisonment without parole or

should be considered ineligible for parole for 50 years unless they become too sick or in-

capacitated to kill again or unless it can be stated with absolute certainty for some other

reason that they never will kill again. This would provide society with more protection

than it currently has, while still allowing killers to live, contributing significantly to the

study of humanity.

Fourth, killers should have the alternative of being administered a lethal dose of

some painless drug rather than having to spend 50 or more years in prison. In other words,

killers themselves should make the choice between long-term imprisonment or death.

There are several precautions to be observed here:

1. It must be known for certain that such killers have killed. If there are any doubts

as to this, then they ought to get a minimum of 20 years before they are eligible

for parole, during which time they should be given every opportunity to appeal

their case and prove their innocence.

2. The killing should either be a premeditated murder or a serious crime of pas-

sion, rather than an accidental death or a death caused by minor negligence.

There should be penalties for these kinds of killings, too, but they should not be

as stringent as those for "capital" crimes.

3. After killers have served 50 years, they ought to be considered for parole. If they

are in any way still presumed to be dangerous, then parole should not be

granted.
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4. Every effort must be made to ensure that a killer's choice of death is not coerced

in any way and that the chosen death is administered painlessly and mercifully.

I feel that this approach to dealing with killers in our society is much more moral

than the haphazard way in which we deal with them now. With this approach, we at-

tempt to observe the Value of Life principle, both for the innocent and for the killer; we
attempt to bring about more good than bad by preventing the killers from killing again,

by trying to discover the causes of human killing and the means to prevent it, and by
protecting the innocent; we attempt to distribute the good justly; we are honest and
truthful in allowing killers to decide their fate and making them aware of alternatives;

and we try to allow for individual freedom, within limitations, both for the killer and for

the innocent.

In the case of particularly heinous or vicious crimes and for serial killers, Humani-
tarian Ethics is not averse to applying capital punishment or life imprisonment without

parole. In no way should any such criminal, if not capitally punished, be made eligible

for parole at anytime.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

The kidnapper-killer in this case, who survives, provides a very strong argument for not

using capital punishment. Despite his terrible crime and all of the damage it caused to

the victim and his family, this killer was able to contribute a great deal to society; yet so-

ciety still was protected from him until he was deemed to be safe to parole. Not every

killer is capable of being reformed, of course, but in this case I believe that capital pun-

ishment certainly would have yielded more bad than good. Perhaps such killers could

be given a choice between a lethal injection, life imprisonment without parole, or a 50-

year sentence, and if they chose one of the latter two but killed again in prison or con-

tinually caused harm or injury, their choice for the sentence could be revoked, and they

then could be put to death.

CASE 2

This man obviously is very dangerous to society. He never should be let out of a penal

or mental institution again. If he is truly as mentally ill as he seems to be, then he should

be kept in an institution for life without parole; or, if he is judged capable of making a

rational decision with regard to life or death, he should be given the alternative of

choosing painless execution. In any case, he must never again be released into society.

CASE 3

Here, as in Case 1, this man has learned a great deal about himself, crime, and law while

he has been in prison. It seems a shame to destroy all of his knowledge and talent.

Wouldn't it be better to give him life imprisonment without parole, a 20-to-50 year sen-
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tence without parole (50 if he cannot prove his innocence), or the choice of painless exe-

cution rather than to destroy his life? Perhaps he could help to teach or rehabilitate pris-

oners, or aid scientists in their studies of crime and criminal psychology. But in any

case, I do not believe that capital punishment would be justified here.

CASE 4

These crimes are heinous, vicious, and the work of a serial killer, and therefore totally

immoral; Humanitarian Ethics would not object to capital punishment in such a case. At
any rate, this man must never be let out into society again. If he isn't capitally punished,

then he should be given life imprisonment without parole.
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Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to the Moral Problems

of Allowing Someone to Die,

Mercy Death, and Mercy Killing

Allowing Someone lo Die

General Discussion of the Problem

As long as malicious or criminal neglect or negligence is not involved and as long as pa-

tients are not abandoned by health care personnel or their families, I believe that allow-

ing someone to die is an appropriate form of action when dealing with patients who
have terminal diseases. In fact, I believe it is just as appropriate as is all-out, aggressive

treatment when there is a real chance that such treatment will save someone's life.

Furthermore, I am in total agreement with the hospice approach for care of the dy-

ing. In every terminal patient's case, there comes a point when treatment should no

longer be concerned with curing and healing. Allowing people to die means that you

care for and comfort them, giving them treatment that keeps them out of pain, but you

do not heroically try to save them from their inevitable end. For example, if a very old

patient dying of terminal cancer goes into cardiac arrest, the ethical medical treatment

would be to let the person die rather than try to resuscitate her with heroic procedures

such as radical heart surgery or open heart massage. Allowing someone to die at the ap-

propriate time is both medically and morally sound.

459
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What about cases, however, in which human beings are not terminally ill, such as

in Cases 1 and 2 below, which deal with deformed newborn babies? In general, when
people are not in terminal stages of illness, efforts should be made to cure, heal, or main-

tain them if they wish to accept treatment. The problem with newborn babies, of course,

is that they do not have the ability to accept or refuse treatment, so it would seem that

proper medical treatment must be given in order to help them to live.

One cannot, however, give a blanket commandment never to let them die because

certainly there may be cases in which deformities are so severe that allowing the baby to

die would be appropriate. I think that a baby born without a brain or a spinal cord, for

example, should be allowed to die. This, it seems to me, is a clear-cut case, but in other

cases, how do you determine what should be done? Do you count the number of defor-

mities? Do you add up their severity? This becomes a very difficult decision, one that de-

pends a great deal upon the specific details of the case. However, I feel that the general

ethical tendency should be to try to save such children by means of the appropriate med-
ical care and to give financial and emotional support to the children and their families

whenever possible.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASES 1 AND 2

I feel that both of these cases were handled unethically to some degree. Even though a

lifetime of mental retardation is extremely difficult for any child and family to face, I do

not feel this provides one with sufficient justification to violate the Value of Life princi-

ple. However, neither do I feel that immediate families should have to bear the brunt of

all of the difficulties. If society values life, as its members constantly say it does, then to-

tal and significant support at all levels must be given such children and their families.

The lack of support is what I felt was unethical about Case 2. Society (through the hos-

pital and the judge) overruled the mother and father in this case and then did nothing,

or very little, to help them with their situation.

If parents do not feel they can raise a mentally retarded child, with or without a

defective heart, then society should provide this child with significant, homelike, and

human environments. If the family is willing to raise the child, then society should pro-

vide every assistance, if needed—financial, emotional, educational, and medical—that it

can to ensure that the child's life is as meaningful and significant as it can be. That soci-

ety is not doing its part in such cases is, of course, no excuse for oversimplifying the

problem and letting the child die, but it does lend strength to the parents' argument that

allowing the child to die would be better than having it live a minimal life and be un-

wanted besides. I think that the optimum solution in both cases would be to counsel the

parents that the blockage should be removed and to promise to give any and all assis-

tance that they need to raise the children. If they do not wish to raise the children, then

the children should become wards of the state and be given the best care possible. All of

this should be financially supported by the state through special tax monies set aside for

unfortunate children of all types.
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Because this "optimum" solution does not exist, however, we still must ask our-

selves whether allowing babies to die in such instances remains a viable alternative. I

still maintain that it does not. I feel we must either strive to achieve the optimum solu-

tion or stop giving lip service to the value of human life. I can certainly sympathize with

the problems faced by these children and their families, and I can only say that societ)

must move toward the proper care and support of human beings in these circum-

stances.

Time and again, experience has shown that even severely mentally retarded peo-

ple can live meaningful lives, albeit not at the same level as people who are not men-
tally retarded. When they are given stimulation, education, love, and friendship, they

blossom and thrive and develop. When they are minimally "housed" and cared for,

they live unsatisfactory existences, as would the rest of us under the same circum-

stances. In any case, I do not feel that a person's handicap can justify a violation of the

Value of Life principle.

Furthermore, when dealing with this type of problem, most ethicists generally

agree with the foregoing. They feel that denying remedial surgery such as that de-

scribed here would be tantamount to denying grown handicapped people simple ap-

pendectomies because their lives are considered meaningless by people without

handicaps.

CASE 3

I believe that Louise's wishes should be respected and that she should be allowed to

stay at home for as long as she can. She and her family are perfect candidates for the

hospice approach, and because one of the nurses is willing to work with the family at

home, the doctor should allow Louise to go home to die. Furthermore, every support

should be provided for her and her family. Her pain and other symptoms (nausea, con-

stipation, difficulty in breathing, loss of appetite) should be ministered to, but the doc-

tor should not worry, at this point in her disease, whether she will catch pneumonia or

some other contagious disease and die. Rather than seeing nothing but eyes, masks, and

gowns and being prevented from seeing her son and small daughter, Louise ought to

have human company for the time she has left to live. This is the appropriate medical

care for her now, not chemotherapy or protective isolation, which will do nothing more

than intrude upon her privacy and isolate her from her family and the more desi able

aspects of her life.

Mercj Death

General Discussion of the Problem

As I have already mentioned, the hospice alternative—which should be extended to seri-

ously, chronically ill patients in pain—should eliminate most of the need or desire for

mercy death. If people are prevented from living lives of misery or suffering, then proba-

bly they won't ask to be "put out of their misery." The closer we come to establishing and
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using a hospice approach, the fewer situations will arise in which someone will request

to be mercifully put to death. Therefore, we should work to establish such medical care

rather than to establish laws that will allow for mercy death or mercy killing. However,

we also must consider those people who are not hospice candidates or who want to die

rather than live despite the availability of a hospice. Should we allow mercy death for

those people who have rationally chosen it after having been offered all other possible

alternatives?

It seems to me that if we clearly receive a competent person's request to be al-

lowed to die mercifully and every other alternative (possible cure, the hospice ap-

proach, and so forth) has been exhausted, then, in effect, we are being asked to assist in

a suicide. Because I have already justified suicide within the five basic principles, the

difficulties here have to do with making sure that people are competent and have truly

given their consent, and deciding whether we are willing to participate directly in their

dying.

The law has established very acceptable criteria for judging when a person is

competent or incompetent to make decisions of this sort, and the law generally recog-

nizes a person as competent. We would need to make very sure that people requesting

mercy death are not just having momentary fits of depression and that they will not

change their minds later on. We would also, under the Principle of Truth Telling or

Honesty, want to ensure that everyone involved—the person, the family, health care

professionals, clergy, and so on—knew the situation as clearly as possible so that

joint, rational decisions could be made concerning the death request and what to do
about it.

All of those safeguards described in "Evaluation of Safeguards" in Chapter 9 shall

be followed, and where possible transplantation of organs is involved, no member of

any transplant team should have anything to do with the decision-making process.

For some who argue against legalizing mercy death, there may never be enough

safeguards to protect human life from being involuntarily taken by the state or by heirs

of estates or by doctors who seek organs for transplantation. However, if O. Ruth Rus-

sell's essay and book and the safeguards (cited in Chapter 9) do not convince those who
are skeptical of mercy death that we should allow such a law, her work and these safe-

guards at least present very clear ideas as to how we might form a law that would let

people choose death if and when they want it.

With proper safeguards, then, and when absolutely sure that the person who wants

a mercv death has explored all of the alternatives, is competent to decide, and has freely

done so, it seems that all of the basic principles have been met in the same way as they

would be in relation to suicide. I do feel, however, that every alternative should be exam-

ined first and every effort made to convince the person who is requesting mercy death

that there are viable alternatives, such as hospice care. If, after this, the person still re-

quests it, then I believe it ought to be allowed, as long as all of the safeguards that have

been described—and more, if necessary—are satisfied. I believe, as I have stated in my
discussion of suicide, that people have the right to make rational and competent deci-

sions concerning their own lives and deaths.
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Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

I think that the officer would be justified, in this particular case, in shooting the driver

to spare him the terrible pain and suffering of burning to death. Because there is ab-

solutely no chance of saving the truck driver—unlike other cases where mercy death

might be requested—the officer would be doing the man a great service. He, of course,

need not answer the request if he feels that he cannot shoot an innocent man or that, as

an officer of the law, he should not use his weapon in this way. But if he were able to do
it, I feel he would be justified in giving the man mercy death. Unlike that of a dying can-

cer patient, the truck driver's suffering can in no way be alleviated; therefore, I feel that

the officer would be performing a moral act, and that no court of law should indict him
or her for committing such an act of mercy.

CASE 2

I feel that more efforts should have been made to help Robert adjust to his difficulties, at

least until his prognosis was more certain. I also think that greater effort should have

been given to controlling his pain, and that psychiatric help should have been made im-

mediately available to him and his family, especially the brother who eventually killed

him. I believe that the brother did not commit a malicious act, but rather that he was un-

der a great deal of emotional pressure and was acting mercifully-

First, he must have felt very bad about Robert's condition, and, second, knowing
his brother as he did, he must have thought he was doing "the least he could do" to end

Robert's torment. However, only several days had gone by, and no one can be expected

to adjust to such a tragic change in his life in so short a period. Perhaps Robert would
never have been able to adjust, but he should have been given more time to find out, as

well as much more psychological, sociological, and, if desired, religious assistance in

making the adjustment.

I believe that he should have been acquitted (as a young man was in a similar, real-

life case) because of the tremendous strain he was under at the time. If he had had psychi-

atric help in dealing with these pressures, he might have tried to help his brother adjust

rather than giving in to his request for mercy death. This is another example of a situation

in which medical treatment in itself is not enough—in which treatment must address the

mental, emotional, sociological, and spiritual problems of both patients and their families.

CASE 3

Here again, I feel that this couple should have been given mental, emotional, sociologi-

cal, and spiritual assistance as well as medical help. It is difficult to know whether the

hospice approach could have been used to alleviate the wife's suffering in a more effec-

tive way than the treatment she had been receiving, but certainly it is the case that much
more effort should have gone into relieving her pain and suffering.
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Furthermore, her doctors should have recommended that she get psychiatric coun-

seling for herself and also perhaps for her husband. It's difficult to understand why she

insisted that her husband give her mercy death and why she herself didn't commit sui-

cide, as she didn't seem to be too physically handicapped to perform such an act. If

there had been a legal process, such as the one I have suggested, which she could have

gone through in order to have her request for mercy death honored, perhaps many of

the couple's needs would have come out into the open. And if they had gotten the assis-

tance they needed, it might have been possible to eliminate the woman's desire to die

before her illness overcame her.

Because the question of her mercy death had been discussed for two years previ-

ously and for four hours on the day it occurred, I believe we have to assume that the de-

cision to die was a rational one. As I have implied, I believe she should not have

burdened her husband with the guilt of having to decide to help her die, but I suppose

she had the right to ask him; he also had the right to accept or refuse.

I do not believe, however, that he had an obligation to kill her. Given the circum-

stances, he should have been acquitted as the brother in Case 2 was. These two cases

share two major similarities: (1) the acts, in my opinion, were only questionably moral

because all alternatives had not been explored and utilized and (2) the acts were per-

formed under such strong emotional pressure that the extenuating circumstances of

their acts would have to be taken into consideration. In Case 1, there was no alternative

other than mercy death except to let the truck driver suffer horribly, and that's why I felt

that the officer was justified.

CASE 4

Although Dr. Kevorkian's motives, in his eyes, may be humane, there are some serious

moral problems with his actions. First, few of the people he helped to die were termi-

nally ill. Rather, they had chronic diseases that could have been treated and would have

responded to pain control, which might have helped patients feel that life was worth

living (see the hospice approach to pain control in Chapter 9). Therefore, his actions

open the door for clinics or doctors or even unqualified persons, to administer death to

any individual who desires it. If people wish to commit suicide, then that is a free choice

on their part; I have already said this in Appendix 1.

The second problem that arises is that Dr. Kevorkian is operating outside the law,

which means there is no control over what he does or how he does it. There have been

cases in the past in which relatives of terminally ill family members have gotten drugs il-

legally in order to help their family members die. In some cases, the terminally ill people

did not die but instead were harmed by the mis-administration of drugs. Even though

this problem has not arisen for Dr. Kevorkian, because he obviously knows what is neces-

sary to terminate people's lives, without legal controls it certainly could happen to others.

The third problem, related to the second, is determining who will be the termina-

tor of people who want help in dying. Many doctors will not be willing to become

known as death givers, especially because their profession urges them to help people to

live. It is one thing to allow people to die; it is quite another to actively terminate their
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lives despite the recent appeals courts rulings (see the difference between allowing to

die and mercy death or mercy killing in Chapter 9). Doctors also worry about whether
such actions will weaken the trust between patients and their doctors. Are patients who
want to fight for life at all costs going go worry that their doctors might terminate their

lives, perhaps even without permission? And without legal observation, how will we
know if patients really have requested to die? Because of these problems, Humanitarian
Ethics cannot approve of what Dr. Kevorkian has done and is doing. I believe it would
be better to legalize mercy death, with all of the safeguards I have suggested, than to

have Dr. Kevorkian or others operate on their own and outside the law.

Mero killing

General Discussion of the Problem

The most difficult moral problems in the area of mercy killing—as well as abortion

—

arise because people's (or people's potential) consent cannot be obtained. Taking a life

under these conditions would have to fall under the purview of ending people's lives

against their wills or without their wills being exercised. With mercy killing, then, we
must consider the quality of human life as well as its inherent value. I have tried to real-

istically state the Value of Life principle by including within it the acceptance of death,

but this says nothing about what kind of life should be revered, preserved, or protected.

Because the quality of life is an extremely nebulous concept, its definition differing

from individual to individual, for the most part it should be defined by the individuals

themselves, because they are the ones who have to live their lives and the only ones who
really can determine whether their lives are worth living. Some people can live what seems to

them to be a meaningful existence with multiple deformities, whereas others would rather

die than lose a limb, be paralyzed, or in any other way have their capacity for life decreased.

A larger problem exists, however, when one has to make the decision for someone
else, such as in the case of unborn fetuses, newly born deformed babies, or older people

who are sick and senile to the point of no longer being mentally competent. For example,

a person in her late eighties who needs no artificial life support but who remains in a fe-

tal position during her sleeping and waking hours and has given no one an indication of

whether she would rather be dead or alive, presents a moral problem. Allowing her to

die is not appropriate here because there is nothing to withdraw but food and drink.

If we decide to mercy kill—that is, "put her out of her misery"—won't we be violat-

ing the basic moral principles? Can we determine for this person that the quality of her

life is such that it should not be allowed to continue? Who can or should make such a de-

cision? Similarly, can we determine for a newly born baby with serious multiple defor-

mities whether the quality of his life will make it worth living? We can predic t the fates

of the senile old woman and the seriously deformed child to some extent because w e

know what has happened to those living under such conditions in the past, but should

we be allowed to apply our knowledge and experience to beings who cannot give their

permission either for death or for life?
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I have alreadv said that allowing someone to die is, in certain situations, medically

appropriate and perfectly legal and moral. I also have discussed the fact that after all al-

ternatives have been exhausted, competent individuals may choose mercy death. I have

even suggested that a request for mercy death could, with many legal safeguards, be

legally authorized. However, mercy killing is different from allowing someone to die be-

cause it is a direct act to end someone's life; and it is different from mercy death because

people who are to be mercv-killed have not requested such an act, nor have they in any
way been able to give their permission. And because it is a direct act to kill people

against their wills or without their consent, I feel that mercy killing, except in the rarest

of circumstances, is an immoral act that should not be performed.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

Because of the liberalization of abortion laws that followed the United States Supreme
Court decision of 1973, situations similar to this have arisen several times in recent

years. It seems that doctors who perform abortions feel that because an abortion has

been decided upon in a specific case, if the abortion procedure does not kill the fetus,

then the living fetus delivered through the abortion procedure should either be allowed

to die or be killed. I believe that this view is morally questionable. I will not at this time

go into the morality or immorality of abortion; that will be discussed in the next appen-

dix. However, I believe that any fetus/child that is born alive must be given every

chance to live and must not be allowed to die or be mercy killed. California passed a

law covering this situation after several questionable deaths of live fetuses had oc-

curred. The law essentially states that any fetus born alive must be medically cared for

in the same way as any other baby born alive by means of regular birth procedures.

Therefore, because the fetus/baby was born alive, the doctor performed an immoral act

in this case by purposely suffocating and killing the living child.

CASE 2

This is an extremely difficult case to deal with. The young woman is almost, but not

quite, a brain death case. Such a person could live indefinitely at a minimal level of exis-

tence; nevertheless, she is alive and cannot be declared dead by any medical or legal cri-

teria we have. One woman who died at the age of 34 had been in such a coma for 28

years. Such situations must be very hard for the family to bear—and we don't know
what the patients know or feel—but these difficulties do not justify the mercy killing of

such patients. I think that such patients should be removed from acute care hospitals,

taken off artificial life support systems, and placed in a hospice atmosphere.

If heart or kidney failure or pneumonia occurs, then I believe such patients should be

allowed to die without any extraordinary measures being taken to keep them alive (for ex-

ample, CPR, dialysis, penicillin). When such patients can be cared for at home with full

support, they should be; when this isn't possible, they should be cared for in hospices. The
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expense for such care should be borne by the family to the extent it can afford it and by the

state past that point. I feel that what the woman's sister did was wrong even though I sym-
pathize with her feelings. I think she probably ought to be arrested and brought to trial but

that she probably should be acquitted by reason of temporary insanity

CASE 3

This is the hardest of all of the cases to deal with, yet I feel that in this case mercy killing

was justified. As you will see in the abortion chapter, Tay-Sachs carriers can now be

warned of this problem in advance, and the fetus also can be tested in the uterus to see

if it has Tay-Sachs disease. However, in this case, the child already was born and had no

better chance for survival than the truck driver in the burning truck described in the

mercy death section. Because the child could only get worse, suffer more, and die a hor-

rible death, I feel that the father was justified in doing what he did. Now that Tay-Sachs

disease can be determined prior to birth through amniocentesis or chorionic villus sam-

pling, however, I feel that such children should not be allowed to be born. The father, of

course, has the option of allowing the baby to die, and if this can be done while keeping

the baby free from suffering and discomfort, then this would be the more moral action.

If it cannot be done, however, I feel the father is justified in mercy killing his child. Let

me add that I don't believe this would be moral in just any case involving a deformed

child—but definitely in the case of Tay-Sachs disease.

CASE 4

The main problems in this case are, first, that the husband did not explore all possible

alternatives before killing his wife, and, second, that there was no evidence that his wife

wanted to die. There are specialized facilities for Alzheimer's patients, but the husband

evidently made little or no effort to find such a facility. He did try to get some help for

her at home, but there were problems, as there often are with Alzheimer's disease pa-

tients, in getting his wife to accept this help. Since the couple was quite well off, it

would seem he could have afforded to look for a more highly trained specialist if he

could not find an acceptable facility. Many people with Alzheimer's do quite well when
placed in a situation with optimal care. As in the Kevorkian cases, the man's wife was

not terminally ill, which provides less of a reason to kill her than if she were in the end-

stages of cancer, for example. Also, I think that the prosecuting attorney made a vei \

good point that this case might set a precedent in a state where many people are retired,

old, and infirm. I think that what the husband did was immoral even though he clearly

was suffering emotionally and physically. The reason that the husband was sent to

prison, in my opinion, is that he would not plead temporary insanity under the law and

showed no remorse for what he had done. I think he should have been prosecuted, as he

was, and I think that with the evidence available, his case was handled well. Consider-

ing his age and health, I think that commuting his sentence after serving some time was

probably the humane thing to do. This case obviously differs from Cases 2, 3, and 4 un-

der the mercy death section because, in all of those cases, the people w hose lives were

terminated were clearly in favor of being put to death.
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Applying Humanitarian

Ethics to the Moral

Problems of Abortion

The Moderate Position on Abortion

Before examining specifically how Humanitarian Ethics deals with and attempts to re-

solve the complex problem of abortion, I believe it is important to present more clearly

and specifically the moderate position on abortion, which Humanitarian Ethics embod-
ies and which was described only briefly in Chapter 10.

The Danger of \bortion

All of the research that has been done yields the conclusion that an abortion performed

under normal medical conditions is generally not a dangerous procedure; neither, how-
ever, is it a minor procedure. Medically, repeated abortions and abortions in young
women can cause later problems, but these problems are not so severe that laws pro-

hibiting abortions are needed in order to protect women from bodily harm and death. 1

Psychologically, it is quite difficult to generalize about the extent to which either

going through an unwanted pregnancy or having an abortion will affect the mental and

emotional well-being of a woman. Much less research has been done in this area than in

the medical-physical sphere, and the data available about psychological trauma are cer-

468
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tainly not as "hard" as the medical data. It would seem that each individual woman fac-

ing such a dilemma should be counseled carefully in an effort to discover how both abor-

tion and unwanted pregnancy may affect her. 2 Concerning this aspect of the abortion

problem, the more moderate position would tend to be quite permissive in allowing

abortions for psychological reasons, whereas the less moderate position would be more
restrictive.

The medical danger to the mother's life of going through a pregnancy (discussed in

Chapter 10) has certainly been reduced by our medical and technological advances. By
the same token, however, some danger does exist, and it should perhaps remain the most
serious reason for allowing abortion.

Viable Alternatives to Abortion

The moderates in the abortion controversy definitely feel that there are some viable alter-

natives to abortion, but that these alternatives often are lacking both in availability and
in quality. One alternative, adoption, is viable despite a number of problems, which were
discussed in Chapter 10. But institutions offering quality care of unwanted and/or de-

formed children are definitely few and far between.

Furthermore, even though economics shouldn't be the most important factor in a

decision for or against the taking of human life, financial assistance simply doesn't exist

in sufficient quantity either to help economically deprived parents to raise unplanned-

for children or to establish and support humane, homelike institutions to substitute for

parents who can't or won't take on the responsibility. The moderate position suggests

that if we support the Value of Life principle, then we have an obligation to provide such

financial assistance; not to do so is merely to give the principle lip service. As long as

conditions do not improve, abortion will remain for many the most viable alternative.

Rape or Incest

The moderate position generally favors allowing a woman whose pregnancy is a result

of rape or incest to have an abortion merely upon her request. She may, of course, also

elect to go through with such a pregnancy. The feeling here is that the experience the

woman has gone through may be so terrifying and brutalizing that allowing a child of

such a union to be born would only extend the trauma. Almost everyone, except for the

strongest prolife supporters, believes that abortion under these circumstances should be

allowed upon the woman's request.

The Woman s Responsibility

The moderate position does not support the so-called "revenge attitude" directed

against women who have become pregnant because they were careless in their use of

contraceptives. To moderates, women in this situation merely illustrate the need for in-

tensified contraceptive counseling to prevent such situations in the future. That a
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woman now is pregnant is the real problem, and recriminations concerning why she did

not use contraceptives or why she wasn't more careful have no real value.

The Unwanted Child Argument

Although moderates are aware of the problems that ensue from going through with un-

wanted pregnancies, they generally feel that the prochoice people oversimplify a com-
plex problem. First of all, there are two aspects of the argument: the interests of the child

itself, once it is born, and the interests of society, which may have to bear the financial

burden of supporting such children.

Several questions must be raised in relation to the question of unwanted children.

First of all, does the fact that the child is unwanted by the natural mother necessarily

mean that the child is not wanted by somebody? The overabundance of adoptive parents

would certainly testify to the existence of many people who want, sometimes desper-

ately, children who may be unwanted by their natural parents. The whole adoption

process needs to be simplified, sped up, and made less economically prohibitive. Sec-

ond, to what extent will the fact that children are not wanted be detrimental to them once

they are born? There is no hard evidence to show that children who are unwanted don't

become loved and wanted once they are born. There are many children, of course, who
are not loved, and some who even are hated, but it is very difficult to predict in most

cases what the effect upon children will be.

There is no necessary connection between unwanted and being abused after birth.

In fact, many abused children were the result of planned pregnancies and were, in many
instances, "wanted." Finally, does "being unwanted" mean the same thing as "having no

value," and is destroying a conceptus more moral than allowing an unwanted child to be

born? All of these questions should be asked, and when they are, the prochoice argument

may lose a good deal of its force. This does not mean that consideration shouldn't be

given to the possibility of abortion, but such consideration might reveal other alterna-

tives besides abortion. For example, if the negative feelings of a mother toward her con-

ceptus are not strong enough to be called hatred, then perhaps psychological support

therapy will help her to deal with her feelings and overcome them enough to raise the

child well.

The Conceptus as the Mother's Property

As we saw in Chapter 10, according to the prochoice argument the conceptus is the sole

"property" of the woman in whose body it resides until birth, or at least until viability.

This point of view does, however, present some problems. First of all, although the con-

ceptus certainly is in the woman's body, it is not a part of her body in the same way that,

for example, her finger is. Rather, the conceptus has separate genetic, circulatory, hor-

monal, and nervous systems; therefore, the mother and the conceptus can be distin-

guished clearly as two separate organisms. Moreover, how can the conceptus be merely

a "woman's property" when it is separate, though dependent, and when it would not

exist at all without a man's contribution of sperm? Furthermore, since when can one
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person "confer" personhood on another—what political or legal code gives this right to

anyone?

Finally, if the conceptus is the sole property of the woman until it is born, then

whose property is it at birth? Is it no longer the woman's property then? Does it become
the property of the state? The whole property argument raises myriad problems. The

moderate position would suggest that the woman must give some consideration to the

conceptus, regarding it as a separate organism that is potentially a human being and

whose potential grows with its development.

The Legal Right to Abortion

On the other hand, can we deny women the legal right to abortion, as the prolife people

say we should? Callahan suggests that we can do this only if legalizing abortion poses a

threat to peace, security, and the safety of the whole society. One possible danger of le-

galizing abortion is that this could debase society's ideas of the value of life, which could

lead to more extensive violations of the Value of Life principle. This, of course, is essen-

tially the domino argument again, and as we have seen, there is no clear evidence that le-

galizing abortion has ever led to such a situation. The only possible exception is Hitler's

Third Reich, but here the motives for performing abortion, mercy killing, and genocide

were quite different from the motives behind most abortions.

Legalizing abortion could also be considered a threat if one could show that the ac-

tual practice of abortion has been generally harmful to the lives of those already living;

there is, however, no evidence to support this. Finally, one would have to show that real

harm, not just predicted or asserted harm, has resulted from legalizing abortion, and no

hard evidence exists to indicate that permissive abortion laws have been hazardous to

the members of those societies in which such laws exist. 3

One piece of evidence that might be of use here is Daniel Callahan's careful and ex-

tensive worldwide study of countries that have changed restrictive abortion laws to

moderate or permissive ones. Callahan's study unquestionably revealed that there is no

clear or conclusive evidence to indicate that allowing abortions to be performed has

caused the reverence for life in other areas to diminish. On the contrary, in many coun-

tries where abortion laws had become moderate or permissive, laws against mercy

killing and capital punishment remained in force or became even more restrictive. 4 The

moderate position, then, would not oppose the legalization of abortion in general, but it

might favor the restriction of abortions later in pregnancy.

Summary of the Moderate Position

Generally, the moderate position would allow and restrict abortions in roughly the same

way that Sissela Bok has suggested. Supporters of this position would suggest that preg-

nant women should be counseled objectively about going through with their pregnancies

or having abortions. Too much counseling today is one-sided—the advice a woman re-

ceives depends to a great extent upon which agency she happens to call. If, for example,

she calls an agency that is essentially prolife in philosophy, she is likely to get the advice
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to go through with pregnancy; if, on the other hand, she happens to call an abortion

clinic, she may be advised to have an abortion. What is needed is objective counseling

agencies whose only purpose is to furnish women with as much information and as

many alternatives as possible. Such counseling should include

1. A determination of the woman's true wishes concerning pregnancy or abortion.

2. Information concerning abortion and birth procedures.

3. Information concerning alternatives to abortion (financial assistance, psycholog-

ical counseling, day care for children, therapy and care for deformed children).

4. Full contraceptive counseling so that unwanted pregnancies can be avoided in

the future.

Furthermore, real, viable alternatives must be available if women are to be encouraged

to go through with pregnancies and to avoid abortion. Such alternatives should include

1. Financial assistance for pregnancy, child care, child rearing, adoption, and abor-

tion.

2. Good and readily available adoptive situations.

3. Humane and homelike institutions for nonadoptive and /or severely deformed

children.

4. Psychological and sociological therapy and assistance.

Most moderates believe that their position accomplishes three major objectives.

First, it recognizes and deals with the conceptus's right to life. Second, it recognizes and
deals with the freedom of women. Third, it expresses the serious concern of society for

unborn life. Finally, it provides maximum freedom for everyone concerned with abor-

tion decisions.

Before we go on to discuss the Humanitarian Ethics approach to abortion, two final

points need to be made. First, that abortion decisions should essentially be private rather

than public decisions; second, that the final decision to abort or keep the child must be

left up to the women who are pregnant, with the exception of some restrictions on late

abortions. Women should receive the help and support of all aspects of society when
making this very difficult decision, but in the final analysis, the decision is theirs. 5

The Humanitarian Ethics Approach to the Problem

General Discussion of the Problem

In general, Humanitarian Ethics has an inherent bias in favor of protecting human life,

even unborn human life, because the Value of Life principle is of primary importance in
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this ethical system. This would mean, then, that abortion should be seen as a last resort,

an option to be used only when there is strong justification for doing so. However, I tend

to agree with the moderate choice position more than with either the strong prolife or the

strong prochoice position described in Chapter 10. I believe that if abortions cannot be

avoided—and women should try to avoid them to the best of their ability—they should

be allowed to have them on request up to the twelfth week. Needless to say, if they have

to be performed, they should be done as soon as possible after pregnancy is discovered.

Also, I agree with Bok's criteria as to when taking a human life is most serious and also

as to when later abortions can be allowed.

I also feel very strongly that, with a few exceptions, the decision for or against abor-

tion must finally rest with the woman who is carrying the conceptus. This does not mean
that other opinions cannot or should not be brought to bear, or that information, advice,

and counseling cannot or should not be given. What it does mean is that the final deci-

sion rests with the pregnant woman unless someone wants to exert some kind of force

and constraint to make her have the child—a difficult feat to accomplish, and one that

probably would be against all five ethical principles. For example, if a woman is Catholic

and decides to have the child even if her own life may be lost, then she made the deci-

sion, not the Catholic Church. On the other hand, if she belongs to a Zero Population

Growth organization and decides to have an abortion to help avoid overpopulation,

then too it is her decision, not ZPG's.

Prior to the Supreme Court's abortion decision, when legislation prevented abor-

tions, many women either tried to abort the fetus themselves or had illegal abortions.

This sometimes caused disastrous results not only for the aborted fetuses but also for the

women carrying them, and two lives often were lost instead of one.

However, that the final decision is the woman's does not make the decision any less

a moral one, involving as it does the life and the quality of life of both the woman and

her prospective child; nor should it eliminate a full presentation of alternatives and the

information and counseling that go with them. Here again, I strongly advocate pointing

out as many considerations as possible and providing as much assistance as we can in

order to help the woman make this very crucial decision.

Of course, she really has only two ultimate alternatives—to abort or not to abort

—

but there are many important considerations that will affect which of these alternatives

she chooses. The counseling and information that is offered must be fair, full, and objec-

tive on both sides of the issue, so that the woman has enough correct information upon

which to make a rational moral decision.

A major difficulty with abortion, as with mercy killing, is that the being about

whose life or death someone is deciding cannot give its free or informed consent.

Therefore, the Value of Life principle is involved in a most serious and crucial way. Be-

cause we do not know what the will of the unborn is except in the strict biological

sense—that is, once conceived most conceptuses strive to develop to the stage of

birth—we must have the utmost justification before we take such a life. We must show

that the other four principles will be met if we decide in favor of aborting the concep-

tus, and that meeting them far outweighs the value of allowing the conceptus to de-

velop and be born.
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The best way of avoiding abortion altogether is, of course, to be meticulous about

using the effective contraceptive devices that are currently available, and to work very

hard to develop more effective ones that will have
t
minimal detrimental side effects.

However, no contraceptive device is completely foolproof, and therefore if one fails or is

not used for whatever reason, then we are faced with the abortion problem. There also is

voluntary sterilization, which is almost entirely foolproof. This is a good solution pro-

vided that the person to be sterilized is sure he or she will never, at any time, want to

have children. If this is the case, then voluntary sterilization—no matter how offensive

such an operation may be to some people—is much better than having one abortion after

another. However, until people are more educated and careful with regard to methods of

birth control, we still will be faced with the abortion problem.

In no other area of morality is there a greater need for many real and viable alterna-

tives, with full information, counseling, and assistance to be made available to the preg-

nant woman. If society wishes to strongly recommend that human life not be taken

through abortion, then it must, as the moderate position suggests, provide the greatest

amount of medical, physical, financial, and moral support possible.

To respect the life of the conceptus is not to deny that its being unwanted makes it

an imposition on a woman (from her point of view) for the nine months she must carry it

within her. That the woman (and her partner) may have been careless or promiscuous or

thoughtless should have no bearing on the kind of help she is given. A good deal of care-

ful counseling should be given to her in reference to possible future pregnancies and
how to avoid them, but the prime consideration in any counseling or assistance should

be the lives of the woman and the conceptus. For this reason, all such counseling and as-

sistance should be completely free from blame and recrimination.

It is very easy for some people to demand that a young woman carry an unplanned

and unwanted conceptus to term, but it is not so easy if these people have to provide

complete assistance to the woman and the conceptus so that she can successfully do so.

As I have mentioned before, the information and counseling should present her with all

of the alternatives—the psychological and medical effects of both abortion and of carry-

ing a child to term, the actual possibilities of the child's being adopted, and the offer to

give complete financial assistance and medical care during her pregnancy or during and

after her abortion.

She also must be given time without pressure to decide for herself and the concep-

tus which decision will be the best one, given all of the alternatives and her particular

circumstances. A great deal of attention must be paid to the kind of life that the prospec-

tive child will have if it is allowed to be born. Even though most children are born nor-

mal, sometimes the goodness of their lives is almost nonexistent because of the way they

are treated by their inexperienced and unloving parents or by various uncaring person-

nel in the institutions or foster homes in which they live.

When alternatives and assistance can be provided, the prolife argument for the

conceptus gains strength. I feel that every encouragement should be given to the woman
not to decide to take another human life through abortion, provided that she is offered

such assistance. All of this may be politically, socially, psychologically, and morally as

well as economically expensive, but if the Value of Life principle is worth observing,
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then whatever sacrifices are needed must be made. They should not only be the sacri-

fices of the woman—her nine-month unwanted pregnancy is sacrifice enough, and those

who wish to protect and preserve human life must alleviate any other sacrifices she may
have to make.

We also must respect the fact that the final decision to abort or not to abort is the

mother's. If she aborts, her act may be an immoral one, but as always, the decision to act

morally or immorally is up to the individual. In this case, we have a duty, once she has

made her decision, to help her acquire the best medical care available and to have the

abortion performed as soon as possible so that the conceptus will be less rather than

more of a developed human life.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

This is a classic case of what happens to young unwed mothers. Everyone seems to be

interested in what they want, but few really are concerned about what Janice wants. She

is getting one-sided rather than objective counseling both from her priest and from the

abortion clinic. Her mother is imposing her own religious beliefs on Janice, no matter

how gently; her father, on the other hand, seems to be motivated, at least partly, by his

own ego in wanting her to become a lawyer. The father of her baby does not want to

marry her or to become a father at such an early age, nor does he want her to become a

young mother. All the people involved, but especially Janice, are prime candidates for

the careful pregnancy-abortion counseling I have suggested.

At this point in her pregnancy (eight weeks), an abortion would fit the Bok crite-

rion of less than 12 weeks and therefore could be allowed. Because Janice is under 17

years old, she should be informed about the hazards for future pregnancies that might

ensue from an abortion, but she also should be informed that the risk is not high. In ad-

dition, she should be given all the information available about both abortion and carry-

ing a child to term.

A sincere and concerted effort should be made to find out what Janice herself

really wants to do about her pregnancy, and everyone involved should try to support

her decision in every way they can rather than load her with guilt or recrimination. It

she really wishes to go through with her pregnancy, then she should get as much sup-

port from this decision as she would for an abortion. Last but not least, she and Bob

should have clear and complete contraceptive counseling so that future pregnancies

and decisions concerning abortion can be avoided.

CASE 2

Both Mary and her husband seem to be quite sure that they do not want another child,

so waiting until the fourth month to have an amniocentesis does not seem to be a wise

choice. Because they seem so sure that they really do not want to have a child—even

one that is born without deformity—then now, when Mary is only one month pregnant,
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is the time to have the abortion. If they have doubts about having the abortion, then

they should, of course, seek full counseling in order to help them clarify their decision,

but they seem to have made up their minds, and because of this, I would say that their

decision is moral.

CASES 3 AND 4

Before discussing each of these cases separately, I would like to make a general state-

ment concerning abortion for "fetal reasons," or because the conceptus will be born

with deformities. As I have already mentioned, the amniocentesis or chorionic villus

sampling procedures make it possible for a prospective mother and father to know if

their child will be born with, let us say, Down's syndrome and will be mentally retarded

for its entire life.

The relationship of such information to the abortion question, of course, is that

once a conceptus is discovered to have a deformity, a decision may be made to abort it,

thereby avoiding both the difficult mercy-killing decision I described in Chapter 9 and
also the kind of life that the prospective child and its family would have to live given its

limitation. But the difficult decision to commit a mercy killing is replaced by the diffi-

cult decision to perform an abortion. Abortion, after all, ends a human life as surely as

does mercy killing, except that in the abortion situation, depending upon at what stage

the abortion is performed, the human life would be less developed.

Can abortion be morally justified when it is discovered that the conceptus will be de-

fective or deformed in some serious way? The final decision should still rest with the

woman who is carrying it even though the prospective father should be given a chance to

voice his opinion. The ideal situation would be to have the ability to eliminate the defect or

deformity prior to the child's birth, and someday this may perhaps be possible. Right now
it is not, and the only alternatives are either to abort or to give birth to a deformed child.

Even though the woman should of course make the final decision, what facts and

opinions should she take into consideration when making her decision? First, she

should realize that abortion is the taking of a human life and therefore a violation of the

Value of Life principle. Next, she should ask herself if an exception to this principle in

her situation is morally justified, and if so, why. She would need appropriate informa-

tion and counseling as to what her prospective child's limitations would be, and then

she would need to determine whether, despite these limitations, she and her family

would be able and willing to raise such a child so that their lives and the child's life

would be as meaningful as possible.

If the family is unable or unwilling to raise the child, then she would need to con-

sider whether a good adoption could be a certainty and whether such an adoption

would bring a meaningful life to the child. She also should determine what help would
be available to her if she and her family decided to raise the child, what institutional ac-

commodations could be made, and whether such accommodations would be meaning-

ful and enriching for the prospective child.

I already have discussed the general lack of assistance and of quality institutions

and institutional care available today. Furthermore, even though there are parents who
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are willing to adopt retarded or deformed children, these are very few compared to the

number of such children available for adoption. These facts would seem to put the em-
phasis upon whether or not the mother is willing to give birth to the child, and whether

she and the father are willing to raise the child and give it as good a life as they can. As
mentioned in Chapter 9, the life of a child with Down's syndrome, unless it is enhanced

by a willing and loving family (real or institutional), will yield a minimum of satisfac-

tion and excellence for all concerned; therefore, abortion in some cases—after all consid-

erations have been taken into account—could be morally justified.

The severity of the prospective child's deformity should also be a factor in the

woman's decision, for the deformities of deafness or blindness, although difficult to

bear, are not as debilitating as is extensive mental retardation due to Down's syndrome.

A mother and her family probably would be able to cope better with the former limita-

tions than with the latter.

At any rate, abortion ought to be allowed after all other choices have been exam-
ined and the woman can see no other alternative that would bring goodness and its just

distribution to the prospective child and its family. In the final analysis, the goodness of

the life of the prospective child and its family should be given the strongest considera-

tion. Everything possible should be done to protect and preserve human life, even in-

cipient human life. However, where the goodness of protecting that life is far

outweighed by the goodness of terminating it for the reasons already suggested, then

abortion may be justified.

CASE 3

I would say that in the case of Tay-Sachs—considering what we know about the disease,

and what happens to infants who are born with it—an abortion even at five months of

pregnancy can be more easily justified in a moral sense than going through with the

pregnancy. After all, if the child were born, both it and the parents would suffer terribly

for the short time the child would live. In Chapter 9, 1 described how the father of a Tay-

Sachs child was driven to mercy killing in order to end the child's and the parents' suf-

fering. I think that abortion is a far better means of dealing with this problem than

mercy killing, even though if amniocentesis rather than CVS is used, the conceptus has

developed further along than is usually the case in abortions upon request, the very se-

rious deformity of the child and the inevitability of its suffering justify a late abortion.

CASE 4

Lupe and Robert have a very difficult decision to make. They should be given full ge-

netic counseling as well as counseling as to the nature and quality of the alternatives

that are available to them and their prospective baby. I believe that in their situation.

either going through with the pregnancy or having the abortion would be morally justi-

fied depending upon the type of support that is available for them and their child.

Because they are young and this is their first child, they ought not to have to raise a

child with Down's syndrome unless they are willing to do so. I think that we ought to

encourage them to do so by giving them complete support in all of its aspects (financial,
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sociological, emotional, and so on), but I also think that even a late abortion in this case

can be morally justified, especially if such support is not available to them and their

prospective child.

CASE 5

I do not think that an abortion can be justified for such a reason. It is one thing to abort a

conceptus because it has Tay-Sachs disease or Down's syndrome, but to abort one be-

cause of its sex is capricious, inhumane, and immoral. If Bill and Isabel are even think-

ing about not wanting another daughter, Isabel should have had an early abortion and
then be sterilized. I feel that they would be justified in giving their little girl up for

adoption if they had wished to do so, but I would rather see them get intense counsel-

ing to help them adjust to having another daughter. I don't believe, however, that the

life of a conceptus should count so little that it can be terminated simply because it hap-

pens to be the "wrong" sex.

CASE 6

To abort one of the twin conceptuses is as capricious as aborting a conceptus because of

its sex, especially since the woman definitely is going to go through with the pregnancy

to keep one of the twins. The second twin, if born alive, should be offered up for adop-

tion. In the case of a greater number of multiple births, the same principle would apply

unless doctors advise, as they did in a recent octuplet pregnancy, that none of the con-

ceptuses would survive unless some of them were aborted. The woman wouldn't have

the abortion, presumably because of her perceived chance of acquiring money and fame

by having octuplets, and she ended up losing all eight fetuses as the doctors had told

her she would. This kind of picking and choosing among conceptuses, unless a danger

exists either for all of them or to the mother's life, is immoral under Humanitarian

Ethics.

Notes

1. See Callahan, 31-43, for results of research done all over the world on whether abortion is dan-

gerous.

2. Ibid., 48-84.

3. Ibid., 474-80.

4. See Callahan, Section II, Chapters 5 to 8, for his exhaustive research on the effects of legalizing

abortion.

5. Ibid., 493.
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Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to the Moral Problems

of Lying, Cheating, Breaking

Promises, and Stealing

Introduction

Because one of the five basic ethical principles in Humanitarian Ethics is the Principle

of Honesty and Truth Telling, the Humanitarian Ethics position on these issues is that

they generally shouldn't be done unless there is strong justification for doing them. As
was shown throughout Chapter 11, doing any of them tends to break down the quality

of human relationships and the trust that binds people together. If we cannot trust oth-

ers to tell the truth, be honest, keep promises, and respect our possessions, then how
can we maintain vital human relationships with them? In addition, lying, cheating,

breaking promises, and stealing more often than not tend to injure individuals, thereby

violating the Principle of Goodness. Further, most of the time they are unfair and un-

just, violating the Principle of Justice or Fairness. They even can involve the lives of oth-

ers and deny them freedom; therefore, the Humanitarian Ethics position is in general to

oppose them.

479
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Lying

General Discussion of the Problem

For all of the reasons listed in Chapter 11 against lying, Humanitarian Ethics would state

that lying generally is immoral. It would allow for exceptions where strong justification

could be brought forth, such as when lying could save a human life or prevent serious

harm from coming to another human being. Even "little white lies" should be avoided

whenever possible because by simply adding some compassion and concern one could

tell the truth without harming another. Nowhere more than in lying does the domino ar-

gument have validity. It seems that whenever a lie is told it almost always follows that

more and more lies are required to bolster the first, which often tends to make matters

worse and break down trust even more than just the one original lie.

Aphorism though it may be, honesty is indeed almost always "the best policy." As
most of us know, we are highly respected for our truth telling and trustworthiness. Lying

can only destroy this delicate reputation we all have. One of the finest statements one

can make about another is to say that he or she is an honest person. Because of this and
the harm that lying causes to others, it should be avoided.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

In applying Humanitarian Ethics to this case, I will answer the four questions I asked at

the end of the case description:

1. I feel that the family was wrong in not telling Jesusita the truth about her son.

They might have justified delaying telling her if at the time she was in a very

critical and unstable condition, but as soon as possible they should have told

her. As Dr. Elisabeth Kiibler-Ross has stated, the question should not be,

"Should I tell the hurtful truth to someone?" but rather, "How should I share

this important information with the person?" Not telling her the truth in the be-

ginning caused many more problems than if they had told her and given her

loving support. We can't assume that we are going to "kill" someone who is se-

riously ill by telling her the truth. If we tell her gently and with compassion,

and if we give her some hope and support, we will do her a much greater ser-

vice than we do by withholding information and playing all kinds of pretense

games with her.

2. If she were my relative, I would tell her that her son had died of a heart attack,

while also giving her as much hope as I could by telling her that he had very lit-

tle pain and that I and the rest of her family still love her and want her to keep

trying to live as meaningfully as she can because we will not abandon her but

will support and visit her often.
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3. I definitely would advise now that she be told the truth in the manner described

in answer 2, and I would advise the family to apologize to her, saying that at the

time they thought they were doing the right thing, but that now they see that it

was the wrong thing to do. If not, the longer the situation goes on, the worse it

will get. What must Jesusita think of her son who used to visit her dutifully but

does so no longer for a myriad of reasons that seem to relegate her to last place

on his list of priorities?

4. Yes, I feel that the situation would have been much better had she been told the

truth from the very beginning and that the situation has been made much worse
by not telling her, now requiring an apology and an elaborate explanation. If she

had been told the truth from the beginning, all of this could have been avoided.

CASE 2

One way of handling this matter without lying is simply to tell Mike that you won't tell

him because you fear for Barbara's and the children's safety. However, if you feel that

he might go into a rage when told this and hurt you in some manner, then I would say

that a lie would be justified because it seems quite obvious that both Barbara and the

children could be seriously harmed and perhaps even lose their lives owing to Mike's

drinking and abusive behavior.

CASE 3

Situations such as this one are always difficult to deal with. Many spouses know
about their spouses' affairs and can deal with them as long as they are not brought

into the open. Some spouses, on the other hand, would prefer to know the truth and

why the affair happened and then attempt to resolve the problem. Some spouses

could adjust to the information, especially if Tom, in this case, expressed remorse and

fullv intended not to have another affair. Some spouses cannot adjust, no matter what
the adulterer says, and immediately will want to separate or get a divorce. It is impor-

tant for Tom to know Carol and to try to gauge her reaction to his revealing informa-

tion about his affair.

As I see it, there are two viable alternatives, given the situation:

1. Tom could simply not tell Carol unless she asks him point blank. This probably

would have to be considered as a lie of omission, but if he's sure she does not

know and that she will never know, then not telling if not asked is certainly a

possibility. This kind of lie of omission is certainly not as bad as not telling some-

one that there is a cliff at the end of the street so that they drive to the end and go

over the cliff and die, but it is still a continuing of the dishonesty that has oc-

curred all along. Further, Tom would have to be definite in his mind that the af-

fair was over, and that he would not enter Into more affairs later. If Tom chooses

this alternative, then he should get counseling to help him alleviate his guilt so

that his behavior will not continue to raise Carol's suspicions. If Carol asks him
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directly about the affair, then I feel he is obliged to tell her the truth as gently as

he can with remorse and promises never to have another affair. He also can offer

to seek counseling with or without her.

The second alternative is to tell her as gently and compassionately as he can, em-
phasizing how guilty he feels and expressing sorrow for what has happened and

also promising that it will never happen again. Here also he should volunteer

for counseling, both with their priest and any other counselor who may help. In

telling her, he should avoid graphic details and not volunteer additional hurtful

information.

Cheating

General Discussion of the Problem

Cheating is primarily a violation of the Principle of Justice or Fairness and therefore

should be avoided unless such an act might save a human life or prevent serious harm to

someone. All three of the arguments for cheating are, I feel, grossly invalid and unjusti-

fied. To endorse the notion that one needs to cheat in order to survive in a corrupt world

only contributes to its continuing corruptness. The "everybody does it" argument was re-

futed in Chapter 1 in that one can't get an ought from an is. Further, honesty does not de-

pend upon whether or not one gets caught. Cheating is cheating regardless of whether or

not one is caught. Here again, as in the case of lying, a person who cheats and is known
for his or her cheating cannot be trusted, and therefore relationships with that person are

impossible.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

Mike definitely should not cheat. Regardless of the importance of the grade to his ca-

reer, he should have made more time for studying his history all semester. If he had,

then his grade would not be as precarious as it was at the time of the final exam. He also

should have allowed for more time to complete his studying for the exam so that he

would not now be in a position in which he has to consider cheating. Answers to the

three questions following the case description are as follows:

1 . It would make no difference to my answer if the test grade were or were not cru-

cial. He has no more justification for cheating simply because the test grade is

important. I already have stated how his not being prepared could have been

avoided. He might now ask the instructor if he could do some extra credit work
in order to improve his grade. This would be an act of honesty; cheating would
be dishonest and immoral.
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2. As I have already argued, whether or not one is caught does not dilute the im-

morality of cheating. Cheating is still cheating, even if the only person who
knows is the cheater.

3. I already have presented arguments as to why Mike should not cheat. The
reader may also refer to the arguments against cheating in Chapter 11, with

which I concur.

CASE 2

Dick and Lorraine definitely should not include the right fender in the claim. They
could tell the body shop foreman about the right fender and offer to pay for it them-

selves. The foreman might even give them a discounted price because he has to repair

so much of the car already under the rightful claim. Because the damage was not caused

by the other car, they would be both cheating and lying if they included it in the claim.

It is fallacious to argue that the insurance company has great monetary assets because of

all of the premiums it collects and that therefore it is okay to cheat it. Again, cheating is

cheating whether you cheat a rich person or company or a poor one. Also, the "every-

body does it" argument has already been refuted. It doesn't matter what their friends

do or how many of them do it; what Dick and Lorraine would be doing is still immoral.

I have already dealt with the argument of being or not being caught and its irrelevancy

to the act of cheating.

CASE 3

What Mark did was definitely immoral. He actually forged a letter in order to further

his own interests—he cheated in trying to get his book published. How does he know,

for example, that the letter had that much to do with his book's being accepted by the

publisher? At any rate, he should have been honest and taken his chances as all authors

must while working to make his book the best it could be. How he could assume that

what he had done would never be discovered is unbelievable to me.

I think the publisher had every right to pull Mark's book off the market although

he could have published it with an apology from Mark, perhaps even with a case study

of what Mark did and his explanation of why he did it and why he now knows he was
wrong. However, the publisher has to ensure that the book makes a profit, and if no

teachers would adopt it for their classes because of bad publicity, then it could prove to

be a financial disaster for the publisher.

Not everyone would agree with me, but I think a dimension of intensity is added

to a moral wrong if the person who commits it is especially expected to avoid it because

of his or her profession or livelihood. I think that it is especially abhorrent for Mark as

an ethicist and a teacher of ethics to so blatantly and directly commit an obvious moral

wrong. A person who has studied and who teaches ethics, although no more perfect

than any other human being, must try much harder not to commit an immoral act.

If the book were otherwise excellent and had something special to offer that other

ethics books did not, then I might consider using it if the author did what I have de-
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scribed with regard to confessing to his ethical error somewhere in the book itself. How-
ever, I probably would not use it, given his terrible breach of trust with his colleagues

and students of ethics.

Breaking Promises

General Diseussion of the Problem

Humanitarian Ethics generally rejects the idea that breaking promises can be moral for

all of the reasons listed in Chapter 11 in the arguments against it. People who break their

promises cannot be trusted, making it very difficult to have a meaningful relationship

with them. We all like to know that if a person promises to do or not do something, we
can count on him or her to keep that promise. If someone breaks a promise even once,

then we cannot have a significant relationship with that person.

Promises may be broken only for good reasons, again such as to save someone from

harm or death. In order to break a promise, one must have an exceedingly important rea-

son to do so; otherwise, promises should be kept.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

No promise is ever too trivial for one to keep, and in this case keeping the promise was
very important to Janice. That she made it a condition for her marrying Bernie also adds

to its importance. I think all promises are important, but those made in connection with

something as important as marriage are even more important, because breaking them
tends to destroy an important relationship. It is quite possible to break only one promise

or a few promises in one's life, but in my experience, one broken promise, like a lie, of-

ten leads to other broken promises. In other words, the domino theory is especially per-

tinent with regard to this moral issue.

CASE 2

Such promises as David made to Harold should not be made. It is unfair of Harold to

demand such a promise of David, and David should not have made such a promise if he

had no intention of keeping it. Harold could have asked him to help and protect Doris

in any way he could, but he had no right to demand that David promise to marry her.

David, too, could have promised to take care of Doris as best as he could but not to

marry her unless he wanted to anyway. One should try to keep reasonable promises one

has made, of course, whether or not anyone else knows about them.

Sometimes a promise is made only under conditions of unusual duress, and if

David's was made under such conditions, he could be justified in breaking it rather than

marry someone he doesn't love. A lot would depend on the circumstances. If the cir-
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cumstances were extenuating, then one honest way David could handle breaking his

promise would be to tell Doris what happened and ask to be released by her from the

promise while still offering to continue to be her friend.

CASE 3

Because Wanda had an agreement with Sandy, what she did was not a moral act. We
shouldn't lie to children any more than to adults. We may not reveal to children every-

thing that we know or are doing, but when asked specific questions, we should answer
honestly but gently. Wanda is of course also entitled to her own life as an adult and does

not have to govern her every action by what Sandy thinks, feels, or wants; however, she

should deal with Sandy as fairly and honestly as possible. If Wanda's relationship with

Howard is a serious one, which it seems to be, then what Wanda does will eventually af-

fect Sandy's life and cannot be merely relegated to Wanda's right to privacy. Wanda
could have conducted her affair more discreetly and not at her home, which would have

avoided Sandy's discovery. However, that Sandy actually asked her mother about the

affair makes it all the more essential that Wanda be truthful with her. She of course need

not and should not be graphic, but she can tell Sandy in a nice way about her feelings

for Howard and give Sandy a chance and the time to relate to the situation without be-

ing confronted with it. I feel that it's important to be as honest with children as we can

be, because if adults lie or break promises, children will assume that these actions are

acceptable.

I feel that Wanda's reasons for not telling Sandy and for reacting with anger are

understandable but neither helpful nor really justifiable. As I said earlier, she should

have attempted to be honest with Sandy, especially when she promised to and also be-

cause Sandy had asked her a direct question that required an honest answer. Rather

than respond to Sandy's anger with her own anger, she should have apologized to her

and explained why she didn't act as she said she would in this instance. She then could

have gone on to explain her relationship with Howard more fully so that Sandy would
understand better how her mother felt and where Sandy would fit into the situation.

Stealing

General Discussion of the Problem

In most societies, people are entitled to what they have earned or inherited honestly, and

no one has the right to take such possessions from them. People generally assume that

their belongings are safe and that other people can be trusted not to steal them. Stealing

primarily violates the Principle of Justice or Fairness, but also the Principles of Honesty

and Truth Telling and Individual Freedom. Therefore, in Humanitarian Ethics, stealing is

in general considered to be immoral. It is not fair, of course, to steal someone's fairly ac-

quired earnings, possessions, ideas, or even reputation. Stealing also is dishonest even

though it may be allowed in some extenuating situations. By stealing someone's posses-
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sions, material or otherwise, the thief limits that person's freedom. For example, if a cou-

ple has saved all year in order to go on a vacation and someone steals all of their money,

then their freedom to enjoy that vacation has been denied. Therefore, the general view of

stealing—like that of lying, cheating, and breaking promises—is that it is immoral unless

strong justification can be brought forth, as when one justifies stealing in a disaster situa-

tion because it prevented the starvation of innocent people.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

The theft of anything that is important to the owner is not a trivial wrong. This case pre-

sents beautifully the distinction between what is legal and what is moral as discussed in

Chapter 1. Whether or not titles are protected by law, the moral principles previously

described should be observed. That Victor has used this title for seven years and that his

book has made it famous belies the title's theft. In addition to the outright stealing of the

title, the publisher and the authors obviously are "cashing in" on the book's popularity,

which certainly is unfair and unjust. That neither the publisher nor the authors even an-

swered Victor's complaints reveals not only a blatant disregard for the seriousness of

the situation but also a breach of good manners (see Chapter 1 on manners in their rela-

tionship to morals).

Victor cannot merely assume that they stole his title on purpose, but it certainly

seems to be implied that what happened was not merely an error on the part of either

the publisher or the authors. For example, if the publisher had done this without the au-

thors knowing it, then, of course, they wouldn't have been guilty. Because neither party

responded to Victor's complaint, he could only presume that all parties knew what they

were doing. Once a book has been published, there is not much anyone can do, but the

parties responsible could have written Victor and said that any revised edition would
use a different title and apologized for stealing his. What hurts here, as with the forged

letter of recommendation in Case 3 under the section on cheating, is that teachers of

ethics are supposed to know the difference between what is legal and what is moral,

and therefore immoral actions on their part are even more reprehensible than those

taken by people who have not been formally trained in ethics.

CASE 2

I believe that Katia is justified in stealing during the wartime, emergency-type situation

she was in. It would be better if some sort of rationing or control could be set up so that all

survivors could receive equal shares, but such situations are not always feasible. There-

fore, I believe that she would be justified in taking only what is needed. She certainly

would not be justified in looting so as to acquire luxury items. When times were better,

Katia could even offer to compensate the people whose house she had broken into.

Stealing during peacetime is of course a different matter. Usually there are many
agencies of both the state and federal governments that Katia could turn to, and only if
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all of these avenues had been fully explored and exhausted could stealing be condoned
at all. It isn't impossible that such a situation could occur, but most people can acquire

some help, and even begging should be tried before one resorts to stealing.

CASE 3

Stealing such items is immoral. One can understand how people felt during such riots

and how their anger and frustration could have surfaced. However, even if their society

were corrupt and even though it certainly suppressed and segregated them, they could

not justify stealing things that did not belong to them, especially when most of the

stolen goods were luxury items. These were not items needed for simple survival as was
the food in Case 2, and therefore it cannot be condoned or justified.

CASE 4

I do feel that Anne and Eric were guilty of theft. If they had felt that the will was unfair,

then they should have sat down with the designated heirs and tried to get the will

changed so as to be more equitable to their side of the family Legally, of course, people

may leave their estate to whomever they want; however, this does not always ensure

justness or fairness. If after discussing the matter with the designated heirs, Anne and

Eric received no satisfaction, they could then have announced that they were going to

contest the will. At least they would have been honest and open and aboveboard in

their actions. What they did was certainly highly questionable—getting Margaret, who
was more or less mentally incompetent, to change her will and then operating "under

the table." On the face of it, they had no right to change Leroy's will unless they pro-

ceeded honestly and forthrightly I feel also that they should have taken into considera-

tion the effects of their actions—not just the immediate effects of gaining more money,

but all of the hard feelings and loss of friendship that their actions caused. It would

seem that friendship of long standing held very little importance for them.
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Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to the Moral Problems

of Human Sexuality

General Discussion of Ihe Problem

Before discussing specific sexual activities and the moral considerations surrounding

them, it is important to see how the five basic principles relate to human sexuality. The

Value of Life principle should not be and very seldom is involved in matters of private

sexuality; however, any act that is life threatening may be considered immoral unless

people choose it for themselves, which is a rarity (for example, cardiac patients who
choose to risk their lives in order to have sexual relations). The Principle of Goodness is

definitely involved in human sexual relationships in that sexual activity should cause

pleasure and avoid pain, should strive for excellence, and should encourage harmony
and foster creativity among all concerned.

There should always be a strong attempt to be honest and tell the truth in all as-

pects of any type of human relationship, but especially in matters of sexuality. Frankness

and openness in the discussion of sexuality and sexual problems must also be encour-

aged. One of the absurdities in our culture is the obvious lack of education in or teaching

about sexuality. There are, after all, experts available who have written books and who
can supply clear empirical evidence and valid arguments concerning how to engage in

meaningful sexual activity. Such information should be made available to all people at

various stages of their development so that they can lead lives that are as full and rich as

488
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possible. Every effort should be made to distribute goodness and to be fair and just to all

concerned, but especially toward the people immediately Involved in the relationship.

Finally, in matters of private sexuality, individual freedom should be the guiding

principle as long as the rights of the people immediately involved in the relationship are

also observed. Humanitarian Ethics would consider rape, child molestation, sadism per-

formed on unwilling victims, or any other kind of forced or coercive sexuality to be im-

moral, and it would consider any other human sexual activities performed between or

among consenting adults to be moral as long as it can be shown that no direct harm
comes to others because of these activities.

In other words, my ethical system is generally in agreement with the liberal point

of view, which considers pornography, homosexuality, prostitution, masturbation,

nonmonogamous marriages, and sex outside of marriage, except for adultery, to be

private sexual matters that should not be legislated against. As for "unnatural" sexual-

ity, I would condone all forms of it that are performed by consenting adults except for

bestiality.

Because I do not have a specific case to discuss with regard to each aspect of human
sexuality presented in Chapter 12, before going into a discussion of these cases I feel that

I should describe the Humanitarian Ethics point of view on sexuality in general.

First, I feel that both nonmonogamous and group marriages are moral as long as

the five basic principles are carefully observed—especially in relation to any children in-

volved—and all people in these types of marriages have agreed to be involved. If no one

outside of them is harmed (other than that the group's style of living is not to a person's

taste), then there seem to be nothing immoral about these marriages in themselves. Such

arrangements are of a private nature pertaining only to those who have freely entered

into them. Because people and their tastes and feelings differ so widely, voluntary exper-

imentation may be allowed to take place so long as it is in consonance with the five basic

principles.

Second, there is no evidence that masturbation leads to any harm either to the mas-

turbater or to anyone else. It is, of course, generally prohibited as a public act under in-

decent exposure laws. However, assuming that it is a private act involving only one

person, because it brings pleasure to that person without harming anyone else, and be-

cause it can help that person to find out about and to be at ease with his or her own body,

then it should not be considered an immoral act.

Third, as far as so-called sexual perversion or unnatural sex acts are concerned, I

would say that, except for bestiality, as long as these are private sexual matters entered

into by consenting adults and they bring no harm to anyone else, then they should be

considered to be moral. In other words, many sexual activities—such as oral sex, anal

sex, sadism and masochism, homosexual sex, and group sex—should be allowed under

the Principle of Individual Freedom as long as none of the other four principles is \ io-

lated. What adults freely consent to do in their private sexual relationships—as long as it

does not harm anyone else—cannot be considered immoral under the five basic princi-

ples. In such relationships, the decision about what is perverted or unnatural must be

left to the people involved. Of course, people must recognize that several of these types

of sexual activities are at high risk as far as developing AIDS and other sexualh trans-
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mitted diseases (STDs) goes and therefore should practice safe sex in order to protect one

another.

Bestiality—that is, sex acts between human beings and animals—is offensive to

most but not all human beings. Because offensiveness'to taste should not in itself be a de-

termining factor, and because adults are consenting in such acts, should bestiality, like

other private sex acts, be morally allowed? One factor here is that animals cannot con-

sent, cannot resist, and probably are unwilling participants in such acts. My basis thus

far for considering any private sexual activity to be moral has been that the participants

are consenting adult human beings. Because animals do not fall into this category—and
even though they are not human beings, they would be denied their freedom and forced

into a sexual act they cannot consent to—then bestiality could be considered to be im-

moral under the five basic principles.

Some people consider it hypocritical to raise animals to be killed for food without

moral qualms, yet do consider sexual activities with animals, even though thev probablv

won't even be harmed, to be immoral. Whether killing animals for food is immoral or

not, however, I would still say that bestiality should not be considered as moral, cer-

tainly not on the same basis as other acts undertaken by freely consenting adults.

Fourth, I believe that as long as prostitution occurs between or among consenting

adults, it is moral. In this regard, I am in favor of the "social acceptance and governmen-

tal control" argument presented as the last argument for prostitution in Chapter 12.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

It is my general feeling that premarital sex should be left entirely up to the individuals

involved, providing that proper contraceptive precautions are taken so that the moral

predicaments of abortion and the births of unwanted children, as well as the contraction

of AIDS and other STDs, can be avoided. There is no legal or overriding moral require-

ment that people be legally married before they engage in sexual activity, but to my way
of thinking there certainly should be a clear agreement—possibly even a personal con-

tract—as to what people involved in such a relationship can expect from each other.

Safe sex should be practiced so as to ensure mutual protection.

Furthermore, as long as the five basic principles (most often four, because the Value

of Life seldom is an issue in sexuality) are practiced by people involved in premarital sex,

there would seem to be no need for any moral or legal sanctions against it. As I have

mentioned, this type of sexual activity usually is referred to as "fornication" in the Bible,

where it is considered to be immoral, but it need not be immoral as long as the people in-

volved are consenting, free, honest, just, truthful, and good toward each other.

For example, if two single people consent to have sexual relations without any

commitments or ties being implied—solely for the pleasure that they hope can be de-

rived from their sexual relationship—I can see nothing overtly wrong with such a rela-

tionship. It is important for the people to be honest and truthful with each other so that

one person is not led to think that the relationship means more than it does; it would be
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immoral for one person to lie to another about this matter in order to get the other to en-

gage in a sexual relationship. As long as both people understand the situation, however,

I can see no reason why immorality need necessarily be involved.

People should be aware that sex is one of the most intimate of human relation-

ships—one that can often lead to a greater commitment than is anticipated at the begin-

ning of a relationship, so that either member of the relationship may be hurt by

expecting more from it than was originally agreed upon. However, this is a risk that

both parties take, and if they have any intimation that such a situation may develop,

then perhaps the person who could get hurt should avoid this type of relationship. This

possibility certainly can be discussed in advance, and once a person knows himself or

herself well enough, he or she should know whether such a situation should be

avoided. However, merely because people may get more deeply involved than they

originally planned to do is not enough reason to make all such relationships immoral.

Evidence and arguments are not conclusive enough to assert that this type of rela-

tionship, by and in itself, is detrimental or immoral to any human who might enter into

it. Nor—because this is a matter of private sexual relations—should what other people

think have any necessary bearing upon whether or not such a relationship is entered

into. The reactions of other people would certainly be one of the considerations people

might want to make before engaging in such activity, especially if they cannot take criti-

cism or any form of ostracism that they might receive from others in a culture that has

frowned on premarital sexual relations for many years. But if people in such a relation-

ship feel that they are not being immoral and can handle the reaction of others, then

there should be no difficulty in having such a relationship.

In view of this, I obviously feel that Tom and Barbara, the two college teenagers,

are not doing anything immoral. They seem to have arranged everything in such a way
(contraception and a clear agreement) as to avoid serious difficulties as much as possi-

ble. For this reason, and because we are talking about a private sexual relationship that,

as far as we can tell, will not directly harm anyone, I feel that their decision is moral.

CASE 2

I tend to take a liberal point of view in terms of homosexuality also. There is no conclu-

sive proof that homosexuality is a sickness, an abnormality, or a form of perversity.

Moreover, there is no conclusive proof as to whether it is physiologically or culturally

caused or merely a chosen sexual life-style. Given these ambiguities, we seem to be talk-

ing about private rather than public sexual matters, and the Principle of Individual

Freedom should take precedence as long as the other principles are not violated and

other people are not harmed (except by possible offense to their taste). The same princi-

ples and concerns apply here as in other marriage- or nonmarriage-type relationships,

such as practicing safe sex to avoid AIDS and other STDs. There is nothing in the rela-

tionship between Richard and Walter that poses harm to anyone outside the relation-

ship. People around them might not want such a relationship or might not want to

associate with them, but that is their privilege. Because the two men are not harming

anyone, however, I would say that their relationship is moral.
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CASE 3

I see nothing immoral in the relationship between Sarah and Ben. They are both adults,

and they obviously have entered freely into their live-in arrangement. The financial sit-

uation certainly is a factor, and it's too bad that our laws are structured so as to discour-

age legal marriage for people of this age, but even if they didn't want to marry for other

reasons, what business is that of anyone's? Their children certainly do not have to ac-

cept the relationship, but these are matters of taste and should not be allowed to inter-

fere with the important life decisions of others when no harm to anyone is involved. I

believe that what Ben and Sarah are involved in is a private matter between two freely

consenting adults and, for this reason, that it is a moral act.

CASE 4

Although adultery seldom violates the Value of Life principle, it does seem to involve a

violation of the principles of Justice (in that it is an unfair and unjust treatment of an-

other person: the other member of a marriage relationship) and Honesty or Truth

Telling (in that it usually involves cheating on someone and not telling the truth about

one's sexual affairs). It also can be said to violate the Principle of Goodness in that al-

though it may bring pleasure to the two people involved in the adultery, it often causes

extreme displeasure, unhappiness, and pain to the spouse who is being deceived and

may infect him or her with AIDS or other STDs. Moreover, it obviously causes dishar-

mony in the marriage relationship by destroying the unity of the family, perhaps result-

ing in separation and /or divorce, and often affecting innocent children who are

members of the family unit. The adulterer or adulterers are exercising their own free-

dom, but at the cost of the freedom and rights of others. For all of these reasons, adul-

tery is immoral and should be avoided.

The approach that should be used (but seldom is) when an adulterous temptation

arises is to have an open and frank discussion with one's marriage partner about any

problems before an adulterous relationship is entered into. Instead, most tempted un-

happy marriage partners go ahead with an adulterous relationship or relationships un-

til they are regularly practicing adultery. Because their mates have not been told and do

not know about their affairs ("What they don't know won't hurt them"), the adulterers

feel that the marriage is being maintained.

In addition to the fact that at least three basic principles are being violated, the

unity and possible harmony and creativity of their marriage is constantly being under-

mined and, at least for one spouse, actually is destroyed. Very often the innocent mar-

riage partner suspects, or even knows, but chooses to ignore what is happening. In this

situation, however, nothing really is solved, and both partners continually live a lie. As
mentioned in my justification for the Principle of Honesty or Truth Telling, if human re-

lationships are to be meaningful and significant, they must be based upon people telling

each other the truth wherever possible and being honest with each other to the greatest

degree possible. Once this basis is undermined, any human relationship will be weak-

ened and eventually destroyed. Tempted spouses ought to admit their temptation to
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their mates, stressing that no adulterous act has yet been committed and that they feel

the need to enter into a new human relationship that will very probably damage their

marriage; then they should offer to openly and frankly discuss their marital problems

with the idea of avoiding the adulterous relationship.

If the situation is brought into the open before any overt action has been taken, and
before any real commitments have been made to anyone other than the marriage part-

ner, several alternatives are possible:

1. Both marriage partners can attempt to solve their marital problems, trying to

discover why the adulterous act has been contemplated, with the idea of making
up somehow for whatever is lacking in their marriage.

2. They can openly agree to and accept the practice of adultery with safe sex prac-

tices for both partners (as there should be no double standard) but continue their

marriage under these conditions.

3. They can terminate their marriage either by separation or divorce if neither the

first nor the second alternative can be worked out. In any of the three cases,

however, the principles of Justice and Honesty or Truth Telling will have been

observed, because whatever agreements are made will have been entered into

with the full knowledge of both partners.

It is for these reasons and under these criteria that I feel that what Eric did was im-

moral; indeed, I feel that adultery in general is immoral unless it is agreed upon by all

parties concerned because it tends to violate all of the basic ethical principles except for

the Value of Life principle.

CASE 5

In the matter of pornography, I agree with the liberal viewpoint. In Chapter 12, I dis-

cussed the public implications of pornography, stating that as long as no one is forced

to engage in or view any activity that he or she feels is obscene, then pornography is

a private matter. I also discussed the fact that there is no conclusive evidence that

viewing or engaging in pornographic activities has any harmful effect upon others or

on the people engaging in such activities; in fact, there is evidence to the contra r\

Therefore, if a person wishes to read or collect pornographic literature, art, or objects,

or to view or participate in pornographic activities, and provided others are not

forced to do the same, then that person should be allowed to do whatever he or she

wants.

There should be no attempt to ban or eliminate such activities or objects, but

children and unwilling adult participants should be protected from any outward dis-

play of pornography. For example, the outside of a store that carries pornographic

books should stress that minors are not allowed and should not display such books

outside. In this way, those who wish to read and purchase such books may do so, but
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those who do not may avoid the bookstore altogether. Otherwise, matters of pornog-

raphy should be left up to the individual, and the Principle of Individual Freedom
should take precedence. , •

It would seem in this case that the owners of the pornographic stores and theater

have complied with all of these criteria; therefore, I think that in this situation pornogra-

phy is a private sexual matter. No further laws should be enacted against these owners,

and what they are doing should not be considered to be immoral.



Appendix 6

Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to Moral Problems in Medicine

(Bioethics)

General Discussion of the Problem

The five basic ethical principles apply to bioethical issues in the same way as they apply

to the other moral issues I have discussed thus far. In fact, all five of these principles

come into play in almost all bioethical situations, as we have seen in our discussions of

death and dying, abortion, and just distribution of scarce medical resources. Generally,

in bioethics, we should value life but accept death as inevitable; strive for goodness at all

times, mainly for patients and secondarily for families and others; be just and fair in our

treatment of patients, families, and health care personnel despite any preconceptions we
may have concerning their "guilt" or "innocence"; try to establish and maintain honest

and truthful relationships and significant human communication; and allow for as much
individual freedom as is possible within the limits of the other four principles.

As for the rights and obligations of health care professionals and patients and fam-

ilies, I would favor the reciprocal approach, with either the collegial or contractual

model, because it maximizes freedom, equality, and justice, encouraging a free inter-

change of ideas. According to this approach, decisions are made collegially or contra< tu-

ally with everyone having equal input, and the best interests of the patient are the main

focus of discussion and decision making. In terms of truth telling and informed consent,

I favor the moderate position. I feel that patients should be kept as informed as thej wish
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to be and that they should be given information as they want and need to know it. In

short, they should provide the guidelines for truth telling and informing. There are times

when informed consent is necessary for tests and other procedures, and in such cases all

information should be carefully gone over in person by the doctor, and all the patient's

questions should be fully and clearly answered.

There are also other considerations involved in truth telling. First, most medical

situations involve some ethical decisions, and doctors should not make such decisions

alone. They need, rather, to be willing to share their expertise and their concern for and
jurisdiction over their patients with other health care professionals, support profession-

als (such as social service workers and the clergy), and, of course, patients and their

families themselves. Second, professionals must recognize that they are in their profes-

sion to serve patients and their families, not the other way around. Third, studies have
shown that at some point most patients who are seriously ill and/or dying recognize

the seriousness of their situation and want to know how they stand. In such cases, doc-

tors should share the truth without destroying all hope, and they should do this with

compassion for patients and their families rather than regard them as numbers or per-

sonified diseases. Fourth, professionals should use all available means of communica-
tion—eye contact and touch, as well as oral and written language. Finally, professionals

must realize that they can't make a blueprint for truth telling approaches; methods will

differ in relation to the patients, the families, and the situations. If patients and families

wish or need to deny the truth, and if this denial is not destructive, then they should be

allowed their temporary illusions. If they want to know part or all of the truth, then

they should be allowed that, too. Generally speaking, however, I am in favor of being

honest with patients and their families.

Behavior Control

The Moderate Position. A more moderate position than the two views described in

Chapter 13 states that behavior modification is justified provided that an individual is

free and competent to consent to such modification (for example, people who join

Weight Watchers or Alcoholics Anonymous). As long as these conditions are met, behav-

ior controllers in all areas are justified in furnishing people with safe, ethical means and

methods of accomplishing what they want to. According to this position, it is question-

able whether a person incarcerated in a prison or a mental institution is ever free or com-

petent to make such decisions, especially where the change is strongly desired not by the

person but by the institution or society at large.

The Humanitarian Ethics Approach. I agree with the moderate position in the area of

behavior control. It seems to me that people who want to change their behavior should

be allowed to do so in ethically permissible ways, which are not destructive to them-

selves or others. For example, brain surgery is justified if there is operable physiological

brain disease or injury, but generally it should not be used to correct psychological prob-

lems that are not physiologically based because brain tissue cannot be replaced once it

has been removed.
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Of course, in some cases behavior is violent, destructive, vicious, or murderous and
must be controlled. Here again, every ethically permissible method can generally be

used provided that subjects are not seriously injured or made ill by the behavior control

procedures, although some "harm" may be necessary for the protection of innocent peo-

ple. For example, life incarceration for a murderer might be considered harmful to the

murderer, but that harm is outweighed by the danger to innocent people of releasing

him.

I personally prefer conditioning techniques based upon rewards to aversive tech-

niques. Perhaps in some situations, such as when dealing with people who have committed
serious crimes, some aversive conditioning (for example, a long period of incarceration, or

solitary confinement) will need to be used. Generally, however, the reward approach is

preferable unless subjects freely agree to aversive conditioning.

An example of reward conditioning is the method used by Weight Watchers. Every-

thing is done to reinforce members' staying on a diet and maintaining or losing weight,

but nothing is done if weight is gained except to encourage members to keep trying to

lose it. I also feel that no behavior control techniques for which side effects are not clearlv

known should be used except under extraordinary circumstances.

Finally, I feel that people who work as behavior controllers should be well qualified

both medically and ethically. Moreover, they should be well versed in all methods of be-

havior control and should be willing to use the method that best suits the patient and the

situation. For example, if patients need psychotherapy of some sort, they should have it;

if they need certain psychotherapeutic drugs, they should have them; if they need oper-

ant conditioning, then they should have that, too. Generally, then, controllers or thera-

pists should always consider first what is in the best interest of their patients, except

when the latter could pose a serious danger to other innocent people.

Human Experimentation

The Moderate Position. From the moderate point of view, experimentation can be done

on human beings, but only within strict guidelines. Any people to be experimented upon
must be competent adults, and they must be fully informed both in person and in writ-

ing of all the risks, side effects, and benefits of the experimentation. It also can be al-

lowed as a last resort for therapeutic reasons provided that the people experimented

upon are fully informed and freely consent, and that the risk or pain is no greater than

for any other procedure prescribed for their particular disease or injury. Such experimen-

tation may even take place upon children, provided parental consent has been given. In

such cases, however, it may be advisable to have a judge hear the case in order to provide

the child with further protection.

Great care must be taken when an experiment has no benefit for the subject but,

rather, is being done in order to benefit humanity in general or to advance knowledge.

Subjects of such experiments must be fully consenting, competent adults; risks must be

minimized; subjects should be free from coercion; and subjects must be fully informed

about the experiment. Mental incompetents and children should not be experimented

upon for these reasons.
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The moderate position also accepts experimentation on incarcerated subjects, but

only if they freely consent and are fully informed, just as they would be if they weren't

incarcerated. They must not, in any case, be used as unknowing guinea pigs. Special

bioethics committees should be established whenever and wherever any human experi-

mentation is to be done, and all applications for human experimentation must be

screened carefully before being approved.

Membership on such committees should not be limited to medical personnel but

should also include ethicists, religious and nonreligious members, and other informed

lay people such as lawyers, sociologists, and psychologists. In such situations, the pro-

tection of subjects should have first priority That is why experimentation that seeks to

enhance the therapeutic well-being of subjects is generally more acceptable than experi-

mentation for "the good of humanity" or for the advancement of scientific knowledge. If

such protection cannot be given, then experimentation must not be done.

TJie Humanitarian Ethics Approach. I generally favor the moderate position in relation

to human experimentation. I feel that human experimentation can be done on freely con-

senting adults who are fully and clearly informed, especially when it is to be done for

their own therapeutic well-being, but I also feel that it can be done for the benefit of oth-

ers and for scientific advancement as long as the stated conditions are met.

Generally, however, I feel that prisoners should not be experimented upon. Sub-

jects of experiments should be completely free from coercion, and people who are incar-

cerated obviously don't have this freedom. I also feel that children should not be

experimented on unless it is for their own therapeutic good, and that it should be done

only as a last resort, after nonexperimental therapies and procedures have all been tried

to no avail. For example, if a child has a cancer upon which none of the usual therapies

has been successful and if the child will die unless remission is attained, and if there is an

experimental therapy that is not overly painful and that has some promise of success,

then it may be tried. I also feel that any experiments to be done on children for any rea-

son ought to be presented before a judge so that parents and doctors won't have to bear

the whole burden of decision making and so that another, perhaps more objective, opin-

ion may be obtained, thereby further safeguarding children's rights, health, and lives.

In any type of human experimentation, great care must be taken to see that coercion,

either forcible or subtle, is fully eliminated. Finally, I am definitely in favor of clearing any

and all human experimentation through the type of bioethics committee described in

Chapter 13.

Genetics

The Moderate Position. Genetic experimentation and development should be allowed

within careful guidelines. Amniocentesis, CVS, and genetic counseling have helped peo-

ple to make important decisions about pregnancy, childbearing, abortion, and steriliza-

tion, and as long as such matters are left to individual choice, they are ethically valid.

Other advances, however, must be made more carefully. Radical experimenta-

tion, such as cloning or the creation of life in a laboratory, should not proceed until we
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know with some certainty what its effects upon the human species will be. Limited ex-

perimentation can be done in these areas; for example, the creation and cloning of ani-

mal life in order to increase food production would be justified and encouraged. The
correction of genetic defects in conceptuses or in parents is also an area worthy of in-

vestigation and development. Even a limited creation of human life or cloning may
later be authorized, but only after its effects are known and safe guidelines have been
established.

The Humanitarian Ethics Approach. I also favor the moderate position here. I feel

that we should learn as much as we can about our genetic makeup but that we must
have carefully drawn guidelines and safeguards in order to ensure that we know
what the effects of applying genetic knowledge will be before we proceed with such

techniques. I definitely am in favor of procedures such as amniocentesis and CVS and
believe in full and complete counseling both before and after the birth of children in

families where genetic problems are suspected or evident. I believe that genetic coun-

selors play a very important role in this area and that they must be well qualified and
suited for their jobs.

In addition, I believe that when we have the ability, we should encourage the cor-

rection of genetic defects in the conceptus, just as we now encourage such correction af-

ter the birth of children with genetic problems. Also, the correction or alteration of

defective genes in adults should be encouraged when and if it becomes possible. I be-

lieve that we should proceed very carefully with the laboratory creation of human life

and especially with the cloning of human life. I do feel that controlled experimentation

can proceed in these areas, however. We already have made progress with artificial in-

semination and fertilized ovary implantation, so the creation in the laboratory of normal

human life—to provide children for childless couples, for example—would seem to be a

next and viable step. However, all of this experimentation should be kept on a small, in-

dividualistic, humanistic, and ethical level.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

The doctor seemed either to be very callous where Richard's feelings were concerned, or

to be unable to stop himself from expressing his own frustrations that he was no longer

able to help his patient. I believe that he was right in telling Richard the truth, but that

he should not have done it so coldly and brutally, without offering Richard any hope. If

he had listened carefully to Richard's questions, he would have known that Richard

needed some hope, even if it only involved some medication to alleviate discomfort and

pain.

To tell Richard that nothing more could be done was false (consider the hospice

approach to care for the dying), and it eliminated all of Richard's hope not just for .1

cure, but for being cared for as a significant human being. Once he had seen the extent

of Richard's distress, the doctor could have prescribed the medication, telling Richard
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he couldn't promise any startling changes but also telling him that he would continue to

look into other drugs and therapies for him. Finally, the doctor could have asked

Richard about his pain, his ability to eat and sleep, and so on, really listening to him and
trying to resolve or ease these difficulties for him.

CASE 2

I don't believe that counselors have the right to withhold any information that parents

really desire and certainly none that they ask for. If parents don't ask for certain infor-

mation, I don't feel that the counselors have the obligation to volunteer such informa-

tion unless it will have some serious implication for the prospective child's health and
well-being. A child's sex definitely does not fall into this category, so if parents did not

specifically ask for this information, counselors are not obligated to reveal it. However,

if parents do seek this information, then counselors are obligated to reveal it.

The only thing counselors can do if they discover that a couple will seek an abor-

tion for such a questionable reason is to counsel them against the abortion. Counselors

should make it clear that the child will otherwise be healthy and that late abortions, be-

sides being more risky than earlier ones, are morally questionable because of the extent

to which the fetus has developed. However, if the parents still wish to seek an abortion,

and the law allows it, there is nothing more that the counselors can do. I stated in Ap-
pendix 3 that I feel that the parents are not ethically justified in aborting the fetus be-

cause of its sex, but despite this, I do not feel that counselors can withhold the truth if

counselees directly ask for it.

CASE 3

The experimenter is in quite a quandary here because if he tells his subjects, the experi-

ment will be ruined, but if he doesn't he will be invading their privacy, which should be

guaranteed regardless of whether they are patients in or outside of an institution. In

fact, as patients these people should be protected even more. There is, however, a third

alternative, and that is to tape the patients without telling them, but not to use the tapes

in any way unless patients agree to it. Patients should be informed clearly in person and

in writing as to how the tape will be used, and they should be allowed to see it, after

which they should have the right to refuse to have the tape used at all.

If this is their desire, then the tape must be immediately erased or destroyed so as

to acquiesce in the patients' wishes. If patients will allow the tape to be used, then they

ought to have the right to specify the purposes and limitations for its use; this also

ought to be done in writing, and clear indications should be given as to how the tape

may or may not be used. If this alternative is utilized, then tapes must be made totally

secure until patients can give or refuse permission for their use. If this security cannot

be guaranteed, then either the patients' permission must be acquired prior to taping or

the experiment simply cannot be conducted. In all cases of experimentation, subjects'

rights should come before the experiment, the desires of experimenters, or the advance-

ment of science.
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CASE 4

As I have already stated, I don't believe that experiments should be done upon chil-

dren—with or without their parents' permission—unless it is therapeutic for them and
only when it is a last resort to save their lives. I think it is even more unforgivable to ex-

periment upon children in institutions, especially when those children are mentally re-

tarded. There are acceptable cures for children who suffer from dysentery, and infecting

otherwise healthy children with dysentery is completely unjustified, both medically

and ethically.

The coercion of allowing only those children into the institution whose parents

would agree to experimentation is also highly unethical and should not be permitted. A
case such as this one makes it easy to see why it is important to require a court opinion

prior to experimentation with children. If such a case had to be brought before a judge,

it is very unlikely that the experiment would be allowed. In no way should the desire

for experimentation be allowed to supersede the protection of the rights, bodies, and
lives of children.

CASE 5

I believe, as I have already stated, that a controller or therapist generally owes first alle-

giance or responsibility to the patient rather than to society, government, or an institu-

tion; therefore, in this situation, I feel that the therapist's first responsibility is to John,

and that he must begin therapy by finding out what John reallv wants. This, of course,

would require some preliminary therapy sessions.

If John really is happy as a homosexual, then the therapist should help him to ad-

just to his homosexuality; if, however, he would be happier being heterosexual or even

bisexual, then the therapist's responsibility is to help him to change his behavior and

adjust to his new sexual orientation. The important thing is that the therapist not force

John into some sort of mold, preconceived either by the therapist or society; rather, he

should help John to change his behavior once it has been discovered what John really

wants.

CASE 6

As I mentioned earlier, I generally am not in favor of brain surgery to control behavior,

unless the behavior problem is physiologically based. It would seem to me that all other

alternative therapies should be exhausted before the question of brain surgery ever

arises. If there are no viable alternatives, then there is a question as to whether Mary

should be subjected to a medical procedure with such great attendant risks and un-

known effects. Related to this is the question of whether or not Mary really is in a posi-

tion—given that she is in a mental institution—to freely give an informed consent to

such a procedure.

I believe that if all alternatives have been exhausted, including electrode implanta-

tion in the brain (the electrode could be removed if it didn't work, or if it caused danger-
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ous side effects), then the decision would first have to be made as to whether Mary was
mentally competent to decide to have brain surgery.

I feel that several psychologists and psychiatrists, outside the institution where
Mary is housed, should examine her and present their opinions before a judge qualified

to hear competency cases. If Mary is adjudged to be mentally competent after a careful

legal hearing, and if she is fully informed and aware that she may become very passive

and suffer memory loss, then I feel she has a right to such surgery. I believe that no coer-

cive methods should be used. The important thing for Mary to understand is the effect

the surgery will have on her. Perhaps she could even be shown several brain-surgery

patients who have had the type of surgery she would undergo. In any case, she should

not be promised that her violent episodes will cease, or that she will be released from

the institution.

CASE 7

This is a very serious moral dilemma. The fairest way of resolving the issue is to put a

prisoner on the list, under whatever criteria applies to patients in general, and let him
have the transplant when it becomes available in the normal sequence of events and ac-

cording to tissue match providing he has been convicted of only one misdemeanor or

minor felony. Humanitarian Ethics would accept this egalitarian way of dealing with

transplants. However, in this case, where the criminal has been caught three times or

where a criminal is guilty of a major felony, such as, murder, rape, torture, mayhem,
child molesting, etc., Humanitarian Ethics would be opposed to his name's being en-

tered on the waiting list for a transplant. In the case cited, this drug dealer could be out

on the streets again in four years to push more drugs—the heart transplant, at the ex-

pense of an innocent patient in need of it, would have made it possible.
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Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to Moral Problems in Business

(Business Ethics)

The Humanitarian Ethics Approach

General Discussion of the Problem

As in bioethics, the five basic ethical principles generally should apply in the area of

business. One of the common ethical mistakes made in our society is to somehow sepa-

rate business dealings from our moral activities. That is, we may generally believe that it

is wrong to lie, cheat, and steal, but may somehow view these behaviors as being accept-

able when done in the world of business. There is, of course, no logical or moral basis for

such a separation.

In approaching business activities, therefore, people must value, protect, and pre-

serve human life; strive for goodness in business and avoid badness and harm; strive to

be just and fair in distributing the good and bad arising out of business activities; be as

honest and truthful as they can in all of their business dealings, including agreements,

contracts, advertising, and labor negotiations; and allow for as much individual freedom

as possible for employers, employees, and consumers, within the limits of the other tour

principles. These principles have as much meaning and application here as they have in

dealing with any of the other moral issues or problems presented in this book
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In general I tend to support the moderate positions on discrimination and the en-

vironment and also the truthful approach in advertising described in Chapter 14. I feel

that advertising should be based, as much as possible, on honesty and truth telling un-

less this principle would seriously conflict with the other principles—for example, if it

would unnecessarily cost people their lives. It would seem that honesty and truth

telling generally are the best policies to follow in business, as they are in other areas of

our existence.

I also tend to lean more toward protecting and preserving the environment than

allowing business to grow larger and more powerful because using up resources as if

they will never run out and destroying our living environment have a more serious im-

mediate and long-range effect upon our lives and health than does the state of our econ-

omy. This policy does not have to mean the end of business; all it means is that business

will now have to be conducted in harmony with our environment rather than in disre-

gard of it. As I have mentioned, this policy will be expensive, and it may mean that eco-

nomic progress will have to be slowed somewhat; however, we all should be willing to

make the sacrifices necessary to preserve our world, our lives, and the lives of future

generations.

I also lean toward a strong affirmative action program, not only in business, but

also in all aspects of our society. I feel strongly that reverse discrimination should be

avoided as much as possible, but for a while, anyway, I think it must remain a necessary

evil in some situations. My reason for this position is that although we have made strides

as a nation toward righting wrongs resulting from discriminatory practices in the past,

the immorality of racial, religious, and sexual prejudice has gone on for so long that gar-

gantuan efforts now will be needed to eliminate it. I feel that if we are strong in our re-

solve to make the necessary changes in this area, we can do so in a way that will avoid,

for the most part, the additional harm of reverse discrimination.

As for rights and obligations, as I have mentioned in earlier chapters, no rights are

absolute, but some do take precedence over others: the right to have one's life preserved

and protected, for example. The rights of everyone involved in business activities should

be established and carried out generally in accordance with the five principles and their

priorities as described in Chapter 7. Conflicts of rights must be resolved not by arbitrar-

ily establishing absolutes but rather by applying the basic ethical principles to specific

situations, taking into consideration the particularities of that situation and the people

involved in it.

Obligations, too, are to be established in accordance with the five basic ethical prin-

ciples, and they must be fulfilled, whenever possible, in consonance with the Principle of

Justice. Rights and obligations in any business should be clearly stated for everyone in-

volved—employees, consumers, and employers—and they should be monitored and

followed to the best of everyone's ability. In other words, in business—as in other as-

pects of our lives—being ethical or moral is all-important, and it must have priority over

production, consumption, competition, and expansion. If everyone in business has this

attitude, then we cannot help but create a better life for ourselves, not only economically,

but in an overall human way as well.
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Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

This case is a good example of a situation in which production and profit in business

take precedence over safety. Manufacturers often are loath to increase the cost of pro-

duction in order to make their products safer; they would rather take the risk that no
harm will result from this—that the product will be "safe enough." Obviously, as this

case illustrates, this attitude often results not only in a threat to people's health and
lives, but also in a higher cost in the long run to the manufacturers, in terms both of

good public relations and of money.

This car company compounded its original mistake by ignoring the fact that the

mistake was costing lives, making no effort to rectify it once it was discovered. Further-

more, the company even threatened to penalize the employee who was trying to rectify

the problem. In this situation, public health and well-being should have been the main
priority, not profit and loss. The design engineer was right in diligently attempting to

correct the safety error, and for the car manufacturer to consistently penalize her for her

ethics rather than of rewarding her is a perfect example of misplaced values.

Susan's first ethical obligations were to the protection of innocent lives and to her

own sense of right and wrong rather than loyalty to a company that was unethical in its

actions toward others. By these unethical actions, in fact, the company nullified any
obligations its employees might have had to be loyal to it; one need not and indeed

should not be loyal to an organization that is unethical.

The engineer should have quit or allowed herself to be fired and then reported

what she knew to public authorities. This action would have provoked an investigation,

stopped production of the car until proper corrections were made, and forced the manu-
facturer to recall cars already sold so that their safety problems could be corrected. It ob-

viously behooves every company to be exceptionally prudent when the safety of

consumers is concerned, and in the long run such a policy will cost companies less. The

research engineer cannot shirk her own ethical responsibility just because the company
has removed direct responsibility from her because the lives of innocent people are in-

volved here. Losing her job may be a hardship, but she really has no other choice if she

wishes to act ethically.

CASE 2

Steve's decision is wrong because he is ignoring an agreement he made when he en-

tered his union to abide by majority decisions in negotiations. It also is unethical to steal

from one's business even if the company is insured against loss of tools and equipment

and even if a worker thinks that the company can afford the loss because it makes so

much money. Because a majority of Steve's coworkers and fellow union members ap-

proved the contract, he has no right to violate it unilaterally. Evidently, management
and the union worked out what they both felt was a fair and just increase considering

that the plant had lost profits in the last year.
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Assuming that both sides negotiated in good faith, then Steve also must abide by
the decision in good faith; his only other alternative is to resign and look for work else-

where. Under the circumstances, Steve has no basis for stating that he was cheated out

of his raise unfairly. Management does, I feel, have an obligation to help its workers

meet the cost of living wherever it can do so, but this company seems to have done its

best by coming within 2 percent of the cost of living increase. In short, all of the parties

involved, except Steve, seem to have done the best they could under the circumstances.

What Steve did, however, was definitely unethical.

CASE 3

No business is ethically justified in selling products or services that differ in content

from what is advertised. It is ethically wrong for a company to switch major parts of its

product in order to save money, and when such a practice is discovered, whether done
inadvertently or deliberately, immediate restitution must be made without attempts to

cover up, use bribery, or employ any other stalling tactics.

Because the price difference is one thousand dollars, the customers are entitled to

the superior equipment that the higher price calls for—any other arrangement would be

unethical. Whether the company is caught or not has absolutely nothing to do with the

ethics of the situation; even if it knows it will never be caught, its basic policy should be

to give consumers the right equipment for a fair price. Mike should, of course, refuse

the bribe for not revealing what the company has done, no matter how enticing that

bribe may be. Rather, he should report his discovery to the proper authorities and do
everything he can to ensure that the company corrects all discrepancies and makes good
its original claims.

CASE 4

As in the case of the research engineer for the car company, Myra has done the ethical

thing up to this point and should persevere in her line of action. Her boss's version of

what is and is not ethical in public relations and advertising serves only expediency; it

is erroneous both logically and ethically. Advertising firms have an ethical obligation to

tell the truth and to make sure that the products and services they are advertising are

not dangerous, regardless of how large the account is. Since Myra cannot in good con-

science create a campaign to promote a car that is endangering the lives of innocent peo-

ple, she should not be required to do so. She certainly should not be coerced into doing

so by being threatened with the denial of a just promotion.

As I have already said, the advertising firm should have a policy against repre-

senting unethical firms such as the car manufacturer, but even if it does decide to repre-

sent them, its employees should not be forced to violate their consciences by having to

participate in such lies and misrepresentations. Like the research engineer, Myra owes
her first loyalty to the people whose lives are endangered and also to her own con-

science; she does not owe any loyalty to an organization that is not only being ethical

but also is trying to coerce her into acting unethically. The position in which both Myra
and Susan, the engineer, find themselves is very difficult—it is not easy to give up one's
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livelihood and job security—but how can they be happy in the long run, working for

firms that are so obviously unethical and that have such a total disregard for the rights

and lives of others?

CASE 5

Because Denise and Bonnie are equally qualified, and because they both are women

—

which helps to fulfill one aspect of affirmative action—the decision to be made is how
the difference between their personalities and their races should affect which one of

them is hired. That Bonnie is more outgoing does not relate directly to the job, and its

importance in terms of keeping office personnel happy is far outweighed by the man-
date of affirmative action. If the two women were white, perhaps the more outgoing

personality might be a factor in hiring, but it seems a factor of minimal importance in

this situation.

My feeling is that, under these circumstances, the personnel manager should hire

Denise. I don't feel that Bonnie could claim reverse discrimination because Denise is as

well qualified as she is. It is also probably true that Bonnie, despite affirmative action,

still has a better chance than Denise of finding a job elsewhere. Obviously, I feel that the

personnel manager should be very conscious of affirmative action and reverse discrimi-

nation in making this decision, especially because the percentage of minority and

women employees at the center is so low. I feel that the first criterion for hiring should

be that the prospective employee has the qualifications for the job; once that criterion

has been met, however, I feel that affirmative action should have the greatest influence

on the choice, at least until the ratio of minorities and women has been raised to an ac-

ceptable level.

CASE 6

I feel that every effort should be made by all parties to effect a series of compromises

that will save the people and the environment, the town, and the company—in that or-

der. I definitely feel that the government, as the representative of all people, does have a

right—indeed, an obligation—to investigate businesses and communities so as to avoid

destruction of the environment. The government's report obviously is very important to

everyone in this area, and all parties should accept the following as their goals: to clean

up the environment as soon as possible; to keep the town economically alive by main-

taining the plant, even if at a reduced capacity until necessary changes can be made;

and to allow the company to reap a reasonable profit from the plant's operations. Repre-

sentatives of the company, the townspeople and their representatives (mayor, city coun-

cil), and the federal government should meet together to see what can be done to

accomplish the stated objectives.

The company must be willing to pay its fair share of the costs, but it should not be

overburdened. The townspeople also must bear some of the burden, perhaps through

higher taxes or the forgoing of raises for workers at the plant for one year. The govern-

ment also should help financially by offering either low-interest government loans or

part payment for the changes that the plant must undergo.
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I feel that the mayor would be wrong in entering into collusion with the plant

manager to stall environmental changes at the expense of the health and welfare of the

entire community. I believe that the problem ought to,be brought into the open so that

the townspeople can be made aware of it and can help to solve it in some way. I also feel

that the company which owns the plant ought to consider more than just a loss of prof-

its in its decision making. After all, the company is contributing not only to the eco-

nomic well-being of a town but also to the destruction of its environment and the

possible ill-health of its people. The company also should consider the goodwill it can

gain by maintaining the plant, even if it sustains some loss of profit. Instead of taking

the either-or position, the company ought to present choices as to what can be done, and
it should ask for help and cooperation from all involved parties.

The company must—as must everyone who is involved in this situation—accept

the long-range necessity of protecting and preserving the environment; otherwise, there

may not be a plant or many people around in years to come. I feel that all aspects of the

situation are important, but I feel that the environmental aspect should be given first

priority by all parties. If the plant maintains its rigid position and will only take the

stalling route the manager has suggested to the mayor, I feel that the mayor has no

choice but to refuse to go along with it.

Perhaps now that the town is better established, there will be time to encourage

new, less environmentally destructive businesses to set themselves up in Farling. In any

case, I feel that a decision to increase the danger to the health and well-being of the peo-

ple and the environment would be the wrong decision for the mayor to make, even if it is

the only way of saving the town economically. After all, if people have their health and

lives, they can still move somewhere else and get other jobs; if, on the other hand, they

are sick or dying, then the economics of the situation definitely becomes unimportant.

CASE 7

I think what happened to the first officer was abominable. True, she made a foolish mis-

take in having an affair with a higher ranking officer, but she did think that he loved her

and she believed him when he said that he was divorcing his wife. Once she found out

that he was not committed to her and just wanted to have sex with her, having no inten-

tion of divorcing his wife, she had every right to break off the affair and to have that be

the end of it. Nothing she did deserved the treatment she received after breaking up with

him. Despite an error in judgment, she should have been left alone by that officer once she

said she wanted to end the affair, and in no way should she have received any harassment

on her job. She definitely should have been able to count on backup while doing her po-

lice duties, regardless of what had gone on with the sergeant. Officers, especially the

sergeant, should have been reprimanded, transferred to a different precinct, and perhaps

even demoted, including those who did not back her up when she needed it.

CASE 8

The second officer certainly was unfairly treated because of her sex and should not have

been discriminated against because she is female. She had successfully completed the
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difficult training that qualified her for the K9 corps and therefore should have been al-

lowed to perform her duties without harassment, humiliation, or dehumanizing lan-

guage and actions. That she was put in danger of being seriously injured when not only

one but two male officers purposely gave their dogs the wrong commands is absolutely

unacceptable and thoroughly unethical. Here again, I think that the officers responsible

for her harassment should have been severely reprimanded, demoted, and transferred,

and perhaps even should have had their jobs terminated because of their irresponsible

behavior.

I think that both women should be offered their jobs back after the offenders have

been removed from the precinct and should be paid full retroactive compensation

whether they take their jobs back or not. I also think that any psychological therapy

treatments should be paid for by the City of Long Beach. I also feel that they should re-

ceive the awards of their civil suits as soon as possible. These two are the worst cases of

sexual harassment I have ever heard about. I'm sure that there are others equally bad or

worse, but such actions must not be allowed to take place in any type of employment
situation according to Humanitarian Ethics.
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Applying Humanitarian Ethics

to Environmental Ethics

Environmental ethical issues have become quite significant and controversial in the last

20 years or so. When I was growing up in Los Angeles in the 1930s and 1940s, there was
no concern about the diminution of resources. We believed that our natural resources

would last us forever. The air in Los Angeles was clean and pure, water was clear and de-

licious, and trees were plentiful. I don't need to describe what has happened since then

all over our nation and the world, much less in Los Angeles, the smog capital of the

world. Civilization and society have taken their toll on all aspects of our environment

—

animals, bodies of water, plants and trees, air, and land—to the extent that all human be-

ings must realize that if the environment is not protected, the world as we know it will

not exist for us, our children, or future generations.

However, problems with the environment have occurred as a result of those scien-

tific and technological advances that have made life better and more rich for human be-

ings, and there is a battle going on between making progress and maintaining and even

developing a beautiful natural environment and staying healthy in the process. In addi-

tion, many companies make their profit from the natural environment, such as lumber

companies, chemical companies, mining firms, scientific research firms, and fur trap-

ping organizations. It would seem that the best way to approach this ethical issue would
be to seek a balance between protecting the environment in all of its aspects and allow-

ing for the advancement of civilization and progress within reason.

510
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As you might expect from the way in which Humanitarian Ethics has proceeded in

the previous appendixes, it tends to favor the moderate position, which is to maintain

the environment in its beauty and vitality, protect endangered species, and respect the

lives of other living creatures (whether animals or plants and trees) and yet to allow for

progress, scientific advancement, and scientific research for the betterment of all human
beings.

Protection of the Environment: Recycling and Waste Disposal

Every effort must be made to protect and preserve the environment and yet allow for

progress to continue to be made and businesses to flourish. These are not always easy

tasks to accomplish, however. We obviously cannot continue on with the willy-nilly, irre-

sponsible destruction of the environment: laying waste to our forests and land; polluting

our rivers, streams, and lakes; and burying waste that will not disintegrate and toxic

chemicals that will destroy our lands, waters, and population.

Recycling

One of the most important actions that we can take is to recycle our products and to use

recycled materials in business. Where I once had two trash cans, I now have nine for the

separation of various recyclable products. We need to make an even greater effort to re-

cycle and to use recycled products so that we will not continue, for example, to deci-

mate the trees throughout our land in order to get paper and paper products. City, city

council, and state governments must provide for pickup and disposal of recyclable

products.

Toxic Waste Disposal

We also must regulate the disposal of toxic wastes; otherwise, we ourselves and our chil-

dren and grandchildren will not survive. Science and technology must come up with

new ways to safely destroy such wastes without having to bury them in our land, dump
them in our bodies of water, including our oceans, or let them escape into the atmo-

sphere. There should be ways to accomplish this, and we must continue to develop

them. I see no way around the governmental regulation of all of these things, and go\

ernment must be reasonable and moderate in allowing businesses and people to flourish

without destroying the environment.

Animal Rights

Humanitarianism believes that animals have rights because they are sentient and mental

beings to varving degrees, but it does not put animals ultimately on the same level as hu-

man beings. It believes that animals may be used for food, but not wastetullv, and that
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they should not be killed in any way that gives them great pain. It favors free range over

factory farming or at least careful concern for animals' well-being and treatment. It re-

spects the vegetarian point of view, but does not believe that people are immoral in any
way if they choose to eat animal flesh as long as animals are not cruelly treated in the

process. It also takes the view that since animals are killed for food, their skins and other

parts can also be used as needed, but it is opposed to using endangered species either for

food or for body parts.

\nimal Experimentation

Humanitarian Ethics believes that animals can be used for experimentation as long as

they are treated humanely and not caused pain or needless suffering. Cures for diabetes,

polio, heart disease, and many other diseases would never have been discovered with-

out animal experimentation. This does not give researchers the right to torture or muti-

late animals in any way, however, and there should be strict rules regulating this and

safeguards against allowing animals to suffer pain. Any experiments also must be signif-

icant and not trivial or useless, as with the beagles and the strontium 90 testing. Given

such rules and safeguards, it would seem that rather than being put to sleep, unwanted
animals could be used for fitting experimental purposes.

Killing Animals for Sport

Although I do not like to hunt or fish, I do not oppose allowing other people to do so,

provided that they follow rules and regulations that protect animals and fish from be-

coming endangered or extinct. If hunting or fishing is indeed an ancient custom or ritual,

then an unsportsmanlike approach to killing animals or fish should not be allowed.

However, careful licensing, regulation, and quotas should be in effect to protect animals

and fish and yet also allow for the control of their overpopulation. The killing of exotic

endangered animals for food and body parts should not be allowed, and laws protecting

them should be duly enforced.

Discussion of Specific Cases

CASE1

The issues presented in the case of the baby harp seals or any other animal-harvesting

situation are very controversial and difficult to resolve. In the first place, I am opposed

to killing animals for furs when there are perfectly good synthetic furs available that are

just as beautiful as real furs. I don't think that people who wear fur coats that were

made years ago should be looked down upon in any way, but I think we should stop us-

ing materials such as ivory, furs, or exotic skins unless they are acquired from animals

who die naturally or who are hunted on a limited basis under strict quota regulation

and licensing.
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3

Perhaps a quota system could be applied to the harp seals, but only to adults. Just

as fauns are protected from deer hunting, so also should other baby animals be allowed

to grow up before being harvested. It should also be required that the harp seals be

killed in the most painless way possible. Further, every effort should be made to find

another industry for the people in that area so that they will not be deprived of their

livelihood once the killing of the harp seals has been restricted or stopped.

CASE 2

Many of these distinctions seem to fall under the heading of "split-hairs." I would favor

using parts of the animals that have been killed for food for clothing or shoes and acces-

sories, thereby using natural animal resources efficiently. As I stated in Case 1, 1 see no
reason for people to kill animals in order to gain furs, hides, or feathers unless the ani-

mals already have died or have been killed for food. Obviously, I think that killing ani-

mals for food is not unethical, whereas killing them merely for hides, furs, feathers, or

body parts is. That is the distinction I find so important. Again, I stipulate that the

killing of any wild animals should be done as humanely as possible and regulated by

quota and licensing so as to avoid the endangerment of species. Therefore, I oppose

raising animals just for their hides, furs, feathers, or body parts.

CASE 3

As I described in Chapter 14 on business ethics, industry has a powerful obligation to

protect the environment to the greatest extent possible. Constant research should be

done and safety procedures enacted to prevent such calamities as oil spills and to find

effective methods of neutralizing and controlling spills when they do occur. This should

be an oil company's first priority. It also is admirable to protect and preserve our natural

environment and animal and plant species from destruction by the technology of oil

drilling or strip mining, for example, but these actions should be real and extensive, not

just the building of a pipe here and there for a fox to hide in. Any and all destruction to

the environment should be reported along with the causes and efforts being made to re-

solve whatever problem has occurred. Keeping the public informed is much better for a

company's image than having people find out about the destruction of the environment

after the fact. Advertisements and commercials that describe what the company is doing

to preserve and protect the environment are fine so long as they're not distracting the

public from the company's mistreatment of the environment.

CASE 4

First of all, other tests that do not use animals or humans should be developed, [t is dif-

ficult to understand why, given all of the scientific knowledge about chemistry, such ex-

periments still have to be conducted. I believe it is hard to justify experimenting upon

animals or humans merely for cosmetic reasons when pain and destruction is invoh ed.

I do feel that experimenting upon animals for significant medical developments, as I

stated earlier in this appendix, is justified as long as these experiments are not trivial
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but benefit human beings. If it is absolutely necessary to test an important cosmetic on

animals, then testing should be done painlessly, and such tests that might result in the

loss of eyesight, for example, should be avoided. A company could also ask for human
volunteers, as long as the same protections and strict rules and regulations are followed

that exist for human experimentation in general.

CASE 5

One of the most difficult balances we have to achieve is that between preserving the en-

vironment and allowing scientific and technological progress. As I have said before, it is

a balance that has to be achieved to the best of our abilities. We cannot stop the con-

struction of necessary things such as dams, roads, or hospitals simply because they will

encroach upon the environment or a certain animal species. We can, however, make
sure that we do our best to prevent excessive damage to the environment. The famous

twentieth-century architect, Frank Lloyd Wright, set a good example. When designing a

house or other building, he tried to fit it into its natural environment as much as possi-

ble, trying, for example, to maintain the forest around it. We should continue this prac-

tice. First of all, the project to be built must really be necessary to the well-being and

progress of society (not the fourteenth shopping center in a two-mile area, for example).

Second, evervthing must be done to protect the environment or the animal species in

the area. Many approaches are possible, such as moving endangered animal species to

safer environments, or trying to leave intact as much of the natural environment as pos-

sible so that the species will not be destroyed by the project. It would seem that moving
this fish to a safer environment would be more acceptable than blocking the building of

the dam.



Abortion: The termination of a pregnancy prior to birth. A spontaneous abortion, or miscar-

riage, is one that is not purposely caused by the potential mother or anyone else. An in-

duced abortion is one that is caused by someone, usually a doctor or midwife. A
self-induced abortion is caused by the pregnant woman without the aid of a doctor. A ther-

apeutic abortion refers to abortion done for some medical reason, but this term usually is

used interchangeably with induced abortion. An illegal abortion is one that is against the

law, and a legal abortion is one that is in accordance with the law (abortions presently are

legal in the United States). Generally there are other types of abortion: uterine aspira-

tion, hysterotomy, and saline abortion (sometimes called amniocentesis abortion).

Absolute: Perfect in quality and complete; not to be doubted or questioned—positive, cer-

tain, unconditional; not limited by restrictions or exceptions. This term usually is applied

to beings (for example, God), but most importantly to truth. Absolutism is the theory that

morality is absolute rather than relative; that is, that there are absolute moral truths that

we must adhere to and which particular situations, people, or places do not affect. Near

absolute is a term coined by the author of this book to describe basic principles in ethics.

Abstinence: The act of forgoing or abstaining from something. As the term is used in

this text, it means not engaging in sexual activities as one way of avoiding AIDS or

STDs.
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Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS): A disease transmitted by various types

of sexual activity, other means of ingesting bodily fluids, and injecting drugs with in-

fected needles. The virus effectively destroys the infected person's immune system,

making him or her susceptible to such diseases as Kaposi's sarcoma (a type of cancer)

and pneumocystic carinii (a form of pneumonia).

Ad Hoc Committee: A committee formed to deal specifically with a single issue or

problem—for example, the ad hoc committee on brain death, or irreversible coma.

Adultery: Sexual relations between a married person and a person other than the

spouse. This is also known as extramarital sex.

Aesthetics (Esthetics): In philosophy, the study of values in art or beauty. Related to

ethics because it involves values, although here the values apply to art or beauty.

Affective: That aspect of human beings that involves emotions and feelings.

Affirmative Action: That action taken so as to eliminate racial, religious, sexual, age,

and handicap discrimination in employment practices.

Agent: A term in philosophy that means "one who performs an act or action."

Alloiving Someone to Die: The medical practice of deciding when treatment is no

longer curing and healing and when artificial or extraordinary means of life support

are to be discontinued. See also Euthanasia.

Amniocentesis: A test that is performed by withdrawing fluid from the amniotic sac

and subjecting it to various tests through which any of about 200 birth defects can be

detected in a conceptus (fetus). This test also can determine other characteristics, such

as sex. The term also can mean a form of abortion in which fluid is withdrawn from

the amniotic sac and replaced with a saline, prostaglandin, or glucose solution that

causes the uterus to contract and premature labor to begin. See also Amniotic Sac and

Abortion.

Amniotic Sac: The sac containing fluid in which the conceptus floats during the entire

period of gestation unless aborted.

Amoral: Indifferent to morality. This term applies only to some adult human beings,

such as the severely mentally disturbed, those who have had prefrontal lobotomies,

certain criminal types, and those with no moral education. Amoral also can mean "not

knowing the difference between right and wrong" and "feeling no remorse or regret

for the immoral actions one has taken."

Analytic Ethics: See Metaethics.

Appropriate or Inappropriate Care: How to treat patients based upon what is appro-

priate or inappropriate, rather than using the terms ordinary means or extraordinary

means.

Behavior Control: The alteration or manipulation of human behavior by various tech-

niques, such as behavior modification, psychotherapy, drugs, brain surgery, and so on.

Behaviorism: A materialistic theory of human nature, developed originally by John

Watson and further developed by B. F. Skinner, which states that human beings essen-
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tially are their behavior and that there is no such thing as mind, soul, spirit, or self but

only body and brain, which react to external stimuli.

Beneficent: That which is good or which causes or brings about goodness, such as a

beneficent act, which is a good act. The Principle of Beneficence is another name for

the Principle of Goodness. See also Good or Right and Principle of Goodness or Right-

ness.

Bestiality: Sexual relations between human beings and animals.

Bioethics: Literally "life ethics." Essentially, ethics having to do with medicine and
medical aspects of human beings, such as human experimentation, abortion, mercy
killing, and truth telling, among others.

Bisexual: Human beings who have sexual relations with either the opposite sex or

their own sex. See also Homosexuality and Heterosexuality.

Brain Death: Refers to irreversible or irreparable brain damage as determined by four

criteria established by an ad hoc committee at Harvard Medical School in 1968: (1) un-

receptivity and unresponsitivity; (2) no spontaneous movements or breathing; (3) no
reflexes; and (4) a flat EEG. See also Electroencephalogram (EEG).

Capital Punishment: Usually punishment either by death or by a long jail sentence for

having committed capital crimes such as premeditated murder, kidnapping, or tor-

ture and mutilation.

Cardinal Virtues: See Virtue.

Categorical Imperative: The key principle of Immanuel Kant's ethics, which states es-

sentially that an act is immoral if the rule that would authorize it cannot be made into

a rule for all human beings. See also Universal.

Cheat: To deceive by trickery: to swindle; to mislead; to act dishonestly or practice fraud.

Chemotherapy: Any therapy involving the introduction of chemicals into a person's

body.

Chorionic Villus Sampling (CVS): A tool, like amniocentesis, that can be used to diag-

nose genetic defects in a fetus as early as the ninth week of pregnancy. A flexible

catheter, inserted vaginally, is guided by ultrasound along uterine walls and extracts

fetal cells from the threadlike projections (villi) on the chorion (outermost embryonic

layer). Some studies have revealed that CVS may cause limb deformities in the fetus.

Cloning: A scientific technique, still in the experimental stages, by which a second hu-

man being or animal can be created from the cells of one already living. The new hu-

man being, for example, will be exactly like the one from whom he or she was

"cloned" and will be called the first person's "clone."

Cognitive: That aspect of human beings that involves rationality and reason.

Collegial Model: A model under the reciprocal approach to doctor-patient relation-

ships in which the patient and everyone having to do with the care of the patient are

considered to be part of a team. All team members have significant input into how t In-

patient should be cared for.
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Conceptus: A term coined by Daniel Callahan in his book Abortion: Law, Choice and

Morality, meaning "that which has been conceived." By using this term, one avoids

the confusion of using the words zygote, embryo, and fetus to describe the conceptus at

different stages of gestation because conceptus can be used from conception until birth.

This term also eliminates the emotional connotations of calling unborn human life by

the terms child, baby, organism, or vegetating matter.

Conditioning: A term used in behaviorism to describe the process by which human be-

ings are caused to behave in certain ways, often as a "controller" wants them to be-

have. The term first was used by Pavlov in relation to the conditioned reflex and later

by Skinner in his theory of operant conditioning.

Consequentialism: Ethical theories that are concerned with the consequences of ac-

tions or rules. The traditional philosophical name for this is teleology (from the Greek

telos, meaning end or purpose). Examples of consequentialist theories are all forms of

ethical egoism and utilitarianism.

Consistent: Compatible, not self-contradictory; harmonious; conforming to a set of

rules or principles. See also Contradictory, Self-contradictory.

Contractual Model: A model under the Reciprocal Approach to patient care that estab-

lishes an oral or written contract between doctor and patient. See also Contractual

Model and Reciprocal Approach.

Contradictory, Self-contradictory: Inconsistent, contrary; for example, two statements

so related that if one is true the other must be false. ("I am a human being" and "I am
not a human being" are contradictory statements.) Self-contradictory refers to a propo-

sition that contradicts itself, such as "A circle is a square." See also Consistent.

Cost-benefit Analysis: Also called "end-justifies-the-means" approach. The idea that

one should strive to achieve the greatest benefits derived from the least possible cost

expended. This is a possibility with any form of utilitarianism when "the greatest

good for the greatest number" approach is stressed. Many ethicists question whether

this approach is moral. See also End-justifies-the-means Approach.

CVS: See Chorionic Villus Sampling.

Declaration Pursuant to the Natural Death Act of California: A legalized "living will"

type of document. This declaration is a part of California's Natural Death Act, which

was signed into law on January 1, 1977, and revised in 1992. It purports to allow pa-

tients to state legally how they wish to be medically treated when they are dying or in

other ways severely debilitated. See also Living Will and Durable Power of Attorney

for Health Care.

Deontology: See Nonconsequentialism.

Determinism: Universal causation; the theory that everything in the universe has a

cause. Hard, or strong, determinism states that freedom or free will is not compatible

with universal causation. Soft, or weak, determinism states that everything is caused but

that some causes originate with human beings; therefore, freedom or free will is com-
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patible with universal causation. Many theories of determinism arise out of the fields

of the natural and physical sciences, the social sciences, and religion. See also Predesti-

nation and Fatalism.

Developmental View: That view of the beginning of human life, held by Daniel Calla-

han and others, which states that human life begins at conception but develops gradu-

ally through various stages until it reaches full human status. According to this view,

the conceptus's biological and moral significance increases with its development.

Diagnosis: The medical examination of patients in order to discover what is wrong
with them. The results of such examinations are also called "the doctor's diagnosis."

Dialysis, Hemodialysis: The medical procedure whereby people who have no kidney

function can be kept alive by having the wastes removed from their blood. Dialysis

machines sometimes are referred to as "artificial kidneys."

Domino Argument: Also called the "slippery slope," "the wedge," and "the camel's-

nose-under-the-tent" argument, this essentially argues that if human beings allow one

thing to be declared legal or moral, this will cause a flood of bad things to follow. For

example, if we legalize abortion, then mercy killing and infanticide are sure to follow.

Like a row of dominoes, if you push over the first one, the rest will fall over in turn.

Down's Syndrome: A type of congenital moderate to severe mental retardation that can

occur in pregnancies of women of any age but most often in those 35 or older.

Durable Power ofAttorney for Health Care: A legal document by means of which peo-

ple can appoint an attorney-in-fact to make health care decisions for them in the event

that they become incompetent to do so.

Duty Ethics: The name sometimes attributed to Immanuel Kant's system of ethics be-

cause of his stress upon performing a moral act out of a sense of duty, not inclination.

Eclectic: Selecting what is best from different systems or sources; having a wide range

of tastes, desires, or likings. See also Synthesis.

Ectopic Pregnancy: A pregnancy that occurs in the fallopian tubes in which the ovum
never moves down into the uterus. This is one of the two reasons for which the Roman
Catholic church will allow abortion; the other is cancer of the uterus.

Egoism: That theory which is concerned with self-interest. Psychological egoism exempli-

fies the scientific, or descriptive, approach to morality, describing how human beings

are thought to behave. Strong psychological egoism states that human beings always act in

their own self-interest. Weak psychological egoism states that human beings often act in

their own self-interest. Psychological egoism differs from ethical egoism in that the latter

exemplifies the philosophical-normative approach to ethics. Individual ethical egoism

says, "Everyone ought to act in my self-interest." Personal ethical egoism says
/
"I ought to

act in my own self-interest but I make no claim concerning what others should do."

Universal ethical egoism says, "Everyone ought to act in his or her own self-interest."

Electroencephalogram (EEG): A test by which a record of brain waxes can be acquired

from electrical impulses produced by the brain: it is often used to confirm the results
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of other diagnostic techniques that indicate that a patient's brain has been severely or

irreversibly damaged. See also Irreversible Coma.

Embryo: A term describing the conceptus between the second and the eighth weeks of

gestation and development. See also Conceptus and Fetus.

Emotive Theory: That theory of morality which holds that morality is not based upon
reason, and that moral statements simply mean (1) that the people uttering them are

stating their approval or disapproval of someone or something or (2) that they are try-

ing to evoke such approval or disapproval or actions of a certain type in others. See

also Intuitionism.

Empirical: Reasoning from experience and sense observation, as opposed to the "ideo-

logical" approach, which has to do with reasoning from among ideas in the mind. The
empirical approach to knowledge is a cornerstone of scientific investigation.

End-justifies-the-means Approach: A problem for those consequentialist theories, es-

pecially utilitarianism, that present the idea that as long as the end or consequences

are good, then any means used to attain that good are justified, regardless of the

morality of the means or any motives. See also Cost-benefit-analysis Approach.

Engineering Model: A model under the Paternalistic Approach to patient care, in which
the doctor is a scientific engineer and the patient a machine. See also Paternalistic Ap-
proach and Priestly Model.

Ethical: See Moral.

Ethical Egoism: See Egoism.

Ethical Monism: The theory which states that there is only one intrinsic good or value in

life; that is, only one thing that is good in itself and worth having for its own sake. For

example, hedonism states that pleasure or happiness is the only intrinsic good or value.

Ethical Pluralistn: The theory which states that there is more than one intrinsic good
or value in life.

Ethics: From the Greek ethos, meaning character. In this book ethics is used interchange-

ably with morality except that in philosophy ethics means the study of morality. There

are two approaches to ethics: the scientific, or descriptive, as used by the social sciences

(for example, psychological egoism), and the philosophical, which includes the norma-

tive, or prescriptive, and metaethics (see also Normative, or Prescriptive, Ethics and

Metaethics). When used in its ordinary sense, however, ethics, like morality, means
"the values by which human beings live in relation to other human beings, nature,

God, and /or themselves." See also Moral.

Euthanasia: A Greek word originally meaning "happy death" or "death with dignity."

To many people, however, this term refers to murder. See also Allowing Someone to

Die, Mercy Death, and Mercy Killing.

Extramarital Sex: Sex outside of marriage. See also Adultery.

Extraordinary, or Heroic, Means: Any means used to treat a sick person or dying pa-

tient that is out of the ordinary, or heroic; that which will not cure or heal a patient but
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will only prolong his dying. This term originally was coined by Pope Pius XII, who
said that extraordinary would have to be defined according to particular persons,

places, and times. See also Ordinary Means.

Falsity: Applies only to propositions. A proposition is false if it describes a state of af-

fairs which was not, is not, or will not be actual. See Proposition and State of Affairs

and Truth.

Fatalism: The view that all events are irrevocably fixed and predetermined so that they

cannot be altered in any way by human beings—the future is always beyond their

control. See also Predestination and Determinism.

Fetus: A term describing the conceptus between the eighth week of gestation or devel-

opment and the time it is born. See also Conceptus and Embryo.

Free Love: The idea that anyone can freely engage in sex with anyone else within or

outside of marriage as long as no coercion or force is used. See also Group Marriage.

Freudianism: Named after Sigmund Freud, the nineteenth-century founder of modern
psychology. It is, among other things, a theory that states that human beings are

driven by inner drives and unconscious motivations to behave in the way they do.

See also Determinism.

Gene Pool: The reproductive elements of all mating individuals, which comprise a

"pool" from which the genes of the next generation are drawn.

Genetics: The biology of heredity; the study of heredity and its variation.

Genetic View: A view of the beginning of human life that says it begins at conception;

that is, as soon as the genetic makeup of a conceptus is established. See also Develop-

mental View.

Genocide: The deliberate and systematic destruction of a racial, political, or cultural

group.

Gestation: The period of development of the conceptus from conception until birth;

also called pregnancy. See also Conceptus and Embryo and Fetus and Zygote.

Good or Right: As defined in this book, that which has pleasure or happiness in it, in-

volves excellence, creates harmony, and encourages creativity. A person can be said to

be good, whereas an action can be said to be right.

Group Marriage: A communal type of living in which legally or nonlegally married

couples and/or single people live together. Sexual relations in such a group may be

monogamous or "free."

Hedonism: The theory that pleasure or happiness is the one intrinsic good or value in

life; that an action is moral if it brings the greatest amount of pleasure or happiness

with the least amount of pain or unhappiness. This is a basic tenet of the ethical theo-

ries of Epicurus (egoism) and Jeremy Bentham and J. S. Mill (utilitarianism ).
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Heterosexuality: The love or sexual orientation of a man for a woman or a woman for a

man; the most approved and accepted form of sexuality and love in the Western world.

Homosexuality: Generally, the love and/or sexual orientation of a man for a man or a

woman for a woman; commonly used to mean love and /or sexual relationships only

between or among men. Lesbianism is used to describe love and/or sexual relation-

ships between or among women.

Hospice Approach to Care for the Dying: Hospice literally means "a place of rest and

refuge for strangers or pilgrims." The hospice approach to care for the dying was initi-

ated at St. Christopher's Hospice in London by Dr. Cicely Saunders; there are now
about 100 hospices all over England and many throughout the United States. The aim

of the hospice approach is to provide comfort and care for the dying. Those involved

in this approach have conducted advanced research on pain control and have pro-

vided a much more humane environment for dying patients and their families. When-
ever possible, this approach stresses home care.

Human Being: A member of the species homo sapiens. The term potential human being is

sometimes applied to a human life from shortly after conception to about the twelfth

or thirteenth week of development, after which the human life is called actual. This

definition is not hard and fast, however, as some do not define a life as a human being

until birth. See also Person, Personhood.

Humanism (Humanistic Ethics): Humanism means many things, but in this text it refers

to a nonreligious view of life essentially based upon atheism or agnosticism and advo-

cating a morality that excludes religion or religious belief.

Humanitarian Ethics: A system of ethics originated by the author that advocates five

basic principles and a synthesized act-rules, consequentialism-nonconsequentialism

approach to morality (sometimes referred to as mixed deontology) that can include any

moral system—religious or nonreligious—as long as the five basic moral principles

are observed.

Immoral: That which is bad or wrong, such as a bad person or a wrong action; used in-

terchangeably in this book with unethical.

Incest: Sexual relations between persons who are so closely related by blood that their

marriage is illegal or forbidden by custom—usually those between fathers and

daughters, mothers and sons, or brothers and sisters.

Incipient Human Life: Life that is not yet born; life during almost the entire period of

gestation. See also Conceptus.

Inclinations: Those things that human beings are inclined to do usually by habit or

emotions. Immanuel Kant opposed inclinations to duties, stating that in order for it to

be truly moral, an act had to be done out of a sense of duty, not from inclination.

hideterminism: The theory that there is a certain amount of chance and freedom in the

world, that not everything is caused, and that there is a real pluralism in reality. The

opposite of determinism.
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Informed Consent: Usually refers to a formal written consent form that patients give to

health care professionals allowing them to conduct tests, procedures, or experimenta-

tion upon patients with patients' complete and "informed" knowledge and consent.

Intravenous (IV): Literally "within or into a vein." Refers to fluids pushed into the

veins of human beings (for example, blood transfusion, glucose, or medications of

various sorts).

Intnitionism: Morality based upon feelings or emotions rather than upon reason or

rules; this also is known as subjectivism. Act nonconsequentialism is the best example
of such a theory. Sayings such as "If it feels good, do it" and "Do your own thing" ex-

emplify this approach to morality.

In Utero: Within the uterus.

Irreversible Coma: See Persistent Vegetative State (PVS).

Justice: Generally moral Tightness, equity, fairness. There are four types of justice:

exchange justice, which has to do with equal exchange of remuneration for products

or services; distributive justice, which has to do with the distribution of good and
bad based upon merit or desert, need and ability, or according to the equality of hu-

man beings; social justice, which has to do with the obligation to be just and fair to

all members of society or to society in general; and retributive justice, which is based

upon the "eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth" philosophy. See also Reward, Punish-

ment.

Killing: To put to death, slay, or deprive of life.

Laissez-faire: The doctrine that government should not interfere with business.

Larceny: The felonious taking and removing of another's personal property with the

intent of permanently depriving the owner. Grand larceny is stealing on a grand scale

(e.g., a car); petit (or petty) larceny constitutes minor theft (e.g., stealing apples from a

grocery store). See also Stealing.

Law of Nature: A term used to describe events in nature that occur consistently and

without exception—for example, the law of gravity.

Lesbianism: See Homosexuality.

Leukemia: A form of cancer of the blood.

Lie: An intentionally deceptive message in the form of a statement; a piece of informa-

tion deliberately presented as being true; anything meant to deceive or give a wrong
impression. A white lie is a falsehood not meant to injure anyone and considered by

many to be of little import.

Living Will: A will by which healthy and competent people can inform their relatives

and others of how they want to be treated or not treated when they are too sick or in-

competent to decide such things as whether to start or discontinue life-support sys-

tems, submit to surgery, and so on. It is not a legal document. See also Declaration
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Pursuant to the Natural Death Act of California and Durable Power of Attorney for

Health Care.

Manners: The socially correct way of behaving; also, the prevailing systems or modes
of social conduct of a specific society.

Masochism: The deriving of pleasure—including sexual pleasure—from being hurt,

abused, or mistreated.

Mercy Death: Distinguished from mercy killing in that mercy death is a termination of

life expressly requested by a dying patient who is competent to do so; distinguished

from allowing someone to die in that a direct act (such as the administering of a mas-

sive overdose of drugs) is taken to end the patient's life. This also is known as assisted

suicide. See also Allowing Someone to Die and Euthanasia and Mercy Killing.

Mercy Killing: A direct act taken to end someone's life with the motive of being merci-

ful. The means include the administering of poison or a massive overdose of drugs,

shooting, and so on. Mercy killing is distinguished from mercy death in that the for-

mer is done without the person's express consent; it is distinguished from allowing

someone to die in that it is a direct act of termination. See also Allowing Someone to

Die and Euthanasia and Mercy Death.

Metaethics: The second type of ethics under the philosophical approach. The word
comes from the Greek, and means "beyond or above ethics." In metaethics, also

known as analytic ethics, the language and logic of ethics and ethical systems are stud-

ied, defined, and discussed, usually without the intent of setting up any kind of alter-

native ethical systems or of prescribing human behavior, as in normative ethics. See also

Ethics and Normative, or Prescriptive, Ethics.

Metastasis: The spreading of bacteria or body cells (especially cancer cells) from one

part of the body to another.

Missionary Position: The customarily accepted heterosexual position for sexual inter-

course in which the man is on top of the woman.

Monogamy: Having only one spouse; the major form of marriage (legal or nonlegal)

practiced in the Western world.

Moral: That which is good or right, such as a good person or a right action. Used inter-

changeably in this text with ethical.

Moral Import: That which contains moral importance or significance. For instance, the

proposition "Human beings should not kill other human beings" has moral import,

whereas "The house is green" does not. See also Proposition.

Morality: From the Latin moralis, meaning "customs or manners." In this book it is

used interchangeably with ethics except when ethics is used specifically to note that

area of philosophy that constitutes the study of morality. In the author's working def-

inition, morality, or ethics, refers to how humans relate to or treat one another in order

to promote mutual welfare, growth, and meaning while striving for good over bad

and right over wrong. See also Ethics and Moral.
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Moratorium: A temporary suspension of something; for example, certain scientific ex-

periments.

Murder: The unlawful and immoral killing of one person by another, especially with

malice aforethought. See also Killing and Mercy Death and Mercy Killing.

Nichomachean Ethics: The system of ethics established by Aristotle in the fourth cen-

tury B.C., named after his son Nichomachus.

Nonconseqnentialism: Ethical theories based not upon consequences but upon some
other moral standard (usually considered "higher" by the nonconsequentialist); re-

ferred to in traditional philosophy as deontology (from the Greek, loosely meaning
"ought"). Examples of such theories are Kant's Duty Ethics and the Divine Command
Theory.

Nonmoral: That which is completely out of the sphere of morality. Animals, plants, and
inanimate objects are essentially nonmoral.

Normative, or Prescriptive, Ethics: The first type of ethics under the philosophical ap-

proach. This also is known as prescriptive ethics because it is interested in setting up
norms or value systems that prescribe how human beings ought to behave. All ethical

systems, such as ethical egoism, utilitarianism, and Kant's Duty Ethics, are normative.

Objective: Outside of or external to human beings rather than within them. For exam-

ple, objective values would be those outside of humans as opposed to those within

them. See also Subjective.

Obligations: Responsibilities that human beings have toward one another by law,

morality, or tradition to see that their just rights are protected and accorded them. See

also Right.

Oncology, Oncologist: Oncology is the branch of medicine dealing with tumors, espe-

cially cancerous tumors; an oncologist is a doctor who specializes in this branch of

medicine.

Ordinary Means: Distinguished from extraordinary, or heroic, means of medical treat-

ment of patients; refers to the appropriate treatment that would not be unusual or be-

yond what should be done for any particular patient given his or her specific illness,

disease, or stage of dying. See also Extraordinary Means.

Oxymoron: A figure of speech that contains a seeming contradiction, such as "make

haste slowly."

Paradigm, Paradigmatic: A paradigm is a pattern or model; paradigmatic means pattern-

like or model-like.

Paternalism, Paternalistic Approach: A type of human relationship in which one

person is dominant (for example, the doctor), and one submissive (for example, the

patient). In medicine, it is characterized by the Engineering Model and the Priestl)

Model.
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Persistent Vegetative State (PVS): A state that results from damage to the cerebral or

neo-cortex, which controls the cognitive functions. Can also be called irreversible coma

or cortical or cerebral death. See also Brain Death.

Person, Personhood: That point at which a human being can be considered to possess a

personality and be able to enter into meaningful human relationships—usually after

birth and after some socialization; not clearly defined for those who are at various

stages of minimal human being-ness (comatose and severely retarded people). See also

Human Being.

Physician Assisted Suicide: When a doctor helps a person to commit suicide. See also

Mercy Death.

Polygamy: Having more than one spouse. Less commonly, polyandry means having

more than one husband, whereas polygamy means having more than one wife. Bigamy

means having two spouses. Generally, polygamy is not legally or morally approved of

in the Western world.

Pornography: Generally considered to be any form of literature, art, film, or live dis-

play that is intended to incite lewd and lascivious feelings without any redeeming so-

cial, literary, or artistic value. Kiddie porn refers to pornographic material depicting

children. Snuffporn refers to pornographic material depicting murder.

Practical Imperative: Another name for Immanuel Kant's maxim that no human being

should be treated merely as a means to someone else's end but, rather, that all human
beings should be treated as unique ends in themselves.

Predestination: A religious version of determinism that states essentially that because

God knows all, He also has foreordained everything to happen the way it has from the

beginning. Human beings are completely determined by a supernatural power. See

also Determinism and Fatalism.

Premarital Sex: Sexual relations that occur prior to marriage or without marriage; re-

ferred to in the Bible as fornication.

Prescriptive Ethics: See Normative, or Prescriptive, Ethics.

Priestly Model: The model in the doctor-patient relationship, under the Paternalistic

Approach, in which the doctor is priest and the patient is parishioner. See also Engi-

neering Model and Paternalistic Approach.

Prima Facie Duty: Literally, a duty "at first glance"; that is, all other things being

equal, we ought to do it. This term, introduced by Sir William David Ross, means that

some duties and obligations must come before others. For example, Ross believed that

to avoid doing harm to someone is more important than to do good.

Principle of Goodness or Rightness: The ultimate principle of any moral system be-

cause moral and ethical mean good or right. This principle requires us to do three things:

first, to promote goodness over badness; second, to cause no harm or badness; and

third, to prevent badness or harm. See also Good or Right.

Principle of Individual Freedom (Equality Principle): The principle that states that hu-

man beings ought to be free to pursue their own values and morality as long as these
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do not seriously conflict with or violate the other four basic moral principles (Value of

Life, Goodness, Justice, and Truth Telling or Honesty).

Principle of Justice or Fairness: The principle that states that it is not enough to do
good and avoid bad, but that some effort must be made to distribute the good and bad
resulting from our actions. See also Justice and Punishment and Reward.

Principle of Truth Telling or Honesty: The principle that states that human beings al-

ways ought to strive to tell the truth or be honest except when this would interfere

with or seriously violate the principles of Goodness, Value of Life, and Justice. This

principle must be abided by if there is to be meaningful communication and human
relationships.

Prochoice or Abortion on Request: The position that abortion should be allowed at anv
time merely upon the woman's request or demand.

Procreation: Creating children mainly through human sexual intercourse although ar-

tificial insemination and laboratory, or test-tube, babies also may be included.

Prognosis: Prediction of the course and end of a disease and the outlook based upon
this prediction.

Prolife or Right to Life: The position that unborn conceptuses have an absolute right to

life superseding all other rights, such as the woman's right to decide whether or not to

go through with pregnancy.

Promise: A declaration that one will or will not do something; a vow. Breaking a promise

is failing to conform to or acting contrary to or violating a promise.

Promulgate: To set forth or lay out something—for example, a set of ethical principles

or a moral system.

Proponent: One who supports a particular point of view, position, or argument.

Proposition: A meaningful statement that asserts or claims something about reality

and that has the characteristic of being either true or false. There are four types of

propositions: analytic, such as "All triangles are three-sided"; internal, such as "I have

a headache"; external, or empirical, such as "\ see a table here before me"; and moral,

such as "Human beings should not kill other human beings."

Proselytize: To try to convert someone from one point of view to one's own or to an-

other.

Protective Isolation: In medicine, protecting patients and nonpatients from contagion.

Reverse isolation is the means used to protect patients from coming into contact with

infections from the outside environment.

Psychological Egoism: See Egoism.

Punishment: The act of penalizing someone for a crime, fault, or misbehavior; a

penalty for wrongdoing. There are three basic theories of punishment and reward: (1)

retribution, or deserts theory, which states that we ought to give people what they de-

serve, regardless of the consequences; (2) utilitarianism, or results, theory, which

states that we ought to punish or reward only if it brings about good consequences;
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and (3) restitution, or compensation, theory, which states that proper reward or pun-

ishment is valid only when the victim is compensated for wrongs or harm done to him
or her. See also Justice and Reward and Principle of Justice.

PVS: See Persistent Vegetative State.

Qualifying Rule: Rather than making an exception to a rule, one can qualify a rule so

that the exception applies to all humanity. For example, "Never kill" can be qualified

to read, "Never kill except in self-defense or defense of the innocent."

Radical Individualism: In health care, the approach that patients have absolute rights

over their own bodies and lives and therefore may reject all recommendations of health

care personnel (especially doctors). See also Paternalism and Reciprocal Approach.

Reciprocal Approach: In health care, the approach that decisions should not rest only

with the doctor or only with the patient but must instead be made in a reciprocal way.

This approach consists of the collegial and contractual models. See also Paternalism

and Radical Individualism.

Relativism: The opposite of "absolutism" in that those who hold this point of view be-

lieve that there are no absolutes in morality but rather that morality is relative to par-

ticular cultures, groups, or even individuals, and further that everyone must decide

upon his or her own values and ethics because there are no absolutes.

Reverse Discrimination: That type of discrimination and prejudice which works

against the majority (usually young white males). In business employment practices,

this usually occurs as part of the effort to eliminate discrimination against minorities.

Reverse Isolation: See Protective Isolation.

Reversibility Criterion: An ethical principle which states that one should test the

morality or immorality of an action by putting oneself in the other person's place, by
reversing the situation in question. The Golden Rule ("Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you") is one example of this criterion. Kant used this criterion in

his system along with the criterion of universalizability.

Reward: Something given or received for worthy behavior, usually on the basis of

merit, desert (what people deserve), or ability. See also Justice and Principle of Justice

and Punishment.

Right: That which is due to anyone through law, morality, or tradition, such as the

right to life or the right to freedom. See also Obligations.

Sadism: Enjoyment, including sexual enjoyment, gained from administering pain or

hurt to another. See also Masochism.

Sanction: Authoritative permission or approval for some course of action; for example,

a religious sanction of an action makes it moral for those who belong to that religion.

Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD): Any disease, such as chlamydia, syphilis, gonor-

rhea, herpes, and AIDS, which can be transmitted by sexual activity.
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Situation Ethics: The theory invented by Joseph Fletcher which says that there are no
moral rules or guides other than Christian love—what is moral in any situation is the

loving thing to do in that situation. See also Relativism and Utilitarianism (specifically

act utilitarianism).

Situationism: The theory that one's actions are governed strictly by the situation

rather than by rules or principles. All act approaches to morality are situational.

State ofAffairs: An occurrence or situation that either is or is not actual; the occurrence

or situation in reality, as distinguished from our judgment or claims about it. States of

affairs are either actual or not actual, never true or false. See also Proposition and Truth.

STD: See Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD).

Stealing: Taking something without right or permission, generally in a surreptitious

way. See also Larceny.

Subject: As used in this book, one who is to be experimented upon.

Subjectwe: Coming from within human beings rather than outside of them. See also

Objective.

Subjectivism: See Intuitionism.

Suicide: The act or instance of intentionally killing oneself. See also Killing and Mercy
Death.

Synthesis: A bringing together of the best of a series of divergent ethical systems. A
reasonable synthesis is a bringing together of the best of all the systems or theories of

ethics coupled with an attempt to eliminate their difficulties or faults. See also Eclectic.

Tay-Sachs Disease: A fatal disorder that is genetic in character, and that is usually

found in the infant offspring of Eastern European Jews.

Teleology: See Consequentialism.

Tenable: Capable of being held; workable, defensible. See also Viable.

Triage: In medicine, a disaster that requires decisions as to who will be treated first or

at all; an emergency situation in which hospital facilities are taxed beyond their capa-

bilities.

Truth: As applied to propositions, a proposition is true if it describes a state of affairs

that was, is, or will be actual. Truth in this sense is absolute, not relative. See Falsity and

Proposition and State of Affairs.

Unethical: See Immoral.

Unity in Diversity: The theory that attempts to resolve the absolutism-relativism

controversy by stating that human beings are similar and also different; therefore,

we should strive for a unity within such diversity This can be accomplished if we
allow for freedom and diversity while accepting certain unifying principles; for ex-

ample, allowing people freedom as long as they do not harm other people in the

process.
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Universal: Applicable to all human beings, situations, times, and places. A moral rule

that is universalizable is one that can be applied to all human beings without self-con-

tradiction. Universalizability is a principle in Kant's ethical system that is embodied in

the Categorical Imperative, which states that a moral rule that cannot be universal-

ized, or made applicable to all human beings, is not a true moral rule. See also Categor-

ical Imperative and Absolute.

Universal Causation: See Determinism and Indeterminism.

Utilitarianism: A normative ethical theory originally established by Jeremy Bentham
and John Stuart Mill that advocates bringing about good consequences or happiness

to all concerned—sometimes stated as "the greatest good for the greatest number."

Act utilitarianism states that one should perform that act which will bring about the

greatest amount of good for all concerned. Rule utilitarianism states that one should al-

ways establish and/or follow that rule or those rules which will bring about the great-

est amount of good for all concerned.

Value of Life Principle: The first moral principle, which states that human life should

be preserved, protected, and valued; sometimes referred to as the Sanctity of Life

Principle. In this book it means a reverence for life and an acceptance of death.

Viable: Capable of working, such as a moral system. Also, in connection with preg-

nancy and abortion, a fetus that is able to exist outside of the mother's womb (usually

after 28 weeks of gestation). See also Tenable.

Virtue: The quality of moral excellence, righteousness, responsibility; a specific type of

moral excellence or other exemplary quality considered to be meritorious. For exam-

ple, the cardinal or natural virtues are justice, prudence, fortitude, and temperance.

Virtue Ethics: A moral theory that had its beginnings with Aristotle and which is based

not upon consequences, feelings, or rules, but upon human beings developing a moral

or virtuous character by doing what an ideal good or virtuous person would do.

Zero Population Growth (ZPG): A situation in which a man and a woman together

produce no more than two children, one to replace each of them when they die,

thereby ensuring no increase in the population.

Zygote: The term used to describe a conceptus immediately after the joining of the

sperm and the egg; the fertilized ovum. See also Conceptus and Embryo and Fetus.
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defense of the innocent, 186-88, 450-51

environmental ethics, 510-14

living together without marriage, 174—75

lying, 293-94, 480-82

mercy death, 461-65

mercy killing, 465-67

promises, breaking, 293-94, 484-85

rape, 175-76

sexuality, 488-94

stealing, 293-94, 485-87

suicide, 182-86, 447-49

terrorism, 191-93, 453

war, 188-91, 452-54

Human needs, argument for morality and, 27

Humphry, Derek, 245, 246

Husserl, Edmund, 114

Huxley, Aldous, 374

I

Immoral, use of term, 2-5

Implied agreements, 306
Incest, 274, 278, 469

Inclinations, 61-62, 64

"In Defense of Egoism" (Kalin), 39

Indeterminism, 110-11

Individual ethical egoism, 38-39

Individual Freedom principle, 168-70

Individual morality, 11-12

Industrialization, environmental ethics and, 423
Informed consent

bioethics and, 362-67

defined, 362, 363
forms, 364, 365

physician reactions to, 364, 366

Internal sense propositions, 89
Intuitionism, 57

Jackson, Shirley, 26

James, William, 111

jean's Way (Humphry), 246

Jesus, 12

Justice

business ethics and, 394-95

comparative, 124

distributive, 122, 123, 394

elements of, 123-24

exchange, 394

individualistic versus collectivistic, 123-24

principle of, 165-66

restitution/compensation for victims, 140-42

retributive, 121-22

reward and punishment and, 122-23

social, 395

suicide and, 184

Kalin, Jesse, 39, 40, 41, 92

Kant, Immanuel, 12, 14, 47, 161, 167

capital punishment and, 209

defense of the innocent and, 205

Duty Ethics, 60-64

killing and, 61

lying, cheating, breaking promises, stealing and,

293, 297

suicide and, 203-4

war and terrorism and, 207

Kevorkian, Jack, 214, 245, 246, 251

Kidney dialysis issue, 124-26, 221

Killing. See also Life, taking of human; Mercv killing

of animals, 420, 433-35, 512

defense of the innocent, arguments for and
against killing in, 186-88

defined, 182

Kant's concept of, 61

King, Rodney, 20

Kirkendall, Lester A., 4

Kubler-Ross, Elisabeth, 296, 300

Lamerton, Richard, 213, 244

Law, morality and, 19-21, 26

Libertarianism, 43

Lies. See Lying /lies

Life, taking of human. See also Die, allowing

someone to; Mercy death; Mercy killing

capital punishment, 193-99

defense of the innocent, 186-88

suicide, 182-86
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Life, taking of human (cont.)

terrorism, 191-93

war, 188-91

Life, when does it begin, 268-70, 280-82

Life principle, Value of, 162-63

Living together without marriage, 174-75

Living will, 224, 225-26

"Lottery, The," Qackson), 26

Lying /lies, 167

arguments against, 294—97

arguments for, 297-99

case examples, 301-2, 480-82

of commission, 292

defined, 291

domino argument, 295-96

moderate position on, 299-301

of omission, 292

white, 292, 299

views of ethical theories on, 293-94, 480-82

Lying: Moral Choice in Public and Private Life (Bok),

291

M

Maclntyre, Alasdair, 70, 73

Malcolm, Norman, 89

Manners, 9-10

Marriage-tvpe relationships, sex in

adultery,' 339^1
bigamv, 333

defined, 333-34

group, 335-36

homosexual, 337-39

monogamy, 334—35

nonmonogamous, 336-37

polyandry, 335

polygamy, 335

Marx,' Karl,' 105

Masturbation, 341

Medicine, ethical issues in. See Bioethics

Medlin, Brian, 39, 40, 41

Mercy, punishment and, 134-35

Mercy death

arguments against, 242-45

arguments for, 24^

case examples, 250-51, 463-65

changes in attitudes toward, 245—47

defined, 213, 242

domino argument, 243-44

hospice approach, 2 14 45

irrationality of, 243

legal status of, 214-16

religion and, 243

safeguards for, 247-49

views of ethical theories on, 461-65

Mercy killing

arguments against, 252

arguments for, 252-54

case examples, 254-55, 466-67

defined, 214, 251-52

domino argument, 252

legal status of, 214-16

views of ethical theories on, 465-67

Metaethics, 7

Metaphysics, 2

Mevers,' Christopher, 246-47, 248, 249, 250
Mill, John Stuart, 43

Minerva Project, 43

Mirror-image theory, 135

Monism, 164

Monogamy, 334-35

Moore, G. E., 91

Moral
propositions, 89-90, 91-94

responsibility', 13

use of term, 2-5

Moral advice, ethical egoism and giving, 40

Morality

customary or traditional, 17-18

defined, 3, 8-10, 28

individual, 11-12

key terms used, 2-6

justification for, 25-28

law and, 19-21

nature and, 10-11

origins of, 13-17

philosophical approach to, 6-7

reflective, 18-19

relationship between philosophy, ethics,

and, 2

religion and, 21-25

religious, 10

scientific or descriptive approach to, 6

social, 12-13

synthesis of approaches, 7-8

Moral system
basic assumptions, 155-60

characteristics for, 156

conflict resolution in, 160

emotional aspects of, 156-58

issues to decide before creating, 154-55

logical consistency of, 158

particularity of, 159

promulgation of, 159

rational aspects of, 156-58

universality7 of, 158-59

Moral system, principles of deciding on number
of, 161

example using, 174-76

Golden Rule, 63-64, 161-62

Goodness or Rightness, 163-65

Individual Freedom, 168-70

Justice or Fairness, 165-66

priority of, determining, 170-74

Truth Telling or Honesty, 166-68

Value of Life, 162-63
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Murder. See also Life, taking of human
defined, 182

N

Native Americans, view of nature, 421-22

Naturalistic fallacy, 91

Natural law theory, 14, 15

Natural resources, waste and destruction of, 419, 511

arguments against, 425-27

arguments for, 424-25

Natural selection, theory of, 104

Nature. See also Animals; Environmental ethics

arguments against the destruction of, 425-27

attitudes toward, 421-24

civilization versus, 426-27

dominion over, 424-27

human reasoning versus, 424, 426-27

morality and, 10-11

religion and view of, 422-23, 425-26

Near absolutes, 94-95

Need(s)

argument for morality and human, 27

distribution of rewards based on, 128-29

New Testament
homosexuality in, 337

view of nature in, 426

virtue in, 73

Newton, Isaac, 15, 104

Nichomachean Ethics (Aristotle), 68

Nielsen, Kai, 25, 26

Nixon, Richard M., 297, 298

Nonconsequentialist theories, 12

act, 56-59

consequentialism versus, 154-55

criticisms of, 66-68

role of, 56

rule, 59-66, 293

Nonmaleficence, principle of, 163

Nonmonogamous marriages

arguments against, 336

arguments for, 336-37

Nonmoral, defined, 5-6

Normative ethics, 6-7

Normative moral statements, 91

Nufs(Topor), 137

O

Old Testament

homosexuality in, 337

punishment in, 135

view of nature in, 425-26

Onion Field, The (Wambaugh), 5

Ordinary means, allowing someone to die and,

220-22

Origin of Species, The (Darwin), 104

O'Toole, James, 27

Particularity, in a moral system, 159

Paternalism, 357-59

truth telling and, 362
Patient as Person, The (Ramsey), 125

Patients. See also Bioethics

relationship of health care professionals with,

357-62

right to know, 362-63

Patient's Bill of Rights, 219

Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA) (1990),

222-24

Pavlov, Ivan P., 106-7

Persistent vegetative state (PVS), 216

Personal ethical egoism, 38-39

Philosophical approach, 6-7

Philosophy, defined, 2

Physical determinism, 104

Picasso, Pablo, 8

Pitchfork, Colin, 5

Pius XII, 220

Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 267

Plato, 14, 183, 422

Platonic dualism, 422

Pleasure, characteristics of, 3-4

Pluralismm, 164

Polyandry, 335

Polygamy, 335

Pornography
arguments against, 342

arguments for, 342^13

defined, 341^2
Powell, Gregory, 5

Practical Imperative, 61

Predestination, 103

Prejudice, defined, 399

Premarital sex

arguments against, 329-31

arguments for, 331-33

defined, 329

Prescriptive ethics, 6-7

Prescriptive moral statements, 92

Priestly model of paternalism, 358-59

Prima Facie duties

capital punishment and, 209

defense of the innocent and, 205

description of, 64-66

suicide and, 204

war and terrorism and, 207

Principles. See Moral system, principles of

Production, distribution of rewards based on, 127

Promiscuity, 329-30, 331

Promises, breaking

arguments against, 307-9

arguments for, 309-10

case examples, 310-12, 484-85

defined, 292, 306
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Promises, breaking (cont.)

domino argument, 308

forms of, 307

implied agreements, 306

views of ethical theories on, 293-94, 484-85

Propositions and truth

absolute truths, existence of, 87-88

analytic, 88

emotive theorv, 57, 90-91

empirical/external sense, 89

internal sense, 89

moral, 89-90, 91-94

naturalistic fallacy, 91

near absolutes, 94-95

as states of affairs, 87

Prostitution, 343-44

Psychological determinism, 106-7

Psychological egoism, 36-38

Punishment. See also Capital punishment
defined, 122

deterrence and, 138-39

justice and, 122-23

mass, 123

mercy and, 134-35

mirror-image theory, 135

protection of society and, 139

requirements of, 132-33

restitution/compensation for victims, 140-42

retribution/deserts theory, 122, 133-36

synthetic approach to, 143-44

theories of, 133-42

utilitarianism/results theorv, 136-40

Q
Quayle, Dan, 27

Quinlan, Karen Ann, 216, 223

Radical individualism, 359

Ramsev, Paul, 125

Rand, Ayn, 39, 42-43, 47

Rape, 175-76, 274, 278, 469

Rational aspects, of a moral system, 156-58

Rational ethical egoism, 42^43

Reasoning
in animals, 428

emotion versus, 155

Kant's concept of, 60

man's dominion over nature and, 424, 426-27

Reciprocal view, health care, 359-62

Reflective morality, 18-19

Relativism

analysis of, 86

cultural, 85

defined, 84, 85

Religion

dominion over nature and, 424
mercy death and, 243

morality and, 10, 21-25

nature and, 422-23, 425-26

suicide and, 183-84

Religious determinism, 103

Religious morality, 10

Restitution, 122, 140-42, 143

Results theorv

defined, 122

punishment and, 136-40

rewards and, 131

Retribution /retributive justice

capital punishment and, 197-98

defined, 121-22

punishment and, 133-36, 143

restitution and, 141

rewards and, 130-31, 143

Reverse discrimination

business ethics and, 399—401

defined, 399

Reversibility, 63-64, 161

Reward
defined, 122

justice and, 122-23

methods of distributing, 124-30, 143-44

retribution /deserts theory, 122, 130-31

synthetic approach to, 143—14

utilitarianism/results theory, 122, 131

Right/rights

animal, 427-30, 511-12

business ethics and, 390-94

characteristics of, 3-4

nonmoral sense of, 8-9

of patients, families, and health care

professionals, 357-62

of women over their own bodies, 274-75

Right and Reason (Fagothey), 57

Rightness, principle of, 163-65

Right to Die: Understanding Euthanasia (Humphry).
246

Roe v. Wade, 266, 267

Ross, William David, 70

capital punishment and, 209

defense of the innocent and, 205

lying, cheating, breaking promises, stealing and,

293

Prima Facie duties, 64-66

suicide and, 204

war and terrorism and, 207

Rule nonconsequentialist theories

Divine Command theory, 56, 59

Kant's Duty Ethics, 60-64

lving, cheating, breaking promises, stealing and,

293

Ross's Prima Facie duties, 64-66

versus act, 155
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Rule utilitarianism, 45-46, 155, 294

Russell, Berrrand, 43

Russell, O. Ruth, 248,249

Sagan, Carl, 266

Sartre, Jean-Paul, 113-14

Science and Human Behavior (Skinner), 106

Scientific approach to morality, 6

Scientific determinism, 104-5

Scriven, Michael, 19, 23, 24, 161, 168

Self-interest

argument for morality and enlightened,

25-26

universal ethical egoism and, 42

versus other-interestedness, 155

Sentientism, 418, 429

Sex/sexuality

case examples, 345-46, 490-94

homosexuality, 337-39

major aspects of, 323-24

in marriage-type relationships, 333—41

masturbation, 341

meaning and purposes of, 324-25

perversion, 344-45

pornography, 341^13

premarital, 329-33

prostitution, 343-44

views of ethical theories on, 488-94

Sexual freedom
arguments against, 326-27

arguments for, 327-29

domino argument, 326, 327-28

Sexual harassment

arguments against it being immoral, 402-3

arguments for it being immoral, 403-5

business ethics and, 401-5

defined, 401-2

Shilts, Randy, 142

Simpson, O. J., 20

Situation Ethics (Fletcher), 59

Skinner, B. R, 106-7

Smith, Jimmy Lee, 5

Social-cultural determinism, 105-8

Social justice, 395

Social morality, 12-13

Socrates, 18, 183, 422
Soft determinism, 1 1

Sophocles, 11

Speciesism, 418

States of affairs, propositions and, 87

Stealing

arguments against, 312-13

arguments for, 314-15

case examples, 315-17, 486-87

defined, 292, 312
domino argument, 313

Kant's concept of, 60-61

views of ethical theories on, 293-94, 485-87
Stoddard, Sandol, 238

Suicide

arguments against, 182-84

arguments for, 184-85

case examples, 185-86, 449

defined, 182

domino argument, 184

irrationality of, 182-83

religion and, 183-84

views of ethical theories on, 202-4, 447^49

Suicide, assisted. See Mercy death

Supernatural theory, 14, 15, 22

Teleological theories. See Consequentialist theories

Teller, Edward, 43

Ten Commandments, 10, 11-12, 18, 19, 22

Terrorism

arguments against, 192

arguments for, 191-92

case examples, 192-93, 453-54

views of ethical theories on, 206-8, 453

Topor, Tom, 137

Traditional morality, 17-18

Traditions, argument for morality and, 26

Truman, Harry S, 49, 71

Truth. See Propositions and truth

Truth telling

advertising and, 396-97

bioethics and, 362-67

business ethics and, 395, 396-97

patients'/families' reactions to, 366-67

physician reactions to, 364, 366

principle, 166-68

u

"Ultimate Principles and Ethical Egoism" (Medlin),

39

Unethical, use of term, 2-5

Universal causation, 102, 104, 108, 110

Universal ethical egoism, 38, 39—42

Universality, of a moral system, 158-59

Universalizability, Kant's concept of, 60

Utilitarianism, 6, 12, 36

act, 44-45, 294

capital punishment and, 208-9

defense of the innocent and, 204-5

lying, cheating, breaking promises, stealing and,

294

origins of, 43

problem with, 47-48

punishment and, 136-40, 143

restitution and, 141

rewards and, 122, 131, 143
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Utilitarianism (cont.)

rule, 45-46, 294

suicide and, 203

war and terrorism and, 206-7

Value of Life principle, 162-63

abortion and, 270-71, 279

Values

comparison of objective and subjective, 15-17

objective, 14

subjective, 14

Veatch, Robert, 358, 361

Vegetarianism, 418, 429, 431

Viability, defined, 265

Vice, virtue versus, 69

Virtue /Virtue Ethics, 68-74

advantages of, 71-72

analysis of, 70

Aristotle's concept of, 68-70

capital punishment and, 209

defense of the innocent and, 205-6

defined, 68

determining the ideal virtuous person, 73-74

disadvantages of, 72-73

mean between extremes, 70

suicide and, 204

vice versus, 69

war and terrorism and, 207-8

w
Walden II (Skinner), 106

Wambaugh, Joseph, 5

War
arguments against, 188-89

arguments for, 189-91

case examples, 453-54

defined, 188

views of ethical theories on, 206-8, 452-54

Watergate, 19, 20, 297

Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, 267
Wesley, John, 293

Whitewater, 20

Wholism, 418, 429-30

Wilson, Robert, 358

Wright, Frank Lloyd, 427

Wron
c.
*

characteristics of, 3-4

nonmoral sense of, 8-9

Zygote, defined, 265
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